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SUMML\RY 
This thesis examines one particular avenue of agricultural 
intensification found in the Pacific, that of irrigation, with reference 
as to whether it has a more than purely technological significance in 
Pacif:ic prehistory. To this encl the island of Aneityum in southern 
Vanuatu, where irrigation of taro (Colocasia esculenta) was traditionally 
important, has been studied in detail, through documentary sources, oral 
history, archaeologicµl survey and ethnographic observation, to assess 
the scale, layout and productivity of its agricultural systems of 
contact (1830) (Chapters 2-4). 
Archaeological excavations and stratigraphic observations were 
made on the alluvial plains where the largest irrigation systems are 
located, in order to chart the history of the island's agricultural 
exploitation from its settlement apparently by about 3000 BP (Chapter 5) . 
Before 2000 BP there is evidence for massive ·humanly-induced erosion of 
the hillsides near the sea. Subsequent deposition of alluvium led to 
valley infilling and progradation of the shoreline. As valley infilling 
progressed they became less swampy and the first direct evidence of their 
use for gardening occurs at uJout 1000 BP. 
In all cases the indications are that dry land gardening preceded 
irrigation on the new alluvium. It it only within the last 500 years 
at most that large-scale irrigation systems, often fed by canals several 
kilometres long which cross major watersheds, were extended onto the 
alluvial plains. Human inte1:ference with natural environment::al processes 
had led, not to ecoJ.ogical disasterj but to a greatly expanded potential 
for agricultural intensification and social stratification. An examination 
of the literature on other areas of the Pacific reveals that comparable 
processes of landscape change can be observed on many other islands, 
having perhaps equally significant implications for their prehistory 
(Chapter 6). 
To complement the detailed study of irrigation techniques on 
Aneityum, the major irrigation techniques in use elsewhere in the Pacific 
are examined and their distribution discussed (Chapter 7). Although many 
different irrigation methods are found in the Pacific there are several 
advantages over dry land gardening common to all. Among these, the 
greater potential for intensification of production is the most significant 
and this gives irrigation a more than purely technological significance 
in Pacific prehistory (Chapter 8). Where there were social and political 
demands for large agricultural surpluses, irrigation (where environmentally 
possible) formed an ideal economic base precisely because of this potential. 
To t:he extent, however that such political, systems on Aneityum and 
elsewhere were based on exploitation of the rich alluvial land of valley 
bottom and coastal plain, they can only have come into existence within 
the last few hundred years, during the time that these environments have 
existed in a form manageable for agriculture. Prior to that time a 
different economy and different social relations must have existed. 
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1 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION: A YOUNG MAN'S QUEST CONTINUED 
This work was in part inspired by a statement of Harold Brookfield's 
in a 1972 paper on 'Intensification and Disintensification in Pacific 
Agriculture' : 
Despite the work already done, the task of recording, 
surveying, classifying and above all understanding 
the past and present forms of intensive agriculture 
is still before us. It calls for combined efforts 
from a whole g1:oup of disciplines, and if it is to 
have form and purpose, it demands also an effort to 
relate the field evidence to other ecological, 
demographic and social phenomena (1972: 31). 
~it: 
The thesis seeks to make a contribution to the recording, surveying, 
classifying and hopeft!lly the understanding of a particular avenue of 
agricultural intensification, that of irrigation. 
Various archaeologists, anthropologists and geographers working 
in the Pacific have talked of evidence for intensive agriculture or 
discussed agricultural systems in use today or in the recent past as 
end points in a process of intensification (see for instance Bellwood 
1978n: )45, 238; Ear.le 1980; Col.son 1977;· Golson:"in press; Kirch 1976: 
3J, 61; Kirch 1980: 47; Yen 1973a; Yen 1981). These scholars refer 
either implicitly or explicitly to three seminal works - Clifford 
Geertz's 'Agricultural Involution' (1963), Ester Boserup's 'The 
renditions of Agricultural Growth' (1965), and the 1972 pap~r by 
1 rookfield quoted above wlrich integrates and extends the approaches 
·of Geertz and Boserup. Brookfield gives a concise definition of 
intensification which applies equally to hunter-gatherer as to 
agriculturaliy based economies, as well as to transitions from one to 
the other: 
In regard to land, or to any natural resource complex, 
intensification must be measured by inputs only of 
capital, labour and skills against constant land. The 
primary purpose of intensification is the substitution 
of these inputs for land, so as to gain more production 
from a given area, use it more frequently, and hence 
make possible a greater concentration of production · 
(ibid: 31). 
Irrigation is often assumed to represent one of the peaks of 
intensification in Oceania, but this judgement needs to be examine<l. 
rer.,:dns - stt"l1c'-Lll.'c'd t c'rr.!t't':~, t,,,,~ 1'•\\\·:\\;:, t :\ {::c•,\ tw,\:: I\\ ur:;o;1111"'·· ::11\d ! h,.; 
like> - rath<'r li:in it·,1m .! :·:tu.\\· ,,t \;1h1'\\I' \1q1111::, lmp1'1!:l\\\'r' v.'\tl\\11 
total productit111, <lnd c'l\\'il"\l\ll\\t'llldl :\\\1\ ::1'1'!;1\ 1'1'\\\1\l! (,11w \\\\tlr\i 1'.'1\\1•h 
irrigation systl'll\S hnv<' t1Pt'l'dl\'d. h'htt •. ' lt 1'1111l1l h1' :11·~1wd th;\t ;dl 
irrigation s;;sll'llls •1l'l' ·il\ll'!l~d\'t', !t 1:: 1·q11:1l \,· 1111r• t 111111 ;\\\ 1111nd l 1:.111 
be viewed solt'ly within i\ Pl'i'!{t'll1'1'/o1li1:1•\ll'<' t1·;1111c'\,1111k ;\\1d lt.;1 l111p11\l(.1111•c: 
assumed. Si.'.niln r :'issumpt'l\11\:i l'\1111 d ll r ('\\\\ 1·:111 "" ,. !' 11 ! \'I 11nd ! 11 Ir:! t ;\ ( I \lll 
to any intcns:i.vt' tt'cl111 fqul' nr t;uf It• Pl I 111'il11fqu,•11 1ihti11\ \'r•d !11 1 llP 
Pacific. 
lrrigat:i.on lrns lH't'n clJOHl'll lor· d1'1.lll1•d nl111lv 1111 lhir'I·•. 111:1111 
reasons - :its ·i111portn1H'<' wltll111 w!d1•1· 11ntl11·c11)(1f11i !1•;11 1l1t<111v. l1r1 
archac.olog-Lcal visi.h!I fly, nncl 
0
lln p:111 l'n(•l 1 !1• dlu11fli1il11111, 
to the assumpti.011 L11nt· f1·1·lp,n1.!011 lll'C'C'lllllli'l!y 11·p1c•11r 111l11 11111; c1I 111.; 
peaks of :Lntcns:if:icntion In tlH' l111cl! I« f!• 111,. 111111·11 d1•f1,1!1•il 111 .. 1.1 
that :irrigat:l.011 is i111portn11l 011 :i wnl'lcl wlclr· li:111!11 rill :1 1111·!111 111 
socinl c.vol.ut.i.011. Al. ill; l1n::i1· !1·v1·l 1111• cl1 1 l111t•• oV<'I 1111:• l11111111Jr1111d 
of irr:igat:ion Jn nocial t'Vol111ln11 111.1rlc·l>nll'11v1·1 ll11i 11·lr11l1111rilil1• 
between tccl111ology :rnd po!li.!c'.ilf JHJW•'I (Jlownl11g 1111d <:111111111 l'l/11: 
Earle 1978; M.Ltcltc.•11 19'7'3; Vilt:L101\1'l l'J'i/). 
trickle of wnlc.:r :inlr> n mln1il« p11r1:1•I rd !111111 li11•1 )1·<1 111 1il l;~1 l111c1f-!,<-t~ 
of ncn.demir'.s from f;ir nnrJ 1,;frlr• :ind :11;:n1111r·d tl'1l11" 1111111fr111 r111111 1111 " 
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of New Caledonia (Barrau 1956: 67). Irrigated garden techniques often 
leave distinctive archaeological traces, and the range of crops that 
can be grown in them is severely restricted, as established from the 
evidence of crop water requirements and from recent historical and 
ethnographic sources. As one moves out into the Pacific from New 
Guinea the number of hydrophytic 'ood pl'ants for which irrigation would 
be suitable narrows e;ren further. "!:n most cases we can be reasonably 
sure that the main crap (if not the only one) grown in Oceanic irriga-
tion systems is the taro (Colocasia esculenta) or under certain 
conditions another aroid, the giant swamp taro (Cyrtosperma 
.chamissonis). 
Irrigation systems have been reported in an area stretching from 
the l!owa.iian Islands in the east to New Guinea and beyond in the west, 
in a range of environmental and social contexts. Many of the other 
intensive techniques have a much more restricted distribution within 
Oceania. 
Several early European visitors to the Pacific commented on the 
irrigation practices assocjated with the cultivation of taro. The 
Spaniards of Nendana's expedition which 'discovered' the Solomon 
Islands were the first of these, observing irrigation systems on 
Guadalcanal in use in May 1568: 
We saw many villages up in the hills and many 
pL:mtations of food on the slopes, an:anged very 
well so that they could irrigate them, which they 
did. It was well laid out; and by each there was 
a stream of water. (Amherst and Thomson 1901 (II): 
306). 
Members of Cook's expeditions in the 1770s commented on and were 
obviously impressed by taro irrigation systems in the Hawaiian Tslands 
Tahiti and New Caledonia (Cook [Beaglehole] 1961: 538; 1967: 269; 
Forster 1777 (I): 341-2). Early accounts by visitors to other island 
groups also mention the presence of taro irrigation. Williams (1838: 
206-7) described the practice as it was on Rarotonga in 1823, Wilkes 
(1845 (III): 42-3) reports it from the F~jian archipelago during the 
US Expedit.i.on of l8'3S-J.8L12, while the missionary John Geddie mentions 
taro irrigation in an account (See App. 3: item 5) written soon after 
he settled on /\nc·i tyum in Vnnuntu (formerly the New Hebrides) in 18L18. 
Many were obviously impressed by the technological sophistication 
of the irrigation systems, and in their (sometimes grudging) enthusiasm 
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clearly expressed their own feelings of racial and moral superiority. 
De Roches, speaking of the Balade area (New Caledonia), found there: 
une sorte de monument de cet art ingenieux, et qu'on 
est etonne de trouver avec une telle perfection chez 
un peuple sauvage. C'est un acqueduc de 8 ~ 10 
kilometres de long, conduit sur la croupe des 
montagnes, avec un habilete qui ferait honneur ~ un 
peuple civilise (1862: 170). 
Erskine who visited an area 30 miles southeast of Balade, on the 
river Kalaut, observed that: 
From all we see it is evident that this part of the 
country is not generally fertile, buL t 1egree of 
pains seems to be taken in its cultiva~~-n that I 
never expected to see among savages. The face of 
the hills above the river is covered with rectangular 
fields, surrounded by channels of irrigation, which 
as far as can be seen from below, is conducted on a 
careful and scientific system ... (1853: 355). 
Anderson, again speaking of New Caledonia, is slightly more grudging in 
his praise: 
The idea of i1-rigat:Lng the plantations by this means 
is, perhaps, one which would occur to the most 
uncivilized savage: but a certain amount of skill 
displayed in cutting the channels on the side of th~ 
hills, wl1iich are sometimes wooded, oftentimes rocky, 
and also in constructing them at a constant, very 
gradual descent, imperceptible tc the naked eye, is 
sufficent to alter any previously assumed notion that 
the Melanesian is a know-nothing specimen of the 
'genus Homo' (1880: 229-230). 
Some were sceptic<Jl that such work could have been carried out by 
Pacific lslanders, for instance Brenchley, als~ talking of New 
Caledonia: 
It would appear ... that a more advanced Civilization 
must have at one time existed on this island. Remains 
of ancient aqucduc ts are to be found, one cigh t miles 
in length ... It is evident that the skilful irrigation 
which has so surprised those who saw it, must be a 
a practice cilat has been transmitted from better times 
( 18 7 3 : 34 7) . 
This was a sentim011t echoed by other writers (such as Inglis 1882: 
xxii-xxiii), but the Reverend James Copeland on seeing the irrigation 
sys tcms on Anei tyum :i.n Vanuatu refused to be impressed whoever had 
built them, commenting that there are: 
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aqueducts .for the irrigation of plantations which, 
though extensive, come far short of that which now 
unites Glasgow and the Highland Lochs (RPM, Oct. 
1860: 3l16). 
Even today many otherwise liberal Europeans, hearing of my own 
research, have,assumed that it is something to do with teaching 
irrigation to Pacific Islanders. Similarly Meggitt (1958: 306-7) 
assumed that irrigation techniques he observed in Enga Province (PNG) 
had been learned from European goldminers! Patrol Officer Stitt 
(quoted in Gorecki 1979a: 117) felt the need to ask the local people 
if irrigation sys terns he observed in the Western Highlands o.f PNG in 
1961 had been learned from Europeans, as did Whiteoak (quoted in 
Lacey 1979: 15) in Enga in 1953. 
As well as the evidence from early travellers' accounts and 
historical sources, archaeologists have also noted widespread remains 
of irrigation systems in many parts of the Pacific. Abandoned 
irrigation systems were first reported by Glaumont (1897) from New 
Caledonia. Pioneering archaelogical and ethnographic surveys by the 
Bishop Museum record the presence of abandoned canals, terraces and 
other features associated with taro irrigation from the Hawaiian 
Islands (Bennett 193]; Emory 1924; llnnrly J.9t10; McAllister 1933), 
Mangareva (Buck 1938: 226-7), Marquesas Islands (Handy 1923: 182-7), 
Austral Islands (Aitken 1930: 16-17, 33-4), Society Islands (Emory 
1933; 33), Cook Islands (Buck 1944: 249-250), and the Wallis and 
Futuna Is lands (Burrows 1936: 140). From Fiji, Ward (1960: 40-2, 4 7) 
reports widescale abandonment from the nineteenth century onwards of 
formerly irrigated terrace systems. Shutler and Shutler (1966: 160) 
reported seeing extensive areas of abandoned agricultural terraces on 
Aneityum in the first a1·chacological survey of southern Vanuatu, while 
Chik.amori reported similar systems from his survey work on New Georgia 
in the Solomon Islands (1966). 
We now need to examine in more detail the crop usually associated 
with irrigation in Oce;rnia, and then to define more closely the meaning 
of the term irrigation as used in this study. 
Ti\RO 
Taro (_c::_o).o_ccns}_a_ ~-s_c_u}~e21_t_..1) is one of the mnj or staples of Pncific 
subsistence systems. It can be grown in unirrigated gardens in areas 
of moderately high rainfall, 2500 mm/year usually being necessary but 
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with 1750 mm sufficient if spread evenly throughout the year (Kay 1973: 
169). Practices such as irrigation, planting in naturally wet valley 
bottoms or swamps, or heavy mulching are necessary however in many 
areas throughout the Pacific to ensure year round production. It is 
a perennial plant usua:lly 0.4 m to 2 m tall and is grown particularly 
for its edible corm and cormels, while young leaves and its flowers 
can also be eaten. It is identifiable by its peltate leaves (only 
the Hawaiian 'Pike' group having hastate leaves). Leaf shape is the 
easiest way to distinguish it from the other edible Araceae found in 
the Pacific such as the Giant Swamp Taro (Cyrtosperma chamissonis), 
Elephant Ear Taro (Alocasia macrorrhiza), Elephant Yam (Amorphophallus 
campanulatus), and Chinese Taro (Xanthosoma sagittifolit.in1) whic,h has 
been recently introduced from the Americas. Taro is most commonly 
propagated vegetatively by using stem cuttings consisting of about 
0.75 cm of the corm or rormel and the lower 25 cm or so of the stam. 
Botanical and general descriptions and bibliography are given by Bird 
and Rotar (1979), Kny (1973), Plucknett et al. (1970) and Purseglove 
(19 72) . 
Taro is naturally a plant of wet and even swampy areas in the 
Inda-Pacific region and human management by cultivation has sought to 
replicate such conditions. Variot1s areas of origin have been claimed 
in India and Mainland and Island Southeast Asia (Burkill 1935: 638; 
De Canclolle 1882: 73; Engler and Krause 1920: 65; Spier 1951; VavHov 
1949-1950: 27), and supposedly wild taros have been reported from 
India, Ceylon, Sumatra and elsewhere in Indonesia. 
A cytological study by ·,en and Wheeler (1968) suggested an Indian 
origin but the lack of samples from Tndonesia and lowland New Guinea 
renders the conclusions very tentative. Obviously, further useful 
cytological research could be done on taro to examine questions of 
origin. 
The poss.ibility tlwt the area of natural distribution of taro may 
hnvo included Lilt' island of New Guinea should be borne in mlnd. Golson 
(1977: 613) has suggested the possibility that agricultural evidence 
for ditching of swamps in the Wal1gi Valley, Western Highlands Province, 
PNG dated to 9000 BP may have been associated with the growing of taro. 
TI1e ditch systems dating to 6000 BP and later are certainly similar to 
those attested ethnographically to be for taro production in the 
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Highlands (ibid: 616). A tentative identification of taro pollen as 
an element of the lowland New Guinea flora at 8500 BP has also been 
made by Garrett-Jones (l979: 295,329). This raises the possibility of an 
independent domestication of taro in New Guinea itself without transfer 
from Islabd Southeast Asia being necessary. Aboriginal exploitation 
of Colocasia esculenta is known from the Northern Territory (R. Jones 
and B. Meehan, pers. comm.; cf. Ewart and Davies 1917: 65) and 
Queensland (Golson 1971: 217; Harris 1977: 1 433) and the species is also 
known from New South Wales (Evans 1962: 7, 10). Exploitation of the 
plant in these areas may well date back to the period pre-8000 BP) 
when New Guinea and Australia were still joined (cf.Jones and Bowler 
1980). 
IRRIGATION 
Irrigation is a term wh:ch has often been loosely applied to 
describe a range of wetland agricultural techniques. In discussing 
irrigation I will follow the definition of its purpose as given by 
More (1969: 44) : 
The purpose of irrigation is the control of soil 
moisture between a lower limit that will not restrict 
plant growth nnd an upper limit that avoids the dis-
advantages of waterlogging. 
The term thus embraces all forms of 'wetland' agriculture from the use 
of naturally swampy areas to systems whose water supply comes from long 
. supply canals. 
Irrigation may allow the speculative use of rain-fed land that 
would not oth~rwise be used. Rain-fed farming on soils with marginal 
rainfall is in many cases only possible because irrigation production 
guarantees some yield reliability. The overall advantages have been 
well-summarised by Ruthenberg: 
By regulating the water, levelling the land, 
maintaining a high degree of fertilization ... 
the farmer has obtained almost complete control 
of all growth factors except natural catastrophes. 
Thus the irrigation farmer iG not as dependent , 
as the rain-fed farmer on his daily assessment 
of the soil and plants, and on choosing the type 
of labour operations and when to terminate them. 
Instead, the production process is similar to 
that in mnnufactur:ing, which permits relatively 
exact planning (1971: 159-60). 
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For taro the yield/hectare with irrigation is considerably higher 
than that of the yield in rain-fed (dry land) conditions in a similar 
environment. Some taro varieties require a very wet environment in 
order to be grown at all. Irrigation allows a measure uf permanent 
land use and yield fluctuations/year can usually be reduced (assuming 
an adequate water supply). It is relatively adaptable with regard to 
both type and intensity of production. Some crop pests cpn slso be 
cut out by growing taro in flooded fields. 
Three main categories of irrigation can be identified in the 
Pacific (Damm 1951): true irrigation, swampland and pi. t cultivation 
techniques. 
to fields. 
True irrig&ti1)n refers to diversion of w.:iter from source 
Swampland cultivation techniques generally consist of the 
management by ditching of freshwater swamps where the aim is not 
complete drainage to create a dry land environment for planting but is 
only to control the water table within required limits. Pit 
cultivation is found mainly on coral atolls and other low islands where 
pits are dug to tap the fre:'shwater lens beneath the ground surface. 
It is also found on'._some high islands, paxticularly in Micronesia. 
The issues outlined above concerning the irrigated cultivation of 
taro are discussed in chapters 2, 3 and 4 in relation to the island of 
Aneityum in soutlit•rn Vnnuatu (formedy the Franco-British Condominiw11 of 
the New Hebrides). Fieldwork was undertaken on Aneityum in 1978, 1979 
and for a short period in 1980. 
Previous archaeological reconnaissance had shown Aneityum to have 
extensive r8mains of abandoned terraced agricultural systems, some of 
them irrigated (Groube 1975; McArthur 1974; Shutler and Shutler 1966). 
These led one of these authors to desc1·ibe the island as 1 the Easter 
Island of Melanesian Agriculture', a claim I would not dispute. 
Groube's excavation had also shown the possibility that long strati-
graphic sequences could be obtained from the valley floors, relating 
tc agricultural use of the island. Aneityum was the first island in 
Melanesia to be successfully ~ sionised and there exists a wealth of 
early historical accounts by the missionaries and by visitors to the 
island, starting in the 1830~, including early maps with coastal 
settlement locations marked on them. A census was taken in 1854 before 
the mni.n period of clcvnsl:nting popu]adon decline from 1.860 onwards 
(st11clied in detail by McArthur 1974) and population figures were also 
published for sevcrnl nnmecl districts and divisions on the island at 
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this time. These figures together with other historical and archaeological 
data provide valuable information, probably unique within Island 
Melanesia, F.or establishing a baseline geography of the island at 
European contact. Permanent mission settlement commenced only 18 years 
after the first known direct contac..t with Europeans, hence McArthur' s 
(ibid) perhaps j us i:.ified desigru1.tion of this period as 'the :(.,ate Phase 
of Prehistory' on Aneityum. 
It is the agricultvral economy of the island at this period 
which I actempt· to reconstruct, bearing in mind the questions concerning 
intensification outlined previously. The productivity of irrigated 
and dry land agticulture on the island and the social and demographic 
contexts within which the agricultural systems were operated are thus 
examined. 
In Chapter 5 a historical dimension is added to the picture and 
the evidence of agricultural and landscape change during the prehistory 
of the island is used to examine proc~ssas of intensification. In Chapter 6 
comparative material from other high Pacific islands is examined to see 
whether similar processes have been operating elsewhere. 
In Chapter 7 currently working pondfield irrigation systems on 
Mnewo Island in northern Vanu<t tu are described, based on fieldwork 
undertaken in 1978 and 1979. Comparative material on other forms of 
irrigation is also discussed to show the range of techniques used 
traditionally in Oceania and their arci1aeological manifestations. 
Although such traditional or semi-traditional irrigation systems are 
still found in some parts of the region, there, is evidence of a 
general decline or even total cessation of these techniques in many 
areas (cf. Brookfield 1972). There is thus a need to record these 
technologies in cletail before they disappear or are transformed, 
technologies which form a direct link to the archaeological remains of 
abandoned systems. Such work hes been undertaken in Polynesia (Allen 
1969, 1971; E;irle 1978; Handy nncl llancly 1972; Kirch l975a; Petersen 
1972) but much less in Mclmwsia and in much less detail (l.larrau 1956; 
1958; Bonnemaison 19711; M. Brookfielcl 1980; Curry 1962), The chapter. 
then gN's on to consider t·llC' cH:-:tributJon of particular irrigation 
tPchniques within tlw Pacific, examinjng environmental, social and 
<'lll tur0-h is tor icn I foe tors t·o c.>xplnin the pn.:>Ht'nce or absence of 
irrigation in particular island groups. 
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In the concluding chapter the themes discussed in tl.1e opening 
paragraphs of the thesis are again taken up and the wider ramifications 
of the study are discussed. I 
I 
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' CHAPTER TWO 
ANEITYUM: AN INTRODUCTION 
As you coast along in a boat you observe three belts 
or zones, in mdny places pretty well defined, which 
we may name the nlluvial or arable, the sterile, and 
the woody. The first lies along the shore, is flat, 
and consist~ of a dark, rich soil. As it furnishes a 
great proroftion of the food, most of the natives are 
found on it. Here flourish luxuriantly the Cocoa-nut 
and bread-fruit tr~es, with taro, l:qnanas, sugarcane 
etc. The second or sterile is of l~rg~~ exten~, and 
can be best seen. In some places there is no 
vegetation, nothing but red earth. On the most of it, 
you find grass, ferns, and a few stunted trees. In 
some places this belt descends to the sea, in which case 
the coast is high, and the reef ~lose inshore. The 
people inhabiting this division have their houses in 
the valleys, where they raise much of their food by 
irrigation. The woody belt occupies the summit and 
centre of the island. Few people are found in it ... 
Like the sterile, this belt somet~mes descends almost 
to the shore (Copeland, RPM, Oct .. 1860: 346). 
The high volcanic island of Aneityum (Lat. 169°SO'E., Lonf 20° 
,3 lO'S) described above almost 3D years to the: day after the first known 
European landing on its shores is the southernmost inhabited island of 
the Republic of Vanuatu in Southern Melanesia. The nearest islands to 
the north ~re Tanna and West Futuna both of which are clearly visible 
on the horizon. Tc the south lie the uninhabited Matthew and Hunter 
Islands which are not visible from Aneityum. Matthew Island is an 
active volcano however and .smoke from it can apparently sometimes be 
seen. To the S.W. 250 km distant lie the Loyalty Islands of New 
Caledonia (Fig. 2.1). These, being quite low islands, are not visible 
from Aneityum but Ane~tyum and ~anna are visible from Mare on clear 
days (Jack Yauotau, pers. comm.). 
The spelling of Aneityum has undergone several changes since the 
time of Cook (cf. Inglis 1887: i9-20). Cook called it Annattom, the 
Tanncse name. The Futunese cnll it Ekiamo or Keamu. Inglts records 
that traders corrupted this to Gama antl thence to Campbell Island. 
TI1e recognized form of the name in Sydney during the early day3 of the 
Mission \ias Ana tam. The missionaries, following Samoan orthography, 
f·i rst wrote /\,1~· i I t•11111, hut t'li~1111~(1 d i l. Ln Ano i I v11m in nhoul 1 B60. 
Using Aneityumese orthgraphy it would best be spelt Anaijom (::is Bishop 
Selwyn apparently did) but today i.s generally spelt Aneityum, while in 
the days of the Condomin Lum the French J\dministratio1, nnd son:e 
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francophone inhabitants spelt it Anatom or occasionally Aneytioum. 
McArthur (1974: 2) is incorrect in stating that its inhabitants 
originally called it Keamu, but not everyone on the island is agreed 
that it was known as Aneityum either. 
The land <He :i of the island has 
(Carney.and Macfarlane 1979: 1), 160 
been variously estimated at 145 km2 
2 . 2 km (Quantin 1979: 2) and 165 km 
(Ilrail:hwaite 1975:·307; Schmid 1975: 330). My own measurements 1 
2 suggest an area of 160 km . The island's maximum length is roughly 
east-west being 16~ km and at its widest (north-south) it is nearly 
13 km across. Its highest peak is Inrero Atamaig (852 m) with its 
sister peak Tnrero Atahaig being over 840 m; Also in the west of the 
island are other high peaks labelled on maps as Unetchen Itap (812 m) 
and Ukapaere (BZB m). To the east are a series of peaks around the 
former volc<mo rim: Tahentchei (804 m), Aneuth:in Hao (768 m), Neghnaru 
(767 m), Netchan Wunhu (739 m) and Aneuthan Ncmo (735 m) (see Fig. 2.2 
for general topography). Topographic maps are available at 1:100 000 
and 1:50 000 based on aerial photography flown by the RAF• in 1972. 
Reports on the Geology (Carney and Macfarlane 1979), Climate, Soils 
and Natural Resources (Quentin 1979) and various studies of flora, 
fauna and other elements of the environment (Royal Society Expedition 
1975) are now available. A metenrological station was established 
after the Second World War and continuous records exist from 1955 
om1a rcls . Summaries of the climate, geology, soils, vegetation, and 
historical sources are given below. 
CLIMATE 
Aneityum has been divided by Quantin (1979: 2-3) into three 
climatic zones: the windward low altitu~e zone below 500 m (zone one), 
the perihumid zone of the ridge crests above SQQ m (zone two) and the 
leeward low altitude zone in the North a·1d West of the island (zone 
three). 
The meteorological station on Aneityum is situated at Ane:.•lcauhat 
in zone one in the middle of the south coast behind the shore at 7 m 
above sea level. Mean annual temperature is 23.4°C. with monthly mean 
ranging from 20.8° for ,July and August: to 26° for February. The extreme 
temperature ranges recorded are 35° (December 1956) 0 and 10.5° (July 
1971). Met.: .,~nual rainfall is 2290 mm (min.i.mum, 1957, of 1619 nun and 
maximum, 19~. of 2962 mm) with a rainier season in the period January 
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to March, and a drier period from July to October. M~an monthly 
humidity is 78.5%. The dominant wind direction is east to southeast 
averaging 10 knots~ with winds recorded in 88% of observations. 
Streams within this zone generally flow throughout the year. 
The second zone, the perihumid, is found generally above 500 ,m 
on windward slopes and 6-700 m on leeward slopes. It is more 
constantly humid, being close to saturation much of the time. The 
ridge rirests are high enough to induce orographit rainfall and Quantin 
suggests that rainfall in this zone is probably higher than 4000 mm 
annually and the temperature cooler by 2-3°. Deep valleys t~pping 
this zone ensure permanent streamflow down into some of the driest 
areas of the island. 
There is no meteorological station in zone three, the leeward 
side of the island, but Quantin considers the climatic regime to be 
comparable to th t at the meteorological station at Lenakel on the 
west coast of the neighbouring island of Tanna at 80 m above sea level 
for which records are available from 1957. This has a mean annual 
temperature of 23.7°, rainfall is considerably less than zone one 
Aneityum and less regular with a mean annual value of 1643 mm 
(minimum, 1969 with 1220 mm and maximum, 1971 with 2192 mm). Mean 
monthly humidity is 78.2%. A more seasonal regime is indicated with a 
pronounced dry season lasting from July to November. Winds are less 
frequent and less strong than ln zone one Aneityum, occurring in 80 per 
cent of observations with an average speed of five knots and again 
coming predominantly from the east. On Aneityum very few of the 
streams in this zone flow throughout the year~ except the Ijipdav and 
Anauwau rivers whose deep narrow valleys tap runoff from zone two. 
This tripartit~ climatic zonation is reflected both in soils and 
vegetation. Aneityum is in a belt of frequent tropical storms and 
hurricanes, generally bclween December and March (App. 1), and these 
have also had an effect on soils and vegetation particularly in the 
northern Jwlf of the island (see Chapter 5). Although hurricanes tend 
to affect the north coast more severely, this is not always so and any 
quarter of the island can be struck. 
As shown by diagrams reproduced by Lee (1975: 272-5) there is 
considerable climatic variation within the Vanuatu Archipelago which 
covers some 7° of latitude, with the northern islands such as those 
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of the Banks Group having a noticeably more equatorial climate with 
higher temperatures and higher rainfall. The station reported from 
the Banks Group (on Vanua Lava) has a mean annual rainfall of some 
4000 mm distributed regularly throughout the year, nearly dou'Jle that 
of zone one Aneityum. 
In assessing the effects of climate o~ agricultural production, 
these figures can only give a general idea. Of more use where 
available are water balance figures. Water balance is 'the difference 
between the input of water in the form of precipitation, the losses 
due to evaporation and transpiration of plants (evapotranspiration) and 
changes in storage (soil moisture, ground water, streams, etc.)' 
(McLean 1980b: 162). One such model (WATBAL) has been developed by 
the C.S.I.R.O. in Australia (Keig and McAlpine 1974) and used mainli 
to provide soil moisture and pasture growth information in regional 
studies in Australia and PNG. In consultation with John McAlpine 
of C.S.I.R.O. it was decided to evaluate water balance on Aneityum 
using figures from the meteorological station there to represent the 
windward side of the island, and those from the adjacent island of 
Tanna to represent leeward side conditions. T\vo sub-models were used, 
one to assess water balance given a generalized vegetation pattern and 
another using figures for the evapotranspiration of taro to assess 
whether irrigation would be necessary for adequate plant growth. 
This is the first time WATBAL has been used to assess suitability of 
an area for growing root crops. The methodology used is summarised in 
Appendix 2 and Figs. 2,3 to 2.5 and the results are presented in Figs. 
2.6 and 2.7. 
Using the general model for the windward side of Aneityum 
significant periods of soil w2ter stre::s occurred in 13 out of 20 years 
recorded, with serious droughts occurring in 5 of these years albeit 
of short duration. On the leeward sides of Tanna and Aneityum the 
climate is more stressful: periods of soil moisture stress occurred in 
16 out of 19 years and serious droughts in 11 out of 19 years, usually 
of several weeks duration. When the spec:ialised model for taro 
evapotranspiration was used to assess irrigation requirements, it was 
found that year-round taro growth would be possible without irrigation 
on the windward side in only 3 out of 20 years; while serious droughts 
affectlng taro growth have occurred in 14 out of the 20 years. On the 
leeward side such serious droughts have occurred every year and are 
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often of long duration for periods of up to 14 weeks at a time in the 
second half of che year. Dry land taro needs much less moisture in its 
first three months of growth (Reynolds 1972) before the initiation of 
tuber development. Reynolds suggests (for Western Samoa) planting in 
September to November to attain maximum yields with June, July and 
August' also being satisfactory. On Aneityum, dry land taro is said to 
grow best when planted between September and November, while planting 
between January and March is inadvisable. On leeward Tanna little dry 
land taro is grown at all because of lengthly drought periods, and yams 
which favour dry conditions were traditionally the staple. The 
topography of Tanna is such that where permanent rivers do occur, they 
are often in deep gorges and so cannot be tapped for irrigation which 
is thus not an option for the Tannese. On windward and leeward sides 
of Aneityum irrigation is common where environmentally possible, and 
yams are of minor importance. 
Quentin (1979: 2-3) reported no noticeable moisture deficit on 
Aneityum using the Penman formula of potential evapotran.spiration, but; 
the results obtained were inaccurate as the WATBAL analysis shows. The 
Penman analysis for leeward Tanna showed a moisture deficit as occurring 
from June to November, being most serious in June a~d October. This is 
supported by the WATBAL analysis. 
GEOLOGY 
The island has a simple geology, being the product of two 
coalesced subaerial, basaltic volc2noes represented by the highest peaks 
in the west and east of the island (Fig. 2.9) The flanks of these 
volcanoes are deeply dissected by radial draiLage and the centres are 
sharply defined by an erosional cirque at 6-800 m (Carney and Macfarlane 
1979: 29). Nanawarez caldera in the east has been breached only by the 
Umej river, while the smaller-sized erosional cirque of Inrero is 
brcnched by the Anauwau and Ijipdav rivers (see Plate 1),. The two 
volcanoes are of Pleistocene age and a lava from the base of this 
volcanic series has heen dated to 1.8± 0.05 million years (Dugas et al. 
1977). The rocks associated with these volcanoes form the 'Aneityum 
Volcanics' which make up over 90 per cent of the island, and are over-
lain by younger formations on}y along the coastal margins. Their 
structure l1as been described fully by Carney and Macfarlane (1979: 
29-33, 47-61) and there is no need to describe it here. 
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These geologists state that volcanic activity ceased in the upper-
most late .Pleistocene to Recent and a fringing reef developed around 
the island, now found only along 3 km of the coast between the Ijipdav 
and Anauwau rivers. They attribute its destruction to settlement of 
the volcanic pile. The remnant area of raised reef was preserved by 
differential ~plif t along the blunt side of a fault wedge tilted to 
the S.E. This event has not yet been dated but Carney and Macfarlane 
consid~r it to have taken place in the Holocene (ibid: 33). Quantin 
(1979: 5) divides this formation into two parts, noting two small 
outcrops at Namaunia (3688 77713) raised 20-30 m above sea level which 
he assigns to the uppermost late Pleistoc ::me. The remaining areas of 
raised reef 2-5 m above present sea level he considers to be raised 
more recently. Direct dating of these deposits needs to be undertaken 
to settJ.e thie. 
Quantin (J.979: 5, 7) has identified late Pleistocene alluvial 
terraces in the vaJ.leys of the three most important rivers: the Lelcei, 
Umej and Anetcho. They consist of basalt cobbles, sands and clays and 
are raised 20-30 m above sea J.evel about 10 m above the present river 
bed. He reJ.ates these to the supposed J.atest Pleistocene raised reef. 
They may represent a period of rapid erosion after active volcanism 
ceased and before a thick vegetation cover become established, and 
their association with the initial period of reef building would seem 
plausible. Carney and M;:icfarlane do not discuss these terraces. Wood 
· from a small seepage area near the base of one of these terraces along 
the Nijiemhang River (a branch of the Lelcei) gave a date of 22,400 
±100 HP (ANU - 2653). 
Growth of new and presently active fringing reef followed the 
sinking of the previous reef deposits mentioned above. At its maximum 
extent off Port Patrick and Inyeuc islet it is 2 km in width. A narrow 
coastnl platform continuous with this, 'the resuJ.t of uplift and/or a 
Recent marine regression' nccording to Cnrney and Macfarlane (1979: 34), 
now supports nn unconsoliclatcc! rnisecl beach. At Anelcauhat nnd on 
Inyeuc this beach overlies a former strandline of well-bedded cemented 
beach rock.. 
Both of these reports (Carney and Macfarlane ibid: 33-4; Quantin 
1979: 5, 7) note the presence of quite extensive areas of recent 
alluvium particularly at the mouths of the three main rivers. At Port 
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Patrick in the north where these areas are of greatest extent they 
partly overlie recent reef deposits laid down at or near present sea 
levels and form a continuous coastal plain across the mouths of 
several rivers (Plate 2). The formation and elating of these recent 
alluvial deposits is discussed at length in Chapter 5. · 
SOILS 
The soils of J\neityum are discussed in detail by Quantin (ibid) 
and reflect the geology of the island, complicated by the windward, 
perihumid and climatic zonation already alluded to as well as human 
influence (cf. Chapter 5). Table l gives a summary description and 
the surface areas of 10 soil types which have been described for the 
island by Quantin (se~ Fig. 2.9). Eighty-eight per cent of the land 
area consists of one major group of ferrallitic soils divided into 
three types according to climatic zone (types 5, 6, 7). Quantin 
(ibid: 46-50) discusses in detail their classific~tion, mineralogy, 
morphology, and physical and chemical characteristics. Although he 
considers all three types to be generally of low to very low 
agrlcultural potential, in the past the lower slopes (generally below 
300 m) were terraced for dry land and irrigated gardens by the 
Aneityumese (see Chapters 3 and 4, App. 10). The area of type 5 soils 
within the Anumej Valley, for instance, ~as extensively used for 
irrigated and dry land agriculture and supported a dense population. 
Soils of type 7 support only a very open degraded vegetation (see 
Table 2) which allows rainsplash erosion, gullying and slopewash 
particularly during periods of heavy rainfall associated with hurricanes 
(see Chapter 5, Plates 3 and 4). lt some time towards the end of the 
Pleistocene the ancient alluvial terraces (soil type 4) mentioned in 
the previous section were formed from deposition of the erosional 
products of the above ferrallitic soils (ibid: 43-5). Of greater 
extent are the alluvial soils and rendzinas (types 3, 2) on recent 
valley flats (ibid: 32-3), the most fertile soils on the island, deep 
and well drained. Quantin (ibid; 54) gives them top rating for 
agricultural potential and many of the largest irrigati~n systems and 
other gardens were situated on these soils, furnishing 'a great 
proportion of the food' as Copeland noted in his description quoted 
previously. The main concentrations of settlement and gardening 
activities are still found on such soils (Plates 5 and 6). 
Four other soil types (1, 8, 9, 10) have been recorded on the 
island (ibid: 18-19, 35-7, 50) but of these only the hydromorphic 
gleyed soils (type 9) are significant, Quantin notes that they occur 
in depressions o~ alluvial soils, but they are also found as localized 
features in many other locations where springs issue from the hillsides. 
Quantin has seriously un~erestimated the total area of hydromorphic 
gleyed soils. For instance, thP largest area of these soils (7.5 ha) 
just behind the present village of Umej (AT 235) is.not marked at all 
on Quentin's map. Their economic importance has certainly been under-
estimated. Quentin notes their 'occasional' use for taro cultivation 
whereas in fact in the past nearly every area of hydromorphic soils on 
the island was used for growing taro (Chapters 3 and 4). They formed 
(and form) the most productive soils on the island, despite their 
supposed 'mediocre' fertility (ibid: 50). The large area of such soils 
behind the present Anelcauhat village was not used agriculturally until 
recently because of the lack of any outflow, meaning that water level 
could not be controlled (Spriggs J.980). The /\neityumese 
traditionally recognized and named at least ten soil types. 2 
VEGETATION 
The vegetation of Aneityum has been recently described by Schmid 
(1975) and his work is also summarized in Quan tin 1979: 8-9). 
Observations on the flora however actually began as early as the 1850s 
with the work of Vigors (1850) and Macgillivray (1854-4). Schmid 
(1975: ~35) considers tha~ with the possible exception of some coastal 
thickets and the Cyperaceae of some marshy areas (Quentin 1979: 8), the 
vegetation of the island before human colonisation would have been dense 
or semi-dense forest. All other formations are thus·to a greater or 
lesser extent secondary. Six main vegetation complexes can be 
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distinguished with six minor complexes covering much smaller areas.also 
present. These are described in Table 2 and Fig. :.10 following 
SC'11rn·j d's cJ as HJ f:lrn ti on. Nore than a third of the island is occupied 
by 'climax' vegetatio11 complexes (comple~es 1 and 2), found in climatic 
zones 1 and 2 and on soil types 5 and 6. Towards the end of the 
ninett>enth century European logging companies began taking mainly kauri 
and have operated nearly continuously since then on a small scale in 
the south and east of the isJand, but Quantin notes fairly quick 
regeneration in these areas (ibid: 9), The other vegetation types are 
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more evidently secondary in nature. 
FAUNA 
The terrestrial vertebrates of Vanuatu were recently studied in 
detail by members of the 1971 Royal Society Expedition (Medway and 
Marshall 19 75: L123-L166). They recorded only seven mammal species, 
other than domestic or feral species. Four of these were bats: the 
Black Flying Fox (Pteropus. tonganus), the. White Flying Fox (Pteropus 
anetianus), the Long-tailed Fruit Bat (Notopter.is macdonaldi) and the 
Little Bent-winged Bat (Miniopteris austr.alis). The other three 
species were all murlds: the Roof or Ship's Rat (Rattus rattus), the 
Polynesian Rat (Rattus exulans) and the House Mouse (Mus musculus). 
The Roof Rat and House Mouse arrived with the Europeans. The 
Polynesian Rat came probably with the fir.st colonists, by accidental 
transport in canoes or by deliberate introduction as a food animal 
(ibid: 426). The bats wei·e' and still are eaten by the Aneityumese. 
The Polynesian Rat (An.: incedwjom) was formerly eaten and the pit 
traps used to catch them are frequently found near old house sites. 
Today there are feral pigs, goats, and possibly cats and cattle, 
and domestic cattle, dogs, cats, goats and a few pigs. It was reported 
(see App. 3: item 4) that in the mid-nineteenth century when the 
population was about eight times what it is now 'wild' pigs were very 
rare and only fr.iund high in the mountains. At that time domestic pigs 
(i\n. : pJ.l<_a~I) were quHe c0mmon. 3 
The Royal Society Expedition reported 30 resident native land 
and water birds (ibid: 445-7). 4 The larger of these bird species were 
eaten by the inhabitants in the ~ast but would appear to be rarely 
eaten today. Domestic chickens (Gallus_ gallus) were kept (An.: 
i_r.l_j_A:eJ.o.1.!!) but were sm; ~ ler than the in~roduced more European looking 
OOPS c;p('n tori.iv. 
Tho Ex1wditinn rl'corclt•u U tern~strial reptiles. (ibid: 460) and 
to their list c:rn h0 nd<ll'd a snake, the Pacific Boa (Candoia bibroni) 
of which at least five loca] ly named kinds occur on Aneityum. The 
remaining 11 reptiles are all small geckos and skinks. I have no 
information as Lo whether any were eaten by the inhabitants. 
Within the> Vanuatu archipelago there is progressive species im-
pnvc>rishment in tc>ri-estrial ·vertebrates from north to south (ibid: 445-7), 
thus /\neityum and Tnnnn have> the least number of species. Fourteen 
mammals (11 of them bats) occur on Santo but only seven (four of them 
bats) occur on Aneityum. Fifty-six native birds occur on Santo, 30 or 
31 on Aneityum and 19 reptiles occur on Saifro with 12 on Aneityum. 
The remaining fauna of the island has been little studied. Land 
and freshwater mollusca occur i.J11t only the latter are eaten. Four 
edible species of theHe occur (An.: ~~' niyad, nidau, niridlo). 
Several varieties of freshwater eel are eaten, at least seven are 
named by the Aneityumese. Freshwater crustacea such as crabs (at least 
three named), prawns (one) and crayfish (three named) are often eaten, 
as are freshwater fish of several different species, Inglis listing 
about 20 named varieties of the latter (1882: 116-117). In addition 
a wide range of marine mollusca, crustacea and fish are exploited for 
food. 
SOURCES FOR ANEITYUHESE EARLY CONTACT HISTORY 
.Many of the soucces were discussed in .McArthur' s thesis (1974), 
but since 1974 several important publications and manuscripts have 
become available. The island was sighted from some distance by 
Captain Cook (Cook [Beaglehole] 1961: 508-9, 52.4) in August 1774. In 
July 1809, Golovnin, commanding the Russiar: Sloop-of-War~<:!. 
came in close to shore near Anelcauha t, and obsr~rved 'several' 
outrigger canoes, and 'a considerable number' of people on the beach 
waving long spears. He then prbceeded to Tanna, where at Port 
Resolution lie saw some inhabitants of Aniwa and an Aneityumese man who 
'appeared to have come to Tanna on some particular business. They did 
not much concern themselves about us and looked at us without 
perceptible surprise' (Golovnin 1981). 
The first Europeans known to have landed on the island however 
were Ward and Lawler of the brig 'Alpha' in March 1830, who landed at 
and named Port Patrick and cut sandalwood there. There were reports 
recorclecl by the ficst missionaries of ~ightings of other ships or 
perhaps this same ship at other locations on the island et: about this 
time (McArthur 1CJ7L1 : 2; Shineberg 1967: 22-3). When talking of 
traditional so'cie ty 011 Anei tyum, I am invoking an 'e th no graphic 
present' of 1830, immediately prior to direct European cultural and 
economic influence, and before the time at which Eurbpean diseases 
might have begun to affect population numbers and population structure. 
Tn 1841 the London Missionary Society landed Samoan catechists 
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but before this date various sandalwood or whaling vessels presumably 
visited the island as there is a short account of it in the Colonial 
Magazine .for 18L1l (i\11011. 18L11: 335-6) describing canoes, houses and the 
appearance of the inhabitants. In June/July 1842 when the L.M.S. 
mission vessel returned, three sandalwood vessels were seen trading at 
the island and in 1844 Captain Paddon opened a sandalwood station and 
trading depot in Inyeuc islet (where the airfield now stands). From 
this date Aneityum became a frequent port of call for sandalwood and 
other vessels. In February 1848 after a devastating hurricane Paddon 
moved hi.s depot to AneJ.cauhat on the main island and the depot 
remained there until about 1853 when it was removed to the Isle of 
Pines, off New Caledonia. 
Missionaries arrived in 1848 (there had been L.M.S. catechists on 
the island continuously since 1841). the first to land being Catholic 
Maris ts in May who had fled .from N'.:!W Caledonia and who left again in 
1850 mainly because of sickness. Few details of their stay are 
available (Geddie, J: 71-2; Inglis 1887: 40-42; Rougeyron 1851). In 
July 1848 the Reverend John Geddie of the Presbyterian Church of Nova 
Scotia arrived and he remained until 1872. In 1852 he was joined by 
the Reverend John lnglis of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of 
Scotland who remained until 1876. It is mainly from records left by 
these two men in the form of hooks, a clia ry and published letters that 
we c;m glean what we know of the early contact hi.story and geogtaphy 
of Aneityum. Geddie's diary from 1848-1857 has been published (Miller 
1975, henceforth referred to as _.J: ,.(vi.th page number given) and his 
letters to Canadian missionary m;;igazines are also vital sources. These 
were the M:U>sionafl ~\.gister of the Presbyterian Church of Nova Scotia 
_1_§_5_0_:-J_859 (henceforth rPferrecl to as MR), succeeded by the Home and 
Fo~~i_gn Recc:ird of the" Presbyterian Church of the Lower Provinces of 
_Ca~::i_ci..?-1.?_61-J_§.?_~ (henceforth HFR), Sometime after Geddie' s death this 
became the l~~c_.~b_y~erian J~~cord for the Dominion of Canada (PR). 
lnglis 's h'tters Wt't·e publisht'd in the J~eforme_c]_Presbyterian Magazine 
(RPM) and he later published two major works on Aneityum (1887; 1890) 
as well as a dictionary of the Aneityumese language (1882). Other 
missionary publications which deal with the later history of .l\neityum 
are the {\_n_11_1~n.:!_J~e..1::g_i:t_._oj__tj]._c.>_ }_l_i_.s13_:!._o_E_'lD'_ Ship_._'_llg_y_s.J2!in~ (ARD) (1864-
1892) whicl1 later became the Annual Report of the New Hebrides Mission 
(ARN) (1893-190;!). After this date Mission Reports occur in the New 
.. 
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Hebrides Magazine (NHN) (1900-1910), succeeded by Our Missionaries at 
__ Work (OMW) (1911 onwards): Supplementary to these is the journal 
Quarterly Jottings from the New Hebrides (QJ) (1893-1951). 
Several early accounts by visitors to the island contain much 
interesting information, notably those of Vigors (1850), .Macgillivray 
(1853-4) and the account written sometime in the 1860s by a seaman 
probably employed by Paddon who was on Aneityum before and after the 
missionaries Arrived (Anon. n.d.). Accounts by other missionaries 
and visitors will be mentioned where appropriate. 
Another main source of historical information is from oral 
history accounts ·collected on the island today (cf. McArthur 1974: 6-S). 
Both of McArthur's main informants are however now dead. Damaona 
died before my first visit in 1978, and Yarowili died in December 1979. 
Although he was still alive during my two main field seasons he could 
no longer remember much useful information. With the exception of 
Wariso (in 1980 aged about 80-85) most of my informants were men in 
their 40s ~o 60s. 5 Oral testimony was invaluable for identifying 
place names mentioned in historical records and for locating the sites 
~ included in the site survey (see Chapters 3 and 4). 6 
The third historical source is of course archaelogical survey 
and excavation. A perhaps light-hearted call for archaelogical 
rt>scarch on the island was made as long ago as 1860 (Copeland 
1860: 346): 
When Mr Layard and his successors have ransacked Egypt, 
Assyria, etc., they may turn their attention to the 
_Inhat Un_g_~L~J:. [A stone with petroglyphs - M.S.] of 
Aneityum, and give it a place among the monuments, and 
works of kingdoms that have long ago fallen. 
The pl'troglyphs from Aname and Umej have excited the curiosity of 
missionaries and others for some time (see also, Gunn, N~~l, Jan. 1906: 
16-17; April 1906: 16-17; April 1909: 10-11; Speiser 1923: 441-3). 
Auh0rt de la Rue (1945: 174) reports picking up pottery fragments on 
Aneityum but whether these \.Jere in fact prehistoric remains in doubt. 
No certainly prehistoric pottery has ever been located on any of the 
Vanuatu islands south of Efate, but potsh0rds attributed to Tanna, 
donated by 'Dr [Frank?] Paton' in 1.925 :ll"c' houst>d in the Melbourne 
Museum, Catnlogue Number X32580 (Monty Lindstrom, pers. comm.)·. A 
pl1otograph I have seen of them shows them to belong within the 
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'Manga~si' tradition (Garanger 1972). 
The first archaeological reconnaissance mf Aneityum was undertaken 
by Mary and Richard Shutler in December 1963 and January 1964 but as 
yet only a Preliminary Report is available (Shutler and Shutler 1966). 
They recorded 20 sites on the island, 1.7 coastal. <Jnd three in 
the interior. Eleven of the sites were rockshelters, seven old 
settlement sites, and two were petroglyph sites. Test excavations were 
made in three settlement sites and two rockshelters. Two dates obtained 
from these shelters should be mentioned here (ibid: 159). Both come from 
rockshelters at the base of volcanic cliffs on the west of the island 
which on my inspection appear to be possibly wave·cut features created 
when present sea level was reached. At the shelter numbered ATRS3 
(AT - 10 in my system) a date was obtained of 850±120 BP (WSU-140) from 
the base of a midden on top of sterile beach sand which was reached at 
90 cm. At ATRSJ (AT - 8 in my system) excavation was made to bedrock 
at 60 cm and a basal date of 470±80 BP (UCLA-693) obtained. I have been 
able to relocate three of the excavated sites and the two petroglyph 
sites but information on the location of the,other sites is unavailable 
to me. I have thus used an independent numbering system for all sites 
visited which does not take account of the sites numbered by the 
Shutlers. 
The next work was undertaken by Les Groube in 1972 ~10 surveyed 
various areas of the island (unpublished fieldnotes 1972) and selected 
the Tmkalau Valley for more detailed work involving mapping of 
agricultural surface remains and excavations of a stratified site with 
agricultural associations and a basal date of about 2000 BP (Groube 
1975). Ile also excavated a nearby habitation area, the so-called 
'White Walls' (ibid). Mnpping of the surface remains was undertaken 
with and extended by Norma McArthur. McArthur subsequently visited 
other agricultural sites and historical sites associated with the early 
phases of mission isa tion ( 19 7 4: Chapter !1; 19 7 8) . My fieldwork on the 
island in 1978 and 1979. w:iL11 a shot·t return visit in 1980 constitutes 
the fourth piece of archaelogical research to be undertaken there. 
The Shut·lcrs also visited the other southern islands (Erromanga, Tanna, 
Aniwn and Futuna) but except for a short reconnaissance on Erromanga 
by Groube (unpublished fieldnot0s 1972) no further arclrnelogical 
rPsearch has been undc>rtnken on these islands. A date on charcoal 
frorn the bnst> of n mtcldt>n in n cave n0ar thC' vi l 1nge of Bethel on the 
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south coast of Tanna gave an age of 2370±90 BP (UCLA-734), the 
earliest date clearly associated with cultural ~aterials from southern 
Vanuatu (Shutler and Shutler 1966). No pottery was located at 
this site. 
Just when human occupation of Aneityum began has not been clearly 
established. TI1e earliest definite evidence for human occupation in 
Vanuatu has come from Malo Island where sites associated with Lapita 
pottery have been dated to 2700±80 BP (Green 1979: 33). 7 The earliest 
definite dates from the Solomons, New Caledonia, Tonga and Samoa (all 
with Lapita pottery associations) occur at about the same time. No 
such pottery has yet been found in southern Vanuatu. 
Various writers have suggested aceramic occupation of the 
Solomons, Vanuatu and New Caledonia before 3500 years BP. Shutler 
for instance (1978: 222-3), citing the.early dates from New Guinea 
and the controversial dates from tl1e so-called twnuli on the Isle of 
Pine3 between 7000 and 12,900 years BP, hypothesises that: 
by 10,000 years ago, a non-Austronesian, aceramic, 
pre-Neolithic, tumuli-building people were in Island 
Melanesia, on New Caledonia and the Ile des Pins, 
and that event11ally evidence for similar early 
occupation of island~ between New Caledonia and New 
Guinea will be found. 
More cautiously Bellwood (1980~ 146), speaking of New Caledonia and 
Vanuatu states: 
It is even possible that these two areas had been 
colonised by Melanesians well before the first 
AustronesiJn-speakers appeared, although clear 
archaelogical evidLnce for it is lacking. 
Given the early New Guinea dates for horticulture he would seem to 
favour initial occupation by horticulturalis·ts rather than hunter-
gatherers (ibid: 144). Pawley and Green (1973: 11-12) would accept 
aceramic occupation of New Caledonia from 'between 3000 and 1000 B.C. 
and perhaps before Lhen' associated with the tumuli, while not 
accepting some of the earlier dates from them. 
TI1e evidence From elsewhere jn Vanuatu and from comparable sites 
in the Western Pacific thus suggests that Aneityum was probably occupied 
nL about 3000 BP, but witl1 n possibility of earlier occupation. 
1: 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Measurements were taken from the perimeter of the 1:50 000 
topographic map placed on a sensitized table utilizing an 
electronic measuring pen attached to a Tekronix Digitizer._ All 
areal measurements from maps given in the text, unless otherwise 
indicated, were taken hy this method. I am grateful to the 
L·_artment of Biogeography and Geomorphology, RSPacS for allowing 
me to use their equipment and particularly to Dr J.M.A. Chappell 
for initiating me into the mysteries of its operation. 
2. The Aneityumese distinguish soil types mainly on the basis of 
texture, colour and firmness. The principal soil types are: 
intencai 
nisinomka 
------
neduacen 
in ten cap 
in tan a ei:_g_ 
'nejintan 
inlekes 
r<aclanta111 
intanuonwe 
inmakeas 
~l. 
nopo tanap_:i,_g_ 
A clayey soil, corresponding to soil types 3, 4, 
and in certain circumstances deeper soils of 
type 5. 
A more silty-sandy alluvial soil, corresponding to 
soil types 3 and 8. Type 2 rendzinas of a more 
alluvial composition are also included. 
Rendzinas of type 2, no good for growing taro but 
good for manioc, banana, Xanthosoma taro, sweet 
potato and some of the smaller yam varieties, 
Hore sil~y tlrnn int~ncai, not quite as fertile. 
Similar s0il types to intencai. 
'Black soil', a more humic intencai. 
Very firm 0clayey soil, useless for agriculture. 
Similar soil types to intencai. 
Weathered ferrallitic soils and bedrock. Useless 
for agriculture. 
Eroding ferrallitic soil of type 5, the 'red 
~gr9und' of the ridges ~ear the sea. Useless foi 
agriculture. Inglis ll882) gives it as 'bare 
ea'rth'. 
Fluvially transported sands and gravels, weathers 
to nisinomka or intencai. 
Ned~1~coas tal swam"ps r01hich have been 
transformed into ~:ydromorphic gleyed soils of 
type 9. 
Intencni in swamps which hnve been trnnsformed into 
hyclromorphic gleyed soils of t:ype 9. Inglis (1882) 
gives .!._1_0_i_?al ns 1 clay·; mud'. 
3. With the abandonment of inland settlements and a more nucleated 
settlement pattern, .fPral pigs have now spre~d all over the island 
and greatly increased in number, while probably less than 20 
domestic pigs in total are kept on the island. The feral pigs 
Laday are a mix~ure of local and European strains (Colin Groves, 
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pers. comm.) an&. now form a serious menace to outlying gA.rden 
areas. People rart!ly keep domes tic pigs because of the ease of 
killing feral ones, which are hunted with dogs (An.: kuri) -
another nineteenth century introduction. Cats, cattle and goats 
were also introduced in\the last century and the latter have now 
gone feral and are often hunted in the more open western half of 
the island. Cattle are commonly grazed in the coconut belt, but 
although Medway and Marshall(l975: 429) report hearing of 'wild' 
cattle from Aneityum my experience is that all cattle on the 
island are owned and managed to some extent. 
4. Inglis (1882: 114) lists 31 bird nam~~ in Aneityumese which are 
not apparently of sea birds or bats. He describes at some length 
(ibid) a bird (/m.: J-"t_lj_i_g_ or lawai_g) which would appear to be the 
Incubator bird (Megapodius freycinet) reported as present in 
Tanna but no longer found on Aneityum. 
5. My main informants for the site survey were Tamadui (Idec to Ahaij), 
Tepahae (Anaia to Anpeke), Michel (Antina), Lalep (Ijipdav, 
Anelcauhat m:ea), Balau (Isei to J\nauwau), Ya.uotau (Umanid to Inwa 
Raka, Anelcauhat area), Daniel Kauypae (Uche), Naulita (Anelcauhat 
area), and Yautaea (Umej-Anumej area). Most of the general and 
oral hiscorical information about J\neityum came from Balau, Gerry, 
Kauypae, Naulita, Tepahae, Wariso, Yarowili, Yauotau and Yautaea. 
6. All interviews were conducted in Bislama, the 'Pidgin English' 
in general use in Vanuatu when speaking to peop·le of a separate 
language group, ~hether they be Melanesian or expatriate. 
Aneityumese is an Oceanic Austronesian language. Lynch (1978) 
has argued that it should be included in a high order Sub-group 
of Oceanic with the languages of Tanna and Erromanga. Tryon had 
earlier suggested that J\neityumese formed a high order Sub-group 
on its own (1976: 168; 1977) but seems sipce to have accepted a 
'Southern New Hebrides' Sub-group (1978). Tryon suggests that a 
now extinct separate dialect of Aneityumese was spoke.n in the 
Anau-unse area (1976: 88). In Inglis' Dictionary (1882) various 
words are recorded as 'inland' words but a more exact provenance 
is not given. 
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7. The date as published is 3150±70 BP (ANU-1135). I have 
deducted 450±35 BP as a correction for the ocean reservoir 
environment effect on marine shell, as reconunended by Gillespie 
and Swadling (1979). 
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CHAPTER THREE 
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL RELATIONS IN VEGETABLE 
KINGDOMS: ANEITYUM IN 1830 (PART ONE) 
The reasons for choosing Aneityum as a detailed study area have 
already been outlined. The ways in which Aneityum at contact (1830) 
represented an island whose agriculture could be described as 'intensive' 
~ and the social framework within which agricultural production operated 
will now be examined. In order to analyse Aneityumese agriculture in 
1830 three distinct lines of evidence can be drawn upon - historical 
sources, observation of current agricultural practices, and 
archaeological site survey. 
It is argued that with due allowances for introduced crops and 
the partial replacement of stone and wooden tools by metal ones, 
agricultural techniques as observed today are similar to, involve 
equivalent labour expenditure and give equivalent return tor labour 
as those in operation in 1830. This argument is supported by the 
early historical sources and little change in techniques or social 
organisation is postulated for the petiod between contact in 1830 and 
effective missj unisation in the 1850s when des-~riptions of 
Aneityumese agriculture are first recorded. 
The cl<lss.ic 'wot' and 'dry' distinction in Pacific environments 
and cropping systems as described by Barrau (1965) is very evident on 
Aneityum. 'Wet' or irrigated gardens are classified by the 
Aneityumese on the basis o:f: their water source. They identify four 
types of irrigated garden: 
(a) incauwai These are canal-fed gardens, representing 
systems of true irrigation. The name is 
related to agonwai (Bis. : .ol:. .:i:. mekem ~vat~) , 
suggesting the leading of water to a place 
which' would otherwise be dry. Some incauwai 
are less than 100 square metres but the largest 
(b) inhenou 
system on the i.sland was 24 ha in extent, fed 
by the AT134 canal. See Fig. 3.1,, Maps 2 to 
and Plates 8 and 9. 
These are gardens fed directly by perennial 
springs, on ground which is naturally wet or 
4, 
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swampy, and thus represent forms of swampland 
irrigation. Informants could give no 
satisfactory derivation for the word. Many 
inhenou are less than 100 square metres but the 
largest area of swampland used for gardens is 
about 7.5 ha (AT235 at Umej). See Figs. 3.2 -3.5, 
Plates 10-13, 30, 31. 
(c) inmegaiwai Gardens found in stream meanders or in the 
stream bed itself. The water source for these 
gardens is by seepage directly from the stream 
through double blocking walls which prevent 
(cl) inwete 
the main flow from damaging the garden. The 
name is derived from inmeg_ai meaning to change, 
divert or shift and i:.vai meaning water. It 
refers to the fact that the main streamflow is 
diverted away from the garden. Inmegaiwai range 
from 40 square metres to about 500 square 
metres, with one example (AT399) in Antina-
Anejpou) being 1000 square metres in extent. 
See Fig. 3. 6 .tncl Plate 33. 
These are very small gardens usually at the base 
of streambanks, utilizing seepage from the banks. 
The gloss on the name was given as (Bis.) 'wata i 
clraon', referring to the belief that some of the 
stream water upstream has seeped into the ground 
and re-appears lower down as seepage from the 
bank. Inwete are usually very ephemeral features, 
easily washed out by floods or left without water 
as the drainage pattern changes. The largest 
exampl2s are only about 40 square metres and many 
-~-~vet·i::_ arc only one or two square metres in size. 
See Fi,3. 3. 7. 
'Dry' gardens can also be planted to taro as well as to many 
other traditional and recently introduced plants. They are classified 
according to particular details of technique used - whether the bush 
is burned off or not, whether the plot is mulched, tilled, partly tilled 
and so on. Most dry land garden types (nauiji, netamta, inteniou, 
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nejoukotan and intopauji) are planted to taro and other crops, but 
intopna are mounded gardens planted only to yarns and other vines. 
The crucial link between technology and social structure is in 
the division of labour by sex. This is a social rather than biological 
or technical phenomenon as female tasks could equally be done by men 
and vice versa. Under mission influence the traditional division of 
labour has largely been broken clown and labour more equitably 
distributed between the sexes, and so written and oral historical 
source_s have been used in reconstructing conditions in 1830. Unlike 
the techniques themselves, the traditional division of labour on 
Aneityum is archaeologically invisible, and part of my argument about 
its importance vis a vis intensification rests on analogy with 
processes observed more readily in other parts of Melanesia which 
would appear to be comparable. 
Aneityumese social structure at contact can be investigated both 
archaeologically and from historical sources. Demands on agricultural 
production above basic subsistence needs are social demands and 
·agricultural production can only be fully· understood when placed within 
its social framework. 
llISTORICAL EVIDENCE 
The historical evidence for traditiona• agricultural techniques 
is taken from the written accounts by early European visitors and 
missionaries from the 1840s onwards (App. 3) and from oral history 
collected on Aneityum in the 1970s. Given the nature of early contact 
with Europeans we can be sure that agricultural practices noted by 
early visitors in the 1840s and 1850s were generally those that would 
have pertained in 1830. The accounts stress the importance of taro 
and (at certain times of the year) breadfruit in the economy, in 
contrast to the neighbouring island of Tanna where yams were reported 
as the staple. A list of important food plants is given in Table 3. 
These accounts of ten mention the sys terns of long canals supplying 
irrigated taro gardens as well as the use of natural swamps for growing 
taro. Also often noted are soil tillage, reed fences around gardens, 
and the periodi6 damage to agriculture caused by hurricane~ particular-
ly to breadfruit trees and taro planted in low-lying areas (for 
hurricane effects see also App. 1). Appendix 3 is arranged chronolo-
gically to show the increasing penetration of European influence on 
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and control over the Arieityumese economy. 
An important though perhaps overstressed effect which had started 
to occur before the missionaries arrived was a 'stone to steel' 
change. As Inglis wrote in 1856: 
Twenty years ago iron and every other metal were 
unknown on this isl~nd; adzes of whinstone were the 
only edge tools known on Aneiteum ... (RPM, April 
1857: 104).1 
When th.e missionaries arrived a considerable number of metal hatchets 
(axes) were in circulation, although when the now ubiquitous machete 
or bushknife came int use is unclear. 
From the late 1840s onwards a series of exotic food plants were 
introduced to tlie island, many by the missionaries themselves (App. 3: 
items 4, 17, 19, 20£, 21, 26, 44, 49a, 59, 60, 64c, 64d, 64g). When 
the sweet potato was introduced is unclear. Its Aneityumese name 
inwametec is not a kumara derivative, and the plant probably reached 
Aneityum before direct European contact. It is mentioned in several 
of the early accounts, though never as an introduced plant, but in some 
of these may well have bAen confused with a yam (Dioscorea esculenta) 
called in Aneityumese wale. Inglis lists both wale and inwametec as 
'sweet potato' in his 1882 dictionary. 
Aneityumese 'wage' labour started in 1830 with their initial 
involvement in the sandalwood trade (Shineberg 1967: 22) I.Jut the 
island possessed only small quantities of the wood and it was soon 
exhausted (App. 3: item 49d). From 1844 onwards Aneityumese were 
employed on· sandalwood de po ts and whaling stations, and later by 
commercial coconut plantations and timber companies (McArthur 1974: 
3-5, 65, 70-1, 84-5, 102; App. 3: item 4). Cash cropping by 
Aneityumese of copra, arrowroot, and cotton got underway in the 1850s 
(App. 3: items 43, 44, 59), and for a time a trade in pigs and other 
foodstuffs such ns tnro, chickens and bannnas was carried on with 
passlng ships (i.bid: items 29, J4, 41, 44). 
~GRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
It is against this background that our second line of evidence, 
that of currently observnble subsistence nctivities, must be assessed. 
Traditional agricultural activities have continued to decrease in 
importance over the last hundred years, while copra production remains 
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a regular activity for many Aneityumese. The last timber company closed 
down early in 1980, but re-afforestation by the Government Fo'restry 
Service has been taking place since the early 1970s, also employing the 
people of the island as wage labourers. Emigration to other islands 
for wage labour for varying periods of time is also a common practice. 
Where they can be checked against historical sources, however, 
subsistence agricultural techniques appear to have changed little 
except for a partial substitution of metal tools (App. 4). 
The relative importance of different crops and techniques has of 
course changed. Until the Government-sponsored revival of taro 
production in 1980 very little canal-fed irrigation was being 
practised. In 1978 during the period of my first visit to the island 
no furrow irrigation systems (incauwai) were in use, but two had been 
in use in the previous year. In 1979 one small system at Igarei was 
brought back into use and in 1980 with Government encouragement large 
areas were cleared near Anelcauhat and Umej to prepare new irrigated 
gardens (Spriggs 1980). In parts of the island, such as Anelcauhat, 
introduced manioc (Ma_n:ihg_~e~c_1_1_len.J:_a) lws become something of a stnple, 
but taro (grown in dry land or swampland gardens) is still everywhere 
the preferred staple. Sweet potato and yams remain unimportant and 
whill1 Xnnthosomn L;1ro ls planted widely it seems to be rarely eaten. 
The full crop roster of the early contact period is still maintained 
C'XCL1 pt for the banana-like ~'!.:i,_11)'._<~ (seC' Tnblc J), with some secondary 
crops such as the ex<:!crable _inyac (Pueraria thunbergiana) being 
encountered on the plate with woeful regularity. Some of the more 
complex preparation techniques involved in rendering edible Cordylin& 
f_!_u_Lico~_l!E~· Met_i;_9..'.~..:.1-9_1:!_ sp. and ~athe<! sp. have meant that t.o most 
people these delicacies are known more from story rather than 
gustntion. The fermentation .of breadfruit in pits is however still 
generally practised. 
pivision of Labour 
The traditional sexual division of labour in agricultural tasks 
has now broken down under church and other external influences but at 
contuct it seems clear that much of the agricultural work was done by 
WOtnPn. There are several re ft>rences to the drudgery of women's lives 
( 11 ' ,·J •• I 1:J), :lilt! :1 t· ] ('<IS l: Ollt' CJ f i\pp. l: ill'lllH 9, 11%, /1CJc, <iO; Cctt LC', 
them claims that the taro gardening was exclusively the work of women, 
with yrnn gnrdc•ning (rc'portccl to he rnrc) ns solely the task of men 
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(App. 3: item 49b). This is reminiscent of the classic division of 
labour which existed in New Caledonia (Barrau 1965: 337-9). Some 
statements by the missiondries (App. 3: item 5 for instance) seem to 
suggest that much of the garden work was done by men but this appears 
to reflect the 'ideal' division of labour as seen by the missionaries 
and one which they sought to create, defining agriculture as a 
predominantly male task. The division of labour may have been 
dis tor tee! in the 1840s nnd l 8.50s by male labour for the sandalwooders, 
but the number of men involved at any one time would not have been 
great and they would have come mainly from Anelcauhat chiefdom where 
the sandalwood station was situated. 
Even today weeding and harvesting are usually female tasks, as 
are shellfish gathering and cooking activities. Oral history suggests 
that garden preparation was traditionally a task performed by men when 
only clearing was involved, and by both sexes when tillage was 
necessary, but that planting, weeding and harvesting were female tasks. 
Thus a disproportionate amount of garden wo~k was done by women. 
Various taboos associated with agriculture are still observed, at 
least by older Aneityumese, and some taboos are specific to particular 
types of garden. In particular the preparation o~ canal-fed gardens 
(..:i:_n~"-~:!:) seems to necessitate the keeping of strict taboos, and in 
re la ti on to liH.>s 1' wn s dos crib eel ns 'w_a.n ~s_~_1:o_n_g g_<~J:~_'.:!_' by one 
. f 2 in ormant. Garden magic, often involving the use of magic stones 
(r:!_atm;is), is still practised but understandably is not discussed with 
over-inquisitive outsiders (cf. ibid: items 7, 15). 
Pre:.:v_anting Preparation: Dry Land and Canal-fed Gardens 
According to informnnts there wPr~ three methods employed in 
clearing forests for gardens before the advent of steel tools. Stone 
adzes or axes were used only to cut down small trees and the more usual 
methods for larger trees were ringbarking (acli) and setting fires round 
the base of trees, both still used today in some circumstances. When 
a tree hild fallen cl own it could be broken up further by making more 
fires along its trunk and placing heavy stones on top of it which were 
heated by the fire and caused the trunk to L ~ack. Ringbarked trees 
(often with their branches lopped) were (and are) sometim~s left 
standing as a future reserve of firewood. When the wood had dried 
sufficiently th~ plot was burned off nnd was then ready for planting. 
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The use of steel axes has meant that larger trees which previously 
would have been ringbarked or burned are now cut down. 
Gardens in areas of wild cane (Miscanthus ~clulus) '(vere 
prepared by beating the cane clown with branches or sticks (bushknives 
are now used) and then burning it. Once the edge of a patch of cane 
caught fire the wind would carry the flames to uncut but dry cane and 
large areas could be cleared with a minimum of effort. The root 
systems of the burned cane were dug out with heavy digging sticks 
(nirak), bushknives often being used for this task today. 
As well as clearing vegetation, burning also suppresses weeds and 
provides quantities of some nutrients such as potassium, one of the 
nutrients which is a limiting factor on the fertility of soils on the 
island. I would estimate that clearance from forest or Miscanthus 
cover involves labour of about 200 person-hours/ha using current 
methods, based on analogy with the figures from Maewo Island in the 
north of Vanuatu (see page 149). Once clearing has taken place the 
beds are either planted immediately or completely tilled and then 
planted. Both dry land and canal-fed gnr<lPns may be tilled. 
In 1979 two experimental plots were prepared at AT32, one being 
tilled and one left untilled, in order to examine relative labour inputs. 
In the untilled bed unburnt weeds and roots were pulled up by hand or 
prised out using a digging stick (approximately 63 person-hours/ha) and 
then planting began. The labour input involved in preparing the tilled 
plot was considerable. Digging started at the edge of the bed using a 
pickaxe and a spnde to break up the ground to a depth of about 20 cm 
where there is a soil change from the topsoil (intencai) to the sub-
soil (inleke~). Every time the ground is turned over some more of this 
subsoil is broken up and incorporated into the topsoil thus deepening 
this part of the soil profile. Previously digging sticks were used for 
this process. In pnrticulnrly hnrd soil n special digging stick might 
bL' used whfch Wn riso, n man over 80 years old, described to me as h~ving 
n flattened cross-section with sharp edges at the end. This was perhaps 
somewhere be> tween an ordinary digging slick and the padc.lle-shaped 
digging spades known from New Caledonia and Highland New Guinea (Barrau 
1956: 52-3; Stcensberg 1980: Chap. 2) and is henceforth referred to as 
a blnded digging stick. Jn pnrticularly hnrd soils the ground was 
.· 
broken up by driving in wooden wedges. 
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Roots and weeds were removed from the experimental plot by hand and 
then the clods of soil were broken up by being crushed between the 
hands into a fine tilth, heaped up behind the gardener as he worked his 
way along the plot as can be seen in Plate 14 (see App. 3: items 19, 61 
for early descriptions). As the ground is broken up mainly by hand the 
difference that metal tools have made where the ground is not 
exceptionally hard is minimal. About 13 per cent of the total time 
spent in tillage involves the initial breaking up of the soil using 
2 tools. The total labour time involved in tillage of a 25m bed was 
approximately 26 hours, involving three men who·were not greatly 
experienced in the task, and represents an input/ha of some 9250 
person-hours. If gardeners more experienced in the task had been 
employed then the time involved might have been cut to about 6000 
hours/ha. This latter figure is based on the time said to have been 
taken in tilling a bed at Igarei (not witnessed by me) by a husban~ and 
wife tea~. Clarke (1971: 193) quotes an unpublished paper by Harding 
which reported 60 man-days/acre (perhaps 750 to 1200 hours/ha based on 
a 5 ur 8 hour day) involved in tillage of grassland soils in PNC. It 
is not reported how thorough tillage was, but the Aneityumese practice 
would seem to represent an extreme form of complete tillage. Quoting 
the same paper Clarke (ibid) records pre-tillage clearing, burning 
and firebreaking as taking 8-16 man-days/acre, 100-200 (5 hour day) or 
160-320 (8 hour day) person-hours/ha, which agrees broadly with my own 
estimates mentioned previously. 
Tillage has been found generally to improve aeration of the soil 
~1ich accelerates the mineralization of humus and nitrification, thus 
ameliorating the deficiency of nitrogen and the toxic conditions found 
particularly in tropical grassland soils (Clarke and Street 1967). 
This tends to improve yield considerably compared to untilled grassland 
soils and even giv~s n sli~1t incr~ase in yieJd compared to untilled forest 
plots (ibid: 10). On Aneityum it was practised in areas of low soil 
fortili t.y such as those under _Miscan_~1_µ~~ floridulus or other grassy 
cover on the drier leeward side of the island in order to obtain an 
acceptable yield. When an irrigated bed has been thoroughly tilled 
l
• ·• • t th I fl · essary In addition, in some narrow deep 'ss wn er roug 1 ·.ow is nee . 
valleys where limited hours of sunlight slow crop growth, tillage would 
he>lp to cornpensnt:e for this. It is significant that a rna.itH' nren of 
tilled gardens wns in the Annuwnu valley on the dry side of the island, 
JG 
a valley w±th mainly grassland cover, a limited water supply and 
(because of its topography) limited hours of sunlight on the valley 
floor where the irrigation systems are located. One informant told 
me that irrigated gardens consisting of tilled beds were always very 
small being made up of one to three plots in use by one man at any one 
time. 
The e~perimental tilled plot was left for 2-3 days after tillage 
ha9 been completed to ·allow the soil to dry out somewhat and then 
levelling of the plot was undertaken. Traditionally the tilled bed 
would have been left for much longer so that the soil became very dry 
and friable. While levelling, the soil is rubbed between the hands 
once more and any remaining clods of earth broken up and roots 
removed. The garden surface is then smoothed by hand until it is flat 
all over. Traditiopally the soil would be beaten with small sticks 
and rubbed even more vigorously between the hands so thnt the 
cons is tem:y of sand was achieved (Bis.: o ls em s an db is ~). A finely 
tilled garden would be an object of pride to the owner. 
process took 374 person-hours/ha in addition to tillage. 
The levelling 
A tilled 
dry land lwd is callt>d )]_°:_t~1i and one intended to be irrigated, 
-~-\~~ii!:. 
Pl~nting: Dry Land and Canal-fed (;ard~ 
Traditionally, the taro top was separa tecl from the corm or cormel 
by a smaJ. l stick slrn rpened on one side as a knife. In plan ting the 
untillcd experimental plot a two metre long digging stick sharpened at 
both ends was thrust into the ~:;oil up to seven times and worked to and 
fro t0 form each pl<l!1ting hole (~1.§~!..£.Si~ek) (Plate 15). The time 
taken was about 75 seconds/plant, representing 391 person-hours/ha 
given the spacing used which was approximately 73 x 73 cm (18,750 
plants/ha) (Plate 18). Tops of sucker plants were used in planting 
the untillcd bed in order to ]eave the superior 'strongest' tops from 
the main plants for the tilled plot. Planting in an already tilled 
plot is not surprisingly a less arduous task and took 40 seconds/plant 
or 245 person-hours/ha with an average spacing of 67 x 67 cm (22,000 
p!ants/ha), and a spacing range of 50 to 85 cm (Plate 21). In both 
kinds of plots spacing has to be wide eno~gh so that overcrowding of 
th(• growing plant's doei:: not occur. I wns Lold that some men mnint:uin 
the correct spacing distance by using n stick of requisite length as 
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a measure. When the taro tops are lying in the bed ready to be planted 
it is taboo to step over them as this is said to spoil the tops. 
In any one garden many different cultivars are planted. Inglis 
(1882: 119) listed 69 different taro names while many more were 
collected in 19 78 by Michel Au fray and myself, bringing the number up 
to over 100 cultivar names. They are distinguished by differences in 
colour, shape and size of the leaves, stems and corms and many have a 
distinctive taste. While the vast majority can be planted in dry or 
wet land conditions, some grow much better or taste much better grown 
in wet rather than d1·y conditions, and vice versa. Thus, a degree of 
speciation seems to be taking place. 
The two experimental plots were visited two weeks after planting, 
immed~ately prior to my departure from the island, and already a 
difference in growth rhte could be discerned (compare Plates 19 and 22). 
In the tilled bed all of the taros had one or two leaves and were 
growing s~rongly, only one top having failed to take. In the adjacent 
untilled plot the taros had only put out one leaf, with again one top 
having failed to take. 
Tasks necessary between planting and harvesting include increasing 
the size of the planting hole to allow good tuber development 
(unnecessary in friable sandy soils, such as nisinomka), and weeding. 
About one month after planting a hole must be scooped out around the 
growing taro down to its base,widening the original planting hole. 
This allows the tuber to fill out the hole (the tuber grows upwards) 
and its growth is thus not restricted by the harder ground around it. 
If the process is left until four leaves have appeared this is too late 
because roots are already being put out by the plant by this time. The 
hole is ideally narrow at the top to prevent the sun scorching the roots. 
It is kept clean until the taro has grown larger. I estimate that the 
proc0ss takes about one minule/plant. 
Informants stated that weeding was necessary three or four times 
during the growth period. WC?cding was not observed but would be 
comparable in labour time to the weeding of island beds in swampland 
gnrdt'llR on tlw isl and, g.lving n f::tgure of 1430 to 1907 person-hours/ 
hn/ycnr. 
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Several pests and diseases of taro are known from dry and irrig-
ated taro gardens on the island, but information on pests and diseases 
of other crops has not been collected. 3 
Harvest and Fallow: Dryland and Canal-fed Gardens 
Harvesting takes about one minute per plant. In soft~_:r· ground 
the taro is simply pulled out by the stem, while in more clayey soils 
the root system must firs!! be broken up by using a· wooden digging 
stick. 
There are at present no set fallow periods for most dry land and 
canal-fed gardens because large unexploited areas of land are available 
(a factor of the very low population densities now obtaining on the 
island), Some informants suggested that when popula'tion densities 
were considerably higher, gardens would be replanted twice or even 
three times b·efore fallowing, but this would depend on soil fertility 
and minimum acceptable yield. 4 It is agreed by all that taro yield if 
replanting took place immediately after first harvest would be 
considerably lowered. A fallow period on good soils of as short as 
three years was suggested by one man aged about 50 years, based on 
information from his father. Fallow periods of 5 or 6 years however 
were generally considered by informants to be adequate for most soils. 
This is the fallow period currently employed for gardens near 
Anelcnuhat village and would seem to establish a satisfactory com-
promise to allow soil fertility to recover as well as minimise 
distance to the gardens. 
ln some parts of the island, such as the Umej Valley, there are 
additional techniques of garden preparation specific to dry land 
gardens. In preparing a garden type called netamta the trees are cut 
down or pollarded and then the garden is planted, but is not burned. 
A variation of tl1is involves burning the cut vegetation one month after 
planting has taken place. 1~e taro (or other crop) dies back but soon 
grows again and is said to yield a better crop. In PNG a similar 
practice is said to di?.s tl·oy insect pests such as caterpillars and 
beetles which might othen.;ise ruin the crops (B. Allen, pers. comm.). 
AnoLIJer method of pre-planting preparation for dry gardens is 
called J:..~~· This has not been used for some time and my inform-
ation on it is solely verbal. It paralfols tile special pre-planting 
.· 
1 
j. 
·~ 
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techniques associated with swampland 3ardening. A metre· square hole is 
dug in the plot to a depth 0£ 50 cm and certain kinds of lea~es which 
have been I COOke,d I (~fried .over an Open fire). are placed in the hole •1S 
a mulch, as well as charred wood and leaves res 1,J.ting from initial 
clearance of the plot. The h6le is then filled in nearly to the 
original ground surface, by earth from an adjacent hole. When 
completed, the whole plot ha~ been dug over and mulched. The surface 
is slightly below that of the ground surrounding the plot and so 
moisture tends to collect in 'it. My informant (Tepahae) was not sure 
if the same mulch species that are used in swampland gardenirig were 
used in inteniou. The taro is said to yield large tubers similar in 
size to those from swampland gardens. 
Other types of untilled dry gardens mentioned by informants 
include nejouk.otan, intopauji and intopna. Nejoukotan is a dry taro 
garden.where the planting hole is made deeper than usual and t~e ground 
around the hole broken up so that the-taro growth is not restricted, 
This would be necessary in more cla'yey soils. In in topauj i the main 
intention is tb conserve planting material and yield is a secondary 
consideration. Best yields from this type of garden occur in much of 
the island if planting takes place in November or December. At othe~ 
times planting leads to only minimal cuber development. In wetter areas 
such as Umej seasonal limitations do not apply, but elsewhere tillage 
would probably be necessary to ensure a good tuber yield. Special yam 
gardens, called intopna (other vines such as Pueraria might also be 
planted), were described by the missionaries (App. 3: item 63f) but none 
was in use during my visits. There are other specialised gardening 
techniques for minor crops. 
Dry land gardens are not usually monocrop gardens but contain a 
range of cultigens particularly around the sides. However, taro, 
Xanthosoma taro or manioc are the usual dominants. At Umej, manioc is 
--·----
planted after the taro is harvested, extending garden life to two years 
or more before fallow. Without p:1ch a successor crop one year's garden 
use before fallow is norm~l, allowing for progressive harvesting of 
secondary plants such as pawpaw, banana and kava. 
Dry land taro yields were only recorded at Umej where after a six 
months growlli period a yield of about 11. S mt/ha was obtained from corms 
and cormels. Only ci1e corms however were of a size worth harvesting, 
giving yields of 6. 9 mt/ha (13. 8 mt/ha/year), which is within the range 
I 
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recorded from Pacific subsistence gardens of 2.6 to 31.0 mt/ha/year 
(Bayliss-Smith 1980: 72; see also App. 5). 
Canal-fed Gardens (incauwai): Other Practices 
There are several gardening practices specific to incauwai. As 
discussed previously both tilled and untilled incauwai are made, but 
they are always burned off when being cleared unlike some types of 
dry garden. The particular canal-fed technique used on the island is 
furrow (or corrugation) irrigation (cf. Cantor.1967: 33). Water is 
applied to the planted surface in small, shallow furrows from which it 
soaks laterally through the soil evenly wetting the area between the 
furrows on which is planted the irrigated crop (Plates 8, 9). The 
method is worth describing in detail because, as .Ear as I am aware, it 
is a method which has not been referred to elsewhere in the Pacific 
and would seem to be a local innovation. The soils of Aneityum are 
generally of low fertility, unstable and prone to erosion. Modern 
furrow irrigation is generally used in areas where the land surface is 
moderately steep and irregular, and on fine-textured soils. It ensures 
uniform wetting and limits erosion on steep land (ibid). 
Taro is always the main crop in incat~ai, but.in a tilled plot at 
Igarei observed in 1979, kava had been intercropped with the taro (said 
to be a traditional practice), while in the adjacent untilled plot 
w~re also planted small quantities of kava, pawpaw, spring onions, 
sugar cane and tobacco. Planting in incauwai always takes place before 
any water is let in (Plate 7). The spacing of plants is arranged so 
that furrows can be dug between the taros and they are Jcl·eally 
planted in straight lines. 
Nenrly all i_r1_c_~l1_wn·~ are fed hy canals from streams c.\nd rivers. 
Stone percolation dams of rough boulders are used to divert stream flow 
into the canals (Plates 16, 17). Springs are directly tapped for 
swampland gardens (~.!~c:EJOu). Only one case was observed (site AT697), 
where a spring source was directly tapped. A, large inhenou was 
located immedL y below the spring but there was sufficient flow to 
feed several incauwai terraces to one side which were not on naturally 
------
swampy ground. Incauwai are generally situated on stone-faced, 
terraced hillsides or on the alluvial flats where terracing is not 
necessary and where individual plots (nacnynitei, also referring to 
the flat area of the terraces) are often divided by single lines of 
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stones with subsidiary canal channels between them. The hillside 
terraceq are often hundreds of metres long with a pronounced slope from 
one end to the other to allow water to flow along them in furrows 
(Plate 20; Map 4), The systems on the alluvial flats are often at the 
end of very long canal systems (AT177, the longest canal, is nearly 
five kilometres in length). Many of these have been abandoned since 
European contact, but within living memory canals (neucsinwai) at 
least two kilmetres long and crossing major watersheds have been in 
use (Tamadui, pers. comm.). The systems in use in 1977 and 1979 were 
all fed by very short canals, but at least one of the systems 
recommissioned in 1980 (AT32) involved repairing 5-600 metres length 
of canal (Plates 23, 24). 
The labour input necessary to repair this canal suggests that the 
building of even the longest canals on the island would not have 
required a large labour force. The first fifty metres of the canal 
had been washed away by river action (see Map 2) and had to be 
entirely recut along the side of the river gorge to a point where the 
old canal line was intact. This rebuilding took about 160 person-days 
(960 person-hours), and the repair of the remaining 500 m length of 
canal took a further 90 person-days (540 person-hours) including 
rebuilding of the original diversion dam. The labour force varied 
between 6 and 23 adults and up to 9 children, and the task was 
accomplished in two weeks. At various times some of the labour force 
was engaged in garden clearance tasks and so these represent maximum 
figures. The women cleared weeds and light undergrowth along the canal 
line but took no other part in canal repairing tasks (Spriggs 1980). 
Both traditional and modern tools were used (Plates 23, 24) in 
cutting the shelf for the canal and the canal itself into the side of 
the river gorge. The subsoil consisted of Pleistocene colluvial-
alluvial deposits and sharpened wooden poles up to 3-4 m in length 
proved as effective as metal crowbars for loosening the soil. To prise 
out the larg<?st boulders n whole tree stripped of its branches was used 
as l 
· 1 cl b b t 10 rsons As shown in Plage 24 a ever, manipu ate y a ou pe · 
wooden digging sticks as well as metal picks and spades were also used 
when recutting the canal, both by adults and children. The correct 
chnnnc>l. grndicnt wns ohtnined by Jetting wnter into the chann'el and 
using it as a level. Although present at the work I took no part in 
directing it or in suggesting choice of tools. The use of wooden 
' .< 
I 
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tools appeared to reflect personal preference and judgement of what tool 
was most efficient for the task in hand, and often several metal picks, 
spades or forks lay around unused. 
Cutting a canal into the side of a river gorge probably represents 
greater labour inputs than leading one across a gentler slope or along 
the spine of a ridge, but if it is assumed that the average labour 
expenditure in constructing a new canal is comparable, a two kilometre 
long canal would require labour of approximately 6400 person-days 
(38,400 person-hours). Adjusting these figures from steel to a pre-
steel economy (cf. App. 4) the labour input necessary for a two 
kilometre long canal would be in the order of 13,500 person days, or 
270 days work each for 50 people. This adjustment is probably 
over-generous because as seen from our AT32 example, steel has not 
been completely subsLituted for traditional tools. Even if we 
consider 13,500 person days as a maximum, spread over a period of years 
such ~onstructicin tasks would not represent large labour inputs/person. 
The long canals usually feed gardens along the length of their course 
·J; and Huch sys terns were probably extended gradually over many years to 
reach their present size. 
On the flnttest areas of coastal plain the difficulties of 
maintaining a sufficient head of water were solved in the past by 
leading the cairnls along the top of earthen embankments (natawai) some 
of which were over three metres high and hundreds of metres long 
(Plc1te Lf5), before letting the water down on to the flattest areas 
which could not otherwise be irrigated. None of these is currently in 
use. Incauwai are found on a wide range of soil types but recent or 
ancient clayey colluvial-alluvial soils (intencai) are favoured. 
While new small irrigated plots are sometimes made, most irrigated 
ga:i.<lens are prehistoric :;ystems which have been recommissioned after 
extended fallow periods (Plate 20). One garden recommissioned in 1980 
had been abandoned befnre 1900, but its terraces and canals remained 
Jnrgely intact unue?r a t<1ll forest cover formir.~ iJ pernwnent infra-
structure ~hich can be re-used at any time. 
When the incauwai at Igarei was first visited, both a tilled and 
'11 b 1 t d approximately one month an unti ed plot had already een p an-e 
previously (c. 25/6/1979). Plant spacing in the tilled bed was 14,200 
plants/ha with 10,600 plants/ha in the untilled bed. The latter figure 
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may be inaccurate because the boundary on the untilled bed was not 
clearly defined. Spacing between plants in this latter bed was 
generally 80 x 70 cm. The density in both beds is low because of 
interplanting with kava. One bed had been tilled because of a fallow 
cover of Miscanthus and because of the presence of certain tree 
species there said to have a fungus on their roots whlch leads to 
corm rot (se1e footnote 3). The other half of the garden directly 
adjacent to the Igarei stream had had a more woody fallow cover among 
which the tree species in question were not present. During tillage 
weeds and roots had been removed and it was noticeable that in the 
un tilled plot weed growth was much more vigorous. 
The dam and 13 metre long canal to the tilled plot were recon-
structed in one day about a month after planting. The dam (like 
terrace walls, called nathat) of river boulders and mud was about 5 
metres long, placed across the river with its front edge sloping 
towards the canal and so clMnnelling water successfully toward it. 
A blocking wall only allowed restricted flow into the canal through 
an inlet in its base forming a restricted orifice by which flow could 
be controlled in periods of high rainfall or cut off completely if 
necessary. Within the incauwai two spillway channels were provided 
as well. A similar blocking wall was seen in a small incauwai built 
by Yautaea at Anauyac and he claimed it was a recent innovation of his 
own devising. No such walls were seen in investigation of abandoned 
systems and so this may well be true. The dam took 45 minutes to 
reconstruct by hand and the blocking wall and inlet about 40 minutes. 
To clean the canal took four person-hours (18-19 minutes/m of 
canal) and involved removing some tree ferns (Cyathea sp.) and other 
weeds and roots ns well as dcepeni ng the canal where it had become 
silted up. In some places this necessitated digging out 45 cm of soil 
using narrow spades, forks and a crowbar, a task traditionally 
accomplished using digging sticks and bladed digging sticks. Jn areas 
of water shortage canals could be lined to minimise seepage by mixing 
clayey soil with water, kneading it in the hands or beating it with 
sticks until it became a thick mud and then applying it to the base and 
sides of the canal. Stone-lining is also found, done particularly in r.rder 
to minimise scouring where canals are cut into softer soils. It would 
also help to cut dnwn weed growth in the canals but would make little or no 
difference to seepage rates. 
··~ 
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At Igarei water was let into the canal and flowed between the two 
beds and 1ehind the tilled bed along two overflow channels or spillways. 
At this stage the canal was about 8 cm deep and 30 cm wide. The 
furrows (nahawai) within the beds were not dug on this occasion because 
as the garden owner, Tamadui, explained the taro is 'hot' because it 
was planted dry and water is thus introduced in stages to let the taro 
get used to it (Bis: lernem taro). Furrows can be dug four or five 
days later because by then the taro will have become 'cold'. Five days 
after the canal was re-openEd the furrows were made in the tilled bed 
parallel to its longest side and running down the slight slope of the 
garden (Plate 9). The furrows were made with a short digging·stick 
and a narrow trenching spade, their base being compacted with the foot 
to prevent scouring of the soft soil. The three furrows were 5-12 cm 
wide and 2.5 to 5 cm deep, and were parallel, being 0.8 and 1.75 m 
apart and 1. 0 and 0. 76 m from the side boundaries of the plot. Their 
irregular spacing was partly due to the taro and kava not being planted 
in regular lines by the owner 1s son. Stones were placed in the canal 
to raise the water sufficiently for it to flow into the bed along a 
larger furrow at the top end which then split into three. Making these 
furrows required 207 person-hours/ha. 
The untilled bed was subsequently weeded, a gap made to it through 
the canal bank and furrows dug through that part of the garden as 
well. The furrows were wider (20-25 cm) but spaced further apart. At 
3 this time canal discharge was measured at 0.14 m /second, water depth 
having been increased to about 15 cm. The inlet of the blocking wall 
was roughly rectangular, about 28 by 11 cm. Water was thus let into 
the plots one to one and a half months after planting, when two or 
three leaves had appeared, comparable to the practice followed at 
Nasawa and Naviso on Maewo (see page 152). It was interesting to 
note that in the 11 days between making furrows in the tilled and 
untilled beds freshwater crayfish had rolonised the furrows of the 
tilled bed nnd fish were seen in the cannl. Once the taros hnve grown 
more, water flow in the furrow$ is increased. Tamadui said that the 
flow in the main canal was sufficient to feed a considerably larger 
garden area. 
Other tnsks necessary between planting nnd harvest as with dry 
gardens include increasing the size of the planting hole to allow 
good tuber growth (lh:is is done soon after the furrows are dug)' and 
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weeding. Informants varied on how often it is necessary to visit 
~~, some saying that the gardens have to be checked every clay. 
Yautaea said that in the early stages of growth the garden must be 
visited every week but later only one visit/month would be necessary. 
During periods o:f heavy rain the incauwai must be 1isited to check 
canal flow and to block the canal if necessary to prevent muddy water 
entering the system and spoiling the taro. 
Although the dam at Igarei was by no means watertight, once it was 
constructed the stream below that point dried up through seepage. 
Igarei is one of the valleys where in the past canals were constructed 
from adjacent deeper valleys to lead water into the stream to increase 
the flow available , the irrigation systems in the valley (Map 1). In 
the Igarei valley this practice would certainly have been necessary to 
allow more than only a very small area of irrigated land to be in use 
at any one time. In very dry years there would have been irrigation 
water shortages in some areas because of greatly reduced streamflow. 
No informant testimony was collected 011 this, but a description by 
Geddie (App. 3: item 5) would seem to suggest that irrigation water 
was let into different garden systems or parts of gardens for limited 
periods of time in turn when water was short. 
Yautaea stated that if the soil quality in the incauwai was poor 
then the taro would mature in less than a year, but if it was good then 
a two year growth pccio<l was possible. Field storage possibilities 
after maturity were 6-12 months in some cases. I revisited the fgarei 
garden on 25/8/80 just over one year after water was let in to the 
tilled bed (2/7/79) and untilled bed (11/7/79), about 14 months after 
the two beds were planted. The water had already been blocked off from 
the untilled bed and some corms had already been harvested from it, 
leaving the cormels still in place. Water was still flowing through 
the tilled bed from which no plants had yet been harvested. In the 
tilled bed the kava plants were beginning to overshadow the taro. 
~st and Fallow 
After all of the taros are harvested there is no replanting. The canal 
supply is cut off and then the kava is harvested about one year later. 
In relation to the systems of the Anauwau valley I was told that water 
supply was put off some time before harvest and that the taro when 
h l No proper. yield figu7'· ; could arvested had n taste more like cry taro. 
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be obtained at Igarei but a yield of 26 metric tonnes/ha from the 
untilled bed was estimated from admittedly poor data (App. 5), One 
informant told me that yj el cl from -~-f!_cp~wai_ was bigger than that from 
dry land gardens but smaller than the yield from inhenou swamp gardens. 
Once harvested the taro can only be kept in the house for a week (cf. 
A 3: item 64e). PP· Freshwater shellfish (nidau, niyad and nohocae), 
fish, eels, and crayfish can all be harvested from the canals and 
sometimes the plots themselves. At Igarei an adjacent area to the 
present incauwai had been cleared ready for planting late in 1980 and 
would be fed from the same supply canal. 
Swampland Gardens (inhenou) 
On Aneityum the name for swampland gardens is inhenou, and most of 
the taro produced on the island today comes from these gardens. They 
can be divided into two general types, one found on hillsides, involving 
planting on flat stone-faced terraces laid out directly below a spring 
source (Plates 10, 11, 30), and the other in the valley bottoms often 
adjacent to the coast. The latter involve planting on rectangular 
island beds sometimes stone-lined, with channels to lower the water 
table and allow water circulation between them (Plates 12, 13, 31, 32). 
An outflow channel is a common feature, but where the spring does not 
have a strong flow none is nncessary because of seepage. The soil in 
mnny swamps is described as saturated _i_~~nca:i,_ and is therefore given 
the rrnme nusal. In some of the coastal swamps the soil is a mixture 
of l_I]_t:~enca:!:_ and marine sand, and is called neduacen. It is more 
alkaline (pll. 8 at ,\T305, a coastal swamp at Anelcauhat) and in its 
hydromorphic form is called jnmak~-<:_.:~ according to one informant (Lalep). 
The soil on the surface of some swamps is very wet and is called 
ffJ i._tl_t_i_l)l_din, while h<'llf-dry soil found in others is intanopol. The island 
beds in lowland swamps are called inlintan while the channels between 
them, generally 50 cm to 100 cm wide and of varying depth are ~l_?h?wai. 
A terraced swampland garden is nac:E.Y.anite:i,_ anhnou or nacnyanhinou · 
The line of the person who first made a taro patch below a spring 
continues to hold that plot and all swamp pints nre owned by individuals 
or families, and are worked by individuals or small groups· 
~:Planting Preparation: inhenou 
The men gemffally clenr the bush and prepare the bed while the 
women collect the leaves for the mulch. Weeding and harvesting are 
generally female tasks, 
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Hillside swamps often have a tree cover on them, cleared by methods 
described previously, whereas the coastal swamps usually only have a 
grassy fallow cover. In 1979 I observed the preparation of a hillside 
terrace a' Anuonopul by Balau and Yauotau, part .of a O. 05 ha inhenou 
(AT363) unused for many years. The vegetation on it had already been 
cut and burned off and only some charred tree stumps remained. The 
main preparation task is turning over the soil of the bed and mulching 
it. A hole about 1.5 to 2.0 m by 1.0 m was dug in one corner of the 
terrace down about 50 or 60 cm to a decaying layer of leaves remaining 
from the last use of the swamp. The soil was heaped up and then a 
layer of fresh leaves thrown in. The soil at the surface of the plot 
tended to be quite dry, but was very wet indeed underneath. A second 
hole of similar dimensions was dug and the turned soil from this was 
shovelled into the first hole together with ash from the burning of 
the vegetation, small roots, charred twigs and grass. A layer of 
leaves was placed in the second hole and then a third hole dug adjacent 
to this, the soil being shovelled into the second hole, and so on until 
the soil of the terrace had been turned over completely and the leaf 
mulch renewGd (Plates 25, 26, 27, Fig. 3.5). 
Turning the soil serves to aerate it, accelerating mineralization 
of humus and freeing nutrients by similar processes to the tilling of 
some incauwai and dry lnnd beds. The tools used were spades, forks, an 
axe to cut the tree stumps and a crowbar to prise up the larger roots. 
Traditionally a digging stick or bladed digging stick would have been 
used. Each of the twenty holes took between 20 to 40 minutes to dig 
depending on whether tree stumps had to be removed and how waterlogged 
each particular part of the te.rrace was. The turning of the soil and 
mulching took seven hours labour time, representing 2235 person-hours/ha 
to which should be added roughly 200 hours/ha initial clearance. 
Three complementary functions of putting down leaves as a below-
ground mulch were given as explanations for this practice. Firstly, 
tll " 1°., t · .., clevi' c.e '··1· tl1 prev1' ously laid down leaves ~ ~nvcs ac· as a mcasurinh . w 
mnrking the levt'l lo dig down l:o. The subsoil below them js a different 
k · l l •· 'l is said to impair ind of soil from t lw t: above' and mixed w1 t 1 L 1e .:opsoi ~ ·" 
the growth of t 11e taro. Secondly, as the leaves decay they provide 
nutrients for the growing taro, leading to increased yields. Thirdly 
the layer of leaves allows water to flow freely at depth so that it 
does not collect on the surface and fill the taro planting holes, 
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becoming stagnant and hmt and leading to corm rot. 
In coastal swamps the grass fallow is not burned but cut by 
hand and placed in the hole with (or instead of) the leaf mulch. Not 
all kinds of leaves can be used. In the bed at Anuonopul the leaves 
' 
of certain local forest plants were used (but those of certain strand 
species can also be used). 5 In extremely wet swamps, particularly at 
the point where the water springs up, a leaf mulch cannot be put down. 
In some swamps which have been brought back into commission after many 
years fallow, the plot is cleared and butned and the taro planted 
without turning the ground or mulching. If such a plot is to be used 
for a second planting then turning the soil and mulching must be 
undertaken to ensure a good yield. In coastal swamps part of the 
preparation process involves clearing the channels (nahawai) and 
placing the mud from these on the island beds where it acts as a 
fertilising agent (Plate 32). 
The neKt process is levelling the terrace or bed. Balau broke up 
and spread the enrth using a fork, first of all throwing the mud from 
high to low points and then using it to complete the final spreading 
to ensure the bed was perfectly flat allowing even drainage. At 
Anuonopul this process took just over an hour, r0presenting 421 
person-hours/ha (Plate 2B). 
Planting: inhenou 
Planting can take place immediately after levelling. Tops from 
corms or cormels may be used. There is an interesting interchange 
practised on the island with tops harvested fro~ dry gardens usually 
replanted in wetland gardens, and vice versa. After harvest from an 
inhell?..\:!, the top can either be replanted immediately in a dry garden or 
alternatively can be left a week to become slightly dry and then re-
planted in an inhenou. If a newly planted top has become burned by 
the> sun in ·a dry garden, it can be replanted in an inhenou and assured 
of recovery. The wet Lo dry, dry to wet, interchange of planting 
material helps to control path~gens. 
In planting 1 the digginB stick (1./1 m long, 6 cm diameter and 
pointed at both ends in the Anuonopul case) is thrust into the mud of 
the swamp and worked around in a circular motion to widen the planting 
hole which is about 20-30 cm deep and has a 10 cm diameter at the top· 
The planting process takes just over 30 seconds/plant (Plate 29). 
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Plant spacing varied widely between the swamps studied and between 
individual beds in swamps. The range observed was from 80 x 80 cm 
(16,000 plants/ha, a planting time of lSl hours) to SO x SO cm 
(40,000 plants/ha or 377 hours planting time), with spacings of 60 
to 67 cm being most common (27,000 to 22,300 plants/ha, a planting 
time of 263 to 211 hours/ha). The variation is partly explained by 
the purpose of the garden bed. If it has been planted in preparation 
for a feast then a wide spacing is used. This leads to very high 
yields/plant providing impressively sized corms for display which are 
all harvested and presented at the same time. If the bed is planted 
to provide daily consumption needs then spacing is tighter. This leads 
to less yield/plant but a higher overall yield/ha. 
Taro plants are occasionally seen planted in the channels betwee• 
the beds. They could grow there successfully if the water temperature 
remains low and a strong flow of water is maintained, but they seem to 
be used only as a store of planting material and not for eating. 6 
On Anei tyum tn ro planting in inhenou continues all year round 
but there were certnin favoured times. According to Wariso taro 
planted from April to August does not have a vigorous grdwth habit but 
the corms are always healthy when harvested. Taro planted from 
Septr:mber to December grows very tall and the corms are of particularly 
large size but some will suffer from corm rot and taro planted in 
this period cannot be field stored for any length of time. Taro 
planted in the wet season, especially in February and March, is 
affected hy the coming of the dry season which tends to force early 
maturity with resultant lower yields. Corm rot may also be a problem 
among taro planted in these wettest months. 
As well as taro, kava can also be planted in swamps, particularly 
hillside ones, and will grow well if it gets sufficient sunlight. 
Various other plants such as sugarcane and bananas are often planted 
round the edge of the .i_l}_~_r1_0,~1 .. 
!l_e_~_g_eE_JJ_l_g!lting and Harvest: inhenou 
About one month after planting the planting hole (neucsinepek) is 
scooped out and made larger, as d.escribed previously· 
b I L0 l''duringn·op lfoeding of tlw plots t:1kN; pl<JC'(' a out l ll"L'C' incs , 
g I 1 S~an1p (AT43) was weeded by hand in rowt 1. An island bed in a cons ta " 
just under two houn; (476 hours/ha, or wlth three wce<lings/ycnr lli28 
so 
hours/ha), and it :·as generally considered that weeding time for 
hillside inhenou would be no different. 
When the taro corm starts to push up out of the ground but its 
stem is still big and growth is therefore continuing then cut weeds 
can be placed round the top of the corm. In swamps where the taro is 
very big then a dry banana leaf can be fastened round the base of the 
plant. W1en the taro has reached maturity weeding is discontinued 
because otherwise the taro might start to grow again which would 
render the corm inedible. 
Taro usually takes about one year to mature in inhenou but taro 
planted where the water springs up can be left for three or four years 
and produces extremely large corms. Two which I observed were over 
80 cm long and weighed over 15 kilograms each. Field storage for up 
to six months is possible with favourable soil and water conditions 
and certain cultivars, especially during the dry season . 
.!:!_~~vesting and ReplaJ:lting: inhenou 
The tnro is harvested by the usual methods. The cormels are 
favoured as being especially tasty, but when they have not developed 
to any size they are sometimes left in the ground when the main corm 
is harvested, to be removed later. They continue to grow in place but 
never attain any great size. 
The yields recorded from four separate swamps in different parts 
of the island (see App. 5 for details) varied from 30 to 52 mt/ha/year. 
Yield depends on soil and water conditions, taro variety, time"of 
planting and spacing. Shellfish and sometimes other freshwater fauna 
can also be harvested from inhenou. 
The swamps can be replanted every year, but first of all any 
remaining taro must be taken out, the soil turned over and the leaf 
tn11l ch rrn0wt>cl. Mnny 0 f tlw coas ta 1 swamps currently in use have been 
continuously cropped for many years and are still producing high yields. 
~~i.11_01~ .!.i:.~1.s.a_t_ion ~ 
On A1witvum two typt'S of strenm-bed gardens can be recognizt>d: 
-~~~g~-~:1..~_:!:_ and i~~e_t_c:_. l.U..1!1.§:..g_aiwa~ which were measured (18 were located 
in th~ northern half of the islnnd) ranged from 40 to 525 square metres 
(average 185 square metres) with one exceptional example 1000 square 
Metres in area. Tlwy occur c.•i ther in the upper reaches of smaller 
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streams or lower down where the streams meander or divide into two 
channels for short lengths (Plate 33). Thick double blocking w·~lls 
~athatahou) push the stream flow to one side and then small terraces 
are made in the origin:il s trc,am bed. Water is supplied by seepage 
from the main stream (see Fig. 3.6). Many of the archaeological 
examples have been partly washed away by stream floodirtg and when 
suitable conditions arise new inmegaiwai are made. In 1978 Chief 
Yautaea of Umej had one new inmegaiwai opera ting in the Anauyac valley 
and had started to construct a second one on a stream meander. Once 
the blocking wall has been constructed, soil is dumped on top of the 
stones of the previous stream bP~ and taro and kava is then planted. 
The yields obtained are said to be equal to or better than those 
obtained in swam~land gardens, and the taro produced is said tc have a 
particularly pleasant taste. The taro takes up to two or thre years 
to mature and can be field-stored for up to twelve months further. 
}nl!}.t?£'.1i~~~ can be used continuously for many years without fallowing. 
M. Brookfield (1979: 136) seems to be describing a similar technique 
from Lakeba in Fiji where again the garden size associated is generally 
very small. 
An even more ephemeral stream-bed garden type is inwete., a 'natural' 
.~!!!11.''[il_i.~rn~ found where underground flow seeps out from the streambank. 
A blocking wall or a few terraces around a seepage area may be 
constructed and taro plnntqd (Fig. 3.7), again a practice known from 
Lakeba (ibid). ImJs_.~ range from a few square metres up to about 40 
sqnare metres maximum. They are often washed out by stream floods or 
hank collapse and new seepage sources are revealed regularly so that 
~-n-~~~-l~ tend to be short-lived. 
As described above these agricultural techniques involve in part 
a ll8t> of metal tools and. so the labour inputs involved need to be 
ad.i1rnted to n~flect the pre-metal conditions of 1830 and before 
(TahlPs 4 nnd 5). The adj us tmen t [actor is justified in Appendix 4 · 
ARCll,\EOLOG r CAL EV r DFNCE ~... .. - ..,.~ .... T ... - ...... ·--------.. ~ ... --
The third line of evidence is that from archaeological survey of 
the islhnd. A reconnaissance of the whole island was undertaken but 
onlv tha northern half was studil?d in detail. Archaeologically it is 
pos 'l 1 'r · s of incauwai, i::.:n;.:.h:.:e~·n~o-'-u, :s11 e to distinguish the sur ace remain .,-- - . 
. ~n_we.t.e, .iP~9_g~'l.}:_W.!'1) .. and dry land garden sys terns. Few of the sites were 
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located 'blind' and the locations of most irrigation systems and other 
site typeo, were known to the traditional owners of each district; as 
well as their names, stories about individual sites and details of 
when they were last in use, 
Incauwai are distinguished by features associated with the water 
supply to the gardens and by features of-the gardens themselves. The 
< 
presence of permanent flow in the rive~ or stream is of course necessary. 
Some valleys where flow was insufficient were given supplemem.:al water 
by canals from adjacent valleys, but in most valleys on the dry side 
of the island irrigation was clearly not pussible while in others the 
extent of incauwai was severely limited by low river discharge, Only 
in one case was a canal take-off found in part of a river which is not 
of permanent flow (AT145 in the Antina valley). In this case flow 
had been permanent along the whole river length until a recent earth-
quake since when it has become periodically dry from just upstream of 
this take-off. Occasionally traces of the take-off dam can be seen i~ 
riverbeds, but more generally traces of unlined or stone-lined canals 
of n gentle gradient can be observed (Plates 40,41). In open country 
canal courses can often be observed as Kide terraces cut into the 
hillsides even when the canal itself has become silted up (Plates 2, 5, 
6, 35). On the lower plains the embankments (natawai) of canals, 
already discussed, form prominent features (Plate 45). The layout and 
,;fope along the hillside terraces of incauwai can also be easily 
rlistinguished (Plates 20 36, 37). On the plains a series of parallel 
shallow Hubsidiary canals between the irrigated beds can often be seen 
(AT196 provides a clear example, see Plate 39). The layout of these 
irrigated gardens is distinctive (Haps 2, 3, 4) and can easily be 
differentiated from the much more irregular pattern of dry land 
terraces (see McArthur 1974: Fig. 4.2 for an example of dry land 
terraced garden layout at Imkalau). Dry land terracing is often 
hor17.ontnl along its length and rougher in construction than terracing 
in i_n.c.'!-~!_l_n_L On the flatter nreas, stone walls 01: plot boundaries of 
dry land gardens are often encountered. SLono-lincc.l storm c.lrains are 
often found within dry la id garden sys terns, and sometimes at the upper 
edges of J:..f!.cauwa~, and round swamp land gardens· They are designed to 
prevent swamping or slumping of gardens and gtJllY erosion during heavy 
rainstorms (Plates 34, 42, 43, 49). In general storm drains are 
nar 1 and follow steeper gradients tht.m • rower, deeper, shorter in lengt  
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supply canals and so can be cl is tingui~hcd easily from them (compare 
Plates 41 and 42 and the sections in Fig. 5.6 and Figs. 5.7-5.10). 
On occasion, .however, this distinction is more difficult to make, 
for instance in the Imkalau valley. Here both Groube (1975) and 
McArthur (1974: 109-110, Fig. 4.2) identified stone wall and terrace 
systems as irrigation systems, based on the presence of stone-lined 
channe.ls, and a heavy boulder wall in the riverbed which Groube 
interpreted as a darn to supply water to the terraces. Further work 
has shown the valley to po~sess only dry garden features with one or 
more storm drains solely for channelling hill runoff and stream 
. overflow away from gardens. The heavy boulder wall is in fact a flood 
barrage to prev~nt water overflowing the right bank which is lower at 
this point. The barrage pushes water towards the higher left bank. 
The valley is in the dry zone (ione 3) of the island and its stream is 
dry for much of the year, rendering it unsuitable as a water source for 
taro irrigation. There is in addition no tradition among the landowners 
of this area that this garden system was ever irrigated, and as 
mentioned previously the layout of the system when compared to clear 
examples of irrigation complexes on the island again tells against 
G b I • , • 7 ,rou e s tentative interpretations .. 
Swampland gardens (inhenou) are clearly distinguishable by the 
hydromorphic soils which remain in them today and their identification 
as gardens established by the presence of cha~acteristic terraces 
and/or channels (see Figs. 3.2 to 3.5). Many of them, particularly 
alo:1g the coast, are still in use or have remnant taros still in them. 
Very occasionally they have become completely dry after springs have 
dried up through tectonic or other causes and are only identifiable as 
surface features by informant testimony. Inmegaiwai and inwete also 
form distinctive surface remains, particularly in the blocking walls 
found on the stream side to prevent them being washed out in periods of 
increased stream flow (Figs. 3.6 and 3.7). 
Many of the rivPrs nnd creeks on the island exhibit in their lower 
courses evidence of course-straightening and stone-lining by ~an (~late 
44). This would have led to greater efficiency in shifting water into 
the sea at peak runoff times such as in periods of exceptional r~in­
fall. The possibility oL flood damage to the gardens in i-Ji.~ more fertile 
valley bottoms would thus have been lessened considerably. 
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Stone-faced house platforms were found dispersed throughout garden 
areas, but never nucleated into villages. On occasion up to four or 
five house platforms occur in clusters, and one or two clusters appear 
to have low banks and ditches round them. Without excavation they are 
impossible to date, and houses are still rebuilt on them today. In 
the historic period a degree of nucleation took place around the 
schoolhouses put up by the missionaries (cf. McArthur 1974: 44) as is 
evident around the AT26 schoolhouse within AT32 incauwai (see Map 4). 
In these cases European artefacts are of ten seen in association with 
the platforms, and in some cases the latter are found on formerly 
irrigated terraces, or re-use stones from them. Small middens of 
freshwater and marine shellfish are often found associated with house 
sites, eve~ those some hours walk inland. The schoolhouses themselves 
often form dis tine ti ve field remains (ibid: 44-5) , usually larger than 
house platforms and often having remains of their plaster!?d walls and 
coral floors visible. They form key evidence as to Aneityumese settle.-
meat pattern in the early contact period, as we know that by the late 
1850s there were 56 schoolhouses with no-one being more than a mile or 
fifteen minutes walk from one (Inglis'.1887: 81). There is no evidence 
of any major settlement pattern shifts from 1830 to the 1850s and SQ 
the distribution of schools gives us an idea of the distribution of 
population on the island at that time (see pagei 56-57). 
Other sites recorded in the.survey included petroglyphs, axe and 
spear sharpening grooves, rockshelters, and the sites of chiefs' 
burial grounds (n..2]2otan natimarid). Traditionally only high chiefs 
were buried within their settlement, everr ~e else being disposed of 
in Lhe sea, and the sites of their bl!rial pl<ices are known. At least. 
at Anau-un.se, the nopotan na.tirnarid co1.1:tinued '.·c> be .us~d as the last 
resting pl~ce for. the h,igh chiefs into the Christian period. 
that·: 
Geddie mentions in a leLter of October 1850 (MR, July 1851: .100). 
In every village on the island, there is a public 
place 9f m~eting called Intiptang. The male h~ads 
of families antl young n:ien usually resort to this 
~lace every ~fterno~n, for ~urposes of discussing 
public and vi~lage affai-.:s, planning fishing and 
other expeditions, a~d talking over all matters 
of interest. 
\•fuen the Christians at Anelcauhat decided to build their own 
SS 
intipta& it was clearly a building (ibid) but traditionally (and today) 
intipta& are usually open spaces adjacent to large (particularly 
banyan) trees where the men drink kava at night. Although former 
i_!ltiptag sites are _often known, archaeologically they have no clear 
traces. In cases where a building was associated with them, it is 
indis~inguisha~le from an ordinary house site. Only one intiptag I 
have visited left distinctive archaeological traces. At Anaia near the 
sthol1l site (A'l393) was a stone-walled enclosure approximately, SO x SO m 
forming a flattened platform. Within it was an enormous banyan tree 
and to one side the stone outline of a building 8 x 4 m said to be the 
intiptag itself. 
The sites recorded iu the survey usually form discrete clusters 
in the valley bottoms and lower slopes of w3jor catchements, extending 
inland but very rarely to above the 300 m con tour. Above this were found 
occasional taro swamps, some dry gardens on flat areas but only very 
exceptionally any house sites. Only one canal take-off (AT177) occurred 
above 300 m a.s.l. and this is the longest supply canal on the island. 
Con~ecting some of these settlement/agricultural clusters are long 
canals such as AT177 which cross major watersheds between valleys. 
Apart from such canals the ridges between valleys are usually devoid 
of sites. A basic assumption has been made in assessing the significance 
of the site survey that all agricultural sys terns which are not known 
to informants to have been built in the period after missionisalion 
were in use (either as planted areas or in short-term fallow) in 1830. 
The significance of the inter-valley canals and the valley site 
c1.usters will be discussed later. 
THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF AGRICULTURE 
As well as being responsive to population levels and structure, 
agriculture was organised within a social framework provided at contact 
by a stratified political system,. reflected in a sc0 ttlement hierarchy of 
chiefdoms or 'tribes' each divided into a number of districts. ,ach 
chiefdom had at its lir::;~d a high chief (!1citJmndd), with a number of 
petty or district chiefs (natimi alupas) subservi~~~ to him. Appendix 
6 gives the range of early written sources referring to Aneityumese 
social structure. The districts are the basic settlement unit with the 
households within them in a dispersed patt:2rn among the gardens 
(App. 3: items 1, 16, 20g, 21, 48, 64a). They usually consist of a 
single catchment f1om the central chain of mountain ridges to the 
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shore, forming wedge-shaped territories incorporating a range of 
environments from reef flat to cloud forest at several hundred metres 
above sea level. These districts, between 50 and 60 in number (App. 6: 
items 22, 33, 36, 41 45a) have clear parallels with Hawaiian ahupua 1 a 
as described by Earle (1978), which covered a similar range of 
environments. However, not all ahupua'a correspond to Earle's 'ideal 
type' wedge segments, and nor do all Aneityumese districts. Radiating 
ridges from the central mountains of the island account for the 
boundaries in most cases but streams or rivers sometimes form boundaries 
(though rarely at points where supply canal take-offs are situated), 
while in other cases a coast-inland dichotomy in deeper valleys has been 
created by dividing them arbitrarily at points along their length. Some 
shore districts with a wide expanse of coastal plain appear to have 
been created, following no clear natural boundaries at all. Possibly 
they simply represent divisions of land into areas of equal population 
and/or equal resources in a uniform environment. 
Districts are often named in documentary sources and in 1853-4 
during the visits of 11.~1.S. H_P_ra1cl nnd its sternn tender '.~'..Q.E_~:.l!_ a chart of 
the Aneityumese coast was made. It lists 47 place names, all 
presumably shore settlements (cf. McArthur 1974: 40, Map l). Their 
exact location is given in Fig. 2.2, based on informant testimony and 
site survey. Thirty-five out of thirty-seven shore districts mentioned 
in other documentary evidence and/or known to informants today 
(Anamanjop and Itad being the exceptions) are marked on the chart. The 
other 12 names can be identified as settlement locations within known 
districts. We know from mission documents that at least ~ne school-
house was located in each district of the island in the late 1850s 
~e locations of nearly all of these are known to informants. The 
foundations of many of them (and of successor schoolhouses) are still 
extant and were noted in the site survey. In June 1856 Inglis reported 
thnt if there were JO schools in his parish (the northern half of the 
island), there would be one in each district (App. 6: item 32). At that 
time he had 2~ schools in operation but there may have already been more 
~an one school in some scattered districts and so thirty dist~:cts is 
the maximum b 'bl By July 1857 fncrlis bad 31 schools 
· num er possi . e. b 
Op · 1 1858 81) and there were 23 schools era ting in his parish (RPM, Marc,1 : 
1858 388) At the end of on Geddi.e' s side of the island (RPM, Dec· : · 
1857 Inglis had 30 schools operating while for the whole island in 
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1858/1859 there were 56 schools, leaving 26 for Geddie' s parish (RPM, 
Hay 1859: 149-50; RPM, Jan· 1861: 21). Thus there were 56 or fewer 
districts on the island. d'nly very occasionally is there documentary 
evidence for exact district boundaries (such as App, 6: item 13) and 
on Hap 1 they have been defined on the basis of informant testi ,10ny 
and ci1e dominant topography of the island. The settlemenL/agriculture 
clusters delineated in the site survey can be seen to form the cores 
of individual districts·. 
There is more documentary evidence on the boundaries of the 
individual chiefdoms and the main centres within the districts where 
the natimarid had their residence. In terms of informant testimony 
chiefdom boundary location is a political hot-cake with every man and 
his kuri having an opinion on most of them, as well as on the relative 
power and status of inJlvidual chiefdoms. The mission accounts vary 
when giving the number of chiefdoms and nattmarid that existed, 
between five and eigt::.. Only by examining these accounts in detail 
can we untangle the true situation in 1848, and by extension 1830. 
It is clear that the natimarid and their chiefdoms are not 
lliissionary creations or responses to European penetration of the region. 
Oral history is replete with stories of the deeds of natimarid prior 
to the arrival of the missionaries and the early missionaries give 
accounts of at least two such chiefs referring to events early in the 
nineteenth century - Tua.tau of .Anau-unse and Naumi of Anetcho (Inglis 
1887: 34; Inglis 1890: 221). Although the configuration of chiefdoms 
which Geddie encountered in 18Lf8 can hardly l.Je explained as a response 
to European contact, the power of Nohoat, natimarid of Anelcauhat, was 
probably enhanced by the presence of Paddon' s sandalwood station in 
his district set up in 1844 The detailed arguments involved in 
assessin~ the number of chiefdoms and in placing the chiefdom 
boundaries on Map 1 are discussed in Appendix 7. 
The total number of chiefdoms at contact has been established 
(see App. 7) as seven _ Anelcauha t, Umej, Anekro, Anau-unj ai, Ane tcho, 
Ijipdav and Anau-un$e. The first three were within Geddie's parish, 
as well as part of Anau-unse, and the remainder were in Inglis' 
northern parish. Table 6 lists t~~ chiefdoms, and the districts sub-
servient to each. For convenience, because the boundaries are least 
certain, Ijipdav is combined with Anetcho when the chiefdoms are 
discussed. Under Anelcauhat were 1.3 districts' 7 under Umej ' 4 or 5 
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under Anekro, 7 under Anau-unjai, 17 or 19 under Anetcho and Ijipdav 
combined, and 3 or 4 under Anau-unse. This gives 51 to 55 districts 
' 
within the maximum of 56 based on the number of schoolhouses recorded 
in clocumentary sources. 
This highly selective. account of traditional Aneityumese social 
structure will continue by discussing the pnwer and authority of 
natimarid and natimi alupas (when reference is made to 'ctiefs' it is 
w these two ranks). This examination is necessary given the frequent 
and often justified suspicion that in parts of Melanesia 'chiefs' 
were creations or imaginings of missionary or magistrate (cf. Adams 
1977: 87). In a perceptive. analysis of Tannese social structure of 
the same general period, Adams (ibid: 83) disc~sses patterns of power 
('the ability to determine the actions of others whether it is 
sanctioned 01 not') and authority ('the legitimate use of power'). 
He stresses in particular the social-ritual context in which any action 
occurs and the personal backing of the actor at any one time, as the 
keys to European perceptions of the role of chiefs, war leaders, and 
sorcerer-priests. On Aneityum for instance Yiapai of Umej is usually 
referred to in mission accounts as a natimarid or 'high chief' whereas 
internal evidence in the documentary sources suggests and informants 
today are adamant that he was only war-leader of Umej and a natimi 
alupas. His following and therefore his power would appear to have 
been equal to that of his brother, natimarid of Umej, but his 
authority was not (cf. App. 7). 
All early accounts agree as to the presence on the island of 
patrilineal hereditary chieftainship, tempered to sorr~ extent by the 
necessary approval of the 'principal men' of the gr~up (App. 6: items 
191! 33, 37, 45). When a successor to a natimarid was chosen1 these 
principal men would be the natimi alupas of the chiefdom (ibi<l: 19b). 
TI1ere are occasional vague references in some accounts to the rare 
occurrence of female 'chiefs' (ibid: items 28, 45, but see also 44d) 
but their exnct status w~ thin sdciety is unclear. Usurpation of 
chiefly authority was known (ibid: item 33; Yautaea, pers. comm.)· 
Geddie and Inglis differed in their appreciation of the authority of 
the natimarid. Geddie used phrases such as 'supreme'' 'arbitrary 
power', 'greatly dreaded', 'viewed with a kind of religious veneration 
while they lived and worshipped , .. after death', 'almost absolute 
P 1 • • • ·h 1 · gour' (ibid: items 20, ower , and 'exercised their power wit muc 1 ri 
25, 30,"38). Inglis on the other hand described their authority a3 
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1 very limited. Every man appears to do very much what is right in his 
own eyes'. He concluded that they were 'not by any means so influential 
as they are in many islands'. These differing assessments may relate 
to the power-authority distinction: Inglis (ibid: item 44d) destribes 
the nortnern natimarid present on his arrival as 'feeble' while those 
in Geddie's parish were 'men of influence and great force of 
character' . 
It is often stressed in the missionary accounts thnt the 'civil' 
role of chiefs was inextricably bound up with their 'sacred' role 
(ioid: items 6, 8, 9, 22, 25, 30, 38, 44d, 45). Thus natimarid were 
described as 'high priests' or priest-sorcerers renowned as disease-
makers, rain-makers, fish-makers, fruit and crop-makers, famine-makers 
and so on. Other priest-sorcerers, a 'numerous and influential' group, 
were usually also natimi alupas. The sorcerer's role was also a 
hereditary one (ibid: items 19b, 45), md Inglis went so far as to 
state that great warriors or disease-makers, 'being most dreaded, 
possessed greatest influence', again underscoring Adams' point. 
Chiefly power was thus based, as in many small-scale chiefdoms (cf. 
Godelier 1977: 201-2~ 1978: 767), on ritual rather than physically 
coercive powers - powe~ of sorcery against enemies, power over the 
elements to control success in agriculture and fishing. 
There are various ways in which chiefs were distinguished from 
commoners. Only chiefs could regularly participate in kava ·drinking 
(App. 6: items 2, 4b) a.nd cannibalism was also a special prerogative 
of chiefs (ibid: items 27b, 44b). Polygamy was practised principally 
1,ong the chiefs (ibid: items 18, 23), with three wives being the 
maximum number noted by the missionaries (Inglis, HR, Dec. 18.55: 182) · 
Chiefs had some say (with family heads) in arranging marriages within 
their own ·l·iefdoms or districts (App. 6: item 46, cf. l; Inglis, RPM, 
July 1867: ~SJ), and they themselves tended to intermarry with other 
chj.efly families to extend alliances. Only natimarid had the right to 
be carried on men' 8 si,ou 1 de rs in 'bas kc ts' on ceremonial occasions 
(App. 6: items 19b, 37) and their person was consirlered sacred (ibid: 
items 20, 25, 30, 18). There were v<irious ceremonies on the accession 
of a chief (ibid: iteo :·1 and each chief had <in area of sacred ground 
whi:re rituals were perf:--~rnr1l (;.bid: item 19b) · 
f (.A nakaro), a central Inter-district and in~ r-chiefdom easts n. 
fenture of Aneityum1:~,c c;oci<IL life, were given and received by the 
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chiefs (ibid: item 28, 44d). They could place a taboo on various 
foods for up to six months or more before a feast to ensure maximum 
food supplies for it (App. 8: items 1, 4, 7, 20, 21, 23). Geddie 
noted (ibid: item 4) that: 
as the importance of a chief is judged by the 
quantity of food collected on such occasions, 
the common people are most heavily taxed in 
order to support his dignity. 
Thus elements of reciprocity and social competition were involved in 
feasts. Natimarid were most clearly di~ferentiated from all others at 
their death. The usual method of disposal of th~ dead was to throw 
them into the sea, but the natimarid were buried ii; th~ir houses with 
their heads exposed. Food offerings were placed bE Jre the corpse 
until the head could be separated from the body and then the skull was 
placed on a pole as an object of worship (App. 6: items 10, 15, 19c, 
38, 45). 'Many persons' were killed at a nati1'1.:irid's death (ibid: 
item 15), and Geddie also records that a young rran and woman were 
strangled at the death of a chief's wife and two women strangled when 
a chief 1 s child died (ibid: item 5). It is also reported that sham 
fights took place on the deat~ Jf a chief (ibid: item 11) and on the 
death of a chief or other important man his house was burned and his 
plantations destroyed (App. J: item 13). 
On missionisation the chiefs' influence at first declined, bu was 
later (with its non-Christian trappings removed) greatly bolstered: the 
chiefs ruled the island through a Council, lived in larger houses, were 
given distinctive. clothes, required corvee labour on their commercial 
plantations, and usually obtained high positions within the church 
(App. 6: lLems :w, 24, 30, 31, 33, 35, 38, 40). Natimi_alupas became 
village magistrates, hearing disputes involving land, fruit trees, 
personal and village quarrels, adultery, wife beating, etc. (ibi~: item 
38) · Chj cfly power and authority were thus very different things after 
missionisation than before, but were certainly not mission-created. 
The chiefdom level is shown most clearly archaeologically by the 
long cn~al irrigation systems, some crossing major watersheds and 
seve?ral kilometres in length. The significance of such substantial 
engineE~ring works is ~-o-~ however in Lhe required labour input for these 
necessitating a chief or equivalent as nanager of such enterprises but 
in there being that area of land under the political control of one 
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unit, of there being in this case a supra-district polity. As has 
been discussed previously (pages 41-42), initial labour and labour 
organisation for even the longest canals on the island would not have 
required the mobilisation of large work teams above the level of 
manpower available in a single district or contiguous districts served 
by these canals. There are many examples in the ethnographic literature 
of social groups without chiefly 'managers' huilding and maintaining 
irrigation systems equivalent to or larger than those on Aneityum 
(cf. discussion in Earle 1978), and so the more extreme versions of the 
'hydraulic hypothesis' of Wittfogel (1957) and others must be rejected. 
The chief as overseer or manager is not a necessary precondition for 
the existence of such systems. J.ong canals are however vulnerable to 
any int.erference, and so political control above the district level was 
necessary to ensure the continuance of water supply. In the period 
for which we first have documentary evidence, such supra-district 
organisation was provided by the chiefdoms. It might be added that 
~ese canals nevar cross chiefdom boundaries as we know them from this 
period (Fig. 3. 9). Such a supra-district organisation might have been 
possible on a purely reciprocal basis between politically independent 
distri~ts but would have been a more tenuous arrangement. If water 
supply had been cut off to some of the lowland districts or to valleys 
such as Uea and Igarei which relied heavily on extra irrigation water 
from other .districts, their economies would have collapsed. 
At least two comparative examples showing the vulnerability of 
water-aided agricultural systems spring to mind. In discussing 
FormaLive development in the Korth American Southwest, Gledhill (1978: 
251-2, 271) notes a case where r1 cnnal system llnkinR scvernl settlements 
was ir: a later phnse modifi"'d to divert water away from two of them, 
an event which it is sugges tecl had significant socio-political 
implications. In the Baliem Valley in West New Guinea, following 
political realignments after the breakdown of confederations of Big 
NC'n, large areas of cultivated swamp are abandoned where water supply 
is no longer securely cont~olled (Brookfield 1961; Brookfield with Hart 
1971: 115; c:oJson 1977: 217; HC'icler 1970: 78, 118-121). 
The settlement and burial places of high chiefs (E._opotan natimarid) 
nre generally remenilicre<l (AT197, AT115, AT211, AT759, AT834). At 
Anelcauhat one such site (Unumej, AT197) adjacent to the present 
.i:i_n_t_i~~"!:"}_~'s compo11ncl hns been affected by recent gardening operations 
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an1 at least two burials disturbed. These were found with quantities 
of red ochre, necklaces of pig's teeth, large tridacna shell beads 
and tortoiseshell earrings, said to be part of a natimarid's insignia. 
At Idumu the nopotan natimarid of Anetcho is surrounded by a bank and 
ditch. 
Although chiefs and sorcerer~priests had more clearly defined roles 
within Aneityumese socinty than their subjects, the latter cannot just 
be considered as a homogeneous mess. The drudgery of women's lives as 
recorded by oral and written sources has already been mentioned (pages 32-
33). Much of the garden work, collecting of marine foods and cooking 
was done by them. When Geddie and Inglis took the first census :i.n 
1854 they noted a marked imbalance in numbers between the sexes which 
was attributed to greater infanticide of female children and the 
strangling of women upon the death of their husband or sometimes other 
close relatives (Geddie, MR, Aug. 1855: 125; cf. McArthur 1974: 65-7, 
123-4). As already noted chiefs had a role in arranging marriages, 
the women apparently having l'Lttle or no say at all (Geddie, HR, Feb. 
1852: 20; Inglis, RPM, July 1867: 253). 
A rule of endogamy restricted marriage usually to within the 
chiefdom, and perhaps more ideally within the district or contiguous 
districts (App. 6: items 39, 42, 43d, 44c, 45). Chiefly marriage 
links were wider, as noted previously. Sister exchange was the 
preferred marriage form according to informants, and there was no 
operRtion of bridewealth. If marriage was ~ontracted outside of the 
district a woman had to be obtained in return sooner or later (ibid: 
item 44c) . 
Sexual antagonism and violence against women leading to their 
death or subsequent suicide were frequently recorded by the missionaries. 
In 1851 Geddie wrote (HR, Dec. H'.J2: 188): 
When we landed on the islnnd, females were regarded 
as brutes, and treated ns such. If a woman dared 
to disobey the Jord af her husband, or rather, 
l":ic;ter, a good clubbing was the consequence. I know 
ot two instances in which women have been murdered 
in this way, and the nntives say it has been a . 
common occurrence on this island. On one occasion, 
I picked 'T a woman on the shore, who had been beaten 
by her husband so severely with a c_J.ub, that h~ left 
her for dead. With the assistance of some natives 
I brought her home, and attended her for several 
weeks. Her skull was awfully fractured, portions 
.. 
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of her brain came away, and her body was otherwise 
dreadfully mangled. She recovered, but will carry 
the marks of her wounds to the grave. 
Similar accounts abound in the literature (Geddie, J: 80, 84, 113, 217; 
Geddie, MR, Feb. 1852: 19-21; MR, Sept. 1852: 134). While it is 
recorded that a boy's birth was greeted with celebration, the birth of 
females was not rejoiced over (Geddie, NR, Feb. 1852: 1.9; Inglis 1887: 
274; Lawrie 1892: 708). 
Agricultural production limits were effectively set by the amount 
of work women could be pressured into doing, but their numbers were 
limited by infanticide and strangulation of widows, monopolised by the 
polygamy of chiefs and elders, and rationed by these same men who 
allocated them as wives. At one level such limiting practic~s can be 
seen as operating as a social control over the behaviour of· younger 
men, with obedience being demanded in return for a wife (cf. Terrey 
1972). As Geddie noticed, the imbalance of the sexes meant that 'no less 
than 600 men are doomed to a life of hopeless celibacy' (MR, Aug. 1855: 
125). Women were thus (to men) a scarce and extremely valuable 
exchange object controlled by chiefs and family heads. I do not 
pretend that thfo is a full explanation for the sexual oppression of 
women on the island: women were of course the producers of the 
producers and selective infanticide, although probably not strangling 
of widows, may have served as a population limiting or stabilising 
mechanism (McArthur 1974: 65-8, Chapter 5). Socially sanctioned 
violence against women elsewhere in Melanesia has been interpreted as 
coercion to extract obedience and in particular increased labour inputs 
into agricultural tasks (cf. Modjeska 1977: 252-8 for a discussion of 
sexual antagonism among the Duna of the Southern Highlands, PNG) • 
It is perhaps not surprising that the missionaries' best 
'r11stomc>rs' in tilC' heg:inning w0re women and younger men, the two sets of 
people with least to lose in the destruction of the traditional social 
and religious syslem (cf. App. 6: item 5), while the chiefs had most 
to lose. 
According i-o the missionaries cc'n tac tR lw Lwc>en chi0fcloms or even 
different districts within a chiefdom were restricted (ibid: items 7, 
?l ?7 ) l I I· a func.t 1· 011 of the antaoonistic relations ~ • ~ a , wt 10w much t ns was - ,., 
bet1"e · 1 fd · tlle late 18l10s and early 1850s is 
•en particu ar chic· oms in 
unknown. Certainly people related by marriage could pass through or 
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into hostile chiefdoms (ibid: items 4a, 24a) even at eimes of 
conflict. In 1845 it was reported by Turner (who visited both Epeke 
and Anelcauhat) that 'At pres~nt, the tribes all over the island are 
on friendly terms. They seldom fight' (1861: 371), but just prior to 
Geddie' s arrival there had been a war involving Anetcho and i\nelcauhat, 
and although the missionaries stressed the prevalen~e of warfare the , . 
next reported war was in 1850 between i\netc-ho and Anau-unjai, with 
Anelcauhat called upon to aid i\nau-unjai. i\nau-unse and Anelcauhat 
were also allies at this time,' but the position 0f Umej and Anekro is 
not mentioned in mission sources. Yautaea says they were traditional 
allies and recounts the story of a war party from Umej and i\nekro 
sacking Anelcauhat, as well as an earlier fight against Anekro. 
Continuously fluid and shifting alliances seem to have been the pattern 
of relations between chiefdoms. Pressure on resources does noe appear 
to have been the reason for warfare, territorial conquest was not the 
aim, and few men appear to have been killed in these engagements. 
McArthur (1974: 35-7) discusses methods and incidence of warfare on the 
island. The idea that traditional warfare was in some sense a 
ritualized form of competitive exch~ngc, as put forward by Adams (1977: 
78-80) to explain warfo:re on Tanna, may well be valid for i\neityum. 
At the conclusion of hostilities reciprocal feasts took place. 
It is in the practice of feasting (so strongly condemned by the 
missionaries) that Ancity11mesc social structure and the position of 
chiefs is most clear. The central role of chiefs was in the giving and 
receiving of feasts, involving the appropriation of surplus food 
production in their own chiefdoms or districts and re4istributing across 
chiefdom or district boundaries. In this way no-one ate his own 
surplus. There were elements both of reciprocity, maintaining relations 
with potentially hostile groups, and of social competition. A chief's 
relative status was shown by the quantity of food collected and this 
~as limited by the quantity he could appropriate from his own subjects. 
r~e wny of concentrating food supplies for the feasts was the impo~"tion 
of a taboo on certain foods leading up to it, backed up by fear of 
angering the chief as possessor of malevolent powers, and of angering 
tht> spirits (11_~~~1§) in general. On occasions more directly coercive 
sanctions were employed to enforce taboos. Geddie records that a man 
who ate some of ld 5 own .!.!!!~.CW (Irl_'2_~1lfJ>.!l_~ ,e<lulis) before the first-
fruits offerings had been made to. the spirits, had his house and 
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gardens destroyed by 'the enraged pe~ple of his village' (App: 3~ item 
10). 
fhis fear was tempered by an ideology of giving. Thus, 'it was one 
of the primary articles in the creed of heathenism, that the man who 
made the most costly offering to the natmasses, most effectually 
propitiated the fr f "'.vour' (App· 8: item 14) , and 'their highest ambition 
was to make a great exhibition of 1ood' (ibid: ftem 12). Mtirray 
discusses the 'heaven' and 'hell' embodied in Aneityumese beliefs of an 
afterworld. The heaven was a con~inuous banquet. and senswai·paradise 
and the hell a torture chamber with bad food. To hell were ~ondemned 
those stingy in giving, for: 
Stinginess is reckoned of nll sins the greatest 
et Aneityum; and generosity reckons among the 
cardinal virtues. Hence the fondness for public 
feasts, as furnishing occasions for display, and 
securing the reputation ~hich is so much coveted. 
The poor people would starve themselves for months, 
saving their food for an anticipated feast, or it 
may be, giving their best to a Ei_g_, ·and living on 
rubbjsh themselves, in order to have the praise of 
making the largest contribution of food, or turning 
out the largest and finest hog (ibid: item 29). 
Within the distrlct therefore, status could be assigned to the 
individual who produced the greatest quantity of food, successfully 
propitiating both chief and _l]_ntm~. The chief canied this desire 
for status lo the inter-district arena, where an impressive display of 
food showed that· his garden magic was more powerfu~ therefo~e his 
propitiation of the natmas more successful, and his control over 
agricultural production more effective than his rivals. 
There is mention by the. missionaries of the people 'half starving' 
in preparation for feasts, but while taboos on certain foods may well 
have led to hardship, the missionaries are hardly detached observedi · 
Th(' suppression of feasting was one. of the planks of their campaign. 
Tlh'Y saw fens ting as bad because of the associated non-Christian 
cer~monial, the 'waste' of large quantities of food, and because the 
gathering of large numbers of non-Christian people posed a potential 
threat to their safely. The missionaries outlawed traditional feasting 
but feasting was allowed at the opening of new churches, at marriages 
and other important e~ents (App. 8). Surplus production of pigs and 
\lthcr foodstuffs was also sold to sandalwood and other vessels in the 
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l880s, 'social' production being transformed into 'trade' production 
( f Brookfield 1972). c . 
That the social rather than nutritive aspects of feasting need to 
be streseRd is clear from the fact that much of the collected and 
already cooked food that was exchanged was allowed to rot (App. 8: 
items 4, 12, 18, 26): the quantity of food collected rather than the 
food itself was important. Appendix 8 lists many foods as being 
presented at feasts but taro was always the essential ingredient (ibid: 
item 32), a crop which once harvested lasts only a matter of days. 
The competitive element in these feasts could have led to an 
'inflationary' ~piral of gifts and ever more lavish countergifts. This 
spiral was cont ml led only by the limits of agricultural productivity. 
One of the limits to this was the area of productive land depending on 
available technology,· another was climate, and the third was the labour 
available for agricultural production. As will be shown in Chapter 5 
the area of gotentially productive land was not static over time, nor 
was the 'mix' of agricultural techniques used. The effects of 
hurricanes (see App. 1), exceptionally dry years and exceptionally wet 
ones would have been f~lt unevenly in different parts of the island 
over time and so climate was agnin not a static factor. 
The third factor is perhaps the most crucial. Given the major 
role played by women in agricultural production it is clear that the 
appropriation of surplus depended on the labour inputs of women and so 
increased demands on production represented increased demands on women's 
labour. Thus M1·s Geddie complained that when feasts were imminent the 
women had to fatten the pigs in addition to their usual tasks and her 
women's school had to be broken up (App. 8: items 5, 6). The crucial 
factor in limiting the 'inflationary' tendencies oE competitive 
faasting was the extent to which women could be pressured to work 
hardGr. Modj eska (1977) has discussed a similar situation in Highland 
~ew GuinPa where in many cases the limits to agricultural intensifi-
. ) b I t t to which women's ration (for instance in Kapauku are set Y tie ex en 
labour hours can be increased. Thus as Modjeska notes (ibid: 226) it 
l's t11e · 1 1 f d t · governi' ng tl1e division of labour soc1a re ations o pro uc·1on 
rntller 1 1 t · tecl1nology or environment which t an any factor of popu .a ion, 
sets the limits to intensification in many Melanesian societies. It is 
the consequences of the division of labour for agricultural production 
on Aneityum which for.ms the subject: of the next chapter. 
\ 
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FOOT:~OTES 
1. The 'whinstone' from which adzes were ma.de is ankaramitic olivine-
basalt which occurs in dykes in several valleys round ·the island. 
Adzes recovered when gardening at llmej, Ijipclav, Port Patri.ck, 
Anelcauhat and Igarei were all found on petrological analysis to 
be of this rock type. John Carney of the Vanuatu Geological 
Service identified the thin sections prepared by W. Ambros~ and 
J. McGee at A.N.U. This rock type occurs abo ,H: Erromanga and 
Futuna but not.on Tanna. 
2. The two· strongest taboos to be observed hefore going to all 
gardens were no sexual intercourse for 24 hours (or two or three 
days according to rwmL: Ln formants) and no eating of fermented bread-
fruit cheese (namarei) for a similar period because of .its 
pungent and oleag~.nous s:~ell which could .spoil the taro. According 
to one informant (Yautaea) coconuts, a similar.ly oily food, were 
also forbidden. No food at all could be eaten in the morning 
before going to the gardens, and if a man had someone staying in 
his house overnight and that ~erson left in the morning, then he 
could not go to the gardens that day. If a garden had just been 
cleared it was taboo for a stranger to walk across the plot 
because wherev6r he walked the plints could not grow. 
Specifically in relation to incauwai there was u taboo on eating 
c;:ertain fish such as .0-Pj in~ (Cephalopholis sp.). Nipj inamese 
is said 'to make holes in the reef and if eaten the canal will 
become dry. A marine shellfish,nrisuol (Nerita sp.), or according 
to some infonn<.>t11ts all shellfish are also forbidden as food 
before going to the incauwai. If a· person breaks wind in the 
garden it is said that the water will seep away into the ground 
at that point. It is also considered taboo to step over the 
canal unless there js a bridge built across it. In relation to 
( ~ one i'nforma· nt stated that women had swampland gardens inhenou.' 
to wash before going to the garden and Aear a special skirt, and 
this may have alsCJ applied originally to incauwai which have a 
taboo 'load' including all other taboos which apply to inhenou. 
1110 usual result of breaking these taboos is that the taro 
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either does not p· .. r or produces rotten or otherwise inedible 
tubers. Not all of the taboos· liste.d aboi;re were known to any one 
informa~t and some of ~hem may have been specific to certain 
districts or groups of people. +he extent to wU ~:r tl-tese taboos 
are still oper!ltive. is difficult to establish. They are more 
strongly adhered to by·older members of the community. Various 
rituals can be performed.to 'purify gardens after a taboo is broken, 
to increase taro yield, or to kill another's taro by sorcery but 
these were not investigated. 
3. Aneityum is at presf?.nt re·markably free of pE>.sts and diseases 
affecting the taro crop. The 'red head' bird, the Purple Swamp-
'hen (Porphyrio porphy1 .' ~_) , An. : incria) ea i:s taro corms on the 
island. In swamp bed~ at Umej stems of Miscan~hus were placed 
Jpright on the island beds as 'scarecrows' to discourage this 
bird, a practice parelleled on Kolepom Island, West New Guinea 
(Serpenti 1965: 37). There is a green leaf-eating ~aterpillar 
and several other caterpillar species whose damage is sometimes 
very serious in both dry and wetland gardens. Taio beetles do 
not seem to be present on the island. Some corms are found to 
have many small 'worms' inside (larvae of some kind?) but this 
condition is uncopunon. Rats and, near the shore, certain crab 
species occasionally eat the corms. Another crab (neket) bores 
holes through canal banks, and freshwater crayfish, fish and eels 
can mak~ holes in dams and in the lining of canals. Both sof~ 
rot and hard rot of corms as described by Parris (1941) are 
found on Aneityum. 
4. Inglis (1882) gives neijnahli as a 'plantation two years old &.:id 
'Worn out'. 
5. The species used, identified from Gowers (1976) and by Michel 
Au[:-:i.y (pers. comm. 19 7 8), were inlopo t (the Croton, CodiacL .. 1L 
variegatum), inmehe (Helconia ~)' inmerie (Acacia spirorbis)' 
inmop (Inocarpus edulis), inpah (unidentified), namlidin 
(Dysoxylum sp.) , tie~j ecj ec (~onia sp.?), and ni~ (an 
• <l f d on cocon•its, the leaves of which are 
uni entified creeper oun • 
used as pig feed). Balau gave the names of other suitable 
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species: injajig (meaning any leaves washed up on the shore by the 
sea), inrouod (Cordyline t<rminalis), naha (furiuJE_ asiati;.um, 
identification by Mich1 1 Aufray. Naharr is identified as 
Serianthes ~itiensis in Gowers), natji (possibly nha~ of 
Gowers, Myristica fatua nelyat (Bis.: n:mgclnt, Si::_mecarpus 
vitiensis?), nedouyatrnas (unidentified), nispheg (unidentified), 
nohos (Musa sapienturn), ~ (Fagraea bentenana or schlechteri), 
nouhop_ (possibly nehep of Gowers, Hernandia cordigera). Lalep 
provided a list of species which in addition included naijipadak 
(unidentified), nanad (Scaevola frutescens), and napojev 
(unidentified). 
He also provided a list of plants which would spoil the taro if 
included in the mulch because of their poisonous nature. These 
were inrouod (Cordyline terrninalis, considered by Balau to be a 
suitable species for use in the mulch), intouosjai (unidentified), 
nakautefa (Pterocarpus indicus), narnau (unidentified), nauyerop 
(·midentified), nacenyopod (Aca~ sp.) and nihivai g (probably 
nevain of Gowers, Macaran~ sp.). 
6. While taro has been noted growing in garden drains in the New 
Guinea Highlands (Lace" 19 79: 5; Powell et al. 19 7 5: 19) , I find 
it difficult to accept that taros were ever planted in any 
quantity in them with the aim of regula1:ly harvesting for food. 
It seems more likely that they form a reserve of planting 
material, a kind of taro 1 nursery 1 • 
7. McArthur (1974: 108) gives short descriptions of two other sites, 
but the siLe s .. c tlt::scribes oR the Nijiemhang River at Anatuojem 
(AT35) appears on closer examination to be a dry land garden 
d · T11e i· dentifica tion of complex with a network of storm rains· 
this area as Anaparij o is incorrect, Anaparij o being a valley 
• · R' '.1']·1e si'te on the Aname 
on the west bank of the LeLce1 iver. 
River (AT128) ~s correctly identified as a canal-fed irrigation 
system. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PRODUCTION, SURPLUS AND POPULATION IN VEGETABLE 
KINGDOMS: ANEITYUM IN 1830 (PART TWO) 
In giving the population of this or any other of 
these islands I must preface my remarks by saying 
that I put little or no confidence in the numbers 
stated. I consider that in an island of any size 
i~ is absurd to think you can even go near the 
population without a census or from constant and 
careful intercourse with the tribes, all over the 
island, obtain the number of each, and thus of t.he 
whole -
As· to a census in any of these western groups hav~ng 
ever been taken, r won't believe it, and the other 
alternative I consider nearly equally impossible, 
owing to the fact that there are scarcely two islands 
where it would be sah~ to trust yourself amongst the 
natives in the way that is necessary to establish 
the number of the popu~'-ation. But there is a third 
plan, and I believe it to be the one most generally 
followed, that is for ~issionaries, or sandelwood 
traders to 11 chance 11 some. round nuutber of hundreds or 
even thousands! and put that down as the population 
whenever asked, perhaps believing themselves that 
they are strictly close to tha m~rk. If asked are 
the natives numerous at such a place? The answer is 
probably, Oh Yes, they.flocked down in hundreds to 
the sea - the beach was literally CO\~red with them 
etc., etc. and so a number is fixed upon, and ever 
after adopted. The missionaries I believe take more 
pains about it, but I teaL they are little nearer the 
truth, excepting in those islands where they have been 
long resident, and · . .,rhic~ ; t not altogether converted 
are so far civilized as to enable them to visit all 
parts, this is the case more to the Eastward -
The population here is said to be 2000 
(Vigors 1850: 85-86, speaking of Aneityum). 
POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR ANEITY1JN IN 1830 
If we are to talk of production and surplus, we need to have some 
idea of the porulation of J\neityum in 1830. The above quotation from 
Vigors accurately represents the way in which population estimates 
with the Pacific Islands, 
were arrived at during early Eu:openn contact 
and accurately assesses the reliance which can be placed upon such 
figures. An independent check is needed to assess population estimates 
for the period and ~ne such is discussed at length in thi~ chapter. 
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A central theme of McArthu..-'s thesis (1974) is a discussion of 
the population and population structure of Aneityum during the early 
period of missionisation and the massive population decline brought 
about by epidemics of diseases introduced by visiting European ships 
from 1861 onwards. Figures for population decline in other islands 
of Vanuatu after European contact are summarised in the 1967 census 
(McArthur and Yaxley 19 68) . 
During 1854 a census was conducted on Aneityum by Geddie and 
Inglis; 'We have on our list about 3800 names, but Mr. Inglis and I 
are of the opinion that the population is about 4000' (Geddie., MR, 
Aug. 1855: 125). By 1858 Inglis was of the opinion that the true 
population was 'about 350(11 (Inglis, MR, Oct. 1859: 151) but whether 
the 3-500 people had disappeared because of more accurat~ counting or 
because of a real population decline in this period is not totally 
clear (cf. McArthur 1974: 60-69). Populations for some individual 
chiefdoms and d:Ls t:ricts are also given by the missionaries. Anau-unj ai 
chiefdom contained 450 people attending 7 schools in June 1856 (Inglis, 
~M, April 1856: 103), while in December 1854 the population of 
Anau-unse was given as JOO (see App. 6: item 27a). At that time also 
reported were the: 
large inland settlemenl of Inwai-jipthav, containing 
100 people, and three smaller settlements all heathen; 
besides two settlements on the shore, partly heathen 
containing more than another 100 ... (ibid). 
The two shore settlements are presumably those at the mouths of 
the Ijipdav and Isei rivers (see Fig. 2. 2). It is not clear whether 
Inglis knew of and included the inland population in the Isei valley, 
perhaps one of the three smaller inland settlements referred to. The 
period referred to is prior to the change in the notional boundary 
between Geddie and Inglis' parishes (see App. 7) and so the 'several 
large settlements, mostly heathen 1 contiguous with and to the other 
side of Anau-unse, also mentioned in Inglis' 1854 account, must have 
been within Anelcauhat chiefdom. There is no record of when the 
U · tl t f.oci) was missionised manid-Anwunyat dip. trict (with two set· emen 
and this was evidently still heathen at the time. To the east was 
r k 854 (G dd · J · J.76) and having ~ al nu still heathen in Februo.ry l e J.e • · 
1 1855 but which had at that 
recently abandoned heathenism' in January 
t , ('l -..1 195) Iteg, the next district, 1me no teacher settled there J.n .. : · 
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was already miss ionised by December 1854, having had· a teacher 
stationed there since February 1853 (ibid: 153) and a school which 
was in a 'hopeful state' when visited by Geddie in August 1854 (ibid: 
187). 
Inglis' figure of 'at least 700 heathens, being all in contiguous 
districts, and of these Anau-unse is in the centre' (App. 6: item 27a) 
would th 1.s seem to refer to the population from Isei (Anpeke, the 
adjacent district was already missionised by January 1853, see ibid: 
item 16) to Imkalau district. Of these over 500 people are from 
identified areas, say 520 if the 'more than another hundred' in the 
Ijipdav and Isei shore settlements is taken as about 120. Thus 
Umanid-Anwunyat and Imkalau ('several large settlements') and the 
smaller settlements inland in the Ijipdav area would have had a 
population of about 180-200 between them. Inglis' June 1856 Report 
(i~id: item 32) notes that 100 of his flock were transferred to 
Geddie's jurisdiction by a boundary chang~. It has been established 
where the old and new boundaries were located (App. 7): and the 100 
people referred to were the inhabitants of Inyadpoig-Anauwau. I 
suspect however that this figure comes from the fact that Inglis had 
lost one out of his three Anau-unse districts and so assumed it 
contained one- third of the Anau-unse population (hence 100 people) . 
From the archaeological survey however it would seem that the Annuwau 
valley was much more densely occupied than the other two districts and 
so this population figure should be taken with a pinch of salt. 
Inglis (1887: 75) gives the combined population of Epeke, Aname 
and Isav districts as 120, notes that Ipijcau had 'about 70' 
inhabitants in November 1855 (RPM, Dec. 1856: 408) and mentions in 
October 1854 that an 'important inland district' in his parish had a 
population 0 f • ,1pwards of eighty 1 • some of whom had been recently 
converted to c:hristianity. Although the district is not mentioned by 
. 1 
name, it is almost certain that it is Ohuul to which he is referring. 
Geddie's accounts are always short on statisti~s. Patterson 
(1882 · 347) 'bl t · Geddie, gives the population of J\nauyac 
· , os tensi . y quo ing 
as 50 in 1853, but as McArthur note~ (1974: 63), no source for this 
figure ha~ been found. Anumej had 'nearly 300 souls' in 1854 (Geddie, 
l ti Eigure MR, Aug. 1855: 124), and is the only district popu a on 
mentioned in Geddie' s writings. It is for this reason that the 
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discussion of Aneityurn's 1830 population and the archaeological 
survey on which it is based concentrates on Inglis' parish, rather 
than Geddie' s . 
The population decline on the island because of introduced 
disease from 1861 onwards bas been documented in det'ail (McArthur 
1974: Chapter 3). McArthur notes but dismissEC ~vidence for two 
previous epidemics on the island occurring somelt~e in the period 
between 1830 and 1848 (ibiri: 93-lOJJ. This dismissal is firstly on 
the grounds of inconsistencies in the written accounts, and 
secondly that 'there is al::;o some re8.son to doubt that any exotic 
disease introduced before the mid-l8~1 f1s could have had su<'.:h n 
widespread incidence as measles had in 1861' (ibid: 96); but~& she 
admits, 'lnr.gely because of the parallels with a legendary ejJideJitJ.c 
in the Hawaiian Islands in the· early 19th century' (.ibiJ: 97). 'fhe:re 
1 is good evidence to suggest that the Hawaiian epidemic never tack 
~ 
place. Such a 'parnllel' demonstrates that we should show cautjon 
when examining missionary and other sources, bat as 'evidence' for 
the non-occurrence of epidemics before the arrival of missionaries 
on Aneityurn it must be ruled r~t of court. 
Since 1974 additinnal evidence for the two epidemics has come to 
light. All the accounts can be traced back to the testimonies of 
ttrn men, Williarnu, an Aneityumese eye-witness to the second epidemic 
and rerorter of the first, and Simeona, a Polynesian cat~ch~st also 
present on Aneityum during the second epidemic (App. 9). 
The clearest evidence for the occurrence of two epidemics is an 
eyewitness account by Williamu in a letter written in 1860, quoted by 
Inglis in his 1890 book (ibid: item 6), and the oc~urrence of the 
second is closely dated by Hardie' s 1851 account of the life of the 
Polynesian catechist 'John Griffin 1 [Simeona] (ibid: i tern 2) · 
Simeona was at Malua Institution, Samoa, in 1851 and Hardie' s account 
is clearly hased on conversation wi~h him at that time, less than 10 
years after the second epidemic had occurred. From Hardie's account 
it is clear that it occurred soon after Simeona's settlement on 
Aneityum in 18l12 as the house he was building at the time was 
unfinished when the epidemic st<1rted. An 1842/43 date for the second 
epidemic is supported by the known occurn:nce at the same time of 
epidemics on the neighbouring islands of futuna, Tanna and Erromanga 
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(HcArthur and Yaxley 1968: 5' 8, 10) · All accounts of this second 
epidemic place it as occurring between the settling of Polynesian 
teachers on the island (the first ones were landed in 1841) and the 
arrival of Geddie in 1848. The 'inconsistencies' noted by McArthur 
rest on the confusion by C~ddie and Gill between events which occurred 
in 1842/43 and 1846: these are the 1842/43 epidemic on Aneityum and 
death of one of the teachers, and the flight of teachers from Tanna 
to Aneityum in 1846 after they were blamed for causing epidemics in 
that year on Tanna (App. 9: items 1, 4b). The accounts by Hardie, 
Inglis, Williamu and Brenchley are cons is tent in their dating of the 
second epidemic (ibid: items 2, 3, 6, 7, 9). Only in his 1890 account 
does Inglis give an inconsistent date of 'probably 1844 or 45' (ibid: 
item 10), perhaps after reading Gill's account (ibid: item 4a). 
Williamu was described by Inglis (1890: 304) as 'a lad of fourteen 
or so 1 in 1841 who 'attached himself to the teachers' . Williamu' s 
1D60 account raises the question of when the first epidemic occurred 
which he did not himself witnesJ. If he was about 12 or 14 in 1841 
he would have been born around 1827/1829. Either the epidemic 
occurred soon after he was born or it did not directly affect the area 
(Aname) where he 1 ivecl. Inglis' 1854 account does not mention the 
first epidemic and apart from Williamu' s letter there is no mention of 
it until 1867 (App. 9: item 8) when it is noted as occurring between 
1830 and 1841. lngl is stnt('s that lw could find no traclil:i.ons of any 
epidemic disease occurring before that time. Brenchley's information 
obtained from Inglis during his 1865 visit (ibid: item 9) was that it 
occurred 'about the year 1836' and was a disease 'like cholera', noting 
the 18l12 011tbreak as similar. In 1890 Inglis was of the opinion that 
both epidemics were 'of the nature of cholera' and gives a date for 
the first of 'about 1837 or 1838' (ibid: item 10). In 1854 he had 
identified the second epidemic as 'dysentery', and the accounts of the 
1842/43 epidemic on neighbouring islands also note it as an outbreak 
of 'dysentery' (McArthur and Yaxley 1968: 5, 8) · 
The weight of Fvidence for the 1842/43 outbreak appears 
conclusive .coming as it does from two eyewitness accounts. The 
evidence for the first epidemic is largely from Williamu and while 
the date for :i.t cannot be accurately established, the fact that it is 
first mentioned hy an Aneityumese rather than a European visiting 
years later distances it from any legendary Hawaiian parallels. 
many 
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Without any clear indication of disease cype or mode of 
transmission it is very difficult to estimate the kind of mortality 
involved. Talking of the second epidemic, Hardie states 'many died', 
and foglis in 1854 wrote that 'great numbers died ... The population 
seems to have been considerably reduced before the epidemic 
disappeared' (App· 9: i terns 2, 3). Williamu with the well-known 
Aneityumese 'gift of the gab' wrote, 'Around the whole island the 
people died; they fell like the leaves from off the trees' (ibid: 
item 6). It should be noted that Simeona and Williamu would have 
only had direct experience of the effects of the epidemic in the 
Epeke/Aname area of the north coast. Inglis is the first to hazard 
a number for the pre-contact population and the mortality from the two 
epidemics. In 1867 he wrote that the population 'could not have been 
less than 12,000; some have thought that it might be 20,000' (ibid: 
item 8). Who the 'some' might be is never stated. He gives 
mortality of 1 at least one third' for the first epidemic (i.e. 4000), 
describing the second epidemic as 'equally severe', leaving about 
4000 people when Geddie and Inglis conducted the census in the 1850s. 
The figure of one third would se•=m to have come from analogy with the 
1861 measles epidemic which is known to have killed about a third of 
the existing population. 
Brenchley' s account (ibid: item 9) would appear tu _,e drawn 
directly from Inglis' but being phrased slightly differently falls 
into a humorous statistical lapse which as McArthur noted (1974: 95) 
would in fact have left no people at all on the island after 1861! 
In his 1890 account (App. 9: item 10) Inglis details how the 12,000 
figure was arrived at, reporting how in the early years of the 
mission: 
LJth at the two principal stations, and at four 
other important stations, as we had with us the 
most intelligent nnd best infJrmed men on the 
islan.:i, we took down the names of all the men who 
had died at these places respfctively during both 
the first and second epidemics; and making allowances 
for a fair proportion of women and children, ~e 
calculated tlv1 t fully 4000 people must have died 
during each of the epidemjcs. 
If Inglts is to be believed (gnd it is most strange that Geddie 
never mentions this proce• i Inglis i.mly mention<; it long after he 
h~d left the island) his estimate is still ljttle more reliable than 
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a number picked out of the air. What is a 'fair proportion of women 
and children'? According to Williamu, in the second epidemic 'there 
were no little boi~ or infants died' so both 8pidemics may have had 
age and sex specific mortality patterns of which Inglis would not 
have been aware. We have on:I'.y I,nglis' rather suspect tabulation 
of deaths at Aname and Anelcauhat and 'four other important stations' 
(Umej, Anekro, Ahaij and Anau-unse?) that the effects of the epidemics 
were felt all over the island. Simeona and Williamu could only 
really vouch for the Aname/Epeke area, 
One reason for McArthur's scepticism about these epidemics was 
that epidemics could not have spread as easily before missionisation 
as they did afterwards, when most of the population met for an hour 
each day in the district schoolhouses and many attended the two main 
churches every Sunday for services (McArthur 1974: 103, 137; 1978). 
Such conditions were obviously extremely favourable to the spread of 
various diseases and had no equivalent in the pre-mission period. As 
McArthur notes (1974: 137) there were traditional occasions such as 
tbe competitive feasts when different districts and chiefdoms would be 
in contact, and the men of any one district met regularly at the 
int~ to plan communal activities. She cor:,::1udes (ib'd) that 
although the chances of a communicable disease spreading throughout 
the island would have been less, 'the effect on the district [chiefdom 
in my terminology] immediately concerned may huve been no clifferen t 
tmder either the traditional cultural system or the early years of 
some form of Cltristinnity'. Given tl,at various chi0fdoms would. have 
been allied at any one time, and that people relate1l by marriage 
could ~ass through or into hostile chiefdoms (see page 63), contact 
between them may not have been as resLricted as the missionaries 
suggest. I would thus conclude that while it is unlikely, it is not 
impossible that mortality rates on the island as a result of 
eommunicable disease before missionisation could have approached 
those which occurred later. 
We are thus left with a se1ies of population estimates for the 
pre-contact period, none of which is very convincing. If we dismiss 
the evidence of the two pre-missi0nary epidemics we are le.Et with 
figures in the order of 3500, 3800 or L1000: in other words the censal 
population. The evidence that serious epidemics ill occur between 
1830 and 184b. on the other hand is strong, particularly for the 
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second one. We ~ould thus expect that some population decline had 
occurred prior to the 1850s. The figure given by Inglis of 12,000 
as the pre-contact population is little (if at all) better than a 
1 chance' figure, while in considering the opinion of 20, 000 held by 
'some' nameless persons I can only follow Vigors as quoted at the 
beginning of this chapter: 'I won't believe it'! 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR POPULATION: A BRIDGE TOO FAR? 
To obtain an idea of the magnitude of possible depopulation of 
the island prior to missionisation, we must now turn to the field 
remains of settlement and agriculture on thi island. In 1848 Mrs 
Geddie had noted that, 'there is sufficient land to raise food for 
three times the number of people' (App. 3: item 3), a point echoed 
by Geddie who wrote, in the foll0~ing year, 'The land if cultivated 
seems capable of sl.lstaining a population many times greater than its 
present number' (ibid: item 4). Once again, a similar point was made 
by Copeland in 1860: 
A very small part of the island is cultivated; were 
all that is suitable for the raising of food turned 
to account, it would support four times the ~resent 
population (ibid: item 45). 
The distribution of remains of agricultural systems on the island 
does not appear to tally with these descriptions as considerable areas 
of the island have evidently been cultivated at one time. The 
archaeological evidence and the early mission accounts can only be 
* 
~ 1 reconciled if, as a result of previous epidemics, a proportion of 
cultivable land had become abandoned at this time. As stated by 
Inglis, at about 1830 'the island was populous, and the most of the 
available land under cultivation' (App. 9: item 8). 
Iu turning to archaeological evidence foe the population at 
contact, we are entering the arena of prehistoric demography, where 
many an archaeologist has been badly mauled. McArthur has been one of 
the sterner critics of nrchaeological methodology and assumptions 
concerning demography. In her thesis she attacks the assumption of 
demographic growth towards carrying capacity (the let-au t clwuse of 
'population pressure' so used and abused by generations of archaeolo-
gists), and dismisses house sizt'. and number and settlement area as 
population indicators. She then makes telling points against 
estimates bas eel on the nmount of lnnd cultivated' or needed to be 
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cultivated to provide food, as the age and sex structure of both the 
general population and the workforce must be taken into account and 
such consid~rations are rarely worked into usually simplistic 
archaeological models. She weighs in against the converse argument, 
and here I quote from her thesis (1974: 16): 
The converse argument of some arbitrary acreage 
required to provide adequate sustenance per head 
of population, irrespective of the structure of 
the population, is also simplistic and becomes 
more so when the estimates of acreage or 
quantities required derive from contemporary land 
use and modern varieties of food crops, and take 
no account of what Lea (1969) described as the 
'non-nutritive functions of fcod 1 • 
lier criticism of Green (1973) is based on these arguments, 
trenchantly summed up by the undeniable point that, 'The demonstration 
that an area might be capable of supporting some number of people is 
not proof that any such number was ever there, no matter how long the 
area might have been inhabited 1 (1974: 32). 
Having dismissed site number, house size, house number, land area 
and other potential sources of archaeological data as indicators of 
populat:Lon number, the question is again posed: How can prehistorians 
give reliable or reasonable estimates of former populations for which 
there is little or no documentary evidence? The sensible prehistorian 
seeing the field strewn with his fallen brethren would doubtless now 
baulk at the very thought of making the attempt. McArthur in fact 
ends her thesis with some suggestions, starting with a survey to: 
establish the topographical, geographical, geomorpho-
logical, botanical, etc., et~., factors that con-
tributed to the selection of the various areas for 
settlement and assess the extent of the exploitation 
in ~ach. Irieally the ground survey would indicate 
wh~~ people had lived, and hopefully suggest some 
altenrntivC?s for!!>how. Part of the how must include 
hypotheses about -ti,"(;_ structure of the population, 
even if only in the simplest terms of the proportion 
of adults rcp,nrcllcss of sex, becnuse the size of the 
settlement and the average size of households.will. 
have been determined by this and not by the dimensions 
of dwellings, either singly or in their totality 
(ibid: 14 7) . 
Tl I not 
in tended to be 
ie outline given in her concluding c rnptcr wns 
any more than 'reflections', so where can we go from here? 
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As had been made all too clear (Blanton 1975; Cowgill 1975a, b; 
Faris 1979; Hayden 1975; Nell 1979) human populations rarely (if ever~ 
live near their ecological carrying capacity. Instead ot examining 
such hypothetical maximum population levels it is better to look at 
the parameters which would be associated with populations at 
various levels below carrying capacity. Green attempted to do this 
for Tonga in the prehistoric period (Green 1973). Various writers 
iiave suggested estimates for the pre-European contact population of 
z the Tongan Group varying from 8000 to 20,000. Obviously it will 
never be possible to compute an exact figure but Green examined the 
claimed population range with regard to how much land would have been 
in cultivation at different population levels. He modified recent 
land-use data to suit the pre-contact economy and suggested that in 
Tonga t' ~ per capita requirements of arable land ranged from 0.64 to 
Q, 8 ha. The lower figure implies a more intensive sys tern with a 
shorter fallow period needing, as a result, greater labour input into 
clearing, weeding and the like, in order to maintain yields. He 
calculc>.ted the carrying capacities at these differ1mt intensity levels 
(i.e. when 100% arable land would have been in use), and then for 
various populations below this the percentage of total arable land 
necessary for their support. The range of population figures 
('standard populations') he considers the 'best fit' for the pre-
rontact situation are those which demand use of 50-70% of arable land~ 
this range being hypothesised from th. earliest European reports 
which describe large areas of Tongntapu being under cultivation. 
McArthur in her thesis raised a host of objections to his approach, 
not least be~ng the validity of his extrapolations "rom modern land 
use data for per capita arable requirements (1974: 32-3). 
Our problem ~n Ancityum is similar to Green's, a range of 
population estimates for the pre-contact period on Aneityum of 3500 
to 20, 000. As in 'l'onga we will never be able to give more titan 
'brst fit' approximations of the immediately pre-European contact 
~npulation, but I feel that a more ~ophisticated approach than 
Green's Ls possible, one which answers McArthur's forcefully 
1 t · are of course open to 
expressed objections. Green s assump ions c · 
criticism, but the idea of 'standard populations' which he was 
h 1 'st i'n tl1e Pacific to use, does point certainly the first arc aeo og1 
the way forward. 
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BAYLISS-SMITH 1 S MODEL: THE NEW DEAL 
Hy approach to the problem is based closely on the geographer 
Bayliss-Smith's model for a 'welfare' approach to carxying capacity 
and related questions. His approach is detailed in two papers 
(Bayliss-Smith 1978, 1980), the latter specifically considering taro-
based societies. His approach works into the carrying capacity models 
variable levels of output and input. He notes that in addition to 
subsistence production there are important forms of social and trade 
production for which 'the motivation is not primarily subsistence 
(cf. 'the non-nutritive functions of food' quoted by McArthur (1974: 
16)). In addition there can be variable labour inputs in.different 
societies depending on what is perceived as a tolerable level of 
agricultural work input. Taking these into account his model involves 
ten steps for establishing measures of 'standard populations', for 
any given area, for different levels of leisure (or more properly, 
non-subsistence activities) and different levels of surplus. The 
matrix prcduced can then be examined given hypothesised ranges of 
' population for the 'best fit' with other evidence. I will list each 
step and examine it in relation to sources of data from Aneityum to 
show that such a procedure is feasible there. The ten steps are 
quoted as presented in Bnyliss-Smith 19 7 8: 133-34. 
Step 1. Definition of the territory available to 
the pop0Jation, and its classification in terms 
of t're areas F'' Ltab le for different land uses. 
f This: tti ~~ been accnmp]ished by establishing the boundaries 
~- of disu:i• t 1 hlefdoms ! •nm oral and written sources and th1; 
tf 
' dominH•1 t t.opo;r· •'~"' which divides the island i.nto a series of 
catchtnL,r:ts r.~JiaLiu:.:, , ", the central spine of mountains (Hap 1, 
App. 7). '[ r.• ;irc'.iaeologii'a.i. survey and reference to environmental 
i!lfc,rm ... s · .~.· presented in Chapter 2 allowed land-use classification 
(Table ·11, Although various districts on Aneityum were in direct 
contact wi~h parts of Tanna, Aniwa and Futuna these links do not 
eppeJr to have involved any significant exchange of food items. Thus 
for our purposes here, Aneityum represents a closed system. 
Step 2. Definition of a feasible economy, in terms 
nf the types of environmental exploitation (e.g. 
crops) and the proportion of the total energy (E) 
needs of the population that each product should 
provide. 
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On Aneityum we have a perhaps unique chance to investigate this 
as the agricultural land available to the late prehistori9- period 
population is delineated by stone walls, terraces and the like. The 
layout of these distiµctive archaeological remains allows us to 
examine the proportion of irrigated taro to dryland crops. This 
involves an assumption that all garden eystems located in the 
archaeological -survey could have been used in 1830. The exceptions 
are garden sys terns known to informants to have been built in tl!e 
period after missionisation, which ,are not included in the calculat-
ions. The assumption is that if the garden systems (or parts 
thereof) were not actually in use in 1830, they were in fallow within 
a given rota'tion. Swampland systems (inhenou, inmegaiwai, inwete) 
~ are assumed to be permanently in use without fallow. Three fallow 
regimes are considered for incauwai and dry land garden~ - 5 years 
fallow to one year's use, 6 years fallow to one year's use, and 6 
years fallow to two year's use. Other rotations were found either 
not to allow sufficient fallow periods for soil fertility to recover, 
or to be ot longer duration than necessary, needing undu~ effort in 
clearing regrowth~ Three years use (or longer) was considered to be 
too long in g~neral for yields to b~ mainr1ined on A~e~tyumese 
soils (see page 38). 
The perimeter of the area within each district used for gardens 
was plotted on the basis of the archaeological survey and the area 
within this was calculated using the Tektronix Digitizer (see Chapter 
2, footnote 1). The dry land component was calculated by deducting 
from this figure the areas of inh~, inmegaiwai and incauwai, which 
were estimated in the field. 
Various soil types on A~'l?.'.tyum appear to have been 11nsuitable 
for any kind of agriculture (see Table 1). Clearly the soils of the 
ped.humid or cloud forest zone usually found above about 4-500 m 
(soil type 6) could not have been used and much of the area of these 
is in fact virtua}ly inaccessible. Other areas of exceptionally steep 
land nearer the coast, the soils of which are eutrlc rhegosols (type 
1), are equally unsuitable. The heavily eroded soils of the ridges 
d b dered useleFs near·the coast (type 7) appear to have alrea Y een ren 
for agriculture at some time prior to 1830 because of garden clearance 
without sufficient anti-erosion precautions (see Chapter 5). These 
f I 1 d area were excluded ~ree soil types makifig up about 30% o - tle an 
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from consideration as garden land .. 
The most productive ,land is found on the coastal flatlands and 
the Pleistocene and Recent alluvial terraces, as well as on some other 
minor soil types (types 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10). Structural remains 
associated with both dry land and irrigated gardens are concentrated 
on these soils, which are include~ within the area of arable soils. 
They make up only about another 9% of the total land area however and 
the remaining 61% cons is ts of 'problem' soils of type S. Their 
tendency to rapid erosion when cleared of their forest ·cover 
necessitates anti-erosion measures to allow sustained agricultural use 
(cf. Quantin 1979). A large percentage of the area of type 5 soil 
occurs or. slopes probably too steep to be usable for gardens. It is 
thus assumed that only those areas of such soils showing structural 
remains ~ssociated with gardening, such as stone terracing and storm 
drains, could have been used for agriculture in 1830. 
The area of gardened land could have been extended by further 
terracing of type 5 soils and intensified in some locations by the 
construction of irrigation systems in areas previously used only for 
dry gardens. The area measured as garden land in use in 1830 therefore 
does not represent the potentially usable land at that time, which was 
much greater. In no sense is any notion of ultimate carrying capacity 
being investigated here, but only the productive capacity given the 
amount of land known to have been in use at that time. It is worth 
noting, however, that all of the best garden land (agricultural 
aptitude 1 and 2 on Table 1) seems to have been in use in 1830, and 
the main avenue for expansion would have been in extending hillside 
terracing on the 'problem' soils higher up the valleys. Some 
districts even then had exceeded the limits of their own catchment 
water supplies and had some of their irrigated gardens fed via long 
canals from adjacent valleys (see Fig. 3.9). In these districts the 
potent!al for further intensification of production was seriously 
limited. 
The area of dry land gardens was adjusted down by 20% to allow 
for house sites, sacred nrN1s only brought i.nto production :Ln the 
mission period . (cf. App. 3: . i terns 11, 14, 15' 23, 63b) and areas of 
unusable land (river and stream-beds, rock outcrops, particularly 
steep slopes, etc) within the perimeters of the gardened 
"fl"' • d t made on the 
'· allowe·d is a partly subjective JU gemen c 
area. The 
basis of 
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the field survey. 
The crop grown in inhenou, inmegaiwai and incauwai was taro, and 
an assumption is made that the dry land garden crop was also taro, or 
that other dry land crops (yams, bananas, etc) gave equivalent yields 
and needed similar J nbour inputs. It is assumed for rase of 
comparability that all dry land gardens were burnt off before 
planting and were not mulched. Energy requirements met from root 
crop sources have been taken to represent 80% of total energy 
requirements. The other 20% of energy requirements would have come 
from tree crops, fish, shellfish, gathered plant foods, and hunted 
and domes tic animals, birds and bats. In considering the pre·· -:>lonial 
economy of Batiki (Fiji), Bayliss-Smith (1980: 81) suggested that 29% 
of diet needs were from non-root crop sources: nine percent from fish 
and shellfish and 20% from coconut. Midden sites on Aneityum are 
generally small and always contain very fei;,r fish bones. This may in 
part be related to differential preservation but from oral historical 
and some documentary sources it appears that fish were not an import-
ant element in diet on the isl~nd, although both marine and fre~hwater 
shellfish evidenlly were (App. 3: items 20j, 20k, 21, 49a, 64, but see 
also 4, 5 for a contrary view on the importance of fish). Although 
coconut cream was used in traditional food preparation methods it seems 
unreasonable to assume that 20% of energy would have been from that 
source. Inland where much of the population lived only one or two 
coconut trees are found in association with old settlement sites, and 
I the dense stands of coconuts found along the shore today are an 
artefact of the island's marginai involvement in capitalist production. 
In the 1850s the missionaries encouraged coconut planting to start 
a copra industry (ibid: 43) and noted that the trees were 'comparative-
ly few'. While other early accounts mention a profusion "of coconut 
trees, it must be 1:emembered that our appreciation today of what 
constitutes large numbers of coconut trees is ve1:y different from 
anyone living in the 1840s nnd 1850s befor0 copra plantations had 
got underway in much of the Pacific. 
The importance of other tree crops such as breadfruit and 
lnocarpus edulis is difficult to assess. In~carpus seems to have been 
important mainly in times of failure of other crops, but breadfruit 
1 (par ticularly around Inglis' Was c early important in some areas 
mission station) at certain seasons of the year (ibid: items 15 • 26 • 
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36, 37, 46, 64b). It is difficult to assess the importance of bread-
fruit in the diet but I have assumed that on a yearly basis, it could 
be included within the 20% energy from other sources. In several 
years it was reported that the breadfruit crop was damaged by storms 
and hurricanes, to which it was particularly prone, for instance in 
1853, 1857, 1858, 1861 and 1862 (ibid: items 17, 32, 36, 37, 50, 52, 
54, 64b). It would thus appear to have been somewhat unreliable as a 
l" 
food source. Gathered plant foods (feral yams, etc) were importan~ in 
the diet only in periods of crop failure. The significance of both 
hunted and domestic animal food would appear to have been as protein 
and fat sources rather than for their calorific contribution. There 
is no evidence that large herds of pigs were maintained, and they 
would appear to have been consumed mainly at feasts and not as an 
everyday item on the menu. 
Step 3. Specification of what is the minimum 
productivity level (h units per manhour) which 
will be culturally acceptable. Empirically, 
1750 kilocalories (7330 megajoules) per hour 
appears to be at or below the minimw~ actual 
yield of major econoffiic activities in subsistence 
or part-subsistence communities. 
Bayliss-Smith bases this figure on comparative data from many 
societies, and I have accepted 1750 kcals as the lowest accep..:able 
productivity l~mit. The study of current labour inputs on Aneityum 
(Chapter J) was adjusted Lo reflect a pre-steel economy (Tables 
4, 8 cf. App. 4). The adjusted figures show that all observed 
gardening techniques have a minimum produc ti vi ty level higher than 
1750 kcals, except tilled dry land gardens where only corms are 
harvested (1288 kcals/hour). This is thus not included as a viable 
technique and it is assumed that corms and cormels were harvested. 
Dry land tilled (higher yields), incauwai tilled (low yield) and 
in~e~ (minimum yield) do approach the lower acceptable limits of 
labour productivity. 
Step 4. Spectfieation of the energy yields.for each 
major land use (E unite: per hectare) at '·'lrious 
levels of labour intensity ~round the maximum 
intensity le·· ·· jefined in Step J. Such data, 
showing yielaa per hectare in relation ~o different 
yields per manhour. will often be unavai~able, 
especially for subsistence crops. Sometimes such 
datd can be determined by fielJ work, or through 
ethnographiL comparisons. 
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The figures used (Table 8) were determined from yield trials 
on Aneityum (see App· 5) · I have made the calculations for the model 
using a set of fixed yields ~nd fixed labour inputs rather than a 
range as used by Bayliss-Smith. He has, from available comparative 
figures, constructed a curve relating labour input and yield (1980: 
Fig. 4) and while some of the techniques used on Aneityum would fit 
this curve, others deviate markedly from it. Bayliss-Smith found 
exceptions where 'abnormally high labour inputs were needed to 
sustain perennial cultivation in an unfavourable environment' 
(ibid: 74) such as on Ontong Java atoll, and where 'high labour 
inputs reflect an unusual situation of recovery from hurricane 
dpmage to other food supplies' (ibid) such as Nasaqalau on Lakeba and 
Uafgto in Western Samoa. Considerable variation was also found in 
productivity between individual farmers and in different environmental 
conditions within a small area. 
Such deviations o. cur on Aneityum (and elsewhere) becaus.e of a 
factor Bayliss-Smith does not take into account: the presence in many 
areas where wetland taro is grown of a permanent infrastructure of 
canals, terraces, and ditched beds which can be brought back into 
conunission at any time without high labour inputs. Canal-fed systems 
recently reactivated on Aneityum had not been in production for over 
80 years but beneath ta] 1 secondary forest the terraces and canals 
rrmained in good condition as a permanent improvement of the land for 
agricultural purposes. This permanent infrastructure allows an 
enhanced return for labour over other forms of ag.riculture such as the 
building of yam mounds which would have to be dug over anew each year 
and thus do not represent a permanent infrastructure. Some of the 
New Caledonian yam mounds appear to be more permanent features however 
and may be comparable. 
Two models of yield and return for labour have been used. In 
Model 1 (minimum yields) it is ~onsidered that of all dry land gardens 
in any area haJf have been tilled (high labour inpu0 and half were 
untilled, and all inhenou were less densely planted (thus representing 
a slightly lower labour input) . Two sub-models allow that incauwai 
were un tilled (la) or tilled (lb) . 
· 1 are more densely planted, all In Model 3 (maximum yields) 1n1enou 
incauwai are tilled and the sub-models consider that dry land gardens 
' 
·11 a half left untilled were either all tilled (Jn) or half ._.,ere ti e ' 
( 3b) . 
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Models 1 and 3 encompass the full range of yields and return for 
labour and no extra information appeared to be gained by considering 
models inter~ediate between them so these were dropped from the 
calculations. The sub-models allow us to take account of a degree of 
environmental variation in our calculations. Tillage (see Chapter 
3) was used on some soils under a grassland cover to improve 
yield of both incauwai and dry land gardens, as well as in the narrow 
valleys where crop growth would be restricted by limited sunlight 
hours. · On the leeward side of th!e island (zone three) tillage of 
dry land gardens may have been necessary to obtain worthwhile taro 
yields, as a response to the frequent droughts encouutered there 
(cf. Chapter 2). 
Step 5. Calculation of K, or the carrying capacity 
population. This is the population that will be 
sustained at subsistence level by the production of 
all avaLlable land, exploited to the maximum extent 
compatible with the constraint imposed by Step 3 
above. For its calculation, the land areas 
specified in Steps 1 and 2 are combined with the 
maximum yields from the relevant land uses specified 
in Step 4. This generates a total energy output 
(E units per year). The maximum number of people 
that this output can support can be calculated by 
assuming that subsistence will not require, on 
aver age, ov.er 800, 000, kcal (3. 35 million MJ) per 
person per year. 
We have allowed for only 80% of energy needs to be met from 
garden production, and so subsistence is thus taken to require 
640,000 kcal per person per year. Given the figures and models used 
in previous steps a range of K levelci was generated for the northern 
half of the island from 3776 persons (6 to 1 fallow regime, minimum 
yields) to 9003 (6 to 2 fallow regime, maximum yields). If we 
assume that the percentage of population on the north side of the 
island in the 1850s (52.6%) is a constant value over time, then the 
K levels for the whole island range from 7200 to 17,100. The highest 
estimate for the population in 1830 (20,000) thus could not have been 
supported given the technology and land use patterns operative at the 
d · "ble If the minimum time and so the figure must be dismisse as 1mposs1 · 
range for K is accepted, then Inglis' 12,000 figure must also be 
· · 12,000 is right on the K level, reJected, but given a 5:1 fallow ratio 
and with 6: 2 it it well within it· 
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As already noted however the K lt;vel is only useful to indicate 
an upper ceiling for population and does not bear any necessary 
relation (except as upper limit) to actual population at any one 
period. The mistake of many archaeologists in the past has been to 
assume demographic growth to carrying capacity as a 'natural' 
tendency of human populations and give this as a population estimate. 
Step 6. Calculation of the average labour input per 
productive person that will be required for the K 
population to be supported. 'Productive person' 
will itself require definition, according to the 
population's assumed age and sex structure and the 
division of labour within it. The mean labour input 
(manhours per productive person per year) is derived 
from the total energy output and the mean energy 
output per manhous (assumed as being 1750 kcal at K): 
(Total Energy Output at K/Mean Energy Output ?er Manhour) 
Number of Producers in K Population = Mean Labour 
Input per Producer per Year. 
By noting McArthur's strictures on the importance of considering 
age and sex structure when estimating prehistoric populations, it is 
possible to break away from previously oversimplis tic archaeological 
simulations of population. The traditional division of labour has 
been discussed in the previous chapter: garden preparation was a male 
tast for untilled gardens, a mixed task for tilled gardens, and all 
other garden tasks (planting, weeding and harvesting) are taken to be 
female tasks. As some minor garden types, such as yam gardens, were 
exclusively made by males we have probably slightly overestimated the 
total female labour component. The overall difference this would make 
to the weekly figures is probably insignificant however. Table 8 
includes the proportion of male to female labour in different gardening 
techniques, ranging for r.1ales from 13-40%, and females 87% to 60%. 
For the total of gardening work in Models 1 and 3 however the figures 
are 33% male labour to 6 7% female labour (Model la), 35% to 65% (Models 
lb and Jn) and 39% to 61% (Model 3b). Given this division of labour 
it is clenr, ns sugges tecl earlier, tlw t the limits to production are 
J 2 
set by women 1 s labour. rather than men s · 
For the age and sex structure of the populati~~ I have followed 
McArthur's simulations of Aneityumese population structure in the 
l~Os (1974: Chapter 1, 105-6, Table 5.1) which assume a population 
of 3500. Of her four models B~'<' D' E and F I have considered B>'<' D 
and F i·n llwse simulntions: 
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The model n~·~ assumes no infanticide of males and 
allows only 75 per cent of females born to survive· 
in .!1_, ! and !. five per cent of the males bon, are ' 
disposed of, and the rate of infanticide for females 
increases from 20 per cent in Q to 25 per cent in 
E and 30 per cent in!· (:McArthur ibid: 121). 
It is assumed in the calculations that 'productive persons' are 
all those persons over the age of 15 years. Some younger persons 
may have taken part in gardening but would be balanced by the number 
of persons 50 and over who may have been too old to help in the 
gardens. 
In order to consider populations above 3500 the figures in 
McArthur' s Table 5 .1 have been converted to percentages of the 
population in broad age ranges (Table 9). Given the age and sex 
specific effects of epidemics on mortality patterns this may not be 
a wholly appropriate procedure, but without much more elaborate and 
time consuming modelling and a clearer idea of the nature of previous 
epidemics on the island we can do no better. It is thus assumed that 
even if previous epidemics ha~ occurred, the age and sex structure 
were not significantly different in the 1850s than they had been in 
1830. 
For our purposes mean energy output is not assumed to be 1750 
keels but is as specified for eich technique used (Table 8). 
Step 7. Calculation of mean labour inputs at lower 
population densities than K (e.g. 0.9K, 0.5K, 0.25K). 
This exercise will again require the productivity 
curves for each major land use discussed in Step 4. 
A smaller population thnn K will clearly not need 
to achieve maximum yields per hectare, and in most 
activities this in turn permits higher returns per 
manhour. Since the proportion that each activity 
contributes to the total output is known (defined 
in Step 2), the total labour input that the various 
labour productivities imply can be calculated for 
each population density. 
Step 8. Graphical portrayal of the aggregate energy 
yield of the is laud economy (E units per hectn re) as 
a function of the aggregate labour productivity 
(E units per hour). This curve will require inter-
polation between the values established (for K, 
0.9K; 0.5K, etc.) in Steps 5-7. 
Step 9. Estimation, using this curve, of the impact 
. tput per person above on labour inputs of increasing ou 
the level needed for subsistence. If S = energy 
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output per person at subsistence. = 800,000 kcal, 
then we must calculate labour productivities 
and hence total and mean labour inputs at s + 
10%, S + 100%, etc. By definition, such an 
operation will only be possible for populations 
smaller than K, since at K all re.so 11rces are 
being fully utilised for subsistence. and so no 
surplus is feasible.. 
Step 10. Formulation of a matrix, which gives 
for different levels of leisure (variable E per 
manhour) and different levels of surplus 
(variable E per hectare) the. populations that 
can be supported by the specified 'island' and 
island economy. These population levels can 
be termed 'standard populations', and represent 
the maximum numbers that could be supported 
given the levels of welfare (leisure or surplus) 
specified by the matrix. 
As a fixed series of energy output figures are utilised. in our 
calculations the procedures are slightly different from Bayliss-Smith's. 
A range of surplus figures from 0-70% over subsistence needs was 
calculated along with the population supportable given the surplus 
component and the number of hours that would have to be worked, by men 
and women per week. These were calculated for the norther~ side of the 
island as a whole, the districts between Isei and Imkalau, the 
chie fcloms of Annu-unj ai, J\nau-unse and Ane tcho-lj ipdav, and the 
districts of Tpijcau, Ohuul and Epeke-Aname-Isav. 
In calculating the figures for Batiki, Bayliss-Smith (1980: 80) 
noted that 'subsistence food-gaining activities in Pacific societies 
not unlike Batiki all seem to require work inputs in the range 10-20 
hours'. There are of course many other tasks to be done in any 
society. For Aneityum 20% of energy needs came from other sources 
and so labour time spent in its procurement must be allowed for. Time 
spent building houses, cooking, looking after pigs, making mats and 
baskets, holding feasts, drinking and recovering from the effects of 
kava ·(men only) must also be considered. I have also not included 
time spent in making the reed fonc<?s round the gardens remarked on by 
early visitors (App. J: items Bd, 20a, 20f). These are no longer 
constructed and so it is difficult to assess necessary labour inputs. 
It is also not clear whether they were placed around all garden 
types or not, and were necessary in all places to keep pigs out of 
the gard~ns. 
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Standard Population models represent at best reasonable estimates 
and additional 'reasonable' assumptions have been made to narrow down 
the range of possibilities. Thus for each of the simulations three 
further assumptions have been made: 
(a) All men work at least 10 hours/week in gardening 
tasks. 
(b) No woman works in excess of 35 hours/week in 
gardening tasks. 
(c) The population in 1830 cannot have been 
significantly lower than the population figures 
as given in the 1850s. 
This gives us a much narrower range of populations from minimum 
to maximum. The ranges are given in Table 10, together with the 
means of all the 'minimum' figures and 'maximum' figures. The minimum 
figures start at the population as recorded in the 1850s showing that 
they could have produced the pattern of archaeological remains located 
during the survey. For the whole island, however, it is equally 
possible that the remains could have been produced by the 12,000 
people postulated by Inglis if the maximum figures ar.e used. If we 
take the means of the minimum figures and the means of the maximum 
figures the range is considerably reduced to between 4600 and 5800 
for the whole island (2L1lO to 3070 for the northern half) and given 
that we would expect some ~opulation decline because of the two 
epidemics postulated between 1830 and 1848, figures in the order of 
17-34% higher than those recorded in the early 1850s are not 
unreasonable. 
The surplus figures obtained by narrowing the ranges of 
standard populations with the three additional nssumptions are also 
not Jnreasonable, between 30 and 70% surplus for the northern side 
of the island. When the means are taken the range is only between 
45 and 55%. Such surplus production would include a 'normal' surplus 
component to allow fnr year by year production variations, and in a 
good year would have been offered (and pe~haps left to rot) in 
competitive feasts, or as libations to th~ .~!11~: thus representing 
social production par excellence. Gifts and exchanges of taro 
continued to regulate social life on the island even after mission-
isation (App. 8). 
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That taro was fed to pigs is noted in documentary sources 
(App. 3: item 35; cf. App. 8: items 4, 5), usually only sub-standard 
or half-rotten rubers or peelings according to informants, The 
historical sources suggest that the taro fed to pigs would have 
usually been cooked. Contrary to Watson (1965; L977) considerable 
pig herds can be maintained on a diet of taro. On Moala Island (Fiji) 
which has low intensity taro irrigation systems, Sahlins (1962: 58) 
noted of one village that 'The lead of Nuku in taro cultivation is 
nearly matched by a lead in pig raising, which seems logical because 
taro scraps are a good feed for pigs'. Extrapolating from Sahlins' 
figures the pig:human ratio in Nuku was between 1:1 and 1.2:1 in a 
3 
village of 66 people. Pigs were specially fattended for feasts on 
Aneityum (App. 3: i tern 1; App. 8: items 4, 5, 38) , and the surplus 
taro production of the island would thus have turned up at the feasts 
in two guises: piles of taro and numbers of pigs, and left in another 
one - prestige for the feast giver. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The likely range of productivity and population for the island 
in 1830 has been established using Bayliss-Smith's model. Even at 
population levels consiclernbly higher than those of the 1850s 
1 f . cl h b l' . . 
4 Th l . l ca ori 1c requirements woul not ave een 1m1t1ng. e 11g1er 
figure quoted by Inglis (20,00G · l~ the possible population for the 
island ·exceeds the carrying capacity recorded, and even his 12, 000 
figure is at the limits of the possible range. It is clear that the 
1842/3 epidemic did take place, and a prev~ous epidemic in the 1830s 
also seems likely. \~1en the means of the upper and lower limits of 
the assumed population ranges are taken as the most likely approxi-
mations to the 1830 population, a fall in population of the order of 
17% to 33% from 1830 to the mid-l850s seemB quite possible. Surplus 
taro ancl other garden production in the or<ler of 50% in ~n average 
year also a=cm within the bounds of possibility, part of the surplus 
being transfornied into pigs and prestige in the competitive feasts. 
In examining questions of productivity, population and surplus for 
Aneityum we hnve probably now reached the limits of inference. Ne1'! and 
the island may 
earlier population estimates 
turn up, but all will belong 
first or second as quoted at 
from chance visitors to 
to Vigors' ' third plan' rather 
the beginning of this chapter. 
than his 
We have 
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arguably found a 'fourth plan' but Bayliss-Smith's own stricture 
(1978: 130) should be remembered: 
Quantifying t:1e unquantifiable is sometimes a 
necessary academic practice but it is justifiable 
only if the essentially artificial nature of 
the exercise is not forgotten. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Inglis later describ~d Ohuul as, 'one of our principal inland 
districts' (1890: 29l1), echoing his descriptiun of the unnamed one. 
As discussed in Appendix 7, the district of 'Itaho' referred to by 
HacGillivray can be clearly identified as Ohuul. On his first 
visit to the island in August 1853 Ohuul was wholly heathen, but 
he reports that sometime prior to his second visit in Novemb~'r 1854 
it hnd 'now received the lotu [Christianity], and a teacher resides 
there' (1853-54). The agreement of dates with Inglis' October 1854 
account oE the recent conversion of some of the population of an 
'important inland district' (MR, Dec. 1855: 183) suggests that it 
is Ohuul to which Inglis is referring. Other candidates would be 
Ijipdav, Ipijcau and Umka but Ijipdav was not successfully 
missioned until 1857 (RPM, March 1858: 80), Ipijcau until late 
1855 (RPM, Dec. 1856: 40~) nnd Umka) which was converted before 
December 185/4, was described by Inglis at that time as 'a small 
inland settlement' (RPM, April 1856: 132). 
2. Modjeska (1977: 2)9-220) presents comparable figl1res from several 
New Guinea Highlands societies and notes that for mounded sweet 
potato gardens, 'The more cycles a garden can be put through, the 
greater the percentage of female labour to the production process' 
(ibid). He cal cu la tes thu t in the first cycle of Kapauku 
intensive shifting cu;tivation women contribute 57% of total 
laboqr but after four cycles this has risen to 78%. In Maring 
shifting agriculture women's contribution is 76%, in six cycles 
d i't i's 77%., ancl i'n Raiapu of Dunn intensive sweet potato gar ens -
E ' gardens i't i's 92%. per cycle. ·nga intensive Rweet potato 
J, Pig censuses we)'.'e carried out on Maewo Island in northern Vanuatu 
to rstablisl1 pi~:pcrson ratios and the ratio was 1:1 or higher. 
However, since the development of a copra-based plantation economy 
coconuts now form the bulk of pig diet, with taro scraps as 
( ) Trad4tionally pigs were second or third component tlf ter pawpaw ·• ... 
much morC' important in the lives of the people and they were 
· tl d t4me and then returned to 
allowed to forngc in the bush in 1e :.iy ... 
· . • 1 b · given cooked taro the homeste~d for feeding at nig1t, eing 
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peelings, leftovers, and half-rottei tubers. Given the 
traditional e.conomy it seems likely that ratios of 1:1 p-i.gs to 
people or higher could have been maintained this way without 
special plantings of irrigated taro specifically for pigs. It was 
a very efficient system, taro peelings making up about 20% by 
weight of harvested taro (Bayliss-Smith 1980) and being otherwise 
useless. In all irrigation systems corm rot is a problem, and 
there would always have been available a percentage of sub-standard 
tubers for feeding to the pigs. Pigs will readily accept cobked 
taro as a food, and will (alb~it unwillingly) eat raw corms if 
necessary. The peelings and half-rotten tubers were usually 
lightly roasted on the fire before being given to the pigs, a 
practice that continues today. Boyd (1975: 216) reports that the 
Ilakia Awa of Eastern Highlands Province, PNG, ·'occasionally gave 
their pigs raw taro', but more usually fed them cooked taro 
cormels. Sweet potato, however, formed the main item in pig diet. 
4. In a criticism of Bayliss-Smith's method, Pernetta anc' 'lill (1980) 
point out that protein, salts and trace element availability may 
be the effective limiting factors on population rather than total 
energy requirements. They seem to assume however that population 
must relate closely to its biological carrying capacity and that by 
substituting more critiral limiting factors, carrying capacity 
models will have greater predictive power. Their initia~ point is 
well taken but they seem to have missed Bayliss-Smith's~ point that 
in most cases exceptional demands on labour are more likely to be 
limiting than availability of energy or other sirni.lar factors· 
Even if the other limiting factors they mention were taken into 
account the population of most Pacific islands would s ti.11 bear 
little relation to biological carrying capacity. There seems little 
point in substituting n protein, salt or trace element obsession 
for a calorific one when the ultimate limit to population is set 
by the hours one section of the population can force another to 
work, a function of the social relations of production. 
CHAPTER FIVI~ 
GONE WITH THE RAIN: HUMANS, HURRICANES AND 
LANDSCAPE CHANGE ON ANEITYUM 
It was noted in chapter 1 that agricultural intensification is a 
process, not a system state, and that irrigation canririt be viewed solely 
within a presence/absence framework and its importance assumed. To 
give furthe~ context to the undeniably.intensive agricultural systems 
operating on Aneityum in 1830, it is necessary to discuss the processes. 
of intensification which led up to the pattern of systems then existing. 
Chapter 2 begins with Copeland's description of the island in 1860, 
dividing i~ into three belts or zones: sterile, alluvial, and woody. 
~is sterile zone contained in some places 'no vegetation, nothing but 
red earth. On the most of it you find prass, ferns and a few stunted 
trees 1 (RPi., uc t. 1860: 346) . This heavily eroded zone was noted by other 
early visitors to the island and it is thus clearly not :..n artefact of 
introduced European grazing animals or logging. The 'red earth' refers 
to the ferrallitic soils of type 7 (see Table 1) and the vegetation 
type 'Naquis' (vegetation complex 4 of Table 2). The 'sterile' zone 
is found particularly on the drier leeward side of the island to the 
north and west, and the exposed scii..ls found there continue to be 
subject to active erosion. 
In contrast to this activity erosional lan<lford is Copeland's 
first belt or zone, the alluvial lowlands and valley bottoms which are 
depositional landforms. Groube 1 s originai exc.<tvations (1975) had shown 
that in at least one v~lley, up to 4 m of al]J~ial and marine deposits 
had accµmulated on top of a buried reef platform. This deposition had 
occurred since about 2180 BP, within the suggested period of hu mn 
occupation of the island. Archaeological reconnaissance in 19 78 was 
partly directed towards finding ~ut if a similar depth of alluvium had 
accumulated in 0 th et· valleys on the island during the pe1:iod of human 
occupation. The radiocarbon dates from all sampled valley fills on che 
island subscqu~ntly confirmed that the massive accumulation of alluvium 
- ---· -· 
dat0s from the last 2500 years. 
This chapter e~:plores the implications of these significant land-
scape changes for the development of intensive agricultural systems on 
Aneityum. Firstly a review is given of the possible causes ·of the 
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erosion on the island and its effects in d~nuding the hillsides and 
causing valley infilling. Secondly, descriptions are given of the 
specific locations which were investigated to obtain a chronology 
of valley infilling r,;1.' the land use which went hand in hand with it. 
Finally the evidence for landscape and land use change is related to 
the patterns of agricultural exploitation and social structure at the 
time of European contact. 
CAUSES OF EROS ION ON ANEITYUH 
Three possible explanations for this erosion could be put forward 
(cf. Butzer 1974; Goede 1973) and one or more might have operated to 
produce the present appearance of the island: 
1. A change in climate affecting the vegetation and other 
aseects of the ecosystem. 
Human interference with the vegetation cover by 
clearance and/or firing. 
3. A catastrophic event or sequence of events such 
as earthquakei or hurricanes. 
There is some evidence from Aneityum for climatic change during 
the late Pleistocene. A radiocarbon sample from the base of one of 
the Pleistocene alluvial teriaces along .the Nij iemhang River gave a 
date of 22,400±250 BP (ANU-2653). Similar teLraces are found along 
the major rivers on the island (cf. chapter 2). These may reflect a 
period of climatic change sufficient to cause drastic vegetational 
disturbance and subsequent erosion of the hillslopes. Latham found 
similar evidence for erosion and valley infilling on Lakeba Island 
in eastern Fiji which he dates tentatively to the mid-Pleistocene 
(1979: 27-28~ and suggests is the result ?f a drier climate. Brookfield 
takes up this suggestion in the concluding paper of the volume on 
Lakeba (1979: 223), proposing links with the evidence for major 
climatic changes in Australia in the late Pleistocene (Bowler et al. 
1976). 1t is significant that 22,000 BP marks the onset of the latest 
arid ~hase in Australia and I would'suggest that this is reflected in 
the landforms' of Aneityum and also (following Prookfield's suggestion) 
on Lakeba. Certainly no archaeologists have suggested human occupation 
of any Pacific is1and south of the present borders of PNG at that time 
and so human interference can be <liscouh~ed. 
· d of ]ate Holocene 1:rosion A climatic explanation for the ev1 ence 
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and deposition of extensive areas of alluvium on Aneityum, howevet, 
does not appear attractive. There is no evidence of significant 
changes in climatic ·regime in this period on the scale of those known 
for the late Pleistocene. Geomorphologists have tended in the past to 
rely on postulat·ed minor climatic variations to explain evidence for 
Holocene depositi.on of extensive areas of alluvium. Butzer (1974) and 
more recently Hughes and Sullivan (1981) have criticised this viewpoint 
and stressed human interference with the vegetation cover by fire and 
other forms of forest clearance as a major factor in landscape change 
in the Holocene. It is not clear bow minor climatic changes could have 
so altered a1 established vegetation cover as to lead to the greatly 
accelerated erosion and valley infilling which have been the object of 
investigation. 
Hughes and Sullivan (ibid) point out that in Australia it has not 
proved possible to correlate these supposed climatic changes in a given 
catchment with the sequences from valley fills in nearby catchments, or 
with other lines of evidence taken to reflect climatic oscillations. 
Butzer (1974: 68) notes similar problems with climatic explanations for 
Holocene landscape changes in the Mediterranean area. In Australia 
~ere is evidence for marked changes in vegetation and landforms in the 
Holocene as a result of Aboriginal burning to maintain a mosaic of 
different ,,_ 1.vironments for hunting and ga::hering. Natural bush fires 
had of course occurred before human colonisation of the continent, but 
the Aboriginal pattern of burning led to more frequent, less intense 
fires, which probably occurred over a larger part of the ye~n · Vege-
tation and litter were removed more frequently than they would have 
bee:-- by natural bushfires and so bare soil susceptible to u,lnsplash 
erosion was more likely to be exposed (Hughes 1981; Hughes and Sullivan 
1981) . 
Burning of vegetation and clearance for agricultural purposes has 
long b d I · pronounced geomorphic effects (Butzer een recognise as 1aving 
1974). Clearance and subsequent cultivation: 
reduce the proportion of rain water that infiltrate~, 
increase the ratio and rate of surface runoff, permit 
splash erosion as well as accelerated erosion by over-
land flow or gullying, and increase sediment yield 
(ibid: 60). 
Scott (1975) has noted a relationship on Oahu Island, Hawaii, 
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between vegetatior cover and soil mass movement or avalanching. The 
avalanching is caused when soil profiles on hillslopes reach depths 
where supersaturation can occur triggered by prolonged periods of 
cyclonic rainfall, leading to overloading and subsequent slope movement. 
Under forest cover soils develop to an average depth of 55-60 cm before 
this occurs, while under fern overloading tends to occur when an 
average depth of 40-45 cm is reached. Avalanche scars tend to 
revegetate quickly in such conditions. When slopes are cleared of their 
natural vegetation, for instance to provide pasture for animals, 
avf:anching has also occurred. This differs, however, in that the 
depth of material involved is shallower, the avalanche scars do not 
revegetate quickly and so tend to increase in size over time, they are 
more numerous by area than those in the wetter uncleared mountains, and 
they are found in drier areas of Oahu where they would not natur~lly 
occur (ibid: 209) . Thus in cleared areas: 
Whereas original rooting systems under Acacia koa 
forest were quite sufficient to maintain soils on 
those more gentle slopes, their removal and 
substitution by relatively shallow rooting grasses 
weakened the forces of retention. Overloading 
could then occur relatively easily (ibid; 212). 
Scott saw the triggering agents of mass movement as saturation 
during prolonged periods of cyclonic rainfall, and as McLean notes 
(1980b: 165-6): 
Tropical storms and hurricanes are perhaps the most 
important catastrophic events having a regular 
impact on small island ecosystems in the tropics. 
In a very short time they initiate dramatic 
temporary and permanent changes in the components 
0f physical and biological environments - reefs, 
coasts, hillslopes, trees and crops as a result of 
wind, wave and water action. 
Aneityum is within the hurricane belt and the devastating effects 
hurriL.anes have had on the island during recent history are well 
attested (App. 1). In any explanation of the erosional processe~ 
operating on the island during the Holocene, the role of hurricanes 
must be taken into account. 
Natural fires however do not appear to represent a hazard, as 
Se 1 (1975 51) He notes that lightning has not been avoy 1as pointed out : · · 
' 1 enougl1 i"n tropical rain forests to )Cumented as occurring frequent Y 
f h as grasslands, and create or maintain more open vegetation arms sue • 
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that such fores ts. appear to have remained unaffected by fire fJr 
millions of years. -It is thus the role of fire in clearance and 
gardening by man which is the crucial f~ctor needing consideration. 
The vegetation over nearly the whole of Aneityum immediately 
before human colonisation is supposed to have been dense forest except 
in some swampy areas (Schmid 1975: 335). Burning off of this forest 
for gardening or ot·her purposes would have had different results in the 
wetter south and east (zone 1) than it would in the drier north and 
west (zone 3). In zone 1 a more woody regrowth is usual after 
burning, and forest regeneration takes place quite rapidly (Quantin 
1Y79: 9). Zone 3 constitutes a more stressful environment and burning 
of the forest here would have tended to give rise to a succession of 
more open vegetation types. Forest regeneration in this zone would 
have been much slow2r and could have been easily interrupted by further 
burning. 
Using the classification of vegetation outlined in Table 2, the 
burning off for cultivation of tall forest of type 1 would have 
resulted in the formation of 'Savanna' (type 3). When not regularly 
burned this would tend to be replaced by forest once again. Under 
repeated burning however, type 4 'Maquis' scrub would develop, with more 
areas of bare soil exposed for longer because of slow regeneration rates. 
Similar iMaquis' vegetation complexes are also a feature of many 
other Pacific Islands, being equivalent to the fern deserts of 
talasiga of Fiji (Latham 1979: 47-50) and the toafa of Wallis and 
Futuna (Kirch 1975n: 53-6). The anthropogenic nature of such vegetation 
complexes is recognized by these and other writers. 
Clearing land for agriculture was not, of course the only reason 
for regular burning off of the vegetation on Pacific Islands· Twyford 
and Wright (1965: 114-5") f\ote.. thL\t : 
The habit of setting fire to any type of ·vegetation 
which will carry fire is a deeply ingrained character-
istic of the humnn race ... There were, no doubt, some 
valid reasons for burning such as keeping tracks clear, 
or to locate wild yam plants, or later to smoke out 
wild pig herds and some fires may have been the result 
of carel0ssness while burning trash on garden plots or 
I . . . b bl a great many of the w11le making signals· but pro a Y 
fires were created f~r purely aesthetic reasons, the 
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beauty and excitement of the flame and its 
comforting warmth. 
Burning to find or to encourage the sprouting of minor food or 
medicinal plants is also -reported from E;-;:;t Futuna (Burrows 1936: 10, 
95; Kirch 1975a: 63) anJ Lewis (1980: 78) records that burning of 
vegetation can also be carried out to decrease populations of insect 
pests such as mosquitoes. 
Once'serious degradation of the vegetation and soils had begun, 
the economic value of such areas to the inhabitants would have 
decreased. Fire control may have become less strict when burning off 
garden areas in the valley bottoms, thus allowing fires to burn freely 
upslope to the ridges. A new incentive on Aneityum for burning is to 
encourage recently introduced feral goat populations to graze on the 
young shoots which appear in the aftermath of fires. With the 
population decline in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and 
abandonment of the interior and some coastal areas, particularly in the 
north and west, a more careless use of fire may have developed. There 
are at present no strong community sanctious on the island against 
~-ndiscrirnirnJ te burning in areas away from house or gardens. 
A further major factor inhibiting forest regeneration after initial 
burning would have been the devastating hurricanes which affect the 
region and which have already been canvassed as a possible agent of 
. 
erosion. The tracks ::if these hurr.;.canes are generally north to south 
(McLean 1980b: 167) and so the northern and western sides of the island 
bear the L~1nt of the wind and rain, as attested by the historical 
reports (App. 1). It is precisely in these areas that the most eroded 
landsca~es are found. 
T1 , tremely high runoff associated with hurricanes and other 
periods of exceptional rainfall would have led to greatly accelerated 
erosional processes and the strong winds would have damaged regenerating 
vegetation. On land recently cleared by fire for agricultural or other 
purposes, or :in ni-eas of open anthropogenic vegetation created by 
1 ld h been much higher during regu ar burning, rates of erosion wou ave 
hu · J d A noted by Butzer (1974: 59): rricanes t1an in foreste areas. s 
. · I t' s Trees, closed grass cover, or shrubs wJt1 ~~n.iguo~ 
crowns will intercept raindrops, break their impnc , 
and reduce splash erosion ... the rooting networks, 
sod and leaf or grass litter of an undisturbed 
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vegetation/soil interface increase infiltration 
reduce runoff velocities, impede concentrated ' 
overland flow, and provide general protection 
and stabilization for the mineral soil. 
The interplay between human interference with the vegetation and natural 
catastrophic events can be clearly seen at work in this situation. 
Once serious erosion had begun, the process would have been cumulative 
and with removal of soil occurring at much faster rates than ~at at 
which weathering of the substrata could renew it, the soils could 
never recover. Erosion certainly occurred in the wetter windward side · 
of the island but to a lesser extent. 
Between 1848 and 1918 there are records of 31 hurricanes affecting 
Aneityum, an average of one every two to three years (App. 1). Lee 
(1975: 270) suggests a general frequency in any one area of Vanuatu of 
about once every five years. In addition to hurricanes, between 1848 
and 1918 there were six other periods of exceptionally heavy rain 
leading to flooding of low-lying areas (App. 1). The effects of such 
events have been graphically Jescribed by missionaries and others. A 
hurricane occurred in January 1858 which: 
laid fences everywhere prostrate, blew down houses, 
and broke and uprooted trees ... After the wind had 
considerably abated, the rain descended in torrents; 
every stream became a river, and we had the heaviest 
flood that has been known within the memory of living 
man. There were a very great number of landslips, 
the watercourses dug for irrigating plantations were 
greatly damaged ... (App. 1: item 15). 
Another in January 1862 caused streams throughout the island to 
overflow their banks 'and carried tons of earth and many noble trees 
far out to sea. A great part of the shore land was unden;rater' 
(ibid: item 21). Excessive rain on New Year's Eve 1910 led to the 
harbour at Anelcauhat becoming 'one great mud pond, with earth 
carried .down by the river ... Many taro plantations were burieq in 
mud' (ibid: item 39b), while>: 
··· In one narrow, deep valley, formerly a death trap 
in times of flood, the height and force of the wate~ 
surpassed that in any other part of the island. Owing 
to a landslip, the water rose 60 feet hig~, then, 
breaking the barrier swept seaward in resistless 
torrents, carrying huge bould~rs, taro patches, houses, 
the school, lately built, cocoanut trees, etc. 
ld 1 cause slope instability. The occasional strong earthquake cou a so 
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Three major earthquakes were recorded in the 70 year period between 
1848 and 1918, one associated with a tidal wave (tRunami) which 
flooded low-lying areas of the island. Inglis recorded that in the 
earthquake of the 5th May 1875, 
In different parts of the Island large blocks of 
overhanging rock were rent off, and precipitated 
to the valleys below. On other parts where large 
boulders were lying half buried on the surface 
,,r,."i , 
they were upl1-eaved and shaken out of A'.he earth, 
and left strewed about ... (ibid: item 30). 
A report of another severe earthquake in 1873 mentions fissures 
appearing on the hillsides (ibid: item 26). 
EFFECTS OF EROSION ON ANEITYUM 
Deposition of the products of erosion has created the extensive 
alluvial plains at the mouths and along the valleys of the three main 
rivers on the island (the Lelcei, Umej and Anetcho rivers) and also 
at the mouths of many of the smaller streams. These plains are at 
their most ext~nsive on the north side of the island at Port Patrick 
where the Anetcho and several smaller rivers (from west to east the 
rivers are the Aname, Anetcho, Antina and Anaia) empty into a lagoon 
protected by an extensive fringing reef. The largest alluvial plains 
occur below the most eroded slopes, on the coast most affected by 
hurricanes. 
The rivers cutting through these plains reveal in their bH~k 
sections traces of past agricultural systems in the form of stone 
walls and plot boundaries and stone-lined drains, up to two metres 
beneath the present ground surface. Deep soil profiles are often 
revealed in the river banks and former topsoil layers can be traced 
extending along the river sections sometimes for hundreds of metres -
up to four such horizons can often be distinguished, each bu~ied by 
alluvial material deposited in flash floods associated with major 
storms in the past. In some places up to 300 metres from the current 
coastline, coral reef platforms are revealed in the river bed at or 
very close to present sea levels and, as already mentioned, are 
~erefore considered to be mid-late Holocene in age. The landscape of 
Aneityum has thus not been a passive and stable arena in which the 
processes of agricultural intensification have taken place. 
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LANDSCAPE AND LAND USE CHANGE: THE EVIDENCE 
A programme of dating the valley fills and build up of the 
coastal plains was undertaken to assess changes in landform and land 
use during the period of human occup~tion of the island. Before 
dl. scussing the results from the si' tes · d l examine , t1ere are two problems 
which need to be addressed: 
1. that of identifying the nature of human use of 
the various land surfaces buried in the deep 
profiles of the investigated sites - gardened 
as against not gardened, irrigated as against 
non-irrigated - as well as explaining the 
meaning of the deposits burying these land 
surfaces. 
2. that of interpreting the significance of the 
radlocarbon dates obtained from within the 
alluvial deposits. 
Interpreting land use 
On Aneityum, soils of former furrow.irrigation gardens on 
Pleistocene alluvial terraces at Nijiemhang (AT32) and Uche were 
examined by the geomorphologis t Marc Latham and myself. The only 
features of these soils which distinguished them from natural topsoils 
were homogeneity of the humiferous horizon, a marked difference in 
structure and firmness between the upper (cultivated) and lower horizons 
with a sharp break between them, and the presence of manganese staining 
at depth. Of these only the manganese staining could possibly be said 
to distinguish them from dry land agricultural soils (Latham 1980). 
On the recent: alluvial plains, at least adjacent to the rivers where 
they are particularly well-drained, even manganese staining is absent 
so that irrigation, and indeed cultivation of any kind can only be 
established on the basis of associated remains of stone-lined plot 
boundaries or channels. 
In other areas of the Pacific soils associated with a different 
technique of irrigation (see chapter 7) may be more distinctive in 
structure. Thus, as described by Kirch (1977: 253-5), pondfield soils 
are generally distinct from naturally formed soil types. The effect of 
waterlogging creates an eluviation, reduction state in the upper A 
horizon and an illuviation, oxidation state in the lower B horizon. 
This effect on soils under pondfield irrigation has been reported from 
H J ·rti~J·l~nd and Malaya but not from Tfugao awaii, (East) Futuna, apan, « - « 
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pondfields in the Philippines (ibid). Such conditions therefore may 
not occur in all soils under pondfield conditions. 
Kirch .(ibid: 254) notes another physical feature of irrigated 
(specifically pondfield) soils to be the presence of limonite 
concretions: 'hydrated iron-oxide tubes which apparently formed 
around Colocasia roots under aqueous conditions ... It is probable 
that the limonite concretions resulted from the oxidation of the 
surrounding sediment.by plant roots'. There are however a variety of 
ways in which iron concretions can form in the soil aud the reported 
association with the pondfield soil could be fortuitous (P. Hughes, 
pers. conun.). Although (as noted by Kirch) pyrolusite concretions 
around sugarcane roots in Hawaiian soils have been noted, similar 
tubes forming around taro roots have never been reported in field 
studies of the crop. 
Kirch (ibid) suggests that in the future, additional criteria 
such as textural difference, pH, or total organic content should be 
investiga.ted to try to identify pondfield soils in archaeological 
contexts. As mentioned above, textural difference is one criteria~ 
we have used o'n Aneityum to distinguish cultivated soils but with the 
more sandy soils of recent alluvium this is not distinctive. Total 
organic content is generally higher in the upper rather than the 
lower horizons of natural soils and so again is unlikely to be 
distinctive of irrigated or dry land gardening. On Aneityum pH content 
did not distinguish garden soils from other sediments revealed in 
section. 
Thus in this study, when the term _garden soil is used to describe 
a sediment found in an excavation or exposed river section, it is 
defined as a sediment associated with structural remains (stone-lined 
channels, plot boundaries, terraces, and so on) which can be identified 
as features related to agricultural exploitation and which by its 
stratigraphic position would appear to have been the planting medium. 
~rpre ting radiocarbon dates 
Radiocarbon dates from within irrigated or other garden soils may 
b In discussing charcoal found e misleading for a number of reasons. 
within pondfield soils, Kirch (1975n: 106) notes three possible sources. 
These are: initial ~learing and burning of the site prior to pondfield 
gro~tl1 during the period the field was construction, burning of fallow w 
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in use, and an upstream source with charcoal carried in by the 
irrigation water. Thus dating material from a pond field soil does 
not necessarily date first use of the pondfield, A similar range of 
sources for the charcoal found in the furrow irrigated soils of 
Aneityum could also be postulated. Similarly, with till.eel soils (dry 
land or irrigated), charcoal present within them may only relate to 
the later or latest phases of use when the soil was last turned over. 
This must always be borne in mind when interpreting dates on· charcoal 
within garden soils. · 
In cases where charcoal has been fluvially transported into the 
garden area, the:e is a possibility that it will give a date far older 
than that of t~e time of its incorporation into the soil because of 
charcoal storage in sites in the catchment. This has been found to be 
the case under certain circumstances in Australia (Blong and Gillespie 
1978). The opportunities for such storage on Aneityum would appear to 
be much less however than in the very much larger sandstone catchments 
studied by Blong and Gillespie. A sequence of radiocarbon dates from 
a stratigraphic section should always be preferred to single dates in 
order to evaluate the possi~ility of charcoal storage, and all dates 
on dispersed charcoal found within sediments should be treated with 
caution. It is debatable whether dispersed charcoal found within 
garden soils can be attributed to any particular source out of the 
possibilities discussed above. The most secure dates are those 
obtai:ed from in situ hearths or ovens, but even here the possibility 
of old wood being used for fuel means such dates can only be used as 
maxima (see Gillespie and Swadling 1979). 
No dates were obtained from hillside and upper valley terraced 
agricultural systems. The terraces represent an effective response to 
the dangers of erosion on steep and unstable soils, so effective that 
they remain exclusively surface features and cannot be directly dated 
with any certainty. For the reasons discussed above charcoal within 
terraced garden soils may give dates bearing little relation to 
t 1 t Proved Possible to obtain a errace COhstruction, and it 1as no 
· lt 1 tern It may be sequence of dates from any inland agricu ura sys · 
possible on occasion to find charcoal under the stone-facing of the 
terrace itself which could date :i.ts initial construction. Buried 
. d i'n the lower courses of the rivers agricultural sites are only faun 
on the island and so our evidence for land use change over time comes 
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from coastal rather than inland areas of agricult 1 1 . . ura exp 01tat1on. 
All radiocarbon dates are given as unrecalibrated dates using 
the Libby half-life of 55 70±30 years (Table ll), All marine shell 
dates have been corrected for the ocean reservoir environmental effect 
by subtracting 450±35 years from their given age, as recommended by 
. Gillespie and Si~adling (19 79), 
Several anomalous 'modern' dateG (those showing enhanced activity 
due to recent atmospheric tests of atomic bombs in the 1950s were 
obtained. These all came from samples from within the top two major 
soil horizons. At present no satisfactory explanation has been found 
for these anomalies. 
The detailed descriptions of the sections are given in Appendix 
12, as well as the methods of analysis used. 1 The sites in question 
(Fig. 5.1) are discussed individually and then a general sequence for 
the whole island is presented. The southern half of the island is 
discussed first. 
a. AT556: Anawau Swamp, Anelcauhat (App. 12: A) 
This is a large swamp of some 15 ha immediately behind a conso-
lidated sand bar some 80 m across on which much of the village of 
Anelcauhat is situated. Until the. early years of this century the 
swamp had no outflow, except by seepage through the sand bar, In the 
1920s an outflow channel was cut through the sandbar and channels dug 
within the swamp in an attempt to drain it and so reduce the mosquito 
population. The malaria associated with the presence of the swamp is 
said to have been the main reason why the Catholic missionaries left 
the island in 1850, and as long ago as the 1860s calls were made to 
drain the swamp (Anon. nd: 16). The only parts of it which were 
traditionally used for taro swamps (inhenou) were st the heads of 
some of the springs feeding the swamp. It appears to have been beyond 
the pre-metal technology of the inhabitants to cut through the sand-
bar which hnd become cemented to form beach r·ock, and so the water 
level within the swamp could not be con trolled. Durinb tlw ~~iny 
season much of its surface would have been flooded to a considerable 
depth and there are tradition~ that canoes were kept moored in it. 
"'I f I S\·•anip si' gn; fiumtly lowered t;he water 1.1e partial draining o · tie • ~ 
table and many of the upper peat deposits within it appear to have 
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from coastal rather than inland areas of agricultural exploitation. 
All radiocarbon dates are given as unrecalibrated dates using 
the Lib.by half-life of 5570±30 years (Table ll). All marine shell 
dates have been corrected for the ocean reservoir environmental effect 
by subtracting 450±35 years from their given age, as recommended by 
. Gillespie and Swadling (1979). 
Several anomalous 'modern' dates (those showing enhanced activity 
due to recent atmospheric tests of atomic bombs in the 1950s were. 
obtained. These all came from samples from within the top two major 
soil horizons. At present no satisfactory explanation has been found 
for these anomalies. 
The detailed descriptions of the sections are given in i\ppendix 
12, as well as the methods of analysis used .1 The sites in question 
(Fig. 5.1) are discussed individually and then a general sequence for 
the whole island is presented. The southern half of the island is 
discussed first. 
a. AT556: Anawau Swamp, Anelcauhat (App. 12: A) 
This is a large swamp of some 15 ha immediately behind a conso-
lidated sand bar snme 80 m across on which much of the village of 
Anelcauhat is situated. Until tha early years of this century the 
sto:amp had no outflow, except by seepage through the sand b111r. In the 
1920s an outflow channel was cut through the sandbar and channels dug 
within the swamp in an attempt to drain it and so reduce the mosquito 
population. The malaria associated with the presence of the swamp is 
said to have been the main reason why the Catholic missionaries left 
the island in 1850, and as long ago as the 1860s calls were made to 
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been eroded and washed away into the bay or to have been oxidised as 
the swamp dried out. Since it was drained, a new area (AT216) near 
the swamp edge hos been brought into use as an inhenou, When 
planting beds we~e being con~tructed here, preserved mangrove roots 
were dug up suggesting that at some time in the past the swamp had 
been a lagoonbut the sandbar subsequently thrown up, presumably 
by storm action, cut it oEf from the sea. 
A test pit was dt1g near the edge of the swamp to determine when 
it was created and whether a pollan sequence could be obtained which 
might be able to show changes in the vegetation as a result of human 
interference with the landscape. The pit was dug to 175 cm at which 
point clean white sand with no noticeable coral fragments or shell 
within it graded into more consoli~ated beach rock. Dates from 
in situ coconut roots (Cocos nucifera) in the bottom layer and 
coconut en do carp from tbe ho l tom thrPe layers ( 4-6) gave dates of 
5040±370 BP (layer 6), 5420±90 BP (layer 5) and 5410±100 BP (layer 4) 
suggesting that the lagoon was transformed into back swamp at about 
5500-5000 BP. The in sit~ coconut roots show that the test pit was 
located a~ the edge of the former lagoon, and the presence of sulphates 
in the deposit provides further evidence of mangroves being part of 
the la~oon-edgc vegetation. When the lagoon entrance was blocked by 
th~ sandbar, water level rose and swamp sediments started to 
accumulate in the former lagoon, burying and preserving the coconuts 
at its edge. 
The base of the test pit would appear t~ be close to present 
sea level, so the shallow lagoon was probably created by the post-
glacial rise of the sea to about its present level which occurred 
between 6000 and 4000 years ago in the region (McLean 1980b). The 
lagoon would have thus been open for only a short period before the 
sandbar was thrown up. The basal sand in the test pit contains neither 
shellfish nor identifiable coral fragments, in contrast to the present 
1 d th · land It i's possible 10aches and snndy lngnon bottoms aroun e is · 
that the interval between the formation of the lagoon and its separa-
tion from the sea was too short to permit coral growth to catch up 
h · t have colonised the with sealevel rise and for shellfis species 0 
lagoon. 
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A radiocarbon sample from the highly organic layer 3 was dated 
to 3740±170 BP and thus the rate of accumulation of swamp sediments 
appears to have been very slow at first. Layer 2 is a deposit of 
a different nature, being ~uch more inorganic in composition and 
would thus appear to have been laid down more rapidly than the 
underlying material. Clearance of the adjacent hillsides for 
agriculture might well have initiated erosion, whose products were 
then washed in the swamp as layer 2 .. A date of 2940±80 BP was obtained 
from this layer, fitting well with the postulated age for the initial 
( 2 ' settlement of Vanuatu see page 24). rhe upper layers of' the swamp have 
disappeared as a result of the recent draining of the swamp. 
A second test pit a fuither 50 m towards the middle of the swamp 
confirmed the sequence. No coconut remains were found and a single 
piece of shell was recovered from the lowest layer. No equivalent to 
layer 2 of the first test pit was found, the washing in of this 
sediment only affecting the swamp edge (see Fig. 5.2). 
Samples for pollen and carbon particle analysis were collected 
but nre still being analysed. 
b. AT555 (Section 4) Lelcei Valley floodplain, west bank, 
Anelcauhat District (App. 12: B) 
This river section is about 1 km from the Lelcei river mouth. 
Three horizons were revealed, documenting 2 m of valley infilling 
over about 1500 years. Horizon III (1570±140 BP) shows evidence of 
burning in the catchment in the form of dispersed charcoal within the 
sediment but no direct evidence that the valley floor itself was being 
exploited. An earth oven withirr Horizon II, cut from 65 cm below the 
surface, dating to 540±75 BP,provides the first direct evidence of 
occupation on the floodplain. In other sections exposed along the 
Lelcei River 3 or 4 main horizons are found, but evidence of agricult-
1 1 · · · 1 fot·m of stone plot boundaries and walls of ura exp 01tat1on, in t e 
dry land gnrdens,was only found in the upper·two horizons. 
1• :!:.~~.Y~~:!!)__J(2-':!1~c~a~u~w:._~a~i:1)'...l,~N~i:...Jjt.=i~e~me!!.h!.'.:a!!n~g>......::R:.::i:..:v~e:..:r:..:,t.-:N.:.:i""'j'-i-e_m_h_a_ng c . .0_T32 Irrig~s_ion system _ 
~istrict (App. 12: C) 
A terrace within the incauwai was 
__ ,. ··-·-~---
dating sequence could be obtained from 
excavated to determine if a 
such inland sites, and to 
eMmine whether there were any features of the sediments which could 
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be considered diagnostic of an irrigated as opposed to a dry land 
garden soil (cf. pages 103-4).The location of the excavation is 
marked by the number ~ on Nap 4' being on a Pleistocene colluvial-
alluvi~l terrace above the present river floodplain (Plate 38 ). The 
sha~p break between Layers I:2 and I:3 seems to be a mark of a garden 
soil as opposed to a naturally developed topsoil, and the homogeneity 
of Layers I:l and I:2 also suggest a gardened and tilled soil. The 
t 
presence of manganese staining at depth is interpreted as an indicator 
of irrigation. No dqting evidence was found in the excavation. 
A similar sequence was established at AT2'1, an irrigated gai=den 
area on a similar formation in the Uche District (see Map 1 for 
location). 
d. ~T37, Imkalau Creek, floodplain, east bank, Irokalau District 
(App. 12: D) 
This site was first investigated by Les Groube (Groube 1975; and. 
unpuJ:ilished fieldnotes) and surface features associated with dry land 
agriculture were mapped by Groube and McArthur U!cArthur 1974: Chapter 
4, Fig. 4.2; see discussion page 53, this volume). On visiting 
'.:H· site,. in 1978 I located a human skeleton eroding out from the base 
of deposits revealed in the river bnnk (Plate 48) and decided to 
excav~te to examine its burial context and to relate it to the sequence 
established by Groube. Groube's sequence was confirmed and additional 
datins material and soil samples 6btained. 
The Imkalau creek only runs in the wet season after heavy rain 
and so deeper excavation is possible than in most other locations on 
the island. A series of exposed sections on both sides of the creek 
were examined up to 200 m inland and beyond (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, Plates 
47, 48). The Imkalau river was until fairly recently k'"!pt wi.thin a 
dtone-lined course but this channel became blocked in a flood some 
50-60 years ago i'.Wuli, pers, comm,) and the creek has since cut a new 
course through the alluvial floodplain revealing buried walls, ovens, 
midden deposits, etc. in its bank and a buried Holocene reef platform 
in its bed up to about 120 m inland of the present shoreline. Groube's 
· 1) l 1 slightly downstream of my original excavation (Location . tooc P ace 
( · ).' 0 c tlie river since 1972 has removed own see Fig. 5.1) but scourin. L 
all traces of it. Nor is it possible to locate its exact position as 
tlle 1 reef Platform which Groube used cairn erected by surveyors on tie 
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as a benchmark has since disappeared, but the general position of 
Groube's 1972 test pits is clear. In Fig. 5.4 the various stream 
sections recorded are given as well as the dates obtained by Groube 
in 1972 and by myself. 
Imkalau occurs within the drier leeward zone of the island and 
represents a more stressful environment t-han that at Anelcauhat. It 
is the only district on the island which contains neither taro 
swamps nor canal-fed irrigaU <~n sys terns and so its frihabitan ts i..tould 
have subsisted on dry land agriculture and marine resources, 
particularly those of the large offshore Inmal reef, 
By 2000 years ago or somewhat earlier there had been deposition 
of alluvium on the reef plat form which is now nearly 4 m below ground 
surface, presumably clue to clearance of the bush for gardens near 
the coast and sub sequent erosion. The charcoal that provided the 
dated c;mple from just above the reef platform is likely to relate to 
burn .:,~ n: .ociatecl with garden clearance. A storm-deposited beach 
was -:._,11 lciid down and further deposition of alluvium occurred, 
presumably a result of accelerated erosion linked with continued 
burning within the catchment. After about 1900-1800 BP there is a 
hiatus in alluvial deposition for up to a thousand years with only 
storm-beach deposits being laid down during this time. 
Careful excavation of the skeleton revealed no burL11 pit and it 
is clear that the still articulated body was cast up on the shore 
during a period of storm uctivity at about 1200 BP. The general mode 
of disposal of the dead recorded for the island at contact was burial 
at sea (App. 6: items 9, 15, 38), so the skeleton was not necessarily 
that of a hapless mariner, but Gould have belonged to a landlubber 
previously consigned to Davy Jones' locker. 
By about 800-700 BP a thin s0il had developed on top of the storm 
beach deposits 1 and charcoal found within it suggests burning had 
recommenced in the catchment by that time. This soil is buried by a 
fur~her storm-deposited beach on which is the first direct evidence 
Of human · fl i the form of middens hearths occupation of the valley oar n ' 
· tal hamlet occupied around and earth ovens, possibly representing a coas 
700 BP. Alluvial material washed in i~ mixed with the beach deposits 
on which the settlement was placed and so gardens inland of the settle-
ment were probably in usr at this .ime. A date of 690±80 BP obtained 
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from a buried soil horizon inland of AT37 may relate to garden 
exploitation at this time. 
The apparent hiatus in occupation between about 1800 and 8-700 BP 
may reflect serious degradation of the hillslope garden areas soon 
after initial occupation and subsequent abandonment of the area because 
of its now marginal agricultural value. Changed circumstances a 
thousand years later, possibly reflecting population expansion or 
othP-r forms of pressure on resources, led to the reoccupation of the 
area perhaps initially with a focus on offshore reef resources. 
Another period of s torm-beq.ch deposition partially buried the 
occupation area, and by about 500 BP alluvium, presumably washed in 
from ~arden areas inland, had covered the area and for the first time 
there is direct evidence of gardening on the valley flats, in the form 
of buried· plot boundaries and walls associated with Horizon II at 
67 cm depth. The stone lining of the Tmkalau creek probably dates Erom 
this period, as do many of the surface ·~lls and terraces found on the 
valley floor away from the creek and on thi= lower slopes. Probably 
within the last 150 years a succession of coarse flood gravels has 
buried this soil horizon near the river. 
In the same district immertiately behind the present coast are the 
'white walls' (Groube 1975; McArthur 1974: 4.1 and 4.3) of AT38, 
excavated by Groube (ibid). These are areas of deflated coral walls 
forming enclosures within which houses are still occasionally 
constructed today. The Imkalau schoolhouse first built in the 1850s 
was also located in this area. Groube obtained two dates from charcoal 
in earth ovens within these enclosures of 220±110 BP and 120±80 BP. 
The older settlement found in Horizon III was probably directly 
adjacent to the beach during its occupation whereas it is now 120 m 
inland. The 'white walls' represent the latest in a series of coastal 
settlements with gardens beyond, whose location shifted as the coast 
pro graded. 
Given the strict definitions of garden soils which has been 
adopted here, I cannot agree with Groube's interpretation (19l5) that 
deposits earlier than Horizon II at f>.T37 represent agricultural soils, 
although further inland there are garden soils which are probably 
· The evidence for agriculture associated with Horizon III occupation. 
l t J.• s 1• ndirect in the form of charcoal earlier than this in the catc1men ' 
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from burning incorporated in alluvial deposits back to just over 2000 
years ago. 
Bellwood and Shutler both misrepresent Groube's. teqtative 
interpretations. Nowhere in his 1975 paper does he claim that 'quite 
large scale irrigation systems there may date back for at least 2000 
years' (Bellwood 1978: 147), or that 'Excavations on Aneityum ... have 
resulted in dating an extensive terraced agricultural system in the 
Imkalau valley to about 200 B'.C.' (Shutler 1978: 223), Green (1979: 
47) is more cautious when he states that 'the first direct evidence 
of horticultural activities from 200 B.C. in this region, supplied 
by Groube- (1975), is certain~y not the earliest', The evidence however 
is only indirect. 
e. AT196 Aname Valley floodplain, river. sections and irrigation 
system (incauwai),Aname-Epeke District border (App. 12: E) 
Three river sections (RS 1, 2, 3) were examined and a test pit 
dug within the AT196 irrigdtion system about 100 m from the river bank 
(Pit 1). The irrigation system was fed from the AT177 inter-district 
canal. Although permanent in its upper course, flow is only registered 
in the lower course of the Aname River during periods of heavy rain. 
A sketch map (Fig. 5.5) shows the relative locations of the river. 
sections, and the detailed stratigraphy of Pit 1 is shcTvn in Fig. 5.6. 
After submission of c14 samples it was realized that some of the 
sample record sheets had been mixed up and so true sample numbers in 
relation to stratigraphy are as presented here, not as on the original 
record forms: sample 3 (ANU-2363), sample 4 (ANU-2362), sample 5 (ANU-
2361), and sample 6 (ANU-2360). 
The longest sequence came from RS2, the farthest point upstream 
where the Holocene reef platform was revealed in the riverbed. This 
point is 300 m behind the present shoreline. Further downstr•!am are 
some very deep pools in the riverbed probably representing an earlier • 
f h · ti Beach deposits 2 70-295 cm ree passage opposite t e river m~u 1. 
h f ] tform at RS2 were below the surface and 55-80 cm above t e ree p .. a-
dated to 1800-1600 BP. Some charcoal occurred in the uppermost beach 
level showing that burning was occurring in the area but the earliest 
dates for alluvial accumulation come from RSl and RS3 which show that 
Underway about 5-600 BP over a a very ·apid period of deposition was 
large area of the lower Aname Valley. Direct evidence of use of the 
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floodplain in the form of stone walls only occurs i'n the 
uppermost 
hor izon dating to within the last 300 years. A 
· t RS2 the nearly 2. 5 m 
of alluvium which buries the beach dep0sits appears on stratigraphic 
grounds to be associated with horizons at nearby RSl dated to 
300±170 BP, under lining the recent date for massive valley-infilling 
shown by the other river sections. Thus at RSJ four metres of 
material have accumulated since the deposition of a layer dating to 
about 570±80 BP. 
Test Pit 1 within the irrigation system itself confirms the 
sequence. Surface remains associated with the system are found 
starting at about 100 m from the east bank of the river, and given a 
slight levee effect caused by river flooding, buried remains probably 
continue nearly to the present bank. The main canal splits up into a 
series of shallow subsidiary canals, delineating long parallel beds 
about 14-15 m wide and hundreds of metres long. Occasional cross-
channels also occur. Pit 1 revealed a buried phase of the irrigation 
system (Layer II:l), namely a garden soil associated with a subsidiary 
canal (Plate 39). A dispersed charcoal sample from the layer gave a 
'modern' date. The Horizon revealed below this (11:2) would appear 
on stratigraphic and textual grounds to be equivalent to RSl Layer 
11:3 which dated to about 300 BP. The extension of large-scale 
irrigation on to the Aname floodplain would appear therefore to date 
to within the last 300 or so years. Rapid valley infilling and 
progradation of the shoreline over the last 600 years created the land 
which allowed such large-scale irrigation works to be constructed. 
The system is known to ~ave been still in use in 1860. Williamu, 
an Aneityumese who visited Great Britain in 1860-2 with one of the 
missionaries, wrote back on two occasions to his friend Sabataio who 
Ii ved at Aname (see App. 3: items 51, 53). In a letter dated April 
1861 he said, 'Look well after the watercourse for the irrigation, 
that it may be always in good repaif' and on September 30th 1861 he 
wrote 'Do not sit idle, hut look well after the watercourse for 
irrigating the plantations'. As there is only one main irrigation 
1st 
t d · i' t 1· s almost certain that he meant the one sys em in the Aname istr1ct 
excavated. f t l]_'ving in the area associates Testimony from in orman s 
I ]_'twas stated that on his this former system with Williamu, anc 
return fro~ Europe he became the last person to use it before it was 
abandoned. He was still alive in 1869 (Inglis 1890: 299) and so 
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abandonment of that system may have taken place sometime after this 
date. 
f. AT188 Anetcho Valley floodplain, east bank, Umka District (App. 12.: F) 
This deep river section shows five distinct horizons, repr~senting 
a significant deposition of alluvium within the last thousand years 
or so. Two charcoal samples with a vertical separation of 1.5 m gave 
dates indist~nguishable from e.:ich other: ANU-2356 collected between 
135-150 cm below the surface in Layer 111:1 - 1020±110 BP; and 
ANU-2354 from an earth oven 290-300 cm below the surface in Layer 
IV:2 - 940±160 BP. This sugges '"s a period of very rapid deposition 
and thus of erosion in the catchment. Evidence for burning in the 
catchment is found throughout the section but the first evidence of 
human use of the floodplain occurs ~t about 1000 BP with the 
exposure of the earth oven in the section. Direct structural remains 
associated with agriculture (a stone-lined channel) occur first in 
relation to Horizon II, dating to within the last 1000 years. The 
use of the floodplain for large-scale irrigation (AT311) would appear 
to have occurred only within this period on the evidence of this site. 
g. AT130 Anetcho Valley floodplain, west bank, Umka-Itad border 
(Ivanauad) (App. 12: G) 
This river exposure or::curs 50 m upstream of AT188, on the 
opposite bank. Surface garden features at this point relate to dry 
land gardening practices. At least four nearly parallel stone-lined 
channels 6-7 m apart were revealed at the base of the riverbank just 
above present dry season water level in the river. They are over 
40 cm deep, 35 ~m wide at the base and 45-50 cm wide at the top, and 
· · f dry land agricultural aystem are interpreted as storm drains or a 
rather than subsidiary canal channels for irrigation which would be 
wider and shallower (compare Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 with Fig. 5.6). 
Two acljnccnt SC'rtious revealing these storm drains were inspected 
( Observed in both (Figs. 5.7 and RS]. and RS2). Similar sequences were 
5.8) except that in RS2 an upper storm drain was found associated with 
Horizon II directly above the Horizon III channel but separated from 
. Tl1J· .... upper channel is constructed of larger it by fluvial materials, ~ 
boulders than the several parallel lower channels and is 50 cm deep 
and l10 cm wide n t the base. 
llS 
There are structural remains found in all three horizons, 
reflecting use of this part of the floodplain for dry land agric-
culture. The close network of storm drains found in the lowest 
horizon is not found in any of the surface agricultural systems 
recorded during the achaeological survey of.the northern half of the 
island. It may represent an initial attempt to control flooding 
and allow gardening at a period when the valley floor was much wetter 
than it is today and more liable to regular i~undation. Extrapolating 
from the nearby AT188 sequence it would seem that Horizon III at both 
sites could be of comparable age and date to about 1000 BP. 
h. AT143 Antina Valley floodplain, east bank (App. 12: H) 
A sequence similar to that at AT130 was recorded in the 
neighbouring Antina Valley. Parallel stone-lined drains (about 3.1 m 
apart in this case) were revealed at the base of the riverbank, in 
the lowest of three exposed horizons. A similar age is thus 
postulated for the lowest horizon in both locations. The lowest 
storm drains both here and at AT130 are also 'stylistically' similar 
in that smaller boulders are generally used in their construction than 
in surface examples of storm drains noted during the survey (compare 
PJ~te 34 with Plate 44). Dates from Horizons I and II (both 
associated with dry land agricuitural remains) both came out as 
'modern' but Horizon III was not dated. On analogy with AT130 and 
AT188 Horizon III it would appear to date to 1000 BP or later. 
Downstream of this site structural remains associated with Horizon I 
may relate to the AT389 irrigation system, which on the basis of the 
dates from Horizon I and II at AT143 and comparable evidence elsewhere 
would appear to be a very recent feature, probably representing a 
change from dry land agr~culture to large-scale irrigat~on on the 
floodplain within the last few hundred years at most. 
i. AT181 Aqueduct/Embankment (natawai), Anetcho River floodplain, 
Itad District (App. 12: I) 
· l flattest parts of the coastal plain The dating of na tawai on t 1e . 
· the development of irrigation syatems opens up one way of investigating 
which are still represented by surface features. Charcoal or shell 
1 Sl1ould date Construction (or possibly repre-samp es from within them 
) r r with samples from sent redeposition of old samples not use as 
Tl1e AT181 natawai was excavated with within garden soils themselves. 
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this in mind, as well as to examine embankment construction 
techniques. The excavation had to be cut short because of lack of 
time and so the layer descriptions given in Appendix 12: I are only 
very sketchy and do not include differences in colour and structure. 
In addition, samples for textural ana-1sis were not collected from 
every construction layer. The embankment (see Fig. 5.ll, Plate 45) is 
in three parts: the canal cut and subsequent siltation, the bank core, 
and the outer bank. 
In terms of texture the core and bank materials are virtually 
indistinguishable, and in turn the bank material is indistinguishable 
from the sediments on which it has been placed. The siltation of the 
canal not surprisingly presents a more diverse range of textures. The 
material for building the bank was thus probably not carried any great 
distance. Both core and bank wer~ constructed simultaneously as sho~m 
by the interleaving of deposits ti,roughout the secti:on. The core 
itself sits on top of the probable former ground surface. It was 
constructed by mixing the bank material with water and then compacting 
it, presumably by beating with logs or similar tools. This was done 
in order to create a hard i11terior for the mound which would cut down 
seepage from the canal through the mound and prevent it slumping. 
Lenses of manganese staining evident in the excavation suggest that 
water was mixed with the sediments and this mixture was then 'puddled' 
to compact layers and form a solid core (cf. Plate 46, a view during 
excavation of the southern face of the core at point X on Fig. 5.11). 
The textural similarities show that the material used is the basic 
bank material and not from a separate source. Lenses of material in 
the bank which appear to be of slightly different composition (for 
instance Layers 24 and 25) probably represent the slightly different 
make-up of individual baskets of soil brought from the 'quarry' 
source which may have been near the base of the nearby hillslopes 
100-200 m away. 
Of~ tJ1 ~. ci1a 11nel would appear to account for Natural siltation ~ 
Layers 2 to 5 and 7. When water was needed to be let down from the 
~er·e presumably cut in the bank embankment to feed gardens, holes w 
side and then later blocked. The canal appears to have been cleaned 
~as or{g{nally about 50 cm deep, 30-40 cm or re-cut at least once, but w .L .L 
. max{mum width at the top. wide at the base and about 70 cm .L 
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The three 'modern' or near modern dates are anomalous. The 
natawai was c,ertainly built before the 1950s ! The date of its 
construction is beyond local memory and in the 1850s Bishop Patteson 
referred perhaps to this very natawai, which he could well have passed 
on his walk across the island (App. 3: item 30): 
Following the course of a smaJ 1 mountain stream, we 
observed the labour with which the water was brought 
down from it upon causeways of earth carried in 
baskets from very considerable distances. 
We could with justification predict that natawai such as this do 
nevertheless belong to the latest phase of prehistory, representing 
the final e~tension of the irrigation systems on to the flattest areas 
of coastal plain, which because of the difficulties of maintaining a 
head of water, could only previously have been used for dry land crops. 
LANDSCAPE. AND LAND USE CHANGE: THE ANEITYUM SEQUENCE 
1. Human Arrival and Initial Sedimentation 
The sequence from the Anawau swamp (AT556} suggests that sea level 
stabilised at about its present level around 5500-5000 BP. Natural 
erosion rates as represented by depbsition in the swamp appear to have 
been slow from then until at least 3700 BP. Human colonisation 
appears to have taken place after thattime and initial clearance and 
bur~ing of hillsides in the catchment, presumably for agriculture, led 
to a more rapid phase of deposition in the swamp dating to about 
2900 BP. From evidence elsewhere in the region (Green 1979; Ward 1979: 
Chap. 6) human colonisation of the island would be expected at about 
thi~ date, thus adding weight to the interpretation that more rapid 
dPpositlon occurred as a result of human activities. 
The Cocos nucifera remains from the swamp indicate that coconuts 
were already an established part of the strand vegetation of the island 
before people arrived. The dates for coconut on Aneityum (5040±370 BP, 
5420±90 BP, and 5410±100 BP) are currently the earliest in the world, 
the next being a date from Aitape on the north coast of New Guinea of 
4.'555±80 BP (Hoss fold 1965). While further supporting the now 
11 · as opposed to Central American origin genera y accepted Melanesian 
d · · t sharpest form as yet as to for coconuts, the question is raise in 1 s 
whether the coconut became eRtablished in the Pacific Islands 
. . ( f H ies 1978• Sauer 1971; independently of human introduction c • arr ' 
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Ward 1977: 19-20). 
As there is no reason at present to believe that the island was 
occupied by 5000 BP, natural dispersal seems to have been the way 
coconut arrived at Aneityum (and presumably on other Pacific islands), 
and it would thus have formed a valuable food source for the first 
island colonists. 
Child (1964) suggests an original home for the coconut between 
New Guinea and Fiji, Vanuatu thus being included. Purseglove (1972) 
notes 'with few exceptions' successful cultivation is limited to 
between 20°N. and S. of the Equator and Aneityum is thus near the 
ecological limits of the plant. 
i~hen the sea reached its present level, stream downcutting would 
have been halted and the valley floors would have begun to silt up, 
leading to very marshy valley bottoms with the streams meandering 
through them subject to frequent changes of course in response· to 
heavy rainfall. A natural succession on the valley bottoms over 
time, caused by siltation of the valleys and some attendant prograda-
tion of the coastline, would be from marsh to meadow and eventually 
to forest, as postulated by Petersen for the Waipio and Waimanu 
valleys in Hawaii (1972: 40). Thus when man arrived on the island, 
many of the valley floors may have been too swampy to be cultivated 
easily, as well as being prone to flooding. In addition, the coast-
lines at the valley mouths may have been in some cases a kilometre 
or mor~ inland of their present location. The early inhabitants may 
!::1ve concentrated agricultural activities on the hillsides near the 
coast in order to utilise both marine and terrestrial resources with 
the minimum of effort. 
It seem plausible that some areas of swamp were used for growing 
taro, with perhaps small canal-fed irrigation systems in upstream 
valley floor areas. Many of the largest areas of swamp, however, 
those on the coastal flatlands against the hillsides or immediately 
adjacent to the beach, have developed above Holocene reef 
deposits and may have only come into existence in the last few hundred 
1 t d Previous to this, many years as coastal progradation was acce era e · 
f h 1 been Small Seepcages at the base of coastal o t cm would have on y 
cliffs or smnll springs on the beach· 
At Imkalau (AT37) there is evidence of initial sedimentation on 
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the valley floor during the period 2180-1880 BP and then a break in 
alluvial deposition, In the Lelcei valley (AT555) valley infilling 
was underway by about 1570 BP, 
On the nort;h coast, where much more massive erosion has 
occurred, the evidence for human interference with the landscape is 
generally more deeply buried and basal dates from river sections at 
best only relate to the last 1000 years or so. At Aname (AT196) 
there is evidence for substantial valley infilling and progradation 
of the shoreline since about 600 BP and 2.5-4 m of alluvium has been 
deposited over large areas of the Aname floodplain since that time. 
In the Anetcho valley such infilling had already begun to occur by 
1000 BP. In the Antina valley the datable sequences do not go back 
so far, but the major phases of valley infilling there have 
certainly occurred within the same time scale. At Aname (AT196, RS2) 
there is evidence for burning in the catchment by about :600 BP but 
no evidence for accumulation of alluvium on the valley floor at 
that time. 
2. The Move on to the Valley Flats 
Erosion caused by the combined effects of man and the elements 
was not totally delet0rious in effect. It is true that it stripped 
the hillsides near the coast of m11ch of their soil and vegettition 
(Plate 3) and rendered them useless for gardening, but these hillside 
soils would have been of low fertility and needed extensive terracing 
to fit them for any sustained form of gardening. On the other hand, 
the alluvial soils created in the valley bottoms and coastal plains 
are the most fertile on the island (Quantin 1979: 54; cf. page 82). 
They are deep and well-drained and, unlike some of the extremely narrow 
valleys (Plate 1) elsewhere on the island, sunlight hours at the wide 
valley mouths and on the coastal plains are optimal for crop growth, 
with a cropping time shorter than further up the valleys (Plates 2, 6). 
Similar processes of alluviation also occiurred in all the other 
smaller valleys of the island (Plate 5). 
The first direct evidence for the use of the valley mouths and 
plains for agriculture and habitatio~as opposed to the indirect 
evidence their sediments contain of burning activities in the catch-
ment, comes from within the last 1000 years· On the Lelcei floodplain 
(AT5SS) an earth oven was revealed in the river bank dating to 540 BP, 
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and slightly downstream, stone walls associated with agriculture have 
been found in the same horizon. At I k 1 (A 37) 
.m a au T a settlement on 
the valley bottom with probable agricultural associations was occupied 
at about 800-700 BP and drY, land gardening was certainly underway by 
about 500 BP. In the north there is no evidence of use of the 
Aname valley floor until after about 300 BP (AT196), whereas in the 
Anetcho valley an earth oven dates occupation at AT188 to about 
1000 BP. This occurred during rapid accumulation of alluvium on the 
valley floor and structural evidence associated with agriculture does 
not appear until some metres higher in the section. No direct dates 
have been obtained from the garden soils associated with the parallel 
storm drains found both on the Anetcho (AT130) an~ Antina (AT143) 
Rivers, but a date in the order of 1000 BP seems likely on strati-
graphic grounds. Fluvial deposits covering these storm drains could 
have been laid down several hundred years later. The dates from the 
northern part of the island show a much less clear age-depth relation 
when the major horizons are plotted against age than do those from 
the southern sites. 
3. Agricultural Intensification on the Valley Floors 
With the raxception of the Aname floodplain, in all cases where 
clear evidence is available, the initiil use of tfie valley floors 
appears to have been for habitation and dry land gardening. At 
Anetcho and Antina the initial labour investment in storm drains to 
prevent flooding and perhaps lower the water table in general may have 
been considerable. The process however was generally one of 
'extensification', the use for the first time as gardens of the 
previously swampy and flood-prone valley flats. This may have been 
forced by over-exploitation of hillside swiddens near the coast. As 
alluvium accumulated, the valley floors would have become raised 
further above the base water table and flooding would have been less 
frequent. 
· I m,~.ssi've alluviation has occurred On the Aname floodplain, w1ere u 
since 5-600 BP, the initial form of gardening for which we have 
'd 'fllere 1·s evidence to suggest that the ev1 ence is irrigation. 
. l1ave been constructed since 3-400 BP. irrigation system can only The 
AT196 system occurs nt the end of the longest canal on the island 
. . t so this particular inter-(AT177) which starts in Ohuul d1stric ' 
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district canal may be no more than a few hundred years 
old. The 
floodplains of the AnE.tcho and Antina rivers also present surface 
remains of large-scale irrigation systems, often again at the end of 
long inter-district canals (see Map 1). The evidence of the river 
sections, assumed to reflect deposition patterns over wtde ateas of 
the valley floo~s, would suggest that the large-scale systems 
represent a laie intensification of agricultural production, within 
the last few hundred years. Being surface features such systems 
are hard to date, but the very faeL ci1~t they are surface features 
would suggest a comparatively recent date. 
They were alreq.dy of some antiquity, however, when the 
missionaries arrived. Copeland in 1860 wrote that the canals 
'according to the old opinions of natives, are the work of superhuman 
agents' (App. 3: item 45), and in his 1882 Dictionary (ibid: item 62), 
Inglis notes that:: 
if you ask the natives who made these old canals for 
irrigation, they tell you they do not know; they 
suppose that they were made by the natmasses, that 
is, the gods, or, in other words, the spirits of 
their forefathers, which, of course means their 
forefathers themselves. 
Some of the larger canals at·e named after birds or freshwater crayfish 
who are supposed either to have built them or shown men how to do so. 
A date of construction at least a few generations before the arrival 
of the missionaries would seem to be necessary for their origin to 
have become enshrined in myth and their human architects forgotten. 
However, the ultimate extension of irrigation on to the flattest areas 
of the plains, using the natawai, may have only occurred immediately 
before European contact . 
.£<m_CLUSIONS: THE IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL STRUCTURE 
Between the Aname nnd the Anaia rivers floodplain irrigation 
systems C'Ovcr some 69 hn fed hy 11 cnnals. Four of these (AT177 • 
AT18J, i\TJ96, AT1Jl1), feeding approximately 58 ha, cross district 
boundaries and form the n rchaeological mani fes ta tions of supra-
d• t i 1 cl11' n.fdoms l<nown to have been in exist-lS r ct politicnl units, tic ~ 
( Ch t 3) It seems possible ence on the islan<l at contact cf. ap er • 
tll.·1t t as tJ1n J'i·ri'gntion systems themselves. such politics nre ns rcccn ~ ·· 
Tl • f l' • 1 d 1· 0 the competitive feasting at the 1e fighting with ooc 1nvo ve 
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base of the social system was inevitably an 'inflationary' process 
demanding larger and larger surpluses at the command of the chief in 
order to 'suppott his dignity' (Geddie 
' 
App. 8: item 4) among his 
Peers and rivals, and to propitiate the unseen multitude of spirits 
(natmas) with the aim of ensuring the continued e.l(i s·l-ence of I-he. 
universe (cf. Godelier 1978: 767). 
The growth of chiefly power and the expansion of irrigation went 
hand in hand. As a chief's prestige grew he would become more able 
to command labour to expand the conditions of agricultur.al production 
by the building of new canals and the extension of irrigation systems 
on to the tlatter areas of the coastal plains. As already discussed, 
it was not the need to h~ve a chief as 'manager' of irrigation 
systems which led to their expansion and the expansion of his power, 
but the chief's power to appropriate surplus production for fe~sts 
in order to maintain his prestige which required the expansion of 
irrigation systems. ~n expansion in one district or chiefdom would 
necr:ssitate E]xpansion in the others to match food presentations, taro 
for taro, up to the limits of the productive capacity of the island. 
It is thus not surprising that, on Aneityum, the core of every 
chiefdom was a large permanent river or series of rivers: the Umej 
river and its tributaries for Umej and Anumej-Anekro, the Lelcei and 
its tributaries for Anelcauhat, the Anauwau for Anau-unse, the Ijipdav 
for Ijipdav chiefdom, the Anetcho and its tributaries for Anetcho 
chiefdom, and several permanent rivers for Anau-unjai chiefdom with 
those at Ij ass is and Ahaij being the most important. 
Within Anetcho chiefdom the expansion of agriculture allowed by 
landscape change is most evident. M1ole shore districts such as Itad, 
Anared, Idumu and Anetcho Ecsina may have only become habitable at all 
within the last few hundred years, previously being swampy and flood-
d I As noted earlier, the boundaries of prone or even un e1· t 1e sea. 
these districts do not follow clear natural features and give the 
appearance of having been purposefully divided up as equal areas of 
ne d · 1 d It 1·s 1· 11 these districts thaL m4,Ch of the w pro uctive .an , 
irrigated land of Anetcho chiefdom is found, and it is perhaps 
significant that the !L'?Jl.oJ:!'l~ _r~_a_t_imarid, the headquarters of the 
Anetcho .!lat~.~-h9, occurs in one of these 'new' districts. 
Smaller areas of very recent alluvium are found in all cltlefdoms 
and are everywhere highly significant within the agricultural 
t m It is 1tara to imagine that the social system at contact, sys .e . 
based as it wai. on the sustained production of large agricultural 
surpluses, could have existed on anything like the same scale even 
500 years previously. Human interference with natural environmental 
had led, not to ecological disaster, but to a gr~atly processes 
expanded potential for agricultural intensification and social 
stratification. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Three sites from which radiocarbon samples were colLecteJ and dated 
are not included in the analysis: AT202, AT31 and AT149 (see 
Fig. 5.1 for loc~tions). AT202 and AT31 are not typical of the 
building up of alluvial plains. They are adjacent to hillsides 
and sediments would appear to have built up because of slope masB 
movement. Both sites gave dates within the last few hundred years 
from the base of ·deep deposits. AT149 is a complex valley floor 
site wLich merits further investigation and is difficult to inter-· 
pret at this stage. A single date from Horizon II gave a new 
modern age. 
2. A previous radiocarbon date from Layer 2 has been rejected. It 
was a small sample on wood fragments within the sediment and gave 
a date of 5070±410 BP (ANU-242la). A second date was then run on 
mud fines which gave the date of 2940±80 BP (ANU-242lb). I base 
my reliance on the younger date on three criteria: 
1. It is stratigraphically in sequence, whereas the older date 
represents a considerable inversion. 
2. The nature of layer 2, particularly its largely-inorganic 
composition, had suggested a significant change in the pattern 
of deposition in the ~wamp; interpreted as evidence for human 
interference with the vegetation cover in the catchment. The 
younger date fits perfectly with evidence from elsewhere in 
the region of probable earlies·t settlement at about 3000 BP. 
The older date is inexplicable in. these terms. 
3. At the shallow margin of the swamp there is a possibility of 
s'ome mixing and reworking of older deposits through scouring, 
leading to a potential reservoir of older wood fragments which 
could ti.en become redeposited. I postulate that this is the 
process operating in this case. 
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CH.APTER SJX 
GONE WITH THE RAIN (PART 2): HUMANS, HURRICANES 
AND LANDSCAPE CHANGE IN PACIFIC ISLANDS 
Human impact on the landscape of Aneityum h&s led to a greatly 
expanded potential for agricultural intensification and social 
stratification by the infilling of previously swampy lower valley 
floors and the creation of large areas of flat fertile coastal plain 
where the most extensive irrigation systems are concentrated. Humanly-
induced environmental change has been of such major importance for the 
prehistory of Aneityum, that it is worth examining whether comparable 
processes of landscape change can be observed on other islands in the 
Pacific which also have had important implications for the history of 
i •: their i~;.iman populations. 
IS~ !\l,J Mf.} i\NESIA AND NEW GUINEA 
1. Lakeba Island, Eastern Fiji 
Lakeba, investigated by Brookfield and his colleagues (1977, 1979, 
1980), is situated at about 18° south and has a comparable seasonal 
climate regime to Aneityum. Hurricanes are frequent in the islands 
of Eastern Fiji. McLean (1977~ 29-34) records 79 hurricanes between 
1875 and 1975 for this area, a frequency of one every one to two years, 
though not every one of these would have affected Lakeba. While only 
. 2 
about one-third the area of Ane1tyum, the 56 km of Lakeba possess a 
similar pattern of valleys radiating out from a mountainous interior. 
Nearly ~O per cent of this area is covered with ferrallitic soils, 
similar to the dominant soils of Aneityum, while just over 10 per cent 
is made up of soils on recent alluvial plains, forming the best 
agricultural land on the island. I have al ready compared the pyro-
phytic scrub vegetation on Aneityum to the talasi~ soil-vegetation 
complex on this and 0 th er Fijian islands. This ('Cimplex is dominated 
by ferns growing on very impoverished and often eroded soils· This 
vegetation cover facilitates both runoff and erosion, in contrast to 
forested areas. One of the aims of the Fiji project was to test 
hypotheses concerning the origin of this complex and its relationship 
to prehistoric humanly-induced degradation of the landscape (Hughes 
et al. 1979: 95). 
~ 
at1d lll·s· c·ollc'agues of swamp ck'position, and The analysis o[ Hughes 
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McLean's work (1979; 1980a,b) on coastal geomorphology, revealed 
the extent of human impact on the landscape. While talasi~ may 
have existed in places on the island before colonisation about 3000 
years ago, its present extent has been demonstrated to be largely 
anthropogenic. Evidence from the Waitabu swamp h suggests t at by 
2000 BP clearing and burning of the forests for shifting cultivation 
had already led to massive erosion in the catchment. The rates of 
erosion between 1900 and 1750 BP were very rapid (173 cm/1000 years) 
and if the entire ca~chment was similarly affected then virtually all 
the topsoil would have been removed. Level C was deposited in the 
Waitabu swamp at this time, a layer 340 cm thick from 580-240 cm 
below the surface. For the period from about 1750 to 900 BP, slower 
rates of erosion are derived (20 cm/1000 years), leading to the 
deposition of Level B, 240-82 cm below the surface. Layer 3 at the 
top of this level is buried by a further 80 cm of deposit reflecting 
even slower rates of soil erosion in the catchment (7 cm/iOOO years) 
and the top of the swamp is currently used for taro swamp gardening. 
The dark brown colour and blocky structure of Layers 3 and 4 
(82-97 cm depth) suggest to Hughes and colleagues (1979: 103) that 
either there was a pause in swamp deposition about 900 BP allowing 
the formation of a poorly developed soil or 'alternatively it is 
possible that the soil-Jike character of this material resulted frrm 
gardening of the swamp at that time' (ibid). Two other factors could 
also be used to support the latter interpretation. Firstly, the 
dbrupt break between Layers 4 and 5 (ibid: 100) suggests gardening 
rather than natural deposition and would represent the depth of 
tillage (cf. the Aneityumese evidence cited previously, page 103) · 
There is a similar break between Layers 1 and 2 (ibid: 99) due to the 
use of the top 10 cm of the swamp for taro gardening· Secondly' it 
is said of Level B: 
the bulk of the sediment laid down in this time span 
is brown to greyish-brown and this suggests that the 
iron oxides are less reduced than those below. This 
in turn may r~f lect deposition under drier conditions 
and/or a drier post-depositional environment (ibid: 103). 
A drier post-depositional environment would have certainly 
occurred were the swamp ditched to make island beds above the water 
1 I . be seen as further support for evel about 900 years ago and ttis can 
h d . then perhaps for the first t e suggestion of swampland gar ening · • · 
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time on the site. The diminished erosion rates over time may reflect 
a decrease in intensity of use of the catchment area as it became more 
degraded and less useful for cultivation, or simply that erosion rates 
far exceeded that at which weathering of the substrate could produce 
more soil for erosion and transfer (Hughes et al. ibid: 107-8). 
Hughes and colleagues (ibid: 109) further suggest that the swamps 
themselves may have only begun to form after human occupation of the 
island. They are seen in part as artefacts, the product of bush 
clearance by man and the subsequent deposition of soil, branches and 
tree trunks in valley bottoms, a process assisted by severe hurricanes. 
Valley outlets were choked and sediment-charged runoff was ponded for 
sufficent time to allow sediment to accumulate. Ideal sites for 
wetland taro cultivation were thus created. The authors suggest that 
people may have purposely encouraged this swamp development. M. 
Brookfield (1979: 134) reports that today the main output of 1 -.ro, the 
principal crop, comes from irrigated/drained fields in valley bottoms 
and sub-coastal swamps. Almost all of the swamplands on the island 
show the ditches of former cultivation. Overall, the evidence suggests 
an increasing shift in subsistence patterns over time from hillside 
cultivation to intensive use of the valley bottoms and swamplands. 
As Brookfield comments (ibid): 
Lakeba was traditionally regarded as the 'food 
larder' of central and southern Lau, and this is 
one reason for its pivotal place in the Lauan 
political system, and in linkage with Tonga and 
the Fiji Island groups to north and west. The 
Lakeba wet lands are a resource envied by the 
people of other less-£ avoured islands. 
When did the island's position as 'food larder' develop? The 
earliest phase of possible use of the Waitabu swamp for wetland taro 
for which there is evidence has been dated to about 900 years ago. 
From about this cime onwards there is the first evidence from Lakeba 
t · of f· ,, ts and possibly for and nearby islands for the construe ion · u. 
increasing social stratification (Best 1977: 37; Rowland and Best 
1980; cf. Brookfield 1979: 225). It seems imrrobable that these 
• 1 t secure agricultural developments could have taken place w1t1ou· n ~ 
focus On ~etland cultivation of ~aro may base, and thus an increasing • 
date from this time. 
Of. tlle Coastal plain which is a complex feature The development 
of alluvium, colluvium and marine (mangrove) mud, at 1 east in part 
overlying old reef, is a process which in large part follows human 
colonis~tion of the island. McLean (1979: 78) notes that: 
The net result of these changes was the creation of 
many hectares of new subaerial coastal land of quite 
diverse character. Man may well have had a role in 
this by inducing slope denudation and erosion (through 
changing the island's natural vegetation) thus 
increasing sediment input to the coast. 
He provides evid~nce (1980a: 128) that significant progradation 
of the shoreline and vertical accumulation of sediments took place on 
.Lakeba within the last 2000 years. Wave-deposited reef sand from a 
depth of 1.2 m, 175 m behind the present shoreline, dates to 1875±125 BP 
(GX-4477), and similar deposits from 50 cm below the surface and 200 m 
inlo.'1d at another location have an age of 2045±130 BP (GX-4476), The 
processes of massive hillslope erosion, the building up of alluvial 
valley floors and their extension seawards appear very similar on 
Aneityum and Lakeba. On both islands the humanly-induced erosion ha"d 
beneficial effects in creating environments which allowed their 
productive capacity to be extended considerably. 
2. Wahgi Valley, Western Highiands Papua New Guinea 
The evidence from New Guinea Highlands swamps (Golson and Hughes 
19 76; Golson 19 77; Harris 'and Hughes 19 7 8) , especially the Kuk swamp 
at 1550 m, of humanly-induced vegetation change from forest to qrass-
land with attendant erosion is also instructive. The first structural 
evidence of agriculture at Kuk occurs at 9000 BP and is associated 
with a change in the character of sediments washing into the swamps, 
from organic rich muds to a grey clay (Table 12 ) . This formation, 
which represents a sevenfold increase in the rate of sediment 
accumulation in the swamp, is intepreted by Golson and Hughes (1976) 
as the product of bush clearance for swi<lden agriculture in the catch-
ment leading to increased soil erosion. 
After 6000 BP the digging Of large drains in the swamp altered 
th Of Sed1'men_ tation and erosion rates e character of the processes 
f 1 1 t d However there are or later periods cannot readily be ca cu a e · 
subsequent episodes of deposition similar to that of the grey clay 
discussed above, which are interpreted as evidence of further, more 
complete bush clearance in the catchment. This is not the place to 
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discuss the Kuk sequence in detail but an additi'onal 
aspect of the 
swamp sedimentation should be mentioned. At the end 
of Golson's 
phase III (2500 BP) dark clays give way to soil aggregates, an event 
intepreted as reflecting soil tillage o~ the drylands · th h in e catc ment. 
This practice allowed agd. cultural use of the cintli·ro · 
• pogenic grasslands 
which it is suggested had become established by this time (Golson in 
press). 
3, Moindou Plain, New Caledonia 
A final example from Melanr>sia can be given (Avias 1950). In 
1945 a well was dug in the middle of the extensive alluvial plain of 
Hoindou. The deposits were just over 9 m deep, on top of in situ 
decomposed friable red schists. The alluvium cons is ts of coarse and 
fine gravels and bands of yellow and greenish sediments (ibid: 129, 
Fig. G). Fragments of pottery were found in the top three metres of 
deposit and again at a depth of 6 .5 m. The site has not heen dated 
and so an exact age for the lower pottery cannot be established, but 
it is certainly from within the last 3500 years given its style and 
the earliest dates for pottery elsewhere in New Caledonia (Green 
19"'19). The section reveals several distinct layers of sediment 
reflecting many episodes oE deposition, It appears to represent 
significant erosion in the Moindou catchment within the period of 
human occupation of the island. Barrau (1980) notes that the areas 
of savanna woodlands and grasslands in New Caledonia were extended 
considerably by the burning of forest for shifting agriculture. In 
the seasonal sub-tropical climate of the island, forest did not 
regenerate and a succession to grassland thus occurred, a process 
accelerated in many areas by European cattle ranchers burning off 
tl1e rem::iining fores ts for pasture. At Moindou and on other alluvial 
plains of New Caledonia the record of erosion and deposition which 
accompanied forest clearance is preserved. 
The succession to grassland (or even further to 'fern desert' 
or 'maquis') is found only in more seasonal sub-tropical climates 
(our examples J\neityum, Lakeba' New Caledonia and parts of the New 
Guinea Highlands would qualify), and/or in areas where soil fertility 
is naturally poor and thus forest regeneration is retarded (cf. Hope 
1980: 163-4). The hurricanes which give the coup de grace to forest 
Anel'tyum and Lakeba, are not phenomena regeneration in areas such as 
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which act in Highland New Guinea or even in some parts of the Eastern 
Pacif~c. The differences in rates of erosion recorded i'n the New Guinea 
Highlands and on Lakeba are partly a d f 
ccounte or by this (Table 12) 
In areas not subject to hurricanes soil fertility and the land pressures 
which have led to extensive forest clearance are the important longer-
term factors. 
POLYNESIA 
1. Futuna, Horne .Islands 
Futuna has been extensively treated i'n vari' ous bl· Pll ications by 
Kirch (1975a; 1976; 1978). It is at Latitude 14°8, Longitude 178°W 
and is just over 63 km2 in area. The island is composed mainly of 
pre-Miocene volcanics, with portions of the island capped by Miocene 
limestones, marls, sandstones a11d conglomerates. Kirch identifies 
four main soil types: 
1. Alluvial soils on the coastal plains, on which are 
concentrated taro pondfield systems. 
2. Taluvial soils (colluvium), a mixture of talus and 
alluvium at the base of ridges and mountains, also 
sometimes used for irrigated agriculture. 
3. Lithosols, forming a weathered mantle on the 
hillsides and used for shifting cultivation. 
4. Oxisols, eroded lateritic soils of the plateau 
region and ridge tops. 
The main vegetation complex on the lateritic soils is fern 
1desert 1 or toafa, similar to the Fijian talasi~, with Dicranopteris 
linearis ferns, Miscanthus floridulus and Casuarina esquitifolia. 
Kirch attr~uutes this degraded vegetation and attendant erosion to 
over-cultivation of the previously forested interior of the island, 
the thin soils 0 [ which could not s tan cl up to the erosion accompanying 
repeated clearing and burning (1975a: 55). As on Aneityum and Lakeba, 
hurricanes have probo.bly plo.yed a role in preventing regrowth on 
!_oafa land. Kirch (ibid: 45-6) mentions that hurricanes had 
devastating effects on the island, destroying crops and uprooting 
trees. 
At one site, labelled FU-11, a riverbed exposure revealed reef 
deposits raised 1-2 m above present mean sea level, attributed to 
' ~
'? ~ ii ,, 
' k ·f 
.l[ ~i 
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tectonic movement since human occupati.· on of the area, Inland of this, 
at about 2.4 to 3.5 m below present ground level, a cultural level 
interpreted as a coastal hamlet was located, dated to 2120±80 BP 
(I-8355), This site was situated just behind an earlier shoreline 
100-200 m inland of the present beach. The ten layers at the site ' 
are described in detail by Kirch (ibid: 218-222), Above the cultural 
level, a layer of clay (Layer VIII) had accumulated and on top of 
this is a layer considered to be a garden soil because of extensive 
charcoal flecking and a probable dibble-stick impression. Layers I to 
VI are interpreted by Kirch as sheet wash, debris flow or slumping 
from the upslope ridge and sloping plateau region to the south of the 
site, the erosional products of forest clearance and the degeneration 
of the ridge and plateau to their present toafa vegetation. 
In the Nuku area also the coast has moved 100-200 m seaward in 
the last 2000 years, tectonic uplift again being invoked to explain 
this (ibid: 263). In this area is the largest pondfield system of 
the island, situated on the alluvial soils of the coastal plain. A 
profile exposed in the Sa us au stream at Nuku revealed that the present 
pondfield horizon was 'underlain with a layer of alluvium and stream 
pebbles - cobbles, indicative of flooding from the Sausau stream' 
(ibid: 307-8). Below this vas a lower pondfield horizon while 'the 
basal layer was a thick alluvial deposit with imbricated stream 
cobbles'. A hundr .. ed metres east of the stream the two pondfield 
horizons were located again, but the alluvial deposit found between 
them in the stream bank had been reworked into the top pondfield 
horizons. Basal deposits at this location, T-1 (Field 293), graded 
into extremely hard-packed alluvium including decomposed pebbles and 
imbricated cobbles (ibid: 309), At another nearby pondfield area on 
taluvial soils adjacent to the plain two pondfield horizons were again 
found, the lower one buried by a lens of stream sand with included 
gravels, attributed to the flooding of the adjacent Lotuma stream 
(ibid: 317-20). Tiie lower pondfield horizon at this site (T-6) 
produced a date of 185±80 BP (I-8354). 
Within the catchment of the Sausau and Lotuma streams are found 
f ( 'bi'd• 283) Based on the extensive areas of anthropogenic .tq_a_E. 1 · · . 
examples already cited from elsewhere in the Pacific one i.;roul:' suspect 
f d ts of humanly-that much of the constnl plain is made up o pro uc 
. 'I'l1e buri'ed pondfield horizons 1nduccd erosion or: the uplands· 
suggest difficulties in controlling flooding of the plains (perhaps 
during hurricanes or other periods of heavy rainfall), and the 
Occurrence of cobbles and gravels at th b f e ase o excavations in 
several areas of the plain (ibid: 258, 259, 309) 
suggests that while 
it was being built up vertically and horizontally, the streams that 
flow across it were frequently changing course Under h d. . 
· sue con itions 
it is in fact unlikely that, as Kirch asserts 'Ecologically, the prime 
area for initial development of irrigation facilities would have been 
on the broad sloping alluvial flats' (ibid: 302). 
The present concentration of pondfield systems on such alluvial 
flats may turn out after more research to be a surprisingly late 
intensification of the overall history of subsistence. If this were 
so, Kirch's model (ibid: 334-5) of expansion of irrigation systems 
from their initial location on alluvial plains into areas of steeper 
slopes and less accessibility to irrigation water may have to be 
revised. He notes that inland habitation was never extensive because 
the inland areas, where the highest peaks are only 3-4 hours walk 
fwm the coast, could have been adequately eJ..-ploited from shore 
settlements. Early settlement may well have involved exploitation of 
marine fish and shellfish resources and an inland garden focus, 
perhaps initially with a strongly developed component of shifting 
agric:ulture concentrated in areas which have since degenerated to 
tonfa. Pondfield irrigation was undoubtedly always part of the 
subsistence system. Its relative importance, however, will have 
increased over time with the horizontal and vertical extension and 
increasing stabilization of the coastal plains as a result both of 
uplift and accumulation of alluvium eroded from previously gardened 
upland areas. 
2. Halawa Valley, Molokai, Hawaiian Islands 
Archaeological investigations on the island of Molokai have 
centred on the Windward Halawa Valley and are described in papers 
edited by Kirch and Kelly (1975). The valley floor consists of an 
alluvial floodplain with colluvial deposits ( taluvium) on the lower 
slopes. At tho mouth of the llalawa stream are coral sands deposited • 
by wind or wave action. Tidnl waves (tsunamis) are a major recurring 
I · 1 tl1c• lower valley Pll'l10tnPnon nncl tlw pon<lfi0l<l taro crop .u 
>:as mined completely in 1946. An early 
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settlement site (Al-3) .located adjacent to the coast was 
occupied 
between 1380±90 BP (G~k-2743) and 820±80 BP (Gak-2741). Virtually 
all of the valley microenvironments could have been exploited from it 
(Kirch 1975b: 53). 
Site Al-3, 75 metres from the Halawa stream mouth, is on top of 
a fluvial deposit which in turn overlies an ancient beach. The main 
r.ultural levels themselves are within an aeolian/beach sand. Above 
this deposit is further beach sand and recent humic loam. Contiguous 
with the cultural dep?sits of this site is the outer fringe of site 
Al-4, a ~an-shaped colluvial dep6sit. Charcoal from fine alluvial 
outwash near the base of the deposit was dated to 750±90 BP (Gak-2744). 
The sediments here are interpreted as representing erbsion following 
burning of the upland slopes, caused by 'overintensification of shifting 
agriculture' (ibid: 64). Land snail remains suggest that the initial 
vegetation on the hillsides before burning was forest. In a review, 
Earle (1976: 306) suggests that given the extremely low rainfall 
(750 mm) and periodic droughts in coastal Halawa, natural fires would 
be a distinct possibility, a hazard not affecting the other areas we 
have· discussed. He also raises the possibility of burning for non-
agricultural purposes such as hunting and the management of feral plant 
~ species. 
•" 
Near the stream mouth on the alluvial plain are two pondfield 
complexes (1 and 2) totalling 19 ha in extent, more than the total 
area of the other 5 irrigation complexes higher up the valley. Riley 
undertook excavations at one of the two main irrigation complexes 
(1975: 91-99). Trenches T-2, T-4 and T-8 revealed a charcoal-rich 
J layer below the pondfield horizon, and this was interpreted by him as 
evidence for shifting agriculture preceding pondfield cultivation on 
the alluvial plain. The layer is (as with so many sediments on 
Aneityum) merely a possible topsoil level with evidence of burning 
activity in the vicinity and is not associated directly with 
structural remains which would suggest agricultural activities on the 
· · · tion with this layer site, The presence of land snails 1n assoc1a 
suggests that the flood plain was wooded when the deposit was laid 
down. Its manifestation at T-8 (Layer IIIc) is intepreted as a 
f b . of a lowered pH and a darker ossil agricultural soil on the asis 
colour. However, as discussed in the previous chapter' pH level 
cannot be used to distinguish a garden soil, wh:i le colour can vary 
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markedly with only small clvmges in m01· s ture d an organic content 
(Hughes 1980: 11) and so is also not distinctive. This layer is above 
At site T-2, below the pondfield a layer of flood-borne boulders. 
horizon is a lens of pebbly flood material which trurlcates the postulated 
earlier shifting agricultural soil discussed above. R'l 
1 ey 1975: 113) 
suggests that this flood event may have been an 'environmental change 
that was due to shifting cultivation and subsequent erosion r. Earle 
(197fi: 306) has interpreted the dark layer beneath the pondfields as 
merely the lower horizon resulting from in situ development of the 
pondfield soil, with the gastropods and charccial being related to 
initial clearance of the forest for pondfield construction rather than 
for shifting agriculture. At least at T-2 this.does not seem possible 
as there is a flood deposit between the pondfield and :i,ts postulated 
lower horizon• It seems clear that there has been considerable 
environmental instability on the alluvial plain in the period before 
pondfield cons true tion. 
As erosion of upper valley and valley slope deposits (starting at 
least 750 years ago) progressed, lower valley infilling possibly 
nllowed shifting agriculture to be carried out there. Finally, and 
like Aneityum, iri:igatc<l cultivation was extended to the lower area 
only a few hundred years ago at most. This rep resented a marked 
intensification of lower valley land use, or even its first use for 
agriculture. Kirch (1975c: 171) dates complexes 1 and 2 to post-
300 BP on the grounds nf their association with late prehistoric and 
hir. toric-pcriod occupation sites, which would fit with this inter-
preta tion. 
The problem of dating is more acute when we come to consider the 
pondfield complexes higher up the valley, where lower parts of 
Complex 7 are buried by alluvial deposits on top of which are 
df · 1 6 ( 1 19 75 105 11) Con1plex 7 consisted of pon ie <ls of Complex Ri cy : - · 
a single agricultural horizon on top of the soprolitic parent rock. 
~cnr Lite' l f c l 6 not un<lerla. in by the remains of insc of parts o· omp ex 
Complex 7 was a charcoal-rich layer similar to those encountered at 
th(l. base of the Complex 1 excavations. Beneath this wns a sandy 
d ( 'b'd 114 95) Riley suggests matrix of the Halawn stream flood-be 1 1 : - • 
· h <l · i · tion whL.e the lower t at this upper valley area was un er rnga 
1 . . . lt' tion or alternatively a luv1al plain was used for shifting cu iva ' 
that a late expansion of irrigation into upper valley marginal 
•; l 
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situations could be postulated. The first hypothesis seems more 
likely, The combined evidence from low,er and upper valleys suggests 
that it was the lower plain that was marginijl for irrigation until late 
in the prehistoric period. The lack of direct dati' l' 't f' 
ng imi s any irm 
conclusions, but Kirch (197Sc: 171, 176) dates the upper pondfields 
to the period 700-200 BP on the basis of contiguity of Complex 7 
remains with dated residential sites as seemingly integrated par.ts of 
the same prehistoric settlement pattern. 
A similar picture to that fr.om Aneityum and Futuna emerges: an 
ea~3y settlement focus on the coast with shifting agriculture on the 
nearby vall~y slopes and an irrigation component perhaps some way 
inla11·'.!. L\tring this period the '~lower alluvial plain would have been 
extremely swampy, perhaps seasonally inundated. and subject to frequent 
changes of stream course. The plain was at best of peripheral 
agricultural use. Shifting agriculture on valley slopes would have 
speeded up siltation processes and the plain floor would have become 
progressively raised and therefore less swampy. First agricultural 
use may have been shifting dry land agriculture, with irrigation 
Complexes 1 and 2 constructed on the plain towards the end of the 
prehistoric period, marking J considerable increase in the productive 
capacity of the valley. 
3. _tlakaha Vallev~rn, Hawaiian Islands 
TI1e published reports (Green 1969; 1970; 1980; Ladd 1973; Ladd 
and Yen 1972) concentrate on the upper valley. The lower valley had 
already been much disturbed by historic-period agriculture and more 
recent residential and recreational development before the project 
started, and so the evidence from there is tentative. I will discuss 
Green's,(1980) conclusions only in so far as they relate to the 
question of the antiquity of the landforms and agricultural use of the 
i 1 ared to the vnllt-y. Maka ha :is a leeward valley, somewhat marg na comp 
adjacent Wai-·nnae-kai valley and therefore probably settled somewhat 
lute in the Oahu sequence. The earliest: evidence for settlement, 
possibly as far back as 700-800 years ago (ibid: 74), is in the form 
of overnight field-shelters associated with dry land field systems 
(area 776) on the north side of the middle lower valley ~bout two 
kilometres from the coast. 
From about 600-400 BP are found the first direct indications of 
l 
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pondfield agriculture in the previously 'unused' upper valley about 
5 km inland, from site 286 in Zone 102. D ates were obtained from the 
fill behind a terrace wall at 5651100 BP (I 482 ) ~ - S , the interface of a 
lower pondfield layer and the underlying subsoil at 405±90 Bl' (1-4827) 
and within a lower cultivation layer (dating part of the period of use 
rather than initjsl construction) at 445±95 BP (I-4824) (Yen et al. 
1972i 89; Green 1980: 75). Unlike Halawa, no evidence for shifting 
agriculture pre-dating irrigation at these sites is claimed. The 
first (lower) pondfieid horizon was buried by flooding and slumping of 
a portion of the talus slope, attributed to the effects of shifting 
agriculture on the valley slopes. Use of the second (upper) pondfield 
horizon has been dated to 200±95 BP (I-4823). 
In the late prehistoric period, also perhaps about 200 BP 
according to Green (ibid: 70, 77), the main irrigation ditch into the 
dry central part of the lower valley alluvial flats (Area 997) was 
constructed, adding perhaps 20 ha to the lass than 10 ha of irrigated 
land found in the upper valley. Why is this development so late? 
Green suggests two reasons: fi.rs tly, 'the inherent instability of the 
landscape, especially following the alteration of the upper valley 
environment by man', and secondly, 'the timing of de~elopments else-
where in the social and political system that would have p\lt pressure 
on the Makalta chief to increase crop yields used to support a growing 
inter-regional elite' (ibid: 77). 
Green suggests that the lower valley system was not developed 
further because of an 'inability to get the upper valley under 
sufficient control' (ibid). However, it may well have been the 
instability of the upper valley landscape which led to the deposition 
and building up of the alluvial deposits lower in the valley where 
was later constructed the large pondfield system at the end of the 
long canal. Daring of the lower valley alluvial flats would allow 
testing of this hypothesis. Siltation may not have progressed far enough 
until la!C' in L IH' prdi is tori c sequenee to a] lnw agricultural develop-
ments on parts of the flats to support a growing inter-regional elite. 
While the Makaha evidence is suggestive, the case for major humanly-
induced landscape change is much more tentative than for the Halawa 
Valley. 
' 
l 
( 
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4. Halelea District, Kauai Island, Hawaiian Islands 
Earle (1978) discussing the nine constituent land units or 
• ahupua'a (usually valleys) in this district gives several examples 
where considerable extension of irrigation systems into the lowest 
alluvial plain areas has taken place only in the his tor.c period, 
usually during the period of large-scale rice cultivation at the 
beginning of this century. Ile n t 1 11 o es a genera va ey pattern where: 
Just before the sea, the stream emerges from the 
valley ORto a narrow coastal plain which slopes 
gradually from the mountain ridges to the shore. 
Just in back of the low sand dunes, the water 
table reaches the surface where there is a 
narrow swamp (ibid: 31). 
Five of ci1e nine units (Ha'ena, Wainiha, Wai.pa, Waioli, Hanelei) 
have low, marshy areas near the shore (ibid: 31-4, 66) while three 
others have had their lowest areas destroyed by rice plantations, 
bulldozing and present land use (Lumahai, Kalihikai, and Kalihiwai) 
(ibid: 33, 35). No mention of any marshy area at Waikoko, the 
smallest land unit, is made (ibid: 33). In discussing changes in 
modern taro farming practices in the district, Earle notes (ibid: 58) 
'the extension of irrigation systems ·by the use of extensive drainage 
ditches and flumes'. The extent of many of the systems in use today 
seems to bear little relation to their area in the late prehistoric 
period. System 22 in Waioli is currently one of the largest in the 
district, covering nearly 54 hectares. Drainage systems and flumes 
have permitted 'considerable expansion of the tot.;il area' (ibid: 69) 
in historical times. The main canal has three forks. The lowest now 
has pondfields extending on to the flattest areas near the sea, 
whereas historically the pondfields were situated closer to the ridge 
line. The middle fork feeds an area for which 'there is no evidence 
this area was in production before th0 major expansion of irrigation 
during the period of rice cultivation' (ibid). 'lhe highest fork 
cm> -1.;ts of a 1.26 km ditch but again this is said to represent 'a 
considerable extension over ~he traditional system' (ibid). 
Modern drainage technology has been able to extend pondfield 
agriculture into previously marshy areas immediately behind the beach. 
( 1972) Serious stream flooding occurs about once As at Waipio Petersen 
tJ'.clc·il \.,raves (two have occurred in the last 80 or every 10-20 years, and . 
1 r tile Co ~st ~11ese lowest plain so years) nre ever-present cangers nca u • L 
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areas could not have been used or b 
were a:t est marginal given pre-
historic Hawaiian technology, but today they are the d most pro uctive 
taro lands. Present land us~ patterns may thus give us little 
indication of those operating before European contact. Wherever we 
have clear evidence, use of the main alluvial areas for intensive 
irrigated agriculture is only a later prehistoric or historic phenomenon, 
allowed by increased siltation of valley floors mainly through humanly-
induced erosion in the catchment or by a superior technology spurred 
on by the rewards of commercial gain. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A case has been argued for dramatic human impact on the 
::-7 
environment of Aneityum, in the form of erosion of hillsides and the 
consequent formation of extensive alluvial flats which later became 
the foci for intensive agricultural exploitation using large-scale 
irrigation systems. Lakeba in Fiji, the Wahgi Valley swamps in the 
New Guinea Highlands and the alluvial flats of New Caledonia illustrate 
a similar human impact. Published accounts of work in Futuna (West 
Polynesia) and the Hawaiian Islands can be interpreted in a similar 
way. Late in the prehistoric sequence coastal flats show signs of 
becoming increasingly important within the agricultural system and 
at least on Aneityum and in the Hawaiian Islands provide the 
productive base for evolving chiefdoms (cf. Earle 1978: 173; Green 
1980: 77) . 
I would not claim that all erosion and deposition seen in the 
Pacific Islands is humanly-induced. Petersen's (1972) model of 
valley siltation presupposes natural processes of erosion and depo-
sition, processe~ which, I claim, human interference has accelerated 
dramatically. Similarly, Scott's (1975) work on avalanching on Oahu, 
cited at the beginning of the last ~hapter, shows natural processes 
at work in causir~ slope {nstability, but again points out that human 
interference compounds.this natural instability. 
The Location of Early Agricultural Sites in the Pacific 
Convincing argumen. have been put forward that the knowledge of 
pondfield irrigation techniques was part of the heritage of the 
llawal·i· and Futuna (Kirch 1975b: 69; original Polynesian settlers of 
·1975c: l75; l977: 272; Yen 1973) and we can thus assume irrigation 
(where ecologically possible) ~•s a component of early agricultural 
, ..... , ~\·'"l' ,, · ~ .• ~,: •1 "',.,.; • .,,,.1, ·'·1,r"'• >J11'1 ,, "~·, 1 • 1, 1·,•\'.•,·''' 1,•\1••"·,'i'"' •. • ' "I 1• "'\ , "' ' 1'1'~" • ' " 'I" ' 'I"''~~\~ ' • t , ' ~ , " '\',I"' 0 -~ 1 • 1 , , , > ,,, ' ,tol ,'' ... ~ ,\:,, 'f' '\.' .•ll<,, • ", ,, • • , \\• , "' '"' ~·· I 
• i ' . ' }. ' ... ~. ~ 
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systems in these islands. Kirch (1975b: 68-69; 1975c: 176) notes 
' three difficulties in 16cating such early agricultural sites. Firstly, 
they would have '.Jeen limited in area, given small initial populations. 
Secondly, they would have had a long time in which to be destroyed 
by stream erosion and by construction of later pondfield complexes. 
Finally, they are likely to involve 'a minimal degree of environmental 
alteration, utilizing naturally swampy or low-lying areas' (ibid) and 
so many may be archaeologically invisible. 
The locations which have been hypothesised by Kirch as being 
probable sites for early agriculture in the Halawa Valley were not 
closely investigated in that project. They were: 
the low-lying hydromorphic soil areas of the 
alluvial plain, particularly where intermittent 
side streams probably meandered across the 
floodplain before intersecting with the main 
stream - such side streams might have had 
permanent flow under the earlier heavy forest 
cover (1975c: 176). 
In considering Futuna Kirch (1975a: 300-301) suggests a 
process whereby areas judged to be 'most easily amenable' to 
irrigation would have been those used initially, and later on in the 
sequence those requiring greater initial effort to manage. A simi.lar 
process is postulated by Earle (1980: 24) for the Hawaiian {slands 
in general: 
The probable sequence would have been first to 
construct systems on the alluvial floodplains, 
and later to use the irregular and more steeply 
sloping terrain found inland. 
He does however note that: 
factors other than construction costs would have 
been important for deciding what areas to develop 
irrigation systems. The bottom lands have th~ , 
advantages of fertile alluvial soils and.proximity 
to important marine resources. Alternative~y, 
however, the floodplain systems are susc~ptible 
to disastrous floods and have probll~ms with 
waterlogging. T~ some degree, interior syst~ms 
might have been a hedge against such problems 
(ibid: 25). 
I however, that in many cases the land It has already been s 10wn, 
I t 'efficient' for ~rrigation is of that would now appear to be tte mos · 
""!any of the lower alluvial flats appear. to have 
very recent origin. • 
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been unusable to irrigation until comparatively recently. In these 
circumstances early irrigation systems mighi well have been on 
'irregular and more steeply slopi'ng t · f d 1 
errain oun inland (ibid: 24) 
with a shift to the alluvial plai'ns 1 as a .ater. expansion of the 
agricultural system, the sequence established for Aneityum. This 
would represent a complete reversal of current hypotheses. It would 
also mean that conclusions based on the processes of disintensificatioa 
(Kirch 1975a: 300-301) might be misleading. The.systems which were 
built in the latest period of prehistory may not necessarily be the 
first ones to be abandoned and may not be the most marginal today. 
The evidence from the Halelea District of Kauai for example shows that 
the systems which were the last to be built (those on the alluvial 
plains) are generally the ones still in operation. 
Alternatively, early sites may indeed be found on the edges of 
the alluvial plain but deeply buried beneath later sediments, only to 
be exposed by subsequent deep stream downcutting. Only detailed 
geomorphological reconstruction and dating of valley fills can give us 
an indication of where the early sites might be. We must be alive 
to the distinct possibility that until now we have been looking in 
the wrong places. 
Hany other Pacific Islands not considered here appear to have 
undergone similar humanly-induced valley infilling, such as Rarotonga 
and Mangaia in the Cook Islands. Both have irrigated agricultural 
systems concentrated on alluvial flats and a degraded vegetation o~ 
the hillsides reminiscent of some of the islands already discussed 
(Allen 1969: Chapter l; Bellwood 1980: 309). Kirch (1975a: 56) notes 
such similarities between East Futuna and Mangareva, Mangaia and 
Molokai. Any further archaeological research on such islands must 
take account of the possible effects of the processes discussed above 
and adjust research designs accordingly. 
The Location of Early Habitation Sites in the Pacific 
app].y eqllally t o early habitation sites in These considerations 
· lt 1 si'tes In a recent maJ'or the Pacific as they do to agr1cu ura · 
review article on the·Lapita cultural complex, Green (1979) notes 
the limited range of environments where Lapita sites are found: 
Lapita sites in general are found in remarkably 
similar environments, whether they occur on large 
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continental islands small hi'gl• · 1 d · 
' ' is an s or raised 
coral reefs. Moreover small i'sl d 
. . - ' an s represent a 
disproportionate paict of the total Wh 
. . . . at comes 
to the fore in any consideration of the 0 • "· 1 1 · . . ribina 
ocations is their situation on raised coral 
platforms, marine terraces, and marine sand 
beaches from which the sea had fairly recentl 
retreated (ibid: 32). y 
The appendix to Green's review (ibid: 49-57) makes it clear that 
Lapita sites are almost all found in landscapes which have either 
been tectonically uplifted, stranded by sea-level change, or are 
situated on small coral or volcanic islands where deposition of bodies 
of alluvium is unlikely. \·n1ere L · t · t f d ~' api a si es are oun on high islands, 
they have been discovered because of coastal erosion, the movement of 
coastal dunes which had previously covered some sites or by the down-
cutting of streams through recent alluvium. In addition, Lapita 
deposits have occasionally been recovered from deeply stratified 
rockshelter sites. From the models of landscape change outlined in 
this and the previous chapter I would suggest that many Lapita sites, 
and other sites early in the local sequence of settlement remain to 
be found on the larger volcanic islands of Melanesia and Polynesia 
buried by in some cases several metres of alluvium. 
On Aneityum, for example, apart from the later levels of the Anawau 
swamp, r.owhere has a land surfac~ been exposed which is as old as the 
postulated dates for the Lapita complex. Land surfaces of 3000-2500 BP 
are deeply buried up to severai hundred metres behind the present shore, 
while deposit has only accumulated in coastal cave sites within the 
last thousand years. Prior to that time they appear not to have 
accumulated sufficient deposits to remove them from the tidal range and 
remained sea caves. The date of 2940±100 BP for evidence of human 
interference in the catchment of the Anawau swamp is most suggestive of 
probable Lapita occupation of Aneityum, coming as it does within one 
standard deviation of the earliest Lapita dates for Santa Cruz, the 
main Reef Islands, and New Caledonia and only slightly earlier than the 
Lapita dates from Mal~ in Vanuatu, and Tonga and Samoa (all dates from 
Green 1979: Table 2.1, adjusting for marine shell date correction as 
proposed by Gillespie and Swadling (1979)). 
Only by chance, such as exposure in a particularly deep down-
cutting of a stream or digging of a latrine pit or well, will sites of 
I · 1 cl It seems likely that the over 2000 years be located on tie is an · 
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supposed aceramic occupation of soutl1ern Vanuatu ( Bellwood 1978: 264; 
Green 1979: 47) is a feature of landform changes rather than a cultural 
phenomenon. Only at the Bethel site on Tanna, a rockshelter with a 
date of 2370±90 BP (Shutler and Shutler 1966), has a layer been 
exposed which approaches the age of the Lapita complex. The lack of 
pottt:ry at such a site, which is unlikely to reflect the major 
activities of a population but only more transitory use, is not 
surprising. No open sites of comparable age have yet been located in 
southern Vanuatu, but-the 'Mangaasi'-style pottery attributed to 
Tanna (Chapter 2) lends support to the idea that when they are found, 
they will turn out to be ceramic sites. 
In Vanuatu as a whole, Lapita sites have only been found on the 
raised coral islands of Aore and Malo where deep sec\j,ments burying 
early sites could not have accumulated, and on an old reef terrace in 
a protected bay in Efate where similarly one would not expect deep 
sediment accumulation (Green 1979: 49-57). On other islands in 
Vanuatu landscape changes of th~ type discussed in this and the 
preceding chapter could well have buried any early habitation sites. 
The t0tal lack of Lapita sites from the main islands of the Solomons 
might have a similar explanation. 
While archaeology may have revealed the full geographical spread 
of Lapita sites from New Guinea to Polynesia, . the limited range of 
environments in which Lapita sites have been found so far may be giving 
us a very distorted picture of Lapita settlement pattern and economy. 
This limited range of environments may be a reflection more of later 
geomorphological factors affecting site visibility than of a Lapita 
penchant for now stranded beach lines on small coralline islands. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
TARO IRRIGATION IN THE PACIFIC: TECHNIQUES AND DISTRIBUTION 
Earlier chapters have concent.,. .'1ted · 1 d · l f ~~ on one is an in tJe Paci ic, 
describing its traditional agricultural techniques (particularly those 
associated with irri.gation), and the productivity of its agricultural 
system. The processes of agricultural intensification which have 
occurred since the settlement of Aneityum have been discussed and 
placed firmly within the context of a changing environment. In 
ChapLer 6 the horizon of study was broadened to assess the effects of 
humanly-induced landscape changes in other islands of the Pacific. 
Some features of th<::. qnricultural system on Ane:Ltyum are 
particular to the island, such as the technique of furrow irrigation. 
On other Pacific islands where taro irrigation is practised, different 
techniques are found. In this chapter the distribution of irrigation 
is discussed and the range of irrigation techniques is described. 
Differences in labour input, in productivity and in the archaeological 
visibility of particular techniques are then assessed and finally the 
factors affecting the distribution within ~he Pacific of particular 
irrigation techniques are considered. 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF IRRIGATION IN THE PACIFIC 
The distribution of taro irrigation in the Pacific has interested 
scholars since the beginnj 1g of this century, including Perry (1916), 
Rivers (1916; 1926), Riesenfeld (1950) and DanU11 (1951) · Damm 1 s paper, 
'Methoden cler Feldbewnsserun·g in Ozeanien' is by far the most detailed 
survey. His tripartite division of methods - True Irrigation, Swamp-
1.:md and Pit cultivation - still has value today in discussing the 
range of irrigation techniques found in the Pacific (cf. Chapter 1). 
Irrigation is practised in Oceania in response to two separate 
factors. Firstly, in areas with a marked dry season irrigation creates 
conditions allowing Lhe growth of water-demanding crops such as taro. 
The use of irrigation in these circumstances is an adaptation determined 
by ntitural climatic and edaphic factors. Secondly, in areas where 
11 ff . ·e 1 t to promote crop growth, irrigation is rainfall is usua y su. ic1 1 
used both as a safeguard against oceas:ional drought and, more 
· · ld, Tl · s 1 supplemental' irrigation importantly, to promote higher yie s · 11 
· f 1 cl use in response to factors such 
represents an intensification o .an 
as population pressure (however defined or · d) perceive or the require-
ments of production for ceremonial purpo · · 
- ses, competitive feasting or 
tribute. 
The extent to which irrigation is mainly a response to natural 
climatic factors can be exam~ned by · ~ comparing the distribution of true 
irrigation systems in Oceania with that of mean annual rainfall and 
seasonal patterning of rainfall. As already noted (Chapter 1) taro 
can only be grown unirrigated in areas of moderately high rainfall, at 
least 2500 mm/year usually being necessary but with 1750 mm sufficient 
if spread evenly throughout the year. In areas with less rainfall 
heavy mulching is necessary to produce a crop, as this practice reduces 
evaporation and inhibits weed growth. The main sources of rainfall 
data for Oceania are McAlpine, Keig and Short (1975) for PNG, 
Brookfield and Hart (1966) for Melanesia as a whole and Taylor (1973) 
and Wernstedt (1972) for other areas of the Pacific. Information on 
rainfall seasonality in Melanesia is given by Fitzpatrick, Hart and 
Brookfield (1966) . If we take for the moment methods of true 
irrigation, their distribution within the Pacific (Table 13) can be 
compared with monthly rainfall figures for nearby stations (Table 14) 
and a reasonably close fit between the occurrence of true irrigation 
and seasonally low rainfall is evident. 
Rainfall data can only give us a general impression of the 
relation between irrigation and climate, however, partly because of 
lack of coverage of many areas, lncal rainshadow areas not detectable 
at the macrolevel and of differences in soil moisture storage 
conditions and evaporation rates in different areas of the Pacific. 
Of more use where available are water balance figures (cf. Chapter 2; 
App. 2) which, since they provide information about soil moisture 
· I better ~dea tl1an simple rainfall data of seasonal storage, give a muc1 ~ 
ff 1 I Tiley thlls al.L1 ow us to assess any island or e.: ·ects on p ant growt 1. 
area of the Pacific in terms of its suitability for year-round non-
irrigated producti.on uf taro. Gcncralis ed water balance figures have 
been calculated for Papua New Guinea. (McAlpine and Short 1974) and 
are summarised in Fig. 7.1 which also plots known areas of irrigation. 
The relationship between soil moisture drought 
irrigation is clear. It can be predicted that 
(such as Laiagam) 
and incidence of 
further work using data 
will show extra areas from more Highlands stations 
In some anomalous cases local 
of localised soil moisture deficit. 
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rainshadow effects may again be operating. 
The association of taro irrigation Mi' th 
w seasonally dry conditions 
has been previously pointed out by scholars from Rivers (1926) to 
Bellwood (1978a! 147). However, as with many seemingly snug fits between 
environment and eultural practice this is by · th f 11 
' no means e u story. 
In some areas where irrigation might be expected, different sub-
sistence strategies have been chosen by the inhabitants, such as a 
concentration on the· cultivation of yam, a plant more adapted to 
seasonal moisture differences. In areas with no suitable areas of 
freshwater swampland or watercourses of permanent flow which can be 
tapped, irrigation is not even an option. On the other hand, 
irrigation can be found in areas of apparent moderate to heavy rainfall, 
such as Hussau Island PNG, New Georgia, Kolombangara and Rendova 
(Solomon Islands) and some areas of Fiji. Even on islands such as 
Aneityum it is clear that the scale and ubiquity of the systems 
present are due to factors other than solely climatic ones (Chapters 
3 and 4). 
From our Aneityumese example it is clear that irrigation must be 
studied within its social context, as one strategy of intensification 
among other possible strategies. A solely climatic explanation for 
.its distribution is deceptively satisfying. The next step in research 
must be to assess the importance of irrigation on particular islands 
or among particular societies. To do this it is necessary to have 
information on the yields obtained, the labour inputs and labour 
organisation involved in the particular techniques of irrigation 
practised, the scale and production of the jrrigation systems used and 
the purposes of production (cf. Brookfield 1972), whether for sub-
sistence or social/trade purposes. 
As was noted in Chapter 1, traditional or semi-traditional 
· · · I · J1nv" beer1 abandoned in many parts of the Pacific, 1rr1gat1on tec1n1qucs - ~ 
so there is a need to record these techniques in detail in areas where 
· Tliey form a direct link with the archaeolo-they are still operative. 
cl d Systems and are our only way of assessing gical remains of aban one 
1'nto a1·1d productivity of such systems in the kinds of labour inputs 
the past. 
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METHODS OF IRRIGATION IN THE PACIFIC 
1. True Irrigation 
The water sources involved are rivers, streams and springs. A 
very occasional use of artificial cuts through 11 · co uvial slope material 
to tap the ground wa~er table of the weathered rock beneath has been 
found in Hawaii (Kirch 1977: 256). Although some small systems are 
found actually in streambeds, water diversion systems from rivers and 
streams are usually necessary. 
Dams placed completely or partially across a river are constructed 
of loose boulders, so that surplus water can percolate through easily. 
Mud and brushwood may also be used in construction, particularly to 
m.ake the dams less permeable in periods of reduced river flow. Dams 
completely of wood have also been reported (Allen 1969: 68). Behind 
the main dam may be found an area of loosely piled boulders several 
metres wide to give more strength to the structure. Dams are usually 
placed on river bends to allow the canal to cdntinue the natural 
direction of flow. They are of ten located in natural shallows even 
though the river is likely to be wider at such points. Thus dams are 
in some cases up to 100 m long. In ~eriods of heavy rain the water 
flows over the top of the dam or may even wash it away entirely. The 
dams are rarely more than 1 m high, thus permitting easy repair or 
reconstruction. Their impermanence is a safety measure which ensures 
that excess water does not cause damage to the canal or to plants in 
the garden area. 
Sometimes water is turned almost directly into gardens adjacent 
to the water source, but often unlined or stone-lined canals up ~o 
several kilometres in length are necessary. 
Pondfield Cultivation 
Pondfield systems superficially resemble the South-east Asian 
l '11 b d later Pondfields rice paddies, and a comparison with t1em wi e ma e · 
~{tll ~n earth, wood or stone-faced bun<l or consist of flat terraces w~ .. 
embankment. d area On th ~ terrace is an artificial pond The 1'lante 
l fl · g usually about 5-10 cm through which water is kept constant Y owin ' 
in depth. 
. 1978 d 1979 a study was made of traditional During fieldwork in . an 
. . terns in north and central Maewo, in northern pondfield irrigation sys 
. . ~nre made in 1978 1979 and 1980 to investi-Vanua tu. Shorter visits '"' ' 
Col de la Plrogue in New gate a similar pondfield syst'em at 
Caledonia (App. 13). 
The villages studied1 
and their gardens occur on 
origin and on a variety of 
ure in a variety of climatic zones 
a variety of soils of volcanic and calcareous 
slopes. One large irrigation system at 
Keribei was partly mapped using a theodolite, while sketch maps of 
several other systems were made (see·Map 5, ~igs. 7.2, 7.3). Details 
of climate, geology, soils, vegetation and aspects of land use are 
provided by Bonnemais?n (1974) and in greater detail by Quantin (1975). 
Nmmo is a long and narrow island with an area of some 270 km2, 
narrow coastal lowlands and a mountainous interior plateau having 
peaks up to 800 m above sea level in places. The majority of the 
inhabitants lives in the north and central portions of the west coast, 
the only inland centres of population being found along the path 
across the island from Keribei to Naviso. There are no meteorological 
stations on Maewo but on the windward coasts to the south and along 
the east coast mean annual rainfall is probably about 3000 mm, with 
over 5000 mm in parts of the mountainous interior and 1000-2000 mm in 
the leeward area north of Keribei on the west coast (Quantin ibid). 
In the period 1976 to 1978 there was a severe drought in northern 
Vanuatu, the worst since 1963. The main effect of the drought on the 
leeward nn:.'a of Maewo was the drying out of some pondfields because of 
reduced river or spring flow. 
Nost of the rivers on the island except some in the north-west 
are of permanent flow and irrigation systems are also supplied by 
numerous springs. 
In the coastal villages of north and central Haewo, irrigated 
taro gardens represent 75-80 per cent of the area dedicated to 
· 1974 212) In the mountain subsistence agriculture (Bonnema1son : · 
( d) t effort involved in dry land villages Honncrnaison ibi rcpor·s more 
farming of taro, yams and the like, with 60-70 per cent of the 
gardened land used for irrigation. Irrigated gardens are usually 
within a 10 minute walk of the village but are found up to 45 minutes 
walk away. 
Bonnemaison (ibid: 214-217) divides pondfield systems on Maewo 
- !11'_lls1'•lc, plains and swamp. Hillside systems are in to threJ types ' 
Very Steep terraced slopes with individual plots small and often on 
less than 60 square metres in area being 2-5 metres wide and usually 
b at the end of longer canals, some up (Plates 51, 52). They tend to e 
,: " 
'., 
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to 500 m long. The plains systems are generally larger in area and on 
much gentler slopes (Plates 50 54 55) I d' 'd 1 1 
• , · n 1v1 ua p ots are often 
100-150 square metres and supply canals are generally very short. 
Bonnemaison's third type, the swamp systems, are those found in naturally 
waterlogged or marshy areas at the mouths of rivers or the base of 
waterfalls. Such areas appear to me to be much more restricted in area 
than Bonnemaison suggests and since they are not easily distinguished 
from other plains pondfield systems, I have not used this category in 
my study. In examining Bonnemaison's sketch maps (ibid: 215, 216) it 
would seem that in some cases he may have mistaken some fallow pond-
field areas which sti.L ... have water flowing through them for swamp 
systems. At the outflow of some pondfield systems swampy area& 
planted to taro are found, which can be replanted year after year and 
need a significanlly smaller labour input, but they are of very 
limited nrea. 
The traditional division of labour was that men were involved in 
garden preparation and planting and women in plant care and harvesting. 
This remains gene r.ally true today, but the di vision is not s tric t•ly 
maintained. Single women often do all gardening tasks but when 
married, they are usually too busy and only help weed and harvest,the 
gardens prepared by their husband or other relatives. 
The individual pondfield plots are called mata throughout the area 
studied and by extension the word has come to mean the whole pondfield 
system. The dams are of river boulders and are never more than about 
10 m across. Some systems fed by springs do not need a dam at all, 
water being canalised directly. Both unlined and stone-lined canals 
are used, generally not exceeding ; m in width or with more than 20 cm 
( 1 17) 1'l1ey can be rendered more watertight water ~epth in them P ate · 
by treading in clay. A coconut trunk aqueduct 15 m long and at its 
maximum 2 m above the ground was seen bridging a landslip near a pond-
field system at Aiowo (Plate 53). At Nasawa there was some use of 
'
·•"tcr to lower flat areas on the coastal bamboo piping to transport •u 
h · · l.cd more than about 30 m. strip but t e p1p1ng never 
The 
unfacetl, 
bamboo is 
Qt• bunds round the !lOndfields are often enrth cmhnnkments 
but when first constructed a framework of logs or strips of 
plac0d at thd r frcmt t>dge t:o hold back the earth (Pl.rite 55) • 
Over time the framework either rots nwny or gets covered by mud" 
Cornl blocks or river bouldcns ~ire also used ns n fncing where 
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available (Plate 54). Onl t N · Ya· av1so where coral blocks are abundant 
do true terrace retaining walls occur; some over one metre high (Plates 
56-58). The bunds are usually planted with food and ornamental or 
ritual plants which help to consolidate them. 
Pondfields: Pre-Planting Preparation 
During my stay in 1978 I witnessed reconstruction of several 
pondfields at Keribei and one. near the mountain village of Umlongko. 
When preparing a pondfield, a man invites relatives and friends to 
help and he g i. vc>s them food and kava afterwards. At Keribei a fallow 
pondfield (number 93 on.Map 5) was broughr back into commission by a 
communal work party of 18 men arid boys clod three women (rarely all at 
work at the same time!). The plot is on one of the marine terraces a 
few hundred metres behind the beach and adjacent to the village .. The 
plot, which had been under a scrub and grass fallow, had been cut anc 
burned off (estimated at 184 person-hoursn1n labour input) and 
the outline of the deflated bund could clearly be seen. Water had 
previously been let into the plot to soften the ground q few days 
previously but had. been cut off before work began. The bund facing 
of bamboo lengths was laid horizontally three high and held. in place 
by stakes on either side, wedged in between the coral blocks of the 
bund foundation and with thE' bamboo lengths often tied to the stakes by 
vines. Where the bund curves round at the corner the bamboo fo.ngths 
may be bent by half-cutting through them. This bamboo fencing was 
\ 
made by one men before the other workers arrived. 
As these came the main work began. An old burned tree on the 
deflated bunH was rooted up and then the bund itself was broken up 
using metal spades, mattocks and hoes (traditionally a long heavy 
b d) 'I'l1e surface of the soil within digging stick would have ecn use . 
the pondfield adjacent to the bund was loosened and shovelled on to 
tlw buncl to build it up, During this process roots and weeds were 
I I ()llts .. t'dc tl1c 1iondficld area, to stop LhC'm pullc.•d up nnc t 11·own . 
tt . roots le~ding to crop disease. growing back and to prevent ro ing ~ 
Four baskets of woven coconut and sago palm fronds were made at the 
I · J ts of the pondfield surface site to carry earth from the 11g1er par 
1'ts 011 d old copro socks were also used fo~ this near _ bock edge, . 
purpose. 
J\t nny one time scvcrnl distinct teams were at work. At one 
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stage there were, from the south to the north end of the pondfield, 
three men digging away excess earth and two men carrying this and 
dumping it on the bund; nearby five or six men breaking the up pond-
field surf ace adjacent to the embankment and taking out roots; at 
another point two more men digging out excess earth from the back edge 
of the pondf ield while two women carried this earth to the bund; and 
at the northern edge where the water outflow was to be situated one 
man digging out a high point created by the deflation of the previous 
bund. The new bund was built up uniformly about 80 cm high internally 
and about 1 m wide. Wnter wnH then let in nt three points. 
Spreading over part of the plot, it was used as a level to check the 
pondfield surface. Earth from internal high points was shovelled to 
lower parts, work starting at the southern inflow end in order to 
establish correct water level. It was spread directly behind the bund 
to make this area higher so that water would not wash round the pond-
field edge and cause scouring of the bank. The surface was trampled 
to cause puddling and so make the pondfield watertight and the banks 
sealed by stamping vigorously at their lower back edge to compress the 
soil. When this work had finished, the stem of a plant (ragorago) was 
placed in the middle of the pondfield to prevent spirits planting their 
own garden there and so spoiling humanly planted crops. Preparation 
took 3~ hours, giving 1574 person-hours/ha including 184 person-hours 
for initial clearance. 
Two other pondfields in the same irrigation system were 
reconstructed for another man that afternoon by a team of 18 men and 
boys and two women (Plates 59-61) including ten of the men who had 
worked in the morning. The surface of these pondfields had not been 
wetted previously and was heavily cracked by the sun. The cracked soil 
layer was removed from the whole surface and the clods of earth placed 
l · ht (Pl te 61) The two pondficlds on the bund to gi.ve it sufficient ieig ·a · 
had been fallowed for about 10 years and had been covered by grassy 
rc'growth. Tlw ,.wrk took ncnrly three hours and wns equJ.valent Lo a 
I · 1 d' · 't'al clearance labour input of 1235 person-hours ha, inc u ing ini i · 
At Umlongk.o another plot was tecommissioned (Plates 62-64). Tree 
instead of bamboo for the outer fern trunks (.9~Y..~tJ.1...~i1. sp.) were used 
l ld · 11 [)lace with st,akcs (Plate 62). Where facing of the build nnd were 1e l. 0 
l d been eroded, rocks were parts of the outer edge of the terrace 18 
011 tile back slope of ci1c pondfield coral boulders wedged in the holes. 
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reinforced the embankment of the pondfieH above. The small work team 
involved·aonsis~ed of J~ffrey Uli, his wife's father, his brother and 
his slster'.s husband. Pondfie,rl preparation took just over two hours, 
equivalent to 1694 p~rson-hours/ha, including initial dearance 
of grassy regrowth. A row of bb d k 
· ca ages an some ava (~ methysticum) 
were planted in the middle section of the bund and a ritual plant 
placed in the pondfield centre. Pl t' k 1 an _ing too p ace a few days later. 
Similar techniques of pondfield preparation ware used here as in 
Keribei but the steeper terrain necessitated a slightly higher labour 
input. Many of the mountain gardens are on even steeper slopes and 
pondfield size is smaller. An even higher labour input would be 
necessary in such circumstances (Plate 51). 
At Naviso, hillside pondfield systems have bund facings of coral 
boulders often up to 1 m in height and construction and maintenance 
of these is slightly more arduous. As the plots at Naviso are 
generally very small, some plots having room for only 5 taros in them, 
the labour input/ha involved in bund construction tends to be higher 
than in plateau and west coast gardening (Plate 57). 
Pondfields: Planting 
Planting practices vary from village to village. At Naumoumo and 
other northern villages great care is taken in planting. The planting 
hole up to 40 cm deep i~ made by a long wooden digging stick and two 
or three thrusts with it are necessary. The hole is widened with a 
smaller stick. Any pieces of taro remaining from previous plantings 
must be cleaned out, as well as any soft mud in the pondfield, which 
is thrown on to the bund. Generally only' tops from daughter plants are 
used for planting material. 
on the bunds are planted kava, spring onions, cabbages, ornamental 
'd b d s Dry land taro is not or ritual plants and, on the w1 est un s, yam · 
planted on the bunds in this area because rainfall is inadequate for it 
to grow well. 
accomplished easily are planted quickly growing varieties of wet land 
· · ths The situation at taro, one variety of which is ready in six man · 
I 'llages except that Aiowo is similar to that at the other nort 1ern vi 
Round the edges of the pondfield where harvesting is 
f Planted and dry land taro is grown only the tops o· corms are 
successfully on the bunds. 
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At Keribei I observed part of pondfield 93 (Map 5) being planted, 
two days after the pondfield had been prepared. Four to six thrusts 
of a la~ge wooden digging stick were necessary to l h 1 ma<e t e p anting 
hole, into which the taro t op was pressed deeply. Water did not yet 
totally cover the pondfield, so planting was started near the inlet. 
Tops from both corms and cormels were used as planting material. The 
operation took about 45 seconds per pl~nt. 1~· h 
a ,1t a spacing of 70 x 70 
cm planting would take 255 person-hours/ha. Some dry taro and kava 
had already been planted on the bund. 
At Naviso the stony 'soil' in the hillside gardens is weathered 
coral, with pockets of silt brought in by the water. The taro is 
planted in large holes, 20.cm across at the top and 20 cm deep. This 
allows room for both corms and cormels to develop well in ground 
which otherwise would be too hard to allow it. The large hole also 
provides shade for the cutting when first planted and serves to 
collect organic debris brought in by the water. During droughts 
moisture collects in the holes even if the plot water supply fails. 
The plots at Naviso are usually planted dry, after water has been let 
in at an earlier stage to allowing levelling of the plot. The pond-
field is only flooded after one or two months, allowing the taro time 
to set roots. Tops from both corms and cormels are planted. On the 
flatter coralline terrace are areas of deeper soil. Some of the 
planting holes here are of small size and water is let into the plot 
before planting. On the bunds of gardens on the gentler slopes dry 
taro, cabbages and ornamental or ritual plants are planted. 
At Nasawa, in valley bottom gardens half an hour's walk behind 
the village, the taro is planted with the pon~\-eld dry, after garden 
preparation during which water is let in to the plot. Water is only 
introduced again after three or four leaves have d, '/eloped (1-2 months 
after planting). The soil here is alluvial in origin, so a large 
planting hole is not necessary, but the digging stick is worked about 
to give enough space for cormel development. It was claimed that if 
water is let into the plots immediately, some of the taro will become 
· f d pondfi'eld systems within the village itself 
rotten. The spring- ·e 
., d · d t Tl1e bunds in these 
are permanently wet and c~nnot be rie ou · 
Or llon-existent and water flows more freely gardens are rudimentary 
through the garden area. 
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It is general practice in all the villages to leave the digging 
sticks submerged in the water of the pondfield or canal when they are 
not being used (Plate 57). Th' k is eeps them from drying out and 
splitting and is similar to Highland New Guinea practices (cf. 
Steensberg 1980: 99). 
Taro varieties grown in various soils and at different altitudes 
are said to have distinctive tastes, as do varieties grown in wet as 
opposed to dry 1,1,td conditions. The most quickly growing wetland 
taros are not good for taro puddings but most of the other varieties 
are. Bonnemaison (1974: 210) states that there a:~ about 60-70 
varieties in this area and gives descriptions of some of them (ibid: 
210-211). Some of them can only be grown on dry land, others only 
with irri8ation, but most can be grown in either dry or wet conditions. 
Pondfields: Plant Spacing 
Spacing is varied according to whether it is the first planting 
after bush fallow or an immediate replanting after a previous harvest. 
It also depends on the variety of taro being planted, as some have a 
more vigorous growth patter1 of leaves than others. If taros are too 
close in a newly made garden, some will become overshadowed and 
produce small tubers with a watery taste. After first harvesting 
plant spacing can be reduced upon replanting as the taros do not grow 
as big, soil fertility having declined. 
In Keribei gardens a range of spacings from 45 to 90 cm between 
plants was observed, the average being 70 x 70 cm (20,400 plants/ha). 
Comparable spacing was obset:ved in all other villages except Naviso 
and Nasawa. At Naviso spacing is generally wider than at Keribei, 
averaging 80 to 90 cm. The difference was explained as being 'our 
custom'. One plot pointed out to me as being too closely spaced used 
· f 45 50 l 'l at the opposite extreme one plot had a a spacing o - cm, w11 e 
150 110 At Nas awa spacing on first planting is spacing of x cm. 
gdnerally 100 to 110 cm b~t after yield declines with one or two 
replantings, the next plantings <tre more closely spaced, averaging 
70 cm. Within larger plots spacing may vary considerably if 
. 2 
differences in yield in different parts of it are observed. 
Pond fields: ~een Planting and Harvest 
The folk etymology of the word for pondfield, ~, is that it 
( ata) constantly on the garden, refers to having to keep your eye ~
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whereas actual work during 
crop growth is not particularly onerous. 
Gardens must be visited at least twice a week in case leaves have 
blocked the supply canal and t ff cu o water supply to the garden or any 
other damage has occurred to th e system. Sometimes a leaf trap is 
made of vertical sticks set closely together in the canal. At Naviso 
the gardens must be checked nearly every day f 11 or co apse of revetment 
walls, these being particularly fragi'le, but none of the gardens there 
is m10re than ten minutes walk from the village. 
The major task between planting and harvest is weeding, which is 
not done at any set time but as needed. Tl · 1e water in the pondfield 
in part acts as a weed-suppressing mulch, because weeds intolerant of 
low oxygen levels cannot grow there (Lambert 1973: 45). 
Weeding is usually done by women. I observed three small pond-
f ields being weeded at Aiowo by three women using metal bushknives. 
2 2 The area weeded was 128 m but 46 m of this was the flooded area of 
the pondfields in which no weeds were growing.. For one of the pond-
fields this was the first weeding since planting, for the other two 
it was the second. The task was completed ~n just over three hours 
and represents 245 person-hours/ha. Plots are weeded three or four 
times during the growth period. The first weeding takes place two 
months after planting, the second at four months, the third at eight 
months and the final weeding just before the taros are ready to be 
harvested. As the taro grow larger and overshadow weeds the task 
becomes lighter. Four weeding periods represent a labour input of 
about 980 hours/ha. This must be taken as a minimum figure however as 
labour input is higher if weeds have already begun to infest the 
flooded portion of the plot and no account is taken of the time 
expended in such tasks as clearing leaves from and weeding the canals. At 
Naviso the initial weeding is harder because the pondfields are 
planted dry and so weeds invade much more quickly than in flooded 
pondfields. The pl 0 ts here are weeded for the first time and then 
· 1 · Subsuquent weeding is not as labour-intensive. 
water is et in. "' 
The other main task between 
water throughflow. At Naviso in 
planting and harveoting is maintaining 
particular there is a danger of 
As already terrace washouts if canal fl.ow is not strictly regulated. 
~ i'i· .. some Nasawa gardens the taro is planted 
ncte<l, in this village anu 
ti later Elsewhere dry and water first let in about one to two mon 15 • 
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water flow and depth are sometimes i'n d 
crease once the plant has set 
roots, again about two months after planti'ng A' ft th· 
. er is a constant 
water depth (usually about 8-10 cm) and th l fl . . 
roug1 ow are maintained. At 
Naumoumo I was told that traditionally water was kept at greater depth 
to discourage birds who eat tl t f h 
· 1e ops o t e corms and was only maintained 
at levels comparable to those observed today when the taro was first 
planted. During taro trials conducted in Western S1moa (Reynolds 1972: 
20) it was found that water supply (by rainfall or irrigation) in the 
later stages of growth is far more important in influencing yields than 
t:hat in the first three months. Whether planting is dry or with the 
pondfield already flooded would thus seem to make little difference to 
overall yield. 
During the 1978 drought many pondfields particularly on the west 
coast from Beterara northw.'."'rds, but also including some plateau gardens, 
became completely dry. 11~ some cases more careful water management 
could have ensured a constant throughflow but the labour input this 
would have required, in blocking off fallow pondfielrls, minimising 
canal leakage and carrying out more efficient weeding, was not 
consldered worthwhile. Usually male labour inputs after planting are 
minimal. Where an indivi<luil possessed several pondfields, only some 
of uhich were affected by the drought, and had the option of cutting 
copra for cash to buy food from the trade stores, then the effort 
involved in ensuring water supply to the dry plots might be considered 
not worthwhile. In some cases, however, the water shortage was 
absolute and nothing could be done. 
0 '-1 · • di' vi' ded as to how long taro could remain in n raewo opinion was 
1 1 r tten At Naumoumo and the dry pondfields before the corms wou a go o · · 
· ld nly last about three weeks, whereas Marino I was told that it cou 
in Aiowo the figure given was two months, or four months if there was 
some rain during that period. The corms would, however, become 
misshapen bec:rnse of growth restriction d·uring this period and this 
would also mean lower yields. At Beterara I was told that after two 
Of t aro in the dried-out pondfield would or three months a percentage 
already have become rotten. Newly planted taro which had not yet 
b ld Survive better, which agrees with the Samoan developed tu ers wou 
. , 1 ft Aiowo it was said that as a 
trial results mentioned previous Y· · 
· one pondfield for a week at a 
counter-measure water could be let into 
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time, tben blocked off and the water led to t·h ano_ er, and so on. 
However I did not see anyone using this method of water distribution. 
While the pondfields are dry, the taros are susceptible to damage from 
pests, such as rats and beetles, which us~ally only affect dry taro. 
When various tasks to do with weeding, pondfield and canal 
maintenance, water circulation and pest and disease control are taken 
into account, the labour input involved between planting and h:u:·vest 
. would appear to be in the order of 1200 person-hours/ha. 
The growth period of taro is affected by water supply, taro 
variety and soil fertility. It is difficult to work out a general 
figure for the island because extended periods of field storage are 
possible. People generally judge the growth period. to be eighteen to 
twenty-four montbs but in all cases harvesting of pondfields revisited 
about one year after planting had already begun. The usual pattern 
would seem to be that the dry taro on the bunds is ready for harvest 
after 6-10 months, taro planted adjacent to the bund starts to become 
ready after about a year (although I was told of one variety which was 
ready after only six months), and then the rest of the pondfield is 
harvested progressi:;ely over the next year. At Naumoumo some varieties 
of pondfield taro were said to be ready in less than a year, while 
otbers were only mature after 27 or 30 months. At Nasawa it was 
reported that in gardens which have not been weeded properly, taro 
growth is slowed and the plants are not ready for harvest until two 
years after planting. Otherwise taros there are said to be ready at 
twelve to eighteen months. In several villages it was said that an 
eighteen to twenty-four months growth period is normal in new gardens 
established after long bush fallow, but with repeated replantings in 
the same pondfiel~ the growth period is reduced to twelve months. 
Taro can be field-stored under certain conditions for several 
months. It was said at Naumoumo that if the water flow remains strong 
and cold and the pon<lfield docs not become stagnant or dry, then taro 
two or three months (but with some 
can be kept in the ground for up to 
tt' g) glsewhere, field deterioration in taste and a percentage ro in · 
f arieties (Aiowo), or nine to storage for eighteen months or some v 
ten months (Keribei and Umlongko) was claimed. At Naviso field storage 
d not appear to be possible, and at Nasawa for any length of time oes 
1
. s soft mud in the ponJfield which can lead to 
it depends on whether there 
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corm rot. If there is little soft mud in the pondfield then two to 
three months ~ield storage is possible d' accor ing to one informant, 
six months according to another. s ·1 d 01 an water conditions and 
·varietal differences account for this variation. 
Pondfields: Harvest 
The dry taro and ve;5etables on the bunds are harvested within a 
year of planting, while the kava is ready after one to three years. 
'.!'he pondfield remains-wet during harvesting, which is usually 
progressive over several months. In harvesting the root system is 
first broken up and corms and cormels separated either by a small 
digging stick (Keribei) or the full-sized digging stick. Little 
effort is then necessary to pull the corm or cormels out of the mud. 
Harvesting takes about one minute/plant, 
In the northern villages all plants are removed from the pondfield 
before any replanting takes place. At Keribei, Beterara, Nasawa and 
Umlongko harvesting and replanting are continuous; as the corms or 
cormels are harvested, tops are replanted immediately. In Naviso and 
Ngota the main corm is re1noved after one to two years and the cormels 
are left to grow further, being harvested a year later. If the cormels 
are accidentally cut into during harvesting of the corm then they must 
be removed to prevent ~hem from rotting. 
Once harvested, the taro can only keep in the house for four to 
seven days before becoming dry or rotten. The cormels usually last a 
little longer, about a w8ek. If the taro has been bruised, it will 
only keep for three days. It must be put in the shade and out of the 
wind :w it becomes dry more quickly. At Aiowo I was told that if taro 
is not washed after harvest and wet mud is left on it, it can remain 
e<libl~ for up to two weeks. Dry land taro keeps longer in the house 
and can be st~r~d for two to three weeks. 
1 Cot·ms and cormels, the young leaves of some varteties As wel a~' 
and the flowers can be eaten, pulled off while the taro is growing. 
d .-1.eep·~r pondfields freshwater crayfish, fish, In the supply can~ls an , '"' 
b · g]1 t crayfish in particular can often be molluscs and eels can e cau · 11 L1ncl ·re~s wl1cn canals and pondfields are blocked harvested in t11cir '' 
off temporarily. 
1·~e r_1n,ndfields ranged from 40-65 mt/ha/ The yields of taro fr.,, .. ~" 
year. They a re discussed in 1k '.; ~il in Appendix 5 · Dry taro yields 
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were not measured but are said to b 
e considerably smaller. In 
addition, dry taro produces fewer d l aug1ter plants and the cormels 
are generally too small to eat. 
Pondfields: Replanting 
There is a considerable variation in the amount of continuous 
cropping possible in Maewo pondfields and the length of subsequent 
fallow. Soi~ type, nutrient supply, availability of land and labour 
involved in cleaning soft mud from the pondfields are the important 
factors. In northern villages 8-10 years cro~ping (6 cycles) with 
3-4 years fallow is normal on the best soils, with cropping periods of 
up to 30 years being reported. On other soils ther~ 3-3 years cropping 
(2-4 cycles) with 5 years fallow is typical. If yield declines, a 
mulch of dry banana and breadfruit leaves can be trodden L~to the 
pondfield, but few people practise this technique which is said to 
allow a further two plantings (t~o to three years extra use) before 
fallowing becomes necessary. Replanting does not tak~ place until all 
the plants previously planted in the pondfield ha~e be~n harvested. 
Then the soft mud is cleaned out and thrown on the bank and all 
remaining roots, half-rotten pieces of taro and the like are removed. 
Only tops taken from the cormels are '.:sed for planting, except at Aiowo 
where only tops taken from the main corm are said to be used. The long 
periods of use and more labour-intensive techniques involving regular 
cleaning of the soft mud from the pondfields reflect the limitations 
of water resources and land suitable for irrigation in the drier 
northern villages. 
At Beterara and Keribei pondfields are generally used for two or 
three planting cycles (three to five years) and then left fallow for 
about four years. If the soft mud and roots are cleaned out after 
each cycle, five or six cycles are possible before fallowing. Usually, 
f d 1·s only cleaned out when a noticeable proportion however, the so:t mu 
of harvested curms is rotten. In Beterara some gardens can be used for 
( Or- ei'g\1 t years) and are then fallowed for up to five cycles seven -
In the swampy area at tho lower edge of the large 
seven to nine years. 
System Soutl1 of the main river, continuous planting Keribei pondfield 
d I · · as an effect of f . sa1'cl to be possible an t11S is seen or many years is 
(!own tlll-011 gt1 t11c irdgation system. Procedures at the leaves washed 
tile less fertile soil there limits cropping Umlongko are similar but 
I ·.• ~ 
. . . 
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generally to three or four years (two cycles). If the soft mud and 
cormels are removed before 1 · rep anting, four cycles can be achieved 
(six to seven years). There is, however, ample garden land in the 
area and so extended fallow periods are possible. 
At Naviso, where gardens are predominantly on very stony 
coralline soil, only one cycle takes place before fallow. A second 
planting was said to produce very poor yields. After three years, 
when the cormels are harvested, a six to seven year fallow begins. 
If a man possesses 0112.y a limited number of pondfields, then the 
fallow period may be as short as three or four years. At Ngota, where 
similar soils are often cropped for longer periods, the single cycle 
at Naviso was explained as being because 'the water is no good'. 
Length of use of Maewo gardens would appear also to be associated 
with the presence of blue-green algae in the pondfields r~cognised as 
beneficial to the taro by making the water 'cold', a bislama Lerm 
expressing much more than temperature and with overtones of giving 
nutrients to the plant". While work has not yet been done in Vanuatu 
to assess the n le of this algae in the pond field ecosys tern, blue-green 
algae are known to be crucial in the nutrient cycle of some Asian rice 
paddies by fixing considerable amounts of atmospheric nitrogen 
(Ayanaba and Dart 1977). The alkaline nature of many of the Maewo 
soils would seem to create favourable conditions for promoting the 
growth of blue-green algae. 
Pondfield Labour Requirements (Maewo): Summary 
Initial preparation 
Planting 
Weeding, etc. 
Harvesting 
Pc rson-hou rs /ha/year 
(Pre-Steel) 
3152 
255 
1200 
340 
4947 
(Steel) 
1501 
255 
1200 
340 
3296 
f ( two to three years), the figure If we assume two cycles o· use 
is reduced to 2546 (3371 Pre-steel) or 1697 (2247 Pre-steel) person-
. . . 1 pr·l.!paration is not necessary at hours/ha/year because 1nit1a · 
the 
Initial preparation tasks are beginning of rhe second cycle. 
· a pre-steel economy (cf. App.4). calc~latcd to take 2.1 times as long in 
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Pondfield irrigation in New Caled . . d 1 onia is ea t with in detail in 
Appendix 13. The distinctive feature of New Caledonian irrigation 
systems is the management of very steep slopes for agriculture, 
necessitating specialised and labour-i'ntensi've methods in pondfield 
preparation. 
Pondfields: Archaeological Considerations 
Pondfields, particularly when on terraces, are distinguished by 
their flat surface and regular layout from the usually rougher and 
more irregular dry land terraces which may be adjacent (see Earle 
1978 for mapped examples, and Kirch 1977 for discussion). In addition 
they are readily distinguished from furruw-irrigated plots, which have 
a marked downhill 1; ~ope along the terrace anp lack a raised embankment 
at the outer face (cf. Maps 4 and 5). Kirch (1977) has fully discussed 
Lhe archaeological visibility of pondfield systems, considering 
structural remains and soil characteristics. There is no need to go 
over the same ground again here, except to note that some of his 
pedological criteria for the identification of pondfield soils can be 
questioned (see pages 103-104). One means of identifying pondfield 
horizons not dealt with by Kirch may be by the presence of freshwater 
molluscs. The surface of dried-out pondfields on Maewo is often 
littered with thousands of them, and one would expect that they would 
be preserved under certain conditions in buried pondfields. 
The earliest pondfield horizons located so far in the Pacific, 
found in the llawatian Islands, only date to the last 700 years (Green 
1980: 75; Kirch 1975c: 171, 176; cf. discussion in Chapter 6) but this 
is unlikely to mnrk the initial use of irrigation systems. Kirch 
fl975a; 1976), who has examined buried pondfield systems on Futuna 
(Horne Islands), suggests an association of pondfield agriculture 
there with the earliest settlers in the latter half of the first 
millennium BC on the basis of present-dLy irrigation site location in 
relation to early occupntlon sites. Actual evidence of pondfields, 
last 400 years (Kirch, 1975a: 320). however, only exists for tne 
· y (l973b: 40) obtained a date of Kolombangara tn the Solomo~s, en 
to the early level of 
On 
230±90 BP for what was judged to be close 
No dates from pondfield 
. 1 f pondf:t" eld terrace· agricultura. use o one · · 
systems elsewhere in Lhe region have yet been forthcoming. 
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Simple Flooding Systems 
In simple flooding Fate · 1 d 
. ' r is e to the upper edge of the garden 
and then Clrculates down, usually with simple wood or stone barriers 
to slow down the flow. These act to control erosion and trap sediment. 
Simple flooding is used in several ,Jarts of l t1e New Guinea Highlands. 
In no Highlands area is simpl fl d' e oo ing the major cultivation technique 
.and in a1eas of the Highlands where taro remains the major crop (such 
as Telefomin) it is g~own without irrigation. In areas where simple 
flooding is practised the staple crop i's s~eet t (I ) w po ato pomoea batatas 
and taro is grown as a fill-in crop between si~eet v potato plantings. 
Detailed descriptions of this techni~ue are given by Burnett (1963) 
for Madang Province, PNG, and Boyd (1975) for the Eastern Highlands 
Province. 
Burnett (1963) describes the practices of the Karam people of 
the Asai Valley near Simbai and gives nhotographs of irrigated gardens. 
The gardens, on the valley floor close to the larger streams and on 
hillsides of greater than 40° slopes, vary in size from 9-92 square 
metres. They are burned off in May and fenced with Casuarina stakes. 
Simple terraces are formed by laying logs of the same timber .across 
the slope at 60-90 cm intervals and pegging them in place by stakes. 
The soil is loosened and then banked up behind the logs. The garden 
is sometimes irrigated prior to planting to soften it for digging. 
Initial preparation is a male task, with later tasks being done by 
women. Planting takes place in June or July, using Casuarina 
digging sticks or shovels. Plant spacing appears to be at 30 cm 
intervals, with the soil firmed around the base of the plants. Very 
little weeding is necessar; because only small marsh grasses and 
sedges survive in the waterlogged soil. In heavy rain the canal inlet 
must be blocked to prevent wash:tng out of the gardens. With the start 
of the wet season in October to November the inlet is progressively 
closed off and at harvesting time in November to December, 5-6 months 
cl d 1'!11's allows easier harvesting after planti,g, the gar ens are ry. 
t t . n Sometimes a second and hardens the taro while inducing ma ura 10 • 
planting takes place on the same spot after a fallow period from 
cl 1 t . n is harvested, Casuarina Dece1·~•er to May but a"tcr this secon P an rn,., 
f 11 · d As elsewhere in the is p 1nted and there is a 3-8 year ·a ow perio · 
1 1 to hold the soil on slopes, restore Hi git lands, planted ~u_a_~i_t}A 1e. ps 
. d building materinls and firewood. 
fertility and, ultimat~ly, provi e 
'i ). 
! 
1 
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No data on yields or labour input· 5 were collected. 
The irrigation practices of' L t~te Ilakia Awa of the Eastern 
Highlands Province are described by Boyd (1975). Gardens are made 
both in grassland and forest areas. Grassland irrigated gardens 
(mehko) vary from 0.014 to 0.06 ha (average 0.03 ha), and in the 
village studied by Boyd a 50 per cent sample of the 72 households held 
18 mehk.o totalling 0.56 ha. During the November to February wet season 
the grass along the proposed gar·den · perimeter is cut as a firebreak 
and then the entire plot is burned over and fenced with bamboo by the 
men. The women turn the soil, today with steel spades, to a depth of 
25-30 cm, crumble the larger clods and remove the grass roots. The 
bnmhoo pipes leading water to these gardens are made by the men and 
are up to 1 km long. Their construction is described in detail by 
Loving (1976: 525-6). In late February the taro is planted and is 
harvested from mid-October to the encl of December, a 7~-10 month 
growth period. The yields (corms only) are 18.4 mt/ha/year. Only one 
cultivation cycle takes place and then the gardens are fallowed from 
5-15 years. 
Irrigated forest gardens (ubi) along small streams vary from 0. 008 
to 0.013 ha (average 0.01 ha) and Boyd's sample of 36 households held 
5 gardc~ns totalling 0.05 ha. All ubi work was done by men. Between 
November and March the garden area is slashed clean and debris is 
removed to the edges of the plot to form part of the fencing barrier. 
As the plots are small they are not burned, nor are they tilled. A 
denser spacing is used than in grassland gardens as there are fewer 
different plants in associotion (sugarcane, bananas and the like). 
Planting takes place in March, with harvesting after 7-9~ months. The 
yields (corms only) are estimated to be about 21.8 mt/ha/year. As with 
the grassland gardens, a fallow period, lasting in this case from 10-20 
years, is instituted after only one cycle of use. 
f I tMO g.~r<le.n ty11es provides 9-10% of the total The taro :rom t1esc " .u 
tuber output/household. No labour figures are available but based on 
f.or. garden tasks on Aneityum and elsewhere, analogy with labour figures · 
I would estimate that the inputs for irrigated grassland gardens would 
be in the orclc'r of 3700 person-hours/ha, with those for the untilled 
forest gardens about 2700 person-hours/ha' (average growth period 
8.25 months). 
: I 
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At Patep in Mo robe Province simple fl d. . 
• 
00 ing techniques pr d 
yields of 37. 6 mt/ha but growth . . o uce peuod and labour inputs are not 
reported (Conroy and Bridgland 1950 : 82 ). It was mentioned, however 
that 'gardens provide a reserve f ' o. food and planting material and 
individual plants may be left in the ground for as long as two years'. 
Definite reports of · 1 simp e flooding occur only from the Island of . 
Nt'W Gui.nea but " sli t cl u • or. escripti.on of pract1'c.es fro1n 
- soi.ithern Malekula 
in Vanuatu might b · , e r~ferring to similar techni' ques' ' used when the 
taro patch is planted on a s~ope. 
the hill at such an angle 
Channels are dug, ~igzagging down 
that the water s0all flow at the gentlest 
incline possible' (Deacon 1934: 177). 
§irnple Flood:Lng_:_J~!.~'2~!.QEuts (Awa) Summary 
Tilled Grassland 
(Steel) 
Initial preparation 
Planting 
Weeding, etc (2 
wee dings) 
Harvest 
Person-hours/ha (average 
1370 
245 
1335 
365 
8.25 months growth) 3315 
Untilled Forest 
(Steel) 
391 
390 
1335 
310 
2426 
The figures given above provide only very rough estimates. 
Initial preparation in the untilled forest garden consists of forest 
clearance of 181 hours and fencing time of 210 hours, based on Clarke's 
maximum figures for clearing secondary forest and his mean figures for 
fencing (Clarke 1971: 173), converted to person-hours/ha. The planting, 
weeding and harvest times are based on Aneityumese labour inputs for 
these tasks in un tilled gardens. 
The initial preparation for the tilled grassland gardens is made 
up of clearance of 200 hours, bused on Hnrding 1 s maximum figures for 
grassland clearance an<l his figures of 750 hours/ha for grassland 
tillage (quoted in Clarke ibid: 193), both converted to person-hours/ha 
assuming o five-hour day. Fencing time of 210 hours is again tnken 
from Clarke's figures and an extra 210 hours is nllowed for construction 
of the long bamboo wat·cr pip0q which feed the gardens. Pipe length is 
much shorter to forest gardens. Planting, weeding and harvesting are 
hosed on Aneityumese figures for tilled gardens. 
' 
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Initial preparation 
Planting. 
Weeding, etc 
Harvest 
Person-hours/ha (average 
8.25 months growth) 
Tilled Grassland 
(Pre-steel) 
2877 
245 
1335 
365 
4822 
Un tilled Forest 
(Pre-steel) 
821 
390 
1335 
310 
2856 
Initial preparation tasks are calculated as taking 2.1 times as long 
in a pre-steel economy (cf. App. 4). 
Simple Flooding: Archaeo~~gical Considerations 
Simple flooding systems, if not clearly associ'ated with a supply 
can31., would be archaeologically invisible as surface remains or, if 
involving a form of permanent hillside terracing (rare), would be 
indistinguishable from terraced dry garclens. s· 1 . imp er irrigation 
practices such as planting along ~he sides or beds of streams would 
1us a suite o irrigation of course be archaeologi'cally i'nvi'si'ble. Tl · f 
techniques, capable of producing substantial yields, may leave no 
archaeological traces at all. 
Island Bed Systems 
Island beds consist of channels round the perimeter of usually 
rectangular beds with water thus circula~ing between the planted areas. 
This method of true irrigation is very similar to island beds in 
swampland and in some cases it is difficult to differentiate between 
the two. Detailed descriptions are available for the Wamira area, 
Milne Bay Province, PNG (Kahn 1980: 132-42; Newton 1914: 122-24, 172), 
Lakeba and Moala Islands in Eastern Fiji (M. Brookfield 1979: 134-41; 
Sahlins 1962: 43.-49), Futuna in the Horne Islands (Kirch 1975a: 132-3, 
135) and Mangaia in the Cook Idlands (Allen 1969; 69, 71-72; 1971). 
On Lakeba in Eastern Fiji two different methods are used to 
prepare beds (N. Brookfield 1979: 136-37). The first method (biji or 
biti) involves tillage, today using spades to turn over the soil and 
Labour input tor 
as 400 person-
The plot is left 
raise the bed above the surrounding water channels. 
the initial clearance of grass and the like is giv~n 
hours/ha, while tillage took 3600 person-hours/ha. 
to dry out for a week, during which the channels between the beds are 
cleaned. Before planting these channels are blocked, so that planting 
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takes place in dry conditions. Planting is 
and after two or three leaves have appeared 
done with a digging stick 
on the plants, the water is 
let back into the channels. The first weeding is done at about this 
time, taking 400 person-hours/ha, and d a secon weeding may not take 
Place for some months. Pl ~ anLS mature after 9-12 months, but some 
varieties may remain in the ground for up to two years without rotting. 
It is reported that insect damage 1nay occur · d in ry periods, affecting 
both the leaves and the taste of tl1e corm. Wh h · h en t is appens, the 
taro should be left until wetter weather resumes. Three weeks before 
harvest tr channel;:; are again blocked off. The corms are c1•_;~ ::mt 
'with a very narrow spade of special shape' (ibid: 137). '.foo cycles 
of caltivation may take place on one plot before fallowing for an 
indefinite period. 
The second method (lauvoro) is basically the same but does not 
involve tillage, and clearing and pianting tuke place on the same day. 
Weeding is required more frequently, fi1st of all three weeks after 
planting and then alraost monthly. The yield is less than that obtained 
from tilled beds, the plants do not grow as tall and do not taste as 
good. The method is used when farmers have planting material which 
they wish to get quickly into the ground. It is also becoming 
increasingly favoured because of its lesser work input at the initial 
stages (ibid: 139). 
Plant density depends on whether planting occurs in the dry or 
wet season. Spacing varies from 60-100 cm ill one direction and 50-80 
cm in the other. Yield figures were collected in 1976 in the aftermath 
of & major hurricane and Brookfield (ibid: 138) considers that they 
'probably under-represent the potential production'. Yields varied 
from 10.3 to 29.4 mt/ha (meRn 16.1 mt/ha) with a 10 month growth 
perind~ giving yields of ~rom 12.4 to 35.3 mt/ha/year (mean 19.4) 
(ibid: 138). These figures dd not separate Lilled from untilled beds 
but the higher figures are presumably from the tilled beds. 
Observed in tilled and untilled On the basis of practices 
40 seconds planting time/plant Anei tyum, we ·can assume irrigated beds on 
·· 1 d b d Sixty seconds/plant 
seconds/plant for until e e s. for tilled and 75 ~ith three weedings for tilled and six harvesting time is allowed, w 
G' n an average spacing of 80 x 65 cm 
weedings for untilled beds. ive ld b 5646 person-hours/ (19' 200 plants/ha), the total labour input wou e 
. " 
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ha for tilled beds and 3433 perso I 
. n-1ours for untilled beds. 
The example of Lakeba sL~w:' that in certain circumstances th0 true 
irrigation/swampland distinction can b e an arbitrary one. Island beds 
using biji or lauvoro methods can be made ei'tl1er i'n swampy bottom lands 
wi1ere no water diversion canals are nece.ssary or · in valley garL_ns 
where short diversion canals are used to channel water to the plots 
(see maps in Brookfield ibid: 135). These two garde~ types do not 
appear to be distinguished by separate namP.s in Lakeba or in Moala, 
where again both types ar2 found (Sahlins 1962: 43-7). 
On Futuna Kirch (1975a:l32-3, 135) recorded two forms of island 
beds. Within nearly all pondfields on the island are found between 
one and ten small mounds of mud and weeds (called ~ kele), 25-50 cm 
high and about one metre wide. ThPV are formed on the piles of 
burned vegetation resulting from clearing the pondfields. The taros 
planted on them take 18 months ~ ~row and are said to be of excellent 
quality, while sugarcane and bananas may also be planted on them. 
These island beds are levelled and recr~ated, particularly when t~~ 
pond field is brought back into commission after fallowing (ibid: 132-3). 
The second practice is a succession in one plot from pondfield to 
island bed (called faka sakesake) as an alternative strategy to 
fallowing when yields decline. One or more of these rectangular beds 
are made within each pondfielcl, heavily mulched with banana leaves and 
covered with a matting of coconut fronds (ibid: 135). 
A similar succession from pondfield to island bed is reported from 
the Hawaiian Islands (Earle 1978: ll7). Drying out of the pondfield 
and then turning the soil over to form a raised bed or mound w~thin the 
plot causes aerobic conditions promoting rapid decay of organic 
materials and thus i:v:reased nutrient availability (lbid) · The terrain 
in some flatter valley bottoms or plains may be unsuitable for pond-
level ground flow would be sluggish field agriculture, because on near-
. to levels where corm rot 
and water temperature would perhaps increase 
' f d · the lowest sections of 
could occur. Island beds are also oun in 
\.T11ere periodic draining and aern ti.on of the soil irrigation syste~s , 
Permanen t island bed systems might also be expected are not possible. 
Sol']. ferti'lity in asjociation with tillage. Handy in areas of poor 
the making of small planting mounds in 
and Handy (1972: 91-2) describe 
grow taro in very sanely soils. pondfields as the proper way to 
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Island Beds: Labour~ut (Lal ·b ) rn a Sununary 
Initial preparation 
Planting 
Weeding, etc 
Harvesting 
Person-hours/ha (10 
month growth period) 
Initial ~reparation 
Plan .::ing 
Weeding, etc 
Harvesting 
Person-hours/ha (10 
month growth period) 
Tilled Beds 
(Steel) 
400v 
214 
1200 
232 
5646 
Tilled Beds 
(Pre-Sted) 
8400 
214 
1200 
232 
1.0,046 
Un tilled 
(Steel) 
400 
401. 
2400 
232 
3433 
Beds 
Until.led Beds 
(Pre-Steel) 
840 
401 
2400 
232 
3873 
Initial preparation tasks are calculated to take 2.1 times as long in 
a pre-steel economy (cf. App. 4). 
Island Becl_f)~ __ J\rcha_~ological Considerations 
Where island beds are made temporarily in pondfields no 
archaeological manifestation is likely, but permanent island bed 
systems would have a distinctive pattern of channels and supply canals. 
Without the evidence of the canal they might be difficult to 
distinguish from drained swampland plots (cf. discussion of archaeolo-
gical consideration of Swampland systems (pages 168-9). 
2. _?wampland Systems 
Taro is often seen planted in naturally wet areas such as swamp 
edges and a swa~py habit~t -0 presumed to have been the home of its 
wild precursors (see Chapter 1). In limestone areas of the New Guinea 
Highlands, such as the Nembi Plateau of the Southern Highlands 
Province, taro is planted on the edge of or within permanently floodeJ 
doline floors (M. Bourke, rers. comm.). Hore intensive swamp-
land cultivation techniques 15enerally consist of the management by 
ditching of freshwater swamps to control the water table within 
required limits. At one extreme these practices grade into those of 
complete drainage, where the aim is to create a dry land planting 
environment out of a naturally wet one 1 and at the other it is 
difficult, as we have seen 011 Lakeba, to distinguL>h them from true 
' 
" 
'' 
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irrigation techniques where the aim is to 
create wetter conditions 
for planting. While recognising d . 
a egree of arbitrariness i~ the 
sw.ampland category of irrigation th d . 
' ere oes exist the 'classic' 
technique which can be delineated· i'sl d b d h 
· an e met ads similar in 
morphology to those used in true irrigation but found in naturally wet 
locations, such as those described on Aneityum (Chapter 3). 
The techniques used for making island beds in the swampland and 
canal-fed gardens of Lakeba have already been discussed and comparable 
labour inputs and yield estimates were calculated. There is no need 
to give further examples. 
Swampland Systems: Archaeological Considerations 
Island bed swampland systems leave distinctive archaeological 
remains (cf. Chapter 3) but an idea of how wet the swamp would have 
been a~ any one time is necessary for an interpretation of what crops 
could have been grown. Lack of th.is information has hampered inter-
pretations of the 9000 years old agricultural sequence in the Kuk Swamp 
in the Wahgl Valley (New Guinea Highlands), including dating the 
advent of the sweet potato into the crop roster (Golson 1977). 
Evidence for the plants growing in the ditches between the swamp beds 
from pollen and phytoliths is now being sought (J. Golson, pers. comm.) 
to establish hydrological conditions during different phases of swamp 
use. 
For island bed systems in swampland it lci necessary to establish 
whether the intention of the gardene1s was to create a dry environment 
out of a wet one by complete drainage Ci vhether they sought to 
maintain a wet planting medium but to control water levels within 
desired limits. The size and grid of the channels may give ~n 
indication of this. ~~ Kuk a change to sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) 
f 1 h Of Swamp use has been postulated because as a staple in the ·ina p ase 
network of channels between the beds of a tigher and more grid-like 
compared to the previous phases, a network which resembles current 
dry land systems for sweet potato production (ibid: 627 ). Main 
S\
·'a111p \",~s also intensified with the duplication of 
<lrainngc in the . v "' -
1 d t a considerable 
1'l1ese measures would have e o tributary drains. 
Particularly as the greater volume of 
·l.iwering of the water table, 
• r.: ditches would have considerably 
earth taken from the closer ~rid OL 
· . beds (ibid: 629). Associated house 
raised the surface of the 1s1and 
sites of this phase, located within the 
swamp, have produced charred 
sweet potato remains. No earlier phase "f house sites has been found. 
For the previous phases (Phases L.1 and 5) Golson postulates 
intensive monocropping of taro again based I 
' • on c1anges in drainage and 
associated garden patterns in the swamp from those of Phases 1 to 3 
(9000 BP to 2500 BP). The patterns in these initial phases are diverse 
and are thought to represent cropping of a variety of plants. In 
Phases 4 (2000-1200 BP) and 5 (400 to 250 BP) the field evidence is 
much more homogeneous: garden ditci1es parallel and at right angles to 
each other forming a grid of rectangular island beds. While taro may 
have been a component in swampland gardening in some or all of the 
first three phases, there is no evidence to suggest it was the dominant 
crop, particularly if conditions wE,re not as wet in the swamp as they 
later became (ibid: 613-23). 
Taro leaves (both Colocasia and Cyrtosperm~_) are sometimes 
incorporated in to the mulch in swampland gardens and should be readily 
identifiable at waterlogged sites. Investigations of taro swamps on 
Ponape in Micronesia (Ayr~~ et al. 1979: 114-27), particularly the Leh 
en Luhk site, have produced leaves and leaf fragments. Only very 
tentative interpretations of this swamp have yet been published but 
alternations betweens swamp and lake have been suggested: 
times of dense vegetation cover and possible 
Cyrtosperma cultivation and times of open water. 
Such alternations are suggested by the peat 
deposits and the banding found in the lower half 
of the core (ibid: 118). 
Early periods of Cyrtosperma cultivation are suggested by a date of 
Z240±1JO BP from a peat layer with 'brown to reddish brown leaves and 
leaf fragments' (ibid: 116) at 104-118 cm below the sediment surface 
at 130-142 cm with sharp breaks 
and possibly by another peat layer 
between it and sediments above and below dated to 2520±130 BP (ibid). 
Leaves are not reported as occurring in t:his layer· 
3. Pit Cultiv~ 
Of '~etlan<l cultivation on atolls, a variant The typical form ' 
. . . d ·n Micronesia, involves digging pits 
found also on some high is1an s i . 
1 found beneath most atolls and planting down to the freshwater ens 
tar
o rather than S:olocasia, A useful summary of 
mainly C.y J-=r-=t-=o-=s'-"p'-e'-r_n_1a_ 
- · is found in 
Pl.'t cultiv~tion techniques atoll environments and 
,1 '" .:~ .. !' ,1'1 
·, ' fl' ' 0 
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Small (1972). Pit c lt' · u ivation on Polynesian O~tlier utolls in 
Melanesia is discussed by Bayliss-S 'th (1974) . 
. . . mi and details of techniques 
used on individual Micronesian atolls h 1 ave a so been published (De 
Young 1960). These particular adaptati' ons to atoll environments do 
not concern us directly here, except in so far as they are a human 
-re-creation of suam;1land · 1 
' t' agricu tural conditions, often using swampland 
agricultural techniques as practised on high islands, ·in a more 
extreme environment. Pit cultivation of aroids is founj on nearly all 
atolls in the Pac ~fie 'which have a freshwater lens beneath t.hem. In 
some swampland systems on high islands the topsoil is dug away to 
extend the swampy area, there are examples of this on Aneityum, and 
they could perhaps be considere~ a form of pit cultivation although 
tapping a spring rather than a freshwater lens. Practices such as 
mulching the soil with selected plant species are common to both 
swampland and pit cultivation techniques. On Ontong Java in the 
Solomon Islands Colocasia yields from taro pits were 21. 0 mt/ha/year 
(Bayliss-Srrith 1980: 73). 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICULAR IRRIGATION TECHNIQUES IN THE PACIFIC 
The distribution of irrigation in the Pacific has already been 
examined in terms of climatic data but this does not explain why any 
one specific technique of irrigation should be used. Particular 
techniques out of the range discussed in the preceding section may have 
been adopted for technical or culture historical reasons. Factors of 
topography, soil type and fertility, water availability and water 
quality are important technological considerations, while the culture 
history of an island or a language group may also be important. Some 
techniques appear to be unique local adaptations, while others are 
very widespread in their distribution. 
Pit cultivation is almost universal on atolls which possess a 
freshwater lens and ~ny other form of irrigation on such islands is 
Swampland methods are widespread and occur clearly impossible. 
bl for gardening and provide an acceptable wherever swamps are rnanagea e · · 
A more deta iled consideration of particular return for labour. 
techniques of swampland irrigation is not at present possible because 
of the lack of detailed published studies, but particular techniques 
. 1 rly identified in the literature. 
of true irrigation are more c ea 
. . tion has been reported only from 
Corrugation or furrow irriga 
' ;t: 
'' 
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Aneityum (cf. Chapter 3) and ld 
wou seem to be a local innovation. 
Simple flooding is very much N 
a ew Guinea Highlands phenomenon. It 
is one ·of the least intensive of the irrigat~on techniques and would 
seem to reflect the minor place taro has in the 
subsistence patterns 
of Rn area where sweet potato predomi t T . na es. aro is grown mainly as 
a fill-in crop for consumption durtng the sweet potato planting 
season. This situation must be recent, however, as it is n0nerally 
has been int·roduced into New Gt1iGea only accepted that sweet potato 
in the last 450 years- (Yen 1974). E 'd ~ VJ. ence '-rom the Highl,'"'1~~s shows 
several periods of intensive agricultural use of swampland sta'rting 
at least 6000 years ago. These alternate with periods of abandonment~ 
in explanation of which Golson (1977) has sugf!.P.'.;t,_,...; a series o: techno-
logical innovations allowing more intensive use of dryland gardens, 
such as tillage, Casuarina fallow and finally the sweet potato. For 
at ]east the final period of a:andonment prior to European contact 
Gorecki (1979b) has suggested the abandonment not on1v of swampland 
agriculture but of habitation on the valley floor at large, due to 
fear of sickness. He further suggests that this may have b2en a 
factor in abandonments prior to the final one. If this W('Te so, when 
people left the valley floors for higher altitudes they may have tried 
to recreate land suitable for the cultiv.tion of wet taro in primary 
forest and hillslope environmentR. Thus hillslope irrigation of taro 
could have been a more important and widespread component of Highlands 
agricultural systems before the introduction of sweet potato (Gorecki 
1979a: 119). Sirrple flooding may therefore be a Highlands innovatln • 
albeit an ancient one. It is only found within the area of the Trans-
New Guinea Phylum of Papuan languages and an antiquity' of more than 
k . 1979b) On this basis it could be 6000 years is possible (cf. Goree i . · 
;n the Damal area of the West New predicted that irrigation techniques k 
62) d I also those reported 
·Guinea H · .,h 1 ands (Ellenberger 19 , an per wps 
1904 180) would be of the simple from nca r Lake Sen to.ni (Moolenburgh : 
flooding type. 
. section, one response to declining As described in the previous 
island beds uef ore a period 
yields in pondfields is to convert them to 
of fallow. One might therefore exp&~t permanent island bed syste~s in 
. . . M. lnc Bay Provin cc, PNG' the soils 
areas of poor soil fertility. Tn 1 · . 
be fairly nutrient-poor and the short 
of the coastal plain appear to 
(four years between ta!"o plantings) fallow period generally in use 
exa~~rbates this (Kahn 1979). Th is necessitates soi'l ·11 ti age in the 
island beds before each planting in d or er to maintain fertility. A 
pondfield regime here would perhaps not allow t · d sus aine production on 
these scils. In addition, the terrain of the 1 · p ains may be unsuitable 
for pondfield agriculture. o 1 1 n near eve -ground flow would be 
sluggish and water temperature migt~ increa,qe to 1 
. evels where corm r.ot 
could occur. 
In New Caledonia, Fiji, Mangaia and Hawaii (see Table 13 ) island 
''-be<l sy:::- terns appear to be a response to similar factors. They are found 
in valley bottoms or pn coastal plains, especially in poorly drained 
areas where periodic drainage and aeration of the soil is not possible. 
In swamplands where water rlow is sluggish, island beds are the main 
agri~ultural technique employed for growing taro. They are, or have 
been in the past, important in swamplands in the New Guinea Highlands, 
South Coast New Guinea, Aneityum, New Caledonia, Fiji, Uvea and other 
Polynesian Islands (Damm 1951). Island bed systems of true irrigation, 
and swampl;.>.ld types are the most widely rJi.s tributed in Oceania, being 
found across the full range of cultural l 1d linguistic situations. 
This leaves us with pon<lfield techniques, whose distribution 
reveals some suggestive patterns when compared to linguistic groupings. 
It has already been noted that simple flooding techniques are found 
only among speakers of languages within the Trans-Now Guinea Phylum of 
Papuan languages. There is an equally strong association of pondfield 
irrigation with the distribution of Oceanic Austronesian languages. 
There is a total absence of pondfield irrigation techniques from the 
Island of New Guinea and other parts of Melanesia where non-Oceanic 
languages are spoken. There is in particular a significant relation 
d areas where the East Oceanic languages, between pondfield irrigation an 
· I en These areas are forming a major sub-group within Oceanic, are spo c · 
. 1 Vanuatu, Nuclear Micronesia and 
Polynesia, Fiji, North and Centra 
possibly the South East Solomons. 
are widespread in Polynesia 
As already noted, pondfield systems 
only in areas of one out of six sub-
and Fiji. In Vanuatu they occur 
Central and i\)ort~- Vanuatuan, and this 
groups of the Vanuatu langua['S, 
East Oceanic (Tryon 1977). Thus, 
is the one sub-group t~~t is within ~tnd central San to, tht::)' are not 
while pondfields a're common in west 
,, I o'.".1 'I ''' •, •;,'.·~'::;\_;,/;I, ~\~~~~lll~\ft~! ~~tti~1~~~,\~~~1Jil ~~~~~~\i.~>' 
~ 
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found in east San to, where the lan guages are not East Oceanic. From 
of the Spanist1 explorers the South East Solomons we have th · e report 
of pondfields on Guadacanal, probably also 
an East Oceanic area. In 
:Micronesia, pondfield taro systems are kno•.m 
wu from Ponape and possibly 
Kusaie in the Eastern Carolines (Ayres 1978,· Ayres et al. 19 79: llO; 
Bascom 1965; Sproat 1968: 17, 19), again East Oceani'c k' 4 spea ing areas. 
This picture is complicated by the presence of pondfield systems 
in New Caledonia, on ~ew Georgia, Rendova and Kolombangara in the 
Solomons, and on Hussau Island north of New Ireland, all areas of 
different Oceanic language sub-groups. 
The majority of linguists see the Oceanic languages as being 
descended from a single ancestral language community which entered 
northwest Melanesia from eastern Indonesia (Pawley 1981; Pawley and 
Green 1973) and so perhaps the origins of pondfield irrigation in the 
Pacific lie in Island SE Asia. Yen (1973a: 83) has previously 
suggested that the Melanesia-Polynesia border region was a centre for 
the development of irrigation technology independent of SE Asian 
deveJ.opmcnts. This suggestiJn was based on the supposed lack of 
irrigation from the New Guinea area but the distribution of methods 
of true irrigation are now seen to be much wider than Yen had supposed. 
Certain irrigation techniques may well have developed independently in 
New Guinea or Island Melanesia, but the similarity in pondfield 
morphology and techniques between Oceania and Island SE Asia suggesLa 
a common origin. 
In SE 1\sia, pondfield systems are most commonly used for the 
growirig of rice but there are .examples of taro being grown in pondfields 
In SW Sula1~esi 
either as an intercrop with rice or as a monocrop. 
pondfields planted solely to tal·o are found among the ricefields (Ian 
Glove~ pers. comm.). In 1-.he Northern Philippines taro is sometimes 
1 t d on its own in small intt~rcropped w1 th rice in the pondfields or P an e 
f].ooc.led ] ·c 11' 197l1· 1980· Keesing nnd Keesing 1934; Keesing p .. ots ~ on<. in , ' 1962)~ Taro is also planted in pondfields in Java (Ochse 1977 : SS) 
• ti p liliopines and Tai117an, 
while on Batel Tobago, an islana between 1e · · 
. f d and rice is nbsen t (Kano and 
large-scale pondfield systems nre oun 
f tai:o probably also occur elsewhere Segawa 1956). Pondfield systems or · ~ . 
in Island SE Asia. The origins of SE 
question beyond the scope of ~his the 
Asia pondfield technology is a 
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CONCLUSION 
One of the aims of this thesis as 
- given at the beginning of 
Chapter 1 is to contribute to the recording, surveying, classifying 
and understand~ng of irrigation as one of th 'd 
' e more wi esrread forms 
of agricultural intensification in the Paci'fi'c, Cl • mp :..er .l which 
concentrates on the island of Aneityum and thi' s chapter wl!ich gives 
comparative examples of irrigation methods from elsewhiare in the 
Pacific have attempted to present the range of irrigation r~thods 
found in the region, but in doing so have revealed a bewild2 ring 
diversity. 
We have found that taro irrigation in the Pacific co~sists of an 
extremely wide range of techniques involving varying degrees of 
alteration of the landscape from temporary log-embanked terracing of 
hillsides in simple flooding, to the elaborate ditching of swamps. 
There are great differences between techniques in the labour inputs 
involved, the yields obtained and the re turns for labour. Some 
irrigation methods involve only very small garden areas while others, 
such as furrow irrigation on Aneityum, can cover tens of hectares .. d 
by supply canals several kilometres in length. ~ome techni4ues 
utilise permanent infrastructures of terraces, canals and ditches 
which can be used repeatedly over long periods of time, wlale others 
;:n-e more ephemeral in their manifestations. 
In Chapter 1 the question was posed as to whether irrigation as 
h 1 technologJ_'cal significance in Pacific a concept has more t an a pure Y 
1 f tl · chapter r11ight suggest that irrigation prehistory. The resu ts o· ns 
is merely an umbrella term for a wide range of agricultural techniques 
exce·pt tl1e 1n~nipulation of water, and thus is with little in common u 
d In the Conclusion, however, it will be not a proper object of stu Y· 
shown that such pessimism is unjustified. 
! 
'.i.I• 
' i 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Villages visited and main informants (' in brackets) in each on the 
west coast of Maewo were, from north to h sout , Naumoumo (Chief 
Simon) [Loloruk, the only village north of here was not visited], 
Mari:io (Basil), Naone (John Selwyn), saranaqea (Serel), Aiowo 
(Serel), (forming the 'northern villages' referred to in the text), 
Beterara (Enoch R:n Tari, Stephen Aru), Kerebei (Shadragh and 
others) and Nasawa (Eric). Several villages located between 
Keribei and Nasawa were not visited. The villages on the path 
across the island from Kerebei to Naviso are Rowonawo, Umlongko 
(Jeffrey Uli), Qatiavogl, Saratamawatta, and Ngota (John Frederick 
Anidugi), all situated on the central plateau. I also visited the 
only village currently located on che east coast, Naviso (Chief 
Titus) . Bonnemaison (1974) has previously reported on the economic 
organi'sation of Keribei-Beterar.:.i, Saratamawatta and Nasawa and my 
research was intended to study in greater detail aspects of the 
economy relating to irrigation praccices. For a map of Maewo 
showing villages see Bonnemaison (ibid: Fig. 16). 
2. These spacing practices agree with the results of various spacing 
trials carried out by different Agriculture Departments in the 
Pacific. At wider spacing yields of individual corms are higher 
(producing larger corms which are more impressive in display) but 
3. 
c.1 0 \Jn to 60 x 60 cm or even in some cases 60 x 45 at closer spacing , . 
( t 1 1972) With a decrease cm overall yield/ha increases Sivan e a · · 
in soil fertility after one or two plantings, a closer spacing 
will maintain high overall yield· Another finding of Sivan and 
l 
'
at closer spacings weeds are his colleagues (ibid: 19) is t1at 
. 1 cially in the early stages of 
suppressed more effective y, espe~ ' 
Ll.~th long periods of continuous use of the taro plots 
crop growth. w.~ 
11 d although none cf my weeds would hccomc Gn tncrC'nsing p1·01 em cin , 
cl d tage of closer 
informants explicitly stated so, this secon a van 
l ap11reciated by them. spacing may well hmre 1een 
2 text is a misprint for 
here that the 'Sm ' in the I an1 assuming . 
If 5 square metres is Or 25 square metres. · five metres square 20 000 tillage would represent ' 
really meant, then preparation and 
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person-hours/ha with an additional 2000 hours involved in each 
~ weeding! 
~'/: =tf 
l 
4. Some of the languages of Western Micronesia such as Palauan, and 
Chamorro (spokcm in the Marianas Islands) are not Oceanic but are 
more closely related to the Philippines and NE Indonesian languages 
and so are outside the scope of this study. It should be noted, 
however, that pondfields for taro are known from Palau (McKnight 
and Obak 1960) and for rice from Guam and Rota in the Marianas 
(Damm 1951; Yawata 1963). There is, however, some doubt as to 
whether rice was grown before European contact (J. Craib, pers. 
comm.). If pondfield systems were in use before this period, they 
would have been used for growing taro. It should be remembered 
that in Micronesia only some islands in the Marianas Chain, Yap, 
Palau, Truk, Ponape and Kusaie are high volcanic islands, all the 
other Micronesian islands being atolls or raised atolls. We would 
thus not expect pondfield agriculture to be conspicuous in this 
area. 
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CHAPTER EJ GHT 
CONCLUSIONS: WATCHING THE RIVER FLOW 
We need to look again at the reasons for irrigation outlined in 
the first chapter, at the advantages over dry land gardening common to 
all of the diverse techniques which we have discussed. These advantages 
can be summarised as: 
1. 
2. 
A greater control over envirQnmental factors. 
/\ higher yield/ha than dry land crops grown in 
equivalent soils. 
3. A greater potential for intensification of 
production. 
If water supply from springs and rivers can be assured, soil 
moisture content and other growth factors can be controlled. Thus 
continuous production throughout the year is possible, yield 
fluctuations/year are reduced and laboul)·inputs may be regulated to 
avoid a ma rkcd seasonal demand. As Ruthenberg (1971: 159-60) notes, 
this allows relatively exact planning, with implications too fo1: dry 
land gardening operations in that speculative use of rain-fed land 
becomes less risky. This may allow crops to be obtained from land 
which otherwise might not be used. 
Absolute yield of taro is higher with irrigation and in some 
cases even relative yield person-hour increases (Table 5 ) . The 
highest yields recorded for taro in both tradltio~ul subsistence 
gardening and commercial production rome from irrigated plots 
(Bayliss-Smith 1980). Linked with this factor of higher yields is 
the third main advantage of irrigation, its potential for intens;fica-
tion. /\ change in land use from dry land gardening to irrigated 
gardening clearly represents a process of intensification, a proc~ss 
demonstrated by th0 archaeological record of /\ncityum (Chapter 5) and 
t l in t he rrnst on many other Pacific one which appears to have opc'ra 'Ct 
islands (Chapter 6). 
dat' ... from the New Guinea Highlands (Golson The archaeological ~ 
1977), and the surv·lY of traditional Pacific irrigation systems 
show that intensification of particular 
Thus on Ane.ityum the (Chapters 3 an<l 7) clearly 
techniques of irrigation is also possible. 
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cropping of swampland ga.rdens can be indefinitely extended by continually 
renewing the leaf mulch and turning over the soil and yields can be 
increased in furr·ow irrigation by ti' llage. I · n various parts of Maewo 
pondfield ~den use can be extended by cleaning out the soft mud, 
applying <~ mulch, or initially harvesting only the corms and leaving 
the cormel~ to grow larger. Elsewhere in the Pacific, exhausted pond-
fields a~conve~ted to island beds to extend the length of cropping. 
It is in thit> potential for further intensification that we find 
the link between irrigation technology and political power. None of 
the irrigation systems in the Pacific is of such scale as to demand 
centralised direction in construction or maintenance, so the 'managerial' 
hypothesis of Wittfogel (1957) for the development of centralised 
political power does not apply (cf. Earle 1978 for a detailed 
examination of Wittfog~!l 1 s ideas in the light of research in the 
Hawaiian Islands). 
The potential for intensification is the potential to increase 
surplus production to meet the demands of the sociopolitical system. 
Godelier (1977: ll0-1 U) has put the point well: 
If modern anthropology has confirmed the argument 
that the relationship between the development of 
productive forces and the development of social 
inequalities is not mechanical, it has on the 
whcile shown that social compEtition in class 
societies provides the major incentive to surplus 
·. 1 · d · directly production and, in the long term, ea s in 
to progress in productive forces. 
· gained by the We hav~ seen \1.;...; rm /\r ':'yum prestige was 
mobilisation of lnrg~ . ·p 1· c·s o E fouci . c presentation at compe-
rival party to produce 
that 
titive feasts, by creatir.r. ... ,ibUgation of the 
and by demonstrating 
at least as much fno.1 at a '1.1"H' '·;:.wt, 
.
. , •. ·.· .. ~,ucress~l '~! propitiated the spirits the feast-giver had 
• (C'I ter J) A political system 
1 J pro(.'1uct1on .1r;ip • rontrolling ag,-.i ct,: 1 ... 1·::1. 
'1"11(lationary', demanding increasing 
of this kind is inhP:~ently 
the'limits of agricultural 
surplus production an<l controlled only by · . 
. . et by the environmental potential 
productivity. These limits are 8 
cl ,. • table land) and the labour 
for irrigation (water supply an ,,ui 
At contact, water supply was 
available f;or agricultural production. 
irrigable land could have 
only limiting in some areas, the area of · 
5 had expanded rapidly in 
been expanded (and as shown in Chapter 
_; 
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previous centuries), but labour inputs d'd 
i not have the same flexibility. 
Given the social relations of product;on on h ~ t e island and the 
Particular division of labour based on sex wh;ch h ~ t ey entailec (which 
are fairly typical of much of hfelan · ) · · 
- es:a , increasing intensification 
meant increasing work loads for women. The limits of agricultural 
intensification were largely set by the amount of garden labour women 
could be forced to undertake (cf. Modjeska 1977). In the case of 
Aneityum there clearly was _an inherent contradiction between the forces 
and relations of (roduction. 
Elsewhere where similar kinds of political systems are found, 
based on manipulation of surplus agricultural production for political 
ends, this contradiction is manifested in other ways. Earle (1978) 
has discussed the differ.i.iit_ rlegrees of social stratification found 
within Polynesia in terms of the environmental limits to intensification: 
Irrigation, with its potential for intensification, 
~as the ideal economic base ~~r an evolved chiefdom, 
because capital investment in irrigation technology 
permitted an expansion of surplus production. 
In sununary, poli.tical rivalry (competition) in 
Polynesian chiefdoms resulted in a positive feed-
back maximizing economic system. The expansion 
of this system was limited either by the size of 
an island or the environmental potential for 
irrigation. In Hawaii, the relatively large land 
mass and extens:ve alluvium permitted the 
expansion of the social system and the financing 
of an elaborate sociopolitical superstructure 
through intensive agricultural production, 
especially irrigation (ibid: 173). 
h the environmental Friedman (1974; 1975) discusses a system were 
limits to intensification had been reached. In his Burmese example: 
The internal logic linking surplus production 
to genealogical proximity to the goods serves to 
· I 'eftaincy. We can convert big man status into c1i . ~ . 
cu< ""St here that any signific?nt rncrealse in ld 
~ c .. 1 t urp us wou 
relative but especially abso u e, s 
, - . k' d f development to a 
merely accentuate this in ° h 
1 t. were evervw ere point where vertical re a ions h ' 
predominant This could result from t 6 
. . . t' that might ocrur in 
successful intensif1~a·i~n ( 975 . 193). lowland riverine irrigation 1 ' 
'bl and hillside swiddening 
l·"-- to ;rrigable land is not poss1 e 
'11ere access ~ the environmental limits are 
remains the agricultural method, however, . . 1 tendencies 
. ' b ~ utc barrier to .:he interna 
soon rcac~c<l creating an a so-
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of the relations of production. r.n.. 
w11ere ecological degradation occurs 
. , . the segment1iry hierarchy. collapses' (ibid ... 197), 
I will return to 
Earle and Friedman's argument at a later stage. 
In very rich soils, such as in Tongatapu and 
parts of Fiji, dry 
land gardening is sufficiently productive to 1 
a low the development, of 
In Brookfield's terms 
hierarchical systems of the kind discussed. 
(1972: 42-43) the environmental surface is such in these islands that 
there is only a very slow rate at which they must pass upward through 
the hierarchy of more intensive systems as demands on production 
increase. 
A final example of the environmental and social constraints on 
t.he development of political s tratificatiqn can be given by comparing 
Aneityum with Tar;na, the large island to its· north. 1he two islancl$ 
show close linguistic and cultural links, there were exchange relations 
between particular districts on Tanna and on Aneityum and some int2r-
marriage to<Jik place. Two Aneityumese products wei:e much in demand on 
Tanna - red0 ochre and hawk's feathers. Red ochre was used as decorative 
body paint on Tanna and the hawk's feathers (a b:i.rd according to Inglis 
not present on Tanna) 'for making plumes with which to adorn the heads 
of the Tannese chiefs' (Inglis 1890: 136; cf. Inglis, MR, Dec. 1855: 
183). It is not clear what was exchanged in return but kava and 
possibly pigs, both important in ritual life, were mentioned by 
informants a~ possibilities. Tannese (and Aniwans &nd Futunese) also 
sailed to certain of the chiefdoms on Aneityum to take part in feasts 
and dances which presumably were reciprocated on Tanna. Many early 
1850) noted the similarity in dress, hair accounts (for example Vigors 
d l and Canoe tvpes between the two islands, styles, decoration an 1ouse J 
and the 
meeting 
'roads' (swatu) between nakamal (An: intiptag), the men's 
places, which mediated relations between districts on Tanna 
(Bonnemaison 1979: 309-14; Brunton 1979 : 99_101), certainly extended to 
Aneityum. d ~i'thin Aneityum as well but there I suspect they operate w 
is no clear s ta temen t of this ~n the sources· 
· · d (high chief) or On Tanna there is no equivalent to the nat1mar1 
Us ually yeremwanu (yremera, yeremere), his chiefdom, and 'chiefs' are -
n.
"t.1'_m.j alupas (district chief) of equivalent in some ways to the u _ -
is now difficult 
Aneityum. The traditional power of yeremwanu on Tanna 
197 7.· 87-93). The right to wear a to establish (Adams . 
large feather 
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head-dress is the most distinctive feature of the 
rank. Secondary 
roles such as that of crop magician, or the ri'gl
1
t 
to cannibalism 
appear to have contributed more to a person's 
power than the yeremwanu 
title (Adams ibid: 91), a point also made for A 
neityum in relation to 
high chiefs and district chiefs. 
The feather head-dress (to which 
the hawk feathers of Aneityum were presumably attached) was worn at 
the nekoviaar 'the most prestigi.ous and 
spectacular ceremonial 
exchange' (Brunton 1979: 100). Just as on Aneityum the nakaro (the 
same wor~?) was intimately connect.::d with and initiated by the chiefs, 
so the nekoviaar, its equivale~t on Tanna, and other feasts and 
exchanges there, took place at the instigation of 'une aristocratie 
locale dont les membres les plus eleves appeles Yremera, forment un 
reseau d'alliance disperse sur l'ensemble de 1'1le 1 (Bonnemaison 1~79: 
309). 
Brunton 1 s informants (1979: 100) claimed that yeremwanu had certain 
privileges such as not being required to work in the fields and access 
to a greater number. of wives than other men. Another hereditary title 
on Tanna was the yeniniko (yani pik£_, yani en dete), the 'war chief' 
or 'talking chief! (Adams 1979: 92-98; Bonnemaison 1979: 311; Brunton 
1979: 100). In warfare he was the local leader and the role of the 
yeremwanu was very limited, but generally the yeniniko was his subor-
dinate and to some extent his assistant (Brunton ibid). While pointing 
out that it is probably an idealised view, Brunton (ibid: 101) notes 
that: 
Some informants claim that traditionally, sorcery 
(netik.) was under the complete control of ~eme:e 
--- l' nee with and yeniniko and was used to ensure comp ia . 
their will. 
b t many natimarid and natimi This again is reminiscent of Aneityum, u 
alupas privileges were not noted on Tanna. Thus kava drinking was a 
T nd uhile the right to regular habit of all adult men on anna a " 
d i'nl1eri' table, it was not a right many cannibalism was restricted an 
d The degree of veneration of a 
.Y_eremwan•J or yeniniko possesse · 
as '·'e1·1 as after death is not found associated natimar.id during life " 
As On Aneityum, however: with any rank on Tann~. 
. . aside for a definite Soon after birth girls were set tribe l' es of the same 
alliance, often between ineag . to the narrowest 
(thus restricting land circu!a!~~:ble source of brides) 
group which would ensure a d~P 
; ' 
')~ 
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but sometimes between differe t 'b 
d · n tri es· Women represente a gift which could 1 b. . 
· h f f on Y e obtained in t e ·orm o a recinrocal gift ( f (Adams ibid: 75-76) .· 1 a uture bride) 
Brunton describes the marriage pattern as 
sister exchange between 
cross-cousins (1979: 97). A 't 'b ' · 
ri e in the sense used above was a 
collection of hamlets sh · · 
aring a common territorial name (Adams 1979: 
66), corresponding to the district level of organisation on Aneityum. 
Exchange feasts such as the nekovia· r were · 
. ~ as important on Tanna as 
on Aneityum, featuring the familiar. elements of reciprocity and 
competition. Adams has stressed the principle of reciprocal exchange 
as essential to an understanding of Tannese social structure (ibid: 
69-82). 
Comparisons between yeremwanu and natimi al up as, 'tribe' and 
'district', can only get us so far, however. The natimi alupas 
oper::ited within a hierarchical framework of which they were the second 
level, and no equivc::.lent hir;i1er level of political integration operated 
un Tanna. J\nei tyumese social s tP1cture can be viewed in some sense as 
a trC.'1sformation of the Tannese pattern with power and authority 
increasingl.y concentrated in the hands of a few and a stress on 
vertical social relatiunships. Brunton among others has characterised 
Tannese society a3 atomistic creating a precarious balance between 
individual auronomy and' interdependence (ibid: 102). This balance is 
maintained by an almost inflexible all-embracing network of relations 
between individuals and groups preventing them from forging new links 
. ' 
or abandoning old ones. The possibilities for change lie in the 
hierarchical system of titles but, as Brunton points out, this system 
'is unable to mobilise sufficient power to constrain the autonomy of 
adult males' (19 79) . .He reflects that: 
Had there been effective foci of social power on 
Tanna sufficient to curb individual autonomy and 
·provide some guaranteed range of internal peace, 
interaction and exchange may have been able. to 
aper.ate more smooLhly. nut there nre few, .if any, 
resources which could be monopolized to f th: e(~~:~\ol) 
n~cessary to provide the base for such ocJ. 1 1 • ' 
11 11ave been the limited possibilities for' The problem may we 
island, in terms both of technology agricul~ural intensifica ion on the 
and water resources of Tanna, 
· td labour. Given the topography 
P
roduction of taro could not have 
irrigation systems for year-round 
E . 
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developed: Carney and Macfarlane (1979 1) 
: have compared the drainage 
pattern of the two islands: 
The watercourses of Aneityum and the mountainous 
areas of. Tanna are deeply dissected and perennial. 
In the lim~stone~covered areas of Tanna, however, 
surface wacer quickly drains through the overlying 
thick capping of soil and loosely-consolidated 
pyroclastic deposits; in consequence many of the 
rivers cease running during prolonged spells of 
dry weather. 
Where rivers of permanent flow occur they are generally in de•i!p gorges 
and unsuitable as irrigation sources. In addition, relative to its 
size, Tanna has a very limited area of alluvial plains, the prime 
locations where irrigation might be expected. The poorly developed 
fringing reef does not form the barrier against coastal erosion which 
allows the development of such plains. An interesting parallel can 
be seen with the situation in Greece as described by Plato over 2000 
years ago: . 
. . . there has been a constant movement of soil away 
from high elevations; and, owing to the shelving 
relief of the coast, this soil, instead of laying 
down alluvium as it does elsewhere, has been 
perpetually deposited in the deep sea around the 
periphery of the country or, in other words, lost 
... (quoted by Butzer 1974: 66). 
l · reasonably fertile land for dry land On Tanna, however, t ere is 
agriculture (Quantin 1979: 54). Thus instead of taro it is the 
seasonal dry land yam crop on which attention was focussed. As a dry 
land crop, yan1 needed no appeal to resources beyond the immediate 
planting area and so no supra-district poli-ty .was necessary to allow 
. . The possibilities for intensi-
the intensification of its production. 
cl The irrigation systems of fication on Tanna were in fact limite · 
Aneityum represented capital 
and added to piecemeal. The 
had to be remade before each 
Works which could be continually re-used 
on the 0 ther hand, yam mounds of Tanna, 
·1 advantages did not planting and simi ar 
accrue. While un Aneityum land use 
Co uld be inteosif ied in many areas 
tilled cropping, to canal-fed 
from dry lnnd untilled cropping, to 
. yields obtainable per hectare, irrigation with increasing 
re much narrower. 
limits of Tannese gardening systems we 
the productive 
A final limit to productivity could 
have been hours of labour. 
Following a typical southern 
d .. , n of labour, yam Melanesian ivisio 
l }: 
gardening on Tanna was traditionally a male 
task (cf, Barrau 1965: 336-39). Thus male labour may have set the 1 
imits to intensification 
rather than female labour. Given the autonomy of adult males as 
noted above, there were clear limits to the accumulation 'lf surplus. 
To the extent that intensification was predicated on male control of 
female labour, effective foci of social power on Tanna could not be 
established with the division of labour which existed and yam as the 
main crop. 
On Tanna there were both environmental and social constraints to 
political stratification, whereas on Aneityum the constraints were 
largely social. 
The detailed investigation of agricultural production on 
Aneityum, comparative study of irrigation methods elsewhere in the 
Pacific and a brief inspection of contrasts with neighbouring Tanna 
have led to similar conclusions as suggested themselves to Earl~ and 
Friedman in their own particular researches. The greater potential 
for intensification of agricultural production sets irrigation apart 
from many of the dry land gardening techniques of the Pacific and 
gives it thus a more than purely technological significance in Pacific 
prehistory. 
The conclusions here go beyond Earle and Friedman in two 
important respects. While Friedman does discuss the division of labour, 
neither he nor Earle seem to consider it as a limiting factor. Building 
Modjeska' s conclusions about the limiting role of women's labour into 
the Bayliss-Smith model, T have sought to quantify the contribution of 
women's labour in Aneityumese agricultural production at contact' where 
it clearly represents a major limiting factor to further intensification. 
Using the calculations of labour inputs in irrigation for other areas 
of the Pacific given in Cha.pter 7, similar questions of limits to 
intensification through aspects of the division of labour could be 
examined. 
Stressed the potential for intensi-J\o th Earlr.! and Friedman have 
plains where the largest areas of fication givon by access to alluvial 
lrrlgable land can be found. This access 
for surplus to be met in situations where 
allows accelerated demands 
ecological limits would 
. d elsewhere in the Pacific, 
otherwise have been reached. On Aneityum an 
change created the alluvial 
initial use of the hill-
not only has humanly-induced landscape 
• 1 was due to Plains, but that landscape c ange 
~. 
slopes for swidden agriculture. There are thus historical processes 
at work of which both Earle and Friedm 
an were unaware and which onlz 
arcraeological research can investigate. The stratified political 
systems of Hawaii and elsewhere in the Pacific, to the extent that they 
are based on exploitation of the rich alluvial land of valley bottom 
and coastal plain, can only have come into existence within the last 
few hundred years at most, rluring the time that these environments 
have existed in a form manageable for agriculture. Prior to this a 
different economy and-different social relations must have existec. 
For Burma too, it is worth considering whether the same processes of 
humanly-induced ecological degradation, leading to the collapse of 
hierarchical systems based on hillside swiddening, did not in the 
same way, through erosion and deposition, make the pre-conditions 
for the establishment of highly stratified political systems based on 
irrigated agriculture in the lowland riverine plains. The limits of 
one kind of agricultural system may thus in this case as well have 
created the possibility for another, as we have seen it did on the 
island of Aneityum. 
-
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The until1ed c•xperimcntal plot at Nijiemhang (AT32) 
just after planting. 
The same plot after one month's growth. 
Irrigation terraces at Nijiemhang (AT32). 
The tilled experimental plot at Nijiemhang (AT32) just 
after plantinE,. 
The same plot after one month's growth. 
Recutting the AT32 canal takeoff near its source on 
the Nijiemhang river. 
A mixture of metal and traditional tools were used in 
work on the AT32 canal. 
Balau turning over the ground (AT363). 
Applying the deep mulch (1) (AT363). 
Applying the deep mulch (2) (AT363). 
Levelling t:he swamp bed (AT363). 
Planting the swamp bed (AT363). 
Previously planted terraced beds (ATJ63). 
A recently planted island bed (AT216). 
A bed which h~s been turned over and mulched but not yet 
planted (AT235). 
A s.nall :i.nmegaiwai (AT132). 
AT143, Pit 1. 
The line of inter-district canal AT396. 
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Plate 36: 
Plate 37: 
Plate 38: 
Plate 39: 
Plate L10: 
Plate 41: 
Plates 42 
and 43: 
Plate 44: 
Plate 45: 
Plate 46: 
Plate 47: 
Plate 48: 
Plate 49: 
Terraced irrigated garden area in Ipijcau. 
AT551, terra~ed irrigated garden. 
Test Pit within AT32. 
AT196, Test Pit 1. 
Stone-lined ranal AT24, Uche. 
Stone-lined canal at AT32. 
Two views of storm drain (AT143). 
Stone-lined treek, Umka. 
AT181 aqueduct embankment (natawai) before excavation. 
The natawai during excavation. 
Imkalau creek~ AT37B section. 
Imkalau creek, AT37 before excavation. 
Anatuojem, AT35, hillside storm drain. 
HAEWO IRRIGATED GARDENS 
Plate 50: 
Plate 51: 
Plate 52: 
Plate 53: 
Plate 54: 
Plate 55: 
Plate 56: 
Plate ":J7: 
P]atc 58: 
Plate 59: 
Plate 60: 
Plate 61: 
Plate 62: 
Plate 63: 
Plate 64: 
A plains garden near Aiowo. 
An inland hil'lsicle garden near Umlongko. 
Narrow hillside pondfields at Keribei. 
Aqueduct of coconut trunks, supplying gardens near 
Aiowo. 
Pondfield 9l at Keribei. 
Bamboo bund facing, Keribei. 
Small pondfield on degraded coral at Naviso. 
Pondfield terraces on very steep slope at Naviso. 
Pondfield ~esthetics at Naviso. 
Constructing the bamboo bund facing, note the 
deflated former bund. Keribei. 
Rebuilding the bund. Keribei. 
Levelling the pondfield prior to letting in water. 
Keribei. 
Constructing the bund facing of tree fern logs. 
Umlongko. 
Rebuilding the bund. Umlongko. 
Final levelling of the pondfield and sealing of the 
bund. Umlongko. 
NEW CALEDONIA IRRIGATED GARDENS 
Plnto 65: 
Plate 66: 
Plate 67: 
Plate 68: 
Plate '69: 
Plate 70: 
l"onnor torrncod pondfiolds, ccntr11l mountnins. 
Work on the Col de la Plrogue ponclficlcls. 
Col de la Pirogue. Smoothing and sealing the unfaced 
bund. 
Col de la Pirogue. 
Col de la Pirogue. 
plan~ing. 
Col de la Pirogue. 
Preparing terrace 3. 
Laying out taro tops ready for 
Planting. 
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APPENDIX 1 
THE EFFECTS OF HURRICANES AND EARTHQUAKES ON ANEITYUM 1848-1918 
\) 
1. W. GILL (1856:158-9) 
Hurricane on Aneityum between October 1846 visit of mission ship 
and July 1848 visit (perhaps one which occurred in.February 1848): 
A more severe storm swept over the land than had been known 
for many generations. The fruit trees were destroyed; the 
plantations in the valley~ were deluged, and the whole land 
laid waste ... 
2. D. SHINEBERG (1?67:102-3) 
Shineberg quotes unpublished letters from Bishop Selwyn to the effect 
that a hurricane had damaged Paddon's Sandalwood Station on Inyeuc 
islet a few days previous to his arrival there on 22nd February 1848. 
Visher (1925) quoting Dobson (1853) notes a severe hurricane from 
1st to 15th February affecting Tanna, Erromanga and southwest New 
Caledonia. 
3. GEDDIE, Journal, February 15th· 1849 (J:45) 
Hurricane of February 14th 1849: 
A severe hurricane has just swept over the island. They happen 
with greater or less severity in the months of January, ~ebruary 
and Mar~h every year. The tide rose to such a height during the 
storm as to excite alarm ... 
The wind has done great damage ro the cocoa nut, bread fruit and 
other trees. 
Visher (1925) quuting Dobson (1853) records a hurricane affecting New 
Caledonia.on February 12th-15th ~849. Dobson (1853:38) wrongly 
attributes the wrecking of the Alfred and Rosetta at Anelcauhat to 
this hurricane (see item 5). 
4. GEDDIE, Journal, February 19th 1849 (J:45-6) 
Hurricane of February 14th 1849: 
The late hurricane has done much injury to the crops, and the 
natives are much enraged about. it. An impress ion prevails that 
these destructive storms are caused by a class of men who are 
said to have power over the elements, and they are usually men of 
much influence. 
A man named Yuco was blamed fo~ the hurricane which has just 
taken place. Nohoat the chief set off yesterday wit~ a party 
of natives to fight the hurricane maker. He also gathered a 
party to oppose the chief, and when they met a skirmish 
ensued, in which one man was wounded but not severely. Today 
arrangements were made for a general fight. 
Missionaries managed to make peace between the two factions. 
5. GEDDIE, Journal, March 16th 1849 (J:48) 
Hurricane March 16th 1849: 
Another fearful hurricane has just swept over the island. 
This ~orning the brig Alfred, schooner Rosetta, and cutter 
Rover's Bride were driven on shore at a short distance from 
our premises ... 
This hurricane is also noted by Dobson (1853:j8) and Visher (1925). 
6. GEDDIE, 'Island of Aneiteum' (MR, February 1851:24) 
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Hurricanes of February 14th 1849 and March 16th 1849 (written between 
March and Decembe~ 1849 - see McArthur, 1974:34) 
The rainy season occurs when the sun is vertical and usually 
commences in December, and ends in April. At this season the 
rain is often incessant for weeks at a time - the streams are 
swollen - low grounds submerged - and travelling is exceedingly 
unpleasant ... 
The tremendous hurricanes peculiar to these latitudes take place 
during the rainy season. One happened in February of the present 
year and this was followed by another in March, both of which 
were most destructive in their effects. 
7. GEDDIE, Journal, February 22nd 1852 (J:l20) 
Hurricane February 18 th-214 t:!i 185 2: 
The schooner Deborah was wrecked today ... There was a heavy 
sea on at the time and she became a total wreck. 
Dobson (1853:40) quotes a letter of the captai~ P.J. White, dated 
5th March 1852 and published in the Sydney Morning Herald describing 
the events, noting the 'strong gale from the N.W.' Hurricane noted 
by Visher (1925) quoting Dobson. 
8. GEDDIE, Journal, February 28th 1852 (J:l20) 
Hurricane February 18th-24th 1852. Visit of Waihit to Um0j: 
When he was on the way to that place a 
great rage and threatened to kill him. 
outrage was a [as?] follows. A gale had 
man came up to him in a 
The reason for this 
occurred ten days ago and 
·~ 
the tide rose beyond its usual level and destroyed the taro 
of the man in question. He blamed Waihit and some of the 
natives of this district for being the cause of the high tide. 
In the days of heathenism Waihit was supposed to possess the 
power of making hurricanes &c. 
The man laid wait for Waihit and sought revenge for his life. 
Waihit endeavoured to reason with him and told him that God only 
could control the wind and sea, but the man was enraged and 
would not listen to reason. Waihit then said, 'I will not run 
from you, if you wish to kill me do so, I am not afraid to die.' 
By this time several natives came up on their way to worship and 
interfered and so the matter ended. 
Dobson (1853:40) quoted by Visher (1925) notes this hurricane. 
9. INGLIS, letter, February 16th 1853 (RPM, November 1853:356) 
Hurricane 26th/27th January 1853: 
We have had just one hurricane up to this date. It did very 
considerable damage to the breadfruit, the bananas, and the 
papaw apples - a tree recently introduced into this island, 
and which is very fruitful. The teachers' plantation was left 
a perfect waste. Th8 wind blew strong for three ~ays, and 
gradually increased till on the evening of the 26th, and the 
morning of ci1e 27th of January, it blew, not in a continued 
hurricane, but in terrific gusts. We were afraid our house 
would be unroo~ed; but we had secured it and our out-buildings 
well with ropes before the wind rose to the highest, and none 
of the mission premises sustained any damage. On the other 
side of the jsJand the hurricane was little felt, owing, I 
believe, to the point from which the wind chiefly blew. 
10. HRS GlmDrn, letter, October l8Ll1 1853 (J:l60) 
October 18th 1853 Earthquake: 
This morning we had a severe earthquake - the severest we have 
yet felt. There were two shocks, the one immediately after the 
other, - the first slight and trembling, and the second more 
severe and rocking. Our new house shook very much, but did 
not suffer the least injury. Th~ tide went out in a moment, 
and returned as suddenly; then ngain, went out and l"eturned 
four times, - it was low and high tide in the space of 
three-quarters of an hour. 
Inglis, letter, December 1st 1853 (RPM, December 1854:768) gives a 
similar account and mentions an equally severe earthquake on 
November 13th 1853. No damage was sustained in e~ther. 
__ , ....... ______________________ ................. . 
11. GEDDIE, Journal, February 28th 1854 (J:179) 
Hurricane February 28th 1854: 
A severe hurricane. Wind from the east. Much damage done 
to the plantations of the nalives. 
12. INGLIS, 'New Hebrides-Aneiteum' (RPM, August 1855:277) 
~ritten between April and July 1854). Refers to the hurricane seasons 
1852/3 and 1853/4:· 
Since my nrrivnl !lt'ro, tho.re has hec'n noth.ing Lhat could 
properly be called n hurricane; but during both the hurricane 
seasons, there were three or four tremendous ~ales, which made 
grent havoc among the native plantations, and blew down a 
number o[ trees. 
13. GEDDIE, Journal, November 16th 1855 (J:216) 
Earthquakes around November 1855: 
Several shocks of earthquake lately. That which occurred 
today more than usually severe. We have deemed it prudent to 
sleep for a few nights in the study which being a frame 
building seems less dangerous than our dwelling house which 
is of stone. 
14. INGLIS, letter, April 23rd 1857 (RPM, December 1857:406) 
1856-7 Wet Season started one month early, ended one month late: 
This summer has been the wettest, the most sultry, and the 
most uncomfortable and unhealthy that we have had since I 
came to the island ... In consequence of the rain the streams 
wdre frequently swollen, and the swamps flooded. A good deal 
of taro was injured by the water settling on it, the constant 
wet weather destroyed breadfruit, and blasted the once sanguine 
hopes of the natives. 
15. INGLIS, letter 9th April 1858 (RPM, October 1858:326) 
Hurricane .Tanuary 29th 1858: 
01 the last two or three days of January a fearful hurricane 
swept over the island. It completely carried away the roof of 
Mr Geddie's church; it laid fences everywhere prostrate, blew 
down houses, and broke and uprooted trees; and as only about 
half of the breadfruit crop was collected, the remaining half 
was completely dest~oyed, a loas that will Le seriously felt by 
the poor natives ns the crop this ycr.ir was u~commonly good. After 
the wind had considerably abated, the rnin descended in torrents; 
every stream became a river, and we had the heaviest flood that 
has been known within the memory of living m~n. There were a 
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very great number of landslips, the watercourses dug for 
irrigating plantations were greatly damaged, and great 
quantities of taro were swept away and destroyed. Happily 
no lives were lost, and no bodily injury was sustained that 
I have heard of; but what with the wind, and what with the 
rain, a vast quantity of food has been lost. Our mission 
i-,remises, I am thankful to say, sustained no serious injury. 
16. GEDDIE, letter, April 24 1858 (MR, November 1858:513) 
Hurricane January-29th 1858 and 1857/8 Wet Sea~on: 
The present season has been the most unpleasant that we have 
yet experienced on this island. The weather has been unusually 
hot and rainy. The thermometer for a considerable time stood 
at 95° daily in the shade, and during t~e months of January, 
February and March the rain was almost incessant. The 
plantations of the natives have suffered much injury from the 
mountain torrents, which will occasion a scarcity of food 
during the present year. 
On the 29th January we encountered a severe hurricane. Many 
trees were blown down and native houses destroyed. The roof of 
the church at my station was blown off and carried some distance 
by the wind; the body of the building suffered but little 
injury ... Some of our plaistered schoolhouses were also 
materially injured. 
17. J. COPELAND, letter. March 20th 1861 (RPM, August 1861:275-6) 
Hurricane of 15th March 1861. Severe hurricane and tidal wave at Aname 
wrecked much of the mission premises: 
Beginning at Naminjop [Anamanjop], toe sea and wind together, 
have destroyed all the shore school-houses as far as Isjasis, 
and some of those inland have suffered from the wind. The lduma 
[Idumu] one (new) has escaped. One woman was killed at Isjasis 
by the violence o[ the sea. Much food has been destroyed, and 
the people say there will be a Nunlai~ - there will certainly 
of breadfruit next year. The sea was over the whole premises here. 
I can trace it as far as Atyah. On all the flat lands such as Itad, 
a great many native houses have been swept away. At Ahaij 
scarcely a house remains, The natives are living huddled in old 
deserted places not fit for pigs ... 
Inglis (RPM, Novcnilier 1861:347) reported that the sea rose 7' above 
normal ut that time. 'lunlaig Has means a famine or food shortage. 
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18. GEDDIE, letter, April 3rd 1861 (HFR, September 1861:248) 
Hurricane of 15th March 1861: 
I close my account oE disasters by a brief notice of a fearful 
hurrican~ which passed over this island on the 15th of last 
month. We had two hurricanes this season previous to the 
cyclone to which I refer, but they will bear no comparison to 
it. Few oE the present generation have witnessed so severe a 
storm. The centre of the hurricane passed directly over the 
island. This we know because we had a short interval of dead 
calm after which the wind came up from another quarter. Now it 
has been ascertained that there is a sort of vacuum in the 
centre of the revolving hurricanes which prevail in these 
latitudes. The·amount of damage done by the hurricane was 
iwnense, and it will be years before the island recovers from 
the effects of ~t. Trees were torn up by the roots, houses 
blown down in every direction, and a great quantity of food 
destroyed. Food will be very scarce this year, and it is only 
the great mortality from disease that is likely to save the 
island fro·n the horrors of famine. The only injury sustained by 
us, was the loss of all our fences, and the thatch partly blown 
off our houses. Mr Copeland's station however has suffered 
severely. The sea came up into the house, destroyed the large 
and beautiful building in which the Normal School was taught, 
and battered in the front of the church, which was also injured 
by the wind. Nearly all Mr Copeland's school houses were 
destroyed, and a few of mine. The sea on the north side of the 
island must lwve been 10 feel above high water mark. Two lives 
were also lost on the night of the hurricane. One woman was 
swept away by the sea and seen no more; and a man was burnt to 
death in n grass house, which was blown down, and caught fire 
before he coul.d escape. Two vessels which were lying in the 
harbour were wrecked. As the hurricane came the week after the 
church was burnt, the natives regard it as a judgment on the 
island for that wicked deed. The natives of t!lis and other 
evangelised islands seem to view all calamities as the effects 
of sin. They arc like the ,Jews of old who said, 'Master, who 
did sin, this man or his parents that he was born blind?' or 
like the barbarous people of Melita who said of Paul, 'No doubt 
this nwn is a murderer, whom though he hath escaped the sea, yet 
vengeance suffereth not to live'. The visitations of God are 
sent for trial as well as for punishment. It is a much wiser 
and safer course to endeavour to improve them, than pronounce 
judgment on God's design in sending them. 
19. J. COPELAND, letter, July 25th 1861 (RPM; February 1862:40) 
Hurricane of 15Lh March 1861: 
In my district 14 school~houses, thirteen of them being lime 
buildings, were thrown to the ground, some by the ~ind, and 
others by the wind and sea, and [an]otht>r four are cons,iderably 
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injured ... The storm wave that accompanied the cyclone swept 
away a great number of native houses along the shore, on the 
north side of the island. I cannot give you the exact number, 
but in several of our largest and most populous lands scarcely 
a house was left ... A great deal of food also has been 
destroyed in the plantations and on the trees. On this side of 
the island much taro growing near the sea was lost. Since the 
hurricane I have not tasted a banana, nor have I seen the natives 
using them. This part of our crops seems to have been completely 
destroyed, and will require some months yet to recover itself. 
Many cocoan~t trees were ci1rown down, and thousands of the fruit 
blown off in an unripe state ... For a year or two there will not 
be the usual amount of breadfruit and chestnuts, as the gale not 
only prostrated many of the trees; but smashed the greater part 
of the branches. 
20. W. GUNN (NHM, 8, January 1903:13) 
Hurricanes of 1859 and 1861: 
In 1859 there were three in Aneityum, none in 1860, and three in 
1861. But of five of these only tlle! "tail 11 or outer border was 
felt. 
21. J. COPELAND, letter, January 24th 1862 (RPM, July 1862:289) 
Hurricane of 17th January 1862: 
The latest event has been another hurricane. It took place on 
the 17th current, just a week ago. From the 9th we had almost 
incessant rain, by far the longest spell of wet weather I have 
seen here ... The centre must have passed to the eastward, I 
should think, at no great distance. The morning tide, about 
six o'clock, was a little higher than usual but not such as to 
encroach much upon the land. It was accompanied by a terrible 
rain, such as I never witnessed. The streams over the whol~ 
island overflowed their banks, and carried tons of earth and 
many noble trees far out to sea. A great part of the shore land 
was underwater ... Though perhaps not quite so severe as the 
last, it has done much damage to fences, fruit trees, food and 
houses ... Some six or seven lime school-houses have gone by 
the board, and as many more have sustained considerable injury. 
22. GEDDrn, letter. Mnv 1862 (llFR, November 1862:293) 
llurricane of 17th January 1862: 
This island has been the scene of another hurricane this year. 
It was not so severe as the one which swept over the island last 
year, but it was very destructive. It was accompanied by rain 
which fell in such torrents that the rivers were swollen and many 
of the plantations covered with water ~nd destroyed. The 
breadfruit, cocoanut nnd other trees which were beginning to 
recover from the effects of last year's hurricane were again 
blighLcd, so that for two yC'ars in succession there has beer\ 
scnrccJy anything in Lhc shape of fruit. The consequence is a 
great sent-city of provisions, though the dis tress has not been 
so great here as on some of the neighbouring islands. 
23. GEDDIE, Annual Report, December 1862 (HFR, May 1863:125) 
Hurricane of 17th January 1862: 
" '· . 
. . . it was far more severely felt on the side of the island 
where the mortality was greatest, than on the side of the 
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island which I occupy. There was scarcely a house left standing 
near the shore for a space of ten miles, and the sick being 
exposed to the weatl1er contracted diseases from which they never 
recovered Add to this the great destruction of food which 
compC?.!.lctl tlfr~ nntivcs to livn on unwholesome roots etc., when 
thl'y most neetkd goo~J a.ml non1· i shing fare. 
Visher (1925) quoting the Nautical Magazine for 1863, reports a 
hurricane east-n~utheast of Tanna for January 17th to 18th 1862. 
24. W. McCULLAGH, letter,.March 1865 (HFR, September 1865:240) 
A Hurricane on 5th March 1865 was reported in the abstract of 
McCullagh's letter. 
25. INGLIS, lette~ January 1873 (HFR, July 1873:188) 
Hurricane of 5th January 1873: 
The natives have lost fully three months provisions. 
Visher (1925) quoting Deutschen Seewarte, Segelhandbuch fi.ir den Stillen 
Ozean, Hamburg, 1897, reports a severe hurricane affecting Vanuatu and 
Fiji from January 3rd-7th 1873. Inglis (1887:183) notes that in the 
March 1875 earthquake and tidnl wnve 'the sea rose about four feet 
ld.ghl.!r thtln during the hurricane of: 1873, wh1= .. 1 the ~~ri~g was lost.' 
At Aname the sea thus rose 6 or 7 feet higher than normal in 1873. 
26. J.D. MURRAY, letter, February 1873 (1-IFR, July 1873:185) 
Earthquake of circa 1st February 1873: 
Such a shock Mr Inglis says, he never felt on the island 
before. For a few seconds the house rocked like a cradle, and 
the plaster in some places cracked. One of the lamp chimnies 
fell off by the shaking, and several other effects have been 
obs<.'rvetl, such ns r .i ssurcs on the sides of the hills, the 
removal of rocks from their old resting places, etc. 
27. J.O. MURRAY, letter, Februai:y 1875 (llFR, September 1875:259) 
lluri:icanc oE Jnnuary 14th 1875: 
We were visited by a hurricnne last month, but we did not 
ft'cl it much lwrc fAtwlcnuhnt]; slrangc to say it was very 
sevt•t:e ;1L Lhc othct side of the island, not 15 miles awny ... 
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28. J.D. MURRAY, letter, April 1875 (HFR, September 1875:260) 
Hurricane..o of November 13th 1874, December 31st 187L1, January 14th 1875, 
and one between February and April 1875 and succession of severe 
earthquakes from 28th March 1875: 
Four hurricanes have passed over us since November; but they 
were not very severe. Our island has recently been visited by 
an extraordinary succession of earthquakes, which have been 
destructive ·more or less of life and property ... ' [He notes 
28th March earthquake as most severe, Inyeuc whaling station 
being ruined when the sea came 20 feet above normaJ. high water]. 
1 
••• Wherever ci1ere were houses or plantations on lowlands along 
the shore, damages have been iustained. The mission stat~on of 
the Rev. Mr Inglis has been seriously damaged. Near this place 
a child was washed away by the sea, and drowned. 
2 9 . ARD , 12 ( 18 7 5 : 16) 
Hurricanes and Earthquakes of 1874 and 1875: 
Mr Inglis' station suffered a good deal from the hurricanes of 
November 13th, December 31st, and January 14th; but the amount 
of damage done by these hurricanes was not to be compared to the 
terrible desolation caused by the tidal wave of the 28th March, 
and the earthquake of the 5th May. The earthquake of the 28th March 
did not do much damage; but the tidal wave which succeeded it 
swept over Aname and left the mission station a perfect wreck. 
Goodenougl1 (1876:273, 300) who visited in 1875 also notes the effects 
of the March 28th 1875 earthquake and tidal wave. 
10. INGLIS (1887:183-197) 
Earthquakes of 28th March 1875 and 5th May 1875: 
On the 28th of March 1875 \\IC were start led by a ver-y severe 
earthquake, followed immediately by a tidal wave, which raised 
the sea ten or eleven feet above its ordinary level at 
spring-tides. At our station the sea rose about four feet higher 
than during the hurricane of 1873, when the Dayspr:Lng_ was lost. 
It was not merely the height to which it rose, but the force with 
which it rolled in, that rendered it so formidable. ·It covered 
all the low land of Aname, the district on which our houses stood. 
It broke open every door, nnd rushed into every house. It made 
large breaches in the walls of the church, and broke completely 
down one-hnlf of the outer walls of the Teachers' Institution, 
n building seventy feet long, and its walls ten feet high. It 
broke open the front-door of our dwelling-house, and rushed in, two 
feet deep, through the lobby, although the floor was raised two 
feet nbovc the ground. The sea rose round the whole island, 
and did serious damage at every exposed situation. In all the 
low-lying districts the taro - the staff of life on the island -
was more or less inj urcd. There had not been such an earthquake, 
c1r sueh a rise of Lhn st'n, within the memory of living man. 
Trndition lwd to be called in to supply a parallel case. The 
natives sdicl that their fathers had told them that there was an 
earthquake in their days which loosened the rocks on the 
mountnins, and sent the stones rolling down into the valleys, 
and that the sea rose and covered the low lands; but no one 
now living saw that earthquake - this was the heaviest and 
most disastrous that any living man had seen. 
On our side of the island there were several narrow escapes 
from the sea, both of adults and of children, but no lives 
were lost. On the other side of the island one boy was 
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drowned and two men were severely hurt, and several also had 
narrow escap-es from the sea. As the other station (Mr Murray's) 
stood hLgh, it sustained no injury from the sea; but the large 
stone church was considerably damaged by the earthquake, the 
front wall being considerably rent. Several schoolhouses on 
the shore, on both sides of the island, were destroyed. At 
Mr Cronstedt's whaling~slation at Anau-unse, on the west, or 
lee, end of the island, considerable damage was done to the 
premises by the earthquake; and the wave, as it retired, 
carried off two whale-boats; but on the return of the wave -
for it returned, but in a very modified form, doing no injury -
the boats were brought back towards the shore, and the natives 
recovered them~ without their having sustained any injury. But 
at the other whaling-station on the island of Inyeug the scene 
was appalling, and the ruin was all but complete. The small 
island on lnyeug forms one side of the Aneityum harbour. It 
was a lovely and a healthy spot, and had been occupi~d Ear nearly 
Lhirty years as a whaling and trading station, and been exposed 
to all the hurricanes that had passed over the island, without 
sustnining any very serious damage ..• 
[p.188] 
About half-past three o'clock on the Monday morning we had 
another shock of earthquake, much heavier, though greatly 
shorter, than the first, and which brought down the stone 
chimney in our cook-house, and which, I presume, was the shock 
that damaged the stone church at Anelgauhat. About five o'clock, 
a little before daylight, there was a third, not so heavy as 
either of the other two; and about eight o'clock there was a 
fourth, which some thought to be heavier than any of the former 
three; but ns all the damage had been done by the second that 
could be done, without a considerable additional force, this 
fourth shock left no special traces of its presence. From that 
time for more thnn three weeks there was not a day in whlch there 
was not one or more shocks. During the first ten days they 
mnountc~<l to upwnr<ls of a hundred; a good many of them were 
rather shnrp shocks 9 but none of them doing any damage ••. 
[p.189-190] On Monday morning, when daylight revealed the effects of the 
earthquakes and the wave, the scene on the premises was one of 
great desolation; every house was more or less a ruin, and 
every plnce was covt>rcd more or Less with rubbish <Incl debris. 
I have already referred to the condition of the church and the 
Teachers' Institution, but nearly every building had sustained 
some damage ... 
1: 11 
... Nearly all our reed fences were laid prostrate, and one-half 
of them carried completely away; while our bananas, which 
nearly half fed our natives, did not yield more than a third of 
their usual prod~ce for more than nine months afterwards ... 
[p.191] 
Our garden was the only part of our station that showed the 
effects of the sea, without any possibility of their being 
speedily re~oved. Our large and beautiful bananas, the staple 
produce of our garden, on which our natives depended so largely 
for foo<l, which combined so fully the utile cum dulc·i - the 
profitable and the beautiful - were to a g~eat extent completely 
destroyed; and it required time as well as care to restore them 
to their former flourishing and fruitful condition ... 
[p.194-195] 
But the forces of nature were still in a state of activity. On 
the 5th of May following, at two o'clock in the morning, there 
was the heaviest earthquake we ever .felt on Aneityum. Not only 
did the earth quake, but the rocks were rent. In different 
parts of the island large blocks of overhanging rocks were rent 
off, nnJ precipitated to the valleys below. On other parts 
where large boulders were lying half buried on the surface, 
they were upheaved and shaken out of the earth, and left strewed 
about like the riddlings of creation, as Burns said of the stones 
on his farm of Ellisland. Both our cliimneys were thrown down. 
The kitchen one was razed to :t.L::; foundation; the other was 
brought down to a level with the side walls. The chimney in 
our dining-room, the lime of which was only slightly cracked by 
the earthquake of March 29th, was rent to the foundatism, and 
would have shared the fate of the kitchen chimney had not the 
10wer part of it been strongly braced by a partition and the 
frame of a door on the one side, and of a press on the other; 
but the top of the chimney, which was four feet high above the 
roof, was pitched over to the ground with apparently as much 
ease as a man's hat would have been blown off his head by a 
strong gust of wind. It touched the roof only in one place; 
the house stood nearly north and south, but the chimney was thrown 
diagonally, in a south-east direction. Afraid of another tidal 
wave, we all fled inland as fast as wt could, and threaded our 
way through the bush to our cottnge 0:1 Lolan-napjis, where we 
s tnye<l ti l J daylight; hnpp-Lly there was no rise of the sea at 
all. Wh Uc we were in the bush there was another heavy shock, 
which '1wcle thP trees qu1 ver and move backwards and forwards all 
around us. For three months afterwards we were never mar<:. than a 
few days without earthquakes, mostly slight, but a good many 
rather sharp; but they did no damage. 
31. ARD, 17 (1880:5} 
The report notes that the Dayspring was delayed at Aneityum because 
of a hurricane from 19th-25th December 1879. 
____.. .... __________________________ ._ ............................ . 
( 
32. ARD, 26 (1889:12) 
Hurrican~ of 20th January 1889: 
... the large new church at /\.name was blown down, as well 
as a number of native built churches, on the Aname side of 
the island where the hurricane was most severe ... 
33. ARD, 27 (1890:6) 
Hurricane of MarcH 1890: 
1: 12 
Several village churches, besides the large central church at 
Aname, were destroyed by hurricanes ... 
Visher (1925) reports a severe hurricane affecting northern New 
Calet!onia in March 1890. lle gives no reference, but the context 
suggests th~ information is from the same source quoted by Visher in 
the next item. 
34. ARD, 28 (1891:6) 
It is reported that on 11th l~ebruary 1891 the Truganini was wrecked 
at Anelcauhat iri a hurricane; the remains of this metal boat can still 
be seen on the west side of the bay. Visher (1925) quoting Deutschen 
Seewarte, Segelhandbuch fUr d~n Stillen Ozean, Hamburg, 1897, records 
this hurricane as crossing southern Vanuatu from the northeast on Febr~ary 
10th-11th 1891, and affecting New C;:iledonia. 
35. ARM (1893:~1) 
Gunn notes 'excessive rains' in 1892/3 wet season. 
36. W. GUNN (NHN, 2, January 1901:7) 
Floods of March 1900 and late 1900: 
Aneityum - Another great flood swept over the island lately, 
similar to that of March last, causing great damage ... 
37. W. GUNN (NHM, 6, May 1902:2) 
A very strong gale passed over Anelcauhat [presumably early in 1902], 
but no damage is mentioned. 
38, W. GUNN (NHN, 26. October 1907: 21) 
Hurrica~·e of January 1907: Gunn noted that the hurricane had destroyed 
some.. arrowroot at AHrnne. 
39. W. GUNN (NHN, 40, April 19ll) 
a. Hurricane of March 1910, pages 6-7 
The hurricane of last March is now an old st6ry, but in those 
places where its Qffects have been most marked it will take some 
time to obliterate them. ·At Anelgauhat the church was entirely 
stripped of its roof and verandah, the mission house slightly 
damaged, and two outhouses destroyed. 
Gunn also notes that the Umej church had been rebuilt after the 
hurricane, three schools erected and a large school at one of the 
northern outstations. Visher (1925) quoting Daily Weather Maps, 
Australian MeteorologicaJ Bureau, notes"''ll·a hurricane on March 25th 
1910 crossing Vanuatu corning frJrn Fiji, affecting New Caledonia and 
Norfolk Island. 
b. Flood of 1st January 1911, 'the greatest known on the island', 
page 7: 
Though the wind sometimes reached hurricane force, there was 
no cyclone; but t 1~e r·ain poured incessantly for 28 hours. 
1:13 
N~xt morning the harbour - ordinarily one of the finest sights 
in the islands - w~s one great mud pond, with earth carried down 
by the river. As news came in from other districts about th~ 
rain, I learned that all the valleys were under water when the 
flood was at its height, and natives seeking places of safety had 
to wade breast-high, or swim. Many taro plantations were buried 
in mud; ripe cocoanuts lying on the ground, ready to be·rnade 
into copra, were swept out to sea. But in one narrow, deep 
valley, formerly a death-trap in times of flood, the height and 
r force of the water surpassed that in any other part of the 
island. Owing to a land-slip, the water rose 60 feet high, then, 
breaking ,the barrier swept seaward in resistless torrents, 
carrying huge boulders, taro patches, houses, the school, lately 
built, cocoanut trees, etc. Fortunately few people were in the 
valley at that time, or there would have been a large death roll. 
As it was, a man and boy were drowned ... The people of the 
island have lost some of their tnro, and the arrowroot crop used 
for mission purposes has, here and there, been swept away. The 
general health of the people has been good. 
40. W. GUNN, 'A late Cyclone on Aneityum', 13th May 1911 (NHN, 41, 
October 1911:16-17) 
a. Flood of 1st January 1911: 
The rivers rose 20 to 25 feet, the valleys were flooded, 
currying much of the native taro to the sea. 
b. Hurricane of 2nd to 3rd May 1911, Anelcauhat mission house damaged: 
Tho old station aL turnrne seems to have been so much damaged 
that lt will probably be no longer habitable. 
~l. O~CT~ (VI (4),0ctober 1917:6) 
Hurricane of 12th April 1917: 
On the 12Lh April a severe hurricane swept over Aneityum and 
much damage was done to buildings and to crops. The church at 
Anarne was blotted out, schools, boat-houses, traders' buildings 
and, at /\no lgnuhat, the verandahs of the mission house all 
suffered badly. 
1 :,14 
42. W. GUNN (QJ, 100, April 1918:4) 
Hurricane early in 1918, Abstract of Gunn's letter: 
Dr Gunn tells us in a recent letter of the terrible effects 
of a hurricane that has visited the southern islands. "The 
severest recorded in the New Hebrides" is his verdict, and he 
speaks from long experience. Here is the picture. "In some 
places the wind literally tore the grass out of the ground, and 
twisted the tar:o plants round and round, pu~ling them out of the 
soil by the roots. Native houses being only 7 or 8 feet high, 
and situated in sheltered places, usually escape, but this time 
few remained ... The mission house roof was blown partly off, and 
,the church shaken, but not a n~il was loosened in the school 
erected three and a half years ago". 
Visher (1925) quoting the Daily We&ther Maps, Australian Meteorological 
Bureau, reports three hurricanes affecting New Caledonia in early 1918 
which are possible candidates. The most likely occurred on 
February 12th-14th and 'moved south'. The other possibilities are 
March 16th-20th and March 25th-28th reported as being 'Near New Caledonia'. 
Visher's (1925) listing for hurrican~s affecting Vanuatu contains mention 
of several additional hurricanes between 1848 and 1918. For many of 
these the islands or general area affected are not specified: 1854, 
1868 (3 hurricanes), 1869, 1874 (2), 1879, 1880, 1892. "McArthur (1974:26) 
thought Aneityum may have been affected by the January 30th 1568 hurricane 
but her basis for suggesting this is not given. 
Listed below are hurricanes recorded by Visher as affecting southern 
Vanuatu but not found in my quoted sources. For the late 19th century and 
early 20th century the documentary record for Aneityum is more scanty and 
missionar{es were not stationed permanently on the island. It is therefore 
quite podsible that additional hurricanes affecting the island have been 
overlooked. 
1867, 
1871, 
1872, 
1874; 
1880, 
1890, 
1893, 
1907, 
1916, 
March 7th: hurricane Futuna and Efate*. 
March 17th-22nd: hurricane, Futuna.and Fiji*. 
February 17th: hurricane, Futuna and elsewhere*. 
February 15th-25th: severe hurricane, Vanuatu and New Caledonia**· 
January 21st-26th: severe hurricane, Vanuatu and New Caledonia**· 
January 2nd: hurricane, passed between Vanuatu and New Caledonia***· 
February 17th: severe hurricane, storm moved west over Futuna*. 
0 Apcil 11: hurric:ine, very severe nc·n~ Futunn . 
January 8th-9Lh: severe hurricane, we.stern Vanuatu then to New 
Caledonia0 • 
Sources: 
* 
>'o~ 
0 
Pacific Island Pilot, U.S. Hydrographic Office, 2nd edition, Volume 
one, 1920 . 
. ~nnales Hydrographiques, Paris, 1879 and 1880 (cited in **>~). 
Deut~~h_en s_~~wa'!:.t_e_~ §_egelh~ndbuch fur den Stillen Ozean, Hamburg, 1897. 
Daily Weather Map~, Australian Meteorological Bureau. 
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2.1 
Water balance accounting techniques provide a means of 
analysing the individual components of the hydrological cycle. The 
main components are rainfall, evaporation, runoff and soil moisture 
storage, and water balance analysis allows comparison between these 
components over time and space. The analysis allows estimates to be 
made of components which are difficult Or impossible to measure, 
such as estimates of past soil moisture regimes (Mather 1978). 
Estimates of soil moisture regimes through time may be used to assess 
the frequency and duration of soil water defic.1s that might be 
significant for production of crops such as taro. 
The form of the water balance accounting used for this analysis 
is based on a generalised water balance model described by Keig and 
McAlpine (1974). The models are calculated on a weekly time interval 
and, by estimating inputs and withdrawals of moisture from soil, 
provide information on the nature of changing soil moisture levels. 
The models function thus: 
1. An estimate is made of the maximum soil water capacity which ~s 
available to the plant or crop. This is normally the amount of 
available water that can be held within the rooting depth of the 
plant. Available water is the amount that can be withdrawn from 
the soil between wilting point of the plant (approx. 15 bars 
pressure) and field capacity (approx .. 3 bars). Field capacity 
can be thought of as the point at which a saturated soil ceases 
to drain. The maximum available water capacity of the soil can 
be estimated from standard t~bles such as Strahler (1960), from 
where Figure 2.3 is taken, if no direct measurements are 
available. 
2. Total weekly rainfall is ta'~en as input to soil moisture storage 
(the actual amount of moisture in the soil at any given week). 
2.2 
When soil me>isture storage exceeds the maximum available water 
capacity, the excess is considered to be water surplus ~vailable 
for deep percolation or runoff. 
3. Weekly withdrawals of moisture from soil result from evapotrans-
piration from plant and soil. These are calculated as a function 
of measures of estimated free water evaporation. The functional 
relationship requires: 
a. An estimate for each week of the year of the ratio of 
maximum poteritial evapotranspiration for the plant or 
crop, given that soil moisture is freely available 
(i.e. close to maximum available water capacity),. 
b. 
The purpose here is to simulate the seasonal 
variability in the plant's or crop's rate of with-
drawal of moisture from the soil. 
The relationship of actual evapotranspiration to the 
amount of moisture present in the soil. In fact 
soil water levels may be such as to _restrict evapo-
transpiration in reaching its potential rate. The 
purpose here is to simulate the changing rate at 
which moisture will be withdrawn from soil between 
field capacity and wilting point. The form of the 
relationship will depend on the soil type, as shown 
in Fig. 2. 4. 
4. The water balance calculations proceed on this basis giving weekly 
estimates of soil moisture levels, water surplus, and evapo-
transpiration. 
To investigate crop water demands and availability for taro in 
the south of Vanuatu, data for two stations on Tanna and Aneityum 
were analysed by means of water balance procedures. Actual weekly 
rainfall for the period 1958 to 1978 was applied. Estimates of mean 
monthly free water evaporation for a sunken tank evaporimeter were 
calculated using maximum and minimum temperature and estimates of 
vapour pressure by the method of FitzpatFick (1963). It should be 
noted that these show a minimum in the low sun period (s 1~e Fig. 2. 5) 
as could be expected and thus the Penman estimates presented by 
Quentin (1979: J) are anomalous in this respect and must be rejected. 
Fifty-two .mean weekly estimates of evaporation were derived from 
these mean monthly estimates by Fourier analysis. 
2.3 
Although long term measurements or estimates of actual evaporation 
are not available 1 this is not a limitation in this application as it 
will only result in more conservative estimates of soil water 
deficits. The reason for this is that net withdrawals from soil 
moisture storage will be at a maximum in those weeks where there is 
no rainfall. It could also be expected that in those weeks radiation 
and other conditions could be such as to result in higher evaporation 
rates than avc1·age. In this application of water balance however only 
the average figure is used, thus giving a lower. and more conservative 
estimate of the level of decrease of soil water for this situation. 
The available water capacity of the soil has been estimated at 
100 mm and the so~ls generally used for taro production are taken to 
\ 
be clay loams. The relation between actual evapotranspiration and 
the soil moisture conditions for this soil is shown in line (b) of 
Fig. 2. 4. 
Two sub-models have been employed in this analysis. The first 
using the data and parameter~ given above assumes a potential 
maximum evapotranspiration for a generalised vegetation cover (such 
as secondary forest) to be 0.7 of free water evaporation for each 
week of the year. This has been used to gf>,·e a representation of the 
soil water deficit at the two stations given a non-irrigated 
generalised vegetation cover. The average values of each component 
of the water balance for the two stations are shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Fig. 2.6 presents the sequences of significant and severe soil water 
deficit periods for the two stations. It can be seen that at Tanna 
there is a chance of crop stress every year and that in one out of 
every two years the stress is severe. This condition would probably 
result in crop failure. The incidence at Aneityum is less sev~re 
although still significant, and crop productio~ would certainly not be 
at an optimum without irrigation. 
The second sub-model simulates taro production more closely. 
Kato et aL (1969) present potential evapotranspiration coefficients 
during a crop production sequence for Colocasia in Japan which after 
establishment and during tuber development range from l.J to 1.4. 
Allowing for differences in seasonality between Japan and Vanuatu and 
tnking l.nto ::iccount ractors sucll as dir£er1ng <tdvectlon and snturation 
deficit conditions, it is likely that these coefficients would range 
around .9 to 1.1. A value has been derived of 1.0 and applied 
throughout the year for this use of the model, which assumes no set 
planting season. The results are presented in Fig. 2.7 which gives 
the sequences of significant and .severe water deficit periods ~or the 
two stations, given Colocasia taro as the crop grown. Results are 
discussed in the text (pages 14-15). 
APPENDIX 3 
QUOTATIONS CONCERNING AGRICULTURE AflD OTHER SUBSISTENCE 
ACTIVITIES ON ANEITYUM 
1. G. TURNER (1861:370-1) 
Concerning April 184 5 visit, Anelcauha t: 
3 .1 
Bread-fruits, cocoa-nuts, yams, taro, bananas, and sugar-cane 
are the principal things cultivated by the natives. Saw 
nothing like a decent village. Two or three huts are put up 
in a plantation, and when the food is consumed there, another 
spot is selected, and there they plant and build again; and 
thus they migrate from place to place within a certain 
division of the island. Mr. Murray and I were stooping down 
to step into one of their four-feet-high oblong hovels, when 
half a dozen voices called out for us to stop. We understood 
them to say that there was a pig there, being fed for an 
approaching feas~, and that it was death for a stranger to go 
near his hogship under such circumstances. 
2. GEDDIE, Journal, July 29th 1848(J:31) 
The land is mountainous but the1:e are several small and 
fertile valleys which the natives cultivate and which yield 
large returns. The chief productions of the island are the 
cocoanut, breadfruit, yam, taro, banana, suga~ cane etc. 
3. MRS. GEDDIE, letter circa. encl of October 1848(J:39) 
The island is very barren compared with Samoa; there is very 
little fruit of any kind upon it, the natives cultivate taro, 
bananas, and a few other plants, but they are very unwilling 
to sell anything eatable, there is sufficient land to raise 
food for three times the number of people, but they are too 
lazy to raise more than they need for their own use ... 
4. GEDDIE, 'Islnnd of Anciteum' (MR, February 1851:23-5) 
Written between April and December 1849 (see McArthur, 1974:34): 
Th0 soil of Aneiteum cannot differ materially from that of 
other islands of the same cla~s. It is said to be more barren 
than other islands in the neighbourhood but the blame ought not 
to be.attached to the soil, but to oth~r causes .... 
Aneiteum, however, has for a succession of years b'een scourged 
with devastating wars, and the man plart-ing seed knew not that 
he should eat of the fruit thereof. Th. presence also of 
3.2 
foreigners who require the services of natives in cleansing 
sandal wood before it is shipped for market, has had its effect 
in diverting attention from agricultural pursuits, - add to all 
this the indolent habits of the natives. These things will 
account in part for that want of profusion of vegetable 
productions that exists on some other islands. The land if 
cultivated seems capable of sustaining a population many times 
greater than its present number. It seems almost incredible 
how small a spot of soil with a little labour will suppa~t a 
native family ... 
The most valuable portion of the soil to the natives, is the 
ridge of tabl~ land which lies near the shore. Here the soil 
is a rich alluvial deposit with a considerable admixture of 
vegetable matter. It is of a dark colour, and remarkably 
prolific. The natives make most of their plantations on this 
low ground, and from it they derive their chief means of 
subsistence ... 
The productions of most value to the natives are the cocoanut, 
bread fruit, banana, sugar cane, yams, sweet potatoe, taro 
etc ... 
There are no beasts of prey nor wild animals, if we except a 
few wild hogs which exist on the mountains, in some of the 
islands. Pigs and rats were the only quadrupeds known on 
k:eiteum until lately. The former are of a diminutive size, 
but numerous and highly valued by the natives; as for rats, 
they are innumerable, and though the natives kill and eat great 
numbers, they threaten to become a scourge to the island. Of 
late, horses, cattle, and sheep have been introauced and seem 
to thrive well. Fish of all sizes, f1om the whale to the 
shrimp abound, and the natives display much expertness in 
catching them. 
5. GEDDIE, 'The Inhabitants of Aneiteum' (HR, January 1852: 8) 
Written probably during 1849 (McArthur, 1974:34) 
In their plantationR these islanders display much ingenuity 
and taste. These are small enclosures, beautifully encircled 
with a fence of reeds, which are bound together by a cord made 
of the husk of the cocoanut ... The earth is dug with a hard 
pointed stick of hardwood, and then it is crumbled in the hand 
until it is perfectly fine. The banana, sugar cane, and taro, 
are the articles of food raised in these plantations. The spots 
usually chosen for the purposes of cultivation are the low and 
swampy grounds, bul :it is not uncommon to find tlrnm on the sides 
of hills and on the high lands. Much skill is displayed in the 
:irriga t.:ion of those places where the ground is dry. Small 
canals are dug, nnd wnter conveyed to them from the nearest 
stream. The water courses are so constructed that the native, 
by opening a small sluice at the head of his ~lantatiGn, ca~ in 
a few minutes water. the whole. 1 have seen ridges on the sides 
of hills in the form of steps and stairs, under cultivation, 
' f . and watered in this way. The cocoanut, bread ·ruit, etc. grow 
spontaneously, and do not require any cultivation ... 
The common food of the natives is vegetable, though they 
frequently have fish, nnd sometimes regale themselves on a pig. 
On ordinary occasions, one meal only is cookeJ in the day, and 
3.3 
that towards the evening. Ll0 native will taste food, until he 
has completed his day's labor on his plantation. A 
superstitious dread of eating before work exists, lest the 
natmasses should blast their crabs ... 
As regards drink, the common beverage is pure water, or the 
juice of the cocoanut ... They prepare a drink from the juice 
of a plant called kaver. 
6. GEDDIE, 'The Inhabitants of Aneiteum' (HR, February 1852:20-1) 
Written pi:obabJy during 1849 (~!c/\rthur, 1974:34) 
... man, as the lord of creation indulges himself in indolence; 
the drudgery and hard labour falls to the lot of the wife ... 
7. GEDDIE, 'The Inhabitants of Aneiteum' (HR, June 1852;83) 
Written probnbJy <luring 1849 (McArthur, 1974:34): 
The worship presented to the gods of the island consist of 
prayers and offerings of pigs, fish and vegetable food of 
different sorts ... 
The man who wishes his pigs tci thrive, takes an offering to the 
Natmass of Kaver, and says, 11 Natmass, this is your kaver to 
drink, look thou on my pigs, cause them to grow great and good. 11 
The man who wishes an abundant crop of taro, takes an offering 
of fish and says, 11Natmass this is your fish to eat, look thou 
upon my i:aro, cause it to be great and good .... 11 
The man ~10 desires plenty of sugar cane, takes an offering of 
banana and says, "Nat.mass this :i.s your bnnana to eat, look thou 
upon my sugnr cane, cause it to be great and good. 11 
If n party go out to fish 1 their expedition is prefaced with an 
o E fer ing, and they .say to the Na tmass, "we are \going to the sea, 
look thou upon us and give us plenty of fish". \ 
8. P.D. VIGORS (1850) 
a. 20th August 1850, AncJcauhat, p<lge 71: 
... The island is bounded by a belt of cocoanut trees covered 
with fruit and having the natives huts scattet·ed through the 
groves. The low hills arc but sc<1ntily wooded but the higher 
ones in the background appear to be all forest tho' the timber 
does not appear to be of any great size ... 
b. Concerning Coconuts, page 71: 
... of the roots ar<: constructed baskets, of the hollowed trunks 
dn1ms, plpt~s for aqueducts etc. 
c. General Description, page 85: 
In scvc.,ral pl1H'.t's Lherc were canals and drnins cut for the 
purpose of irrigation. 
cl. pages 89-90: 
The best thing in my mind which the natives make are the reed 
I' 
L 
3.4 
fences about 5 feet high round their huts, closely crossed like 
lattice work this fence generally surrounds a garden of 
bananas. 
' I don't think there is anything worth mentioning to be procured 
from the natives of this island - as yet they have not 
cultivated yams and bananas in sufficient quantities to be able 
to supply ships calling... The people live on yams, taro, bread-
fruit, shell fish, cocoanuts and bananas, these latter are still 
very scarce on Aneiteum. 
e. page 92: 
Besides the sugar cane (a different species from the small 
Otaheitian one) which we found growing luxuriantly and in 
abundance, numbers of breadfruit trees (Artocarpus integrifolia 
or incise) were around many of the huts. 
9. INGLIS (1851:10) 
, 1850 Visit: 
They practise irrigation to a great extent. In Aneiteum we 
saw canals cut along the sides of hills more than a mile in 
length. 
10. GEDDIE, Journal, February 1st 185l(J:80-l) 
A native named Vaki has lately had his house burnt, clothes 
stolen, and all his plantations destroyed. Spears and stones 
were also thrown at him by the enraged people of his village. 
The crime for which he has suffered these things was eating 
some of his own ini!!_o_p_ IInocarpus edulis 1 before the first fruits 
of the crop had been presented to the Natmasses. 
11. GEDDIE, Journal, December 1st 185l(J:l09) 
Chief Yiapai of Umej: 
I was glad to sec that the chief ~imself had a large piece of 
this sacred ground cut down and cleared for a plantation. 
12. GEDDIE, Journal, December 1st 1851(J:l10) 
Inland of Anelcauhat: 
I saw a woman prcpnring the bark of a certain tree which the 
natives cat when food is scarce. It is an agreeable and 
wholesome. food, but difficult to prepare. It was prohibited to 
the chiefs and sacred men, and eaten only by the common people. 
In MR(Dcccmbcr 1852:186) version of Journal for December 1st 1851, the 
trN~ is trnmccl us inhou (Hibiscus tilinccus). .. .. ..• -_,___ . ·•· -·"'"' ----.,.-.-, ... .....__._. ___ _
13. GEDDIE, Journal, December 3rd 1851(J:ll0-lll) 
Death or Yiakal, I the chfof of ll $11l<tll village' 
On the clay of his death his heathen friends burnt his house, 
killed his pigs, cut down his cocoa nut and destroyed 
his taro. This is always done when a person of any 
importance dies.' 
14. GEDDIE, Journal, December 20th 185l(J:ll2) 
In the district where I reside there has been a great 
destruction of sacred groves. The christian natives are 
now cultivating these spots. 
Similar destruc.tion of sacred grove by Chief Topoe of Aniblidai, 
February 10th 1852(J:ll9). 
15. GEDDIE, Journal, December 30th 1851 (MR, December 1852:188) 
Anelcauhat district: 
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Several of the sacred groves have been destroyed that the land 
may be employed for agr Ld1l tural purposes. 
The bread fruit season has just come in and the crop is very 
abundant. No offerings however, have been presented by our 
people to the Nntmnsscs, to propitinte their favor, and the 
heathen wonder that we have bread fruit at all. The sacred 
men are always denouncing the vengeance of their Natmasses 
on the christinn party and threatening them with starvation, 
but the crops of the latter are just as luxuriant as those of 
the forme1:, and more abundant inasmuch as they are more 
industrious. 
16. INGLIS, Letter December 15th 1852 (RPM, July 1853:22L1) 
The people here do not live in villages - they are all 
agricultur~lists; cottage farming prevails over the whole 
island; hence they arc all scattered ... 
17. INGLIS, Letter Fcbntary 16th 1853 (RPM, November 1853:356) 
Hurricane effects on the north coast: 
It did very considerable damage to the breadfruit, the 
bananas, nnd the papaw apples - a tree recently introduced 
into this island, and which is very fruitful. The teacher's 
plantation was left a perfect waste. 
18. INGLIS, letter August 12th 1853 (RPM, August 1854:644) 
... upthak - soft - a word applie~ to land well soaked with 
water, and easily dug. 
19. MRS. GEDDIE, Letter October 18th 1853 (J:160-l) 
This part of the island would well rcpny the farmer. The soil 
is spl0ndid, and the natives are now cultivating a great deal, 
considering the implements they use. They have merely n 
sharpened stick, and yet their plantations are beautifully neat, 
and produce a good deal. They dig very deep and press every 
pnrticlc of the cnrth through their hands and their plantations 
look as if they had been all raked with the finest garden rake. 
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Then the pretty reed fences, woven like lattice work, and 
al~o the foliage of the different trees and vegetables, have 
quite an elegant appearance. There is the Banana, with its broad 
green leaves, - the Taro, with its soft green velvet leaf, 
resembling the leaf of the Lily, and the Sugar cane towering above 
all. There are also numerous vegetables such as the yam, Sweet 
Potatoes etc., with vines, these are trained over the fences ... 
The account also mentions plants being grown in the mission 
garden - ~itron~ peaches, strawhcrries, Irish potatoes, beans, carrots, 
melons, pumpkins, cucumbers. 
20. J. MacGILLIVRAY (1853) 
a. November 8th 1853, at Anelcauhat, page 88: 
Among othe1: diffe~ences [with the Isle of Pines] may be 
noticed the irrigation by artificial means which here is 
carried on to the great extent, the selection of picturesque 
localities for their dwellings which are always shaded with trees, 
and the air of neatness conferred upon the gardens by their being 
invariably surrounded by well-constructed reed fertces. 
b. November 12th 1853, at Anelcauhat, page 89: 
In a fine shady grove beside a stream I saw several palms with 
thick, short stems, and resembling the sago palm I had seen in 
New Guinea ... So far as I could understand the natives with me, 
the inner wood is roasted and eaten. 
c. By boat from Anelcauhat to Aname, November 18th, page 90:. 
wherever the shores were sandy there were groves of cocoanut 
trees ... 
d. At Aname mission station, page 90: 
... fuuch flat country and extensive groves of cocoa nut trees 
there. 
c. Journey along shore to west of Aname November 19th, page 91: 
I observed the fringing reef to be covered with fishing weirs of 
coarse stones formed into dykes enclosing extensive areas where 
the fish are taken at low water [before Naforofata point in Epeke 
or Anamanjop district] , .... passing through a native village 
beautifully situated behind the beach - with numerous paths 
winding among the gardens which arc neatly enclosed with stone 
walls surmounted by fences of reeds crossing each other 
diagonally ... numbcrs of pigs and poultry were running about 
!Anpcke district]. 
f. In Aname area, November 20th, page 93: 
The neighbourhood is very pretty and wide spreading breadfruit 
trees wi~h their large deeply incised leaves of dark and pale gre0n, 
and others, resembling laurels, afford a fine shade, - and towering 
above these arc th~ cocoa nut palms in great profusion. The paths 
• \ I ' \ 
~ ,. ) . 
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wind along between patches oL cultivation neatly fenced in with 
s to~t reeds in. two rows diago_nally crossing and con11ec tecl by 
horizcmtal bands of the same material. In the gardens the common 
tar~ and ~he larger or horse taro, the bana~a, the papaw, and 
various kinds of ya~s are the plants chiefly cultivated - the 
last, trained by poles, are often led to the lower branches of· 
the overhanging tree~. Hereabouts are many trees of a fine 
Eugenia like ~he rose app3e ... a large apple-like fruit pleasant 
to eat, combining a sweet and slightly acid agreeable taste: 
g. Walk across th: Island Aname to Anelcauhat, 2ls:.. November, pages 94-5: 
We walked alonp; the shore to the eastward for about a mile in 
order to round a long spur like hill of reddish earth nearly devoid 
of vegetation running clown to the coast .from a distance of about 2 
~iles inland and dividing 2 valleys fNatatao]. At length, turning 
off into the woods we came upon the foot of the valley which was to 
lead us to tl1e centre of the island. In an open place where the 
land was being cleared. I saw fo~ Lhe first time several palms of 
a genus which I take to be areca ... Another native joined us being 
anxious to cross to the other side under our protection, We 
waited until he had procured some provisions as the others had 
previously clone - taro-yams-ripe cocoanuts-and sugar cane ... We 
passed several hamlets and patches of cultivated ground of the 
usual description, at one of which I saw for the first·time in 
Aneiteum a clump of bamboos. Crossing a small stream we ascended 
the valley [Anetcho] down which it ran. This is bounded rin each 
side by a ridge of reddish earthy matter strewed with bouluers of 
irregular form and size. In no part of the island had I seen 
irrigation carried to the t:i.nme extent as here. One of the artificial 
water channels was upwards of a mile in length, and, in places, as 
when carried along the side of a steep bank, it must have cost much 
labour, and a co1tsidornble amount of skill. In clue time, the main 
valley was seen to branch off into two when we crossed the stream 
at a dam and ascended the ridge between them. Above us was the 
highest elevation on the island - ~alled Nauripat - (meaning I 
believe, cloudy mountain) - a detached hill with very steep slopes 
and rounded summit ... When we had ascended to the height of about 
300 feet above the stream by a zigzagging, slippery path in the 
deep, red, clayey soil, the view up the principal valley was very 
pretty, especially along the little tributary glens entering it 
from either side. The wild rugged grandeur so often exhibited by 
mountaitt scenery was hel'."e tempered down by quL~t pastoral beauty. 
The hills towards the summits and in the sheltered hollow slopes 
are densely wooded, but the trees arc apparently of inconsiderable 
height. In the bottom of the valleys here and there were huts and 
gnrdc11s, solitary and in gro~ps. There was a nearly complete 
absence of the cocoa nut tree which does not thrive unless in the 
immediate vicinity of the sea. The plantations are mostly on the 
steep slopes of the hills, forming terraces walled up below with 
loose stones. Taro seems to be the esculent chiefly cultivated 
here. We had not until now encountered any of the people of this -
the central distri~t of the island - called Itaho, who alone as a 
body retain their former h~nthen customs and beliefs [Ohuul 
District] . 
I I 
i 
I 
I 
h. 
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Opposite page 97, 'Botany': 
The Candle nut tree (Aleurites triloba) is found here, but I think, 
not abundantly, as I was taken more than a mile by some natives one 
day bef'or_e they . found one to ·shew me. The kava pepper was also 
pointed out to me in one ~f the gardens, but I do no~ think it is 
turned to much account.· 
i. 'Birds: page 98: 
A bird -·which from description I take to be a Porphyrio - occurs 
on the ~sland"and is sometimes destructive in the gardens. 
j. 'Fishes', pages 98-9: 
k. 
Although fishing is extensively practised by the natives of 
Aneiteum - both by torch light in canoes - and also on the reef in 
weirs during the day as previously alluded to, very few kinds of 
fish occurred to me and none of them are worthy of special notice. 
'Mollusca', page 100: 
Marine shells are found in great abundance on the reef as is 
indicated by the vast quantities which the women and children daily 
collect there for food and which one might suppose would soon exhaust 
the supply. Yet such is not the case, owing I believe to the constant 
succession of shell fish which come up on the reef from deeper water 
to supply the place of the others. Among the most remarkable of 
these reef shells - although by no means a rare species in the South 
Seas - is an enormous Turbo the size of an ordinary plate. 
1. 'Mollusca', opposite page 100: 
I had forgotten the most remarkable of the mollusca of Aneiteum -
the pearly nautilus Qi. pompilius) which appears to be common at 
times and to be used by the natives. as food. Two live ones were 
procured during our stay ... On our second visit r1854] Mr. and Mrs. 
Inglis told me that they knew a person to have caught 9 live nautilus 
in one day, and 18 in about a week. All these were eaten. 
21. INGLIS, article 'New Hebrides-Aneiteum\ written pr0bably about April 
1854 and certainly before July 1854 (RPM August J.,;855 :274-275). 
It is a small and rather a poor island, from thirty to forty miles 
in circumference. It consists of a congeries of mountains, the two 
highest of which are nearly 4000 feet in height, which are inter-
sected by three 0r four large and a great nwnber of small valleys. 
The hills are steep, and the valleys, for the most part, deep and 
narrow. A small stripe of alluvial land along the shore, with the 
lower part of the larger valleys, include the most of the cultivated 
land on the island, and contain the principal part of the population. 
The lower and middle parts of the mountains next the sea are mostly 
formed of re~ ferruginous clay, and are scantily covered with 
herbage and .. Jshwood. On the upper parts, the soil, though stony, 
consists of a rich black mould; and dense forests cover the summits 
of the mountains. The island, as might be expected, is well 
watered· and the ingenuitv of the natives is seen in nothing 
' .,// d f . perhaps so much as in ~l;i.<:t,..canals they have constructe or conveying 
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the water to irrigate their plantations. There are swarnos in 
different parts of the island, which are valuable as taro grounds; 
but from being imperfectly drained, are also productive of ague 
and fever. 
The principal fruit trees on this island are the bread-fruit, the 
cocoa nut, the horse chesnut, and a few others of less value. The 
papaw apple, which has lately been introduced, grows well, and is 
fast spreading over the island. Taro is cultivated in considerable 
quantities, and may be considered as the bread of the land. Sugar-
cane and bananas are both extensively cultivated, and are staple 
articles of food. Yarns are produced to a very limited extent ort 
this island, but on Tana they are produced in great quantities. 
Maize appears t:o grow well, but is as yet very little cultivated. 
Pumpkins and melons also grow well. The sweet potato and other 
bulbous roots are common all over the island. The Cape gooseberry 
has been introduced and thrives well; but the common fruits and 
c~linnry vegetables of Britain come to no perfection here. Pigs 
and poultry are the only live stock that the natives possess, and 
these are not numerous, - although, as peace may continue and 
civilization advance, they will doubtless increase; the cows, 
goats, and sheep at the two mission stations thrive well. Around 
all the island, but especially at the principal harbour, fishing is 
one of the regular and almost daily pursuits of the natives. The 
fish, however, are not very plentjful, and aro for the most part of 
an inferior quality. A good many turtles are caught from time to 
time. This is an island on which, by a moderate industry, an 
abundance of food may always be raised, but where the spontaneous 
productions of the earth and the ocean are much less abundant than 
they appear to be in the eastern groups. This may partly account 
for the natives being, in the estimation of the Samoans and 
Raratongans~ niggardly and stingy with their food. They have 
indeed little generosity ... 
There is neither a town nor a village on the whole island. The 
svstem of cottage farming is in a state of full development here. 
There is no large proprietor, no powerful or wealthy chief. Every 
man sits proprietor of his cottage and his garden. The waste lands 
belong to the tribe; what each man cultivates belongs to himself. 
But this system, so warmly advocated by many in England, is not good 
ns an exclusive system. Herc we have no capitalists, no division 
o[ labour; every man cultivates his own garden, builds his own 
cottage, hews out his own canoe; every man does every thing, and 
hence he docs nothing either fast or well. 
(cf. Inglis, 1887:22-5) 
22. GEDDIE, Letter, October 3rd 1854 (MR, September 1855:136) 
The northern side of the island is sandy, low and flat, and 
covered with cocoa nut trees., .On the south side of the island 
the scenery is bold and rugged, and the co~st is in ~ost places 
rocky and dangerous ... The valleys are fertile, and since the 
introduction of Christianity, are becoming extensively 
cultivated by the natives ... 
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23. INGLIS, Letter, October 3rd 1854 (MR, December 1855:183) 
Referring to 'one of the leading chiefs of Anau-unse': 
He has cut down the grove of his natmasses. He has profamed 
their sacred ground by planting taro upon it ... 
24. GEDDIE, Journal, April 4th 1855 (J:201) 
Concerning Umej: 
This is one bf the most fertile districts on the island and 
food is very plenty. 
25. MRS. GEDDIE, Letter, October 1855 (MR, June 1856:276) 
Concerning Urnej visit, April 1855: 
~1ile we were there the people collected and dug and planted a 
large taro plantation for us. We knew nothing of it until the 
chiefs sent for us to go and see the taro tops, that had been 
collected from the different lands to plant in it. 
The old chief Paulo was very anxious [for us] to accept a large plant-
ation of taro nearly ripe from him but we did not think it: right to do 
so, as the people have done so much for us ... There is not nearly 
so much food here [Anelcauhat] as at Umetch. The land there is 
much more fertile and more easily worked. Here the land is 
general·ly poor and hard to dig. The people here are generally 
fishermen, while the Umetch people are agriculturalists. 
26. MRS. GEDDIE, Letter, June 15th 1855 (J:207) 
The taro is the staff of life here ... We have it 2lways cooked in 
the native fashion, by laying it on hot stones over which fresh 
leaves l1ave been spread. Th~ taro is then covered with fresh leaves 
and over them dry leaves (used in previous cooking), and earth over 
all. In this way it is thoro•;ghly cooked, and better than in a·ny 
ot!.-ier way. 
The breadfruit grows on th:Ls island and is very plentiful in some 
seasons, but it does not last many weeks. There are a great variety 
of bananas, the Chinese, which is a superior kind, has been lately 
introduced. Bananas are raised with very little trouble. The 
natives \vlll soon have more than they can consume .... We have lemons 
also, and a number of young orange trees which are not yet bearing 
fruit. We can raise maize, beans, cabbage, carrots, &c., but we 
cannot always get the seed of the smaller vegetables to ripen. 
We have three cows which are no expense, as they have abundance 
of grass ~11 the year round. We keep goats too ... We have poultry 
also, i.e. fowls and turkeys. 
27. INGLIS, },etter, October 16th 1855 (RPM, October 1856 :341). 
You dig your land, you fence it, you plant 
bananas, your kumei;as, and your sugar-cane; 
you water them as they require it. 
your taro, your 
you weed t~em, and 
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28. INGLIS, Letter November 7th 1855 (RPM, December 1856 :411) 
It was a failure of food in the district of Anau-un-se which, 
perhaps mo.re than anything else, rendered them willing to receive 
the gospel ... the district of Anau-un-se is on the west end of the 
island; it is one of the worst-watered districts on the island; 
at that time the wind had blown more than· usual from the eastward, 
and the passing showers were generally spent before they reached 
the west end of the island; in ordinary seasons this is 
compensated by the north-west winds, which are frequently 
accompanied with heavy rains. The drought, as might be expected, 
was followed with a scarcity of food. This had no doubt often 
occurred before ... 
Teachers settled Anau-unse circa November 1854. 
29. INGLIS, 4th Annual Report, June 14th 1856 (RPM, April 1857:104) 
During the past year the natives have sold pigs and fowls to 
vessels to an unusual extent.~· Formerly, this island was considered 
so poor, and the supplies to be obtained so scanty, that scarcely 
any vessel thought of calling here - they invariably went to Tana 
for pigs and yams. There has been, however, a great demand for 
pigs by the sandalwood vessels, with which to trade at Espirutu 
Santo for sandal-wood, and the natives on this side of the island 
have sold from 200 to 300 pigs, besides fowls, taro, bananas, etc., 
for which they have received a very considerable supply of clothing. 
30. J.C. PATTESON, Journal, July 16th 1856 (Inglis, 1890:265) 
Journey across the· island from Anamc to Anelcauhat: 
For the first half-mile we walked along the beach among cocoa-nut 
trees, bananas, and sugar-cane; the sun, not yet above the horizon, 
tinging the light clouds with faint pink and purple lines; the 
freshness of the early dawn, and the soft breeze playing about us, 
gladdening at once our eyes and our hearts. Soon we struck off to 
the south, and, pass'ng through taro plantations, began to ascend 
the slo~es of the island. As we walked along ... we had a good 
opportunity of observing the careful system of irrigation adopted 
by the natives fur the cultivation of the taro plant. Following the 
course of a small mountain stream, we observed the labour with which 
the water was brought down from it upon causeways of earth carried 
in baskets from very considerable distances. Occasionally the 
water is led round the head of various small ravines; at other 
times the trunk of a tree is hollowed out and converted into an 
aqueduct, but no pains have been wanting to make every provision 
for the growth of the staple food of the island. 
31. INGLIS, Letter, September 11th 1856 (MR, April 1857:71) 
The natives are all busy on their plantations, digging under the 
influence of new motives, and planting under the impulse of new 
hopes ... 
32. INGLIS, Letter April 23rd 1857 (RH·1, December 1857:406) 
Previous wet season started a month early and ended a month later. 
Inmop is the 1' olynesian chestnut, Inocarpus edulis · 
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This summer has been the wettest, the most sultry, and the most 
uncomfortable and unhealthy that we have had since I came to the 
island ... In consequence of the rain the screams were frequently 
swollen, and the swamps flooded. A good deal of taro was injured 
by the water settling on it, the constant wet weather destroyed 
the bre.adfruit, and blasted the once sanguine hopes of the natives. 
The inmops (a species of horse chestnut), however, proved an 
excellent crop, and in other ways, deficiencies in the two principal 
supplies of food were made up, so that although food has not been 
so plentiful as in some past years, famine has been quite unknown. 
33. INGLIS, 5th Annual Report, July 23rd 1857 (RPM, March 1858:80) 
Description of natmas (sacred stones) of Chief Natato oE Antina 
district . 
... one round-shaped, that was understood to preside over the 
breadfruit; another long-shaped, t:hat when duly propitiated made 
the taro grow; one crooked like a fish hook, which could secure 
success in fishing; another that caused the pigs tc thrive ... 
34. INGLIS, 5th Annual Report, July 23rd 1857 (RPM, March 1858:87) 
For some time past ... whalers and other vessels findlng that not 
only wood and water, but pigs and other supplies can be obtained 
here, have visited us more frequently. 
35. INGLIS, Letter, October 16th 1857 (MR, June 1858:279) 
Some Tannese 'chiefs' visit Aneityum: 
One chief told them that the taro was now so plentiful on 
Aneiteum that they were feeding the pigs with it ... 
16. GEDDIE, letter, December 25th 1857 (MR, July 1858:321) 
Among the natives there has been more sickness and mortality 
during the past year than at any former period of the mission. 
The districts which have suffered most are those in wh~ch the 
people depend on the bread fruit for a subsistence. There has been 
a failure in the bread fruit crop during the past season and this 
no doubt has been the cause of the prevailing sickness. In this 
climate scarcity of food and bad living are the sure forerunners 
of fevers remitt~nt and unremittent which lay so many of the natives 
in their graves:· In the taro districts the result has been 
different and a fair measure of health Las been enjoyed. 
37. INGLIS, Letter 9th April 1858 (RPM, October 1858:326) 
Effects of hurricane at the end of January 1858 . 
... as only about the half of the breadfruit crop was col~ected, 
the remaining half was completed destroyed, a las~ that will be 
seriously felt by the poor natives as the crop tins ye~r was 
uncommonly good ... There were a great number of landslips, the 
watercourses dug for irrigating plantations were greatly damaged, 
() 
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and great quantities of taro were swept away and destroyed ... 
what with the wind, and what with the rain, a vast quantitity 
of food has been lost. 
38. INGLIS, Letter 9th April 1858 (RPM, October 1858:326) 
Two giant clam (Tridacna ~) shells located in the bed of the 
Aname River. 
The native name of these shells is Nipjineri; but this one 
which I have obtained, was worshipped as a Nntmas, or god, in the 
days of heathenism by the name of Nethuing.- From time immemorial 
the upper part of this shell was seen above the stones and mud in 
the channel of the stream; and when the natives were feeding pigs 
for feasts, before giving the food to the animals, they laid it 
upon this shell, in the belief that, by doing so, virtue would 
proceed from the N atmas to make the pigs large and fat. When they 
were about to plant taro, they laid their Niraks, the sticks with 
which they dig the ground, on the shell, in the belief that, by 
doing so, they would secure an excellent crop of taro ... 
39. GEDDIE, Lettei \pril 24th 1858 (MR, November 1858:513) 
... during the months of January, February and March the rain was 
almost incessant. The plantations of the natives have suffered 
much injury from the mountain torrents, which will occasion a 
scarcity of food during the present year. 
~. 
40. INGLIS, 6th Annual Report, July 29th 1858 (RPM, May 1859:150) 
In heathen times the inland tribes were afraid to come down and 
liv12 near the shore, but now, since life is everywhere secure, and 
as the shore lands are more fertile than the inland, and the 
privilege of fishing can also be enjoyed, all the inland natives 
who have any claims or connections among the shore people, are 
coming down and living among them ... 
41. MRS. GEDDIE, Letter, August 1858 (J:247) 
L '> 1~. 
Native produce is very scarce here at the harbor, in consequence 
of thr~n· Jwj ng so many foreigners to supply. The natives 
supply us with taro, as much as we need, gratis, but fowls are very 
scarce, and pigs are becoming so. The Sandal-wood traders buy up 
all the pigs they can get e.nd exchange them at Espiritu Santo, for 
Sandal-wood. 
INGLIS, letter, Jnnunry 22nd 1859 (RPM, September 1859:297) 
An adulterer was fined one large pig: 
the man had just three pigs, and he pleaded that they would take 
only the least one. 
43. GEDDIE, Letter, September 23rd 1858 (MR, March 1859:36) 
Cocon nut oil cannot be made in any quantity, as the trees are 
comparatively few. But we are endeavouring to get them planted 
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extensively over the island ... (Arrowroot) is not raised to any 
extent, but the soil and climate are good. For some years past 
the natives have manufactured about five or six barrels annually ... 
44. INGLIS, 7th Annual Report, November; 7th 1859 (RPM, January 1861:23) 
At present pigs, fowls, taro, bananas, cocoanuts, etc., are sold, 
to a large extent to the two trading establishments at the harbour 
and also to vessels calling at the island. Tapioca was introduced 
a few years ago. It grows remarkably well, and is much more easily 
prepared than arrowroot. Cotton also grows here to great 
perfection. 
Arrowroot and copra were also being produced at this time according to 
Inglis, but the quantity of the latter was small because there were few 
coconut trees. 
L1S. J. COPELAND, Letter, Harch 26th 1860 (RPM, October 1860:346) 
As you coast along in a boat you observe three belts or zones, 
in many places pretty well defined, which we may name the alluvial 
or arable, the sterile, and the woody. The first lies along the 
shore, is flat, and consists of a dark rich soil. As it furnishes 
a great proportion of the food, the most of the natives are found 
on it. Here flourish luxuriantly the cocoa-nut and bread-fruit 
trees, witl1 taro, bananas, sugarcane, etc. The second or sterile is 
of larger extent, and can be best seen. In some places there is no 
vegetation, nothing but red earth. On the most of it, you find 
grass, ferns, and a few stunted trees. In some places this belt 
descends ta the ~ea, in which case the coast is high, and the reef 
close inshore. The people inhabiting this division have their 
houses in the valleys, where they raise much of their food by 
irrigation. The woody belt occupies the summit and centre of the 
island. Few people arc found in it ... Like the sterile, this belt 
sometimes descends almost to the shore. From what I have said you 
will sec that they do not all of them occupy the positions one would 
have expected ... A very small part of the island is cultivated; were 
all that is suitable for the raising of food turned to account, it 
would support four times the present population ... There are one or 
two caves that have been formed by the sea; aqueducts for the 
irrigation of plantations, which, though extensive, come far short 
of that which now unites Glasgow and the Highland lochs ... accordin~ 
to the old opinions of the nativ~s, [they] are the work of superhuman 
agents. 
46. J. COPELAND, Letter, April 26th 1860 (RPM, February 1861:61) 
Concerning breadfruit: 
The fruit is the most valuable part. It is of a beautiful light 
green colour and three or four inches in diameter. It is all edible 
except the rind and core, and can be prepared in a very s~ort time 
by rons ting it on hot embers. It -Ls j n season f ~ r some time about 
the bL•ginning of tile year; and what is not required at the time, 
is subjected to a slight fermentation, and laid up for future use. 
[ --· 
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47. J. COPELAND, Letter, April 26th, 1860 (RPM, February 1861:62) 
Concerning taro: 
It is an underground product like the potato. It has a large, 
solid, tuberous root, of an oblong shape sometimes fifteen inches 
in length and twelve in circumference. The taros are two or three 
feet in height and heart-shaped. When roasted, it resembles as 
much as any other root the Irish potato ... It grows only to 
perfe· ~ion in a marsh, or other place deluged with water ... The 
natives do plant it sometimes in a dry spot, but they remove it 
finally to a ~arsh, or plantation that has a supply of water. It 
is propagated by cutting off the leaves with a very small portion 
of the root attached, which requires only to be put into the ground. 
Unfortunately it will not keep good, when ripe, above a fortnight, 
else it might supply a valuable export from this island. 
L18. INGLIS, Address to Synod [Scotland], 21st August 1860 (RPM, September, 
1860:290) 
The island is divided into 50 or 60 little districts, some larger 
and some smaller. We cannot call these districts villages, the 
whole population consisting of a sort of cottage farmers, living 
each in a house surrounded by a piece of cultivated ground of 
greater or lesser extent ... 
49. ANONYMOUS, Manuscript 'History of the Paciffic:Annatom' undated 
WrittL'n somt•timc in the J.860's (McArthur, 197L1:35,45) by a sailor who 
perhaps worked for Paddon on Aneityum in the early 1850' s, ·last visit to 
Aneityum 1800: 
a. Page 6: 
But still some very fine soil in the valleys and amphitheatres 
between the hills. The Coco Nut Palm grows here but not in 
abundance. The yam is also here, but of a small kind but very 
good. The native Tarrah is excellent and especially the irrigated 
kind, having several trunk [?] shoots. The Sugar Cane, Bananas, 
also Indian Corn, Sweet Potatoes, Arrowroot 'tis made here. The 
f1ax plant grows wel1 here. The Guava shrub is to be found here, 
P~mpkins, Shelotts, a poor kind of cabbage, a poor kind of Bean ... 
Water Melons, Pineapples, ... the Ginger plant also, 2 kinds of 
Bread Fruit, wl1ich tis very good, the [illegible] Nut, also, Lime 
and Citron and Passion Fruit also. 
This is not a great island for fish ... 
b. Page 9: 
The married state gives them [men] a time of indolence, for the 
female hns become the drudge of all kind of work ... 
c. Pngcs 1/1-15: 
They break up the ground with poles and work the ground, .r~ady for 
Jantin ... They do not plant and grow many yams not ~ufficient fM 
p g ·t ·· I ] cl as a luxury. If tins was the there own fnsllons tic yams is 1e.. '· · 
·k f tn f"ma] cs there would be more grown, whereas, the, Tarrah, wor o :nc "" . , 
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they have a sufficiency, because this is the entire work of the women. 
d. Pages 26-7: 
A little Sandal Wood was procured on this island in its early 
days but soon became extinct. 
SO. J. COPELAND, Letter, March 20th 1861 (RPM, August 1861:275-6) 
Severe hurricane affecting northern half of the island, 15th March 1861: 
Much food has been destroyed, and the people say there will be 
a _Nunlaig Has -· there will certainly of breadfndt next year .... 
51. WILLIAMU, Letter, April 1st 1861 (Inglis, 1890:336) 
Letter to Sabataio of Aname, his cousin and a chief: 
If anyone wishes to keep a pig, let hi.m prepare a sty for it and put 
the pig into it and not leave it to go at large, lest it break the 
hearts of the rest of you by destroying your food. Also look well after 
the watercourse for the irrigation, that it may be always in good 
repair .. 
52. J. COPELAND, Letter, July 25th 1861 (RPM, February 1862:40) 
Severe hurricane nffecting northern half of the island, 15th March 1861: 
A great deal of food also has lieen destroyed in the plantations and on 
the trees. On this side of the island much taro growing near the sea 
was lost. Since the hurricane l have not tasted a banana, nor have I 
seen the natives using them. This part of our crops seems to have been 
completely destroyed, and will require some months yet to recover it-
self. Many cocoanut trees were thrown down, and thousands of the fruit 
blown off in an unripe state ... For a year or two there will not be the 
usual amount of breadfruit and chestnuts, as the gale not only prostrated 
many of the Lrees, but smashed the greater part of the branches. 
53. WILLlAMU, Letter, September 30th 1861 (Inglis, 1890:342) 
Letter tio Sabataio of Aname, his cousin and a chief: 
Be strong and dig, and plant that you may have plenty of food to 
cat. Do not sit idle, but look well after the watercourse for irrigating 
the plantations. Do not neglect that ... Let us cultivate the land, let 
us leave the old plantations and form new ones, and drain the swamps 
and make good dwellings ... 
54. GEDDIE, Letter, Nay 1862 (HFR, Novemb<;r 1862: 293) 
Concerning hurricane oE 17th J::muary 1862: 
It was nccompanied by rain which fell in such torrents that the 
ri·1ers were swollC'n and mnny of the plantations covered with water 
nnd destroyed. The bread fruit, cocoa nut and other trees which 
were beginning to recover from the effects of last year's hurricane 
were again blighted, so that for two years.in succession there ~as 
been scarcely nnyth:i ng in the shape of fruit. The consequence is 
• .::::;;_, 
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a great scarcity of provisions, though the distress has not 
been so great here as on some of the neighbouring islands. 
55. GEDDIE, Annual Report, December 1862 (HFR, May 1863:125) 
Concerning hurricane of 1861: 
··.the great destruction of food which compelled the natives to 
live on unwholesome roots etc., when they most needed good and 
nourishing fare. 
56. GEDDIE, Letter, June 17th 1863 (HFR, December 1863:313) 
Food is abundant and the natives begin to forget their late 
privations. There is every appearance of a large crop of breadfruit 
and other useful fruits in a month or two, and this is the more 
remarkable, as it is not the season for them. The oldest 
inhabitants with whom I have conversed never remember of such 
crops at this season of the year. The natives regard it as a 
direct interposition of divine goodness ... 
57. INGLIS, Letter, June 20th 1864 (RPM, March 1865:97) 
Effect of the 1861 measles epidemic: 
It has thrown a large portion of the cultivated land back into 
a state of nature. It has disturbed both the tillage and the 
drainage, and thrown the island back in all its material interests, 
more than it will recover for many years to come. 
58. INGLIS, Letter, December 23rd 1864 (RPM, May 1865:174) 
Effect of the 1861 measles epidemic: 
by cutting off one-third of the population at once, society 
was unhinged, and a large portion of land was suddenly thrown out 
of cultivation, and malaria was more extensively generated in the 
lower districts of the island. 
59. J.L. BRENCHLEY (1873:198-200) 
Visit August 6th-10th 1865: 
The principal indigenous fruits and vegetables are the breadfruit, 
the banana, the cocoanut, a large edible sort of horse chestnut, 
the sago-palm, another species of palm tree bearing small nuts, 
called in the country Nakoai, the sugar cane, the taro, which is 
the staple article of food, another plant resembling taro, but much 
coarser than it, yams in small quantities, sweet potatoes and 
arrowroot, both abundant, the latter of excellent quality, and 
more than a hundred species of ferns. The kinds introduced are 
the orange, the lime, the le~on, the citron, the pine-apple, 
custard-apple, pnpau-npple, all of which, as well as melons and 
pumpkins, have succeeded. The cultivation of the cotton plant has 
also begun, and as much as 1,900 pounds of cotton had already been 
exported in 1864. In the same year were exported 2,600 pounds of 
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arrowroot, and 6000 pounds of French beans, which grow 
admirably well, and find a ready market at Sydney. A small dun-
coloured rat is the only indigenous quadruped. Pigs abounded 
when the island was discovered. Whales are plentiful in the 
season: upwards of £2,000 wor~h of whale oil has been obtained 
from whales caught round the island in one year. Horses, cows, 
goats, sheep, dogs, and cats have been introduced, and with the 
exception of sheep, thrive well. The English rat is common. There 
are three or four varieties of the cat ... The common fowl, but 
small in size, was plentiful wlwn the island was discovered ... 
Hore than a hundred species of fish are found at Anatom. They are 
nearly all di!ferent from those found in the northern hemisphere, 
and not at nll equal to them as food, being, with few exceptions, 
hard and dry. Sharks arc numerous, and shell-fish too ... 
The common articles of barter among the natives are fishing baskets, 
nets, sleeping mats, hand baskets, pigs, fowls, taro and cocoa-
nuts. Wi~~ foreigners, pigs, fowls, taro, bananas, cocoanuts, 
sugar cane, etc. arc given for articles of European clothing, 
hatchets, knives~ fish-hooks, etc. 
60. J. COPELAND, 'The New Hebrides and tlw New Hebrides Hiss ion' 
(RPM, October 1866) 
a. Pages 370-1: 
The soil is V(•ry fertile, es1H•cially nlong the shore, and in the 
valleys; and produces in abundance all sorts of tropical fruits -
the spon~aneous and the cultivated. The coconnut, breadfruit, 
taro, yam, banana, irngar cmw, wild fig, chestnut, rose apple, 
arrowroo't, etc., are indigenous. The yam is the plant most 
cultivated on the dry islands, the taro on those having swamps and 
abundance of water. The guava, custard apple, pine apple, melon, 
orange, lime, cotton, etc. have been introduced and grow well. 
b. Page 376,·concerning women: 
. , . tlw s.crvants of men, and do much of the manual labour. They 
fish, dig, gather fuel, collect food, cook and nurse their children 
61. F.A. CAMPBELL, Letter, Hay 1872 (Campbell, 1873:82-4) 
At Anelcauhat 
Next day we turned our steps inland. Winding along a narrow 
pathway, one of the highways of the island, we came, before we had 
gone far, upon several of the natives' little plantations, and I 
saw also several of their huts nestling amidst the trees. In the 
plantations, which average about lwlf-nn-acre in size, taro, 
bananns and sugarcane are grown, and the work which is involved in 
the cultivation of these plants is by no means inconsid!'.lrable. 
First, the ground has to be cleared of trees and scrub, fenced with 
rl't'dS, the soil to be 1r)QSC.'0Cd With hoes Or sharp Sticks, and 
pulverized with the fingers; the plonts arc then put in, ·and 
require to be attended to with diligence and care during their 
growth. 
0 
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These clean, neatly fenced little spots have a very pretty 
appearance amongst the surrounding disorder, and give one some 
idea of what the place would look like were it extensively 
cultivated and settled upon. The soil, wherever it was turned 
up appeared very rich and black, and the vegetables and fruits 
planted in it seemed thriving very luxuriantly ... 
Amongst the trees of the South-Sea Island forest, the bread-fruit 
stands pre-eminent:. It is both useful and ornamental; its fruit 
is a staple m:ticlc of food with these natives, and probably a 
great encouragement to laziness on their part, as the tree does 
not require cultivation. From the stem the natives generally make 
their canoes, ag the wood is good and easily cut. There is a great 
difference between the forests here and those of cold climates: 
for here you can get food from almost every second tree - bread-
fruit, chest~uts, almonds, and the like; so that the natives can 
not, I should think, ever suffer absolute starvation. 
62. INGLIS (1882:xx Ui) 
On Aneityum there is a large system of irrigation,"'but of an 
ancient date; long canals cut as scientifically as if levels and 
inclines had been laid down by the survr;yor with the rid of his 
theodolite. If you ask the natives who made these oh canals for 
irrigation, they tell you they do not know; they suppose that they 
were made by the natmases, that is, the gods, or, in other words, 
the spirits of their forefathers, which, of course, means their 
forefathers themselves. 
63. INGLIS (1887) 
a. To be compared with Inglis' 'New Hebrides-Aneiteum' article (RPM, 
August 1855:274-5), page 23: 
Taro is cultivated largely, and may be considered as the bread 
of the land. Sugar-cane and bananas are equally plentiful. iams 
arc produced only to a very limited extent, whereas on Tanna they 
are a staple article of food. The sweet potato grows well, end so 
d?es arrowroot ... 
b. Concerning former sacred grounds, page 30: 
c. 
... when heathenism was given up ... those untilled sacred grounds, 
were appropriated by public consent) and, so far as'they went, for 
the support; of education, and were passed over to the teachers for 
the ti.me> being, as gardens, for the planting of taro, sugarcane, and 
hnnnnai;. 
Tlwy eotm LL•d by moons, buL they had no names for the d:lf fer en t 
months; tlwy simply counted the number of moons ..• They had no word 
for the whole year; but they had three seasons, the summer, the 
winter, nnd the hungry time; that was the time when th7 old crop 
was cnten up) nnd bt\forc any o( the annual crops were ripe, 
c:orn•sponding to the spring. They never spoke of so many years, but 
of so many winters. They nmrkcd the beginning of the year by the 
blossoming of the rcrds, an annual plant. 
------·------------------
_-... ---
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d. 28th March 1875, tidal wave. caused by a severe. earthquake., page. 183: 
The. sea rose. round the. whole. island, and did serious damage. at 
every exposed situation. In all the. low-lying districts.the. taro -
the staff of life on the island - was more. or less injured. 
64. INGLIS (1890) 
a. Page 87: 
There are no villages on Aneityum, and there are no farm houses 
standing a mile or two apart, as in this country, but the whole 
island is occupied with a system of cottage. gardening. The system 
is this: .there is one cottage or hut, or perhaps two, each 
occupied by a family, and surrounded by a neat reed fence of 
wickerwork, to protect the garden from the pigs. , , 
b. Concerning breadfruit, pages 114-116: 
It is the staple article of food for two, three, or four m.onths in 
the year, according as the crop is plentiful or otherwise, or as 
the hurricanes may spare the fruit. There are two crops in the. 
year, a winter one and a summer one. The winter crop is ripe about 
the months of July and August, and is a small crop. The suwner 
crop, which is a large one., comes on in December or January, the. 
latter being the month near the end of which hurricanes most 
frequently occur, and which sometimes destroy the crop. The fruit 
is generally round or oval, averaging about six inches in diameter, 
but ther0 is a considerable diversity in the size ... 
I have the names of thirty-two varieties of bread-fruit growing on 
Aneityum. The frujt requires to be eaten as fast as it ripens, as 
it cannot be kept fresh more than a day or two after it is pulled. 
The f nc t tlw t it hns to be ea ten so soon, as well as its abundance, 
and its nutritious qualities, has a good deal to do with the 
improved appearance of the natives during the bread-fruit season; 
for they get quite fat, plump, and vigorous, especially during the 
continuance of the su~ner crop. But they have a mode of preserving 
the bread-fruit, either when the crop is very plentiful and they 
cannot eat it all, or when the ripe fruit is blown down by a 
hurric.ane; they dig pits about three or four feet deep, and three 
feet in diameter, line them with cocoa-nut leaves, cut up each 
bread-fruit into four pieces each, and then cast them into these 
pits, cover the fruit with leaves and earth. The fruit undergoes 
a kind of fermentation; by and by they take it out, work it up, 
and put it back again into the pits and cover it up. Wlwn thus 
prepared it will keep good for some months, and in the "hungry 
season," when food is scarce, they take it out as they require it, 
knead !L up into little loaves, and cook it in the native oven. 
The taste is strong, and the smell still more so, ·but when better 
food is not plentiful, it supplies a want, and proves a good stand 
by; it ekes out a scanty allowance, and serves as a substitute 
till something better can be fcund. 
c. Pnge 116: 
Of the fruit trees introduced 
appears to thrive best. There 
but which is so bitter that it 
the orange family is that which 
is a native orange which grows wellj 
cannot be eaten •.. · 
d. 
e. 
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Page 119: 
In the New Hebrides there are no cereals - no wheat, no barley, 
no eats; none of these will grow there. Indian corn or maize, 
however, has been introduced and grows well. But notwithstanding 
this there is no J..ack of food; there is an abundance of yams, 
taro, sweet potatoes, bananas, sugar cane, and 0LJ1er productions. 
Concerning taro, pages 121-2: 
Taro grows both on dry ground and on marshy. It is of all sizes, 
from three inches to twelve or fifteen, and is proportionate in 
thickness, from one to three or four inches in diameter. It grows 
best on marshy ground, but it must be surrounded with running ~ot 
stagnant water. It needs constant irrigation, hence the common or 
public canals have to be kept in constant repair. Taro is a slow 
growing plant. It takes nearly a twelvemonth to come to maturity; 
when taken out of the ground it can be kept fresh, and good for 
eating,, for little more than a week; but then it grows all the year 
round. The natives are always taking it up, and always planting.it 
anew; but it grows much faster in summer than in winter. It is 
propagated in two ways: either by planting the shoots or small tubers 
that grow around the principal roots, or by planting the stalk or t6p 
of the plaut when the root has been cut off. The latter is the method 
which the natives generally prefer ... In my lexicon I have seventy 
different names for the varieties of taro, and probably the natives 
have more than those. 
f. Concerning yams, pages 122-3: 
g. 
The yam, the Dioscoria alata of botanists, is not much cultivated 
on Aneityum, but on parts of Tanna it is the staple food ... The 
yam, however, is in one respect quite different from the taro, it 
does not ripen all the year round; there is only one crop in the 
year, but then the yams can be kept good for several months. The 
skin of the yarn is very tender, and is easily injured, and if the skin 
is broken, the yam soon begins to rot and decay; the natives, therefore, 
handle them with great care; they handle them as tenderly <jlS they 
would do eggs, if they mean to keep them ... They are cultivated quite 
differently fr~m taro. Taro grows best on land over which water is 
running, yams grow best on ·1igh t, dry, sandy, or volcanic soil. The 
natives on Aneityum form a mound from six to ten feet in diameter, and 
about three feet high in the centre, the earth being first thoroughly 
pulverised. They plant the seed yam around the mound, the eye of the 
sc~d being slightly exposed. The tops of the yams are long slender 
vines with small leaves. When the vines begin to grow, the natives 
prepare a frame or a latLice-work of reeds, about a foot high or so 
above the ground, and stretching away on one side of the mound to a 
clista·nce of from twelve to twenty feet, which in clue time is densely 
covered with foliage. 
Concerning the 'Chinese Banana' (Cavendish banana) introduced via Samoa 
by the missionaries, (cf. Massal and Barrau 1956:16), pages 126-7: 
The Chinese bananas possess two advantages over the native bananas. 
They are of a finer quality, and they grow to little more than half the 
height of the native banana, and hence 8'.:e not so easily blown down 
and destroyed by hurricanes. 
• • . t ,,. '} 0 ~· r' ' . • • 
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When we went to Aneityum, and were settled on our station of 
Aname, Amosa, the Samoan teacher, had a fine bunch of Chinese 
bananas in his garden. As soon as it was fully ripe he brought 
it in a present to us as an offering of welcome. We were afraid 
of it, not knowing how we should be able to repay the good man for 
such a rare and valuable present. When our garden, a small one at 
first, was prepared, Amosa, Tavita, Williamu and others, gathered 
up among them thirteen small shoots of the Chinese banana and 
planted them. Eleven months after this we cut the first ripe 
bunch of our own. We never planted any kind but the Chinese. By 
the end of a_year the suckers numbered sixty or seventy, and from 
that time forward we began and gave them away right and left till 
there was not a native on the island who had not Chinese bananas, 
Nohos Saina, as they called them. 
Speech of Aneityumese chief to visiting Tannese, late 1850's, page 
127: 
you all know that in three years our gardens are grown out, 
and will bear no more, 6ut the missionary's garden has been growing 
for seven years, and it is still as good as ever, and why? because 
of his Christianity: the Gospel does not keep the food from 
growing, as your sacred men tell you. The chief overlooked the 
fact that, like the dresser of the vineyard ia the parable, we had 
been digging about them and dunging them, chat every day we had 
buried around their roots all the dung produced by our cows and 
our goats, and in this way preserved the fertility of the soil. 
Concerning .Musa troglodytarum, page 128: 
... grows only to a limited extent on Aneityum. I have the names 
of only six species or varieties. The plantain grows only in the 
inland districts, I never saw it growing near the shore. The ftuit 
grows in quite a different manner from that of the banana ... the 
bunch of fruit on the plantain projects straight .up. 
j. Page 137: 
k. 
I have the native names of more than forty species of birds, of 
more than seventy species of sea-fish, of more than thirty species 
of fresh-water fish, and over seventy species of shell-fish. The 
natives are great fishers; around all the island, twice a day, at 
low water, in good weather, they are out on the reef - especially 
the women - gathering shell-fish; · ese are a standing and much-
prized article of food. 
Page 143: 
Aneityum, as is well known, is a fertile island; if it wen! fully 
and skilfully cultivat2d, it would soon be a little earthly 
paradise, like the garden of Eden itself. Food of all varieties, 
an~ to almost any amount, could easily be raised. But the sea there 
is nearly as rich in its supplies of food as the land ... 
Pages 144-5: 
But the most highly prized denizen of the sea there is the edible 
or green turtle (Chelonia midas), As we are on the edge of the 
............................. 
m. 
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tropics, they are not so large as in lower latitudes nearer the 
line, nor are they so plentiful; nev~rtheless, they are 
sufficiently numerous· to supply a fair amount of sport in the 
catching of them, and sufficiently large to supp.Ly a fair amount 
of food in the eating of them ... 
The natives generally catch the turtles at night, but sometimes 
during the day. They have various modes of catching them, but the 
most effectual is by means of nets furnished with floats and sinks;. 
the floats are not corks, however, but cocoa-nuts, and the sinks 
are not leads but round stones. When they catch the turtles, or 
entangle the~, the first thing to be done is to turn them over on 
their back; they ar~ then quite helpless, as they cannot turn 
themselves over again. The natives seldom catch more than one or 
two at a time, but occasionally they are more successful. One 
morning in 1875, a little fleet of canoes went out with two large 
nets, and secured no fewer than six, out of a small shoal of turtles 
whi"ch they had descried. They went out at daybreak, and in less 
than two hours the whole six were hauled ashore, and were ~ying on 
their backs on the beach within two hu~Jred yards of my door, but 
all of them alive. I weighed one of them and found it to be 324 
lbs. The six would average 300 lhs. each, or 1800 lbs. in all. 
Page 149: 
The natives have a plant which they call nas1e1J, a small bush, 
the leaves of which grow in little clusters, which, when baked, or 
steamed, along with meat or fish, are uncommonly tender and 
palatable ... 
'Nasieij 1 is Abelmoschus manihot or 'Island Cabbage'. 
65. J. LAWRIE (1892:71~) 
Ground is cultivated with digging stick or iron crowbar four feet 
long, and all the earth pulverized by hand. Taro is plentiful, 
and is grown in swampy land; yams are less plentiful, and are 
grown in soft soil; bananas, sugar-cane, breadfruit, and chestnuts 
are plentiful. 
66. M.E. HENNESSEY, 'Across Aneityum' (NHM, 5, January 1902:23-5) 
Walk across Aneityum from Aname to Anelcauhat, Christmas 1901(?): 
Walking along the sea beach we struck the path leading inland. 
Groves of cocoa-nut, chestnut, and rose-apple trees, extend for some 
distance from the sea shore. Passing native houses and plantations 
nestling among the trees, and crossing a river we emerged upon open 
ground ... A cane fire had lately swept over the hills, across the 
path and down the valley, leaving terrace upon terrace exposed to 
view, which Liu; nutlvcs had used in former days for their taro 
plots ... After leaving the lowlands we ascended a steep incline. 
A native village lay below us ... The path ran along the ~pur of a 
mountnin nnd was very narrow and slippety. Below lay a valley 
clothed in thick foliage, with a glimpse of a river and taro plots 
through the trees [Dhuul District]. 
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APPENDIX 4 
STONE TO STEEL REVISITED: NEW GUINEA EXPERIMENTS 
Before data on labour inputs can be related to the archaeological 
data of prehistoric irrigation systems, an adjustment must be made for 
the differences between a pre-steel and steel technology. Salisbury's 
'From Stone to Steel', published in 1962, was an early attempt to do 
just this. Salisbury tells how one day when he was returning from 
watching and timing gardening operations his most reliable informant 
'unexpectedly' stated, 'That would have taken three times as long when 
we had stone axes' (1962: 219). As he freely admits, that remark was 
' the germ 'for much of the analysis' in his book (ibid) . On the basis 
of this and estimations by other informants Salisbury concluded that 
work such as cutting bush and fence posts took three times as long 
before steel axes were introduced. Thus, pre-steel, 2.5 times as long 
was spent on clan work (gardening) and 1. 5 times as long was spent in 
lineage work (fencing, gardening.and housebuilding). His estimates 
went unchallenged for many years and the revolutionary changes 
following the adoption of steel which he outlined have become part of 
the myth of progress through introduced technology. As with much of 
this progress women's work was not lightened at all by the new 
introduction as Salisbury noted (ibid: Table 1). 
Rappaport (1968: 261) considered the steel bushknife to be a more 
important introduction than the steel axe to the Maring group he 
studied, because of its superiority in clearing undergrowth over the 
traditional method which involved laying a 7-10 cm diameter pole on 
the ground, bending the weeds ovear it and then chopping them with 
an axe. 
Townsend (1969) sought to quantify the difference in 'abour input 
between clearing forest with stone and steel axes by experiment. Men 
equally at home with stone and steel axes (the latter had not totally 
replaced any traditional tools until 1966) were asked i:o cut down a 
number of trees with each tool. Townsend concluded ·(ibid: 204) that 
the 'ratio of 4.4:1 for the time required for clearing land with a 
stone adze as opposed to a steel axe should prove reliable for other 
are?s'. Does it however? The Sanio-Hiowe of the Sepik could hardly 
be described as typical swidden agricul tu·ris ts. Their staple fr d was 
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sago and other food gardens contributed less than 5 per cent to their 
diet with no attempt being made to burn, fence or weed the garden 
plots. In the experiment it appears that Townsend himself selected 
the trees to be cut and was not observing normal garden clearance 
activities. While the people studied 'do no burnitig or ringing of 
trees in clearing' (ibid) it is not clear ~hether they pollarded or 
simply left large trees standing in their evidently very small garden 
areas nor whether these gardens were in mature or secondary forest. 
Townsend's paper was important in providing the ~irst attempt at 
quantification on any scale for New Guinea in comparing stone and steel 
axe use. The nature of the subsistence activities of the group studied 
and the experimental method used largely invalidate his results however. 
Clarke (1971: 175) 'with considerable effort' persuaded some old 
Bomagai-Angoiang men to take up their 3iscarded stone axes once more 
and use ci1em for felling and slashing tasks. He gives no details but 
states that, on average, work took four times as long with stone 
axes. How many trees were cut in the experiment and how closely 
conditions replicated thos~ of the pre-steel era is uncertain. He 
describes the effect of tlw introduction of steel axes as not only 
lessening labour requirtments but also as increasing: 
if not the size of the area gardened, the size of 
the area cleared of trees each year. Also Bomagai-
Angoiang informants say that now with steel axes 
they fell large· trees that they would have only 
pollarded with stone axes. Because most of the 
pollarded trees resprouted, the regeneration of 
mature forest was more rapid before the introduction 
of steel axes than it is now. Steel axes also 
encourage the 6learing of primary forest (ibid: 189). 
Other figures are given by Godelier (Godelier with Garanger 1973) 
who concludes tha~ to cut small trees is 1.5 to 2 .5 times quicker with 
steel axes and to cut large trees (above one metre in circumference) 
is 3.0 to 4.5 times quicker (ibid: 200-210). The experiments which 
() GodGlier conducted among the.> B" Jya (Eastern Highlands Province), 
most of whos~ food comes from swidden gardens, seem more reliable 
indicators of pre-steel conditions than previous e:x-periments because 
of the methods used and the scale on which he operated. Before steel 
axes were introduced the Baruya never attempted to cut down large 
forest trees over two metres in circumference. These trees were 
ringbarked and left to die; some years later tile rotted tree could be 
felled easily with a stone axe. ~odelier makes the point that 
efficiency of work does not only depend on directly visible parameters 
such as tree width and hardness, the strength of the woodsman and his 
motivation, and the quality of axe used. Much effort can be saved by 
making preparations ahead of time, such as by ringbarking trees on 
future garden sites some years in advance. 
More recently Sillitoe (1979) has published the results of a 
series of well designed experiments to compare the efficiency of stone 
and steel tool use among the Wola (Southern Highlands Province). His 
data are the most com~rehensive published so far for the region and 
his results closely parallel Godelier's, which is even more significant 
in that he appears not to have heard of Godelier's earlier ·.R1rk which 
is not referred to in his paper. The trees cut were g&nerally of 
small circumference and required 2.2 times as long to cut with stoHe 
than with steel. Cutting fence stakes took 1.4 times as long, 
sharpening the stakes 1.9 times, the removal of roots and small tree 
stumps from a garden area 1. 04 times and the lopping of branches to 
prevent them from shading gardens 1.5 times. 
It is difficult to compare directly stone and steel in the 
performance of some of these tasks because they often require different 
tec~niques to achieve the same results. As elsewhere, steel axes are 
used for work not previously attempted, such as felling large ha~dwood 
trees and splitting them up for fence posts. In the past such trees 
would have been killed by ringbarking, pollarding or lighting fires 
against them. The techniques used for splitting the trees for fence 
posts and the parts of the tree used were also different in pre-steel 
days. The material removed from the garden is now cut into smaller 
pieces and Sillitoe suggests that burning is thus more complete, 
producing more wood ash as fertilizer. By removing trees and stumps 
that previously would have been left in the garden there is an increase 
I W in the ar~a of any plot actually planted, a more efficinnt use of 
space. 
St~ensberg (1980: 24-40, 53-65) also takes up the question of 
stone versus steel, noting several earlier observations on the relative 
efficiency of the two and also commenting on clearing practices not 
involving felling by axe, such as ringbarking and firing the base of 
the tree. He was shown (±b.d: 64) a tree in the Duna area (Southern 
Highlands Province) which had been ringbarked two years previously 
but which still carried some leaves which would not have died for a 
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further two or three years. A fire was set at its bese to kill it 
and Steensberg was told that all leaves would disappear wit~in a month. 
I 
Traditional practices on Aneityum (see page 33) involved the 
clearing of larger trees by ringbarking and fire. Steel axes are today 
not common on the island; the biggest effect on clearing practices 
being made by the ubiquitous bushknife. In 1980 when large areas of 
secondary and mature forest were cleared to make an irrigated garden, 
I observed that fire set at the base of large trees was used to kill 
and fell th2m rather than the axes which the Government had provided. 
Some large trees were left standing within the garden area. Elsewhere 
on the isl.:ind ringbarking of trees is common in areas set aside for 
future gardens. One change not commented on by other observers is 
that steel axes permit an increased flexibility of response. Formerly, 
to clear a garden in mature forest required a much greater degree of 
fonrnrd planning. An area earmark0d as a future garden site, for use 
perhaps two or more years hence, would have its trees ringbarked so 
that they would be dead when clearing took place. Today the 
possession of a steel axe means that a quicker response is possible 
to the need to bring new garden areas into production, since they can 
be prepared and planted almost immediately. 
Rappaport noted that bushknives are much more efficient for 
clearing grassland than the traditional techniques but as Steensberg 
(1980: 59) points out, in areas with a marked dry season (such as 
Aneityum) grassland can be burned off and the roots removed by digging 
~ sticks. Overall efficiency is thus not necessarily very marked in 
this task. Metal spades and forks are important in turning the ground 
in some areas but no experiments have compared their efficiency to 
those of digging sticks. I suggest that it would be of the same order 
as of steel axes as compared with stone. 
:·tecnsberg (ibiti: 90) records that ditch digging with steel spades 
in swampy ground, which is to some extent comparable to turning the 
ground in swamps on Aneityum and elsewhere, is 2.7 times more efficient 
tl · · de Thi's was based on an experiment at the Kuk 1an using wouJ~n spa s. 
Swamp but, as h,_ notes (ibid: 89), recent drainage C'f the swamp had 
led to the upper layers drying out and losing their cohesiveness. This 
impairE:'d the efficiency oi tha technique using wooden spades and so 
steel tool efficiency was somewhat exaggerated in the experiment. 
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Using an average of Godelier's and Sillitoe's figures, I 
calculate that steel axes, bushknives, forks and spades are 2.1 times 
more efficient than their pre-steel equivalents. On this basis I have 
recalculated the labour inputs necessary per hectare per year for the 
various techniques of gardening (Table 5). Some tasks are unaffected, 
of course: in planting and harvesting wooden digging sticks are still 
generally used and in certain kinds of complete tillage the hands are 
more important than spades or forks. In weeding, metal bushknives 
can be used but this -task appears to be as efficiently performed by 
hand or with small knives of bamboo or other materials, so no adjust-
ment has been made. The adjusted figures vary from 1.1 times longer 
spent in furrow irrigated gardens before steel tools to 1.8 times 
longer spent in some pondfieJ_<l and island bed systems. When labour 
input figures for agriculture provided by Clarke (1971: 173), Bayliss-
Smith (1980) and my own data are examined, the increa:.:.ed gardening 
labour with a pre-steel technology is between 1.1 and J -~ times. We 
can compare these results with Salisbury's estimates (1962: 219) of 
1.5 and 2.5 times. 
It can be seen that the introduction of steel tools for gardening 
has brought tangible benefits in reducing male labour, though it has 
affected women's labour in gardening to a much smaller degree. Earlier 
assessments based on informant statements and experiments of dubious 
validity have, however, certainly overstressed the difference steel 
too ls have made. 
, ) 
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Appendix 5 
TARO YIELD 1'IBASUREMENTS ANEITYT.JM AND MAEWO 
On Aneityum and Maewo during the period of my fieldwork taro was 
grown almost entirely to meet domestic needs and so some difficulty was 
experienced in obtaining samples. Usually six plants were taken from 
an individual bed or pondfield. Where possible, these six were immediately 
adjacent to each other, allowing easier computation of yield/ha. If this 
was not possible six were taken from within ·one island bed or pondfield 
and the general spacing pattern established. The corms and cormels 
were weighed twice, once with 25cm of stem attached and then with the 
stem and up to lcm of the corm removed to give the corm and cormel fresh 
weight. In the irrigated plots taro was generally harvested after 12 
months growth, while in the dry land trial taro was harvested after 
6 months. Where taro was harvested at less than 12 months growth, 
adjustment to give yearly yield has been made. To allow for channels, 
bunds, walis and so on within the gardened area a reduction in plant 
number and therefore yield of 11% has been made when calculating annual 
totals for wetland gardens, based on field observations. 
ANEITYUN 
1. Dry taro trial, Umej. 
The garden soil is on recent sandy alluvium (type 3:nisinomka) 
about lkm inland. The taro was planted in mid-April and harvested in 
mid-October. The garden had been cleared but not burned. Six taro were 
harvested from a rectangular area 2.75 x l.75m, giving a plant density 
of 12,470 plants/ha and an average spacing of about 90 x 90cm. 
2. Swampl,~nd taro trial, Uche (J\T43), 1979 
This inb.9..!lill! is immediately behind the beach. Seven taro were 
harvested from a single island bed with an average spacing of 62 x 62cm, 
giving a plant density of 26,000 plants/ha. 
3. Swampland taro trial, Uche (AT43), 1980 
Twelve taro were harvested, six after 10 months growth and six after 
11, from an area 7.4 x 0.62m, giving a plant density of about 26,000 
plants/ha. One harvested taro was fasciated and had five stems. The 
measurements are given adjusted as if a twelve month growth period were 
represented. 
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4. Swampland taro trial, Anijojo (AT305), Anelcauhat 
This inhenou is immediately behind the beach. Seven plants were 
harvested from an area 6.5 x 2m containing 21 plants, a plant density 
of 16,150 plants/ha (spacing approximately 93 x 66cm). 
5. Swampland taro trial, Annma (/\'1'61) Tjipdav 
Anama inhenou is immediately bel1ind the beach. Five plants were 
harvested from a bed 4.5 x 5.0m, giving a d~nsity of 28,000 plants/ha. 
6. Incauwai (canal-fed garden) yields 
No proper yield figures could be obtained but a plant harvested 
from the AT431 Incauwai gave a corm and cormel fresh weight of l.65kg. 
If an effective plant spacing of 80 x 70cm is allowed, this would produce 
a yield of 26, 0(H) kg/ha/year. The yield from a tilled bed was assumed 
to be slightly higher and 2 9, 000 kg/ha/ year has been allowed in 
calculations. 
The mean yearly production from the four swampland trials is 
39,640kg/ha (31,700 kg/ha corms only). 
MAE WO 
All yield figures are from canal-fed pondfield irrigated gardens. 
It was found difficult to establish accurate plant density figures 
because of the irregular shape of the pondfields and so an average 
spacing of 70 x 70cm has been used, a plant density of 20,400/ha. The 
yield figures given in Table 5 make no allowance for bunds and channels 
within the garden area. 
1. Keribei 
The garden is on a coastal marine terrate at about 20m a.s.l. and 
consists of a mixed calcareous and alluvial soil. It was not clear if 
the garden had been in fallow previou£' to this cycle. Five plants were 
harvested from one pondiield. 
2. Umlongko 
Tlie garden is on a steep hillside about 3.5km inland at approximately 
200m a.s.l. and consists of a ferrallitic soil. Six plants were 
\ 
}, 
' 
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harvested from three adjacent pondfields which had been under forest 
fallow prior to this cycle. 
3, Aiowo 
The garden is on a very steep hillside at the edge of the coastal 
plain about lkm inland, at approximately 80m a.s.l. and consists of a 
calcareous soil. Five plants w•.>.re h~rves ted from a pondfield which 
had been fallowed for five years prior to this cycle. 
The mean yearly production from the three pondfield trials is 
44,630kg/ha. (39,340kg/ha corms only). 
,,,~-;;> 
Location Growth No. plants No. cormels 
period harvested harvested 
(months) (range/plant 
in brackets) 
Ai'iEITYL:1 
Umej (Dry land) 6 6 27 (0-10) 
AT43 inhenou, 12 30 (0-8) 1979 7 
AT43 inhenou, 10-11 12 9 (0-2) 1980 
AT305 inhenou 12 7 22 (1-6) 
AT61 inhenou 12 5 7 (0-3) 
"!-1AEWO 
Keribei 18 5 10 (0-4) 
Umlongko 12 .r 7 (0-3) 0 
Aiowo 12 5 0 
~o. sucker Corm wt Cormel wt Yield/ha/ 
plants with (kg) (kg) year: 
no cormel without without corms and 
development stems stems cormels 
(range/plant (with stems (with stems 
in brackets) in br£ckets) in brackets) 
0 3.314(4.352) 2. 210 (3. 488) 22,950 
.... 
2 (0-2) 6.865(8.750) 3.266(4. 761) 33,197 
3 (0-2) 15.947(18.464) 0.762(16.709) 32,220 
0 14.0 (16.0) 6.0 (10.0) 41,060 
0 9.0 (10. O) 1.5 (2. 5) 52,080 
49 (1-14) 10.375(12.250) 4.375(6.375) 35, 710 
40 (0-22) 11.5 (13. 5) 1.75 (2.75) 40,090 
9 (0-5) 16.0 (19.0) - 58,100 
Yield/ha/ 
year: 
corms only 
13, 770 
22,700 
30,750 
28,747 
44,640 
25,120 
34,800 
58,100 
Ln 
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APPENDIX 6 
QUOTATIONS CONCERNING SOCIAL STRUCTURE ON ANEITYUM 
1. GEDDIE, Journal, October 20th 1849 (J:59) 
·. · Fem<llcs are bought from their husbands and parents to 
become the concubines of the white men, and the brutes 
sometimes pu~chase women from the chiefs who sell them 
without the knowledge or consent of their husbands. 
2. GEDDIE, 'The Inhabitants of Aneiteum' (MR, January 1852:9) 
Written probably during 1849 (McArthur, 1974:34) 
The Kaver is principally reserved for the use of the chiefs 
and is considered too precious for the common people, who 
rarely enjoy the liquor e:<tr<Jctcd ftom it. It is usually 
drunk by the chiefs, every evening at the conclusion of 
their daily meal. 
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Geddie :is cert<Jinly mistaken in thinking that Kava (Piper methysticum) 
would have been <lru11k at the conclusion of a meal. To have the 
desired effect it must be drunk either several hours after eating, 
or before any food is eaten. This is an authentic consumer statement. 
Inglis (1890:154) also note~ that kava was drJnk by 'chiefs and 
principal men'. ., 
3. GEDDIE, 'The inhabitants of Aneiteum' (MR, June 1852:84) 
Written probably <luring 1849 (McArthur, 1974:34) 
... there is a numerous class of sacred men. Every Natmass 
has a certain number who are devoted to its service. These 
p0rsons are held in great veneration bi the natives, and they 
dread to offend them, lest they should incur their maledictions. 
They are supposed to be invested with remarkable powers, such as 
making thunder and lightning, cau'sing hurricanes, generating 
diseases, etc... These sacred men are supposed to be the 
servants of Natmnsses and they spend much time iny6iting 
on them. It be longs to them to prepare the food('.=~Hl t is 
rollect~d to feast their deities, and to consume it too, I 
presunll'... Fr\1m l his class of men who are both numerous and 
influ0nLinl, we may expect to encounter opposition, for the 
gospel endangers and will eventually ruin their craft, which 
at present turns them in no small gain. 
4. VIGORS (1850) 
Crosses island from Anc1cnuhat to Port Patrick, 21st August 1850, 
page 76. 
Hr Geddie nnd some of the natives who having friends in the 
tribe on the not'Lh side by intermardnge or other causes were 
able to ~ass to both sides, tho' the two tribes (those on the 
north and south) were now at war with one another. 
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4. VIGORS (1850) (~ontinued) 
Meets Viali, natimarid of Anetcho Id 
78_9 •. ' at umu, 21st August 1850, pages 
There were ~ large number of young men around the hut busy in 
the P1;eparat1on of the drink called KAVA or CAVA ... It is the 
especial drink of the chiefs. -- --
5. GEDDIE, Journal, October 1st 1850 (J:75) 
In most of the islands of Eastern Polynesia the chiefs have 
cotne .Ln ffrst, and the common people have followed, but in 
Western Polynesia the reverse is likely to be the case. Our 
adherents are to be found chiefly among the women and young 
persons, and very few of the men come to hear God's word. 
6. GEDDIE, letter, October 2-3rd 1850 (M~July 1851:100-1) 
,At Anelcauha t: 
Nowhat, the chief of this ·district, who is perhaps the most 
influential man on the island, ever since he knew our object 
has been hostile to it until lately. He is himself a sacred 
man, and a disease maker, and to these things he is as much 
indebted for his influrnce as to his official position ... 
I have known a young man and woman to be strangled on the 
occasion of the death of a chief's wife. An instance occurred 
since our arrival, in a neighbouring village, of two women 
being strangled when a child of some rank died. 
7. GEDDIE, letter, October 2nd-3rd 1850 (HR, July 1851: 101) 
... a system of exclusion on this island which has been a 
hindrance to our work; for the people of one village seldom 
have familiar intercourse w±~h the people of another. 
8. GEDDIE, Journal, February 1st 1851 (MR, September 1852:134) 
As thQ chiefs arc all priests or sacred men, devoted to 
their respective Nat-masses, the influence against us is 
formidable ... Every chief is either a disease maker, a rain 
maker, a fish maker, a fruit maker, etc, and to his sacerdotal , 
office) which is supposed to include these extraordinary powers, 
he is more inch~btcd for his influence over the people than to 
his chicftainship. 
9. GEDDIE, Journal, March 1st 1851 (J:82) 
... 
Our native converts are in a great measure confined to the humble 
ranks, and the chiefs as a whole arc opposed to us. The more that 
they know of christianity the more they seem to dislike it. This 
may be accounted for as many of the chiefs are priests also. Those 
wh9m I know arc either disease maker.s, or fruit makers, or thunder 
and lightning makers, or hurricane makers. They claim a power which 
belongs to God alone. If a chief embraces christianity he musL of 
course giv0 up his claim to supernatural powers and as a consequence 
of this lose much of his influence over the people ... Among our 
little b'tlnd of christians there is one bread fruit maker, one inmop 
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maker, two fish makers, and others by the grace of God will join 
us also. 
10. GEDDIE~ Journal, March 1st 1851 (J:83-4) 
All the dead are thrown into the sea except the high chiefs 
whose bpdies are retained as objects of worship. 
11. GEDDIE, Journal, December 3rd 1851 (MR, DPcember 1852:186) 
It is ... customary, when a chief dies, to have a sham fight, 
which sometimes ends seriously ... 
12. GEDDIE, Journal, February 4th 1852 (J:ll8) 
Heathenism is declining fast. The old objects of worship are 
being forsaken by the natives. Two celebrated disease makers 
hnve rccp· tly joined us. They declare that they will no '.nore 
,._rve the Devil and ruin their souls. As nn r·;!.dcHce of their 
sincerity they sent me their charms for making ·~;i.::kness. These 
were done up in two native bags. I opened them in the presence of 
a number 0f nntives who were amused at their contents. They 
contained some earth of a dark colour, leaves of a sacred plant 
chewed up, portions of human hair, fragments of women's native 
dresses, sugar cnne chewings &c. &c. &c. When a disease maker 
wishes to cause sickness l1£ endeavours to produce a portion of the 
person's hair or some fragment of his food or dress. He then chews 
up a quantity of sacred leaf, and puts the whole into his charming 
pot, wh:i.ch he sets 071 the fire. He then prays to his ..!_1atmass~ to 
inflict diseCire on the person whom he wishes to charm. The process 
is called naragess. and those who practise it are much feared by 
the people. 
It is not surprising that the disease makers have much influence 
when it is believed that the power of l:i.fe and death is in their 
hands. This class however is hated as well as feared by the natives 
at large. It is their custom to go among the natives and beg their 
food &c., and if their demands are not granted they threaten to 
inflict disease. We may hope well for the cause of Christ when 
this class of men begin to take th~ Lord's side. 
13. GEDDIE, Journal, July 5th 1352 (J:l35) 
Aname, where Inglis'' Station was situated: 
It lies on the sea shore and is bounded on one side by the stream 
which separates Arwmc from Ipeke. 
14. INGLIS, letter, July 12th 1852 (RPI-:, December 1852:790) 
In one o[ these districts the people nre still completely heathen 
[Anau-unse] ... ~ut in the other four districts a considerable 
proportion, embracing the princ:i.pal chiefs, have renounced 
heathenism. 
.. 
. , 
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15. GEDDIE, Jouinal, November 8th 1852 (J:l46) 
Some natives from a distance have brought me sacred relics . 
Among these was the skull of a high chief. In the days of 
heathenism the high chiefs were sacrP~ Their bodies after 
death were not sunk in the sea like those of the other natives. 
The body was laid in a shallow grave, and covered over with 
the exception of :111 head which was left exposed to view. 
Offerings of various kinds were then brought and pla~ed 
beside the head of the dead chief. When the skull separated 
from the other parts of the body it was erected on a pole and 
continued to be worshipped by the people. On thr nr"asion of 
a high chief '-s death many persons were killed. 
16. INGLIS, letter, February 16th 1853 (RPM, November 1853:355) 
Anau-unse threats of war against Anpeke: 
They [Anetcho chiefs] came to me and said that they thought 
it best for me to write to Mr Geddie, and for him to request 
the chiefs on his side to come round and speak to the Anau-unse 
people, as they were both of the same tribe, and the Anau-unse 
people would hear the chiefs from the other side; but they would 
not listen to the chiefs on this side of the island, being old 
enemies to each other. 
17. INGLIS, letter, August 12th 1853 (RPM, July 1854:612) 
ibc.u-unse, one of my three districts ... 
18. !NGLIS, letter, August 12th 1353 (RPM, August 1854:64J--4) 
Bigamy prevails to a limited extent, principally among the 
chiefs. They profess that they have put away the one wife 
and retained only the other ... The chiefs often cause their 
repudiated wives to return to their former subjection, and 
if not to live openly with them, at least to work for them. 
19. J. MACGILLIVRAY (1853). Visit in November 1853. 
a. Page 90, boundary AnJu-unse and Anetcho: 
b. 
At length having passed the district of Anau-unchai [actu~lly 
Anau-unse], we reached the boundary of the next one or Aneitya 
[Anetcho]. Here an indentation of the land forms the.boat 
hnrbour of Indyiptlwv [Iji.pd.nv], where a deep gorge-like vnlley, 
with a little strenm breaks upon the coral lines. The beach is formed 
of boulder..; ... 
Opposite page 90: 
Political Division. The island of Aneiteum is divided into six 
districts - , 
1. ITAHO is the Central District. The Itaho people are lo~ker . 
-,--ti .· I bl' trlnts of the coast districts as somewhat in[ ~ior, upon,,v·1c.1nw' · 1 h d · · d ed as country folks in towns at home. Strange y enoug an are JU g , , . · . 
they make the best canoes and fishing nets. 
t> 
c. 
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[MACGILLIVRAY (1853). Visit in November 1853 (continur::d)] 
2. ANELEGAUHAT (from Nelgau =kingdom+ inhat =a stone or rock). 
The second£ is_introduced for the sake of euphony. 
3. ANELEGAU-ELPUNGAI (probably derived from nelpon = end of + 
ingai =wood). The district is generally called UNECH - the 
name of the principal place - where the chief and other influential 
persons reside. 
4. ANAU-UN~SE (unse = lower) [4 and 6 are placed wrongly in 
Macgillivray's scheme]. 
5. ANEITYA. The missionary station is called Aname. 
6. ANAU-UN-CHAI (unchai =upper) ... 
Chiefs_. In r::ach of the six districts there is usually a chief -
called Natimarith (literally 'High Man'), or Natimi-ahales-ahales, 
which latter appellation alludes to the circumstance that he alone 
is entitled to be carried on men's shoulders. The chieftainship is 
partly hereditary, partly elective - or rather it is hereditary, 
subject to the approval of the principal men of the tribe. These 
last are generally petty chiefs - Natimi Alupas of whom there is one 
at each hamlet or each section of a district. At present the 
chieftainship of 2 of the 6 districts is vacant and it is doubtful 
whether it will he filled up in either. 
~"!:_est~. The class of priests was caJ led Elpatimi etaup (meaning 
'sacred men'). Supernatural powers w~re ascribed to them - such 
as being able to cause disease of any kind, famines, hurricanes, 
good seasons etc. The priests were usually petty chiefs and the 
office of priesthood was to a ~artain extent hereditary. 
Idols. Their idols or natmases (natimi =man+ mas =dead) were 
were numerous. Presents of food etc. were offered to them. Each 
chief has a sacred piece of ground. Each family had their penates -
stones, pieces of wood, occasionally even human skulls etc. 
Opposi~e page 92, concerning burial: 
. .. the Natimariths or high chiefs ... were buried on shore with 
the face and head exposed. These chiefs were deified after 
death, and offerings were made to the body. 
20. GEDDIE, Journal, March }3th 1854 (J:l80) 
Had a meeting with the chiefs this morning. Advi~ed them to 
take some steps towards forming thr;mselves in to a government. 
In their heathen stale each high chief was supreme in his own 
district and exercised an arbitrary power. The people viewed 
them with a kind of religious veneraLion while they lived and 
woi-shippt'd them after death. Their persons were considered 
Jacred and they were greatly dreaded by the natives. The 
introduction ,,f c> ·ist·ianity has altered this state of things. 
Instead of arting independently in their respective districts 
we have advised them to form a united gov~rnment for the 
suppression of crime and the good of society. T~e suggestion 
was well received and they will probably act on it. 
cf. Inglis, letter, April 4th 1854 (RPM, December 1854:769). 
2L GEDDIE, letter, May 26th 1854 (MR, December 1854: 183) 
G~ddie and Inglis journey round Aneityum: 
In our company there were several chiefs of importance who 
had never seen many of the places that we visited. In the 
reign of heathenism, few dare venture beyond the boundaries 
of their own districts. 
cf. Journal, April 14th 1854 (J:l81): 
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Among the natives who accompanied us were some high chiefs who 
had never been round the island before. In the reign of heathenism 
life was so insecure that it was not safe for~atives to venture beyond 
the bounds of their own districts. 
22. INGLIS, article 'New Hebrides - Aneiteum' (RPM, August 1855:274) 
Written between April and July 1854: 
fhe island is divided politically into six principal districts, 
and each of these into about ten or twelve sub-districts, each of 
the sub-districts is governed by a chief. In the dRys of heathenism, 
there was a chief for each of the principal districts; but his office 
appears, from all we can learn, to have been more of the priestly than 
the kingly character, rhough both offices were generally combined in 
the same person. The power of the chiefs on this island is very 
limited. Every man appe~rs to do very much what is right in his own 
eyes. Formerly the men who were most distinguished as warriors, or 
famed as disease-makers, being most dreaded, possessed the greatest 
influenc1·. Under the reign of heathenism, ,both in civil and religious 
matters, fear and not love, was the grand ruling principle by which 
obedience was secured. 
cf. INGLIS (1887:24) with slightly changed wording in the first few 
sentences: 
The island is divided politically into six principal districts, 
three on the south side and three on the north. Aname, our static~ 
is on the north, but the districts are of very unequal sizes: each 
of these again is divided into R~veral sub-districts. In the days 
of heathenism there was a principal chief for each principal district, 
and an under chief for each sub-district. 
23. GEDDIE, Journal, July 7th 1854 (J:l84) 
Opening of new church at Anelcauhat: 
[here were eleven couples married in it on the occasion. Four 
of the parties were chiefs who have renounced polygamy and were 
married to one of their former wives whom they wished to retain. 
2nd 1854 (MR, February 1855:21) mentions that Geddie, letter, August 
tl·ie southern part of the island .were re-married three high chiefs from 
at this time - Nohoat, Karahed and Y~apai. 
·~~--------.~·· ...... :11111 .................. El ............ P':.a .. Lml 
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24. GEDDIE, Journal, July 10th 1854 (J:l85) 
A meeting ~f the chiefs was held today. The object of it 
was.to abol~sh for ever th~ revolting practise of selling 
native women to white men - a practise which has existed on 
this an~ other islands. A law was passed declaring the practise 
to be wicked and unlawful ar.:1 decreeing that all property 
received in payment for women shall be seized by the chiefs 
and publicly burnt. This is the first statute law that has 
ever oeen enacted on Aneiteum, and it is creditable to the 
chiefs of this island that their f~rst laws should be for 
the protection of women and the suppression of a vile slavery. 
25. GEDDIE, October 3rd 1854 (MR, August 1855:125-126) 
In the days of heathenism every chief appeared to have exercised 
authority in his own district, and there was no general union• 
among them. The chiefs were for the most part sacred men, and 
were sapposed to possess ·supernatural powers such as making 
~ickness and death, controlling the elements, causing famines 
or fruitful crops at pleasure. They were feared by the people 
who dreaded their influence. The power which they possessed 
being based on supposition [superstition?], when heathenism 
fell, their power sank ~ith it. Thus by the introduction of 
Christianity the chiefs have entirely lost their infl•tence 
0'1er the people. 
26. GEDDIE, letter, ~ovember 29th 1854 (MR, September 1855:137) 
To facilitate our labors on this island we have recently 
agreed on a division of it. We have drawn an imaginary line 
across the island from east to west, as nearly as possible 
in the micdle of it ... Each of these districts will embrace 
a line of coast about twenty miles in length. 
cf. Inglis, 4th Annual Report, June 14th 1856 (RPM, April 1857:102). 
27. INGLIS, letter, December 12th 1854 (RPM, May 1855:173) 
a. 
b. 
Tlw clistl"icl of Anau-unse contains 300 people; but on this 
side of it, on the west end of Aneiteo, there is the large 
iniand settlement of Inwai-jipthav, containing 100 people, 
and three smaller settlements, all heathen; besides two settlements 
on the shore partly heathen, containing more than another 100. On 
the other side of Anau-unse there are several large settlementsj 
mostly heathen, belonging to Mr Geddie's side of the island. There 
are thus, at 1east, 700 heathens, being all in contiguous districts, 
and of these districts Anau-unse is the centre. This region is 
the great stronghold of heathenism on the island ... For a long tim~ 
after our arrival it was not considered safe for the people of this 
district to pass through Anau-unse, with the exception of a few 
who were related to families in that district ... About two months 
ago, Mr Geddie and I, after consulting on the subject, th~~ght it 
desirable to make an effort to place two teachers at EhesJi, the 
end of Anau-unse next to his district, as two of the chiefs there 
appeared very favourable ... they brought an application ~~om Itan, a 
settlement on the other end of Anau-unse next to my sta ... ion, for two 
t·ca clwrs. 
iluma n flesh was a dainty reserved for men, especially for chiefs ... 
:. /) 
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28. GEDDIE, Journal, Decembel· 25th 1854 (J:l94) 
Death of Natiki (Mary Ann): 
In the days of heathenism she was a chi~ftess of high rank ... 
In Mrs Geddie, letter, 2nd May 1850 (MR, March 1851:33) she is described 
as 'the only female chief on the island.' In an tirticle by Mrs Geddie 
'MR, May 1856:232-3) she is further described as a 'high chief' and it 
is stated that: 
As slie WJS a great chief, she was very much annoyed by the 
heathen chiefs - .When preparations for a feast were going on 
especially, they insisted upon her assisting in sorne heathen 
ceremonies, but she never yielded ... When she was made a chief 
one of the conditions was that she was never to marry. 
29. GEDDIE, Journal, January 16th 1855 (J:l97) 
The people of Inwaijipdav have been much opposed to the 
gospel. There are many sacred men in this place who pretend 
to supernatural powers. They profess to control the elements, 
and make sickness. A desire to show how little they feared 
these men was one reason why the christian party in their 
zeal committed such excesses. They destroyed the sacred gr0ves, 
and scattered the natmasses to the winds. 
There is one large sacred stone in this place, on the safe 
kGeping of which, the existence of the world is said to depend. 
~e story is that if by any means this stone should be broken, 
then thE> heavens will descend and come in contact with the 
earth, and destruction will follow. A party of christian 
natives went to this sacred stone and endeavoured to break 
it with other stones, but their efforts failed. The people 
will no doubt mourn the loss of their gods more than any 
thing else. 
30. GEDDIE, Journal, April 23rd 1855 (J:204) 
Spoke to the people today about a house for Nohoat their 
chief. In the days of: heathenism the high chiefs had almost 
absolute power over the people. Many of them exercised their 
power with much rigour and Nohoat was one of the number. Since 
the gospel has been generally receiveJ by the people they have 
no longer a superstitious dread of the chiefs. The ~ati~es. . 
seem to think that they ought now to be ruled by their misM1onar1es 
and not by tJ1eir chiefs who in their day have been wicked men, and 
the chiefs themselves seem to concur in this view. 
lt h~s been our constant aim to counteract this erroneous opinion. 
We are dofr.g what we can to mis·.· the positi~n of the chief~, 
and our efforts have not been altogether fruitless. They will 
soon see that christianity instead of divesting them of their 
influence has only placed it on a scriptural basis, and defined 
its limits. Nohoal has suffered perhaps more than any of the 
other chiefs. Though the highest chief on the island he fell 
into much disgrace on account of his characte~ a~d deeds. A more 
proud imperious and wicked man than he was, 1t is scarcely 
, ·1' ·1 • , ·v,... He ·is now a qutte humble and inoffensive man, poss t 1 c to cone c1 ~·. . . . 
and very ~onsistent in his conduct. Ile has lately be?n rising in 
the estimation of the people, more so indeed than he is aware of 
himself. 
[GEDDIE, Journal, April 23rd 1855 (J:204) (continued)] 
I had spoken to him se 1 t' b vera imes a out getting a good house, 
but his answer was that he could not build one himself and 
the people would not help him if he were to ask them. So I 
sp?ke to the n~tives myself, told them their duty to their 
chief, and advised them to make a house for him. After a 
few minutes consultation they c: :nsented most heartily, ·::lnd 
went off to cut wood for it. The old man was surprised and 
delighted with their readiness. He went in company with 
Mrs Geddie and myself to select a site for it. The natives 
have been cutting wood all day, and offers of help are coming 
in from vari?us quarters. It is probable that the chief will 
be 1n his house in a few months. The example set here will 
be followed in other places, and in due timu the chiefs who 
6,9 
now live in gras~ huts will occupy plaister0~ h6uses all around 
the island. 
31. GEDDIE, Journal, July 30th 1855 (J:211) 
The chiefs met at Anamu today. Thi~ is their second g~neral 
meeting since the introduction of ch,'istianity among the;lJ, 
Some laws were passed which we hopt~ \dll be beneficial to tlie 
island at large. Though the meeting was composed of chiof~ 
from every quarter of the island the most pleasing harmoay 
prevailed. The chiefs expressed their willingness tn do 
any thing that we would recommend to thnm. Hr Inglis an~ ! 
distinctly defined to them our position and work and exp1~ssed 
our unwillingness to interfere. At th~ same time we expresssd 
our readiness to give them what information we could to guide 
them in civil matters ... Instead of recommend~ng any regular 
code of laws to these people, we think that they should legislate 
about evils as they seem to arise, by suitable acts. This is 
the naturnl and simple mode nf legislation. Where more r\.ian this 
is attempted among such a pLJple failure is probable. Legislation 
should grow as the people advance. It is better on such an island 
as this to legislate too little than too much. All legislation, 
we strongly recommend should be based on the word of God, and 
according to its ptinciples. The natives have this day passed 
a law about the transfer of land, for there was no s~ch thing in the 
days (,[ heathenism. 
32. INGLIS, 4th Annual Report, June 14th 1856 (RP.M,April 1857:102-3) 
In my last report I mentioned that my side of the island contained 
a population of about 2000, of whom 1300 were Christian and 700 
heat·hen. My ]ast census has shewn nearly the same result as 
rega~ds the entire population. But nearly a year ago, .Mr Geddie 
<Jncl I considc.,rcd that a portion of the then heathen district of 
Anau-unse, containing a population of more than 100, lay better into 
his side than mine; and, from the previous connections of the people, 
could be more adv[tntn 8eously ncted upon from his side of the island 
than from this. By mutual agreemE:..it, this portion of the district, 
which is separated from the rest by a strongly m~rked natural boundary 
was transmitted to Hr Geddie's charge, and has since been ve~y , 
successfu1 ly evangelized by teachers whom l~e stationed and directed. 
My district thus contains about 1900. During the past year we have 
hnd an nccession of 400 from the heathen ... leaving scarcely 200 
hcnlht'n. On Mr Gccldie's side there cannot now be 100 heathen ... 
I h d · e'" schools within th" last twelvemonth. I have ave opene nine n w • 
29 I 1 · all If I had one school more, there would be a now sc100 s in · 
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[INGLIS, 4th Annual Report June 14th 1856 (RPM April 1857:102-3) (continued) J 
school established in every district on my side of the island ... 
Amosn has a general charge over the Anau-unjai district where 
there are seven schools and a population of 450.'· ' 
33. INGLIS, letter, September 9th 1856 (RPM, April 1857:132-4) 
There are in this island six natimariths, or high men, 
principal chiefs; and nearly fifty natimi alupas, or great men, 
secondary chiefs ... This ~enerous gift [of scarlet serge shirts!] 
will have an-excellent moral effect upon the island in various 
ways. I~ has fixed beyond dispute whrare the chiefs; in several 
cases this was somewhat doubtful. Since the introduction of 
Christiauity some chiefs had died and no successors had been 
appointed... Fol'.'merly at the appointment of chiefs, there were 
highly objectionable heathen practices, which were looked upon 
as essential to the appointment, and as the Christian natives 
could not join in these displays cf heathenism, no appointments 
had been made in these districts. But as it was necessary that 
ca(h chief shoulJ be distinctly recognized by the people of his 
district, before we would invest him with the robe of office, 
several elections consequently took pJace ... They elected the 
ablest and most God-fearing men to be found in their respective 
districts. Every district has now a recognized chief, who is 
looked upoII as responsible for the conduct of his people ... 
While speaking of the election of chiefs, I may mention that on 
ltlis i~>lnnd the office or chief has been partly hereditary and 
partly elective; occasionall: chiefs nominated their successors, 
and not infrequently, as in all barbarous lands the ~ffice has 
been acquired by usurption. The natives occasionally come to 
us and say that so and so is not the rightful chief of such a 
district, thnt he wns a great fighting man in the days of 
heathenism, an<l made himself a chief ... We observe here, however, 
as well as in more enlightened lands, that birth and family 
connections carry a certain amount of influence- all other things 
being equal, the chief whose father has been a distinguished chief, is 
much more respected in the community than the chief who ... is nevus homo 
who hns risen by his own merits alone, and can boast of no ancestors. 
The higher aristocracy, like the sovereigns of Europe,
1
or the 
nobility of Britain, are almost all married into one another's 
families. A chief's daughter, although she may have less property 
than the daughter of a common native, values herself and is valued 
by others. on account of her high birth. Human nature is the same 
ail the wor]d over. The very instincts of humanity repudiate the 
levelling doctrines of socialism. 
34. INGLIS, letter, September 1856 (MR, April 1857:73) 
11 Or (11.'stri'ct, 110\~ever small, is provided with a gvery vi .. nge 
school ... 
35. INGLIS, letter, September H356 (MR, April 1857:73) 
I f I I1 ot by "tlY means so influe;itial as they are The c1ie:s :8re are u 
a s a body tney have taken the lead in the in many isln: .. s, but 
work of reformation. 
"· . 
" 
' 
' 
_., 
Ji 
> •• l 
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36. INGLIS, Address to Synod in Scotland, 21st August 1860 (RPM, September 
1860:290) 
The island is divided into 50 or 60 little districts, some larger 
and some smaller. We cannot call these districts villages, the 
whole population consisting of a sort of coctage farmers ... 
37. COPELAND, letter, January 24th 1862 (RPM, July 1862:288-9) 
Aftermath of 1861 measles epidemic, in no~thern part of the island: 
On no class of the natives did the late mortality fall more 
heavily, on this side of the island, than on the chiefs. We had 
three natimariths, or principal chiefs, but they were all cut off, 
as well as several of those who held a subordinate place. On 
the principle that a bad government is ~etter than none, we spoke to the 
natives to look out for men, in the first place, to fill up the 
vacancies in the natimarithship. This they soon did in three out of 
the four districts on this side of the island. Our wish was that 
they would select some one for the fourth; bur as no near relative ;··;c 
the 111te chic[ cou1d be found, who was of years to undertake the 
office, another individual, not at all related to him, but in 
every way suitable, was nominated. The people were allowed some 
days to talk over the subject among themselves, but they seemed 
unwilling to confirm the nomination ... A chief must be a relative 
of him to whom he succeeds. They do not, moreover, elevate 
women to positions of power. After the people of the several 
districts had nominated their future rulers we had a.public 
meeting for their being formally recognized. As is the custom 
on all great occa>ions, they made a collection of food one 
afternoon, consisting of taro, breadfruit, pork and fish ... 
After the sermon, the natives proceeded to show their respect 
for their chiefs, dnd to recognize them as such, by carrying 
them shoulder high. This was done by means of a framework of 
wood, supported by long poles ... They then marched very slowly 
along the shore, with flags wavi ~' amid shouts, and songs, 
and salutes. After going some distance they set dow~ their 
burden. Their place was occupied by the three highest chiefs 
on the other side of the isla:-1d, who were carried a like 
distance, with all the same demonstrations. This was the way 
in whicl1 they honoured their rulers in the days of heathenism. 
JS. GEDDIE, Annual Report, December 1862 (HFR, May 1863:125) 
During th 8 past year something has been done to improve the 
eivil government of the islcrnd. In the days of heathenism the 
island wac divided into seven districts, governed by as many 
liigh chiefs, whose power ~Js supreme. They were the high 
pricHts as well us civil rulers of the island. During life 
their persons were sacred, and after.death.they.were.regarded 
with religious veneration. When a high chief died his body was 
not thrown into the sea, as in the case of common people, but 
was laid on the ground, and e·<ery ;iart covered except the head, 
which was left exposed to view, and the people were_acc~~tomed 
[[ · to it Now Ln the days of heathenism the 
tbo.pr0tsenft oor-~lr1~1p1g~ere cailed na~-mas, which is a compound word, 
o J ec s o w ~ ... ' · · th t d · ~f· s a dead man· anrl leads to the supposition a ~~e :~~~1 ~~~the island ~ere deified spirits of the high chiefs. 
~: 
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[GEDDIE, Annual Report, December 1862 (HFR, May 1863:125) (continued)] 
When heathenism was overthrown the civil and sacred offices of the 
high chiefs were so blended that their influence was overthrown also. 
No clnss of persons suffered so much as they did, by the introduction 
of christianity, and for some years they stood on a level with the 
common chiefs of t-he island. But the sys tern did not work well. The 
people treated them with a deference ~hich was not accorded to the 
others, \11ho possessed very little influence. During the prevalence 
of the late sickness several of the chiefr died, and when successors 
came to be appointed, it seemed a favourable time to review the 
whole subjeci of the chieftainship. It was the universal wish 
of the people that the high chiefs should retain their former 
position as far as consistent with the new order of things and 
that the inferior chiefs should be regarded as village magistrates 
under them. The present high chiefs of the island are Lathella, 
Karaheth, Nohoan-pakau, Matau-ahileth, Nasivi, Nirnyiv-ero and 
Nungni-nethom. These chiefs make all laws, appoint to all 
offices and hold courts to decide all cases of importance. The 
Bible is regarded as the statute book of the island, and all laws 
are based on it. The matters more commonly before the chiefs 
relate to disputes about land and fruit trees, personal and village 
quarrels, adultery, and there have been cases of husbands beating 
their wives and children ill-treating parents, but these are rare. 
The punishments usually inflicted are fines, labour on pla~tations 
or roads, tieing, and there have been instances of whipping. The 
present system of things works well, and there are few spots of the 
earth where open crime is so rare. I dare so.y that you and others 
may be ready to ask, Do the missionaries interfere i, the civil 
affairs of the island? I have no hesitation in saying that we do 
interfere, so far as to instruct the natives how they rnay govern 
themselves. 
39. INGLIS, letter, June 20th 1864 (RPM, March 1865:99) 
The Jewish heiresses were not more strictly prohibited from 
marrying out of their own tribe than young women here from 
marrving beyond certain lim~ts. They are all married young. 
Pare~ts are anxious to have their daughters married as soon 
as possible ... Almost all the young women are married sooner 
than we would approve of; but it is difficult to ~hange 
national habits, notions, and feelings. 
40. INGLIS, letter, March 3rd 1865 (RPM, September 1865:335) 
We have four Natirnariths, or high chiefs, on this side of 
the islnnd. The whole people nre giving each cf them a day's 
digging for a cotton plantation. 
'11. BRENCHLEY (1873) 
n. August 1865 visit, Pages 195-6: 
'The inhabitants do not :t:ivc colfoctcd in villages, but 
'd of their cultivated patches; but the separately in the mi st 
island is nevertheless, divided into districts or settlements 
nbout sixty in nrnnber. 1 
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[BRENCHLEY (1873) (continued)] 
b. August 1865 visit, page 198: 
The island is ~overned by chiefs. There are three principal 
chiefs, each having several petty chiefs under him. Their 
pmJer is not well defined, and in many cases they have littJ.e 
influence. In some cases, however, their word is of great weight. 
42. MRS GEDDIE, letter November 1867 (HFR, May 1868:125) 
The females are so few that each 11 land" l:ikes to keep their own. 
43. INGLIS (1887) 
a. Page 68, main churches in Inglis' area: 
We had public worship in four places every Sabbath: the central 
one, which was larger than all the other three, at Aname, and three 
out-stations - one at Anauunjai, a second at Anauunse, and a third 
at Inwaijipthav, a deep inland valley. 
b. Concerning Amosa and his wife, page 75: 
At the end of six months [early 1853] they were removed to 
Ahaij, and took charge cf the district of Anau-unjai, where they 
remained for six years., .We had three districts that attended our 
school at Aname, viz, Ipeke, Aneme, and Isav, containing a 
population of 120. 
c. Page 133: 
In the days of heathenism there was no social intercourse; the 
population of one portion of the island knew nothing of the people 
of any other, beyond a few principal chiefs. 
d. Concerning Aneityum in 1876, page 342: 
Marring~ receives every encouragement; but owing to old notions, 
customs, nnd traditions, all of heathen origin, but still possessing 
much vitality, especially the principle, so rigidly carried out, 
that y0Jng women must be married in their own tribes or within 
their own districts ... 
44. INGLIS (1890) 
a. Page 87: 
... there arc un the island from 50 to 60 lands or districts, each 
containing when we first went thither, from half a dozen to a score 
of ... cottnges nnd gardens. Our mission station lay betwe~n two such 
lands, nncl within nbout n quarter of n mllc of us there nnght he 
twenty fomil ies. 
b. !'age 159 k.:1vn <lrink:ing: 
Its use was confined almost exclusively to the chiefs, the same 
class who rontrnrtcd a morbid craving for human flesh ... 
[INGLIS (1890) (continued)] 
c. Page 168: 
The bride and bridegroom behooved to belong to the same or 
contiguous districts, and as women were scarce, if one was 
married into any particular tribe, another woman, sooner or 
later, must be married back out of that tribe in return. 
d. Pngcs 188-191: 
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When the mission work was begun on Aneityum, the island was 
governed by six principal chiefs, and about fifty under chiefs. 
The name of a principal chief was Natimarith, from Natimi, 
man, and arith, high; a secondary chief was called Natimi alupas, 
from Natim~, man, and alupas, great, In heathen times the 
duties of the priesthood were discharged chiefly by the Natimariths. 
Each Natimarith, in his own district, was a kind of Pontifex 
~1nximu_s, or high priest; he presided at feasts, and performed 
certain sacerdotal duties; but when heathenism came to an end, 
their priestly vocation also terminated, and their civil power 
alone remained; but it became very much increased when it 
became based upon Scriptural authority. In heathen times 
Lhere was no union, no united action among the chiefs. The 
normal state of society was for one part of the island to be 
at war with another part; for two districts to be at war with 
the other four, but not necessarily the same districts. On 
the south side of the island, Mr Geddie's side, the principal 
distdct was Anelgauhat, of which Nohoat was the Natimarith, and 
after his death his son Lathelln; on the north side it was 
Aneityo, of which Nowanpakau was the Natimarith. At first, 
when Mr Geddie was settled the three high chiefs on the south 
side were Nohoat, Yinpai, and Karaheth, all three men of influence 
and of great force of character, who joined the mission at an 
early stage, threw their influence into the movement, and helped 
it grAatly. Topoe, or Topwe, an under chief, a brother-in-law 
of Nohoat's, was anotller power for good;· and Waihit, a famous 
sacred man, was for thirty years a great support of the mission. 
The Natimnriths on my side were Nemet, Viali., and Nimivero, all 
three feeble men; but we had three under chiefs, Tavita, Luka, 
and Napollos, who proved admirable substitutes ... 
The chiefs both supreme and subordinate were partly hereditary 
and partly elective. If a chief died, his son, if grown up, 
succeeded him; if he had no son grown up, his brother or some 
nc<n- relative succc0ded; his daughter never succeeded the 
fntlll>r: then• wns a tncil.: Salic law, minors and daughters were 
alwavs excluded: and eligible candidates were always confined to 
ct>rt;iin fnmil.it>s, lluman nature is human nature all the world over. 
on Aneityum, rank is recognised and appr~c~ated as much ~s amen~ 
the British aristocracy, the Spanish nobility, or the Princes o_ 
Germnny. 
E' • f Ilg 1 i SI Par Lsh dc•scribed by Wil liamu, pnge 325: 
... from lsia to Anau-unsc. 
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45. J. H. LAWRIE (189 2: 709-11) 
Marriage is usually arranged for by chiefs or heads of tribes ... 
They usually married within the tribe, although not in blood 
relationship, yet the children of a brother and sister may marry, 
while the children of two sisters were looked on as brothers an· 
sisters ... In war, the tribes acted in a body and had a common 
inter0Jt. Leading coast headlands usually divided the island 
into districts, of which there were six each governed by a 
high chief; also two inland chiefs, who were in some measure 
subsidiary to the shore chiefs - these were often at war with 
each other. 
The office of chief is hereditary; it passes from father to son, 
or nephew or nearesl male relative; only on rare occasions have 
there been female chiefs. A chief was .frequently a supposed disease-
maker, and therefore feared and obeyed in matters relating to food 
and war. The tribal council consisted of the head men of each village 
or hamlet under the jurisdiction of each high chief. All infractions 
nf tribal law were discussed, and punished by the arms being bound 
and the culprit left for several hours to the public gaze, also 
by his getting growing food uprooted to ·feed the council ... 
The power of the sorcerer is supposed to descend from father 
to son :n the same family. He was supposed to obtain his magic 
power by constant devotion to the service of the gods or 11 natmases 11 ; 
these were unseen spirits. These men were held in great fear and 
veneration by the native community; their power was equally on the 
side of good and evil, by bringing rain or driving it away, or by 
causing sickness or drivin~ sickness away; also supposed to have 
the remarkable power of making thunder and lightning, causing 
hurricanes, &c., also of making the different kinds of food to 
grow, as well as giving or withholding the fish in the sea. 
These men used t0 prepare (and also eat) the greater portion of 
the food given by the natives to propitiate the spirits or 
"na tmas es 11 • • • ' 
Only the highest chiefs were buried on land; in that case the 
head was left above ground, and femal~ mourners watched the 
body until the skin, &c. on skull was decomposed, which was 
duly kept in a cave or in the sacred grove. D~r~ng this time . 
the spirit of the chief was fed by small quantities of food being 
placed in a basket and hung on a branch of some tree near by. 
APPENDIX 7 
THE HISTORICAL EVIDENCE FOR ANEITYUMESE 
POLITICAL BOUNDARIES 
7.1 
Geddie clearly already had some idea of the political geography 
of Aneityum when, a month after he landed to settle, he ci:rcum-
navigated the island to assess the most effective locations to station . 
the Polynesian catechists helping him to spread the word of God. 
Accompanying him on this journey was Simeona the Samoa1 .. teacher who 
had been on the island since 1842 and from whom he presumably obtained 
this knowledge. Leaving Anelcauhat, the headquarters of the local 
natimarid as well as mission headquarters, he proceeded east to Umej 
where he met, 'Karahed one of the high chiefs of the island' as well 
as Yiapai 'the greatest warrior on the island' who was Karahed's 
brother (J:l36, Aug. 30th 1848). The party then sailed to Anau-unjai 
whose high chie~was Nemet (ibid:lJ7). It was arranged to station a 
teacher there and then they proceeded to Epeke, the district where 
teachers had first been stationed in 1841 and where Rarotongan 
teachers W8re Jiving at that time. The next morning Geddie returned 
to Anelcauhat by the west coast, calling at Anau-unse 'another 
important place 1 • There they found that, 'the high chief of this 
place had been dead for some time and no successor had been chosen'. 
The people agreed to receive a teacher, however, and Nimyivero was 
noted as 'the most important man in the place'. This man appears to 
have become the n_atimari_9 o E Anau-unse some time later. In December 
1854 he is ment~Jned n~ ·the other chief at Itan' [Itau], a district 
of Anau-unse cl. te •·I.:';· ( l 1tjlis, RPM. '\1y 1855: 17 5), while in Geddie' s 
Annual Report of De.. p~· J.862 (App. 6:item 38) he is noted as one of 
the island's hi~1 ch_. r·~lis later referred to him as one of the 
three norther:>. ;,; <J chic- fs 0-. f,, ·"' arrh'al at Aname in July 1852 (ibid: 
item Mid). 
In his jo~rnal for September 5th 1848 (J:36) Geddie details his 
placement of the ~atechists at Umej, Anau-unjai, Anau-unsc and Idumio 
[Idumo], with his l;ter notorious assistant Mr Archibald being sent to 
£peke. Idumu, not m~ntioncd previously, was the district of Anetcho chiefdom 
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where the reside.nee of the natimarjj_, Viali, was situated (Inglis 
1890:189, 238). Printed with an article written between April and 
December 1849 (MR, February 1851:25; cf. McArthur, 1974:34) was a 
map of the island by Geddie (see Fjg, 3.8). There is no record of 
a second circumnavigation of the island between September 1848 and 
December 18L19 in Geddie' s j 011rnals: trips by boat to Umej and Epeke 
(the latter ,reached ·by the western route), a walk across the if"L.md 
from E1wkc> to Anelcauhat and walking trips.~ few ·mi 1es east and west 
of Anelcauhat are all that is recorded. .This explains why the detail 
of Geddie's ~ap is sketchiest for the eastern end of the island. It 
shows the is1and divided' into five ch1.~fdn111s with a teacher stationed 
in each. They are 'Anne1igauhat' [Ane1cauhat], 'Umeteh' [Umej], 
'Annalintehai' lAnau-unj ai], 'Aneiteo' [Anetcho] with two mission 
outstaLions marked which are evidently Epeke to the west and Idumu to 
the east, and 'Ann<?-unse' [J\nali,..unse] . 
The boundaries between the. chiefdoms are marked on the map and despite 
tlw clist·ort('d shnpe of the' islnnd, there are sevpral cLues there which 
n I lnw us to place these boundaries and compare them to oral historical 
information on their location, the· latter be.Lng heavily coloured by 
curr~nt political and land disputes. These clues are the positioning 
of offshore reefs and reef pa~sages on the map, the location of rivers 
and details of the coastline. 
It must here be point:ed out that the map I um nsing is taken from 
the original 1851 publication. In Patterson's (1882) biography of 
Geddie the map re.produced has evidently been roughly traced or redrawn 
freehand from the original as the details of coastline are missing, the 
pattern of reefs altered and the map re-labelled. This is the version 
recently reproduced in Miller's (1975) editidn of Geddi~sjournals and 
lius no bearing on the points discussed below. 
Within Ane]caulrnt chiefdom the mai.n bay and Inyeuc island (then 
I 
1 ) ClP_arly marked, with the Lelcei river two separate is ets a~e 
immediately to the east. l\ second r'ive1 is shown close to the Lelcei 
f · 'Ihi's 1·s probably Inwaepec, a small creek just to the east o· i~. 
l)e \~~ded ~cross when walking Plo.ng the beach not i ce>.:Jb1c' tn that :i.t mu~t '" °' 
· at'both hi"gJ1 a11d low tides. The boundary between ,J.n the> t direction · 
A l. s sJ1 o\·'tl some w<ry·· beyond this, much closer to the nelcauhat and Umej v 
Umej river which is also marked on the map. The outline of the coast 
suggests a major bay b~tween Umej and the boundary which appears to be 
at the next bay along to the T·'est. Tl· · b 
w 1is maJor ay appears to be the 
Anauyac bay and the boundary thus occurs at Aniblidai, the next bay 
to the west. If the boundary follows the dominant topography and 
Aniblidai is placed within Anelcauhat then the boundary would be at 
the point Netchan Nerinopo (3756 77608). 
In 1848 the natimi alupas of Aniblidai.was Topoe, the brother in 
law of Nohoat (Geddie journal, Aug. 30th 1851 CMR, Nov. 1852:189); J: 
119, 133; Yaut:aea, per~. comm. 1979). The journal mentions that Topoe's 
brother, the previous natimi alupas had been killed some years prev:i.ously 
by the Anelcho people, the traditional enemies of Anelcauhat. This would 
suggest that Aniblidai w~s within Anelcauhat, but Yautaea, g:i.ving the name 
of Topoe's predecessor as Noputumu,recounted a story of a fight between 
Noputumu and Yaredaua (Nohoat 1 s predecessor as natimarid 1;1f Anelcauhat) 
to assert Aniblidai's independence. In this fight Anekro and Umej aided 
the Aniblidai side and both Anadauai and Anelcauhat dist~icts were sacked. 
A boundary district such as Aniblidai may well have been sometimes on one 
side, sometimes on the other,but the relationship between Topoe and Nohoat 
and Topoe's opposition to Anetcho would suggest that at least in 1848 
Aniblidai looked to the west rather than east. Today the Aniblidai 
people have placed themselves under Umej whose natimarid is Yautaea, but 
Naulita, natimarid of Anelcauha~ has claimed that the true boundary 
between their two dom,.Jina is at Idijou (376l1 77598) and that Anauyac too 
is part of Anelcauhat, a claim vigorously denied by the Umej people. 
No-one disputes that Anadauai and all poincs west were traditionally 
part of Anelcauhat, but the Anadauai people today have placed themselves 
under Umej for political reasons. 
Thu re i.s nn clcnr indication from Geddie' s map of where the Umej I 
Anau-unjai boundary might lie but it is. evidently a considerable distance 
northward round the coast from Umej. Within 1\nau-L1 njai the teacher's 
· · 11 t U a The extensive station would appear to have been initia Y a e · 
l I . a' a 111-e~J- i'n coastline on the reef at Port Patrick, which is s lOWn as enc ing < '- c • "" 
map, does in fact en<l nt n pronounced point, Netchan Niacen (3817 77706) 
n1td Uea is the district inunccliotely beyond that poj.nt. Within Uea district 
to me as the location of the Polynesian a house site (AT565) was pointed out 
· r·'Lot· to 1854 Lhc mission outstation was moved· teacher's house. J\t some time P · · · 
Oct . 1856: 339; RPM, May 1859: 141; Inglis 1890: 75;238) to Ahaij (Inglis, RPM., 
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The boundary between Anau-unjai and Anetcho is shown as being to 
the east of a river marked on the map and opposite the point where the 
reef takes a slight change in direction. The other two rivers near the 
teachers' sta~ions of Epeke and Idumu are the Aname and the Anetcho. 
The next river to the east is the Antina but from the sea this valley is 
not nearly so striking as the Anaia a little ;· 1 r~J:'2r to the east. The 
relative distances on Geddie's map from the Aname to the Anetcho and 
from the Anetcho to the third river w·ould al~o suggest that it is 
Anaia which is marked. A major change of direction of the outer reef 
occurs east of the Anaia, at a point opposite where on the shore an 
irrigation system (AT210) is situated, fed from the Anaia river. Given 
the potentially hostile relations between chiefdoms,wu c<Jn assume that 
such canal-fed systems would not cross chiefdom boundaries, and so a 
small creek at the eastern edge of AT210, Tnwonlage (mouth at 3804 77705/6), 
independently given as the Ahaij district boundary by Michel and Tamadui, 
would appear to be the chiefdom boundary referred to. 
Today there is much political dispute about the Anau-unjai/Anetcho 
boundary. Most Umej people and their allies consider the true boundary 
to be at Anerije near the mouth of the Annin river, while some Port 
Patrick residents who are allied with Anelcauhat claim the boundary to 
be at Netchan Niacen. Yautaea is descended on one side from the Ahaij 
people, and while unclear about the traditional political affiliations 
of Ahaij, he knew of the names of two natimarid of Ahaij: Nejep succeeded 
by Nemet. Nemet was of course the Anau-unjai natimarid mentioned by 
Geddie. The place of Ahaij in 1848 appears to be within i 1au-unjai, while 
the placement of the irrigation system AT210 suggests that the area 
immediately west of Ahaij was linked to Anetcho. 
The Anetcho/Anau-unse boundary can also be localized to some extent 
hy the position o[ the reefs. ThC' boundary is clearly marked between the 
end of the Port Patrick reef system and the end or the Anau-unse reefs (Fig.3.8). 
Ijipdav bay is situated in this break, and other documentary evidence 
woGld place Ijipdav bay within Anetcho chiefdom (App. 6: items 19a, 27a) 
and Lhc boundary would nppear to be that between ] tau and l .i iptlav 
A11a11-unsL' 
,\ppr'ndix 'i. itcr1 1'1, re'('rs to t:1C' 
W ~r on Anpcce, part of AneLcho further pctiplL' LhrcnLcnlng u 
W ~s heathens versus Christians, to thC' east but this dispute u 
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hot Anau-unse versus Anetcho. Anpece was the nearest Christian district 
to Anau-unse at that time~ and even if Ijipdav were within Anetcho 
it would not hav~ been under threat. 
Within -Anau-unse the teacher's station (which was soon abandoned) 
appears to have been at the northern end of the chiefdom and thus in 
Itau rather than Ehesjei. A reef passage occurs opposite the teacher's 
station on the map and one occurs at Itau. Nimyivero has already 
been referred to as a chief at Itau and was at some time made 
natimarid. The teacher was obviously stationed at Nimyivero's head-
quarters. A second reef passage on the map would be that at Ehesjei 
and a break in coastline near this point would appear to be Netchan 
Namaunia (3688 77713) between Itau ~nd Ehesjei. 
Tile border between Anau-unse and Anelcauhat is shown as being 
opposite an 0Efshore reef which is clea~ly Inmal (or' three-mile') reef. 
A deep bay is marked near the S.E. end of the reef next to Anelcauhat 
bay, and this is evidently Uche bay. Given this identification, the 
chi8fdom boundary would ap~ear to occur at the boundary between Imkalau 
and Iteg dibcricts. Today however there is no dispute between the 
Anau-u~se and (related) Anelcauhat people and it is gerierally agreed 
that the traditional boundary is that between Umanid-Anwunyat and 
lnyadpoig-Anauwau (3677 77685). It is also clear 
from L1glis' account (App. 6 : item 2 7a) and the transfer of the 
Anauwau valley from Inglis to Geddie' s parish (ibid: item 32) that 
the chiefdom boundary was just ~astwards along the coast from Anauwau. 
Geddie' s missionis ation plan, perhaps formulated even befo--e his 
1848 boat trip was evidently to place teachers so as to influence all 
of the five natimarid of whom he had heard. In this he was presumably 
following the advice of his brethren working in Polynesia where, as he 
noted later (ibid: item 5), the chiefs were usually the first converts 
and the ~onnnon pc> op 1 c> fol lowcd. llis experience on i\nci t:yum was nearly 
the opposi.te. 
It is in November 1853 that the first reference to 6 rather than 
5 chiefdoms appe~rs. This is recorded not by a missionary but by the 
naturalis ; -.1111 NacGillivray (App· 6: item 19b). The sixth district he 
f l"ts location makes it clear that it is calls Itaho and his description o 
- 1 • h J1e is referring which is in fact within the inland district of Ohuul to w11c ' 
,, 
, 
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Anetcho chiefdom (see also Hap 1). McArthur identifies 'Itako' 
(d close examination oE the microfilmed manuscript makes ic clear it 
is an h rather than a~) with Ijipdav (1974: 48). However, given 
MacGillivray's description of his walk across the island (App. 3: 
item 20g ; see also McArthur, ibid:39, 47) and his comments on a return 
vi.sit (1854: Nov. 29th) that Itaho had since become missionised, iL is 
clear that Ohuul is meant. As McArthur noted (ibid: 48), ~jipdav was 
not missionised until 1857. MacGillivray is the only person to mention 
Itaho, and no-one on the island in 1978 had ever heard this place name, 
whereas every other name in documentary sources could be readily 
identified by Aneityumese informants. Tepahae solved this puzzle: 
Itaho is an expression meaning 'bush' or 'inlanC:' (cf. Inglis, 1882: 
definition of itaho) ! NacGillivray using his best Sandalwood Pidgin 
had evidently pointed up at the mountains nnd asked 'Whatfella that 
place there' or somesuch. The answer 'that's the bush' obviously 
satisfied the white 'masta' who wrote it down for posterit}. It 
would not at all surprise me to find that some of the place names 
recorded in this work result from a similar confusion, which I hope 
wilJ provide some amusement to a future generation of Anei tyumese. 
In an article written by Inglis between April and July 1854 
(App. 6: item 22) six chiefdoms are mentioned for the first time by 
one of the missionaries, and in July 1854 Geddie noted that three 
natimarid from the south were remarried after renouncing bigamy -
Nohoat, Karahed and Yiapai. Nohoat and Karahed had previously been 
identified as 'high chiefs', but Yiapai only as a 'great warrior'. 
Geddie had been met both by Karahed and Yiapai on his first 1848 
visit to Umej. In 1853 Inglis had made it clear (App.6: item 17) that 
there were three districts in the north (Anau-unse, Anetcho, Anau-1· jai), 
and two in the south (Anelcauhat, Umej) were depicted on <iedcUe' s 1SL19 
map. How had the situation changed since then? 
In January 1854 (J:l70-l) Geddie visited Anekro and Anumej, 
I f . t t'1ne AnumeJ' was noted as the districts inland of Umej, for t 1e irs ·i · 
1 l' ('b'd) and later as 'the largest largest village on the islanc J. 1 
1 t · of nearly 300 souls' inl•and settlement and contains a popu a ion 
( J\ Th 1·s Mou].d appear to be the third south·rn MR, ug. 1855:124-5). w -
' testi'mony (repeated by Inglis in his 1890 chiefdom. Despite Geddie s 
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book App. 6: item 44d), Yautaea on showing me Yiapai's grave at 
Anisinelcau (at AT82G: 3780/1 7760L1) claimed that Yiapai was not a 
natimarid but was natimi alupas of Ananpeke/Ehili and war leader for 
the Umej chiefdom,which would explajn his presence at Umej in 1848. 
Geddie had only visited the area inland of Umej once by July 1854 and 
probably did not fully understand the political arrangements in the 
area. 
In September 1856 Inglis refers to six.chiefdoms (ibid: item 33), 
but Copeland writing in 1862 notes four districts for the northern 
half of the island (ibid: item 37), not three as previously reported. 
In Geddie's December 1862 Report (ibid:iterr 38) seven natimarid are 
listed and named. Finally Inglis appears to have caught on nnd in 
March 1865 (ibid.: item 40) also reports four natimarid for the northern 
parish. So what had changed this time? Another inland district had 
been discovered and missionised. 
In December 185L1 (ibid: item 27a) Inwaijipdav is first noted 
as a 'large inland settlement ... containing 100 people' with three 
attendant smaller settlements. In January 1855 the previously turn-the-
other-cheek Christians attacked tbe district in retaliation for heathen 
1 harassment. In March 1857 (Geddie, J:230) the Christian chiefs punished 
two heathen men at Tji.pclav who had strangled a wonwn. It was at this 
time that the Ijipdav people threw in the towel and requested Christian 
instruction. By July 1857 Inglis could report successful missionisation 
(RPM~ March 1858: 80). Ij ipdav is remembered today as having had a 
natimarid. The extent of his domain is unclear and may not have included 
the shore settlements at the mouth of the valley, which Tepahae has 
heard were under Anetcho (backing up the evidence from the early map, 
dtPd prPviously). 
In Gl'ddie's ltl62 list Lhe natimarld are Ladella, Karahec.l, Nohoan-
' ----~--·--
pakau, Matau-ahiled, Nasivi, Nimyivero, and Nungni-nedom. Ladella was 
the son of Ne.heat of Anelcauhat who died in i859 (Miller 1975: 252-3). 
Karahed of Umej has already been mentioned els~where. Nohoan-pakau is 
referred to ns .n.a_~im~r_i_d of Anetcho (App. 6: item 44<l). His predecessor 
Vinli prc'stun:ihl:>' diC'cl in the> 1861 nH't!SlC's C'pidomic (ibid: item 37). 
(~ctJ' ,~cent Lo the school (AT817) ;1ili. nu-aid led 's g ravt.• j s n L /\1WK ro " " 
(McArthur 1974: 134; 1978: 280) and oral history records him as the 
Anekro natimarid, lie died in 1863 and wns succeeded 
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by his elde3t son Kaka (HFR, Feb. 1864:41-2). Kaka is later mentioned 
as having connections with Idec and Iniamet (HFR, May 1870: 128) and his 
'remarkable' house at Idec d b ( was note y Annand NHN, Oct.1901:17-18), 
indeed its exact location is still remembered totlay (AT 444). The 
.Anekro chiefdom included Anumej, Idec and Iniamet according to informants 
and the presence of Kaka's house at Idec is thus explained. He is 
remembered as the last Anekro natimarid. Yautaea gave the name of Matau-
ahiled' s predecessor as Nimyivari, who· is not mentioned in any of the 
documentary sources. He may in fact have died before 1848, as Matau-ahiled's 
accession date i~ unknown. He is first referred to in 1860 (Miller 1975: 
255) when he was made one of the first seven elders of the Church and was 
presumably already natimari<l. The then natimaritl of Anelcauhat, Ladella, 
was named as an elder at the same time. 
The boundary of Anekro and Anau-unj«i at the coast would appear from 
informant testimony to have been the boundary between Isia and Idec. This 
fits in with a description of Inglis' parish as 'from Isia to Anau-unse' 
(App. 6: item 44e ). Anau-unjai chiefdom was certainly under Inglis' 
~targe and so the Isia boundary is supported by documentary as well as oral 
evidence. Similarly the association between Kaka and Idec and Iniamet 
districts already mentioned is supported by oral testimony of the Umej/Anekro 
boundary at the coast being that between Iniamet and Ahaijom. The boundary 
on the Umej river between Umej a~d Anetro was established from oral testimony. 
l~sivi is assyciated with Anau-unjai and was presumably the natimarid 
there. Tepahae had heard of him as a man of Uea but not that he '·:is 
natimarid, and Yautaea independently stated that Nemet who probably died 
in the 1861 measles epidemic, was the last holder of the title. It is 
from the time of consolidation of mission power, well established by 
1862, that natimarid were more or less selected by the missionaries 
and Lhere(ore may not Jwve been genei-ally recognised by their subjects. 
Nimyivero of Anau-unsc has been mentioned before. Copeland, however, 
( £ • 37) that thr~e of the northern natimarid specifically stated App.a: item 
el)l'dnnii'c aiicl that the other chiefdom title was died in the 1861 meas lcs · ~-
vacant. Either Copeland was mistaken, or Nimyivero 
until 1862, or it is a second Nimyivero (~ts son?). 
was not formally elected 
. a can be allocated to By a process of elimination Nungn1-ne om 
Ijipdav, hut no informnnts had lwni-d of him ns n.}1..8.t.!m<"!X.~d. 
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Tepahae had heard of a song about him fishing off Anpece but that was all. 
Perhaps ljipdav was the vacant chiefdom referred to by Copeland and/or 
the one where the people were unwilling tr confirm the missionaries' 
nomination (ibid). Balau could name three natimarid of Ijipdav: 
Yahauw, Nokori, and Kauypae. He thought that the missionaries had 
arrived during Kauypae 1 s time and asserted that he was the last holder 
of tr,; office. Nungni-nedom certainly broke with custom when he was 
carried in the chief's palanquin at his accession as reported by Copeland. 
According to Yarowili, the natimarid of Ijipdav was the original one who 
came out of the ground and was thus the natimarid intan. \·n1ile other 
high chiefs were carried on ceremonial occasions, he always walked to 
show his origin from the ground. 
Inglis (ibid:item 43a)mentioned that in addition to the church at 
. Aname in Anetcho chiefdom, Sunday services were also held at Ahaij in 
I Anau-unjai, Anau-unse [probably the ltau church] and ljipdav 'a deep 
inland valley' . The pattern was evidently to provide services in each 
of the four chiefdoms every Sunday. Likewise in the southern parish, apart 
fro~ the main churcr at Anelcauhat, the Anelcauhat natimarid's 
hL'ndquartcrs, the 1 lnrgcst and most important statjon 1 (J:201) was Umej 
which also had a large church and was a high chief 1 s residence. The 
school at Anekro, again a hiE;h chief's residence, may also have served 
as a central church for the surrounding area (McArchur, 1974:201). 
Ged..;ie 1 s original plan, to have outs tat ions near every hig1' .;hief' s 
residence, was thus finally achieved. 
In 18~5 Br0nchluy (App. 6:item 4lb) noted only three 'principal 
chiefs' but he 0as evidently confusing information about the southern 
half of the island for the whole. In Inglis' first monograph (ibid: 
iten 22) once more there are only six chiefdoms mentioned. As can be 
l j • • account almost word for word se~''.1 by cc~paring than. w tPl1r: Lois · 
!r0~ his July 1854 article (the period before Ijipdav had been visited), 
d · 1 Si.'rni'larly, in his second monograph s~ ~his error is understan ao e. -
(ibid: itc~ 44d), he again recor~s only six natirnarid, naraing those 
~J:ciing office in 1848 as ~ohoat, Yiapai and Karahed for the south, 
f, h northern half of the island. <'l:1'1 ~;er::et, Viali and };imivero or t e 
•1 ", 1 . . 0 • ..,v . s ml' ssec.! ,,~ 1 r and Yiapai is seen as a full high chief. ' .• t.e r::ore J ip u 1 
"· 
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Lawrie's 1892 account (ib1'd·. ) item 45 again notes six high chiefs 
whose dom11ins were along the shore and 'also two inland chiefs, who were 
in some measure subsidiary to the shore chiefs'. Perhaps he was confused 
by the position of Anekro whose main focus was inland but which also had 
shore districts, one of which was the headquarters of Kaka, its natimarid. 
This would account for the six shore chiefs and also one of the inland 
chiefs, the other presumably being that of Ijipdav. The inferiority and 
subservient position of the inland peoples w-:i-s stressed by the early 
missionaries, but is strongly denied by informants today (McArthur 1978:279-
280). Indeed some claim that the Anekro and Ij ipdav natimarid were 
traditionally superior to the coastal ones, in some sense of higher rank, 
expressed as Ijipdav and Anekro having had the original high chiefs who 
set up the remainder. 
The one boundary left to be established is the eastern boundary 
between Inglis and Geddie's parishes. Geddie seems to suggest that the 
boundaries were arbitrarily drawn (ibid : item 26) but as we have seen, 
this is not true of the western boundary which followed the boundary 
between two chiefdoms. It seems that originally the eastern 
bo1111dnry fullowcd that bctwC'C'n /\1wlcnuhat and i\nau-unse chiefdoms. 
While this area was being opened up to missionisation however, part of 
Anau-unse was transferred to Geddie's parish for convenience (ibid: 
item 32) and the break was made at 'a strongly m&-ked natural boundary', 
thus placing about 100 Anau-unse people into Geddie' s spiritual sheep 
pen. From Gcddie's diary account of a visit to Inyadpoig, Anuonopul and 
the inland part of the Anau-wau valley, it is clear that they were 
included in his parish (J:l98,2l6).The boundary between Anau-wau and the 
next district of Ehesjei should therefore be examined as a possibility. 
At its seaward edge this boundary is marked by the offshore islet of Neheto, 
t an enormous bJ.ock of coral and clearly a 'stror-ly marked natural 
~ boundary'. Informant testimony supports this as the parish boundary and 
· ti t iJU1 1· ti' c,·i.1 l)oui1daries we.n~ rcspec ted, albci t here again we can see ·1a 
at the district rather than chiefdom level. 
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APPENDIX 8 
QUOTATIONS CONCERNING FEASTS AND FOOD PRESENTATIONS ON ANEITYUM 
l. GEDDIE, Journal, September 1st. 1848 (J: 35-6) 
i\11 the cocoa nuts in the district had been made itaup 
[taboo], and no person was allowed to touch even those which 
belonged to himself. The whole crop was to be kept in reserve 
for an approaching feast ... 
Nadaua gave us some taro as a mark of friends~ip which we 
received of course. 
2. GEDDIE, Journal, October 10th 1848 (J:37) 
3. 
On a Sabbath day Mr Powell and I went out to visit accompanied by 
Simeona. We intended to go to a village at some distance from 
the station. Our path led through a village where we had previously 
been and knew some of the natives. As we drew near this latter 
place we met a native who told us that we must not pass through the 
place on that day, as the people were preparing a feast for the 
natmnsscs, and the village would be sacred until the feast was over. 
We walked on until we came to a stream which separated us from the 
village in question. The natives were busy on the opposite side 
cooking fooJ for the feast. We called out to them anci asked if they 
would allow us to cross the stream and go to them. They answered 
that their village was sacred that day, and therefore no stranger 
must enter it ... 
GEDDIE, Journal, June 4th 1849 (J:Sl-2) 
An unpleasant incident occurred today. I went a short distance 
from home accompanied by Mr Powell to visit some-natives who were 
preparing for a fens t. The most of them were sacred men, and we understood 
that they were living by themselves and preparing offerings to 
propitiate their ~~' in order that they might have p~enty 
of food. On such occasions they absent themselves ftam their 
families for [a?] week, and it is unlawful even to speak to their 
wives. They are so sacred at this time that women dare not pass 
them on the road~ and if they go abroad the females may be seen 
running in every direction to hide themselves. 
As we approached the spot where the natives were Nohoat came forward 
to meet us. He appeared very angry ... 
\·'. I . "'· learned that it is unlawful to speak to the sacred men ~e 1.:ive .,1nce . . d . · 1 £ 1 £ 
h h · thei' r natmasses an that it is un aw ·u ·or w en t ey are serving ' . 
l l t It is no wonder under these circumstances t 1em to spea < . o us, I t th t a b 
that thev were offended at our intrusion. true a ~e m Y e 
• ld · ssary offence to guarded against every act that wou give unnece . 
them. 
!, t 
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4. GEDDIE, 'The Inhabitants of Aneiteum' {MR, January 1852:9) 
Written probably during 1849 (McArthur, 1974:34): 
5. 
6. 
Feasts are common, and in the estimation of the natives, are 
events of great importance. These feasts however, are unlike 
soctal entertainments at home. - One district gives a feast to 
another, and receives one in return, - but the two parties do not 
eat together. When a chief concludes to feast the people of 
another division of the island, a restriction is laid on several kinds 
of food; and this often continues for six months or more. After 
the restriction is removed, an immense gathering is made of cocoanut, 
taro, sugar cane, pigs, fish,.&c. The whole is collected on a spot 
prepared for the purpose, and piled up in large heaps. On a fixed 
day the people to be feasted are ihvited to come to th~ place where 
the food has been gathered. After a variety of ceremonies ... there 
is a transfer of all the food from the one party to the other, who 
carry it to their own land, where it is divided among the several 
families who eat their respective portions in their own houses. 
The district thus entertained is expected to give a feast in r~turn 
as a recompense. After all, the term feast conveys a very imperfect 
idea of this strange practice. It is neither more nor less than an 
exchange o[ food. As the importance of a chief is judged of by 
the quantity of food collected on such occasions, the common people 
are most heavily taxed in order to support his dignity. It would 
be much for the comfort and interest of the natives, were the 
practice of fensting discontinued. In consequence of it, they 
are very much f;tinted for want of food during a part of the year, 
while for a few weeks, they eat on a most magnificent and intemperate 
scale. Add to this, there is a great destruction of food caused by 
these feasts, as much that is collected spJils beforP. it can be 
eaten. 
MRS GEDDIE, letter, April 1850 (MR, December 1852:186) 
I am afraid it w·_; be a long time, ere the women of this dark 
island will learn · J read. At this place they are now all busy 
feeding pigs for a great feast that is to take place some three or 
four months hence ... The poor women have a hard time of it, collecting 
food for the pigs, and they are as particular in baking it for them, 
as if it were for themselves. 
~IRS GEDDIE, letter, 2nd May 1850 (MR, March 1851:33-4) 
I have again been obliged to relinquish my school or 
d I · ti'rne ago as there were rather sny I ha to co so s0me . 
making [or a feast, and the women and girls were kept 
pigs for the occasion ... 
I should 
preparations 
busy fattening 
7. INGLIS (1851:15) 
1850 Visit, Concerning Feasts: 
I t' g of food It is one 
... It is rn th er the recC'i ving than t le ea inh T··,. . mode of 
. l present to anot er. ,_is 
chief or tribe making a arge bl t 'ndustry and economy, as 
. . ly unFnuoura e o 1 feasting 1s extreme. r.·'·'-~ . and the greatest producers are 
those who are most i~du~trious tribute most to the feast. 
expected, if not obliged, to con 
:~ 
:· t' 
' ' ' ' 
8. 
9. 
10. 
GEDDIE, Journal, April 24th 1851 (J:89) 
. .. others of the heathen party are inclined to join us, but are 
delaying until a feast in prospect is over. There is so much 
heathenism connected with their feasts that they cannot 
conscientiously observe them, and be christians also. 
GEDDIE, Journal, August. 28th 1851 (J:99) 
The feast has come off, and thank God, without dange~ to the 
mission. As usual an immense number hnd assembled from different 
places ... 
GEDDIE, Journal., August 30th 1851 (MR, November 1852:169) 
8.3 
The great feast, for which preparations have been making for months, 
has now passed off, As usual on such occasions a great concourse 
of people had assembled from different parts of the island. Many 
~f them had come from remote and heathen settlements. They were 
much enraged ... about the conversion from heathenism of a chief 
named Topoe, who was the receiver o~ the feast, and who had previously 
declared his intention of not submi.ting to a~y of the heathenish 
practices, observed on such occasions ... The cond'uct of Topoe, on his 
arriiral at the feast ground, µ_ras to be the signal either for peace 
or action. He came, aftended by a large concourse of followers, and 
received the feast as he said he would. 
Topoe, brother-in-law of Nohoat:, the natimarid of Anelcauhat,was the 
natimi alupas of Aniblidai. 
11. GEDDIE, Journal, October 24th 1851 (J:l03) 
Christian convert from Idumu: 
l ·) '-• 
After much conversntion he lefL me and returned in about two 
hours bringing a pig and quantity of taro which he gave me. 
Gl'DDI.J' r 1 J 1 J.l1th 1852 (J: 135) ,~ . ~, _,ourna, .u.y 
Feast of Anelcauhat people for people of an inland district [Nijiemhang; , 
Anaparijo or Itec district]: 
l~iat a revolution of sentime~t has taken place on the subject 
O[ f. t' In former vears feasting seemed to engross the ens ing. . J • . f 1 t ,.. thing 
attention of the people [to?] the exclusion o· a mos eve.y 
cocoa nuts &c. were all nls" Pigs taro bananas, sugar cane, c 
'" ''"'' ' ' · l' d ' misery during a tabu-ed for this purpose. The natives iv~ in . 
great part of the time and reserved all their good t f~~~i~~~i~~e 
feasts. Their highest ambition was to make a greauch an abundance 
of food. When these ~easts took plac~ the:e ~~~l~ be used. 
of food that much of it was wasted before it 
• 1 . us t made a collection of food to The people of this. distr~ct 1:v~r~m the. inland people some time ago. 
repay a feast received b) the 
11 
no heathenism on this 
• . t of time no ceremo y' . f' 1here was no w~s e ' Ii ttibution of foo<l to the chie· s 
occasion. Every man brough7 1ds.co:ne heap When the inland people 
yard where i~ was all depos~t~ 0~nfood Noho;t spoke to them seriously 
came to receive the collectio d them to think of their souls as well 
about divine things and exhorte 
as their bodies. 
'. ~ 
. ! 
·~. 
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13. INGLIS, letter, December 15th 1852 (RPM,July 1853:222) 
Since 1 came to this island Mr Geddie and I have been present at 
three meetings of some of the principal chiefs who were formerly · 
hostile, in which large presents of food have been exchanged, the 
symbo.l by which treaties of peace and friendship are confirmed," 
and at nll these meetings the most friendly spirit was manifested. 
14. INGLIS, letter, August 12th 1853 (RPM, July 1854:612) 
The Nntmasses were always closely connected with the feasts. It 
was one of the primary articles in the creed of heathenism, that the 
man who made the most costly offerings to the Natmasses, most effectucilly 
propitiated their favour. 
15. INGLIS, lettes August 12th 1853 (RPM, August 1854:642) 
The desire to hold feasts and enjoy the revelling~ connected 
with them, still operates as one of the barriers in the way of the 
heathen. For example, at Anau-un-se, beyond a mere opening, the 
cause has made no further progress. A great feast is to be 
. held some time a(ter this, which ... will, most probably, keep 
everything at a standstill till it be over. 
16. GEDDIE, Journal, February 1st 1854 (J:l73) 
Visit to Idec: 
When we were about to leave I found a large quantity of taro, 
sugar cane, cocoa nuts etc. collected as a present to me. 
17. GEDDIE, Journal, February 2nd 1854 (J:l73) 
Visit to Umej: 
The chiefs and people before leaving, presented me with a quantity 
of sugar cnne, taro, cocoa nuts &c. and made.a la~ge.presen~ of 
food to those Fi th me. I told them that I did not .17ke their 
rustom of making such collections of food when I vi~1~e<l them, 
and hop 0 d the practise would be giv~n u~ l~st my visits should 
become bur<ltnsome to them. The chief said it wa~ only a small 
token of their gratitude for the good message wh1ch we had brou~i1t 
<l k 1 d 'In added also that since the custom of feast ng to their or nn · r., • 1 d t re had been given up they had food enough for themse ves an o spa . 
Aprl'l 4tll 1854 (RPM, December 1854:769) 18. INGLIS, lotter, 
('lf n nn~ church at Annme, 11th March 1854, 500 to Fenst ~t the opening ~· 
1000 peop lE• prei;cnt: 
. on this side of the island were all 
On the> Snturday, tl.ie natives .· food for the strangers: every 
occupied in collecting and preparing Hospitality among all the 
vi llagc or district pr7pared ~:n~~~~~d as among us, by each family 
natives 0f these sens 18 not Tl .· liospitnlity is not a sharing, 
. , f teangers. ie1r , , 
enterta1n1ng a cw s ·h tertainers eat none of the 
. 1 . . of food: t e en < • d but simp.y a givin~ . uests; and the persons enterta1ne 
food they present to their g 
1 
iot able to eat; for the 
I f I th·it tiey are 1 • earry m.,iny all t 1e ewe ' 1 1 t before a stranger, or for f ti food e HIS SC giver to eat any o le . . wbuld in either case, be equally 
the guest to leave any 0 f it' ' 
7· 
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18. INGLIS, letter, April 4th 1854 (RPM, December 1854:769) (continued) 
an.insult to the other party. Towards ~vening, the prepared food 
was all brought in baskets and placed together in an open space in 
front of the church. It consisted of pigs, poultry, turtle, fish, 
taro, yams, sugar cane, bananas, &c. The leading natives from both 
sides of the island were assembled. A few of the chief men on 
this side arranged the provisions. A small portion was set apart 
for the people here, another for the missionaries, another for 
the four Samoan teachers and their families, and then th~ great 
bulk of it was set forth for the strangers. One dr two of the 
chiefs made a short speec~ and formally delivered it over to the chiefs 
from the other side, who were sitting opposite them, and the young 
men rapidly transferred the b~skets to the stran~er chiefs, who made 
short sp~eches in retui·n. When the distribution was over, a venerable 
stranger chief asked a blessing, and supper commenced. Having 
eaten till they were sufficed, the rest of the food was gathered 
up in baskets, and reserved for future use. This is altogether unlike 
their heathen mode of feasting, in which there was always great waste 
and prodigality; here there was an abundance for the wants of the 
strangers, but no waste of the bounties of Providence. 
19. GEDDIE, Journal, April 14th 1254 (J:l8l) 
Geddi~ and Inglis visit around the island: 
We .met with a warm reception everywhere, and were feasted on 
taro, yams, fowls, fish, sugar cane etc. 
Also reported in Geddie, letter, May 26th 1854 (HR, December 1854:183) 
Everywhere we found taro, fowl~, sugar cane and cocoanuts in 
readiness for us. 
20. GEDDIE, letter, May 26th 1854 (MR, December 1854: 183-4) 
Feasting and dances are now confined to the Heathen, and are of 
rare occurrence; and those who profebs Christianity are ashamed 
of these· things ... 
Neat and comfortable grasshouses are now ~upplantin~ the hovels in 
whirh they formerly lived, and the soil is now cultivated to ~nl 
• · raise an abundant supp y eYtent before unknown. fhe natives now . 
1 · d ti time is not far distant w 1en of food for their own use, an 1e 1 11 'ng at the 
thev will have a surplus to disposP olf to vessep~a~~edi if his food 
is1;nd In the davs of heathenism, w1en a man . , .. t b 
· ' · . ·. £ it was almost certain o e 
esraped the spol~ot:ion o an enemyih laborer seldom reaped the tab_~e<i by~~he.ch1e~_for a feast.Lhe :timulus to work was gone. But 
fruit of }11!=: indust1y,_ <1nd thus d. tlose di'stricts where 
· t fear· an in 1 now there are 'no enemtes o ' . is abolished. 
Christianity has the ascendanc~ feasting 
llebr~des - Aneiteum' written probably) about 21. INGLIS, article 'New ~ 1855 274 
July 1854 (RPM>August : April 1854 and certainly before 
~ d among themselves are all given 
Their feasts and presents of ~o~ of receiving as much again. 
on the selfish, publican princip e 
22. GEDDIE, Journal, October ?th 1854 ("IR, r July 1856:321-2) 
p-;_-.esentation of taro to c t · 
ap ain Morgan of missionary ship 
Wi I l Lams John 
At the close of our meeting I had h 
Captain Morgan to ~ larg . t e pleasure of c0nducting 
of the school hous~ a~ e quantity of taro collected in t 
s a present from the nat' t h It was all that they had to . ives o t e ship. 
heart ft might ha b give, and it was given with a cheerful 
. ve een much greater b t I h d told the natives that . . _ . ' u a previouJ~j 
. . one !£!.~ only was to be given by each 
person witlnn the bounds of the d. t . , . . 
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More would have b r is ri~t, including old and young. 
een a .rnste of good as t· ·11 . 
eight days The g ·ft . ' ~ wi no'; 1:eep more than 
· . i was very acceptable to the captain and al~ 
on board, and, will su.)ply the ship until yams can be procured ac 
some of the neighbouring islands. 
(cf. Geddie, Journal, October ·9th 1854 (J:l87)) 
23. INGLIS, letter , December 12th 1854 (RPM, May 1855:175) 
Referring to Natato, Chief of Antina: 
he is hastenin~ ~o fin('...;/i his nedo aupal, his heathenism, such as 
giving and receiving feasts, etc, that he may become Christian. 
2~. GEDDIE, Journal, April 12th 1855 (J:203) 
Visit to Idec: 
After our meeting was over the people brought us taro, cocoanuts 
and sugarcane. 
25. I~GLIS, letter, October 16th 1855 (RPM, Octob~r 1856:339) 
Feast at opening of new church at Anau-un-jai (Ahaij),, 22nd September 1855. 
In the afternoon all the food was collected in front of the 
church, and then distributed, chiefly among the strangers. There 
was one large live pig, with a quantity of choice taro, for me; and 
another for the Samoan teacher6 nn the island. There were eleven pigs 
cooked, and a great number of ~ish. Taro, bread-fruit, bananas, 
sugarcane, etc. were collected in large quantities. It would have 
been a poor exhi~ition, perhaps, in the fertile island of Rarotonga 
or Samoa, but in our small and comr 1ratively poor island, where 
'·'small things seem great to little m·en", it was a very great occasion. 
26. INGLIS, letter, October 16th 1855 (RPM, October 1856:340) 
You ha] f-starved yourselves for months to make great feasts; 
and then the food was wasted, it could not be eaten. 
27. INGLIS, 4th Annuai Report, June 14th 1856 (RPM, April 1857:107) 
Visit of 'chiefs' from Fu~una and Tanna, who were presented with mats, 
native petticoats, tortoise shell, beads, etc. 
d 'd th t hen they came here in h~athen The chiefs [rom both islan s sa1 , a w 
· i'n return for the presents which they brought 
t1mes they got present~ 
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27. INGLIS, 4th Annual Report, June 14th 1856 (RPM, April 1857:107) (continued) 
with them and gave away; but it was different at this time 
they had got larger presents than either they or their coun~rym,en 
had ever got he~e before, and that not for their presents, but 
from the mere kindness of the people. 
28. J. COPELAND, letter, 1st September 1860 (RPM, February 1861:161-2) 
Concerning a large meeting at Anelcauhat: 
On the Tuesday, all the people of that side of the island at 
which the meeting was about to be held, prepared in their own land~ 
a quantity of food for themselves and ''the strangers from Cl 
distance. About mid-afternoon they were to be seen coming east and 
west toward the mission station. in companies of ten, twenty and 
thirty bearing the cooked food, consisting of taro, pork, fish etc. 
The food was carried upon a fnrnwwork of wood shoulder high, amid 
shouts and songs ... We were all of the opinion that, notwithstanding 
the barren appearance of the island, there exists plenty of food 
upon it, and that the natives do not on all occasions practise 
vcg.:tnrL<rnism ... In the d.ays of heathenism, they had _their feasts; 
and even now when a school or church is opened, or a marriage 
celebrat~d, they must prepare an oven over it. 
29. A.W. MURRAY (1863:28) 
Concerning the Aneityumese in heathenism: 
They believed in a future state, which ~hey called Imai. This 
state consisted of two divisions: the on~ a sensual paradise, 
supp 1 ie<l with all kinds of food, and everything calculated to 
minister sensual delight; the other.a most miserable place, 
where the wretched beings that are doomed to it live upon the viJest 
refuse and are tormented by being dragged over sharp stones, and 
having
1
the ears and the cartilage of the nose pierced by a sharp 
instrument. The classes that went to the place of misery do not 
appear to have b.een numerous; the chief were the stingy, and 
murderers. properly so called. Stinginess is reckoned of all 
sins the ~reatest at Aneiteum; and generosity reckons among the 
~ardinal virtues. Bence the fondness for public feasts, a~ 
furnishing occasions for display, and securing the reputation which 
· · I t d The poor people would starve themselves for is so mu.c 1 cnve e · · be 
months, saving their food for an anticipated f~ast, or it may . 
· · ti · b t to ~ ni'P ·incl living on rubbish themselves, in g1v1ng ·1e1r es. 0 =•' 'b · f 
order to have the praise of making the.largest contri ution o 
food, or turning out the largest and finest hog. ~ 
30. D. MORRISON, letter, July 1864 (HFR, April 1865:9 7) 
Of the Dayspring, at Anelcauhat, Presentation to visitors, crew - - -
June 8th 1864: 
f ams and bananas, besides live There we saw three heaps 0 . taro, y b \ lf of his 
. Lathella the chief, told us, on e1a 
fowls and a pig· ' . d d as presents for us ... One h I aps were inten e -people, that t ese ie. . 1 Dayspdng, one for the newly henp, inc~ud~ng t~e pig, wnsef~:rt~~ Copeland. Each heap contained 
arrived m1ssionar1cs, and on 
about ten bushels. 
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31. INGLIS (1887:134-5) 
Concerning the Communion Services, held twice a year on each side of the island: 
These meetings were akin to the Feast of Tabernacles. There 
was no lack of food. It was supplied in abundance to the 
strangers, but sleeping accommodation could be secured only with 
difficulty. It became very much like the time when the Israelites 
made booths of branches of palm-trees, of myrtle-trees, and willows 
of the brooks, and in such shelters passed the night while they 
worshipped before the Lord. But those gatherings, however 
advantageous in the earlier stages of the mission, became 
inconveniently large when the whole population had embraced 
the Gospel; and evils of various kinds began to crop up; not 
exactly of the 'Holy Fair' type - for there was no drinking -
evils which, by the way, arose from good arrangements being 
continued after they were no~ required, and were thus perverted 
to evil purposes. With us the friendly hospitalities increased 
inLo a species of feasting, and the secular began to overlay the 
spiritual; from the difficulties, too, of providing sleepin~ 
accommodation, some of the people were invariably catching CL' ,:; , 
aPd occasionally with fatal results. In these circumstances we 
found it necessary to alter our arrangements; and after careful 
consideration we agreed that, instead of having the communion twice 
a year on each side of the island, as formerly, we should dispense 
it four times on each side, but on both sides on the same day, and 
thus discontinue the united meetings. 
32. INGLIS (1890:120) 
a. Concerning Taro: 
b. 
It is the most highly prized food on Aneityum. On some 
other islands the yam is the staple article of food, but 
on An~ityum the taro holds the chief ~lace .. The natives 
could not hold a feast without taro. They might have yams, 
bread-fruit, bananas, plantains, horse-chestnuts, sw~et pot~toes, 
sugar-cane, and every vegetable that is eaten, .but withou~ ~aro 
the feast would not be complete. On one o~cas~on I was u~gindg 
1 · but t!1 e parties connected with it pleaded for e ay, on a marriage, 1 d' 
for which I could see no reason. At last one of the ea ~ng d 
k 'd and said to me that the taro was not ripe, an men too me asi e, h 11B t 11 I said "you ld b ·. for two or three mont s. u, · ' 
wou not e ripe " II II he said, "but we could not have 
have plenty of other food. Yes, ld r do 11 In the estimation f . '"! ut taro· it wou neve . . a marriage east w1 - 10 • h t of place to have a 
of ·the natives, it would have bee~ as mu~ a~~arty without bread of any 
feast without taro, as for us to ave a e 
kind. 
Page 152: 
who regularly worked 365 days every year' who, in 
... the natives, 1 feast, when the sacred men had anticipation of some great heatien 1 ad fasted or fared very 
made every kind of common food _!:npu,f 1. eks and even for months, 
1 for days but or we ' . t 
very scantily not on y baclc.and shoulders were far more prominen 
till the bones of their 
than the muscles ... 
' '' 
t) 
'' 
~ . 
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APPENDIX 9 
QUOTAT,IONS CONCERNING EPIDEMIC DISEASE ON ANEITYUM 
1830-1848 
1. GEDDIE, Journal, July 13th 1848 (MR, February 1850:24) 
Concerning teachers Peter and Simeona, Peter had previously fled to 
Aneityum from Tanna early in 1846, Simeona was stationed on Aneityum 
in June 1842. 
At one time their fears for their personal safety were 
excited. A fatal epidemic had broken out and raged throughout 
the length and breadth of the island. Now a general impression 
prevails throughout many of these islands that foreigners,' and 
especially Missionaries, are the cause of disease. About this 
time a party of Tannese visited Aneiteum, and urged the people 
to kill the tecichers, in order that they might get rid of the 
disease. 
Jeddie, like Gill (1856), appears to have confused the 1842 epidemic 
with the flight of the teachers from Tanna to Aneityum in early 1846. 
2. C. HARDIE, 'Account of the native teacf!er John Griffin', 1851 
(MR, February 1852:23). 
Written at Malua Institution, Upolu, Samoa. 'John Griffin' is Simeona,. 
settled at Aneityum June 1842, at Epeke. He was at Upolu in 1851. 
in 1842 he was sent with the brethren Turner, Nisbet, and 
Heat:, to Tanna, to be employed by them in the commencement of the 
mission there. About three weeks after the brethren landed on 
Tanna, they ascertaicied that the teacher who had been left on the 
island of Aneiteum, on a previous voyage of the missionary vessel 
[1841], had, on account of the difficulties with which they had had 
to contend, deserted their post on that island. The subject of the 
present sketch, and another, were immediately selected by the 
brethren and appointed to re-occupy the abandoned station ... 
- They, succeeded :Ln settling among the people at the station which 
had been left, and soon felt so secure as to be able to conunence 
building a house for themselves, and to make attempts at instructing 
the people. But bef0rc' the house was finished the island was visited 
by a very severe epid-=mic, during which many died, and among them 
one of the tnachers and his wife. As the people of the land had the 
s 11 perstLtious notion tlwt t.hcir own sacred men and foreigners, 
especially foreign teachers, whom they regard as sacred men, cause 
diseases, they assembled with clubs and spears, for the purpose of 
killing the survivors of the little mission family, to make what they 
call n mourning feast. In this instance the lives of the teachers 
were saved by ai influential, lame, old chief, who had formed an 
attachment to them. 
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3. INGLIS, article 'New Hebrides-Aneiteum' (!~PM, August 1855: 274) 
Written bet~een April and July 1854: 
About twelve years ago, a most fatal epidemic appeared on this 
island, and, I believe, extended to other islands of. the group. 
From the description given of it by the natives, it appears to 
have been dysentery. Great numbers died, and the survivors were 
so weakened, that in many c.:Jses th0~y could not consign the dead 
to the sea, - their mode of disposing of the dead in the days of 
heathenism; they were left in the houses where they died. The 
population seems to have been considerably reduced before the 
epidemic d.i.sappcarcd. 
4. W. GILL (1856) 
a. Pages 135-6, concerning Futuna: 
Early, however, in the year 1845, most of the islands in this 
group were visited, very general~y, with an epidemic, which 
proved fatal in its consequences; great numbers of the natives 
died, and the people of Fotuna suffered alike with their 
neighbours ... 
The epidemic actually occurred in 1842 (cf. McArthur and Yaxley, 
1967:10). 
b. Concerning Aneityuin between June 1842 and September 1846, pages 
153-/1 : 
During the long absence of the mission ship, much sickness had 
prevailed among the tribes; all the teachers had, more or.less, 
suffered, - and some of their families had died [ 1842]. Whilst in 
the midst of thi.s affliction,, a party o[ refugee native Christian 
teachers, driven by persecution and death horn the island of Tana 
[early in 1846], came to their brethren on Aneiteum. Their defeat 
on Tanna gave boldness to the,heathen party on Aneiteum, who 
availed themselves of the prevailing epidem'lc to excite the 
popu~lace, so as to r:aise a persecution so desperate and so continued 
that the 1eachers were compelled to retire from the settlements to 
an uninhalited a~d barren part of the country ... 
S. J. COPELAND, article 'Moral History of an Inhabitant of Anciteum 
(RPM, August 1858:245) 
Concerning the Samoan teachers on Aneityum: 
The progress in 18l16 was not proportioned to the instrumentality 
employed. A reaction took place owing to th~ prevalence of E:ickness 
aud death. On Tati11a these evils were traced to the presence of the 
teachers and efforts were made to put them to death.- They fled to 
Aneiteum, but the trucl Tannese followed them thither, and stirred 
up the Aneiteumcsc ... 
This inform;;ition is probably from Geddie or Gill, again 1842 and 1846 
events arc mixed up. 
- l 
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6. WILLIAMU, Letter, September 20th 1860 (Inglis, 1890:322) 
Written while Williamu on visit to Great Britain, to Mrs. 'Snodgrass, 
Castle Douglas: 
Formerly there were two great epidemics on Aneityum. I saw the 
one, but I did not see the other. Around the whole island the 
people died; they fell like the leaves from off the trees; old 
men, and men in the prime of life, and young men and women, and 
big boys; but there were no little boys or infants died. We 
performed heathen rites over them for a while, and threw them 
into the sea; but we became so weak that we1cq_uld not carry away 
the bodies, and there was no wailing, and no tears were shed, and we 
ceased to observe those customs by which we showed honour to the 
dead, the people in the land had become so few. 
7. INGLIS, Address ln Glasgow, Scotland, 27th September 1861 (RPM, 
November 1861:350) 
One of the most intelligent of my teachers on Aneityum his 
oftener than once remarked to me, in reference to the epidemic 
that passed over the island about 19 years ago, that God at that 
time took away the chief opposers of the gospel. 11 A number of the 
chiefs,'' he said, "used to beat us boys, and threatened to kill us, 
if we went to the Samoan and Rarotongan teachers, and we durst go to 
them only at night; but God sent the sickness, and these men all 
died. 
[Also published in HFR, December 1861!329]. The teacher referred to 
was probably Williamu. 
8. INGLIS, Letter, July 19th 1867 (RPM, December 1867:448) 
It is now 38 yt.ars since the fi-;:-st ship held communication with 
the shores of Aneityum. Up till that time there is no tradition, 
that I know of, of any epidemic having ever visited the island: the 
natives were living in a normal condition; a long experience had 
taught them the rude outlines of the laws of health and the causes of 
disease, as applied to their circumstances. The island was populous; 
and the most of the available land under cultivation. The population 
could not be less than 12,000; some have thought that it might be 
20,000. Between the time the island was first visited by foreign 
vessels and the introduction of Christianity by the location of 
teachers, in 1841, a fearful epidemic swept over the island 1 and 
carried off at least one third of the population. Between the 
location of the teachers and the settlement of missionarie~, in 1848, 
another epidemic, equally severe, passed over the island. How these 
epidemics originated we know not, but as ~here were none before 
white men visited these islands, the probability is they were imported. 
In 1861 the measles were brought by trading vessels, and a third of 
the population again perished. 
[also published in HFR, JanuPry 1868:17] 
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9. J.L. BRENCHLEY (1873:196) 
Visit in 1865, information from Inglis (McArthur, 1974:94) 
Three fearful epidemics have visited the island within the last 
forty years. ·About the year 1836, an epidemic like cholera carried 
off above one-third of the population; about 1842 a similar one 
took off another third; and in 1861 a third epidemic of measles, 
followed by dysentery, scourged what was left ... Previous to the 
first of the epidemics I have mentioned, t 1 " population, it is said, 
could not have been less than 12,000. 
10. INGLIS (1890:177-8) 
There is good reason for believing that sixty years ago the 
population on Aneityum was at least 12,000. Some have estimated it 
as high as 20, 000.; but t\\TO terribly alarming epidemics reduced it to 
less than a third of that number. Samoan teachers were first placed 
on Anicityum in 181.fl. It was a few years before the settlement of 
those teachers that the first epidemic appeared, probably about 1837 
or 1838; and it was some time after their settlement, probably 1844 
or 1845, that the second epidemic broke out. Both epidemics seem to 
have been of the nature of cholera. We never could learn anythil!g as 
to their origin or cause. The mortality was so great that the living 
could not dispose of the dead, which they did at that time by ~ying 
stones to their feet and casting the bodies into the sea. No doubt 
the epidemic was aggravated by the putrefying corpses. \~e arrived 
at our conclusions respecting the extent of the,~ortality in these 
epidemics in this way. In the first years of the mission, Mr. Geddie 
and I made a circuit of the island annually; in each of these visits 
we spent about a week. We were always accompanied by a party of at 
least twenty or thirty of the principal Christian natives. At every 
school-house we held a religious service, at which the natives, as 
well as the missionaries, gave addresses. We also sent deputations 
to the heathen to speak to them at their own homes. Both at the two 
principal stations, and at four other important stations, as we had 
with us the most intelligent and best informed men on the island, we 
took down the names of all the men who had died at these places 
respectively during both the first and second epidemics; and making 
allowance for n fair proportion of women and children, we calculated 
that fully 4000 people must have died during each of the epidemics. 
No doubt those fearful scourges so affected the general health as 
largely to account for the subsequent decrease of the population; 
a large proportion of the land was thrown out of cultivation, and a 
large amount of swamp land, instead of being finely cultivated food-
producing gardens, fell into stagnant marshes, largely increasing the 
fever-producing mala·:ia. 
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APPENDIX 10 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NORTHERN ANF.ITYUM 
The summary results of the survey are given in this appendix. In 
the lists, the site numbers are tabulated as shown on Map 1, the 
traditional name of the site or immediate area is given where known, 
then the map reference on the 1:50 000 topographic map of the island, 
a code of letters and numbers designating site type, and finally in 
the case of remains of agricultural systems, ~he area of site is 
given in hectares. The sites are listed district by district for 
Imkalau round to Isia and the chiefdom name is given in square 
brackets after the district name. 
(A) Site Survey 
The numbering system for sites, starting from AT (for Aneityum) 1 
generally follows the order of their 'discovery' by myself. Full 
details of the previous survey by Shutler and Shutler (1966) are 
not available and so their numbering system could not be incorporated 
in my own. A reconnaissance was also undertaken of much of the southern 
half of the island and sites were recorded there as well. They are not 
included here because the reconnaissance was much less complete than 
the survey of the north and placement of sites on the map of Aneityum 
is much less secure. The detailed site survey examined all areas in 
the north for which population figures were given by Inglis. As well 
as including all of Inglis' parish, the Anawau Valley, Uinanid-Anwunyat 
and Imkalau are included from Geddie's side of the island. The Anauwau 
Valley was part of Anau-unse chiefdom and therefore belonged more 
properly to the north. Umanid-Anwunyat and Imkalau are included because 
Inglis gives a population figure for the region between Isei and Imkalau. 
The survey gives detailed coverage for four of the seven chiefdoms on 
the island - Anau-unjai, Anetcho, Ijipdav and ,Anau-uns~. 
The names of the sites are those given by informants who took me 
to them, usually the custom landowners of the area. Many of the names 
refer to the general area of the site, rather than specifically to the 
site itself. 
The site type code has several categories: 
1. Non-Agricultural Sites 
N. Nofoa~ (spear or axe sharpening grooves) 
NN. ~ Natimarid (traditional residence and/or burial 
ground of a high chief) 
P. Petroglyph site 
RS. Rockshelter or Cave Site 
S. Settlement (individual house site or cluster of house sites) 
S* Missionary period School House 
x. Exposed River Section, or Excavation. 
Individual house sites scattered among agricultural sites were 
usually not given a separate site number. Where several house sites 
occur in a limited area, such as along a stretch of coast within a 
district, they are given only one site number. The river section or 
excavation symbol refers to stratified sections exposed in riverbanks 
which were cleaned and recorded, or to excavations conducted during 
the survey. Where archaeologically significant, these sections are 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
Many of the house sites and rockshelters have small midden 
deposits associated with them and these are not designated separately. 
The occasional listing of 'midden' in the site code refers to shell 
middens discovered without apparent relation to any nearby kno•~1 
house site. 'Natawai' refers to the raised embankments or 'aqueducts' 
used to convey water across the flattest areas of the coastal plains. 
Although natawai are integral parts of some incauwai_ systems, they 
form a distinct class of archaeological remains and so have been 
numbered separately. Other rare site types have also been given 
separate designations. At Aname was one of the two main churches on 
the island and this is thus distinguished from the small schoolhouses. 
A 'Christian burial ground' is marked in Isia district: this is 
because it was located well away from school and settlement and is 
said to have served the communities both at Isia and Idec. The 
'early mission settlement' at Epeke is a settlement site where it is 
said the original Samoan catechists settled in 1841 and which was 
the northern mission base until Inglis settled at Aname in 1852. The 
'grooved stone' at Anauwau is a stone of custom significance which 
has had an artificial groove cut in it. Other sites of custom 
significance which involve no obvious alteration of the environment 
were noted on the survey but not given separate numbers. Similarly, 
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small cairns found usually on eroded ridge crests and said to be 
associated with fishing magic were not given site numbers: these are 
very ephemeral features and many appeared to be of extremely recent 
date! The final non-agricultural site noted was a 'rock-burial': a 
skull had been found some time previous to my visit wedged in a 
crevice amongst a group of boulders: Although fhe skull has sinGe 
disappeared, the site was recorded as potentially significant because 
of the traditional practice of placing the skulls of dead high chiefs 
in prominent positions where they were worshipped. The site had clear 
views over much of the surrounding countryside and coastline and may 
therefore represent such a sacred site. 
2. Agricultural Sites 
Except for river-edge seepage gardens (inwete) which are always 
of small size and are simply labelled .!_, each type of agricultural 
garden system noted in the survey has a three-part deslgnation - size: 
location: water source. 
(a) size 
S smaller than 0.05 ha. 
S-M between 0.05 and 1.0 ha. 
M 1.0 ha and above in extent. 
(b) location 
A Valley floor 
B Hillside 
c Plateau or flat ridge land 
D Coastal pin in or rr ing(~ 
E Riverbed. 
Large sites may be located on hillside and valley floor (for instance) 
and so combinations of letters such as J\I\, BC c tc. can be found. 
(c) water source 
2 Spring sou rr.L! (inhenou). Swampland gardens. 
3 Short cmw !-fed gnnlen (incauwai). Canal shorter than 
one kilometre. 
4 Long cana1-fed garden (incauwai). Canal longer than 
one kilometre. 
6 Rainfed (dry land) garden area. 
8 Seepage from the riv01· (inmegaiwai). River diverted 
away from garden. 
Categories 1 (Dry lancl-irrignted or non-pcrenntal stream source), S 
(Atoll taro pits) and 7 (Complete drainage of swamplands) did not 
occur on l.u1eityum. On occasions a swampland garden water supply was 
a•_igmen ted by a short canal from a neighbouring creek and so combina-
tions of numbers such as 2/3 can occur. The ubiquity of garden 
systems of type 6 (dry gardens) has meant that only rarely have 
they been given a separate site number. Usually only the boundaries 
of such systems were noted so that their area could be calculated 
for each district (see Tnb I(' 7). \vllcn n long c;ina I 
of type 4 served several distinct garden areas, the canal was given 
a separate site number, as were the incau~ai gardens themselves. 
Some of the si.tcs nre labcllt~cl 'Exnct location not plotted'. 
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These were sites, usually of small size and high up in the valleys 
which were not visited by me but which were described by informants 
and their size given by analogy with sites previously visited. Their 
d!mensions are thus very approximate but in cases where follow-up 
checks were made, the informant estimates were generally found to be 
quite accurate. These sites were not visited because of lack of 
time, difficulty of access in thick rainforest, or because of the 
disinclination of informants to wander any further into the bush to 
visit yet another overgrown inhenou of insignificant dimensions. On 
occasion the informant could not locate a site of which he had only 
heard but never seen, or had seen some years previously but could no 
longer find the pn th. Such sites were usually small swamps on 
hillsidep away from other garden areas or along forks of rivers a 
long way upstream of any other site types such as dry terraces or 
settlements. 
The size of sites was estimated or measured in the field and 
for larger sites in thick bush an error of up to plus or minus 10% 
should be allowed. Whe,1 it was found particularly difficult to 
estimate site size, C. standing for circa is appended to the figure 
given to indicate that it is only approximate. 
For most of the districts visited, I am confident that all of 
the main surface agricultural systems were recorded. This ls 
because of the extensive knowledge among custom landowners 
about the location and categories of garden sites in their districts. 
Long abandoned inhenou in particular, however small, are still 
recognised as potentially productive garden areas. The take-off 
points for canals arc often evident when walking along the rivers, 
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and incauwai remains are easily diffe~entiated from dry land 
terracing. Many house sites will have been missed and only detailed 
clearan~e of large areas, as was accomplished at AT32 (maps 2, 3, 4), 
can reveal the settlement pattern in detail. In only two areas was 
survey coverage limited: the Isei Valley for which there are no living 
custom owners and no-one who knows well the upper part of the valley, 
and the Anwoligifork of the Tjipdav river, the traditional landown ... ff 
of which was not available to take me there. In Isei it is probable 
that a number of small inhenou were ~issed and the area of dry land 
gardening is only given as an approximation.· For the Anwoligi fork 
several inhenou of unknown size and some rockshelter and settlement 
sites have been missed. At the district level, these lacunae may be 
significant but would not materially alter the calculations of 
productivity for the northern half of the island as a whole. 
Some agricultural sites were recorded which were known to have 
only been constructed after missionisation. They have net been 
included in the calculations of land productivity discussed in 
Chapter L1. 
In many cases the exact placement of sites on the map relied on 
altimeter readings and so Gome inaccuracy in site location in 
relation to altitude may have occurred. Given the distinctive 
topography of the island however, site placement was usually not a 
great problem in the field and I am certain tha~ nearly all sites 
have been placed on the map within 200 metres of their true position. 
Along the shore and where major river forks are clear from the map 
a much greater degree of accuracy can be claimed. 
Site 
number 
Site name 
1. Imkalau [Anelc~-~~ha tJ 
ATlO 
AT37 
AT38 
AT39 
AT40 
AT355 
AT762 
Inmanij Unaurke 
Analgij area 
Itcanwourna and 
Anelpanpeke 
Anelio and Itanaucop 
Anesintng, Anwaitch, 
Anclpnt and Annlgij 
Iyalela, 
Isomoso and 
Anpotitan 
Itet 
Map 
reference 
Site 
code 
3677 77667 RS 
3683 77653/ x 
77654 
approx.3685 B,Sh 
77651 
3685 771:; . ' MA6 
centres on N/\6 
3684 776511 
3681 77663 s 
3680 77664 
3677 77666 
3682 77658/9 N 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
(first investigated 
by Groube (1975)) 
/ 
Site 
number 
Site name 
2. Umanid-Anwunyat [Anelcauhat] 
Idelislis 
Anmanhjraig 
Upoig 
Araprap 
? 
Anwunyat 
Anerapopou 
Ana ta 
Umanid 
Analipeke 
? 
Anij 
? 
Nap 
reference 
3696 776 70 
3684/5 77681 
3683 77680 
3681/2 77680 
3700 77671 
36 77 77669 
3701 77671 
3685 77670/1 
3678 77678/9. 
3679 77678 
36 7 8/9 776 79 
3679 77683 
3680/1 77679 
Site Area (ha) and 
code remarks 
RS 
SB2 0.0025 
S-·HAB2 0. 06 
SB2 0.0015 
SE.'8 0.003 
s, sir 
SB2 0.002 
SB2 0.03 
s, si\· 
SB2 0. 001 
SB2 0.001 
SB2 0.005 
RS 
AT214 
AT316 
AT317 
AT320 
AT348 
AT356 
AT357 
AT358 
AT359 
AT360· 
AT361 
AT362 
AT760 
AT761 Inmanij Idigideg \ 3680 77678 RS 
Exact Location not Plotted 
Anaetetaea 
Aneprhepoij/Itamacet 
Iduojo 
Isapek 
Unese 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
RS 
SB2 
C.0.005 
C.0.003 
C.0.004 
C.0.001 
3. Anounopul-Inyadpoig-i\nauwau [i\nau-unse] 
ATS 
AT9 
ATll 
AT199 
AT363 
AT364 
AT691 
AT693 
AT706 
AT707 
AT708 
AT709 
AT710 
AT711 
AT712 
AT7l.3 
l\n:Ls:Lnokinht 
Anisinayeyeg 
Inmanahod 
Umona, 
Anokolan and 
Uonyou 
Anipcece 
Anounopul 
Anounopul 
Anis inhau 
Anlelgj ie 
Inmakanidupou 
Okanijn ij ·>-Nalaig 
U1na kwewe->Analaigs e+ 
Antcjipunecre+ 
Unopsinche 
Imtanaliau 
Annwnwe 
Aneduonehej 
Okanainede 
UnomodC'j 
36 79 77696 RS 
36 7 8 77693 RS 
3681 77706 RS 
3679 77700 S,S* 
3680/1 77701/2 
3683 77704 
3680 77691 
3679 77692/3 S,S* 
3679 77690 SB2 
3681 77702 SB2 
l!ardens ccntreS-MA3 
on 3680 77693 
gardens 3683 SA3 
77693/4 
0.05 
0.001 
0.004 
C.0.45 
0.025 
3688/9 77692 S-HAB3 C.0 .. 55 
to 3683/4 
77694 
gardens centres-MAJ 0.44 
on 3681 77694 
gardens 3685 S-MA3 0.075 
77694 
gardens 3687 S-MA3 0.075 
77693 
gardens centreS-NA3 0.15 
on 3789 77692 
gardens 3691 S-MJ\3 0.05 
77692 
l 
i 
~ \i 
1 
-~ 
-t " ti 
-~ 
Site 
number 
AT714 
AT715 
AT716 
AT717 
AT718 
AT719 
AT720 
AT721 
AT722 
AT723 
AT724 
AT725 
AT726 
AT727 
AT728 
AT729 
AT730 
AT731 
AT732 
AT733 
AT734 
AT735 
AT736 
AT737 
AT738 
AT739 
AT740 
AT7Lil 
AT7L12 
AT743 
AT74L1 
AT745 
AT746 
AT747 
AT748 
AT749 
AT750 
AT751 
AT752 
AT753 
Site name 
Unomodej 
Anwonyatpoig 
Anuoekesapsin 
Anuoncetcet 
Ivanpakanelcou 
Icl:inhuyg 
? 
Anomka (takeoff 
point) 
Anhotrau 
Ij uj ipie 
Ij uj ipie area 
Anmanepecev 
Anelmolvanahie, 
Ijouosie and 
Anitomot 
Anuoncoptjop 
An tynilcep etc 
Anmantete 
Uonyom 
Isapyin 
Anetgeded & Anmedte 
Nauoso 
·uoga 
Uoncepou 
Inmanhat Anediec 
fdinhuyg 
Analaigij ni area 
(Unedec, Unoras, 
1'1ap 
reference 
3698 77688 to 
3691 77691 
3693 77691 
gardens 3694 
77690/l 
gardens 3695 
77690 
3699 77687 
gardens centre 
on 3696 77689 
gardens 3699 
77687/.8 
gardens"' 3700/1 
77686 
gardens 3702/3 
77686 
3710 77681/2 
3710 77682 
3710 77682 
3711 77685 
3711 77684 
3711 77685/6 
3709 77683 
3708 77684/5 
3709 77685/6 
3707/8 77684 
3706/7 77684 
3706 77684/5 
3704/5 77686 
3702 77685 
3701 77685/6 
3697 77690 
3696 77690 
3696 77687 /8 
Unej ce & Itanaluonpap) · 
Itamacet 3695 776.87 
Unumoj 3695 77686/7 
ltopodc.>g 3695 77686/7 
E<louwuwa 3695 77686/7 
Anwani 3694 77687 
Umaehjged 3688 77689 
Okanaihede 3687 77693 
Inyadpoig area 3680 77690 
Emtanepyedwa 368L1 77688 
Anmanaheg 3684/ 5 77688/9 
3684/5 77691/2 Anmaga, etc 
Analet 3686 77691/2 
Ijig 3689 77690/l 
Idte 3688 77694 
Annhumas 3686 7769li/5 
Site 
code 
S-MAB3 
SA3 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 
s-:MA3 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 
RS 
SB2 
SB2 
s 
SA2 
S,S* 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
S-MB2 
grooved 
stone 
p 
S, S,'< 
RS 
I 
s 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
RS 
S,S* 
SB2 
S-HB2 
S, S,'< 
SB2 
SB2 
S-NB2 
S,SB2 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
C.0.5 
0.04 
.0.05 
0.1 
-~·. 
0.05 
0.2 
0.05 
0.2 
0.075 
0.004 
0.015 
0.004 
0.002 
0.01 
. 0.005 
0.06 
0.001 
0.006 
0.004 
0.008 
0.001 
0.001 
0.002 
0.007 
C.0.5 
0.005 
0.01 
0.05 
0.01 
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, Site Site name 
number 
Hap 
reference 
Site 
code 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
AT754 
AT755 
AT756 
AT763 
AT.76~ 
AT765 
Uonpaitap 
Iyakopen 
Anicsiniom 
Imtaneliau area 
Anicdro 
Imtanmorau 
Exact Location not Plotted 
Anil 
Anuonmerie 
Anwedea 
Anwyat area 
Anwyat area 
Inwidea 
Nemtananec 
Ouhcae 
Unigsisgis 
Unipc:i t 
Uonrirou 
4. ~hesjei [Anau-unse] 
ATll 
AT692 
AT694 
AT695 
Inmanahod 
Anehepe, 
Anirij ae and 
Anefetan/Aniynuae, 
Ivania 
Antopon and 
Isino 
Anloulanelcau 
I rue 
Ijie 
5. Itau [Anau-unse] 
AT15 
ATllO 
ATlll 
AT112 
AT113 
AT114 
ATllS 
ATlH 
AT117 
AT118 
A·Tll9 
AT120 
AT121 
AT696 
AT697 
? 
Anamasamjec 
Iprike 
Anwaetap 
Ohenpev & Ipjieyhec 
Itau area [varlous 
sites] 
Anijmas 
Itonopap 
Unamja 
Nathatahou Ouonman 
II 11 
Itjinumaehat 
II 
? 
Anlinpeke & Antete 
0.002 
0.03 
3685 77695 
3686 77695/6 
3682 77694 
3680 77695 
3694 77690/l 
3681/2 77694 
SB2 
SB2 
RS 
RS 
SB2 
SA2 
0.001 
. 0 .01 
SB2 
SB2 
SA2 
SES 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
3681 77706 RS 
3683/4 '7704/5 S,S* 
3685 77705/6 
3687 77707 
3687 77707 /8 
3689 77710 
3690 77713 
3685 77702 SA2 
3688/9 77704/5 SB2 
3690 77714/5 
3703 77717 /8 
3704 77717 
3705 77717 
3705 77716 
(school) 3697 
77716 
3698 77716 
3700 77716 
3700 77712/3 
3701/2 77710 
3702 77710 
3702 77709 
3701/2 77709 
3692 77714/ 5 
3699 77711/2 
RS 
S-HAB2 
SA2 
S-NA2 
S,S-HA2 
S,S* 
NN 
SAB2 
SES 
SE8 
SA2 
SES 
SA2 
SB2 
SB3 ) 
S-HB2) 
C.0.002 
C.0.001 
C.0.002 
c.0.004 
c.0.004 [total of 
2] 
G.0,002 
C.0.J02 
C .. 0.002 
C.0.002 
C.0.001 
C.0.001 
0.0075 
0.04 
0.06 
0.02 
0.12 
0.05 
0.025 
0.02. 
0.015 
0.0025 
0.028 
0.005 
0,001 
0.004 
0.31 
·! 
Site 
number 
Site name 
Exact Location not Plotted 
Anij 
Ipjie 
Nap 
reference 
6. Ijipdav (Coastal) [Anetcho-Ijipdav] 
AT12 
AT13 
AT57 
AT58 
AT59 
ATfrO 
AT61 
AT62 
AT63. 
AT64 
AT65 
AT68 
AT70 
AT71 
AT72 
AT73 
AT74 
AT75 
AT76 
AT77 
Ukanacatalmon 
Inmanijunagae 
Uoncopou 
Anloulanij 
Anuoduoe 
Anemtan Necnypodcop 
Ana ma 
Unage 
Anepen 
Ijicop 
Ij ipdav area 
(Anukmera, 
Analimas, 
Yakuolol, 
Anitomel and 
Anomresen 
Anwan-nae 
Anemtanpad 
Anepanara 
An peke 
Anetere 
Anopos 
? 
Anlinelcou 
Anlin2lcou area 
centres on 
3707 77721 
centres on 
3707 /8 77720 
3709 77,719 
3709 /10 77: 18 
3710 77717 /8 
3710/1 77717 
3711 77716 
3709/10 77718/9 
3715 77716 
3710 77717 
3712 77716 
3714 77716/7 
3711 77715 
3713 77715 
3713 77711 
approx. 3710 
77715 
3714 77715 
3714 77715 
centres on 
3713/4 77714 
3713/4 77714 
3713/4 77713/4 
3712/3 77713/4 
gardens 
3713/4 77712 
3713 77712 
7. Ijipdav (Inland) [Ijipdav-Anetcho] 
AT66 
AT67 
AT69 
AT78 
AT79 
AT80 
AT81 
AT82 
AT83 
AT84 
AT85 
Etenyom area 
Anomka 
Ehetakpak area 
Unamolo 
? 
Anapras 
Anampu 
Anecnyapeg 
Anwosese 
Eyapec 
Anumayu 
3714 77701/2 
3715 77694 
centres on 
3715 77692 
3714 77703/4 
3717 77691/2 
3715 77702 
3715 77701 
approx. 3716 
77700 
approx. 3716 
77700 
3715/6 77699 
3713 77696 
Site 
code 
SA2 
SA2 
RS 
RS 
SD2 
S-HD2 
SD2 
S-HD2 
S-NA2 
SD2 
S,SB2 
SD2 
s 
S,SB2 
S, SB2 
SB2 
S-HA2 
S-1'ill2 
S-1'IB2 
S-NA3 
S-NA3 
N 
SA2 
SA2 
RS 
SA2 
SA2 
S-HB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
SB2 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
0.04 
0.1 
0.045 
0.09 
0.4 
0.012 
0.003 
0.03 
0.0005 
0.015 
0.008 
0.15 
0.08 
0.08 
0.4 
0.45 
0.008 
0.003 
0.0075 
0.0012 
0.06 
0.045 
0.0015 
0.002 
0.015 
0.002 
10.10 
Site Site name Hap Site Area (ha) and 
number reference code remarks 
ATS6 Anapag 3719 776S7 I 0.004 
ATS7 Anahaijin 3714 77697 S-1-Ll\3 0.05 
ATSS Analipok, 3713/4 77704/5 s 
Etenyorn, 3714/5 77702 
An tap 3 715 7769S/9 
Um.:iiep.:ih and 3713/4 77697 
Anparanuae 3714/5 77696 
ATS9 Anuonpopa 3715 77697 /S SA2 0.013 
AT90 Inrnanij Anedec 3713 77692 RS 
AT91 Uonwamoig 3713 77692 SB2 0.009 
AT92 Anae 3713/4 77694 SB2 0.002 
@ AT93 Anahinyou 3715 77691 SES 0.034 
!Ji AT94 Ehetapak area 3714 77690 SB2 0.002 \ 
~ AT95 Analveced 3713 77690 SB2 0.004 
"' AT96 Anwao 3712 776S9 SB2/3 0.015 
' ~ 
' 
AT97 Anarnakrnak 3712 776SS SB2 0.009 r,~ 
AT9S Idekatea area 3720 77685/6 I 0.003 
AT99 Anuonginyre approx. 3715 SB2 0.0012 
776SS 
ATlOO Intanrnoda approx. 3714/5 SB2 0.002 
~· 776S7 /S 
f' AT101 Anisinhat 3716/7 77691 SA2 O.OlS 
AT102 Anwanelcou 3718 77691 SES 0.036 
i AT103 Unagrau approx. 3719 SB2 0.006 
'l 77692 
AT104 ? 371S/9 77690/1 N 
AT105 Anhagunurnacen centres on S-HA2/3 o.os 
3720 77690 
AT106 Idosumlau, (school) 3720 S, S>~ 
77689 
Itapalea, 3715 77690 
Ehet0pcne and 3714 77692 
Uwohcae 3720 77687 
1.5 
~ AT107 Idekatea 3719/20 77685 RS 
AT108 Idekatea area 3720 77685 SA2 0.0045 
AT109 Uonhat Asiaejaeitae 3710 77700/1 Rock 
burial 
AT757 Itog·a, etc (school) 3720 S, S>~ 
776S4/5 
AT758 Anhomat 3722 776SO SB2 0.0075 
AT759 Aniornisj e or 3722/3 776SO NN 
Anijinwe 
8. Isei [Ane tcho- Ij ipdav) 
ATlli Inmaekitjie 37lli/5 77720 RS 
AT698 Anuonyou 3714 7771S S, S>'< 
AT699 ? 3717 /S 77714 S-HES 0.0525 
AT700 ? 371S 77713 N 
AT701 ? 3718 77713/4 N 
·, AT702 ? 3718/9 77711/2 SES 0.035 ,. 
AT703 ? 371S/9 77711/2 Possible S-MJ\B3 0.05 
I. 
AT704 ? 3719 77710 Possible S-MAB3 C.0.05 
AT705 Ukrehed 3721 7770l1/5 S, S
1~ 
10.11 
Site Site name Map Site Area (ha) and 
number reference code remarks 
9. ~eke [Anetcho] 
AT2 Anahorae area 3728 77724/5 RS 
AT3 Anhepcan area 3729 77725 RS 
ATS Naforof ata area 3729 77725/6 RS 
~' AT16. Nepento 3725/6 77724/5 RS 
. .;. 
'"' AT17 Inmanij Anmeyag 3726 77724/5 RS 
AT18 Anahorae area 3727 /8 77724/5 RS 
AT318 Anapreta 3730 77726 SDB2 0.02 
AT638 Anhepcan 1728/9 77725 SD2 0.009 
AT639 Anahorae area 3728 77724/5 SDB2 0.024 
AT640 Anmeyag area 3727 77724/5 'SDB2 0.015 
AT641 Inwanpeke 3723 77723 x 
AT642 Anidinij 3720 77720/1 S-MB2 0.12 
{ AT643 Ilej area 3719 77721 s, s,~ 
'· 
AT803 ? 3728/9 77717 /8 SB2 0.014 
;. AT804 ? 3730/l 77712/3 S-MB2 0.05 
·~ AT805 ? 3729 77715/6 SB2 0.01 
~ AT807 Inwarulu creek 3732 77708/9 S-MB2 C.0.05 
~ 
" .::. 10. Anamanjop [Anetcho] 
AT6 Anoforofata area 3730/1 77726 RS 
' AT634 3735/6 77626 s, s,~ ~. Ipae & Epenanmak AT635 Ocligeclel area 3732 77725 SD2 0.01 
AT636 Ij adj ad area 3731 77725/6 SD2 0.015 
AT637 Anoueiakata 37 30/1 77725/6 SDB2 0.02 
AT806 Ijado 3735 77716 S-MA2 0.25 
Exact Location not Plotted 
? SB2 C.0.004 
11. EJ2eke [Anetcho] 
' 
. ~'- AT310 Ivanelde 3755 77723 etc s ~~ AT632 ? 3748 77726 early 
mission settlement 
AT633 I nap area centres on 
3742 77724/5 MD3 1.0 
AT662 ? 3755 77723 x 
AT663 ? 3747 77724 x 
AT664 Anwinap 3743/4 77724/5 x 
AT766 i\nawodekrae 3743 77725/6 RS 
AT779 ? 3743/4 77724 S-ND3 0.5 
AT780 ? 3742 77723/4 I 0.0006 
i AT781 ? 37L11/2 77722 SB3 0.025 
., 
AT782 3741/2 77721/2 SA2 0.01 Icora 
AT783 Anaworinyev 3742 77720/l s 
AT784 ? 3741 77719 SA2 0.0012 
'.'.· AT785 ? 37L10/l 77718/9 SA2 0.002 
AT786 ? 3740 77717 SAB2 0.004 
AT787 ? 3739 77714 SES 0.006 
AT788 ? 3739 77713/ 4 SES 0.032 
AT789 ? 3739 77713/ 4 SAB2 0.01 
10.12 
Site Site name Map Site Area (ha) and 
number reference code remarks 
~ AT790 ? 3739 .77713/4 SAB2 0.0033 
' :; AT791 ? 3738/9 77713 SB2 0.0025 
'·f. AT792 ? 3738 77712/3 SES 0.006 .1. 
r AT793 ? 3737 /8 77711 SA2 0.0075 
AT794 ? 3736/7 77710 RS 
AT795 ? 3737 /8 77710 SC2 0.002 
AT796 ? 3736/7 77709/10 SB2 0.0015 
AT797 ? 3736/7 77709 SB2 0.0015 
AT798 ? 3736/7 77708 SB2 0.003 
AT799 ? 3737/8 77707/8 SB2 0.02 
AT800 ? centres on S-MB2 C.0.25 
3738 77708 
AT801 ? 3737 77710/1 SB2 0.02 
AT802 ? 3739/40 77710/1 S-MB2 0.15 
12. Ana me [Anetcho] 
* ¥ AT19 ? 3754 77712 p 
At127 Anelcau-Uonyat 3766/7 77716 s 
AT128 II II 3766/7 77716 SA3 0.02 
AT129 Anuontjeced 3756 77716 S-MA3 c.0.075 
AT192 II 3756 77716 s 
ATJ.96 ? centres on X,MD4 _g_.6.0 [fed by 
3758 77723 ATJ.77] 
AT644 Anuonoulad area 374 7 /8 77705 SB2 0.012 
AT645 II II 3747 77704/5 SB2 0.016 
AT646 ? 3746 77704 SA2 0.01 
AT647 Inpou 3744 77702/J s 
~ AT648 ? 3740 77700/1 S-MB2 0.05 
' " AT649 ? 3740 77701/2 SB2 0.002 
AT650 ? 3738/9 77701 SB2 0.0035 
AT651 ? 3739/40 77701 SA2 0.008 
AT652 ? 3740 77701 SB2 0.03 
AT653 ? 3741 77701/2 SA2 0.009 
AT654 ? 3741/2 77702 SB2 0.0025 
AT655 ? 3741/2 77702/3 SB2 0.0075 
AT656 ? 3742 77702/3 SB2 0.0075 
" AT657 ? 3742/3 77703 SB2 0.0075 ~ 
AT658 ? 3743/4 77703/4 SA2 0.004 
AT659 ? 3744 77704 SA2 0.004 
AT660 ? 37~,4/5 77704 SB2 0.01 
AT661 Ana me 3756 77726 Church, 
s 
AT690 ? 3758 77719 Midden 
: 
'~ ' Exact Locntion not Plot tcd 
? SA2 C.0.0012 
? SB2 c.0.0025 
13. Is av [Anetcho] 
AT122 Uneleg 3762 77724 SD2 0.032 
ATJ.23 Anwuneheg 3764 77722 .S-MD2 
0.25 
:~ AT124 Anawnmet :rnd centres on S,HDJ 
3.0 
L 
Anitj ininrou 3763 77723/ 4 
Site 
number 
AT198 
AT315 
AT810 
AT825 
Site name 
ls av 
Anitjininrou area 
Anitjininrou 
Is av 
14. Itad-Anared [Anetaho] 
AT125 
AT126 
AT181 
AT183 
AT419 
AT665 
AT666 
AT767 
AT828 
Anwejese 
Anwaka 
Anlin-Nata.rai 
? 
Ana red 
Anwaka 
· Anlin-Nathat 
Antiduoe 
Antiduoe area 
15. Anetcho/Idurnu [Anetcho] 
AT145 
AT146 
AT213 
AT2J5 
AT311 
AT391 
Imojev 
Anwamet 
? 
Iviri 
? 
Idumu 
16. Umka [Anetcho] 
AT130 
AT148 
AT149 
AT150 
AT151 
AT152 
AT153 
AT154 
AT182 
AT183 
1vannund 
Umka area 
Anamuka 
Anomon area 
Umai-Mejcop 
Anomon 
Unijvaig-Acyit 
Iti 
Ivanauad area 
? 
Map 
reference 
centres on 
3763 77723 
3762 7772/3 to 
3764 77724/5 
376 7 /8 77721/2 
3762/3 77722/3 
to 3763/ 4 77724 
3771 77725 
3770 77724 
centre of area 
3771 77719 
3771 77719 
3777 77722 
3759 77722 
3758/9 77722/3 
cPn trcs on 
3774 77720 
centres on 
3774 77720 
Site 
code 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
1'ID4 4.0 [fed by 
AT177] 
Natawai [within AT124] 
SB2 C.0.004 
Natawai [within AT198] 
MD2 C. l. 25 
SD2 C.0.003 
Natawai [inside AT183 
area] 
MA4 7.5 [partly in 
Umka, take off 
in Ohuul] 
s 
S-1'ID2 0. 0625 
s 
MA3 C.1.0 [canal 
takeoff in Umka] 
Natawai [inside AT767 
area] 
centres on S,MJ\3 c .1. 25 
3781/2 77716/7 
10.13 
3780 77719 S-MD2 ? [allow 0.075, 
covered by fluvial 
deposits] 
3782/3 77718/9 NN 
3778/9 77716 s 
centres on MA4 
3777 77717 
3779 77722 S,S* 
3773 77716/7 
3773 77714 
3769 77711 
3770/1 77708 
3768 77707 /8 
3771 77706 
3766 77705/6 
J767 77704/5 
3772/3 77716/7 
takeoff 3762/3 
x 
MAJ 
x 
SA2 
s 
S-MAB2 
s 
SA2 
MAJ 
MA4 
77701 centres on 
3771 77719 
C.3.5 [partly in 
Umka, fed by AT 
396; takeoff in 
Anej pou-An tina] 
C.1.0 
0.012 
O.J4 
0.02 
1.5 
C.J.O [partly in 
Itad, takeoff ip 
Ohuul] 
-~ 
'( 
Site 
number 
AT184 
AT185 
AT186 
AT187 
AT188 
AT189 
AT311 
AT669 
AT685 
AT686 
Site name 
Umka 
Anomon area 
? 
? 
Epen-Elekouaicai 
Anariko 
? 
Anelpau area 
? 
Anyag 
17. Ohuul [Anetcho] 
AT155 
AT156 
AT157 
AT158 
AT159 
AT160 
AT161 
AT162 
AT163 
AT164 
AT165 
AT166 
AT167 
AT168 
AT169 
AT170 
AT171 
AT172 
AT173 
AT175 
AT176 
AT177 
AT178 
AT179 
AT180 
Ehet-Ijvaig area 
Etag-Ouonwai 
If II 
Anouon Hatirafa 
? 
Ilau 
Aniomovak 
? 
? 
Ohonepec 
Ohuul 
Anapras 
Anhet-Nohos 
Antete 
Antete area 
II 11 
? 
Anouon-Hetecna area 
Iyehec 
Idai 
Neduon Amuka 
Nt'ucsinwai. Uonhulec 
Etai-Worij 
Anmanhat-Anahirau 
? 
Hap 
reference 
Site 
code 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
MA3 2 .0 
SB2 0.0025 
MA3 1. 5 
x 
s 
10.14 
centres on 
3773 77712 
takeoff 3774 
77703, garden 
3769 77707 /8 
3765 77711 
centres on 
3767 77706 
3774 77716/7 
3774 77717 
centres 611 
3777 77717 
MA4 C.6.5 (partly in 
Anetcho, fed by 
AT396, takeoff in 
Anejpou-Antina] 
3768 77708 
3776 77699 
3768/9 77702 
SA2 0.03 
S,S-MA2 0.125 
S-MB2 C.0.05 
3765/6 77703 
3764 77701 
3764/.'1 77702 
.3764 77700/1 
gardens from 
3759 77698 to 
3762 77700 
ganl0ns 3762 
77700/1 
3758 77698 
gardens 3 7 81 
77698 
3758 77697 /8 
cakeoff 
SA2 
s 
S-MA3 
S-HA3 
MA3 
S-MA3 
s 
NAB4 
3756 77696/7 SB2 
3755 77696 SB2 
3754/5 77695 SB2 
3753/4 77694 RS 
3753 77693 SB2 
3753 77691 s 
3754/5 77690 SB2 
3752/3 77690 SB2 
3752/3 77691 SES 
ga rdt~ns 3 7 5 7 MB4 
77695 
3752 77690/1 s 
3747 77688 s 
3745 77687 S* 
Lakeo[f 4 
77685 
3741 77683 SA2 
main area 37L15/6 MB4 
77686 
approx. 3747 SB2 
77686 
C.0.01 
C.0.5 
C.0.075 
1.075 
0.1 
0.6 [main garden 
in Ipij cau] 
0 .014 
0.0235 
0.04 
0. 0105 
0.028 
0.009 
C.0.005 
2.0 [canal crosses 
to Ipij cau] 
[Gardens in Ohuul, 
Isav, Anarue] 
0.005 
1.0 [fed from 
AT177] 
C.0.006 
10.15 
Site Site name Map Site Area(ha) and 
number reference code remarks 
; ~~ 
f ~- AT183 ? takeoff MA4 0.5 [partly in 
3762/3 77701 Umka and Itad] 
'1 
AT193 ? 3746 77686 SA2 0.0025 
AT194 Antanacen 3749 77692/3 s 
AT195 Esj irau 3751/2 77697/8 s 
AT667 ? 3760 77697 SB2 C.0.00lf 
AT668 ? 3757 77698 SA2 0.004 
AT670 ? 3755 77694 SB2 0.006 
AT671 ? gardens 3757 S-MA3 C.0.1 
77698 
AT672 ? gardens 3757 -S-MA3 C.0.5 
77697/8 
AT673 ? centres on HB4 3.5 [fed from 
3756/7 77698 ATl 77 canal] 
~ AT674 Aniomovak area 3756 77697 S,S* 
~· AT675 ? 3757 77694 SB2 0.045 
AT676 Ohonepec area 3755 77696 RS,SB2 0.0125 
AT677 Ohonepec area 3755 77695/6 SB2 0.0075 
AT678 ? 3753 77692/3 SB2 0.0025 
AT679 ? 37 52 77691 SB2 0.005 
~ AT680 ? 3750 77689 SA2 0.008 
AT681 ? 3750 77688 SAB2 0.01 
AT682 Anemtamencae 3750 77689 /90 SB2 0.01 
•' AT683 3749/50 77689 RS •) Anuontejeg 
' AT174 ? 3749 77688 SAB2 0.0025 { 
Exact Location not Plotted 
~ Ancatanatau SA2 C.0.003 Umahie SB2 C.0.03 
? SA2 c.0.014 
i 
~J 18. Ipij cau [Anetcho] ., :.:. 
' 
AT162 ? centres on MAB4 ) 7.1 [AT162 Canal 
3763/li 77700 ) 
starts in Ohuul] 
~ AT312 ? takeoff 3767 
MAB4 ) 
·' 
77690 
AT313 ? takeoff 3767 S-MAB3 0.5 
~· 77695/6 
AT319 Ukalvahedej 3766 77693/ 4 S,S* 
AT684 ? gardens centre S-MA3 0.2 
' r on 3765/6 77702 
" AT687 ? 3766 77686 N 
19a. Antina (Lnwc>r Valley) [Ane tcho] 
AT142 Inwantina centres on x 
3783 77717 
" 
AT143 II 3782 77717 x 
AT191 ? 3786 77718 tsi .. Natawai [forms boundary 
3785 77715 < with Anemtanahie, 
between gardens 
of AT389 and AT 
141] 
" ~ ' 
' .. 
i 
' 
Site Site name 
number 
AT389 ? 
AT390 Antina 
AT392 Umoite 
AT414 ? 
AT415 ? 
AT416 ? 
AT417 ? 
AT418 Iviri area 
Map 
reference 
centres on 
3787 77715 
3787 77715 
gardens 
3782/3 77716 
approx. 3781 
77707 
approx. 3780 
77708 
approx. 3780 
77709 
approx. 3779 
77711 
centres on 
3778 77713 
19b. Antina-Anej pou (lipper Valley) [Anetcho] 
AT144 
AT395 
AT396 
AT398 
AT399 
AT400 
AT401 
AT402 
AT403 
A'l'LI04 
AT405 
AT406 
AT407 
AT408 
AT409 
AT410 
AT411 
AT412 
AT413 
AT688 
AT689 
Anetran area 
Anet ran 
? 
Anuoiekalpos 
Ataiys 
? 
Anuonage 
Ukuana 
. 
? 
? 
Exact Locations not Plotted 
Anarnij ero ) 
Anuonalakh t ) 
Idinpnuagd ) 
3780 77692/3 
3780 77692 
first observed 
at 3783/4 
77698/9 
3786 77691 
3785 77691 
3786 77690 
3785 77692 
3785 77696 
3785 77695 
3784 77696 
3785 77699 
3784 77699 
3783/4 77700 
3783/4 77701/2 
3782 77702 
3782/3 77702 
3782/3 77703 
3782 77703 
approx. 3780/l 
77707 
3782 77696/7 
3783 77698 
Site Area (ha) and 
code remarks 
·-----
MD4 3.0 [part of 24.0 
ha., fed by AT134 
from Anaia] 
S 'Sic 
s, 0.175 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 C.0.075 
S-MA3 C.0.05 
S-MA3 C.0.15 
S-MA3 C.0.15 
10.16 
MA4 4. 0 [probably fed 
by AT396] 
S-MA2 0.075 
S, Si< 
4 [Feeds gardens 
in Umka and 
Anetcho] 
S-MA2 0.05 
S-ME8 0.1 
RS 
s 
s' c .0 .15 ° 
S-NA3 
SA2 0.002 
S-NA3 C.0.15° 
S,S-MA3 Q.0.15° 
· SA2 0. 002 
SA2 0.002 
S,S-MA3 C.0.15° 
S-'MA3 C. 0. 2 ° 
SB2 C.0.'002° 
S-NA3 C.0.075° 
S-NA3 C. 0 . 0 7 5 ° 
SA2 0.002 
S-NA3 0.05 
S-MA3 0.075 
SA2 or C.0.075 total 
SH.2 
20a. Anemtanahie (Anetcho Ecsina District) [Anetcho] 
AT141 Anlin-Nelcau centres on 
3787 
MD4 C.7.0 [part of 
24.0 ha., fed by 
AT134 from Anaia] 
Site 
number 
AT 190 
AT191 
AT385 
AT386 
AT387 
AT388 
AT827 
Site name 
Anemtanahie 
? 
? 
? 
Anuas 
Anemt·anahie 
? 
Map 
referenc·~ 
3788 77716 
3786 77718-+ 
3785 77715 
3789 77712-r 
3800 77715 
centres on 
3789 77714 
3788 77716 
3787 77718 
to 3788 77716 
Site 
code 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
SD2 0.03 
10 .17 
Natawai [between gardens 
AT389 and AT141, 
boundary with 
Antina] 
Natawai [boundary with 
Ivanipek, between 
gardens AT386 
and AT384] 
HD4 C.7.0 [part of 
24.0 ha., fed by 
AT134 from Anaia] 
s 
S, Si< 
Natawai [within A~l41] 
20b. Ivanipek (Anctcho Ecsina District) [Anetcho] 
AT140 
AT147 
AT383 
AT38l1 
AT385 
Emtanejo 
Anamoj-J\cal 
Ivanipek 
Ivanipek area 
? 
21. Anaia [Anetcho] 
AT131 
AT132 
AT133 
AT134 
AT135 
AT136 
AT137 
A'r138 
AT139 
AT140 
AT200 
? 
Epaigtenuac 
Anetevenwae 
Neucsinwai Unijvaig 
Ijgad 
? 
Anaritese 
? 
? 
Emtanejo 
Idnn-Nckrou 
3792 77713 
3791 77710 
3790 77713 
cGntres on 
3'790 77713 
3789 77712 to 
3800 77715 
gardens 
3795/6 77697 /8 
3796 77698 
MD2 
SB2 
S, s:•, 
ND4 
Natawai 
MA3 
SES 
3796/7 77695 s 
3795/6 77692 -+ 4 
3784 77715 
3796 77701/2 
gardens 3794 
77706/7 
3798 77704/5 
379l1 77702/3 
3797 77709/10 
3792 77713 
S,S-MA2 
S-MA3(?) 
s 
SA2 
SA2 
HD2 
3794 77708/9 MAJ 
0.625 [part of 
1.25 ha area, 
boundary between 
Ivanipek and 
Anaia] 
0.003 
7.0 (part of 24.0 
ha. ft'd by 
AT134 from Anaia] 
[boundary between 
Ivanipek and 
Ancmtanahie, 
between gardens 
AT384 and AT386] 
C. l. 0 
0.01 
0.075 
0. 75 
C.0.004 
0.004 
0.625 [part of 
1. 25 h"! are", 
boundary between 
Anaia and 
Ivanipek] 
1.0 
l 
, l 
Site 
number 
AT201 
AT202 
AT203 
AT204 
AT205 
AT206 
AT207 
AT208 
AT209 
AT210 
AT211 
AT212 
AT377 
AT378 
AT379 
AT380 
AT381 
AT382 
AT393 
AT394 
AT397 
AT768 
AT769 
AT770 
AT771 
AT772 
AT773 
AT774 
AT775 
AT776 
AT777 
AT778 
Site name 
? 
Unalmurauyag area 
Idejalo (garden) 
? 
? 
? 
Nepecenepek 
[takeoff] 
Aneftan [canal 
name] 
? 
Aniskis 
Ivancemoso 
Anawateg & Anelom 
Anuonlage 
Aniskis 
Uniyad 
Intanenapra 
Anitito 
/misineto 
Anaia 
Anaia area 
Anicsina Idou 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
22a. Ahaij [Anau-unjai] 
AT370 
AT371 
AT372 
AT373 
AT374 
AT375 
AT376 
AT607 
AT608 
Unisyigitap 
An icsina L i.nlw t 
? 
Elelcuos 
Is is ro->·Anuonamo 
Ahaijaccn 
Antanavig 
Ekuanatau 
Anecnynjop 
Map 
reference 
garden 3794 
77712 
3794 77709 
takeoff 
3793/4 77707 
gardens 3794 
77707 
Site 
code 
MAJ 
x 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 
gardens 3794/5 S-MA3 
77705 
gardens 3796/7 MA3 
77703 
takeoff 3796/7 ~ 
77696 
gardens 379 7 
77698/9 
3799 77700 
3802 77706 
3797 77709 
3798 77708 
3805 77704 
3803 77705 
3800 77708 
3800 77706/7 
3795 77714 
3793 77715 
centres on 
3795 77713 
centres on 
3793/4 7i'712 
3789 77695 
3797 77699 
3796 7769L1/5 
3796/7 77694 
3795/6 77688/9 
3795/6 77688 
3796 77686/7 
3796 77686 
3796/7 77685/6 
3795/6 77696 
3795/6 77696/7 
37'94/5 77697 
S-MA3 
Midden 
MD4 
s 
SD2 
SD2 
SD2 
s 
.S-MD2 
RS 
Rs· 
S, Si'< 
MD3 
s 
I 
SA2 
S-MAB3 
SA2 
SA2 
SAB2 
RS 
SE8 
SB2 · 
SB2 
SC2 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
LO 
0.25 
0.1 
C.0.2 
C.LO 
0.5 
L 75 [fed from 
AT207] 
0.03 
0.002 
0.002 
0.1 
LO 
0.0003 
0.015 
0.2 
0.002 
0.015 
0.04 
0. 0085 
0.01 
0.015 
0.01 
centres on 
3802 77704 
3802 77705 
3811 77704 
3809 /10 7770L1 
3809 77704 
3808 7770l1/5 
3807 7770l1 
3814/ 5 77705 
3808/9 77704 
MD3 C.6.0 
s 
Natawai [within AT370] 
S-MD3 0.5 
S-MD3 0.5 
S, Si'( 
SD2 0.016 
s 
S-MD3 C.0.05 
Site 
number 
Site name Nap 
reference 
AT609 Nacnynagae+i\linijacen3807 /8 77703/4 
AT610 
AT611 
AT612 
AT629 
AT630 
AT631 
AT834 
+Antanavig 
Anpapeg 
Anajgje and Isisro 
Ivanau+I,vaetopo 
Anlauinyatpoig+ 
Anuanatara 
Anouano 
Anopsinhat 
? 
Exact Location not Plotted 
22b. 
AT365 
J\T367 
AT613 
AT614 
AT615 
AT616 
AT617 
AT618 
AT619 
AT620 
AT621 
AT622 
AT623 
AT624 
AT625 
AT626 
AT627 
AT628 
Anepecvdi 
Anwemas 
Epenitnnidiyou 
Epou 
Inwamnn area 
Ahaijitoho [Annu-unjai] 
Neucsinwai 
Unekraitau 
Unanec 
Anicij 
Anijnelcau 
Imtantapipie 
Imtantapipie 
Anupupo 
An:?uonj agij 
Ahaijitoho 
Ahaijitoho + 
Ivana tat 
Anithocl 
Etaguonwe 
Anijirid 
Anatamimi 
? 
Anupydun 
Anefowe 
Anuoiesinn 
23. Uea [Anau-unjni] 
AT366 
AT368 
AT369 
Anececl 
Anedem & Imete 
Uea 
3809/10 77702 
3808 77.702 
3806 77703/ 4 
gardens 3814 
77699 and 
38lll 77702/3 
3814 77701 
3814 77703/ 4 
3810 77705 
tnkc,off 
3812 77682/3 
3815 77687 
3812 77683 
3814 77686/7 
381ll/5 77689 
3814/5 °77689/90 
3814 77690 . 
3813 77690 
lalwo ff 
3814 77691 
3813/4 77693/4 
gardens from 
3813 77693 to 
3814 77695 
3808/9 77688 
3809 77688/9 
3809 /10 77690 
3812 77691/2 
3811/2 77694/5 
3812 77695/6 
3814 77696/7 
3822 77688 
3824/5 77694 
3825 77698 
Site 
code 
S-MD3 
S-MA2 . 
S-MA2 
MD3 
MA3 
S-MA2 
S-NA2 
NN 
S-MA2 
SA2 
S/\2 
SA2 
SB2 
4 
1'ffi4 
SAL: 
SA2 
SES 
S-NA2 
SA2 
s 
4 
SA2 
s 
SA2 
S-MA2 
S-NA2 
SA2 
SA2 
s 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
C.0.625 
0.32 
0.25 
C. l.O 
2.875 
0.5 
0.5 
C.0.225 
C.0.02 
C.0.0012 
c.0.004 
C.0.004 
10.19 
[feeds gardens in 
Uea District] 
1.0 [fed by AT365] 
0.004 
0.005 
0.009 
0.075 
0.015 
[feeds gardens 
in Uea District] 
C.1. 25 
0.0025 
0.04 
0.3 
0.1 
0.0075 
0.004 
HB4 2. 0 [fed 1:-y /\T365 
from AhaLJitoho] 
S,S-MB2 0.45 
s, s,~ 
0 
Site 
number 
AT550 
AT564 
AT565 
AT566 
AT567 
AT568 
AT569 
AT570 
AT571 
AT572 
A'. .. 373 
AT574 
AT575 
AT576 
AT577 
AT578 
AT579 
AT580 
AT58J. 
AT582 
AT583 
AT584 
AT585 
AT586 
AT587 
AT588 
AT589 
ATS90 
AT591 
AT592 
A1'593 
AT595 
A1'596 
Site name 
Anamiga 
Map 
reference 
3823 77684 
AnyL1p and 3830 77693 
Ipakaywa 3829 77694 
Uligi & Esknaveyeg 3829 77696/7 
Ivanafa+Anuae takeoff 
Imtaelauekofe+ 3824/ S 77686 
Ukmitetaig+ main garden ' 
Ana trakuae->-Anadilae+area centres on 
Idaratea+Ivanhucop+ 3827 77695 
Ivanagou->-I fkauaea+ 
Anuonij 
Anwepehe 
Ironae-7Anycatidae 
+Ania 
/muonakaroduoe 
.· 3826 77692 
Anranuae 
Anuae->-Imtaelauekof e 
Ijado 
Ivanmapanma, 
Imtanmokomat and 
Anisvuonwe 
Anmautal 
Epaetau 
I tagito 
Uonhuaged 
Evaedegoac 
Evaedegoae 
Imtanlekes 
I me ya 
Imeya 
Unakrae 
Anaij 
Ana:i.j 
Anwonauyg 
Aniripopou 
Aniripopou 
Anworcry 
Aneced 
Ipj iekaya 
Aneced 
Nacnynetctitap+ 
Ilpw>-Anaemoso+ 
/\nuoncaigdopou->-
Epan tej cg 
Anomkn and 
Anamelvae 
Emtancdohocl 
Emtancouij 
centres on 
3826/7 77694 
3825/6 77691 
3825/6 77690 
gardens 
3826/7 77688 to 
3826 77689 
3825/6 77688/9 
3826 77687 
3825 77607 
3825 77686 
3824 / 5 77 686 
gardens 
3823/4 77686 
382L1 77685/6 
3824 77685/6 
3823/ 4 77685 
gardens 
3823 77685 
3822/3 77685 
3821/2 77684/5 
gardens 
3821 77685 
3821 77684/5 
3821 77681 
3821 77683/4 
3821 7768l1 
3821 77684 
3823 77687 /8 
3823/ li 77688/9 
3823 77689 /90 
takeoff 3826 
77695/6 garden 
centres on 
3825/6 77696/7 
3825/6 77696 
3826 77694/ 5 
3826 77692 
3825/6 77692/3 
Site 
Code 
Area(ha) and 
remarks 
J0.20 
MB4 1.0 [fed by AT541 
from Ij ass is] 
s 
s 
MAB4 C.4.5 
SA2 0.002 
MAJ 1.0 
S,S-MA3 C.0.2 
S, S-MA3 _Q. 0. 2 
MA3 C.1.0 
SR2 0,0306 
SA2 0.03 
MA4 
SA2 
SA2 
S-MA3 
S-MA3 
S/\2 
SA2 
S,S-MA3 
1.0 [fed by AT365 
from Ahaijitoho] 
0.015 
0.0012 
(0.1) [made in 20th 
Century) 
0.075 
0.004 
0.0045 
0.1 
S-MAB2 0. J. 
S,SA2 0.01 
S-MA3 0.05 
Sl\2 0.012 
SB2 0.004 
s 
SA2 0. 004 
SE8 0.006 
s 
SB2 0.01 
MB2 1.0 
S,MA3 C.l. 5 
S-MA3 0.6 
SA2 0.04 
S/\2 0.0012 
10. 21 
Site Site name- Map Site Area (ha) and 
number reference code remarks 
AT597 Unaua 3825/6 77692/3 S·A2 0.01 
AT598 Imtanwopyom 3825 77692/3 SA2 0.012 
AT599 Emtanedohod 3825 77692 S-MA3 0.1 
AT600 An tap 3824/5 77692 S-MA2 0.15 
AT601 Epenekritau 3824/5 77691/2 SA2 0.015 
AT602 Anuonam 3822 77697/8 S,S MDB2 0.06 
'l 
' 
AT603 Anwevea 3821 77696 SB2 0.0012 
, AT604 Ida 3821 77698 S-MD2 0.0675 '7; 
i AT605 Anal 3820/1 77698/9 S,SD2 0.035 
AT606 Ithantalanhnou, 3819 77698/9 s 
:{ Anytse 3816 77702 
Anleledec and 3819 77698/9 
Iruki 3820 77696/7 
'i 
~ AT619 Anleledec+Aniamed+ gardens centre MBD3 1.0 [canal takeoff 
'.j Itanamja+Itarau 3817 77700 in Ahaij itoho] 
24. Ijassis [Anau-unjai] 
i 
~t ~ AT447 Intijipou (canal) gardens MD3 1.0 
i1 Ivan tan (gardens) 3835 77681 
' AT448 Itaenetgy 3829 77679 RS 
AT449 Anepnapat 3828 776 78 SA2 0.006 
AT450 Ele fo kn tij gn 3825 77675 SA2 0.002 
AT451 At\Uwetaea 3827 77677/8 SA2 0.003 
ATL.52 Anerpahie 3826/7 77676 SB2 0.004 
AT453 ? takeoff 4 [feeds gardens in 
3825 77673 Igarei] 
AT454 Una uhe-rAnn ti ginyu+ from 3827 MAB4 C.3.5 [fed by 
Ukuman-rAna ta->- 776 76 to 3836 AT453J 
Anlelwou 77680 
AT456 Ancese 3830/1 776 76 SB2 0.004 
AT457 [mtanw.:111huj op 3825 77673 SA2 0.01 
AT458 Ispat 3824 77673 SA2 0.015 
A'I'li59 Imtaekuyuhie 3823/ 4 776 72/3 SA2 0.015 
AT460 Anuonecclanpak 3822 77672/3 SA2 0.03 
AT461 Imtaekuyuhie+Ispat+ gardei;s S-NAB3 0.75 
Imtanwanhujop+ 3825 77673 
AneduonakuaE~ 
L\'f 1162 Aneduonakuae 3822 77672 s 
A1'463 Is pat 3824 77672/3 s 
ATL164 Ital.au 3828/9 776 7'8 RS 
AT526 Anlolaniyom 3836 77681 S, Si< 
AT527 Imtan Pakanajou 3834 77681 SD2 0.0065 
AT528 Anahu nnd garden NAD3 C.J.. 0 
Uontinhoc 3834 77680 
AT529 Anlinai·j 3832/3 77679 SA2 0.0012 
AT530 Anel:aguonwe 3827 77678 SB2 0.0075 
AT531 In taeij ij igis takeoff 4 
( canti:l name) 3826 77678 
'. -I" 
l 
'· 
·' 
Site 
number 
AT532 
Ai'53~1 
AT53 1 
AT535 
AT536 
AT537 
AT538 
AT539 
AT540 
AT541 
AT542 
AT543 
AT544 
AT5lf5 
AT546 
AT547 
AT548 
AT549 
AT551 
AT552 
AT553 
AT554 
AT558 
AT559 
AT560 
AT561 
AT562 
AT563 
Site name 
Anlelateg->-
Anij ourahie+ 
Ilaualeka 
Anepenija 
Anirara 
Anij itodie 
Anijitodie 
Anirara 
i\nmantan+ 
Anigarig+ 
Anijitodie 
Anmantan 
Anipjinij 
? 
Anuonhogs 
Anwonecye 
Ivadoc..aecop 
Ohunau 
Idparacae 
Imtanlegnyhap 
0 fognri.P 
Ofogar:Le 
Umej 
Ivaanij and 
Aniginye 
.Aniginye 
Un id 
Uonhoupoded 
Anecsinmanlrn t 
Icva 
Anwonaya 
lmtanmojev 
Imtanmojev and 
Anuonagjat 
Exact Lacation not Plotted 
Aneced 
Anmapra 
/rnwelce 
Anuonodjiv 
Ipj ekrk.uau 
25. l_garei [Anau-unja{] 
AT420 
AT421 
AN22 
AT423 
Ijuau 
Anpapic 
I para 
Anihinecin 
Map 
reference 
from 3827 
776 78 to 3829 
77679 
3825/6 77678/9 
3825/6 77678 
3825 77678 
3825 77677/8 
garden 
3825/6 77677 /8 
from 3823 776 77 
to 3825 77678/9 
3824 776 77 
3823/4 77676 
takeoff 
3823 776 76 
3823 776 76 
3822/3 77676 
3822/3 77675 
3822 776 75 
garden 
3824 77676 
3821/2 77674/5 
3826/7 77680 
3826/7 77680 
3832 77683 
3834 77682 
3834 77683/ 4 
3834 77683 
3833/4 776'83 
3837/8 776 79 
3833/ 4 776 85 
3833 77685/6 
3833 77686 
3833 77687/8 
3833 77687 
3837 77,688 
3831 776 71/2 
3832 77671/2 
3832 77672/3 
3832 77672 
. -
Sit.e 
code 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
S-M.AB4 0.625 [fed from 
AT531] 
SA2 
SA2 
SA2 
SA2 
S-MB3 
0.004 
0.004 
0.0075 
0.004 
0.25 
10.22 
S-MAB4 0.5 [fed by AT541] 
SA2 
SA2 
4 
SA2 
SB2 
S,SB2 
SB2 
S, S-1'IB3 
SB2 
MC4 
s 
0.004 
0.009 
[feeds gardens in 
Ijassis and Uea] 
0.006 
0.005 
0.012 
0.02 
C.0.5 
0.004 
1.0 [fed by AT541] 
MC3(?) 1.0 [fed from 
AT531] 
1'ID4 2.0 [fed from 
AT531] 
SD2 0.005 
s 
RS 
RS 
SDB2 0.01 
SD2 0.007 
SD2 0 .015 
s 
SB2 (?) 
SB2(?) 
SB2(?) 
S;\2 
SA2 
) 
) C.012 total 
) 
c.o.oo4 
f· 0. 004 
S-HB2 0.12 
S-MA2 0.25 
s 
SB2 0. 014 
. , . ~ 
' ~ -
.I. 
Site 
number 
AT424 
AT425 
AT426 
AT4/.7 
AT428 
AT429 
AT430 
AT431 
AT432 
1\T433 
AT434 
AT455 
AT525 
AT557 
Site name 
Ifra 
Ancnynnipjepaip 
Epenhij 
Anlelmere 
AP1elmere 
Anemtana 
Unahijahij 
Itanytmere 
Itanytmere 
Aniduonecsap 
lgarei 
Anid0onecsap+ 
Unaua 
Anemtana 
Unaua 
Exact Location not Plotted 
? 
? 
26. Imtania [Anau-unj ai] 
AT488 
AT489 
ATL190 
AT491 
AT492 
AT493 
AT494 
AT495 
AT496 
AT497 
AT498 
AT499 
AT500 
ATSOl 
AT502 
AT503 
AT504 
Anetoanta and 
Anetyum 
Imtania, etc 
Ili 
Anagko-+Anman te te.-+ 
Athtaneroa+ 
Inmalasga+Anuwt 
Ivan ma 
Anmantete 
Nemtandevec 
Imtanaja 
Antata and 
Elcaunepcev 
Unhatanae 
Evalpohos 
Edo 
Inmalpeg (canal 
name) 
Anmanelpou+Anuonaf o 
->-Irawd-:..J\nuontj c r 
I tecj ep-+Anoucan-:-
Ani tor an ta+ 
Ancopancolas->-
Anpkea tmarid->-
Anohou 
Anmanelpou 
Ityc 
Anuonaf o 
Map 
reference 
main garden ) 
3833 77673/4 ) 
3832 77673 ) 
3835 776 74 
3835 77674/5 
3835 776 74/5 
garden centres 
on J839 776 75 
3837 77675/6 
3838 776'75/6 
3837/8 77675 
3838 77675/6 
3839 776 76 
centres on 
3838 776 76/7 
3839 77674 
3838 77678 
gardens 3842 
77665 
3842 77664/5 
3842 77663/ 4 
3836/7 77661/2 
to 3843 77663 
3840/1 77663 
3838 77663 
3836/7 77661/2 
3835 77661 
3834 77661 
3832 77661 
3830 77661 
3830 77662 
takeoff 
3830 77662 
from 3832 
77661/2 to 
3842 77666 
3833 77660/1 
3834 77660/l 
3835 77660 
Site 
code 
S-:t:1AB3 
S-MA.'~ 
S-MA3 
SA2 
MD3 
SES 
MAD.3 
S-Ml-\.2 
SA2 
S,S*(?) 
MABD4 
SD2 
RS 
SB2(?) 
SB2(?) 
S-MD3 
s; s)~ 
SA2 
MAD3 
S-NA2 
SB2 
SA2 
SA2 
SA2 
S-NB2 
SAB2 
SA2 
4 
NABD4 
SA2 
SA2 
SA2 
Area (ha) and 
remarks 
0.5 
(0.075) [Made in 
the 1930's] 
0.075 
0.0006 
1.0 
0.008 
1.0 
0.05 
C.0.003 
10.23 
C.2.5 [fed by AT453 
from Ij ass is] 
0.0025 
) )_g_. 0. 005 total 
0.75 
0.005 
C.3.0 
Originally 0.06 
0.004 
0.004 
0.003 
0.017 
0.06 
0.008 
0.005 
c. 4 . 5 [fed by 
~T500] 
0.004 
0.0012 
0.005 
10.24 
Site Site name Map Site Area (ha) and 
. 'i 
number reference code remarks 
'', 
AT505 Irawd 3836 77662 origin- 0.0075 [now 
ally S-MA3, made in 
•1' SA2 20th Century] L, 
AT506 Anetyum 3836 77661/2 SA2 C.0.02 
AT507 Anapalav 3837 77663 s 
AT508 Anapojis 3838 7766:>/6 SB2 0.015 
i AT509 Itecj ep 3836 7766li S,SB2 0.01 
·,f AT51G Upae & Anemtanelcau 3839 77668 S-MA2 0.05 
I~ AT511 Anelcau 3839 77667/8 s 
! AT512 Anelcau 3839 77667 SE8 0.02 
" 
AT513 Anuontotau 3839 77667 SA2 0.005 
~ AT514 Imtaenupala 3840 77667 SB2 0.009 
rrc AT515 Anetas 3841 77665 SA2 0.0065 
AT516 Anyoumot 3S ',1/2 77666 SD2 0.008 
AT517 Ano ho 3843 77663 S-MA~ 0.045 
AT518 Aneduonedevet "'pprox. 3842 SD2 0.004 
77661 
AT519 Intallelekro 381H/2 77660 SD2 0.004 
"'·D AT520 Anpapig 38·'12 77669 ., SB2 0.004 
,t.J 
AT521 Iyarana 3842 776 70 N 
~ AT522 Anitj inenop 3842 776 72 SB2 0.002 
~ AT523 Anamienaerui 3841/2 77672/3 SD2 0.002 ~ 
I AT524 Analipeke 3841 77673 SD2 0.001 ~ 
:~' 
Exact Location not Plotted I 
Anatamufa SA2(?) C.0.004 
Aneccdmtanya SA2(?) C.0.03 
Anuonekro S,SB2 C.0.0012 
Itohoacen s 
Uanmetet SA2(?) C.0.004 
t_l 
27. Isia [Anau-un j a:t.J 
AT446 Itunutauitac 3841 77654/5 p 
AT465 Anmancal->-Anetj inpane. centres on HB4 1.5 
->-An rann tanamaka 3835 77646/7 
11 AT466 Anetevanuae 3836 77646 s 
' r AT467 Ivanma 3829 77649 SA2 0.002 
AT468 Onoras 3829 77649 SA2 0.005 
AT469 Imtaemij ig 3830 77649 SA2 0.005 
ATlf70 Uhupulae gardens 3831 S-MA3 0.075 
77649· 
AT4 71 Alaigurukou->-Ila main gardens MAB3 1.5 
3837 77647 /8 
AT472 J\nwinycl 3832 776l18/9 SJ\2 0.01 
AT473 Onopol 3832 77649/50 S-MAB2 0.05 
AT474 Anwyhod 3833 77649 S-HA3 (0.05) ['made in 20th Century] 
AT475 Imtanhitmi 3834 77648/9 S-HA2 0.05 
AT476 Ataneclas gardens 3836 S-MAB3 0.06 
77648/9 
J\1'4 77 Iyatalc & Anlolanac 3833/4 77647/P: s 
.!' AT478 Anatanoy 3738 77648 s i 
3737/8 77647/8 SD2 0.004 A.T479 Apapig and Anhje 
J.0.25 
Site Site name Map Site Area (ha) and 
numbers reference code remarks 
AT480 Elenmohoc 3737 77647 SD2 0.01 
~ AT481 Idaiyg 3737 77646 SD2 0.0015 
~;. AT482 Uoncinopra 3837 7?648 S-MAB3 (0.05) [made in 
" 20th Century !I 
AT483 Anisiginhou 3836 77649 S-ME8 (0.05) [Post 
Mission Period] 
,, AT484 Anohou 3835 77650 SA2 0.003 l:. 
AT485 Anuontan 3835 776L19 SA2 0,.002 
£ AT486 Aj igij 3839 77652 SB2 0.003 
AT487 Anohu 3834 77642 Christian 
Burial 
Ground 
Exact Location not Plotted 
Anohu SB2 C.0.002 
Anpalico SA2 c.0.045 
Unoboigwae SA2 c.o. 003 
~,, Uonopopou SA2 c.0.045 ,. ~' 
!l; 
~ 
APPENDIX 11 
COMPUTER METHODS AND RESULTS OF STANDARD POPULATIONS 
HODEL FOR NORTHERN ANEITYUM: ANAU-UNJAI, ANETCHO, 
IJIPDAV AND ANAU-UNSE 
11.1 
A computer program was written.by John Burton of ANU, to my 
specifications, allowing rapid computation bf standard population results 
from the data obtained in steps 1-6 using the Bayliss-Smith model 
(Chapter 4). The program is thus equivalent to Bayliss-Smith's steps 
7-10. 
The data to be fed into the program were: 
minimum surplus 
taken to be 0% of total production 
maximum surplus 
taken to be 70% of total production 
total annual production in million Kcals 
total annual production of the area in question (northern part 
of the island, chiefdom or district) given crop mix, yields and 
fallow regime 
total annual consumption per person in million Kcals 
taken to be 0.8 minus the 20% of en~rgy requirements met from 
other sources, therefore 0.64 
total annual person-hours 
total hours necessary to produce the given annual production 
percentage of annual hours done by men 
taken from labour input figures 
productive percentage of population who are men 
taken (rom the population structures g:i.ven in Table 9 
productive percentage of population who are women 
taken from the population structures given in Table 9 
name of this model 
see below 
In the full results given below for northern Aneityum, the m.odels 
used are coded as follows: 
11.2 
In position one, n signifies the northern part of the island. 
In position two, 1 or l signifies whether model 1 or 3 has been used 
(see page 85). 
In position three, a or b signifies whether sub-model a or b has been 
used (ibid). 
In position four, ~. D or F signifies whether population structure B>'~, 
Dor F has been used (Table 9). 
In position five, l or 2 indicates whether a fallow regime of six years 
fallow and one year use (3) or six years fallow and two years use (2) 
has been used. When no number occurs in position five then five years 
fallow and one years use has been used. 
Column one of the results represents percentage surplus over subsis-
tence. Column two is the total population supportable given these per-
centage surpluses. Column three represents male labour hours/week. 
Column four represents female labour hours/week. 
In the early 1850s the population of northern Aneityum was given in 
the census as 2000 and that of the southern part of the island as 1800 
(App.6:item 32). In all calculations it has been assumed that the 
percentage of total island population found in the north remains constant 
at 52.6%, thus allowing island-wide figures to be calculated (page 90). 
The full results for individual districts, groups of districts and 
chiefdoms in the northern part of the island, for which 1850s census 
figures are available, are on file in the archives of the Prehistory 
Department, Research School of Pacific Studies, NU. The summary results 
are given in Table 10. 
1. The Program 
BEGIN 
EXTERNAL TEXT PROCEDURE 
EXTERNAL REAL PROCEDURE 
INTEGER nfi les; 
frontstrip,inline conc2· 
. ' ' clocktLme; 
TEXT r; 
PROCEDURE new_ re a 1 ( v, query); 
NAME v; VALUE query; 
REAL v; TEXT query; 
BEGIN TEXT s ; 
END; 
s:-Blanks(2'1); 
Outtext(query); 
Out text(" (1'); 
s . Pu t fix ( v , 2) ; 
s:-frontstrip(s); 
Out text ( s ) ; 
Out text ( 11 ) 11 ) ; 
Brcnkoutimng~;Inima~e; 
s:-Sysin.Image.Strip; 
IF s=/=NOTEXT THEN 
v:=s.GetrE'al 
PROCEDURE new_int(v,query); 
NAME v; VALUE quc>ry; 
INTEGER v; TEXT query; 
BEGIN TEXT s; 
END; 
s:-Bl;rnks(20); 
Out tt'xt (quNy); 
Outtcxt(" ("); 
s.Putint(v); 
s:-frontstrip(s); 
Outll'XL(s); 
Outtext(") "); 
Brcukoutimagc;Inimage; 
s:-Sysin.l~npr.SLrip; 
IF ( s="exit 11 ) OR ( s="EXIT") THEN 
v: ::Q 
ELSE 
IF s=/=NOTF.:XT THEN 
v:=s.Getint 
t:-inline("1How mnny outfiles this session: ",Sysin); 
nfiles:=t.Getint; 
11.3 
BEGIN 
REAL nnnu~l kcaJs,pPrson kcals,surplus kcals,hours per week, 
popu] n t ion, ;an _hours _pe r:=week, Y>1omen _:_ho; rs _per _week-:-e 1 npsed, c los i.ngt ime; 
INTEGER i,current file,smin,smax,surplus,increment,annual hours, 
mens share,womens-share,male percent,female percent,men,women; 
REF(Outfilc>) tnro-caters; - -
REF(Outfi\P) ARRAY f[l:nfiles); 
FOR i:=l STEP l UNTIL nfiles DO 
BEGIN 
END; 
Outtext("Name of outfile nulllber "); 
Outi.nt(i.,2);0uttext(": "); 
Breakoutimage;Inimage; 
t:-Sysin.Image.Strip; 
t: -cone 2( t, 11 /ACCESS: APPEND"); 
Hi.J :-NEW Outfile(t); 
f[i] .Open(Blanks(80)) 
COMl>lENT ass i.gn dt~fault values; 
closingtime:=clocktime; 
smin:=surplus:=annual hours:=O; 
current file:=l; -
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smax:=lOO;increment:=S; 
annunl_kcals:=person_kcals:=mens_share:=male_percent:=female_percent:=O; 
new_int(curn'nt_filP,"Ctll'rt'nt filt> number"); 
WHILE (current EiletO) AND (current file§=nfiles) DO 
BEGIN 
taro f'aters:-·f[current file]; 
new Tnt(srnin,''Minimum surplus"); 
ne>w-int ( smnx, "Maximum siJrplus"); 
1ww-int ( incrc'mc•nt, "Jncrement 11 ); 
new-n>al(nnnunl kcnls,"Total nnnual production in kcals"); 
nPw-re>al(pl~rson-kcals,"Annual consumption per person in Kcals"); 
nPw-i.nt(anmwl hours,"Total annual person hours"); 
nPw-i.nt (mens sh an', "Pt>rcPnta)Te of annual hours done by men"); 
W1)m~ns shnrc,:=100-1111•11<; slH11·c'; 
nt>w int(male percenl:,"Produclive percent oE populntion who nre men"); 
new-int(fprnale percent,"Productive percent of population who are women"); 
OutTmage; -
Outrc'xt("Nnmf' L1f this mod0l 11 ); 
Brenkoutimage;Inimage; 
t:-Sysin.Imnge.Strip; 
INSPECT taro eaterp DO 
BEGIN 
END; 
Outtext(t); 
Outtext(" is the nnme of this model"); 
Out i ma gt~ 
Outtext("Surplus 
Out imap.l'; 
Population Men/Women Hours"); 
FOR surplus:=srnin STEP increment UNTIL smax DO 
BEGIN . 
surplus kcnls:=(surplus/lOO)*annunl_kcnls; 
populatTon:=(nnnual_kcnls-surplus_kcals)/person_kcals; 
men:=populat:ion*(male_percent/100); 
IF men§l THEN GOTO fred; 
womC'n:=populntion*(female_percent/100); 
IF womPn§l THEN GOTO [rpd; 
mnn hours per weck:=(annual_hours*(mens_shnre/100))/men/52; 
women _hi)urs _pPr _wc dt: =( annua l_hours*( womens _share/ 100)) /women/ 52; 
END 
END 
INSPECT taro eaters DO 
BEGIN -
END; 
Outint(surplus,8); 
Outfix(population,0,8); 
Out fix ( nrnn _hours _per week, 1, 8) ; 
Outfix(women hours per week, 1,8); 
Outimage - - -
INSPECT Sysout DO 
BEGIN 
Outint(surplus,6); 
END; 
Out fj x( populntion, 0, 12); 
Out fix(man hours per week, 1, 12); 
Outfix(women hours p;r week,1,8); 
Outimage - - -
IF surplustsmax THEN GOTO fred 
END; 
fred: 
new int(current file, 11 Current file number"); 
IF (current filf.~tO) Ann (current file§=nfiles) THEN 
BEGIN 
END 
END; 
taro eaters:-f[currenr file]; 
elapsed: =cl ockt ime-c losingtime; 
IF elapsedt600 THEN 
BEGIN 
END 
FOR i:=l STEP l UNTIL nfiles DO 
INSPECT f[i) DO 
BEGTN 
Close; 
Opt>n(Blanks(80)) 
END; 
Sysour. Out imnge; 
Sysout .OuttextC"[Save]") i 
Sysout.Outimage; 
Sysout.Outimnge; 
closingtime:=clocktime 
FOR i:=l STEP 1 UNTIL nfiles DO 
f[i] .Clasp 
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2. The Results 
nlbb in the nnme of th is model 
0 4'327 6.6 16.1 n3bb is the name of this model 
5 4111 7.0 16.9 0 6329 6.8 14.0 
lC 3895 7. L1 17.8 5 6013 7.2 14.7 
l :. 3678 7.8 18.9 10 5696 7.6 15.5 
i 20 3462 8.3 20. l 15 5380 8.0 16.4 •, 
2'.i .J 2l16 8.8 2J. 4 20 5063 8.5 17.5 
3( 3029 9.5 22.9 25 4 74 7 9. l 18.6 
35 2813 10.2 24. 7 30 4l130 9.8 20.0 
40 2596 11. 0 26.8 35 4114 10.5 21. 5 
45 2380 12.0 29.2 
40 3797 11.4 23.3 
50 2164 13.2 32. 1 45 3481 12.4 25.4 
55 1947 14. 7 35. 7 
50 3165 13.7 27.9 
60 1731 16.5 L10. 2 55 2848 15. 2 31.1 
65 1 5 l 5 18.9 Li 5. 9 
60 2532 1 7. l 34.9 
65 2215 19.5 39.9 
70 1298 22. I 53.5 70 1899 22.8 46.5 
.:~ 
'f 
nlbb3 is th0 nmnt> of this model n3bb3 is the n.1me of this mode~ 
0 3776 (,. 6 16.0 0 5565 6. 7 13.8 
5 3587 6.9 16.8 5 5287 7.1 14.5 
10 3399 7.3 17.8 10 5009 7.5 15.3 
15 3210 7.8 18.8 15 4730 7.9 16.2 
20 3021 8.2 20.0 20 4452 8.4 17.2 
"' 25 2832 8.8 21.3 25 4174 f 9.0 18.4 
30 26l13 9.4 22.9 30 3896 9.6 19. 7 
35 2l154 10. l 24. 6 35 3617 10.4 21. 2 
"'; 40 2266 11. 0 26. 7 40 3339 11. 2 23.0 
} !15 2077 l 2. () 29. 1 /15 3061 12.2 25.0 
50 1888 13.2 32.0 ~o 2783 13.5 27.6 
~' 55 1699 ll1.6 35.5 55 2504 15.0 30.6 Ji 
~ 60 1510 16. 5 40.0 60 2226 16.8 3l1. 4 
65 1322 18.8 l15. 7 65 l 9l18 19.2 39. 4 ' 
70 I l 33 22.0 53.2 70 1670 22.4 45.9 
nlbb2 1 s t·h (' n:im1' of 1·h is modrl n3bb2 is tlH~ name> of th is model 
n 1,25 7 () . 7 16.2 0 9003 7.0 14.4 
5 5944 7.0 1 7. l 5 8553 7.4 15.2 
10 1612 7 .11 18.0 10 8103 7.8 16.0 
l ') 5319 7.9 l,9. l 15 7652 8.3 16.9 
20 5006 8.3 20.3 20 7202 8.8 18.0 
~l' 25 M>9 '3 S.9 21. 6 25 6752 9.4 19.2 
30 l1380 9.5 23.2 30 6302 10.l 20.6 
35 4067 10.3 25.0 35 5852 10.8 22.2 
40 3754 11. l 27.0 40 5402 11. 7 24.0 ,, 
12. l 29.5 45 4952 12.8 26.2 45 3441 
50 3129 13. ,, 32.5 50 l1501 14.l 28.8 
~, 55 2816 l l1. 8 36. l 
55 /1051 l 5. 7 32.0 
\ 60 2503 16.7 40.5 60 3601 17.6 36.0 
65 2190 19. l 46.4 n5 3151 20. l 41. 2 
70 P177 22.3 5l1. l 70 2701 23.5 48.0 
,, 
\ 
nlad lS the name of this model n3ad is the name of this model 
"' ~~ () 4127 '). 2 12.6 0 6329 Li. 3 9.6 ; 5 ld 1J. 5.4 13.3 s 6013 4.S 10.1 ~~ 
* _, 3) 10 389S s. 7 14.0 10 S696 4.8 10. 7 15 3678 6. l 14.8 lS 5380 S.l 11. 3 20 JL162 6.5 15.7 20 5063 S.4 12.0 
25 3246 6.9 16.8 25 4747 5.8 12.8 
\' 30 3029 7.4 18.0 30 4430 6.2 13. 7 '· 35 2813 7.9 19. L1 35 Lfl 14 6.6 14.8 
40 2596 8.6 21. 0 40 3797 7.2 16.0 
L15 2380 9.4 22.9 45 3481 7.9 17.5 
so 2164 10.3 25.2 so 3165 8.6 19.2 
55 l 9l1 7 11. 5 28.0 S5 2848 9.6 21.4 
60 ] 731 12.9 31. 5 60 2532 10.8 24. l 
65 l 51 'i I L1. 8 36.0 65 2215 12.3 27.5 
70 1298 l 7. 2 42.0 70 1899 lli. 4 32.0 
nlnd3 is the name o( this model n3ad3 is the name of this model 
0 1776 5.2 12.6 0 5565 4.3 9.5 
5 3587 5.4 13.2 5 5L87 4.5 10.0 
10 3399 5. 7 13.9 10 5009 4.7 10.6 
15 3210 6. l 14.8 15 4730 5,0 11. 2 
20 3021 6. Li 15. 7 . 20 4452 5.3 11. 9 
25 2832 6.9 16. 7 25 Lfl 74 5. 7 12.7 
30 26Li3 7 .!1 1 7. 9 30 3896 6.1 13.6 
35 245L1 7.9 19.3 35 3617 6.6 14.6 
L10 2266 8.6 20.9 40 3339 7. 1 15.9 
45 2077 9.4 22.8 45 3061 7.8 17.3 
50 1888 l () . '.l 25. I 50 2783 8.5 19.0 
55 1699 11.4 27.9 55 2504 9.5 21. 2 
60 1510 12.9 31.4 60 2226 10. 7 23.8 
6'i 1122 l l1. 7 35.9 65 l 948 12. 2 27.2 
7 () l 1 ·3 3 17.2 41. 8 70 1670 14.2 31. 7 
is l hi' () f this mnd l' l n 3n<l 2 is the nrnne or this model n 1ncl2 I\ 'l!llf' l1.4 10.2 6257 'i. 2 12. 7 0 9003 () l1. 6 10.7 5 '1 ') !1/1 '1, 5 13. 3 5 8553 
'H1'12 'L8 l l1 • t 10 8103 l1. 9 11. 3 10 
(i. 1 lli. 9 15 7652 5.2 12.0 15 '>'319 20 7202 5.5 12. 7 20 '100(1 ". 5 15. 8 25 6752 5.9 13. 6 25 !1 (>9 3 b.9 16.9 30 6302 6.3 14.5 30 4380 7. '• 18.l 5852 6.8 15.7 8.0 19.5 35 35 4067 40 5402 7.4 17.0 l10 37')/1 8.7 2 J. t 45 l1952 8.0 18.S 45 34!11 9.4 23.0 l1501 8.8 20.4 so 50 1129 10. l1 25.3 l10S l 9.8 22.6 l l. 5 28.1 55 55 2816 60 3601 11. 0 25.5 60 2501 13.0 31. 6 65 3151 12.6 29. l 65 2190 14.9 36.2 70 2701 I l1. 7 33.9 
70 IR77 17' "\ /12. 2 
nlbcl lS the name of this model n3bcl is the n11rne of this model 
0 l132 7 6.2 13.9 0 6329 6.5 12. 1 
5 L1 l.l 1. 6.6 1.4. 7 5 60.l 3 ' 6.8 12. 7 
10 3895 6.9 15.S 10 5696 7.2 13.5 
15 3678 7. l1 16.4 15 5380 7.6 14.2 
20 3462 7.8 17.4 20 5063 8. l 15.l 
25 3246 ~.3 18.6 25 l1 7l1 7 8.6 16.l 
30 3029 8.9 19.9 30 4430 9.2 17.3 
35 2813 9.6 21. L1 35 4114 9.9 18.6 
l10 2596 10.4 23.2 l10 3797 10.8 20.2 
45 2380 11. 4. 25.3 45 3l18.1 11. 7 22.0 
50 2164 12.5 27.9 50 3165 12.9 2.!,l, 2 
55 1947 13.9 31. 0 55 2848 14.3 26.9 
60 1731 15.6 34.8 60 2532 16. 1 30.3 
I 65 1 51 'i 17.9 39.8 65 2215 18.4 34.6 
' 
~'. 70 1298 . 20. 8 46.5 70 1899 21. 5 40. 3 . 
" 
' 
nlbd3 lS th l~ n.11!1!' of this model n3bd3 ir. 
" 
the name of thi.s model 
0 ·37 JG (1. 2 13. 9 0 55.65 6.4 11.9 
5 3 58 7 6.6 [L1. 6 5 5287 6. 7 1 /.; 6 
10 3399 6.9 15.4 l () 5009 7. l 13.3 
15 3210 7.3 16.3 15 4730 7.5 ll1. 0 
20 3021 7.8 17.3 20 4452 7.9 14.9 
25 2832 8.3 L 8. 5 2'i 4174 8.5 15. 9 
30 2643 8.9 19.8 30 3896 9. 1 17.0 
~ 35 2454 9.6 21. 3 35 3617 9.8 18. l1 , 
' 40 22(i6 l 0. I+ 23. l l10 3339 10.6 19.9 
4S 2077 1J.3 25.2 Lf5 3061 11. 6 21. 7 
50 1888 I 2. l1 27.8 50 2783 12. 7 23.9 
55 1699 13.8 30.8 55 250l1 14. l 26.5 
60 1510 l 5. 5 ' 3L1. 7 60 2226 15.9 29.8 
65 1122 l 7. 8 39.7 65 1%8 18. 2 34. l 
•I 70 1 l 3 '3 20.7 46.2 70 .1670 2L 2 39.8 ' 
n l bd 2 it; th" n.1·:""' (l f this model n3bd 2 is the nnnrn of this model 
0 r12 5 7 (i. 3 llL l 0 9003 6. 7 12. 5 
5 59!1!1 6.6 14. 8 5 8553 7.0 13. 1 
lO 5632 7.0 15.6 10 8103 7.4 13.9 
15 5 319 7. L1 16.S 15 7652 7.8 1L1. 7 
20 5006 7.9 17.6 20 7202 8.3 15.6 
~~ 25 /~693 8. L1 18.7 25 6752 8.9 16.6 
30 /1380 9.0 20. t 30 6302 9.5 17.8 
35 L10n7 9.7 21. 6 35 5852 10.2 19.2 
l10 375l1 10.S 23.4 40 5402 11. 1 20.8 
115 34'1 l 11. 5 25.6 
l15 4952 12. l 22.7 
50 '3129 12.6 28. l 50 
l1501 13.J 25.0 
55 281.6 1/1. 0 31. 2 55 
4051 14.8 27.7 
2503 15.8 35. l 
60 3601 16.6 31. 2 
60 65 3151 19.0 35.7 
65 21 <)() u~.o L10. 2 70 2701 22.2 41. 6 
70 I H/7 :. I . 0 /16. 9 

nlbf ls the name of this mr:>del n3bf 
0 4327 5.6 14.4 
lS the name of this model 
5 41 l l 5.9 15.2 
0 6329 5.8 12.5 
5 6013 6. l 13.2 
;1 10 3895 6.2 l !j. 0 10 5696 6.5 13.9 
15 •3678 6.6 ib.9 15 5380 6.8 lLt. 7 
20 3462 7.0 18.0 20 5063 7.3 15.7 
25 3246 7. 5 19.2 2) 4747 7. 7 16.7 
30 3029 8.0 20.6 30 4430 8.3 17.9 
35 2813 8. 7 22.2 35 Ldl4 8.9 19.3 
40 2596 9. Lt 24.0 L10 3797 9. 7 20.9 
L1S 2380 1.0. 2 26.2 
~ 50 2164 11. 3 
45 34$1 10.6 22.8 
·' 
28.8 50 3t65 
'f, 55 1947 12.5 
11. 6 25.0 
32.0 55 2848 12.9 27.8 
60 1731 14.1 36.0 60 2532 14.5 31. 3 
65· l 51 5 l () . t 41. 2 65 2215 16.6 35.8 
70 1298 18. 8 48.1 70 1899 19.4 41. 7 
" 1
t 
nlbf3 lS the name of this model n3bf3 lS the name of this model 
0 3776 5.6 14. 3 0 5565 5. 7 12.3 
5 3587 5.9 15. l 5 5287 'i. 0 13.0 
~' 10 3399 6.2 15.9 10 5009 ti . Lt f 13. 7 
·• 15 3210 6.6 16.9 15 4730 ;,\ 6. 7 14.5 
20 3021 7.0 J. 7. 9 20 4452 7.2 15. L; 
"J 25 2832 7' 5 19. 1 25 4174 7.6 16.5 
,; 
! 30 2()/13 8. (' 20. 5 30 3896 8.2 17.6 ,, 
., 35 2!1 SL; 8.6 22. 1 35 3617 8.8 19.0 
.• 40 2266 (). 3 23.9 40 3339 9.5 20.6 
45 2077 l () . 2 26. l 45 3061 10.4 2.4 
50 1888 11. 2 28. 7 50 2783 11.4 24. 7 
r 55 1699 12.4 31. 9 55 2504 12.7 27.5 
·' 
60 15I0 14.0 35.9 60 2226 14.3 30.9 
65 1322 l(,. () lfl. 0 65 .l 9L18 16. !+ 35.3 
70 l t J 3 l8.7 47.7 70 1670 19. l 41. 2 
) nlbf2 i ~; t lH' 11:1111•' or Lhis modC'l n3b f2 ls tlw nnme ot this model 
0 G2 S 7 5. 7 14.5 0 9003 6.0 J.2. 9 
5 59L14 6.0 15.3 5 8553 6.3 13.6 
10 5632 6.3 16.2 10 8103 6. 7 14.3 
15 5319 6. 7 17. 1 15 7652 7.0 15.2 
20 5006 7. 1 18.2 20 7202 7.5 16.1 
25 4693 7.6 19.4 25 6752 8.0 17.2 
" 30 L1380 8.1 20.8 30 
6302 8.5 18.4 
, 35 4067 8. 7 22.4 35 5852 9.2 19.9 ~ r· 40 3754 9.5 24.2 40 SL102 
10.0 21. s 
t 45 3441 10.3 26, l; LtS L1952 10.9 23.5 
5(J 3129 11 .4 29. 1 50 4501 12.0 25.8 
55 281 (1 12.6 ]2.3 55 Li 05 L 13.3 28. 7 
60 2503 14. 2 36.3 60 1601 15.0 
32.3 
65 2190 lG.2 l; l. 6 65 3151 l 7. l 
36.9 
70 1877 18.9 48.5 70 2701 20.0 
43. l 
. ' 
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APPENDIX 12 
SECTION DESCRIPTIONS OF EXCAVATED SITES 
These sites are described more generally in Chapter 5. They are 
arranged in the order in which they are discussed in the text. The field 
descriptions where indicated are by Marc Latham, otherwise they were 
recorded by myself. The textural (grain-size) analyses were carried out 
to allow a more adequate characterisation o~ the s~diments than was 
achieved by the largely subjective field classification. Two separate 
systems were used. Marc Latham used a system whereby clay is 0-2µ, fine 
silt 2-20µ, coarse silt 20-5011, fine sand 50-200µ and coarse sand 200-
2000µ. Where the field descriptions are by Latham, the textural analysis 
was also carried out by him. This gives slightly differ~nt designations 
to the sediments than the textural analyses conducted by Anne Blackwell 
at ANO under the direction of Dr. Philip r~ughes. In these analyses (see 
Hughes 1980 for methods), the grain size distribution was determined by 
the hydrometer method for the silt and clay fractions and dry sieving 
for the sand. The Wentworth scale for grain size·was used, whereby clay 
is O-Lq.1, s:ill: L1-63JJ nnd s@d 63-2.000JJ. 
The pH readings were taken in the field using a CSIRO Soil pH Test 
Kit. Where Munsell colours are given, these are on the wet samples and 
were done in the field. Calcium carbonate content was determined by a 
rapid gravimetric method as described by Hughes (ibid). The CaC03 came 
overwhelmingly from marine shell and coral fragments. Very low CaC03 
readings occurred when only land or freshwater mollusc fragments were 
present in the sample. 
Depth measurements are given from the surface of the deposits. 
12 :2 
A. AT556, ANAWAU SWAMP, ANELCAUHAT DISTRICT (3718 77619) (Fig. 5.2). 
Description by Marc Latham 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
Dey;·h from 
Surface (cm) 
0-15cm 
15-35cm 
35-70cm 
70-lOOcm 
100-145 cm 
145-175cm 
Layer Description 
Black saturated peaty material, many roots 
and plant debris. 
Black arid brown saturated clayey material, 
mottled, many r~ots. This represents a 
phase of rapid deposition. A C14 sample of 
small wood fragm2nts collect~d from 20-30cm 
was dated to 5070±lil0 BP· (ANU-2421a). 
A date on the fine mud fraction from the same 
depth gave a date of 2940 ± 80 BP (ANU-242lb). 
These two dates are discussed in Chap.5, fn 2. 
Saturated mainly peaty lavers, numerous roots. 
A C14 sample of wood and leaf fragments from 
45-60cm gave a date of 3740±170 BP· (ANU-2420). 
Saturated slightly sandy material containing 
numerous roots and preserved plant material 
including Cocos nucifera endocarp fragments. 
A C14 sample of coconut endocarp found at 
90-lOOcm gave a dnt(' or 54 10 ± 100 BP (J\NU-2·419). 
Saturated sandy material with abundant 
preserved plant debris including in situ Cocos 
nucifera roots as well as endocarp fragments. 
Coconut endocarp at 115cm gave a date of 5420± 
90 BP (ANU-2418). 
Saturated sand with some hard beachrock frag-
ments and some in situ coconut roots. A C14 
sample on coconut roots from 160-170cm gave a 
date of 5040±370 BP (ANU-2417). No shell or 
coral fragments were encountered. 
B. AT555 (SECTION L1), WEST BANK OF THE LELCEI RIVER, ANELCAUHAT DISTRICT 
(3729 77624), ABOUT lKM FROM THE RIVER MOUTH 
I 
Described by Marc Latham 
Depth from 
Surface (cm) 
0-40 
Layer Description 
Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friabJe clayey silty 
sand coarse skewed, medium blocky structure, 
' . 
some pchbles. pH 5.5. Transition distinct 
and regular. 
II: 1 40-65 
II:2 65-155 
12:3 
D~rk Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friable clayey sandy 
silt, not skewed, medium blocky structure. 
pH 6. Transition gradual and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) firm sflty clayey 
sand, not skewed, considerable amount of 
gravels and cobbles. pH 6. Transition distinct 
and regular. 
An in situ oven was revealed in the river section, its fill beginning 
inunediately below Layer II: 1. 
65-95 
95-110 
III: 1 155-170 
III:2 170-210 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) firm silty clay,ey 
sand, coarse blocky structure. Transition 
distinct and basin-shaped. 
Rl2ck (5YR 2/1) firm clayey silty sand, with 
many cracked oven stones and abundant charcoa'l. 
The oven is underlain by a reddish burnt zone. 
A date was obtained from charcoal from the 
oven base al its upstream end at 80-90cm of 
540±75 BP (.ANU-2368). 
Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friable silty clayey 
sand, medium blocky structure pH 6. Transition 
gradual and regular. 
Saturated Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friable silty 
clayey sand. pH 6. A concentration of charcoal 
at 190cm was dated to 1570±140 BP (ANU-2367). 
Water level at 210cm. 
C. AT32, IRRIGATION°SYSTEM (INCAUWAI), NIJIEMH.ANG RIVER,PLEISTOCENE 
RIVER TERRACE, NIJIEMHANG DISTRICT (See Map 4, number 22 for location). 
Soil analysis by Marc Latham, textural analysis also done. 
I:l 
I:2 
I:3 
Depth from 
Surface (cm) 
0-12 
12-23 
23-100+ 
Layer Description 
Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friable sandy silty clay, 
well-developed fine blocky structure (pH 5. 
Topsoil and garden soil associated with the 
irrigated terraces. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
nark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friable sandy clayey 
silt, not skewed, very poorly sorted, well-
developed medium blocky structure pH5. No 
caco 3. Some charcoal ~nd gravels. Transition 
distinct and regular. 
Brown (7.5YR 4/4) firm clayey silty sand, 
coarse skewed, very poorly sorted, poorly 
dcvclo13ed coarse blocky structure, showing 
black lenses of indurated, manganese stained 
material, rocks and gravels. pH5. Includes 
less than 1% CaC03. No charcoal. 
.r 
12:4 
D. AT37, EAST BANK OF THE IHKALAU CREEK, IMKALAU DISTRICT (CENTRES ON 
3683 77654), 168m FROM THE BEACH. (Figs. 5.3 - 5.4; Plates 47, 48) 
I:l to 
1:3 
II: 1 
III: 1 
III: 2 
Depth from 
Surface (cm) 
0-67 
67-106 
106-146 
146-180 
Layer Description 
Fluvially transported gravels. A recent 
topsoil has formed on the top of this 
material and this is associated in places 
with stone walls of recent garden systems. 
Equivalent to Groube's Layers 1-3. Transition 
distinct and regular. 
Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) friable clayey silty 
sand, coarse skewed, very poorly sorted. pH 
5.5-6. Includes less than 1% CaC0 3. An 
alluvial deposit forming a garden soil 
associated with remains ot plot boundaries 
and walls. Dispersed charcoal from through-
out the layer gave a date of 500±80 BP (ANU-
2241), and dates from lower in the sequence 
suggest that this sediment could not have been 
laid down much before this date. Equivalent 
to Groube's Layer 4. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Very Dark Brown (lOYR 2/2) very friable to 
friable clayey silty sand, with a mode in the 
medium sand, coarse skewed, poorly sorted. 
pH 8. Includes 3-4% CaC03. An alluvial 
deposit with some admixture of beach sand 
from III:2 and transition much disturbed. An 
occupation layer with ovens, shell midden 
accumulations, occasional fishbones and 
carbonized remains of nuts of Canarium 
commune. Some pumice and occasional lumps 
of coral. A date was obtained on charcoal 
from an earth oven of 720±75 BP (ANU-2242). 
~roube obtained two dates on charcoal 
associated with earth ovens from this layer: 
870±70 BP (ANU-1064) and 1060±70 BP (ANU-1069). 
The latter date may reflect use of old wood as 
fuel in earth ovens (cf. Gillespie and 
Swadling 1979). Equivalent to Groube's layer 
5, Transition gradual and irregular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (2.SYR 3/4) very friable 
silty clayey sand, very pronounced mode in the 
medium sand, very coarse skewed, moderately 
well sorted. pH 8.5. Includes 22% CaC03. 
A storm deposited beach sand well above the 
usual tidal range. Equivalent to lower part 
of Groube's Layer 5. Transition distinct an~ 
regular. 
III:3 180-196 
III:4 196-262 
iV:l 262-305 
IV:2 305-308 
IV:J 308-317 
12 :5 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3), firm silty 
clayey sand, very pronounced mode in the 
coarse to medium sand grades, very coarse 
skewed, moderately well-sorted. pH 8.5. 
Includes 16% CaC03. A thin topsoil with 
charcoal within it which developed on top of 
a storm-deposited beach sand. A date on 
shell collected throughout the equivalent layer 
of AT37B gave the result 750±85 BP [uncorrected 
1200±85 BP] (ANU-2369). Equivalent to Groube's 
Layer 6. Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (2.5YR 3/4) non-coherent. 
clayey silty sand, very pronounced mode in the 
coarse to medium sand grades, very coarse 
skewed, moderately well sorted. pH 8.5. 
Includes 32% CaC03. Occasional pebbles, shells 
and charcoal arc found throughout the layer. 
Another storm-deposited beach sand. At the 
base of the layer was found the lower half of 
an articulated male skeleton (upper part 
washed out by stream action). Around the 
skeleton was a concentration of pumice and 
the sand below it was partly cemented. No 
grave pit was evident and it appears that the 
body was cast up during a storm. Shell 
adjacent to the skeleton gave a date of 1240± 
80 BP [uncorrected 1690±70 BP] (ANU-2654). 
Equivalent to lower part of Groube's Layer 6. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) friable silty 
clayey sand, very pronounced mode in the medium 
sand grade, very coarse skewed, poorly sorted. 
pH 8-8.5. Includes 14% CaC03. Considerable 
amounts of pumice and coral fragments occur 
throughout the layer. Several large coral 
boulders occur on the surface of Lhe layer. 
Mixed alluvial and marine sediments such as 
would be found at the mouth of a creek. 
Equivalent to Groube's Layer 7. Transition 
distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR J/l1)" non-coherent silty 
clayey sand lens, very pronounced mode in the 
coarse sand grade, very coarse skewed, 
moderately well sorted. pH 8.5. Includes 
61% CaC0 3 • Mu~h shell flecking and large 
lumps of charcoal. Charcoal was dated to 
1880±100 BP (ANU-2188). Equivalent to pa rt 
of Groube's Layer 7. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (2.SYR 3/4) friable silty 
clayey sand. No textural analysis but pre-
sumed similar to IV: 1. pH 8-8 · 5 · Shell 
flecking, charcoal and stones throughout. A 
mixture of alluvial and marine sediments. 
' J
12: 6 
Equivrilent to lower part of Groube's Layer 
7. Transition distinct and 1 regu ar. 
Groube obtained a date on dispersed charcoal from throughout the equivalent 
of Layers I\': 1 to IV: 3 of 1950±100 BP (ANU-1063). 
IV:4 317-336 
V: 1 336-362 
V:2 362-382 
Dark Reddish Brown (SYR 3/4) very friable 
clayey silty sand, very pronounced mode in the 
coarse sand grade, very coarse skewed, 
moderately well sorted. pH 8.5. Includes 
47% CaC03. Some charcoal present and much 
shell tlecking and coral fragments. A thin 
beach sand layer. Equivalent to Groube' s 
Layer 8. Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (2.SYR 3/4) very firm silty 
sandy clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted. 
pH 7.5-8. Includes 1% CaC0 3. Some charcoal 
but few other inclusions. An alluvial deposit, 
possibly a topsoil. Equivalent to Groube's 
Layer 9. Groube collected dispersed charcoal 
from the equivalent to this Layer which gave 
a date of 2180±80 BP (ANU-1062). Transition 
distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/Lf) friable silty 
clayey sand, pronounced mode in the coarse to 
medium sand, coarse skewed, poorly sorted. 
pH 7. 5-8. Includes 1% CaC03. Some shell and 
co ra I. flee ks, smalJ boulders. J\n aJ.1 uv .Lal 
deposit directly on top of the Holocene coral 
platform whose surface was surveyed at about 
65cm above the June 1978 high tide mark. This 
would denote either a greater tidal range, a 
slightly higher sea level at some time prior 
to 2000 years ago, or slight tectonic uplift 
since the period it was laid down. The reef 
platform has not been directly dated. At AT37E 
the reef platform was revealed in a test pit 
178m behind the present shoreline. 
Variants in other AT37 sections 
Present 
II:2 (thickness) 
20-40 
in all sections downstream of AT37, thicker 
nearer the beach. Variegated colours, non-
cohcrent clayey silty sand, very pronounced 
mode in the coirse sand grade, very coarse 
skewed, moderately well sorted. pH 8.5-9. 
Includes 55% CaCQ3. A storm-deposited beach 
sand between II:l (500 BP) and III:l (720 BP). 
Equivalent to lower part of Groube's Layer 4. 
At AT37F,182m behind the beach, no evidence of.marine.sediments, but reef 
1 tf t'nue under the exposed alluv1um.Hor1zons I and II 
p a. or.·m may co1.13~ ·c II· l considerably thicker here than at AT37 
equivalent to AT scf'qucn~ . lent. to III: 1 occupation layer of AT37. 
section. No trace o equ1va · 
:·. 
. ·~ 
. \ 
~. 
, 
4 
I 
III: 1 170-206 
IV: 1 206-266+ 
12:7 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/4) firm clayey 
silty sand, coarse skewed, very poorly 
sorted. pH 6. No CaC0 3. Some charcoal, 
pumice and pebbles occur in this layer. It 
is stratigraphically equivalent to AT37 III:3 
dated to 750 BP, but contains no admixture of 
marine deposition. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) very firm silty 
clayey sand, not skewed, very poorly sorted. 
pH 6. ·No Ca CO 3. Hore compact than the layer 
above. It is ·stratigraphically equivalent 
to AT37 V:l and AT37E IV:l, a layer which 
becomes progressively thicker inland. At 
AT37 it is 26cm thick, at AT37E 130cm and 
here extends below the base of the exposed 
section. At AT37 the equivalent layer dates 
to 2180 BP. 
A layer equivalent to AT37 n: 1 was revealed approximately 280111 inland, in 
the riverbank.. Marine shell from a small midden deposit within the layer 
gave a date of 690±80 BP [uncorrected 1140±70 BP] (ANU-2655) but a date 
from a lens of charcoal below the midden was 'modern' (ANU-2656). 
D. (RSl). .AT196, RIVER SECTION 1, ANAME RIVER FLOODPLAIN EAST BANK, 
ANAME-EPEKE BORDER (37SS/6 77723). See Fig. S.S. 
I:l 
I:2 
1:3 
II: 1 
Depth from 
Surface (cm) 
0-20 
20-90 
90-llS 
115-· 13S 
~er Description 
Brown firm topsoil, many roots, sandy silty 
clay. No textural analysis. Transition 
gradual and regular. 
Brown friable silty sandy clay. No textural 
analysis. Grey, white, orange and red mottlj 
Stone wall revealed in the layer perhaps 
associated "'ith the AT196 incauwai system. A 
garden soil. Transjtion distinct and 
undulating. 
Yellow-Brown very friable silty clayey sand. 
No textural analysis. Some gravels and small 
stones particularly at the base of the layer. 
A flood layer burying horizon II. Transition 
distinct and undulating. 
Dark Brown firm sandy silty clay, not skewed, 
very poorly sorted. Less than 1% CaC03 
present. Occasional stone~ and cha~coal. A 
topsoil developed on alluvial material. 
Trnnsition gradual and regular. 
j ·~· 
~· 
I ~: 
,; 
' ~: 
; ~ 
II:2 135-185 
II:3 185-235 
II:4 235-240 
III: 1 240-31S 
III: 2 315-3SO 
IV 350-370 
12:8 
Dark Brown friable silty sandy clay. No 
textural analysis. Orange, grey and white 
mottling. Occasional stones and charcoal. 
Transition gradual and regular. 
Dark Brown- firm sandy silty clay. No textural 
analysis.. White and grey mottling. Some sands 
and small gravels. Dispersed charcoal 
collected from 200-23Scm gave a date of 300± 
170 BP (ANU-2363). Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Reddish Brown friable silty sandy clay, some 
gravels. No textural analysis. Red and 
yellow mottling. Flood level burying horizon 
III. Transition distinct and regular. 
Brown friable-firm silty sandy clay, 
mode in the medium and fine sand grades, not 
skewed, very poorly sorted. Includes less 
than 1% CaC03. Orange, white, red and grey 
mottling. Charcoal present throughout, but 
particular concentration (a hearth?) at 110-
31Scm from where sample taken dated to S60± 
90 BP (ANU-2362). Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Reddish Brown silty clayey sand. No textural 
analysis. White, orange and grey mottling. 
Some gravels and charcoal. A flood deposit 
burying horizon IV. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Brown saturated friable silty sanely clay, not 
skewed, very poorly sorted. Occasional white 
mottling. Some charcoal and manganese. At 
370cm a bed of boulders prevented further 
testing: probably a former riverbed. An 
equivalent layer from River section 3 dated 
to 570 BP. 
D. (RS2). /\Tl 96, RIVER SECTION 2, /\NAME RIVER WEST BANK, ANAME-EPEKE 
BORDER (3755 77723). Sec Fig. S.S. No textural analysis. 
I:l 0-20 
1:2 20-60 
1:3 60-80 
Brown firm dry.sandy silty clay, many roots. 
Topsoil. Transition gradual and regular. 
Brown friable silty sandy clay. Some charcoal. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Red brown friable silty clayey sand. Grey and 
orange mottling. Some charcoal. ~ :1ood 
deposit burying horizon II. Transition 
distinct and regular. 
II: 1 80-100 
II:2 100-170 
II:3 170-240 
III: 1 240-270 
III:2 270-295 
III: 3 295-350 
12: 9 
Brown firm sandy silty clay. Red, brown, 
yellow and white mottling. Some charcoal. 
Transition gradual and regular. 
Brown friable silty sandy clay. Red, brown, 
yellow and white mottling. Some charcoal. 
Would appear to be stratigraphically 
equivalent to River Section 1, Layers II:2 
and Il:3, the latter dating to 300 BP. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Reddish Brown friable silty clayey sand. 
Orange mottling. Some charcoal. A flood 
deposit equivalent to River Section 1', Layer 
II:4. Transition distinct and regular. 
Yellowish-Brown silty clayey sand, pronounced 
mode in the sand. Coral fragments, marine 
shell and some charcoal. Dispersed charcoal 
from 2l10-260cm gave a date of 16S0±290 BP 
(ANU-2361), while marine shell gave a date 
of 1580±9S BP [uncorrected 2030±90 BP] (ANU-
2359). A beach deposit. Transition distinct 
and regular. 
Orange and Yellow partially concreted sand 
with black sand bands. Large coral lumps and 
marine shell throughout the layer. A shell 
sample from throughout the layer gave a date 
of 1810±85 BP [uncorrected 2260±80 BP](ANU-
2358). A beach deposit. Transition distinct 
and regular. 
White saturated sand, occasional coral lumps. 
Includes 23% CaC03. At 350cm the surface of 
the Holocene coral platform is revealed in 
the riverbed, laid down at or near present 
sea level. It has not been directly dated. 
D. (RS3). 'AT196, RIVER SECTION 3, ANA1-1E RIVER FLOODPLAIN EAST BANK, 
ANAl-lE-EPEKE BORDER (3756 77721). See Fig. S.S. No textural analysis. 
I:l 
I:2 
I: 3 
Depth from 
Surface (cm) 
0-50 
50-90 
90-105 
~er Description 
Firm dry sandy recent flood material beginning 
to weather to a topsoil. Transition distinct 
ar.d regular. 
Firm dry sandy silty clay, mottled. 
Transition gradual and regular. 
More Reddish firm drier silty sandy clay, 
mottled. Transition distinct and regular. 
I:4 
II: 1 
II: 2 
II:3 
III: 1 
Ill: 2 
IV: 1 
IV:2 
D. 
I:l 
I:2 
105-120 
120-180 
180-280 
280-305 
305-320 
320-380 
180-420 
12: 10 
Yell<)Wish firm silty clayey sand, some gravels. 
Red, black, white and orange mottling. A 
flood layer equivalent to River Section 1 and 
2, layer I:3. Transition distinct and regular. 
Brown firm sandy silty clay. Some charcoal. 
A few metres upstream forms two horizons 
separated by friable sands with some gravels 
up to 20cm thick. Transition gradual and 
regular. 
Reddish friable sandy silty clay. Some charcoal. 
This appears to be equivalent to River Section 
1, layer II:3 ~ated to 300 BP. Transition 
distinct and regular. 
Friable silty clayey sand, some gravels. Very 
mottled. A flood deposit. Transition distinct 
and regular. 
Brown friable silty sandy clay, with clay sJ-ins. 
Orange mottling. Charcoal and occasional 
stones. III:l of River Section 1 dates to 
560 BP. Transition gradual and regular. 
Lighter and more Reddish Brown silty sandy clc.\y. 
Orange mottling. Small stones and charcoal. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Dnrk Brown firm silty sandy clay, with clay 
skins. Includes 1% CaC03. Mottling. Charcoal 
throughout. Dispersed charcoal gave a date 
of 57Qt-8Q BP (ANU-2360). Transition gradual 
an<l n•gular. 
Similar to IV:l but more friable. 440cm is 
the lHHW of the section. 
(Pit 1). AT196 1 IRRIGATION SYSTEM (INGAUWAI), TEST PIT 1, ANAHE 
RIVER FLOOD PLAIN EAST BANK, ANAM~~: DISTRICT (3757 77723) · See Figs. 
5.5 and 5.6. 
l~£p_L}l ... f1:0.m 
S_ur fl!.S'S .. _(<'..;tn) 
0-18 
18-31 
Dark Rl'odish Brown (SYR 3/3) sandy silty clay, 
many roots. No textural analysis. pH 6-6.5. 
Topsoil. Transition gradual and regular. 
Dark Reddish Grey (SYR 4/2) to Dark Reddish 
Brown (5YR 3/2) finn snndy silty c1ny. ,{o 
tC!xtural analysis. pll 6. Some charcoal. A 
garden soil associated with shallow stone-f I iw<l frrlp,ntion chnnne1s npp1·ox. 20cm deep, 
70cm wide. Transition distinct and regular. 
,• 
' " >t• ~ 1: 
: 
'.< 
' 
~ 
~ 
'~ 
t 
' 
' 
·' 
I:3 31-45 
IT: J. 
II: 2 95-170 
III: 1 170-204 
III: 2 294-250 
III:3 250-275 
12 :11 
Dark Reddish Grey (5YR 3/2) friable silty 
clayey sand. No textural analysis. pH 6. 
Flood deposit burying earlier irrigated 
horizon. Transition distinct and regular. 
Dm:k Reddish Brown (5YR 3/2) firm sandy silty 
clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted. pH 6-
6. 5. Includes less than 1% Caco 3. A garden 
soil associated with shallow stone-lined 
irrigation channels approx. 20cm deep, 50cm 
wide. Charcoal throughout 1 dispersed charcoal 
from 80-90cm gave a 'modern' date (ANU-2183). 
Transition gra~ual and regular. 
Reddish Brown (5YR 4/3) or Yellowish-Red 
(5YR 4/8) firm sandy silty clay. No textural 
analysi.s. pll 6-6.5. Charcoal throughout. 
Probably strat:tgrnphicnlly related to River 
Section 1, Layer II:3 dated to 300 BP. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/4) friable sandy 
silty clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted. 
Includes less than 1% CaC03. Occasional 
charcoal. Transiti.on gradual and regular. 
Sandy silty clay grading into a more indurated 
clayey silty sand [inlekes]. No textural 
nnalysi.s. Red and purple mottling. No 
charcoal below 23lcm. 
Yellowish saturated clayey silty sand 
[inlckcs]. No textural analysis. At water 
table (275cm) a stick pushed in easily a further 
60cm to 335cm, a layer change, possibly the 
reef platform. 
F. AT188 RIVER SECTION, EPEN ELEKOUAICAI, ANETCHO RIVER FLOODPLAIN EAST 
BANK, UMKA DISTRICT (3774 77716/7). Soil analysis by Marc Latham. 
I I lT 0-125 
Layer Description 
RNldish Brown (5YR l1/2) snndy sJ.1 ty cJny, 
light blocky structure, with more sandy lens 
at base. Several lenses of charcoal and 
gravels. Topsoil. Transiti.on distinct and 
regular. Ten metres upstre~m can clea~ly be 
differentiated into two horizons, section 
dt~epcr: 
I:l 0-50 Topsoil equivalent to I above. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
' J 
' ~ 
\ 
III: 1 
III: 2 
III: 3 
IV: 1 
IV:2 
IV: 3 
125-150 
150-205 
205-235 
?.35-250 
250-315 
315-360 
I:2 50-80 
12; 12 
Sandy flood deposit. 
Transition distinct and 
regular. 
II: 1 80-160 Brown silty sandy clay 
associated with stone-lined 
cre1ak or storm drain and 
assumed to be a buried garden 
soil. Transition gradual and 
regular. 
II:2 .160-260 Similar to II:l, but more sandy 
lens towards base. A flood 
deposit. Transition distinct 
and regular. 
Reddish Brown (SYR 4/2) sandy silty clay, 
fine l,.:.ocky structure, less sandy than I/II. 
Char~oal and pebbles throughout. Dispersed 
charcoal collected between 135 and 150cm 
gave a date of 1020±110 BP (ANU-2356). 
Transition gradual and regular. 
Reddish Brown (SYR 4/3) 
medium to coarse blocky 
skins. Some charcoal. 
and regular. 
sandy silty clay, 
structure, some clay 
Transition gradual 
Reddish Brown (SYR 4/3) sandy silty clay, 
coarse bloeky structure, clay skins. Some 
charcoal. Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) sandy silty clay) 
medium blocky structure, some gravels. Black 
manganese mottling. Some charcoal. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Reddish Brown (7. 5YR 4/2) sandy s.ilty clay, 
medium blocky structure, porous with clay 
skins on the tubules. Brown and black 
mottling. An earth oven at 290-300cm, 
charcoal collected gave date of 940±160 BP 
(AN~2354). Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Varieg~ted silty clayey sand, no structure 
with manganese induration at the base of the 
layer. Yellowish brown, brown, red and 
black mottling very common. Many gravels. 
A flood deposit. Transition distinct nnd 
regular. 
Variegated 
sand, with 
yellow and 
charcoal. 
li20cm. 
clayey silty sand to silty clayey 
clay skins on the tubules. Black, 
brown mottling very conunon. Some 
Many gravels. Water level at 
\' 
' 
I £ 
I' 
,, 
~ ~ 
i 
'. 
12: 13 
G. AT130, RIVER SECTION 1, IVANAUAD, ANETCHO RIVER FLOOD PLAIN WEST 
BA1'JK, ID!J:~,-ITAD BORDER (3773 77716/7). 50m UPSTREAM OF AT188. 
No CaC03 content in ariy of the sediments. See Figs. 5,7 and 5.8. 
I: 1 
1:2 
II: 1 
.II:2-5 
~, '·~ 
I JI 
Depth from 
Smfnce (cm) 
0-30 
30-80 
80-100 
100-145 
Layer Description 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) clayey silty 
sand, coarse skewed, very poorly sorted. 
Topsoil with some recent flood debris on the 
surfa~e. Stone plot boundaries occur in the 
bas~ of the layer, identifying it as a 
garden soil. Transition gradual and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) clayey silty 
sand, pronounced mode in the fine sand, very 
coarse skewed, poorly sorted. pH 6-6.5. 
Within layer was a lens of darker material 
with some charcoal, possibly a hearth. 
Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) clayey silty sand, 
coarse skewed, very poorly sorted. pH 6.5. 
At a section (River section 2) ahc~t 7m 
upstream a stone-lined drain was associa_ted 
with this layer 50-60cm deep and 40cm wide. 
A garden soil. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
Different grades of gravelly and sandy flood 
material burying Horizon III. 
II:2 Dark Reddish Brown (SYR 3/3) fine 
material. 
II:3 Dark Reddish Brown (SYR 3/3) coarse 
material. 
II:4 Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 2/2) fine 
material within stone-lined channel, 
above II:.;;. 
n:s Dark Reddish Brown (SYR 3/4) clayey 
silty sand. No textural analysis. 
pH 6. Transition· distinct and regular. 
Dark Brown (7.SYR 3/2) clayey s:lty sand, 
coarse skewed, very poorly sorted. pH 5.5-6. 
Occasional charcoal. A garden soil associated 
with storm drains slightly trapezoid in 
section over 40cm deep, 35cm wide a~ base and 
45-50cm wide at the top. At 196cm is water 
level and river boulders occur in base of 
section, probable old river bed. 
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H. AT143, PIT 1, ANTINA RIVER FLOODPLAIN EAST BANK, ANTINA DISTRICT 
(3782 77717). See Fig. 5.9 nnd 5.10, Plates 34, 42, 43. 
I:l 
I:2 
I:3 
II: 1 
II:2 
II:3 to 
II:5 
Depth from 
Surface (cm) 
0-20/40 
20/40-52 
J 
52-118 
118-136 
136-148 
148-170 
Layer Descriptiun 
Dark Reddish Brown (2.5YR 3/4) friable sandy 
silty clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted. 
pH 7. A topsoil on recent flood deposition. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) friable-firm 
sandy silty c·lay, not skewed, very poorly 
sorted. pH 5.5-6. Occasional charcoal and 
marine shell. A line of stones in the top of 
the layer was possibly associated with a 
house site. Downstream, plot boundaries 
associated with dry land gardening and 
possibly the ATJ89 irrigated garden (incauwai). 
A charcoal sample from a lens (hearth?) in 
the top of the layer gave a 'modern' date 
(ANU-2187). Transition distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (2.5YR 3/4) very friahle 
silty clayey sand, mode in the medium sand, 
coarse skewed, poorly sorted. pH 5.5-6. A 
flood deposit burying horizon II. Transition 
distinct and regular. 
Dark Reddish B:i;own (5YR 3/2) firm clayey 
silty sand, coarse skewed, very poorly sorted. 
pH 6.5-7. Downstream,associated with stone 
plot boundaries of dry land gardens. At some 
points in t~e section this layer appears to 
have been eroded by fluvial action associated 
with the subsequent deposition of Layer 1:3 . 
Nuch charcoal throughout, two dispersed 
samples collected gave 'modern' dates (ANU-
2185, 2357). Transition distinct and 
undulating. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/2) non-coherent -
very friable silty clayey sand, mode in the 
medium sand, coarse skewed, poorly sorted. 
pl! 6-6.5. II:2(A) represents a slightly more 
clayey lens. A flood deposit. Transition 
distinct and.regular 
Different grades of gravelly and sandy flood 
material burying Horizon III. 
II: 4 
Yellowish Red (5YR 4/6) non-coherent 
to very friable silty clayey sand, wjth 
gravels. No textural analysis. pH 
5.5-6. 
Dnrl: Heddi.sh Brown (5YR 3/4) very 
friable coarse material. No textural 
analysis. pH 6. 
III: 1 170-20o+ 
12:1S 
Yellowish Red (SYR 4/6) very friable 
clayey silty sand, mode in the medium sand 
' 
II: 5 
coarse skewed, very poorly sorted. pH S.S. 
Infilling of the stone-lined channels 
associated with Horizon III. II:S(A) is a 
lens of more clayey fine textured material. 
No textural analysis. pH S.S. Found at 
.Point where channel walls eroded out. 
Transition distinct and irregular. 
Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) friable clayey 
silty' sand, C;Oarse skewed. pH 6-6.5. Some 
charcoal. A garden soil associated with 
stone-lined chnnnels, slightly trapezoid in 
shape, 80cm deep, 40cm wide at the base, 
upper part flood-damaged. 200cm is the base 
of the excavation. 
At Pit 2, 6m downstream, the sequence continued. III: 1 was from 170-
302cm, and became more clayey with depth. Transition distinct and 
regular. 
III: 2 302-320 Dark Reddish Brown (5YR 3/3) clayey silty 
sand, with gravels. No textural analysis. 
pH 5.5-6. At the base of the excavation 
large river boulders prevented further 
excavation, a fonner river bed. 
·r. AT181, AQUEDUCT /EHBANKNENT (NATt\IMI) ON ANETCHO RIVER FLOODPLAIN, 
WEST BANK, ITAD DISTRICT (3771 77721), Plates 45, 46. For relative 
depths see Fig.).11. 
1. Humus-rich topsoil, many roots. No textural analysis. 
CANAL RECUTS AND SILTATION 
2. Fjnn silty clayey sand, bimodal in the fine sand and very finP. silt, 
not skewed, very poorly sorted. Some stones. Hottlcd. Silt~:ion 
of canal. 
3. Friable si 1 ty sun<ly clay, trimodal in. the fine sand, very fine silt 
and fine clay, not sk~wed, very poorly sorted. Some stones. 
Mottled. Siltation of canal. 
4. Friable sandy silty clay, bimodal in the medium sand and very fine 
silt, fine skewed, very poorly sorted. No stones. Some mottling. 
Slightly gravelly at bl'\se with manganese lens. Siltation of canal. 
S. Similar to 2, but: friable and gravelly at the base, with manganese 
lens. No textural analysis. Sjltation following a recut of the 
canal (?). 
,, 
• .  
7. Friable silty clayey sand, pronounced mode in th~ fine sand, not 
skewed, very poorly sorted. Nany small stones. Manganese ~taining 
throughout,:. Possibly original canal base. 
CORE OF ENBANKMENT 
8. Firm silty clayey sand, mode in the fine sand, not skewed,. very 
poorly sorted. Some small stones. Possibly represents a sealing 
layer of the canal. 
9. Friable silty sandy clay, very stony. No textural analysis. Several 
manganese lenses within it. 
10. Similar to 9, but less stony and no manganese present. No textural 
analysis. 
11. Silty sandy clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted. 
12. Similar to 9 and 10. No textural analysis. 
13. Similar to 11. No textural analysis. 
14. Reddish brown friable silty sandy clay. No textural analysis. 
Slightly gravelly. Nettled, with lens of manganese. 
15. Similar to 14. No textural analysis. 
16. Clayey silty Sdnd, many gravels. No textural analysis. 
17. Silty sandy clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted, many small, cobbles 
mottled. Sinlilar to 6 but coarser. A lens of manganese at the base. 
18. Silty sandy clay. No textural analysis. Separated from 6 above by 
a manganese lens, ard less stony than 6. 
19. Reddish friable silty sandy clay, some gravels. No textural analysis. 
20. Similar to 17, but less stony. No textural analysis. Nanganese at 
base and throughout layer. 
21. Similar to 18. No textural analysis. 
22. Similar to 18 and 20, but larger stones at base- No textural 
analysis. 
OUTER BANK HATERIAL 
6. Sandy silty clay not: skewed very poorly sorted. Yellow. red mottling. 
Occasional marine shell throughout, a sample of which gave a date 
of 30±80BP [unco:..rected 480±75] (ANU-2349). Occasional charcoa,1. 
GA. SiJtysnndy clay - sanely silty clay, not skewed, very poorly sorted. 
Hore gravelly than 6. Tends to have a mode in the fine clay. 
1 bbl Infill of a root-hole or crack in 23. Po~kct of gravels anc co es. 
the bank structure. 
24. Sanely silty clay, not skew(~d, very poorly sorted. Very close to 
6A but field texture slight.Ly different. In section appears as a 
particular basket load of marginally different composition. 
25. Silty clayey sand, not skewed, very poorly sorted, many cobbles. 
Close to 6A but coarser. In section appears as a particular basket 
load of marginally different composition. 
'NATURAL' BENEATH THE HOUND 
6B. Silty sanely clay, not skewed; very poorly sorted, some cobbles. 
Exactly similar to 6A in texture but· compacted by the weight of the 
embankment. Dispersed charcoal, a sample from throughout the layer 
gave a 'modern' date (ANU-2347). 
6C. Silty sandy clay mode in the fine sand, not skewed, very poorly 
sorted, some round river boulcle rn. Virtually indistinguishable from 
6B but more sandy, compacted and stony. Dispersed charcoal, 
sample from throughout the layer gave a 'modern' date (ANU-2348). 
6D. Sandy silty clay, fine skewed, very poorly sorted. Virtually 
indistinguishable from 6C and 6D but not compacted and less sandy. 
APPENDI•X 13 
PONDFIELD TARO IRRIGATION AT COL DE LA PIR00UE, 
NEW CALEDONIA 
The irrigated gardens (Fig. 7.4) are situated just to the north 
of the main road from Ton tout a airfield fo Noumea and are the closest 
to Noumea of all the operating gardens of this type, being about CJ km 
distant. This convenience of location_ has prompted study previous 
to mine. In his gener1al work on New Caledonian traditional agriculture 
Barrau (1956) mentions and gives photographs of the taro pondfields 
there. The geographer Curry visited Col de la Pirogue in i958-59 and 
his account of taro culture there was published· in Etudes Melanesiennes 
in 1962. I made three brief visits there, in April 1978, April 1979 
and September 1980. 
Curry's report gives details of the environmental·setting and 
climate of the area. 'Rai•1fall in nearby Noumed is 1067 mm/annum, with 
significant moisture deficit:s occurring from August to January. The 
account also inc] udes L~ map of Col de la Pi rogue land use in early 
1959. There have been some significant changes since then, but I will 
discuss only those that have affected taro agriculture. The major 
changes occurred with the nickel boom of the early 1970s when in 
large parts of New Caledonia traditional agriculture, particularly in 
its intensive forms such as irrigation, was all but abandoned as the 
inhabitants flocked to work in the mines or associated jobs. This 
trend was reversed in the mid-1970s and a general return to the land 
followed the end of the boom. During the nickel boom it seems that 
no taro pondfields were constructed at Col de la Pirogue, and 1978 
marked the first time for several years that the communal labour of 
the members of the 'tribe' was mobilised for this purpose. In that 
year four pondfield terraces re constructed and planted during March 
and April < .1d in January 19 79 three more were brought into commission. 
At the time o[ writing seven terraces are in operation, covering an area 
of about 790 square metres of flooded surface. 
In his 1959 map Curry (ibid) shows three areas of irrigated taro 
gardens, two on steep hillsides (up to 80° accor~-ng to Barrrari 
(1956: 76)) and one in the bottom of a small valley. In 1978-9 only 
1 · b · so used, a steep hillside area a litLle to the one ocat1on was eing 
east of one used in 1959. In some of the valley bottoms taro has been 
planted along si:reams and lines of drainage and this represents another 
source of water taro for food as well as of planting material for the 
terraces. I assume that this was the case as wel.l in the 1950s. The 
area under irrigated taro is obviously much less than in 1959 but it 
must be remembered that what we are seeing is a phase of recovery 
from almost total cessation of irrigated taro agriculture. There may 
well be an expansion of area planted over the next few years. 
The supply canal which fed the terraces until 1980 was ,, 
relatively permanent fixture and extensions of the samu canal would 
have fed the two areas of hillside terraces recorded by Curry, the 
further area being about 1.2 km from the canal source. As used until 
1980 the canal was abo~t 700 m long. The dam at the canal source was 
constructed across the bed of a perennial stream a hundred metres or 
so north of the reierve boundary. It was a percolation d~m made of 
mud and loose stones. Near the beginning of the canal there were two 
places where the outer canal bank also consisted of loose stones. 
These allowed much of the captured stream flow to filter back to the 
streambed, and during periods of heavy runoff after rain they would 
have helped to prevent damage to the canal through excessive water 
flow. The canal was carried over the Sanatorium road in a metal 
pipe .. Previously an open wooden canoe-like trough or pipe was used 
to carry water over this (and other) defiles, hence the name Col de la 
Pirogue meaning 'pass of the canoe'. The c~nal was unlined for most 
of its course and we can thus expect that considerable seepage losses 
occurred. 
When the canal reached the present terrace area it was between 
30 and 50 cm wide with a water depth of 6-8 cm under normal conditions. 
During bankful conditions it would be about 20 cm deep. The canal 
flow Fas 0.01 m3/sccond at n point just: above the pondfield terraces. 
Much of the flow was not diverted to the terraces and spilled away 
through an overflow channel to the valley bottom, another device to 
prevent damage to the system by excess water which here could cause 
tArrace wash-outs. Some of the canal flow was, however, diverted 
through a small stone-lined opening down to the top two terraces (see 
1"ig.7.4). f n.11(1U!.',ll ttJ I11"0Vi<le throughf low for the This nmount o watC>r wns , .. 
four terraces in use in 1978 (a plnnted area of about 540 square 
metres) and the a<lditional three terraces in use in 1979 (and area of 
13.2 
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about 250 square metres) with some outflow remaining. It is clear that 
a considerably larger area of irrigated taro could have been watered 
by the canal and that at present water iupply does not represent a 
limiting factor to expansion of the system. The two hillside systems 
on Curry's map represent an area several times that now in use. In 
1980 the canal was replaced by a metal pipe which also provides a piped 
water supply for the houses in the valley below the pondfields. Water 
n~w enters the top pondfield via a pipe with an internal diameter of 
4 cm, controlled by a valve. 
The presently used terraces are at the upper limit of terrain 
suitable for irrigation using the water source under discussion, the 
highest terrace being at about 280-290 m above sea level. The 
terraces now in use face west. On the hillsides below this, especially 
on the main spur to the we'st, extensive areas of old terraces can be 
seen. At the end of the spur the upper limit for irrigated agriculture 
has dropped to about 180 m, the supply canal being led along the top 
of this spur. Far from being the abandoned remnants of a once extensive 
area of agricultural exploitation, as they have often been viewed, 
these areas are in fact only ih extended fallow and could be brought 
back into commission at any time (cf. Plate 65). We can assume that 
as the highest area becomes exhausted the gardens will be moved 
progressively downhill along the spur towards L'he west, after which 
the highest garden area will ngain be bro;.ight back into use after an 
extended fallow period. 
As elsewhere, the width of pondfield terraces varies according to 
slope, being at Col de la Pirogue generally between one and two 
metres (Plate GG). The supply channels between terraces are sometimes 
pave.J with stones to prevent gullying. The soil pH at the terraces 
was Lound to be 5.5 to 6. The decision about where and when to rebuild 
the terr&ces appears to be a communal one. 
Curry Cf.hid: 50-52) calculates that the region of Col de la 
Pirogue suffer~ frcquer1t and intense droughts, so that irrigation is 
justified, indeed necessary, to allow year~round taro production. The 
people there were unanimous that irrigated taro tastes better than 
dry land taro, while the yield is higher under irrigation, even where 
it is possible to grow dry land varieties successfully (contra an 
opinion cited by Curry (ir,!tl: 59)) · 
As in 1959; there are over 100 people living in the two hamlets 
that make up Col de la Pirogue. Almost all the men are employed at 
the airport or in other full-time jobs. Major construction work on 
the terraces is thus limited to Saturdays and public holidays, so that 
availability of labour is now the main limit to expansion of the garden 
area. Traditionally men only help:d in the heavy work of the initial 
phases of ·terrace reconstruction. Planting, weeding and harvesting 
wei:e the domain of the women. In symbolic terms taro was seen as a 
'female' plant, while the yam was considered 'male'. The former 
strict sexual division of labour is now bre~king down, but it is still 
true that at Col de la Pirogue most of the work is done by the women. 
During the week they are the only available labour force. 
Pre-planting Preparation 
When I visited Col de la Pirogue in late April 1978 the top two 
terraces had already been prepared .and planted (on Easter Monday). 
The lower two terraces had been cleared of bush, and water had been 
channelled through to soften the ground (Plate 66). I observed the 
third terrace being prepared for planting during a morning and 
planted during the afternoon, and terrace 4 being prepared for 
planting in the afternoon. The initial preparation of the four 
terraces had ta~en place during the previous month. First of all the 
long grass/wild cane cover was cut dnd burned and then water was 
channelled along the terrace lines in order to soften the ground. 
Weak points at the external edges of the terraces above the steepest 
slopes were reinforced with wooden stakes and cross-ties, and at 
these points walkways were constructed with stakes driven into the 
bank slope at an angle, to allow access to the terrace edges for 
construction, repair and planting. Five person-hours at least had 
been expended on this preparatory work at each terrace, a total of 
370 ,person-hours/ha. The time spent may have been as high as 20 
person-hours/terrace, or 1480 person-hours/ha. 
The final preparation of the third and fourth terraces was under-
taken by about 10 to 12 men and women from Lhe two hamlets, with 
various children and other people helping for short periods of time 
(Plates 67, 68). About 3~ hours was spent in preparing a terrace 
with an ar~~ of about 135 square metres (90 x l~ metres). Generally 
there were three or four separate work teams. A vanguard of one or 
two people dug into the bank above the terrace, shifting earth downwards 
to form the terrace surface and increase terrace width with the aid of 
shovels, forks or metal crowbars. These latter replace the traditional 
wooden digging sticks and shovels previously used iq this task (cf. 
Barrau 1956: 52-53). Water was often thrown on the bank to soften the 
soil and make it easier to work. A start tvas also made on mixing the 
earth with the water flowing through in order to create a 'puddled' 
zone of saturated mud about 10-20 cm deep, in which the taro cuttings 
would later be planted and the corms subsequently grow. The second 
group had the mixing of earth and water as their main task, spreading 
back the fine mud towards the third group. This third group spread· 
the mud in a. finer fashion, equalising the terrace surface and also 
placing mud to form the outer bund (Plate 67). Two people standing 
below the terrace (often on the walkways mentioned above) formed 
the :fourth group and it was they who completed bund construction. 
They sifterl through the mud for stones which were removed and then 
spread the mud evenly and smoothed the embankment surface. Internally 
the bund thus formed was 20-30 cm high and about 40 cm wide. The 
,1 bunds make the terraces very watertight and very little seepage 
through them was ev'dent. Water depth within the terraces was 3-5 cm 
a1:ter construction. The canal channel is a permanent feature and had 
needed only to be weeded and in some parts repaired for it to be ready 
for re-use. 
In January 1979 three new terraces were prepared and planted, 
final preparation and planting being achieved in one day. The 
terraces, each about 82.5 square metres (55 x 1.5 m), were directly 
below and fed by the four terraces constructed in March-April 1978. 
I have calculated that the labour expended in final preparation 
of t12rraces represents 2590 person-hours/ha. When allowance is made 
for initial preparatjon a minimum of 370 person-hours/ha must be 
a<ldE1 c..I, making a total of 2960 hours. Tf the higher figure for initial 
13.5 
I :ibotn- r 0q11 i rPmc'n t is usL'<l ( i/180 hours) , then the total becomes 4070 hours. 
Such figures are only meant to give a general ic..lea of labour requirements, 
and different garden sites will have different requirements. The labou~ 
force involved mny vary from lwur to hour, making exact calculations 
difficult, a problem greatly compounded when the process is not directly 
nhse rvt1d. 
Curry (1962: 53) states that between preparation and planting 
the terrace is left for a month. The process I observed involved 
final preparation and planting on the same day, Time of planting may 
be a question of labour availability or availability of sufficient 
taro cuttings. The cuttings (stem and 2-3 cm of tuber top) are 
collected from previously harvested taro and taro growing along 
streams, drainage lines and the like. Several hundred had been 
collected and were planted on the third terrace in the afternoon of 
the same day that terraces 3 and 4 were prepared. They represented 
several different cultivars, differentiated by stem and root colour 
and stem size. Three women spaced these cuttings on the terrace bund 
and within ci1e terrace itself in preparation for planting (Plate 69). 
At the same time ,3pring onions and sweet potato cuttings were 
planted alternately along the terrace bund, helping to stablilise it. 
On the banks of terraces previously prepared, sugarcane had been 
planted. Bananas are put on sufficiently large areas of slope be8veen 
terraces, where the growirtg taros will not be overshadowed. The sweet 
potato vines are trailed downslope. Curry (ibid) reports that dry 
land taros as well as various ornamental plants are also sometimes 
planted on the bunds. 
All the taros on the third terrace were planted by one woman 
in one afternoon. The tool used to make the planling hole was a 
small wooden digging stick, about 1.2 m long and sharpened at one end. 
The digging stick was thrust once or twice into the mud and worked to 
and fro to make a hole large enough to insert the taro cutting (Plate 
70). The time taken in this operation was about 25 seconds/plant. 
Depending on terrace width there will be two or three rm\rs of cuttings 
planted. The larger stems were generally planted adjacent to the bund, 
but I could not obtain any clear information on which varieties were 
placed where. I would assume that, as on Maewo, the most quickly 
growing varieties would be placed nearest the bund so that they could 
be easily harvested, wil':! the more slowly growing ones placed behind. 
The aV·!rage spacing in a measured area was about 60 x 60 cm, although 
some taros were as close as 45 cm. Curry (ibid: 52) records the spacing 
as being between 35 and 50 cm. It may well be that on subsequent 
plantings spacing is reduced, as is sometimes the practice on Maewo, 
and that it was th~s that Curry observed. A spacing average of 
'i 
62 x 62 cm gives 26,000 plants/ha. There were about 400 plants in the 
top terrace, making 29,600 plants/ha, an average spacing Df about 
58-59 cm. I have used an average ~igure of 27,800 plants/ha in 
calculations. 
In January 1979 planting of the three new terraces (5, 6 and 7) 
took place in one day. Barrau (1956: 79) records two taro planting 
seasons as usual for New Caledonia - one from September to January, 
another from May to June. 
At Col de la Pirogue I collected the names of nineteen wet taro 
cultivars, and I am sure this is by no means an exhaustive list. Many 
cultivars fonnerly grown have no doubt been lost since European 
colonisation and the resultant decline in taro growing. 
Between Planting and Harvest 
I did not observe the tasks that take place between planting and 
harvesting.· Barrau (ibid: 80) lists them as follows: 
1. One or two months after planting, the terraces are 
weeded and the roots are pulled up slightly out of 
the fine mud which has covered them. 
2. After four months a second weeding takes place and 
at the same time a little earth is banked up around 
the foot of each plant as the corm starts to push up 
out of the ground. 
3. After eight months a third weeding takes place and 
earth is banked up around the foot of the plant to 
encourage the growth of new shoots. Sometimes a 
pebble (or a piece of wood) is placed between the 
rhizomes to keep them apart. 
Curry (1962: 53) gives a similar account, adding that if the 
harvest seems likely to be good, earth will be banked up round the 
plants a second time. 
4. At maturity the water flow is considerably reduced 
to allow harvest of the taro under nearly dry 
conditions. This reduction in flow will not of 
course take olace if harvesting mnd replanting are 
continuous, ;r if there are terraces below in a 
less advanced stage of development where a 
reduction of water supply would impede growth of 
the plants. 
Additional tasks as described to me include repairing ~he bunds, 
when necessary, and weeding the 700 m long canal. This was said to 
be necessary five times in a year. It takes a,day of communal labour 
to complete the weeding. In the terrace~ planted in January 1979, 
three months previous to my second visit, I saw reed-like weeds but 
these were not yet choking or overshadowing the young plants. These 
terraces had not been weeded and it may well be that the first task as 
described by Barrau may have been since given up, or that in his 
general account he is recording the practices of another area of New 
Caledonia. I was told that the first weeding would take place four 
months after planting and that there would be one or two subsequent 
weedings. On the basis of information· from Naewo, I would estimate 
that weeding and associated tasks in the pohdfield system represent 
about 1200 person-hours/ha/year. The figure indeed may be less. 
Harvest, Replanting and Fallow 
The plant matures in about twelve months. Harvesting the mature 
plant takes about 1 minute/plant, requiring at Col de la Pirogue a 
labour in total of 463 person-hours/ha at a plant spacing of 27,800 
plants/ha. The plants are pulled up by the stems, a digging stick 
being sometimes used to break up the root system. The taro is 
harvested as needed and inunediate replanting of cuttings takes place. 
I have no data on yields from Col de la Pirogue. On my return visit 
in Arril 1979 the taro planted a year previously was ready for 
harvesting. A small area of the top terrace had already been harvested 
and replanted. The rest of the ripe taro woLlld have been harvested 
during the following months from Terraces 1 and 2 and replanting would 
have been continuous with this. In September 1980 only some of the j 
daughter plants of the second planting were left, water flow was 
sluggj sh and large bunches of weeds were apparent. · Terraces 3 and l1 
would have been harvested and replanted sometime after my April 1979 
visit. In September 1980 terrace 3 was as weedy as terraces 1 and 2 
and in parts very few taros remained. Terrace l1 was completely over-
grciWn with weeds but some daughter plants remained. In the top four 
terraces two cycles of use were nearing ·completion and it looked as 
though they would then be left fallow. As 'Chier Paita remarked, 'Now 
it is dirty because we are eating the tatos'. 
In terraces s, 6 and 7, originally planted in January 1979, the 
situation was somewhat different in September 1980. At the western. 
end of terrace 5 were some nC'wly planted taros and a bunch of to?~-
d 1 · ·rt1e bat1k t11Jslope had recently been weeded. Tal·0.:;1 rea y for p anting. "J 
in tha rast of the bad were randy for harvest and there was another 
/ 
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patch of newly planted taro at the eastern end. Where there were newly 
planted taros the water appeared to have been channelled along the back 
edge of the pondfield and the tops planted in soft mud presumably to 
allow them to set roots before being total1y submerged. Terrace 6 was 
overgrown at its western end, which had become completely dry. The 
eastern third of the terrace had been weeded and water channelled along 
the back edge. Only daughter plants remained in place, the main corms 
having already been harvested. The plot appeared to be ready for 
replanting. In the lowest terrace tha taros were reaching or had 
reached maturity. Weeds had started to invade the terrace and the 
water flow was small and to some extent canalised towards the back of 
the terrace. For terraces 5, 6 and 7 one cycle appeared to be at an 
end and replanting for the second cycle had begun in terrace 5 and 
appeared imminent ~~ terrace 6. The taros had been field stored for 
.. 
up to eight months in the terraces; I was told that after maturity 
taro can be stored in place for up to a year (Curry (1962: 60) claims 
up to two or three years), but once it has been harvested it will only 
keep for two or three days in the house before going dry. It was not 
clear whether the cormels remaining in the terraces could be eaten or 
were solely for use as planting material. As on Maewo, the presence 
of blue-green algae, which was found in quantity in all of the terraces, 
may be significant in terms of the nutrient cycle in the pond fields. 
Barrau (1956: 80) posits a pre-European pattern of one year's use, 
three years fallow until the ground showed a serious decline in 
fertility, when gardens would be moved to a new site. At Col de la 
Pirogue, because of the decline in population and the reduced area 
und~r cultivation, he observed a pattern of one year's use and an 
extended fallow period of up to fifteen years (ibid). For New Caledonia 
generally Bourret (1978: 61) has observed a cycle of one to three years 
use followed by five to seven years minimum of fallow. At Col-de la 
Pirogue the only apparent innovation in the traditional technology has 
been steel tools (labour inputs in a pre-steel economy are discussed 
in App. 4). Fertilizers and herbicides are not used at present. 
' ~ "' J'. ; 
' ~
Labour Requirements: Summarx 
Initial preparation 
Planting· 
Weeding, etc 
Harvesting 
Person-hours/ha/year 
(Steel) Minimum 
Figure 
2960 
193 
1200 
463 
4816 
(Steel) Maximum 
Figure 
4070 
193 
1200 
463 
5926 
Assuming a two-ye·ar cycle of use these figures would average out to 
3336 (minimum) and 3891 (maximum) pers6n-hours/year, as initial 
preparation is only necessary once in the cycle. 
(Pre-Steel) (Pre-Steel) 
Minimum Maximum 
Figure Figure 
Initial preparation 6216 8547 
Planting 193 193 
Weeding, etc 1200 1200 
Harvestirig 463 463 
Person-hours/ha/year 8072 10' 403 
Initial preparation tasks are calculated as taking 2.1 times as long 
in a pre-steel economy (cf. App. 4). Assuming a two-year cycle of 
use, the above figures average out tq 4964 (minimum) and 6130 
(maximum) person•hours/ha/year. 
TAnl . 
.SCllLS OF ANl'.lTYUM (Afll'l" Qunntiu, 19~9. Trndltlonnl U!IC la hnacd on 
SprlggH 1 fl[>ldvork) 
-~-----------~-----·-·~----···-·------
FAO 
Cl.ASSIFJCATION 
EUTRIC 
RllF.GC'iOI.S 
RF.NDZHIAS 
EUTRIC 
CAHJ\ISOLS 
RI )R 
mnnc 
fF.JlRAl,SOl.S 
RHOOIC OR 
XANTHJC 
FERRAl.SOLS 
EITTRJC 
Fl.UV I SOLS 
EUTRIC 
GLEYSot.S 
EUTRIC 
VERTIC-
CAHBlSOl.S 
SOii. iYl'F Mil m•tmrk 
l'oor 1 y llro·vt•I O)wd nrn1.11 !'ird 1 H of 
l::roslon.11 Origin. 
Grey Cnk:ircous Snmly ~Ollt> and lndur-
lll'd C.1knrrnurt 1wll!i, dPrlvt•d from 
Lill' mixing of bPnrh Jrpm1llH Olhl 
Al luvlum. 
Redd lsh-brmm 
0
f11troph Lr Fl•r rur.lnouH 
r• 'l1 rSnndy rnllfi, wllh ll;1Jlnvo:;fl[>, 
lhunlc Hodt'rt1tt'ly l.1•,1dwd R[>d-hro~n 
F1>rr.1llitl ·soils, with 1!11ltov~it1• 
and Gm•thltl'• 
Sn RC'd Soils of rlnC' Structurt' :md {nJrly ) 
hlgh llumtc Content, wllh Knollnltf' nnd ) 
l11wmntlt~ ) 
Sb Mocil:'rntl'ly rrodcd phnsr ) 
5c Dl't'ply crodt'd phnst', dr<'ply trunr-ated 
(c) N_Q_~_tJ! .n.!cl tJ~.f.l_l!!!.a_t_l_l'_...:~~_r,,l!~'i.• 
T ~!:1~:·!!!!'-1_S-_1~'!.__?E_t~ _11~l1Hl! _,1.1)J..!_ty:'.''. 
V1•ry R1•d Sol In or ronrtH' i;truc111rt• nntl 
lo\.' llumlc Cc111t1•nt, with l<h<'lllnilt' nml 
llar•.eltc, Suhjccl lo supcrfldnl 
~.ul.ly l':ru.d "ll 
B, MINOR SOIL TYrF.s 
Poorly 01•vl•lt1[1l'd l.'1•11-llrnlm•1I Q.l'C•t•nl 
<;nntl'f or Sruuly-Llny riollfl. 
Hydromoriithlc Gleyed soils. 
10 llurnk t.°l»1k1}·-le 1rh1'1\ Rrddlol1~t.M ... 11 
J1olls. i.•ith Hrmt1 •rlllonlt1• nnd 
Ht.'t.1hnll1Jys I te • 
r.tl'!.\i IC ARE/\ IN t Ill' ,\r.Rtr:ITLT-
l•IN' !'fl KH TO'l,\t. l ;;,q, ll!.ACf1'flltlT 
Sl!lffM.J: ,\rTITt!DF. 
TRAlllTllJNAt. USF.. 
I, 3 
I, 1 
I, 
1-1 
1, l 
ARF..A (from I (high 
. =>-.l.o•"1.l.------------~ 
'·" 
t.,(i2 
o.as 
1110, 7 87.'Jt+ 
27.85 17.f+l 
70.15 4).Sf+ 
ii, 15 IJ.22 
7\,'i'j IJ,/i7 
0.7'i O,l.1 
0.10 0.19 
On HtL't>p nlopca 
and old volcank 
[Janka. 
On Recent rec ( 
plntfonn. 
On Rccunl 
.it luvlnl terrnccn. 
Rnr12ly uacd. Occnnlonnl 
Lcrrac12d dry gardens vhcrc 
slope perm! tted, 
Coconut belt, dry gnrdcn11, 
houses nnd lovcst ends 
of lrrlgntion syRtcme, 
Crndee Into nnd leea 
fertile than type J, 
l.arr,cat trrlgntlon 
sy .Ll'mn, dry gnnlcn!I. 
'1• , ,,, , , • o. ene lmporlnnt inlnn1I nrena 
};·~vt·.t tcrrncea. of terrnccd dry nnd 
lrrlgntl?d gardena. 
On old volrnnlc 
flnnka 
ridge crcatR 
> SOOm, 
(ln lh·c1•nt 
nl luvlum <'r 
m11J11Jy volt'nnll" 
mrtterf,'11 
In dcpresaions 
on Rt!cr•nt 
nl luvJum, rlc. 
SC1'11' tnlnnd dry nnd 
trrlgntcd gardenu; 
forest products collected. 
Not u1rnd except for 
collrrtlna forest product111 
r;1•111•rnlly not unnl, 
'Rl'll Gro1111t1 1 , Romr vlld 
lt.bt'rs nnd bcrrlca 
collected. 
or v1'ry l lr.ill1•<l nren l 
l'XlPnt. llry gnrdt!nR or 
lrrlgnt1•1l gnrden~ 
(A11;1U1Jttu) 
Aten underestimated by 
QunntJn, Nearly all 
mwd for tnro swnmps 
(_~) 
On lrnrd f'.xlremc]y t!mltcd arcn. 
cnlctireou9 Ory J1ind gnrdl.!nrt. 
plntenu ut Anau-
unse. 
-----·-·--------------------
llo. 
10 
11 
1\111.1'. 2 
VF:GETATlON COm'l.F.X~:s OF ANf.:lTYl'!-4 (After Srhtttid 1975 nnd Quantln 1979. 
Trndlt1onnl Use Is bn~ed on Sprtm:s 1 flrlt\1JMk) 
vrr.FTATION COHl'l.r.x 
A.~~~ 
TALL FOREST OF CALOPH'i'LI l~-AC.AT\115. K:md (AgnthJs .5!.,?~1) nnJ • 
Tamanou ~h)'llull! sp,) wlth open upper cnnop}' of K11url. 
Generally bctwe('n 200 nnd SOOm ;i,s. l .. rOV('rS r.111rh or the tsl.1111. 
LO\./ CLOUD FOIU:]i.!...Q!:.Jl_~~'!,R_C!.}Jl~t.'£!.~~.~!IU.'!:'E_l)J.1_{_~5JJ£~, rJrh It £t•rn.o; 
11nd cplphytes, untM1l}· .1hovt' SOOm on rldg<' rr~•1;t11 hut cxt1•mllnR itJIJl•r 
nlong 11orue cJdgeA. 
SAVANNA OR PRAIRIE OF MISC:Ah,_tWS, tMP_!.t'-tlT.!°'-1.J~!_!~\_F,_~~Jf)..~~ 
tinder rl'pCi'.lt1•d burning nplncC'd by a fln•-n•ol<;tnnl compll'x of 
Acaclo 1 ~ lllld ~!..~~~.!!_l~eE or Lr:tn'ironncd Jnto 'H.upds'. 
\."hen not rt:gulnrly burnrd .1 fjtJCCC'H!; Ion t 0 <(( ( Nlllnry rori•'!.l ,,, I llf'·. 
11lol t.1r to nlmpl1•x r, ~'" 1 C'!J•don. 
ti IHAT?C 
zom-: 
I, J 
SOil, 
TYPE 
/1-S Gnthcrlng of forest products,with lower arens 
(r,encrnlly bclo.,,. JOOm) often URC'd for dry land and 
Irr I gntetl gardens, eapecln lly 1 n the Anumcj 
I, 5 
Gnthrrlng 0£ foresL ~rotlurtfl only. 
A frl!1Ul'nt RUcccsRJon After burnJng or In fullo.,.. 
grirdC'ne, l'rC'qut>ntly i:ovcrn former irrlgntcd or dry 
lnnd 1:nrrlcOR, pan lculnrly in the lcf!vnrd z.onc ,t.nd 
J't,rl l'nlrld<: nren. 
·~q_l!!!.'..._~---1:.Q!!.,~'.~J.!!....~i':.R_l~l!...!!!::__i_ll.~11!r_i\_f}-~•~i.-.H.f}'.IH~s_l}~F.f!.O:l_,_5.,:rv_r~1)~ 1, 71 Sor.tt' \."lld food gnthPrlng, othl'r'-'lae not uned. 
AND VACCJIHUH, with on·n1tlonnl L:t..'!.!~VJ_~n, 11rt'n11lnn- ocrnqlctn- Vt·1;rtntlon <'muu!d by £1Pqurnt burning ur complex ), 
COASTAi. BEl.T OF __ C:Qff!.'i_UJ __ PI~"'1_T_A._T_IOJ~S, Soml'tlnl's dlrt'C'tly hl•hlnd 
Lht' brnch lfl n thll1 \lttornl IH'tt•1•t1 nr (nr.1~.i_rlt1.1, 
SHtnJNG CIJl.Tt\'ATtC•tl Pl.CTS, rAl.LOIJ 1\.'i_O_!:!_$_rFNSf:r .. ll(Eli,l-~Ll_T 
TREES. In the s~uth l.'Oeody rcgro\."lh occurs \o"ilh i~ \e 1T1t:"nocctvl1?dons 
Andferns, especlnlly 'urther Jnlnnd nlcn~ l' Vlllll?y$. 
l'_· .mmR cmirtrxr.s 
SECONDARY OPE!t FOREST 01 "' nlJCKF.T Rfl":RO~'Tll '..'L Tll ot C.\SlmM ntn~arrs. 
L1111Jtrd area or ccrt!'lt.11Trrng, nt An;u:';.i~- - ~---~~-----
SECONOARY OPEU FORFST OF ACAC"IA srr~R.2~-~-L~· l.lmHcd nnn h~·hln11 lhC' 
ronRt of A11.1u·unsc. 
f.XTR~:Mf.L\" STHr :"f.~Wl'S l"IF!lt.:1it··n o~ Vl•.f:TATln.i.:. found p:1rUnil11rly Jn 
the lJ ipdnv, An .... ot.10, .ind Aii"""i!U: ... -;;1 ·V.1f(C'y5;-
S\.'A.~PS 'WITH TALL t:;PERACEAE. Dispersed in Sr.tllll patches thrtu~htiut 
the Jslnnd. 
rtl ly I al 1 y l 1 ~ 
I, 1 
I, l 
j, J 
I, l 
2 1 fl A fnvnurf'd hnhltntlon zom• uJth dry lnnd gnrdcnn 
1111•1 M'l\Wflftl Nl!;t'll or Jrrlgnllfln l'Yllll'l'"I• Dt•l\Hf! 
1;t11n1\11 r1[ rmonut tl'l'f'fl .1 pont-t"olllrttl pht•nomt•non. 
10 
2, l 
I, 7 
~L1In dr~· lnnd nnd lrrlg,1ted gllrdcn nreas. At Port 
P.1trf. 'k lnpnrt!culnr arc .ul'as of rrutt-tree for~st 
C"MintlnK o[ sputfos orlgtnnlly 1ntroducc-d by man 
hut 1Jhkh hnvc become natural lzed such aa Jnocarpus 
~.d__11l!J~· 
SMll dry lnnd KMdl'n 11rM. 
Dry lnntl gnrden or"o• 
rry lnod gnrdcnfl ln vnlll•ys, othC'rwlel' not Usl•d. 
'fot Ult•d, 
Usrd as tnro s-L>;imps (~) 
!-'.x(llcd tnL !Otl of nssoc lated H.1r lnr n.•tiourccs, 
'j 
rnmlly f'.ngliS• or blr.lmi.1 name 1\nc I Lyumcsc nnmc Number of Culllvnra named by 
Aneltyumeee. 
·------·-----------------------
!\'"'-.''.l r~lf'J1~1_.1 I I uq_ 
E1!..l!le..~u_!. 
~.r_tncnrpus nl_!lll_R 
R~1r..i::J!1s..t:.'?.n.~--'.1.. cd~!J..~ 
~~ll·_'X .. 1.!•l!l -~-iymm_un~ 
N,Hlvt> or lsl.uul .. 1bhagc, 
r.thh,ir,r ;wl,111 
llnria~ Tnro, f'.IC'ph int f.t1r 
Taro, 1o·,1C'I taro 
Hnr;n·cnc Brcadtrnlt 
Rnrrlngtnnl.1rn.w frt1l fcto 
£~.!.2-S..~ .. sJ.!!. !~!LC_..l!.!£!!!..1!. Arnrene 
C:CH.l•nut 
·r.iro 
<:E,r_i!Yllne fruti.fE,_S.l~I!! Llllnceae Tl 
fUr.£.~~~-c:'}~ .. £ .. '!l_fr .. 1! 
~..YJ.1t_hg_.1 ap. 
c~_'.!~.l!.r.:!.<! 
~~OJ!..!~ 
f!loecoren aln_t;.I! 
7.lngcrhi;or.1n.>nt• T11rml•rlc' 
f:y;Hlwnccnc Trt•!" f°C'rlt, bind .. pnlm 
Arn~e.1e Giant Slo'.lmp T:iro, v;icl tnro 
Dioscore,1re;ie Greater Y•u:i, lt'ng )'••m 
OC'hcl 
nr.im».1c 
tnm.1 
·frtn fctu 
ll'1Ktll'l\OJA 
llt'11lg 
intnl 
lnround 
ln1num1 
mrnlnu 
Q l_o..:q_c_nJ!!1 __ 1'u_Lb1.f.c.: i.:_n 
Ql~f!..l.:_o_r_c.:!1-._P_»_··~l-~·nt:.1_ 
Bltll•r Ynm, Potnlo Ynm, wat>l y;1m nrhro 
~.l"!' .. '!!.."J.!!t..v_IJ...11 Ol('IS< orcat·cne 
fJ5.~E.: .. h.cJ~~d_,~ Hora rent' 
.'!.!.~ La~.u!'~-~_l_l_iacc>u.!_J 
tno.r_o_r:r~u_a _ _1~du I lei 
H.11\l'arc.Jr 
tC!.-;UmlnO't.:l(' 
M.l'trC'!X,l'l_<'.'n sp. r.itm.\C' 
~!o~.1- _rn_r"!_t! ~~I i_r_.1 ~l'Hl.ll"l'"'U' 
tt~•~!\. I!_O~~-rt.h_l.:u_~, t.., M·JsMc;\e 
st1b9p, !l .. n.P.~~'!~.!J~· 
Kuntze., Ydr. 
!l_l_<'r· '.£·'· B.1k1 r 
li11q,1 ~r"_glt•1lyt.11um 
!'Jr1•r _m,•th)'_<it.1 ..i1m 
f_n~1·~!<! . ..PJ!1~~t~ 
Purr<trl,, 
!E1~1)hc_ri_tnt\11 
Htl!L1rt'.h' 
l'lp1•r11·l'.ll' 
Snrln(l.1,·r,1~ 
LcsuminP'HIC 
l.'llJ Fli;, rig 
volt• 
nomudeJ 
n:itcc 
fot tonvotHI, burtrn lnhou 
f,1'11 t t.111 ChC'11tnut, llrir1w ('.hrstnut 1 l11m,1p 
n.1n1m H', n<' I.in rhrFll nut 
s.1~w. n:1 t.111~g11rn 
n11.m,1 
l'l 111t.1h1, l\;111.1111 
I\ I\'.~ 
Kutlzu, 1o•,1cl y,1r:1 
l11w.1mctl'l· 
nlny.1 
11.1l.1k 
k.w11 
Ol'l\'n 
iny.1r 
'iri.·rh:iru.m 1•d11lr 
~.11·· h;irum 
Gr.11nt1w.1t• l'll['lt, n.1vls.1, ;1<111.1r.1i,;1111 11L'l l,h,1~1 (!) 
1~ro11nlnr.1C' ... IH~·H• .llll' 1u•l11 
£!J_l•)-~~~rti__!!! 
T.iccn Tth·cnrpno Arr,,vrn[lt nupnylnt'c "' (~~i!:l_n_r.e_t.1 lnlrfP'l m.HH':I 
Tc.:rynl_nnl.ln c • ..rnrr:i Comhrrt.1[·r1c Alm'"'il inti J It! 
ll 
•5 
l (prohnbly n recent lntroductlon) 
2 lorw of them n rel'Cnl 
lntrnductlon) 
6t 
100+ 
35 
15 
'l (!1•111\o'OOd l!Clll!ll) 
'1rnv~r.1l' or 'i:rnny' 
"'' l (only rhizome entcn} 
211 
TABLE 4 
~·< Inputs are for 9 months growth period, adjusted to give yearly total 
~l\_L_r.. _s_:__:r~\1!.C!.S'..l&_T..!.'lf'!:.l·~'!l!L.~ .. \8..f.IC so.~-~~:_T_l,_~-.s 
--~-----·--
--------::' Sndr.ty Lo hour l .. 1bn11r Y!l'H Ylrld Productlvlt)' l'rmluctlvity Rel.1Llvc Steel Rllm11rkfl llrn/lln llrn/l!.1 Oktrl1· T11111w1.;i r10f1i,:,;iJ/ (Kl'itl/1!11ur) (l\r,11/lluur) t:fflclency {Sll'l'I) j1·n--St1•1•l I llil/'1'1•.11) 1111/~·1'.ll) I St N· 11 I l'rr-Stt•c I J (l'lmcn) 
... ---·- -----
------
A. HAEWO ISt.A.~D, 
~ 
I. l.ov Yield, 
I cvdc 1,'Qb '•9fi7 r,n, 1 ll.•i7t. I fl I Sh fl7f1(• J. 5 Cnnal-fed 
Pondflcld l. High 'iicld, lrrlgntlon l cycle 1296 4947 {1'),J St1,SO!J 16)]8 U019 1.5 
.. ANE lTYUtl ISi.AND 
V,\Nl'~U----
J. Tt lled, 
!E,Cll\IW<!l 'Jl<JO 102<18 1r1.o 
" 
2G.l08 .,, UiJt. lJIR 1,1 c.innl-fcd 
·•J'l!lil't, '•. !fl.~,,,, h. 1.1 JZ I>, )110'1 Furrow 
lrrlgnt Ion 
2, Unttl led, 
!!1_c __ m1y~1_t 3192 Jbl2 u •• o 
·•· 21.1n:. r,3q9 fiOOl:I I.I C11011l-fcd itpprox, 
"· 
17.'HO b. ~IBO 1 •• t.ar,t. Furrow 
lrrtgatl Jn 
~ 1. Hmdamm ylelcl 1_11ht:.i)Cll~ '>'l'J') llJ 17 '12.0 $1\..'107 
"· 
nr,1 !1/'JI I,\ !i1.111mplt1n1I 
h. 1 .... 1.1 h. '1H'rn 1 .. JA7tl >:ilnl•"lll 
(ll't meed or ~ lsl.111d bnde) 
·~ 4, Hlnlr.mm yield !!!h£!!.~ :,%q RI 11 1t'l.O ;i5,Q/1] SOt.O \ORR l.b Swampland 
h. 20,h!JR 1 .. '•lh'l 1 .. 2~~2 }l.Ori.lcnn 
(t,,rrnn•tl ur 
l11lnnd bct111) 
" 
T11Icd dry fond 
gnrdcn EISS? %JS ~l.O 
"· 
11.211 
"· 
2012 1787 1.1 Tt l lc1l dry 
b. 11.408 
" 
ll1SO 
'" 
IWB lllnd i:tllrdl?n 
G. Untl 1 Jed Jry 
lnnd gardl'n llM 1~1.9 . J.O .1. 11.:15 n. 5M18 4q1J1 I.I Untl lll?tl dry 
h. 12,.'i!JS h. 1'127 1 .. 35Q8 l11nd garden 
c. COL. !ff LA I' I Rm:n 
(~:!-[~r:.Al.~-~J~1fil Al 
I. Hadmum labour, 
1 cycle 'i2' 6 1040] n.d. n.d. n.ll, n,d, 1.8 Cnnnl-[ed 
.! l't•ndrll?ld 
lrrlgntlon 
' 
2. H.11lm11111 J,1h1rnr, 
"t 1 rYdN1 1H1ll I• I lO n,11. 11 •• 1. U.11, 11.11, I.fl 
•., 1. Hlnlrnum Jl\IHlUr, \ l cyf'll' 4fl.1'1 ll072 n.d, 11.r.l. tl,11. n.J. 1.1 
4, Minimum l3bnur, 
2 ('ycles JJ1~ 4%4 11.d. l\.d, n.d. n;d, 1.5 
o. !:_A_!:f.~A_ J!JJD 
I. Tll lrd 6ns 1~011 J~. J 2'.l.M:i7 lo'\% 2!+G•'• l.8 S1.1;implan•I 
ls1.111d bede 
1. Untilll'd L11io 4M8 12,G IQ, lll 2597 2227 I.I Svnrnplnntl 
lslnnd bed9 
E. ~fi,t._n_•~ _(_'iOl.t~_~lflN~) 
I, Drv 1.10,1 JS(,') 2198 .... ,, 8,4130 S!.JIJ )ft•JO 1.5 Dry 1llnd 
ilN'f•'X• 
"' 
r. gJ!!'?lJ. CFt 11) 
r---\ 1. "'v lMul )1f;'!'l ~228 10,fl 1/i,'HO t..?SS F1Jl l.2 
I 
.1vl'r,1gC" 
,./ c. ·~J!.~-'U"~tJ~1~ 1 
!1!,Q) 
IQH 1.1 Slr.ipl1! flooding 
.ifl.'.1 H,l.ql IR,.'1 1i;,r.+.u 111l+ I. Tlllt'd 
C"nnnt-rcd 
,, .. ,, ·,~i;., .'l.K \K, "i Ill ·1MH ,,11 1.1, Slmplr flooi.llog /. l:ntl1 ll',I 
cnunl-fcd 
. 
' 
II. TSEHflAGA HAR r NC: {t.t. 
1~r~1Q;F1Ia.:'£.~J·.~1.r.r-
ll!V 1.11111 f1.1J 'lil /,fo \,Orio nnv. rllf1/ I.I Dry J111ul 
1. KAI' Ant• (\./)Sf 
!ffW ~!Uf~Y:~ f 
IO.W1~ ,·.~rn 1111~ 1.• Swn:nplnnd S11,1:nplnnJ gl1rd1•m1 1,11~ \l0'"1 l!.B l11h1nJ lic1h1 
__ .. _____ . _ __..__._ __ 
llntn AoUrt'c!i g~vr.n tnJ:t'Jlrndlx /11 5, Trnvl'l tlmr.' not Included ln lnbuur Input~. 
. ch,-..r;-e~1, 
' 
' ' 
' 
' 
~· 
' 
TABLE 6 CHIEFDOMS AND DISTRICTS ON ANEITYUM 
District name Total Area Arc<~under 1850s 
JO.Q~ Schoel houses 
ANAU-UNJAI CHIEFDOM [Inglis' Parish] 
1. ISIA 
2. IHTANIA 
3. IGAREI 
4. IJJ\SSIS 
5. UEA 
6. AHAIJ 
7. AHA!JITOHO 
Totals 
329.2 
420.2 
106.1 
272. 3 
303.9 
253. 7 
213.0 
1898.4 
245.6 
261. 5 
·93. 7 
174.4 
2L10. 7 
119.'8 
191. 2 
1326.9 
ANETCllO AND IJTPDAV CHIEFDOMS [Inglis 1 Parish] 
1. ANAIA 
2. IVANIPEK 
3. ANEMTANAHIE 
4. ANEJP\.JU 
5. ANTI NA 
6. TPlJCAU 
7. ')llUUL 
8. uMKA 
9. ANETC!-10/IDUHU 
l 0. lTAD-ANAREfl 
11. ISAV 
12. ANAME 
13. EPEKE 
14. ANAflANJOP 
15. ANPEKE 
16. ISEI 
359.4 
95.2 
62L1. 2 
451. 2 
220.0 
62.3 
85. 1 
483. 1 
278 .. 3 
266.1 
77 .8 
199.5 
95.2 
2L17. 8 
154. 2 
215.2 
62.3 
85. l 
69.6 
299.5 
231. 2 
17. IJIPDAV (inland) 
122.2 
224.9 
204. 7 
550.l 
112. 5 
ll18. 4 
110. 4 
183.6 
18. IJIPDAV (coastal) 91.0 91.0 
Totals ·4347.6 2649. 4 
ANAU-UNSE CHIEFDOM r !!.:!Bl..i s '._.1' n r i s h 1 
1. ITAU 322. 7 247. 1 
2. EHESJEI 241.9 186.8 
[Geddie's Parish] 
3. ANAUWAU 487.0 245.8 
1051. 6 679.7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
7 
1 
l 
1 
1 (?) 
l 
1 or 2 
l 
1 
1 or 2 
l (?) 
1 
l(?) 
1 
.1 
1 
2 
16-21 
2-4 
4-6 
Comments 
Possibly part of 
Imtania. 
nopotan natimarid 
Possibly part of 
Ahaij. 
Probably make up a 
single district: 
Anetcho Ecsina. 
Possibly pa. ·t of 
Antina. 
nopotan natimarid 
Possibly two sepnrace 
distriets. 
May have attended 
Aname school. 
May have attended 
Aname school. 
Possibly two separate 
distriets. 
nopotan natimarid 
Probably two or more 
districts. 
•f ..:::1 
) 
) 
TABLE 6 (Cont'd) 
AN!':LC";.;.li\T CH l!':FDOM [Geddie' s Parish] 
\IMAN ID-ANWUNYAT 
IMKAT,AU 
ITEG 
INWA RAKA 
\JCHE 
ANPAK 
ANELCAUHJ\T 
NIJIEt-IHANG 
ITEC (Total} 
(ITEC (Neropno 
Valley only]) 
ANAPARIJO 
ANIJ/\WE 
ANAD/\UJ\I 
ANIBLIDJ\I 
Totals 
439.6 
355.0 
161. 8 
231. 6 
377. 2 
399.2 
514.9 
418. 4 
737.8 
(327.3) 
563.7 
140.8 
154.2 
304.4 
4798.6 
UM!':J CHrnFDOM [Geddie' s Par~sl~J 
AN/\UY/\C 
ANi\NPEK!':-lHILI 
ANO/\ 
IPATJ\ 
ANAH/\IJ I NUMO 
UME,J 
AHAIJOM 
Totals 
353. 7 
239.7 
117.o 
203. 2 
27 l. 0 
l 9Li. 6 
248.6 
1627.8 
2L19. 2 
220.5 
149. 1 
129.3 
328.6 
132. 9 
499.4 
258.1 
122.0 
(80. 9) 
318.8 
140.8 
153.4 
255.0 
2957.1 
316.9 
232.l 
87.9 
) -.·,. 3 
189.0 
179. 1 
197.3 
1306.5 
ANUMEJ~6N!':KRO CHIEFDOM [Geddie' s Parish] 
AN EK RO 
ANUt-IEJ 
fNTAMl~T 
IDEC 
Totals 
/\NEITYUM Totals 
286.1 
1217.6 
469. 6 
338.5 
2311. 8 
16,035.8 
188.2 
523.0 
342.8 
228.2 
1282.2 
10, 201. 8 
or 2 
l 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
(1) 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
or 2 
1 
l 
4-5 
51-60 
Possibly part of 
Uc he. 
!_1y.J2_otan natimarid 
District may only 
include Neropno 
valley with other 
valleys uninhabited. 
Pos~ibll ~~ct of 
/\nadar1n!. 
Possibly 1 district. 
nopotan natimarid 
nopotan natimarid 
Probably two or more 
districts. 
56 in late 1850s: 
30 in Inglis' Parish, 
26 in Geddie' s. 
----~------~ ---~·~-- ~~ --·----- --~- ..... ___________ _ 
Tot.11 Arc.1 ktncl Bl•bw Oryl.1nd C.lll.Jl-fctl Olhur WutLrnd 
(lfcct.irC'o) JOOm fha) G,irdens• (h;,) G.udcns (h,,) C.srdens (h,1J 
l. U1KA~..f\U 
J, l'Ml•NID·AUWtnlYAT 
), J\Hl!Ot:!WllL•INYJ\0111'1\i• 
/JU1tr\<,'f\ll 
4, FllFSJtI 
S. ITAU 
J5S.O 
419.G 
10.s 
24• ... 2 
H1'1.A 
247.1 
(,1'),1 
'J7,](i 
ll. Ol 
S4,,1B 
184.llS J,004 
----·---------------
f), IJJ11[1f\V \1r1,1'1t ti l '!l,0 
1, IJH'l'l1W ( lnt.rndl 
a. rsr:r 
?. Mrna: 
ltl, Af//\HAtlJ(H' 
lt. rn•a: 
12. ANA."tf 
lJ, ISAV 
14. JT1\0·NIARED 
l"i, Nlf.'f'{'flO/IDtlH(! 
lh, UHY./\ 
17, •111111II, 
111, Irl,fl.'/\!J 
l'Ja, /\NTUIA (Lc.,·o:'r Vallroy) 
t9b. NJTIUJ\ 8 AlmJro1J 
204, Nt1JtTM~1\ffl~) NlF:TC!IO· 
2ob. 1v,\•nrr1< 1 rr:.tin. 
21. l\W\JJ\ 
tjipdav ,1nd /\n('t('h') Tnt11l 
',t,r),1 
1.!2. 2 
;.>]11,) 
•IAJ,l 
69.6 
f)'l,l 
(,,?,] 
n.r1 
'Jl.11 
l<Hl.4 
,2')'),5 
69.6 
nr..1 
1,;,1 
1'1.27 
':i;?,]'J 
27,04 
2:, 14 
17,Wi 
";?,R 7,hl 
-------------
22.\. Alli\IJ 211.(1 
~lb. /\llAr.J JTOll'1 
23. Of.A 
24. IJJ\<;.O:tt; ~n.1 
2~·. I(,Af'.F.f 
2'1. lM.TNHA 
21. t·-t,\ 
Al1Ml•"Jri•1t Tr l.11 
An;111•1m•••~, 11lJ11'.', J\rH•h.!.· · 
1nrt /\n.111·1Jn~,11 Tnt.11!' ?-2''?;!• 
l •l-1 
111.1 
;.':ltl.7 
17•\ •. \ 
"ll,7 
20\ hit') bo .. n dcrfo::Lt>J ft)r unu!i;ihh1 1,,nrl -..·1th1n mu:dt'n ,u"''· 
O.lJ'J 
0.100 
6,095 
7.000 
O.'iun 
•l,J';() 
}r·,'•'111 
·l .. l'·ll 
7,ft·,J(J 
7.GOO 
1,075 
100.us 
~ Sornl! qilrdr.n arrols are founcl nbovc JOOm M·1 thi~ uliqhtly di!ltort9 r.m1w H<JUtl's, 
0.1145 
il.fl222 
0,(1•\7'l 
0.6S!JS 
1.52'2 
1.0'1!1 
0,)15·1. 
0,0P75 
0,Jl20 
\.1,2')<"\Q 
"],)h2J 
Q.1Ei2 
0.2.:IGO 
1.JIS5 
·l,075("1. 
'l.57•'; 
1,12-1•1 
11,3100 
7.1&1'1 
::?.0077 
0,24")7 
C.4~11 
t',•l.?1M 
Carden L.'lnd n.s a 
P:~~n~~~:r oio~l ri 
12 
41 
19 
" 
29 
21 
2'J 
25 
11 
16 
25 
20 
" 73 
02 
" bl 
IU 
36 
14 
26 
lG 
22 
'" 2S 
12 
17 
" 
. , 
,. 
~ 
[Sw;impland gurdvn] 91]7 3JZ (i77, 1, 598.975 (n) 4),(107 (n) 4751 {'tl.1:dmum ylcld) (b) 31.3\7 (b) 3870 
------.~----
I _~~ltF~~!!:' 
fs .. nmplnnd t~ilrdL·n] 8111 Jl~ (,)%. 1,419,liH (11) 7S.0!1l (11) 3088 (minlm•Jm yield) (b) 20,698 (b) 1798 
----------------·--
!Bf;i\l'W~~ 
(c:.1n11l .. fnl g.ud<•n l 10,ti.~8 177, r.1r l,7%,900 (.1) 'll1,20R (t1) ?JSR (llllod) (b) l?.597 (b) 1909 
l~:_t:!'l'lt·\I 
lt;m.1l•ful st.irdt•nJ 1•11~ tl": Blt li12, l00 (11) 21, 101. (n) 6008 (unl 11 !rd) (h) l 7.'i70 (h) l1RM 
Ory I.ind go:irdL•n %)'; 407. 602 l ,686, 12) (n) 17.211 (n) 1787 (tJllt>d)"'* (b) 12.408 (b) 1288 
___ ... 
-~--- ·-~---------
-·----- -- ·-------· ------ -----.-~.--.. --·----------·----·-~-----
f'r)' lilnd .-:.Hd\·tt 1'1-'1•1 19' Bl~ 1,01,'in (.1) 17 .21 r, (n) 4991 (unt I ll1 dl .. (h) t2.·•f1A (b) 3\98 
-·---- --~--- ~--<-------- ------- -------~ --------------~----------
tiry lar.d ~";.tnkn: f·~-4~ I\~ (,')?;' I, lti4,8'j0 Cn) 11. 21 I (n) 33R9 
.1\lcr.1gP (111lf ttlh'd, (h) 12.408 (bl 2M1J 
hnlf unt t 1 lticll •*"" 
--- . ----- -·- ··--·~ .. ...-
FollovJng s:wllf;s•gMith (lgRO) .wc·r;i~~r· t•1•1·rgv r·xprndlturr In r,.irdr>n tni;k·~ ti; tnkt>n to ht• l7'i kcnl/hour • 
Tiu.• gn1uth pt·rl(•d t·~ r.•m·r.ltlv 11''·'· th.1•1 .1 V•".1r t~·. q rt1Pnth-.); .1il\11slu1•nt hao.: h1'f'I\ m.1d1• t1' glv1• ''1•,1rlr lotnJ~. 
... Thji; t~ ol 11111rt;t• ,1 1•un•ly n11ll1•u.1I l1-.·h1tl'ltll'. It 1,111 l•t• n tn n·rrt'!·a·nt J. ~lt11.1tton ulU'tl' In ont• dlsttlC't both 
tlllt·d .10d 11ntillt·J twdR !"' .. 1~· liC' fnun·l thprnJtng rm lllkro- •. l'.'nmt•ntnl comllt.ions. 
,- (' 
,. c 
TABLE 9: ANEITYUMESE AGE AND SEX STRUCTURE MODELS 
(Based on McArthur 1~74:Table 5.1 simulations for the 1850s, 
with figures converted to percentage of total population) 
Age range 
Population model 
(years) B* D E F 
Less than 15 (male and /f0% 34%• 32% 31% female) (non-workers) 
Over 15 (female) 
26/o 30% 30% 29% (productive workers) 
Over 15 (male) 
34% 36% 38% 40% (productive workers) 
TABLE 10 
ANEIT'·:uN : Population in 1830 
(Percentage surplus in brackets) [number obtained by subtraction] 
mean minimum mean maximum minimum i:iaximum missionary 
population population population population popula tior. 
Whole Island 4600 (55) 5800 ( 45) 3500 (70) 12000 (JO) 3500-3800 
Nortl.ern chiefdoms 2410 (55) 3070 ( 45) 1840 (70) 6300 (30) [1841]-2000 
Ij ipclav and 1455 (60) 1895 (50) 1150 (55) 2410 (50) [1150]- [1250] AnetL:ho 
Anau-unjai 580 (60) 790 (50) 450 (55) 1513 (35) 450 
Anau-unse 375 (60) 505 (45) 300 (65) 1032 (25) 300 
Isei Imkalau 750 (55) 1010 (40) 650 (45) 1850 (25) approx.700 
.~ Aname, Epeke, 235 (65) 300 (55) 175 (60) 465 (55) 120 i Is av 
t Ohuul di.s t:rict 80 (60) 85 (55) 80 (70) 121 (70) 70 
•\ Ipijcau district 80 (60) 9.'J (55) 70 (70) 147 (55) 80 
' 
.f. 
1.\.1111 JJ: R; ~l.n1.\IU1_1~\ J~\1.1.". ~-~!'':.:\\)_lt1~:'' 
,\11 Jntl'!l [lrN·('q r1'. hy tlH• Alil' R.1dl(l(,..rhon l.i1hor.1tnry. 
2&17 
2&18 
2419 
2&20 
2421-A 
2.0 
-1.if,f,,) 
-490, 7 
-4tio.; 
·Pl.O 
fil~~i:-~i\ti!+-1'·'Y1~1 .N.i_ A'!!._1 l_>._t _l!.\T 
n,o z.n I 
I 
.gJ.~h.J.Jl:G)~ .RJ,Y}-H __ RJt .l~T. _MW t . .\\~ 1.r A"ll\T 
I ·''·" .·.fl I ·11?.11 .,.;.,: 
~J.L .... t~_t~IJl"i'P•ll[~_Ji.!\_f~.-Rl_iJ.1~ }I\\•:,,_ \1. llJHll,w. 
I ·2'J.fl IR,r, 
AJ')lL_!~!JtF_!"J!~:..llJ_t.'JJI 1 l'JJ_ _f\.\\).'..:i 'HJIH!ll.\~r. I -24.0 
!TJL_h~&.AY_1_11y:rJ~ . •.u_•~·~ ,~, 
lf'!lil I ~2 ..• n 
1n1,] J 
21f" 
26S4 O.Q 
.. z~.n 
-
1JlR,l 
.' . I I 
-.'t"ll 
r,, 
.. •t1 -11],tl 
.'.11 
•• o 
.A1._1_'l_U~1.,Vl_i!._5.F}J_t_n~ _11N_~)...._A~·v•r llt\F! RJfl!T. P~\-.\.! 1 
211,2 l .~ .. n ~.11 .. n.~ 
tl'-l l',l 
'·' 
fl,~ 
1 ... 0 
R, I 
..... 
.'1.l 
, , 
; . ~ 
'" 
11..: 
R. 11 
:•, .. 
, .. 
~o~o • IM 
'1420 t <JO 
\iiln • 11m 
1J.f(I I 110 
r.o 1Jl ~ d 11 
I '•10 • ''10 
\1;11 • l~ 
2','1flO • ,'\fl 
•
1 lll11 • HU 
IR!hl • l•lil 
Jr,qo • 1n 
l:'f'lll • R.rJ 
)1.r.f). 1·1 
R11l 1 !f1 
1,10 • :~. 
11!lll • 1'0 
lll1!1. :11 
nn • 11n 
tin • Rn 
•,1.111 
)(Ill• 1111 
,_. I ,..... . .., 
; 1., 9 .z,.,• ~·'' ~~:1.~ :,R -r1111 i 
.llf.I I I ~ !R i. l •· 11, I, 1"',,I • ~ 111 
"n1111 u1n11._ r;1irt·1•; 111M'~) 1 r\'..\\n R.rv~1, 111r P\'.l 1 \ 1 .. \•11 .. 1nn ;;-h,..~··-r· .. ,;:..H .'.111 ·•R,1 ·~.Ii ·,ff1•K•t 
·;;;~~r'·:~:.~'il'HJ.'Rl'.;\:ln'i "'::,:\.!I'.''' JR,\ 1 
Ar.1_11~.l'!J!J!~'. At!,!w R1_1 Ht_J11t~·"•, ·'-~'."-, 
m! I =~=:~ ~:~: ! :m:~ 
.~T.1.·\1,1 A'iTI~>. tlt\'fll, Rh !IT M\l-'1.. .\"tfl'lA I .,,, ..... ' 
1-i,M 
AT.Ull..1. _,\r~I f111·i tll'lll\'a"-1"1t f'<\T\l.l\f) I 11'"!1 
:·,,,, 
'.!I 
0,1) l.tl 
I ., •. 0 
.~!.?.flJ..._~1!!--1.A.}ll\1111., ff•'f h~',).: 1 .\l>.\1/\ 
2186 
' " I 
lllO 
Ull I ., .. n 
l,_n 
.. ,,,, 
\'1,4 
11.1.., 
14 ~ 
t .. ,lt 
·' 
l•'-1 
. (,
J\.<1 
·1~n • l r.(' 
1n~o • 1111 
t l-'nd1•rn 
1111,IJ J.1 
I0\,4 
IM,4 .'.4 
ll\,!I. 1,•1 
1•11 .... 1 1,1 
Hi1 ,, I.' 
111:1.11 t. \ 
:!; flt••111ln'1l 
't,111111!.· 
1no 
JR.1 
100 
100 
1nr 
•.o,n 
f,'},4 
inn 
1no 
111n 
IOO 
11.0 
48.0 
.11.·,,n 
f1,0 
l'..I 
11 n 
1n l 
11. ~ 
'1111 
.'1 11 
14.I• 
• I 
II" 
l 111nl!i1 nt ~ 
lr1Yt•r 11, 
Ld'YCr ~ • 
tnv('r 4, 
i..1vi•r 3, 
Prt'l tr.iln.iry R1·11ult lnyrr 2 (.mod 
h11gm1•nl11). 
l'rrltmlnMy R~·11111t 1 ... 1ycr 2 (muJ 
rtn1•1;), 
. 
ErotllnJ: mldJcn(''ln 1u.1nrnp t'1lgt<. 
Shf•l I 111111•1 t'llrrcctli to 20 ! 
RO RI' • 
l./l\'i't 111:2, 
tt1v1•r II nv1·n, 
1.1111•r 111 ~ 2, 
l.nyn 111:1, 
At h.HH! nf l'lrlntnc-1•n1• nlluvlal 
t1•rr11c1•. 
~:.1111pl1• tol h·• t1'd liy 1,.H, 1:rnuhr, 
l.n1 r V: I, 
.i;11!1pl1• u1l11•ct1•d hy l,,H, G11111hc. 
1.1\f'l'M t\ 1 l ~I\':), 
t:iyl'r IV'./, 
I l\'N 111: Ii "ilwl 1 4nt r, c-nrrt .. ~t 11 
tu 124C' I RO IU', 
Al 1711, 1•r;Ti1v.d111t to lny1·r l!I:), 
Siu 11 1!,111·, l"ll rnl q to J'iO • 
R'1 111'. 
1;.1mpl1 tul!1•1 t1·rl h)' l .• H. r:n•ut1r, 
lrivn llJ·I, 
1 
.. 1mpl1· r1•llt>r"tf.I hy l .• H. r.rnt1l1r, 
l.1v1•r 111:1. 
ll'Yl'r 111:1. 
l,1\fT ll!I. 
11 .. r ltnn fl, . ) r>ntri•cl 
~!::~::,~:\':;, ~~:,'! ~~t;;,~.~ Hnm11lt•f'• 
r.11rth Ovrn In nettlt•mrnl 111te. 
f.1rth 0\'1'11 In 111•ttlt•m1•nt itltt'o 
\,l\'t'r lfl!I. 
l.tt\'l'r 11:1, 
1.n·1r 111·.·. <.,J,i')I cl.Hr1 l'OrtNltl 
t.1 lfll1' • fl"11r. 
1.:lHr 111:1. Sht>ll Jntl;'i) 11 1 d rNtt<tlk l•• l\RO '"">S ) ;'Irr 
t 1.H.-r 111: I, ) 11o1!11p ""' 
f;'l\'N I\'~ I. 
l\\1·r 11:1, 
lntru1,J\•111 '\ 1Wtlh 
l1Hr I\:!, 
1.1\ir Ill.I. 
1111 11 I 
ll\tl 111 . 
ll\•f t:'. 
''" t ,,, ''tlltliil
1 
'"'""·1th 
• "'' lll~l!!.-111 • 
i.wit "'· ''ht••r.11 1 t.1•n1>.1lh 
rr.il 111~1"11 rtt, 
11"1·r i-, 1•1111•thm\.111,111;'rl"I, 
•.1" 11 •Ill•, , ••rtrri" 111 \('t • 
!<t1I ~I' 
11.•rf/"1'1 11. 
It •t \ 
t.h(•f l\ 1 • 
~~.;,;;;-:'.'' -,if"iWif~>~;r"A\'7'4«9\-r>-,,...,· '·"'.;tl~~c">'."&"ti'' ~;i """'f'~;;:{"..,,,_"("7~~~~':',;)).+"';t· 
TABLE 12 
RATES OF EROSION Ai.'ill DEPOSITION: NEW GUINEA HIGHLANDS AND FIJI COMPARED 
Date BP Sediment Type 
Kuk, W. Highlands,PNG 
<50;000 - 20,000 Organic rich muds 
20,000 - 9000 Organic rich muds 
9000 - 6000 . Grey clay 
Waitabu Swamp, Lakeba, Fiji 
1900 - 1750 Grey silty sandy clay 
1750 - 900 Brown-greyish 
brown sandy silty clay 
900 - 0 Grey sandy silty clay 
Data from Golson and Hughes (1976), Hughes et al. (1979). 
Rates of Erosion 
(cm/lOOO yr) 
0.2 
0.4 
3.0 
173 
20 
7 
Rates of Deposition 
in swamp (cm/lOOOyr) 
3.0 (30,000. 
-9000 BP) 
10.0 
2300 
270 
90 
~.: 
.-tr 
t 
TABLE 13: THE DISTRIBUTION OF TRUE IRRIGATION IN THE PACIFIC 
A - Simple Flooding, B - Island Beds, c - Pondfields, D _ E _ Method Unclear. Furrow Irrigation, 
Area 
MELANESI~ 
West New Guinea (West Irian) 
Lake Sentani 
Damal area (Highlands) 
Papua New Guinea (Provinces) 
Enga 
Madang 
Western Highlands 
Eastern Highlands 
Moro be 
Central 
Milne Bay 
East New Britnin 
New Ireland (Mu-::·;au Island) 
North Solomons (Bougainville 
Solomon Islands 
Kolombangara 
New Georgia 
Rend ova 
Guadalcanal 
Vanuatu 
Vanua Lava 
Gau a (Santa Matia 
Not<:1lava 
Ureparav~ra 
Santo 
Maewo 
Aoba 
Pentecost 
Malekula 
Aneityum 
New Caledonia 
Fiji 
Viti Levu 
Vnnua Levu 
Is) 
Method 
E 
A(?) 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A(?) 
B 
E 
c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r, 
c"' 
E 
D 
B,C 
c 
c 
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de la Rue (1945), Speiser (1913, 1923) 
Deacon (1934), Rivers (1926) 
See text 
Barrau (1956), Curry (1962), 
Glaumont (1897) 
Rivers (1926), Ward (1960, 1965) 
Ward (1965) 
TABLE 13 (cont'd) 
Area 
Taveuni 
Kora 
Oval au 
Batiki 
Gau 
Lakeba 
Hoa la 
Kadavu 
POLYNESIA 
Futuna (Horne Islands; 
Samoan Islands 
Cook Islands 
Nangaia 
Rarotonga 
Society Islands (Tahiti) 
Ra 1 iatea 
Taha 1 a 
Mo'orea 
Tahiti 
Austral Islands 
Rurutu 
Tupuai 
Rapa 
Gambier Islands 
Mangareva 
Marquesas Islands 
Nuku Hiva 
Huahuka 
''.>ra Hoa 
L~ Pou 
Fatu Hiva 
Hawaiian Islands 
Method 
c 
E 
c 
B 
c 
B,C(?) 
B 
c 
B,C 
E(?) 
13 'c 
B,C 
c (?) 
c (?) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C(?) 
B,C 
Major 
references 
Brookfield (1978), Rivers (1926) 
Bayliss-Smith (1977) 
Erskine (1853) , Rivers (1926) 
Bayliss-Smith (1978b) 
Anc'.2rson (1880) 
M. Brookfield (1979) 
Sahlins (1962) 
Thoms6n (1889), Ward (1965) 
Burrows (1936), Kirch (1975) 
Brown (1910) , Farrell and Ward (1962) 
suggest irrigation 
Allen (1969, 1971), Buck (1944) 
Bellwood (1978b), Buck (1~44) 
V6rin (1969) 
Verin (1969) 
Green ( 1961) 
Oliver (197Lf) 
Verin (1969) 
Aitken (1930) 
Hanson (1973) 
Buck (1938), Moniod (1974) 
Handy (1923) 
Kellum-Ottino (1971) 
Handy (1923) 
Handy (1923) 
No clear reference 
Literature summarised in Earle 
(1978, 1980), Handy and Handy 
(1972)., Kirch (1977) 
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TABLE 14 NOTES 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
P· 
q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
Seen operating in June. 
Terracing observed in streambed. 
Seen operating in June. 
Irrigation in Asai Valley and Jimi tributaries, July to November/ 
December. 
Irrigation late-February to mid-:October/December. 
Seen operating July to September (Baruya Groups). 
Baruya 'homeland', probable irrigation. 
Extensive hydraulic technology, not used for irrigation. 
Assume local rainshadow effects. 
On island between Kolombangara and New Georgia. 
Honiara station. Irrigation reported north of here. 
Range of rainfall in areas where irrigation practised. 
Lawaqa station. 
Dreketi station.) 
valeci station. ~ 
Irrigation also practised in wetter areas. 
Range of rainfall in areas where irrigat,ion 
practised. 
Waiyevo station (central north coast). ) )) Irrigation practised on 
Mua station (northern point). this drier coast. 
Equivalent climate to Futuna (14°18'S, 178°09'W) where irrigation 
practised. 
Drier side of the island. 
Irrigation practised? 
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Figure 2.1: Vanuatu and New Caledoniu 
•Walpole 
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Figure 2.2: Aneityum : Topography and Location of Shore Settlements in 1853 (According to Chart of 
HMS Herald) 
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Figure 2.3: Soil Water Capacity 
a Sandy loam 
b Clay loam 
c Clay 
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Figure 2.4: Soil Moisture Extraction (after Stroh/er 1960) 
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Figure 2.6: Soil Water Deficits (Generalised Vegetation Model) 
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Figure 2.7: Soil Water Deficits (Taro Model) 
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1. Btoccias, luffs, bnsaltic lavas, 
breccio-conglomerntes (Pleistocene) 
2. lnwumetch Intrusion : Basaltic andesite 
- andeslte (Pleistocene) 
3. Raised reof (Upper Pleistocene or 
Holocene) 
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GEOLOGY 
4. Ancient alluvial terrace (Plolstoceno) 
5. Recent alluvial terrace (Holocen~l 
6. Holocene reef platform covered by 
recent alluvium (Holocono) 
tigure 2.8: Geology of Aneityurn (ofter Quonlln 1979 & Corney ond McForlone 1979) 
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SOILS 
1. Poorly developed brown soils 
2. Calcare-ons soils 
3. Reddish-brown clayey-sandy soils 
~:}Moderately leached red-brown ferrallitic soils 
5n. Strongly leached reel ferrnllitic soils 
Sb. of the 'humid' southern climatic series 
5 
(for details see Table 1 descriptions) 
c. 
6. Stron{JIY lenchecl red-brown ferrallitic soils 
of the perihu~nicl clirnatics series 
7, Strongly leached very red ferrallitic soils 
of the 'seasonal' north and west climatic :;erics 
8. Poorly developed well-drained sandy or 
sandy-clay soils 
9. Hydromorphic gleyed soils (not indicated) 
10. Weakly leached reddish-brown soils 
See Table 1 for detailed description 
Figure 2.9: Aneityum : Soils (after Quantm 19 79) 
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VEGH A TION 
1. Tall forosl of CaloP.hyllurn - Agathis 
2. Low Cloud foreM - - - --
3 ·.i. Savannah 1111dlor 'Maquis' 
5. Coastal belt of coconut plantations 
6. Shifting culltvalion plots, fallow, dispersed 
coconuts and fn11t trees 
7. Leuca~na thickets 
S. Secondniy open forost and thicket regrowth, 
occnsionnl coconuts 
g Second.iry open forest of i\cncin !ll~ 
10. Extremely steep slopes denuded of vegetation 
Soc Tablo 2 for dotailod description 
Figure 2.10: Aneityum : Vegetation (after Schmid 1975, Quantln 1979) · 
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Figure 3.2: lpek inhenou (AT 25) Anaparijo District, Aneityum 
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Figure 3.5: Anipcece Hillside , 1henou (AT 363) 
W Waterfall 
T lnmeg<iiwai terrace 
? Possibly more terraces 
damaged by river action 
Terrace revetment 
Revetment wall damaged 
by stream action 
~ Double blocking wall to 
push stream flow away 
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~ Streamflow 
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Figure 3.6: Anw<inelcou lnmegaiwai (AT 102), ljipdav (inland) District 
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of a Typical lnwet~ 
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o horn;m Calholic Station. 
Tho above cngr:i.ving of the J..,Janrl of A.ncit~11111 i8 from a map furnished to tho 
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c~rly ~o., lo 11r1·nc11t oitr re;iders with 01. bkctd1 of the mission promisca. 
, 
Figure 3.8: Geddie's Map of Aneityurn from MR, February 1851 : 25 
Map shows Chiefdom boundaries and mission outstations 
and was probably drawn in 1849 (see Appendix 5) · 
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Location Map for AT 37 Excavation, lmllalau Creek, lmkalau District, Aneityum 
Note: June 1978, Transit Survey. Minr.1 detail infilled by tapes and compass 
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Figure 7.2: Oatainaisipeti Irrigated Garden, Aiowo Area, Maewo : Sketch Plan 
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Figure 7.3: . ed Gardens, Lalango lmgat k Area, Umlong 0 . Sketch Map Maewo. 
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ANEITYUM 
P7 r, 1 Vi' C\·' clown tlH! IJ' i])dav Valley, one of the deeper .. a .... e : v 
and narrower valleys on the island. 
Plate 2: View down the Anetcho Valley from the ridge between 
Ohuul (left) and lpij cau forks, showing the broad 
flat valley bottom and the coastal plain beyond. 
To the left can be seen the lin~ of AT183 canal from 
Ohuul feeding gardens in Umka and Itacl beyond. In 
the foreground the AT162 canal can be seen crossing 
the ridge from Ohuul to Ipijcau feeding gardens in 
both districts. 
Plate 3: 'Red Ground' - eroding ridge land and 'Maquis' 
vegetation. 
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>;,u1 I , 
" 
... ,e;:3 = 
A1"\IEITYL~·1 
F-Zxtq 4: View of Anau-unse area from the Ijipdav Valley at the extreme 
right, to the Ana~wau Valley at the left. At the coast in 
the centre of the photograph can be seen the boundary between 
Itau (right) and Ehesjei (left) at Netchan Namaunia. To the 
left of this is the ce:ral islet of Neheto, the boundary between 
Ehesjei and Anuonopul. The open vegetation of this leeward 
side of the island can be clearly seen. · 
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Plate 5: The mouth of the Imtania Valley showing the large flat 
garden area (AT491) formerly irrigated. Above the 
opposite bank of the river can be seen the line of the 
ATSOO canal from which water is dropped down to feed 
gardens on the valley floor. 
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Ai'l"EITYUN 
View acrrss the lower part of the Ane tcho Valley. The 
heavily-eroded slopes of the Natato ridge are clearly 
visible as is the line of the AT183 canal rum~ing along 
its base. 
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ANEITYUM 
IGAREI AT431 IRRIGATED GARDEN (INCAUWAI) 
(Sel' Fig. 'l.J) 
Plate ?: Untilled garden bed with taro, kava and 
tobacco, previous to the digging of furrows 
to irrigate the garden. 
Plate 8: The same bed after the irrigation furrows 
had been dug. 
>7.rrtc fl: The tilled garC:en bed, showing irrigation 
furrows. 

ANEITYFM 
AT43 ANICOPOU TARO SWANP (INHENOU), UCHE 
(See Fig. 3.4) 
Plate 10: Terraced inhenou beds, looking towards the 
spring. 
Plate 11: Close-up of inhcnou terrace. 
l'la.te 12: Sto1w-lined island bed in the snmc inhcnou. 
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ANEITYGH 
Plate 13: Unlined island bed in AT217 inhenou at the edge of the 
Anawau swamp (AT556) at Anelcauhat. 
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P:~~e 14: Tillage: crumbling 
the earth between 
the hands and 
removing weeds. 
ANEITYu1'1 
Plate 15: Yauotau making 
planting holes in 
an untilled garden 
bed with a long 
wooden digging 
stick. 
Plate 16: A small take-off 
dam built by 
Chief Yautaea at 
Anauyac. The 
ranging pole is 
in the c;:i.nal 
channel. 
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ANEITY\lll 
Plate 1?: A stone-lined irrigation canal. This 
example is from Maewo, northern Vanuatu. 
Plate 18: The u11tilled e:xperime.EtaJ. plot <Jt 
Nijiemhang (AT32) just after planting . 
. . 
l'l.ih• l!l: Th<' nnmc ploL nflcr 01rn month's growth,,, 
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ANEITY'..:'•l 
Plate 20: Irrigation ternces at Nijiemhang (AT32). 
The slope along the terraces can be clearly 
seen. 
Plate 21: The tilled experimental plot at Nijiemhang 
(AT32) just after planting. 
I'Zatn 32: The same plot after one month's growth 
(c•omparc l' lnlc Fl). Nole Lill' digging 
stick left at the edge of. the bed. 
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ANEITYUM 
PZate 23: Recutting the AT32 canal takeoff 
near its source on the Nijiemhang 
river (see Map 2). 
PZate 24: A mixture of metal and traditional tools 
wen'! used in work on the AT32 canal. 
Here a young boy uses a wooden digging 
stick to cut the canal line. 
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ANEITYUH 
AT363 TARO SWAf1P (INl!ENOU), ANUONOPUL 
PlatP 25: Balau turning over the ground. 
Plate 26: Applying the deep mulch (1). Note 
the large pile of leaves of suitable 
mulch species and the depth to which 
the soil is turned over. 
Plate 27: Applying the deep mulch (2). Different 
mulch species. 

ANEITYUM 
AT363 TARO SWAMP (INHENOU), ANUONOPUL 
PZate 28: Levelling the swamp bed. 
Plate 29: Planting the swamp bed. 
PZate 30: Previously planted terraced beds 
in the AT363 inhenou. 
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ANEITYUM 
Plate 31: A recently planted island bed in 
the AT216 inhenou- at Anelcauhat. 
Note taro growing in the ·channels 
be tween the beds, 
Plate 32: A bed which has been turned over 
and mulched but not yet planted, 
in the AT235 inhenou at Umej. 
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ANEITYUM 
Plate 33: AT132 a small inmegaiwai dn a meander 
of the Anaia River, Anaia. 
Pfo:tc 34: AT.tl~3, Plt 1 on the Antina River 
(sec Fig. 5. 9), showing the buried 
storm clrnin, ln.yer II:l scaling the 
storm droin, and stone fe~tures 
associated with layer 1:2. 
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ANEITYUH 
Plate 35: -The line of inter-district canal AT396 near 
the watershed between the Antina and Anetcho 
valleys. The canal feeds gardens in Umka and: 
Anetcho/Idumu. 
Plate 36: Terraced irrigated garden area in Ipijcau 
immediately upstream of the fork with the 
Ohuul River. This garden is partly fed by 
canal AT162 from Ohuul (see Plate 2). 
Plate 3?: AT551, terraced irrigated garden (incauwai), 
fed by AT531 canal, Ijassis. 
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PZc.te 38: 
-
~ 
Tes.t Pit within 
the A.TJ~ incauwa.i, 
Nijiemhang, showing 
the inside face o[ 
the terrace. 
ANEIT'lllH 
F!.~te .')~): AT196, 'l\~st Pit 1, 
Ana me, s h~'lwi ng t:hc 
buried irrigoLL0n 
d1;1nne l ( thP t\JL' 
'lowct·' walls). 
One of the walls of 
the upper channel has 
bE'l'll. i:Ctnl1VCd 
(sec F:ig. 5.6) . 
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Plate 41: Stone-lined 
canal at AT32, 
Nij iernhang. 
ANEITYUH 
Plates 42 and 43: Two views of the s to-::-m drain 
revealed in the river bed at 
AT143, Antina (see also Plate 34). 
Compare the deep storm drain. shape 
with the shallower and wider shape 
of supply canals (Plates 39, 40 & 41). 
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ANEITYUM 
Plate 44: Stone-lined creek, Umka. 
Plate 45: AT181 aqueduct embatfrment (natawai) 
before excavation (see Fig. 5.11). 
Plate 46: The natawai during excavation. Face of 
the temporary sou th section (point x on 
Fig. 5.11) showing details of the construction 
o[ the core of the bank, with successive layers 
of rammed and puddled material. Lenses of 
manganese can be observed. 
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Pl.ate 47: Imkalau creek, 
AT37B section. The 
layer cf marine sand 
separating Horizons II 
and III can be clearly 
seen. The lowest soil 
layer has provided a 
date of 750 BP. 
(See Figs. 5.3 & 5.4) 
ANEITYill1 
Pl.ate 48: Imkalau creek, AT37 
before excavation showing 
the skeleton revealed at 
the base of the section. 
A sample from immediately 
adjacent to the skeleton 
gave a date of 1~40 BP. 
The line of stones near 
the tOJ? of the section is 
association with Layer II: 1, 
a garden soil dated to 500 
BP. (See Figs. 5.3 & 5.4). 
4·~ :;~,,~?..~f£-.~E4"; ~.0ff:J~-
Pl.ate 49: Anatuojem, AT35, 
hillside storm drain 
which is part of a 
network of drains 
protecting a hillside 
dry garden area. 
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HAEWO IRRIGATED GARDENS 
Plate 50: A plains garden near Aiowo. 
Plate 51: An inland hillside garden near Umlonrrko. 
!?7.aie t:<). 'UlJ• Narrow hillside pondfields at Keribei. 
0 

MAEWO IRRIGATED GARDENS , 
Plate 53: Aqueduct af coconut .trunks. supplyinu gardens 
near Aiowo. 
Plate 54: Pondficld 93 nt Keribei (see Mnp 5), note coral 
bund facing. An area formerly pl.anted with 
coconuts, now reclaimed for irrigation. 
Plate 55: Bamboo bund facing, Kcribei. 
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MAEWO IRRIGATED GARDENS 
Plate 56: Small pondfield on degraded coral at Naviso, 
note J.arge planting holes. 
Plate 5?: Pondfield terraces on very steep slope at 
Naviso, note digging stick lying in the 
pondfield. 
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MAEWO IRRIGATED GARDENS 
REBUILDING A PONDF IELD AT KERIBEI 
Plate 59: Constructing the bamboo bund facing, note the 
deflated former hund. 
Plate 60: Rebuilding the bund. 
Plate 61: Levelling the pondfield prior to letting 
in water. 
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MALWO IRRIGATED GARDENS 
P..EBUILDING ~ HILLSIDE PONDFIELD NEAR UHLONGKO 
Plate 62: Constructing the bund facing of tree fern 
(Cyathea sp.) logs. 
Plate 6 3: Rebuilding the bund, 
Plate 61: Final levelling of the pondfiold, using the 
water as a level, and sealing of the bund. 

NEW CALEDONIA IRRIGATED GARDENS 
Plate 65: Former terraced pondfields, central mountains. 
Plate 66: Work on the Col de la Pirogue pondfields. 
Terraces 1 and 2 have already been planted. 
Terrace 3 is being prepared for planting, 
while water has been led in a channel along 
Terrace 4 to soften the ground. (See Fig. 7.4). 
Plate 6?: Col de la Pi rogue. Smoothing and sealing the 
unfaced bund. 
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NEW CALEDONIA IRRIGATED GARDENS 
COL DE LA P IROGUE 
Plate 68: Preparing terrace 3 by cuttin~ back into 
the terrac~~ behind to widen the planting 
area. 
Plate 69: Laying out taro tops ready for planting. 
Plate 70: Planting, note the thin planting stick. 
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KEY 
HAP 4, FURROW IRRIGATION SYSTEH, l1KAGVAIGACEN AREA, ANEITYUH (AT32) 
1. Flat area, probably irrigated but no clear plot boundaries. 
2. Small pits: rnt traps or breadfruit fermentation pits. 
3. Possible Cordvline cooking pits. 
4. Stone flood barrage to prevent damage to lower parts of the 
irrigaLion system. 
5. Flood creek of recent date. 
6. Irrigated terrace cut by flood creek. 
7. Dry land garden areas. 
8. Irrigated garder~ area buried/damaged by recent flood debris. 
9. Recent change of river course cutting through previously irrigated 
garden area. 
10. Former canal course destroyed by erosion. 
11. Original canal line to lower garden areas. 
12. Re-cut of canal. 
13. Possible takeoff of later canal to feed lower garden areas (20th 
century). 
14. Double-walled flood barrage to prevent damage to lower part of 
irrigation system, partly buried by recent flood debris. 
15. Walls over original terrace line. 
16. Cooking pits? 
17. Stone line of ramp/path do~-n from schoolhouse area, Christian 
period. 
18. Line of storm drain/canal buried by flood debris. 
19. F~rmer river course? Still use<l as an inwete. 
20. Two large boulders said to 
the pre-mission period was 
be nntmas: surrounding area sacred in 
later incorporated into the sch00l and 
gravvyard an~n. 
tll "- \)PSe of a coconut tree (post-missionisation). 21. Midden deposit at ~ u 
22. Test excavation. 
HAP 4 KEY (cont.) 
A - P House sites, pre- and post-mission. 
t{'l 
channel 
,, 
canal or ~ l/ 
1, 
I 1 
'1 
line of canal 1, 1, 
1, 
stone-faced terrace I 
line of stones 
dou.ble wall I 
piles of stones ·~~$~ 
S'·'amp (inhenou) 
Christian graves 11) .···. f!7 ·j, 
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KEY ' 
MAP 5, PART OF IRRIGATED GARDEN AREA, KERIBEI, MAEWO 
A - I 
Pondfield and Pondfield Bund 
Direction of Flow 
Canal 
Areas where fallow pondfields w~re 
brought back into use in 1979. 
(Map otherwise reflects layout in 
1978). 
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